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Welcome to DMS 2011, the 17th International Conference on Distributed Multimedia Systems.

With today’s proliferation of multimedia data (e.g., images, animations, video, and sound), comes the challenge of using such information to facilitate data analysis, modeling, presentation, interaction, and programming. This is particularly important for the ever increasing number of end-users who are domain experts, but not IT professionals. Accordingly, the theme of this year’s conference is “Multimedia Inspired Computing.”

The conference is organized into seven primary distributed multimedia systems sessions, and eleven sessions on a variety of specialized themes, including: slow intelligence systems, data compression, visual languages and computing, distance education technology, geo-visual computing, and multimedia arts. The selection of papers to be presented at the conference was based upon a rigorous review process, with an acceptance rate of about 40% of the submissions received in the category of full research papers. The conference program also includes short papers that report on ongoing research activities and applications.

In addition, we are very pleased to have two invited keynote speakers at this year’s conference: Dr. Stefano Levialdi (University of Rome, Italy), a distinguished researcher in visual languages and human-computer interaction, and Dr. Herman Helbig (University of Hagen, Germany), a world renowned expert in knowledge representation and the semantics of natural language.

The DMS Conference continues to be an internationally diverse research gathering. This year we are expecting over 66 authors and guests from 18 countries: Austria, Canada, China, Colombia, France, Germany, Greece, Iran, Italy, Japan, Pakistan, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Tunisia, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

As program co-chairs, we deeply express our gratitude to the dedicated program committee members and conference support staff who have contributed to making DMS 2011 a success. We hope that you find this year’s conference to be an invigorating exchange of research ideas, and that you include some time to enjoy the beautiful sights, sounds, and tastes of Florence, Italy!

Gennaro Costagliola and Jennifer Leopold
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Keynote I
Ambient Intelligence Today/Tomorrow

Stefano Levialdi
IEEE Life Fellow

Abstract
Some prior definitions are given as well as some examples of interesting, possible applications developed in different laboratories around the world. Seamless integration and the importance of using all the human senses are described as well as the two main views, an optimistic one and a pessimistic one. The big problem is: will it make our life a better one (or not?). This issue is analyzed through a number of different, well motivated positions taken by various researchers, the conclusion is left to the audience.

About the Speaker
Stefano Levialdi graduated from Buenos Aires University in Telecommunication Engineering (1959), taught a number of courses at the Universities of Genoa, Naples, Bari and Rome in Computer Science (1961-1983). He has worked over 20 years in parallel image processing, and lastly, since 1984, in visual languages and human/computer interaction. He has published over 250 papers with more than 150 co-authors. He won a Chair of Excellence at the Carlos III University in Madrid (2009/10). He is IEEE Life Fellow (1988), Pattern Recognition Fellow (1994), Visual Language/Human-Centric Computer Fellow (2008) and co-editor of the Journal of Visual Languages and Computing (Elsevier Press) since 1990.
Keynote II
Multilayered Extended Semantic Networks as a Knowledge Representation Paradigm and Interlingua for Meaning Representation

Hermann Helbig
University at Hagen, Germany

Abstract
The talk gives an overview of Multilayered Extended Semantic Networks (abbreviated MultiNet), which is one of the most comprehensively described knowledge representation paradigms used as a semantic interlingua in large-scale NLP applications and for linguistic investigations into the semantics and pragmatics of natural language. As with other semantic networks, concepts are represented in MultiNet by nodes, and relations between concepts are represented as arcs between these nodes. Additionally to that, every node is classified according to a predefined conceptual ontology forming a hierarchy of sorts, and the nodes are embedded in a multidimensional space of layer attributes and their values. MultiNet provides a set of about 150 standardized relations and functions which are described in a very concise way including an axiomatic apparatus, where the axioms are classified according to predefined types. The representational means of MultiNet claim to fulfill the criteria of universality, homogeneity, and cognitive adequacy. In the talk, it is also shown, how MultiNet can be used for the semantic representation of different semantic phenomena. To overcome the quantitative barrier in building large knowledge bases and semantically oriented computational lexica, MultiNet is associated with a set of tools including a semantic interpreter WOCADI for automatically translating natural language expressions into MultiNet networks, a workbench LIA for the computer lexicographer, and a workbench MWR for the knowledge engineer for managing and graphically manipulating semantic networks. MultiNet has been used in practical applications like Natural Language Interfaces to the Internet (NLI-Z39.50), Semantic Recognition of Duplicates and Plagiates (SemDupl), Readability Checkers (DeLite), and in the commercial search engine SEMPRIA Search. Among the newest projects, where MultiNet and its language technology are employed as cornerstones, is a semantically based translation system ‘German . Chinese’ (Europhon project).

About the Speaker
Prof. Hermann Helbig received in 1968 M.S. in Physics from the University of Leipzig (Diploma in Quantum Theory). From 1968 to 1969 he was research assistant at the University of Leipzig. From 1970 to 1989 he was researcher in the fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Computational Linguistics (CL) (Robotron, Dresden, Head of the AI Laboratory). He has the following accomplishments: (1) Creation of the word-class controlled functional analysis (Development of a semantically driven parser); (2) Development of the Natural Language Interface NLI-AIDOS; (3) Development of the Question-Answering System FAS-80. In 1976 he received the Ph.D. in Computer Science
(Promotion, Dr.rer.nat., in the field of AI). In 1986 he completed Habilitation (Dr.rer.nat.habil.) in the field of Knowledge Representation. He accomplished the following: (4) Creation of the knowledge representation paradigm 'Multilayered Extended Semantic Networks' (MultiNet). From 1988 to 1992 he was Lecturer for Artificial Intelligence at the TU Dresden. From 1989 to 1992 he was Senior researcher at SRS Dresden and Siemens-Nixdorf. He accomplished the following: (5) Development of Man-Machine Interfaces and Geographic Information Systems. From 1992 to 2008 he received Full Professorship at the University in Hagen, and became Head of the Chair: Intelligent Information and Communication Systems. The main research results of the chair (http://pi7.fernuni-hagen.de/research/) are: (6) Creation of the largest semantically oriented computational lexicon (HaGenLex) in Germany; (7) Logical foundations of the MultiNet paradigm; (8) Natural language interface NLI Z39.50 to the Internet; (9) Workbench for the knowledge engineer MWR+; (10) Workbench for the computer lexicographer LIA+; (11) Virtual electronic laboratory VI LAB for supporting courses in AI and Computational Linguistics. Since 2008 he was Emeritus, Head of the Working Group .Intelligent Information and Communication Systems. From 1997 to 2002 he had sabbatical stays at ICSI and lectured in Berkeley, CA, at the University of New York at Buffalo (USA), and at the Universities of Edinburgh, Sheffield and London (Great Britain). In 2006 he had sabbatical visits and lectured at CMU Pittsburgh, Universities of Toronto (Canada) and Rochester NY, and at MIT.
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Abstract

This paper first describes the characteristics of the Slow Intelligence System (SIS), and then provides an example of Petri Net modeling of the topic/trend detection system by applying the SIS principles. The Petri Net model is simulated using PIPE3 tool. Based upon the requirements for Slow Intelligence Systems, a survey of existing development framework leads to suggestions for a generic framework for SIS system development.

Keywords

Component-based software system, slow intelligence system, Petri net modeling, slow intelligent system, SIS framework

1 Introduction

With a trend of mass use of social media such as blogs, and social networking in Internet, the detection of trends and hot topics out of millions of heterogeneous data become important not only to the users of the systems but also commercial stakeholders around these kind of systems. For example, HP Labs have demonstrated that social media can be effective indicators for predicting movie revenues [2]. Most of social media platform providers adopt the technologies from Information Retrieval research to provide customized and the most relevant services and advertisements to the users. However, the data generated by users through social media is growing exponentially, this requires new approaches to collect and process many heterogeneous data available on the web efficiently. The new approaches should reduce the search space by intelligently selecting the most relevant data sources on the web, and adapt data processing algorithms to handle varieties of the data automatically or semi-automatically [15].

A Slow Intelligence System (SIS) [16] is a general-purpose system characterized by being able to improve performance over time through a process involving enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination and concentration, which are the characteristics of the Slow Intelligence System. A SIS continuously learns, searches for new solutions and propagates and shares its experience with other peers. A SIS differs from an expert system in that the learning is not always obvious. A SIS seems to be a slow learner because it analyzes the environmental changes and carefully and gradually absorbs that into its knowledge base while maintaining synergy with the environment. A Slow System in general has two decision cycles – a quick decision cycle providing an immediate response to the environment and a slow decision cycle that tries to follow the gradual changes in the environment by analyzing the information acquired from experts and past experiences so that the performance of the system is improved over time.

The online topic/trend detection system in [15] adopted Slow Intelligence for their design so that computing resources are gradually concentrated on prospect solutions. We employ their design approaches and model an online topic/trend detection system in Petri Net model. In addition, we recommend the SIS generic framework, which integrates the subsets of selected existing software frameworks in order to support the entire lifecycle of the SIS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates Petri Net modelling of topic/trend detection system as a case study and shows the simulation results. Section 3 provides a survey of existing software frameworks with respects to requirements for SIS systems. Finally, recommendations for the generic SIS framework are given in Section 4.

2 Modelling of Topic/Trend Detection System in SIS

The online topic/trend detection system (TDT) proposed by [15] is to detect current hot topics and to predict future hot topics based on data collected from the Internet. Since it is unlikely to collect all data on the Internet, the system requires users to provide their information needs, including their concerned keywords and their concerned websites.
Furthermore, since hot topics change quickly, the system requires periodical updates in hourly or daily intervals. The system first collects latest data from Internet based on users’ information needs by Crawler & Extractor, then adopts TDT techniques to discover current hot topics by Topic Extractor, and finally applies trend estimation algorithms [3] to predict hot topics by Trend Detector.

The Crawler & Extractor building block is for the restriction of web data in the topic trend detection. It is modelled as SIS system principle. Currently Topic Extractor building block is a black box component, which can be later modelled and refined. Trend Detector building block is modelled as SIS system.

2.1 Crawler & Extractor

The responsibility of Crawler is to collect web pages from Internet. Crawler needs to be selective, that is, only collect web pages that satisfy predefined requirements. Extractor is responsible to extract information from web pages.

Crawler

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to restrict the media resources to crawl. The approaches include focused crawling [5], contextual crawling, semantic web and genetic-based crawling [7]. We observed that most of the existing approaches are close to the core concept of the SIS, which can be modelled as enumerator, adaptor, eliminator and concentrator.

We select the focused crawler as a basic model for the crawlers in the SIS in this project. However, the focused crawler can be replaced with another crawler depending on the different requirements and constraints for the target topic trend detection system.

The focused crawler consists of two phases: classifier and distiller. The first state of the classifier is to come up with the most relevant URLs for the topic trend detection. The list of URLs from the focused crawler can be different for each user because the SIS interacts with each user to enumerate example URLs and then recommend relevant URLs to the user. Then the focused crawler in SIS trains the knowledge base to get the most relevant URLs. In other words, we can map the classification phase of the focused crawler approach to enumerator and adaptor. Once training is done, SIS will identify the most relevant hubs by running a topic distillation algorithm. The results of this run raise the priorities of hubs and immediate neighbours. This distillation phase is mapped to eliminator in the SIS concept. The last phase is to report the most popular sites and resources to the users. The users finally mark the results as useful or useless, and send feedback to classifier and distiller. Thereby classifier and distiller can concentrate their crawling data. This whole cycle of enumerator, adaptor, eliminator and concentrator can be repeated.

Extractor

Information extraction resources categorized into three folds: unstructured resources such as free text written in natural language, semi-structure resources such as HTML tables and structured resources including XML and relational database. The role of Extractor in the topic trend detection is to build the HTML tag tree, mine data regions, identify data records from each data region, learn the structure of a general data record and then extract the data.
The extractor is also modelled in SIS. Enumerator can include building the HTML tag tree. Adaptor mines data regions. A data region is a collection of two or more generalized nodes, which have the same parents nodes and are adjacent. The regions are found using tree edit distance algorithm. Identifying the data records from data regions can be a role of eliminator. Learning the structure and extracting of the data can be done in the concentrator in SIS. For each data region we need to understand the structure of the data records in the region. Therefore, partial tree algorithm [19] is used to gather the structure. Extraction of data from single and multiple pages often introduces a lot of noise (e.g., advertisement and non-relevant data). During the concentration phase, a sample page is taken as the wrapper. Then this wrapper is refined to solve mismatches. The literature [19] found different types of mismatches, which include text, string mismatches and tag mismatches. By using partial alignment and wrapper solution, the different structures are merged and build a generic template for a data record. Finally the extracted data is stored in the web data as a knowledge base.

2.2 Topic Extractor

The responsibility of Topic Extractor is to detect hot topics from a set of text documents. The process of topic detection can be divided into the following steps, which adopt some state-of-the-art techniques: 1) topic word extraction: TF-IDF [14] scheme is applied to measure the importance of terms in a given text document and generates top-N topic word candidates for each text document. 2) topic word clustering: single-pass clustering [1, 17], a popular topic detection approach, is adopted to cluster related documents into associated topic groups. The centroid topic word of cluster with highest weighting score is treated as the representative name of each generated cluster, which represents an extracted “topic”. 3) extract hot topics: hot topics derive from hot events in a particular timeline [1, 6].

The Topic Extractor is a black box component in our model. It connects Crawler & Extractor to Trend Detector.

2.3 Topic Detector

The responsibility of trend detector is to detect trends (future hot topics) based on currently available data. Figure 4 illustrates the subcomponents of the topic detector component, which consists of user request, SIS based TDT, knowledge base and dispatcher. Figure 5 illustrates how SIS principle applied to the topic detector. We model each subcomponent in Petri net.

### Figure 3. Petri Net of SIS

![Petri Net of SIS](image)

The figure illustrates the subcomponents of the topic detector component, which consists of user request, SIS based TDT, knowledge base and dispatcher. Figure 5 illustrates how SIS principle applied to the topic detector. We model each subcomponent in Petri net.

### Figure 4. Components in Topic Detector

![Components in Topic Detector](image)

### Figure 5. Hierarchy of the SIS based TDT

![Hierarchy of the SIS based TDT](image)

User request handler

This subcomponent (Figure 6) is responsible for collecting the entire user request from the web server then sends the collected data to the TDT component.
**Topic Detection and Tracking**

TDT component (Figure 7) is responsible for finding the trend in the stream of user requests, and makes decisions in order to tune up the server cluster. Examples include sending the reducing power supply instruction to the group of servers that working on one topic when TDT component detect that this topic may cold in the future [8].

![Figure 6. Petri Net of User Request Handler](image)

**a. Slow Intelligence System**

SIS is the fundamental framework for TDT who is going to use different methods to predict the trend. With its help, TDT can gradually improve performance and accuracy over time.

The input to this framework is the user request, which will be treated as the criteria of the current hot topic. Then the eliminator will calculate the current hot topic using different method’s combination generated by the enumerator and compare the result with the user request. Finally, the concentrator will select the best combination according to the result generated by the eliminator to help SIS in predicting the trend.

In the meantime, the intermediate result will be kept in two knowledge bases.

**b. 1st Knowledge Base**

1st KB (Figure 8) is the core database, which contains two knowledge bases that can help SIS to select the best method over time.

![Figure 7. Petri Net of Topic Detection and Tracking](image)

1) Evaluation result knowledge base

The result about what method we have choice last time.

![Figure 8. Petri Net of 1st KB](image)

2) Sampled historical record knowledge base

2nd KB (Figure 9) saves the record for previous predicted trend and the actual hot trend at that time. So that the Eliminator can pick up the method and compare with these records to see which algorithm can generate the best result.

![Figure 9. Petri Net of 2nd KB](image)

**Dispatcher**

Dispatcher gets the instruction from the TDT server and the topic (marked with hot or cold), then sends the associated instruction to the group that dealing with this topic.

**2.4 Composition of other components**

Since the topic/trend detection systems are sequentially ordered with Crawler &Extractor, Topic Extractor and Trend Detector, the output from the Petri-Net model of the crawler and extractor is the input to the Topic Extractor component.

**2.5 PIPE 3 Simulation Results**

PIPE 3 [13] is an open source, platform independent tool for creating and analyzing Petri nets. We employ PIPE 3 and extend it to support timing model. Our extended PIPE 3 enables us to specify immediate execution, which is shown as -1 in Execution Time in simulation results or the static time for the component execution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Execute Time</th>
<th>Script Path</th>
<th>Source Code Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>D:\DropBox\T0.jar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>D:\DropBox\T10.jar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>D:\DropBox\T11.jar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Towards a Framework for Slow Intelligent System Development

As a part of the development of this novel software design methodology, we define a general framework for developing Slow Intelligence Systems. This paper discusses the development time and runtime aspect of SIS framework.

3.1 Requirements for SIS generic framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Java support is required to provide interoperability amongst different hardware and operating systems. Note that SIS shall provide different levels of interoperability by employing web services for distributed systems later. However, the current SIS framework requires platform independent environment to run components without supporting web services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Dynamic lifecycle management of building blocks during runtime is required because SIS principle allows a software component to be created, modified and removed dynamically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>XML message based communications. The SIS components use XML messages which specify input and output components for each message type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>IDE provides Code frame generation out of meta-models in a form of class diagram.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Scalability of components up to 1,000 -10,000 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Coherent Integrated Development Environment (IDE) support to facilitate seamless development, simulation and deployment of the software components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Survey of existing frameworks

This section discusses the existing frameworks from development environment to runtime framework, as well as the relevant concepts for solving similar problems.

3.2.1 OSGi framework

The OSGi (Open Service Gateway Initiative) [12] service platform is a service platform for the Java programming language that implements dynamic component model. The bundle (software package with meta information) life cycle management such as start, stop, install and update is done via APIs that allow for remote downloading of management policies. The service registry allows bundles to detect the addition of new services, or the removal of services, and adapt accordingly. The OSGi specification that defines a dynamic component system for Java enables a development model where applications are dynamically composed of many different reusable components. The OSGi specifications enable components to hide their implementations from other components while communicating through services, which are objects specifically shared between components.

SIS can employee many interesting concepts from OSGi for the SIS system. The software component life-cycle management (e.g., install, start, stop, update software bundles) feature can be a solution for our requirement of
R2 (Dynamic lifecycle management of software building blocks during runtime) and OSGi framework is directly usable to the SIS framework. Distributed EventAdmin service is applicable to realize the requirement of R3 (XML message based communication). In addition, OSGi’s dynamic service handling concept and declarative service concept can be employed to SIS framework in order to support R2.

3.2.2 Eclipse EMF

EMF [10] is an Eclipse plug-in, which supports the java code frame generation based on Ecore model, which is a UML representation of classes. Once users specify an EMF model, the EMF generator can create a corresponding set of Java implementation classes. Users can edit these generated classes to add methods and instance variables and still regenerate from the model as needed: users’ additions will be preserved during the regeneration. If the code the user added depends on something that users changed in the model, users will still need to update the code to reflect those changes; otherwise, users’ code is completely unaffected by model changes and regeneration.

Therefore, it can support R4 (Code generation) and can be used together with Eclipse IDE. In order to make EMF useful, the SIS model should be available in a form of Ecore model or other supported UML formats such as Rational Rose.

3.2.3 Eclipse ECF

Eclipse ECF (Eclipse Communication Framework) [9] is an Eclipse plug-in, which provides a communications container. ECF containers represent access to a protocol-specific communications context. ECF can be integrated into SIS framework’s communication concept realization. ECF supports both point-to-point and publish-and-subscribe communication methods, which can be important realization of SIS’s message based communication for the distributed building blocks. ECF generic container can be usable for the SIS domain specific message contents.

3.2.4 ACME

ACME [8] is a software architecture description language to support software architecture, design and analysis. It provides an architectural ontology consisting of seven basic architectural design elements, a type mechanism for abstracting common, reusable architectural idioms and styles and an open semantic framework for reasoning about architectural description. ACME language and the Acme Studio tool are possibly integrated into the SIS framework. ACME supports the extensibility of the domain specific architectural styles. SIS may provide a catalog of architectural styles, which are commonly used for the SIS components. Depending on what properties we want to assure during the design time, we can extend ACME to enable SIS specific analysis.

3.2.5 CASCADA

CASCADA [11] aims to provide an autonomic component-based framework to support the deployment of a novel set of services through development of distributed applications capable of coping well with uncertain environments by dynamically adapting their plans as the environment changes in uncertain ways. To enable dynamic software component/services management over time, their architectural concept to support plan, execution, and self-* model can be adaptable to SIS purpose.

Figure 11 illustrates the relationships between different technologies and how each technology can be applied to the SIS framework. We envision developing SIS systems using Eclipse IDE. The core features of the SIS
framework shall be realized by extending existing technologies, as Eclipse plug-ins. SIS systems are compliant to SIS architectural styles, which is extendable in ACME. The meta model for SIS components shall be represented using Eclipse EMF. Dynamic lifecycle management of SIS components can be realized by using OSGi framework. SIS system supports message based communication through Eclipse ECF. The existing PIPE 3 tool shall be also ported to an Eclipse plug-in. The SIS approaches may adapt CASCADAS’s self-* model to add context-aware decision making mechanism in addition to the current SIS principle.

4 Conclusion

We recommend the SIS generic framework use Eclipse as an IDE and build the SIS software framework by employing existing framework such as OSGi. For the robust development environment support, we need more research on the meta-model description for the SIS, and integrate the meta-model to the target SIS architecture. To support architectural design, we recommend adding SIS architectural styles to the existing ACME. The concept of the CASCADAS project is also recommended to take consideration to support decision-making process of SIS. In addition, implementing the PIPE 3 tool as an Eclipse plug-in can provide seamless and coherent development, simulation and deployment environment by leveraging Eclipse ecosystem.
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Abstract— Feature selection in high dimensional space is the hot topic in contemporary machine learning area. In the past decade, a lot of effort has been devoted in developing various feature selection algorithms. However, each feature selection method has its own advantage for different datasets or applications. Therefore, one might face the difficulty of choosing the most suitable feature selection method in practice. Reference [1] proposed a new framework called Slow Intelligence System, which can continuously learn, search the appropriate method and propagate information according to the environment to improve the performance over time. In this paper, we adopt this slow intelligence idea in the application of high dimensional feature selection. We propose a new framework which could dynamically choose feature selection algorithm from a pool of methods according to the status quo. We apply our method to cancer datasets with the expression levels of thousands of genes as features. The experimental result shows that our method is superior to individual state-of-the-art feature selection methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-dimensional feature selection is a hot topic in statistics and machine learning areas. It has many important applications in supervised learning. For example, in gene selection problems, we have gene expression levels of tens of thousands of genes as features for a number of patients as samples. A typical classification task is to separate cancer patients from the healthy ones or to distinguish different types of patients for helping regimens and treatment. There are two important issues of this application that motivate the efficient and scalable feature selection algorithm. On one hand, we may only have fewer than 100 patients (samples), it is important to eliminate those irrelevant genes (features) to obtain a robust classifier. On the other hand, from biological point of view, one wants to know which genes are the most critical factors to the cancer.

In the past decade, a lot of feature selection algorithms have been proposed. These feature selection algorithms can be roughly classified into two categories: convex regularization approach and stepwise greedy pursuit approach. The first approach regularizes the generalized linear models by adding a sparsity-inducing penalty function. The most representative algorithms include L1-norm regularized generalized linear model, e.g. lasso for linear model [2] and sparse logistic regression [3]; and elastic-net regularized generalized linear model [4]. The second approach, the stepwise greedy pursuit approach, iteratively selects the current optimal feature according to some criteria, leading to the method as forward stepwise regression, or orthogonal matching pursuit. However, it is hard to compare all these different methods. One method may be superior to another for different datasets or in different applications. In practice, one might face the difficulty of choosing the appreciate feature selection algorithm. Another problem is that for the convex optimization approach, when the dimension is ultra-high, it may not be able to provide the solution due the computational limitations.

Recently, Chang et. al [1] proposed a very general learning framework called slow intelligence approach/system (SIS). They also presented the design of component based SIS [13] and the user interface design to produce and manage the generic SIS system [14]. In this paper, we use the idea of SIS and specialize it to the feature selection task. We propose a new feature selection system, which uses different feature selection algorithms as the candidate methods. Our system selects the feature using different methods, searches for the best method according to the status quo and propagates the learned features over iterations. As we show, it gives the superior feature selection performance and can handle ultra-high dimensional data.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related works about the slow intelligence system and the state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms. In Section III, our feature selection system using slow intelligence approach is presented. In Section IV, the comprehensive algorithm for whole system is shown. Also we discuss the detailed issues of time controller and knowledge base design. In Section V, we demonstrate the superiority of our system by applying it to the real gene selection problems for leukemia and colon cancer datasets. In Section VI, we give the conclusion of our work and point out some possible future works.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Slow Intelligence System

We will first introduce the concept of slow intelligence and
Figure 1. The advanced building block (ABB)

present the framework of slow intelligence system (SIS) [1]. SIS system is not really slow, but continuously learns, searches for solutions evolutionarily and propagates its information with environment. The traditional expert system uses a knowledge base of human expertise for problem solving and learning in expert system is explicit. However, learning in SIS system is implicit and not always obvious. In [1], the author indicated that a slow intelligence system holds six typical characteristics, including Enumeration, Propagation, Adaptation, Elimination, Concentration, two complementary decision cycles.

**Enumeration:** Given a problem, the system firstly enumerates different solutions until the appropriate one can be found.

**Propagation:** The system analyzes the environmental changes and constantly exchanges information with the environment.

**Adaptation:** Solutions are enumerated and adapted according to the environment. Sometimes the adapted solutions are mutations that exceed the previous ones.

**Elimination:** Unsuitable solutions are eliminated, so that only the appropriate ones are further considered.

**Concentration:** Among the suitable solutions left, one or most a few solutions are selected. Those solutions are the best ones for the problem.

**Slow decision cycles to complement quick decision cycles:** Slow intelligence system at least has two decision cycles: quick and slow decision cycles. The quick decision cycles provide an instant response or solution to the environment and problem while the slow decision cycles evolutionarily select and adjust the solutions by following the gradual environmental changes and analyzing the information acquired by experts and past experiences. Usually, slow decision cycles may perform more poorly in the short run but better in the long run than quick decision cycles.

Reference [1] proposed the structure of SIS by introducing of the basic building block (BBB) and advanced building block (ABB). The major difference between an ABB and a BBB is the induction of knowledge base. In this paper, we will design the feature selection system by using a knowledge base, thus we need to use the ABB structure shown in Fig. 1.

**B. Feature selection**

We introduce the formulation of feature selection problem and some contemporary algorithms. Let $Y = (Y_1, \ldots, Y_n)^T$ be a vector of responses and $X_1, \ldots, X_n$ be their associated covariate vectors where $X_i = (X_{i1}, X_{i2}, \ldots, X_{ip})^T \in \mathbb{R}^p$. The vector pairs are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. Thus the designed matrix is denoted as $X = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T$ with size of $n \times p$ and each column/feature of $X$ is denoted as $X_j = (X_{j1}, \ldots, X_{jp})^T$.

When $Y$ are real numbers, we assume a linear model: $Y_i = \beta_0 + x_i^T \beta + \epsilon_i$, ($1 \leq i \leq n$), where $\epsilon$ is the noise following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Then we estimate the regression coefficient $\beta$ and the bias $\beta_0$ by minimizing the following loss function:

$$L(\beta) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(Y_i, \beta_0 + x_i^T \beta) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{2} \| Y_i - \beta_0 - x_i^T \beta \|_2^2 \quad (1)$$

When $Y \in \{0, 1\}^p$ for the classification problem, we assume a logistic model:

$$Pr(Y = 1|x_i) = \frac{\exp(\beta_0 + x_i^T \beta)}{1 + \exp(\beta_0 + x_i^T \beta)} \quad 1 \leq i \leq n.$$
\[ L(\beta) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(Y_i, \beta_0 + x_i^T \beta) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} -\log P(Y_i|x_i) \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log(1 + \exp(\beta_0 + x_i^T \beta)) - Y_i(\beta_0 + x_i^T \beta) \] (2)

One of the most widely used feature selection methods is the L1-regularized regression [2] [3], which estimates a sparse \( \beta \) by minimizing:

\[ \min_{\beta_0, \beta} \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(Y_i, \beta_0 + x_i^T \beta) + \lambda \| \beta \|_1 \] (3)

where \( \| \beta \|_1 = \sum_{j=1}^{p} |\beta_j| \) is the L1-norm of \( \beta \) and \( \lambda \) is the regularization parameter. The above formulation gives a sparse estimator of \( \hat{\beta} \), i.e. many entries in \( \beta \) will be zeros. And the important features are those with non-zero entries in the \( \beta \).

Based on L1-regularized approach, a more robust feature selection algorithm is proposed by using an elastic-net regularization [4] which minimizes:

\[ \min_{\beta_0, \beta} \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(Y_i, \beta_0 + x_i^T \beta) + \lambda \left( \alpha \| \beta \|_1 + \frac{1-\alpha}{2} \| \beta \|_2^2 \right) \] (4)

where \( \alpha \) is the weight for \( \| \beta \|_1 \). As we can see when \( \alpha = 1 \), it reduces to the standard L1-norm regularized approach. For both L1-norm and elastic-net regularization, a simple coordinate descent method [5] has been proposed for efficient optimization of (3) and (4).

Both (3) and (4) are based on convex optimization. For ultra-high-dimensional problem with tens of thousands features, they cannot be easily applied since it leads to very slow optimization procedure. In contrast to the convex regularization method, the forward greedy pursuit approach does not suffer from such problems. Instead of trying to formulate the whole learning task to be a global convex optimization, the forward stepwise regression adopts iterative algorithm with a local view: during each iteration, it selects the best feature given a small set of selected features. Therefore, in the whole process, only a small number of variables are actually involved in the model fitting so that the whole inference only involves low dimension models. However, the main drawback of forward stepwise regression is that once an irrele vant feature is selected, it can never be removed later.

In practice, it is often hard to say which individual feature selection algorithm is better than the others. In fact, a clever synthesis of the features obtained from several algorithms may lead to the best result. But currently, there is no method can do that. This drawback motivates our work that can automatically choose the right feature selection algorithm over time and the final selected features are the results taking the advantages of multiple feature selection algorithms.

### III. Feature Selection System Via SIS

In our feature selection process, we use the L1-regularized regression, elastic-net penalty regularized regression and forward stepwise regression as the candidate feature selection algorithms, which are stored in a knowledge base. While in principle, any existing feature algorithm can be put into the knowledge base. The whole process for our feature selection system contains one main SIS procedure and a sub SIS procedure. The main system contains five phases of slow intelligence system: enumeration, elimination, adaptation, propagation, concentration. The sub system contains two phases of SIS with the knowledge base: enumeration, concentration. The main system has a particular time controller. Next we illustrate the feature selection process step by step.

- **Main_Enumerator:** Enumerate \( p \) features \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \). Among these features, some are relevant to the responses while others not.
- **Main_Eliminator:** Compute pearson correlation between each feature \( X_j \) and response \( Y \) using (5).

\[ R_j = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_j^i - \bar{X}_j)(Y^i - \bar{Y})}{(n-1)S_{X_j}S_Y} \] (5)

where \( \bar{X}_j \) and \( S_{X_j} \) are the sample mean and correlation for \( X_j \) and \( \bar{Y} \) and \( S_Y \) are the sample mean and correlation for \( Y \). We rank the absolute value of \( R_j \) from high to low and eliminate the lowest \( (p-C) \) features where \( C \) is a pre-defined constant. We denote the selected top \( C \) features as \( A_k \).

As we can see, the **Main_Eliminator** procedure enables our system to analyze the ultra-high dimensional data. For an ultra-high dimensional data where convex optimization feature selection algorithm cannot be directly applied, we first eliminate \( (p-C) \) irrelevant features and keep only a small amount of features, so that the convex optimization approach can then be applied.

After that, we iterate the following process from \( k = 1 \) to a certain number of iterations which is defined by the time controller introduced later.

Next, we start our Sub SIS procedure that uses the feature selection algorithms in the knowledge base as the candidate methods. It automatically chooses the best method and selects the relevant feature set \( S_k \) from \( A_k \).

- **Sub_Enumerator:** Inquire the knowledge base that stores the existing feature selection algorithms, e.g., L1-regularized regression, elastic-net penalty regularized regression and forward stepwise regression, etc. We enumerate all these feature selection algorithms by applying them to our data with the feature set \( A_k \). Suppose for the \( i \)-th algorithm, we denote the selected top \( Q \) feature set as \( S^i_k \). Note that we always have \( S^i_k \subseteq A_k \).

- **Sub_Congressor:** For each selected feature set \( S^i_k \), we compute the loss function that is regressed on \( S^i_k \) as defined (1) or (2):

\[ \text{loss}(S^i_k) = \text{loss}(\hat{Y}^i_k, Y) \]
\[ L^I = \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(Y_i, \beta_0 + \sum_{j \in S^I_i} \beta_j X^i_j) \]

and choose the best algorithm \( I^* \) with the minimum loss:

\[ I^* = \text{argmin}_I L^I \]

Now the Sub system selects \( Q \) features \( S^I_k \) from \( A_k \) by the best algorithm \( I^* \). For simplicity we denote the selected feature set as \( G_k \equiv S^I_k \) with \( |G_k| = Q \). Then the process goes back to main process’s adaptation.

- **Main_Adaptator**: For all other features in the total \( p \) features, \( X_h \in \{X_1, \ldots, X_p\} - G_k \), we add each one to \( G_k \) and compute the loss function:

\[ L_h = \sum_{i=1}^{n} L(Y_i, \beta_0 + \sum_{j \in G_k} \beta_j X^i_j + \beta_h X^i_h) \]

- **Main_Concentrator**: rank all \( L_h \) with \( X_h \in \{X_1, \ldots, X_p\} - G_k \) from low to high, and select the top features \( C - Q \) with the smallest \( L_h \).

- **Main_Propagator**: add these features to \( G_k \) to form the new feature set \( A_{k+1} \). Note that the size of \( A_{k+1} \) is \( C \).

In this entire process, the time controller controls the termination of whole process. It sets a threshold \( K \), then checks whether the total number of cycles is equal to or larger than threshold. If yes, then it stops the process and outputs the feature selection result. That is, \( \text{if} k \geq K \), it stops after sub concentration process and outputs the selected \( Q \) features; or if \( k < K \), the process continues to main adaptation. The advantages of time controller design will be discussed in Section IV.

## IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we firstly show the whole algorithm of our feature selection system via SIS introduced in Section III. Then we discuss the advantages of time controller and knowledge base design issues, which characterized the SIS system uniquely.

### A. General algorithm of feature selection system via SIS

The comprehensive algorithm for feature selection system via SIS is shown below. Note that classical SIS propagates the information with an environment. In our feature selection system, the “environment” means entire features and responses in the dataset.

Sub enumeration phrase inquires knowledge base and uses those stored algorithms to compute the top \( Q \) feature set \( S^I_k \), where \( I \) denotes the number of different algorithms. Time controller is the decision phrase which controls the termination of whole process. Thus, knowledge base and time controller design are important issues for whole system architecture.

**Algorithm**: Feature selection via SIS

1. enumerate \( p \) features \( X_1, \ldots, X_p \)
2. compute \( R_A \) eliminate the \((p-C)\) features with lowest \( R_A \), denote \( A_1 \)
3. for each \( k \) cycle do
   4. for each algorithm \( I \) in knowledge base do
      5. compute top \( Q \) features set \( S^I_k \) from \( A_k \)
      6. compute \( L^I \) as defined in (1) or (2) with \( A_k \)
      7. choose the best algorithm \( I^* \) with minimum loss, set \( G_k \equiv S^I_k \)
   8. if \( k \geq K \) then
      9. output results \( G_k \)
   10. else
      11. for all other features in \( X_h \in \{X_1, \ldots, X_p\} - G_k \) do
         12. add each one to \( G_k \) and compute the loss function \( L_h \)
         13. rank \( L_h \) select the top \( C - Q \) features with the smallest \( L_h \)
         14. add these features to \( G_k \) to form new \( A_{k+1} \)
5. end cycle

### B. Time controller design

In [1], the author pointed out that problem and solution are both functions of time in SIS system. The time controller is also a time function to control the two decision cycles. In our proposed feature selection system, we use a time controller by defining a threshold \( K \) to check the loop condition in whole process. If \( K = 1 \), the whole process doesn’t contain main adaptation, main concentration and propagation phrases. It just outputs sub concentrator’s results of the initial run. If \( K > 1 \), the system iteratively selects features and outputs the results after \( K \) cycles. The larger the \( K \) is, the more accurate feature selection solution is, which will be shown in the experiment. Thus, we can identify that our feature selection system possesses the main characteristic of SIS system: slow decision cycles complement quick decision cycles. When \( K \) is smaller, the quick decision cycle outputs less accurate result. When \( K \) is larger, the slow decision cycle can result in better performance. Also, the quick decision cycle’s result can be used and adapted into the slow cycle to enable the system having great long-term goals. That is one of the important reasons that why our system can outperform individual state-of-the-art feature selection method.

### C. Knowledge base design

In section III, we introduce a knowledge base in the sub enumeration phrase, which stores the existing feature selection algorithms e.g., L1-regularized regression, elastic-net penalty regularized regression and forward stepwise regression, etc. When we design such knowledge base, we can add any individual feature selection method which is generic or specialized candidate algorithm. Generic one means a method template with different parameters to generate different candidate algorithms. Specialized one means the particular algorithm with no parameters. For example, we note that in (4), elastic-net regularized regression reduces to the standard L1-norm regularized regression when \( \alpha = 1 \). It means that elastic-net regularized regression (glmnet) can be a generic candidate algorithm with parameter \( \alpha \). L1-norm regularized approach is one candidate elastic-net method with parameter \( \alpha \) = 1. In the experiment, we also use another candidate elastic-net method with parameter \( \alpha = 0.75 \). But forward stepwise regression is a specialized candidate algorithm with no parameter.
V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our feature selection system on two cancer datasets [6]. Both datasets are binary classification problems where responses \( Y \in \{0, 1\}^p \). We first describe the datasets and the experimental step, and then analyze the feature selection results via our system.

A. Dataset description

Firstly, we use the leukemia data set [7]. Leukemia is a type of cancer of the blood or bone marrow characterized by an abnormal increase of white blood cells. This dataset consists of 72 samples including 47 acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (\( Y_1 = 1 \)) and 25 patients with lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (\( Y_1 = 0 \)). For each sample, the dataset contains the expression levels of 7129 human genes (\( X \)) measured by Affymetrix high-density gene chips. The data is separated to training set with 38 samples (27 ALL and 11 AML) and testing set with 34 samples (20 ALL and 14 AML).

The second dataset we use is the colon-cancer dataset [8]. It consists of 62 samples including 40 tumor colon tissues (\( Y_1 = 1 \)) and 22 normal colon tissue (\( Y_1 = 0 \)). For each sample, the dataset contains intensities of 2,000 genes (\( X \)) analyzed with an Affymetrix oligonucleotide array. Similarly, the data is separated into 32 training cases and 30 testing cases. As we can see, both datasets are ultra-high dimensional in the sense that the number of features are hundred times of the sample size.

B. Experimental protocol

We compare our feature selection system via SIS with the three individual feature selection algorithms in our knowledge base, namely, forward regression, L1-regularized logistic regression and elastic-net regularized logistic regression with \( \alpha = 0.5 \). In our system, we set the constant \( C \geq 500 \) in the main elimination phrase and report the results by varying the threshold \( K \) for the time controller and the number of selected features \( Q \) in the sub system. More specifically, given the confusion matrix as in Table I, where \( a, b, c \) and \( d \) represent the number of examples falling into each possible outcome, we report the number errors out of the total testing samples:

\[
(b + c) / (a + b + c + d)
\]

and the balanced error rate:

\[
0.5 \left( \frac{b}{a + b} + \frac{c}{c + d} \right)
\]

The results for leukemia and colon-cancer datasets are shown in Table II and III. In addition, we list the selected genes description of leukemia data by SIS (\( K = 5 \)) and SIS (\( K = 10 \)) in Table IV.

C. Experimental results analysis

As we can see from Table II and Table III, for both datasets, our method greatly out-performs individual feature selection algorithm. For individual feature selection algorithms, L1-regularized Logistic regression and glmnet achieve better classification results as compared to forward stepwise regression. It might because the forward stepwise regression is "too" greedy. However, it is hard to say which one is better between L1-regularized logistic regression and glmnet. Our system utilizing all these three methods is superior to any individual one. In addition, as we can see, when we increase \( K \), the number of cycles defined by time controller, the accuracy of our system improves. In fact, using a larger \( K \) needs more time to run, but can provide us a more accurate solution. In other words, slow cycles result in better performance in long run. It is a natural tradeoff between the running time and the performance of our feature selection system.

In addition, we present the selected genes of our system by SIS (\( K = 5 \)) and (\( K = 10 \)). It is known from biological background [9] that these genes are critical for the leukemia disease. For example, Zyxin selected by both SIS (\( K = 5 \)) and SIS (\( K = 10 \)) processes LIM domain which is known to interact with leukemogenic bHLH proteins [10]. For SIS (\( K = 10 \)), it finds very important two genes that are not discovered by SIS (\( K = 5 \)). The first one is Cystatin C (CST3), measured by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RTTPCR), and confirmed that this gene is significantly increased in AML patients [11]. The other one is Cystatin A, a
natural inhibitor of cysteine proteinases, which has been suggested that an inverse correlation exists between cystatin A and malignant progression [12]. Therefore, SIS (K = 1) is leading to more meaningful feature selection results. We do not present the selected genes by other methods due to the limitation of the space. But all other methods miss these three important genes and the selected genes are less relevant to leukemia.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we propose a new feature selection system using the framework of slow intelligence system. It iteratively selects the best individual feature selection algorithm and propagates the learned features over iterations. It leads a superior feature selection performance and can handle high dimensional data. The experimental results show that our method greatly out-performs individual feature selection algorithm, e.g., L1-regularized Logistc regression, glmnet and forward stepwise regression. As for the future work, we will design more sophisticated mechanism which can dynamically update the knowledge base and design the user-friendly interface to put our system in more real world applications.
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| TABLE IV. THE SELECTED GENES DESCRIPTION OF LEUKEMIA DATA BY SIS (K = 5) AND SIS (K = 10). |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| **leukaemia SIS gene selection (K = 5)** | **leukaemia SIS gene selection (K = 10)** |
| INDUCED MYELOID LEUKEMIA CELL DIFFERENTIATION PROTEIN MCL1 | CYSTATIN A |
| LYN V-yes-1 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral related oncogene homolog | LYN V-yes-1 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral related oncogene homolog |
| CD33 CD33 antigen (differentiation antigen) | CST3 Cystatin C (amyloid angiopathy and cerebral hemorrhage) |
| FAH Fumarylacetoacetate | FAH Fumarylacetoacetate |
| PEPTIDYL-PROLYL CIS-TRANS ISOMERASE, MITOCHONDRIAL PRECURSOR | Leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S) gene |
| DF D component of complement (adipsin) | Zyxin |
| Leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S) gene | RETINOBLASTOMA BINDING PROTEIN P48 |
| PRG1 Proteoglycan 1, secretory granule | Zyxin |
| Zyxin | C-myb gene extracted from Human (c-myb) gene, complete primary cds, and five complete alternatively spliced cds |
| ELA2 Elastase 2, neutrophil | TCF3 Transcription factor 3 (E2A immunoglobulin enhancer binding factors E12/E47) |
| FAH Fumarylacetoacetate | CD33 CD33 antigen (differentiation antigen) |
| CYSTATIN A | LYN V-yes-1 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral related oncogene homolog |
| LYN V-yes-1 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral related oncogene homolog | CST3 Cystatin C (amyloid angiopathy and cerebral hemorrhage) |
| FAH Fumarylacetoacetate | Leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S) gene |
| Leukotriene C4 synthase (LTC4S) gene | RETINOBLASTOMA BINDING PROTEIN P48 |
| Zyxin | Zyxin |
| C-myb gene extracted from Human (c-myb) gene, complete primary cds, and five complete alternatively spliced cds | TCF3 Transcription factor 3 (E2A immunoglobulin enhancer binding factors E12/E47) |
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach to translating German sentences into Chinese using word expert translators, thereby extending the application area of the slow intelligence architecture. The word expert perspective to natural language understanding is reviewed. The motivation to word expert translation is presented – It is shown in detail that the Chinese language depends crucially on the topic-comment relation and is more suitable to be understood from the word expert perspective. Five principles for communication among Chinese word experts are proposed. Main activities of word expert translators consist of enumerating possible Chinese lexemes of a German lexeme, determining linear ordering among Chinese lexemes within one word expert translator, determining topic-comment relations among word experts, constructing nested topic-comment relations among word expert translators, choosing the possible Chinese lexemes. All these fit well within the slow intelligence framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine translation (MT) is to transform texts from one natural language into another by computers. The worldwide market for machine translation is large and steadily increasing with a growth rate of around 20% per year, in part because the manual translation by human translators is expensive and slow. Main technologies for MT are the interlingua method, the statistical method, and the rule-based approach. The rule-based method assumes that languages can be governed by rules. However, every rule has exceptions; and the mapping between rules of different languages can be complicated sometimes even impossible. The statistical method [1] focuses on the probability of translating a sentence in the source language into a sentence in the target language, therefore, it requires a highly qualified and extensive sample translation corpus. Even if such sample corpus is available, what the statistical method guarantees is only a probability. The interlingua approach ideally assumes a common semantic representation for all natural languages. Translation is a process of transforming text in the source language into the interlingua, and a process of transforming the interlingua into the target language. The difficulty is that such interlingua is hard to develop, at least at the time when the ALPAC report was made. Recent research on the semantic representation of natural language has made fruitful progress. It is time now to reconsider MT with the interlingua approach, e.g. [8]. The present paper adopts the MultiNet representation [5] as the interlingua for the semantic representation of natural languages, and applies the word expert perspective for machine translation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the word expert perspective, and the successful application of the WOCADI parser developed by [6]; Section 3 presents the topic-comment structure of the Chinese language, and motivates the method of word expert translator; Section 4 presents the main activities of word expert translators and shows how these activities are carried out in the slow intelligence framework.

II. WORD EXPERT PERSPECTIVE

A. The Perspective

The traditional perspective views words as passive data (with knowledge of part of speech and meaning), and languages as an infinite set of sequences of words (satisfying grammatical rules). The word expert perspective pioneered by Rieger [9] views individual words as active procedures – Each word of language is seen as an active lexical agent called a word expert, which participates in the overall control of the parsing process by its internal actions and its interactions with other such agents [10, p.1]. The word expert view advocates the integrated syntax-semantics coupling approach to language understanding. The traditional syntax is viewed as an artifact describing patterns of lexical interactions, and cannot be used to model comprehension due to the rich semantic particularities of lexemes [10, p.3]. The word expert perspective views text understanding as a process of interactions among word exports that results in a disambiguation. The work of parsing is designed as the decision-making process of each word expert to choose one suitable interpretation for the word that it represents. Comprehension is therefore simulated as an activity of looking for the best possible fit among word experts. This view not only differs from the traditional rule-based approach (in which words are passive), but also from the statistical-based approach (in which best fit is guessed by looking back into the past existing sample corpus).

B. Word Expert Parser for English

Following Wilks’ parsing system [13], Small [10] developed one of the most influential word expert parsers for English. His theoretical position is that words have no meaning per se, but rather that fragments of lexical items mean something through their interrelationships [11, pp.70]. That is, each lexical item is viewed as having certain interactions with its neighborhood items, and produces meanings.
C. Word Class Expert Parser for German

Based on the ideas of Word Class Functions [7], Helbig and Hartrumpf [6] developed the first semantically oriented word class expert parser for the German language – WOCADI. In contrast to Small’s distributed-interaction approach, WCFA describes the grammatical functions of whole classes of words [6, pp.313]. The parser transforms German sentences into the MultiNet formalism [5]. It has been tested with all of the texts in the German Wikipedia. The MultiNet formalism and the WOCADI parser have been successfully applied in the LogAnswer question answering (QA) system which scored second among non-English QA systems in the CLEF competition [4].

D. Word Experts for Translation

As pointed out by Small, the word expert perspective suggests a new way to look at translation [10, p.15]. The generation step, in particular, requires word experts to arrange themselves into a meaningful sequence by communicating with each other.1 For example, let the three word experts represent drive, Joanie, and car. The drive expert would send out the message: in front of me there shall be someone, behind me there shall be a vehicle, who fits? The Joanie expert would reply: I can stay in front of you; the car expert would reply: I can stay behind you. A sequence of Joanie drives car is therefore formed.

Translation from the word expert perspective consists of two processes: one process is word expert parsing from the source language into a meaning representation, and the second process is word expert generation from the meaning representation into the target language. We focus on the translation from German into Chinese. The first process is carried out by the WOCADI parser. The second process transforms the MultiNet semantics representation [5] into Chinese.

III. THE CHINESE LANGUAGE AND CHINESE WORD EXPERTS

The grammar for Chinese is totally different from the grammars of German or English: Most parts of speech can serve as both the subject and the predicate in a Chinese sentence. Therefore, an attempt to map grammar rules between German and Chinese only makes things complicated. We will show that the word expert perspective is a very suitable way to explain the Chinese language.

A. Subject and Predicate as Topic and Comment

Chao [3] studied the Chinese language and concluded that the relation between the subject and the predicate in a Chinese sentence is a topic-comment relation. This relation holds in all Chinese dialects [12], e.g., Mandarin (used in Peking area), Wu (used around Shanghai area), Cantonese (used in and around Canton area), and WenYan (used in ancient China). For example, in 约翰死了 (John, died, death), 约翰死了 (died, father, father) is the topic, 约翰死了 (died, father, father) is the comment, which presents a comment on 约翰, which means he is dead. In 菲死了 (father, died, died), 菲死了 (died, father, father) is the comment, which presents a comment on 菲, which means his father is dead.

1For simplicity, we adopt Small’s individual word experts view here though an abstraction of word class experts would again make sense.

The topic-comment relation introduces a question-answer relation between the subject and the predicate [3, p.81]. Imagine a man returns home after work, and asks his wife, 饭呢? (where is the rice?) his wife answers, 都吃完了 (all eaten). The man introduces a topic 饭/rice in a question: his wife comments on the topic by answering all eaten.

B. Full Chinese Sentences

A full Chinese sentence has a topic and a comment.

1) nominal expressions as comments: In 他美国人他 is an American), 他/is a pronoun, 美国人/American is a noun. There is no link verb 他/is between 他 and Americans. The Chinese Word Expert 他 (shortened as CWE) asks its surrounding experts, for example, who can be my property? The CWE美国人 answers: I can be your property of nationality. If we view Chinese words as such active agents, instead of passive data as in the traditional rule-based grammar, the link verb 他/is not necessary. In 屋里有许多蚊子(里面/inside of the room, many/many, 蚊子/mosquito), the nominal expression 许多蚊子 is the predicate. The CWE屋里 asks: what is inside of the room? The CWE许多蚊子 answers: many mosquitoes. The meaning of the sentence is there are many mosquitoes inside of the room.

2) active verbs as comments: In 这件事早发表了(this matter has long been published), 这件事是被动语态) is the main topic, 发表/publish is a verb in the active form. In Chinese the passive form 被发表(be published) may not be used to mark the passive action – a construction taken for granted in English or German. However, from the word expert perspective, Chinese has more pragmatic efficiency in expressing meanings: the CWE发表 asks: what can be published? the CWE这件事 answers: this matter. So, in Chinese, the passive form is indeed not necessary. In 我喝, 烟抽(wine, I do not drink, tobacco, (I) smoke), 酒/wine and 抽/tobacco are subjects, 喝/drink and 抽/smoke are verbs in the active form. The CWE不喝 asks: what not to drink? the CWE酒 asks: wine. The CWE抽 asks: what to smoke? the CWE烟 answers: tobacco.

3) adjective as comments: In 我穷/我, (poor), the whole comment is one adjective word 穷. The meaning of the sentence is I am poor. The CWE我 asks: how about me? The CWE我 answers: poor. In 菜菜/dish, 咸/salty, the whole comment is one adjective word 咸. The CWE菜 asks: who can serve my property? The CWE咸/answers: salty. The meaning of the sentence is the dish is salty.

4) full sentences as comments: In 这个人耳朵软(这个this, man, 耳朵/ear, 软/soft), the comment is a full sentence 耳朵软. The direct translation is (as for) this man, the ear is soft. The CWE这个人 and the CWE耳朵 ask: what is my property?
The CWE answers to both: soft. As the CWE is nearer to the CWE ear than to the CWE person, its answer was first accepted by the CWE ear. As a result a new word expert CWE ear soft is formed which means gullible. This new expert answers the question raised by CWE person. The meaning of the sentence is this man is simple. From this example we propose two principles for communications among Chinese word experts as follows:

**Chinese WE Principle 1:** Neighborhood word experts have priority in communication.

**Chinese WE Principle 2:** New word experts may appear after successful communications and play roles in communication with other experts.

In this person (this person's mind is simple), the mind is simple. The whole process can be simulated by two question-answer rounds: - how about the mind? - simple - how about this man? - mind is simple.

5) **verbal expressions as topics:** In 走行,不走也行(走/go,行/all right,不/not,也/also), verbal expressions 走 and 不走 are topics. The meaning of the sentence is to go is all right, not to go is also all right. Primitive verbs as subjects are neither allowed in English nor in German, but very normal in Chinese, and can be easily explained from the word expert perspective. The CWE 走 asks: shall I perform? The CWE 行 answers: all right. The CWE 不走 asks: can I not perform? The CWE 行 answers: all right.

6) **Spatial-temporal expressions as topics:** In 今儿冷(今儿/today,冷/cold), the temporal expression 今儿 is the topic. The meaning of the sentence is today is cold. The CWE 今儿 asks: how is today? The CWE 冷 answers: cold. Is 今儿 is the topic. The meaning of the sentence is where is here? The CWE 今儿 asks: where is here? The CWE 不冷 will communicate with word experts in the next sentence for an answer.

7) **conditional expressions as topics:** In 他死了的话简直不难设想了(他/he,死了/dead,的话/if,简直/simply,不难设想了/unthinkable), the topic is the conditional expression 他死了的话. The meaning of the sentence is the supposition that he should die is simply unthinkable. The CWE 他 asks: how is he? The CWE 死了 answers: dead. The CWE 他 asks: what will be the result under what condition? The CWE 他死了 serves the condition, the CWE 身不难设想 serves the result.

8) **prepositional expressions as topics:** In 由主席召集会议(由/through,主席/Chairman,召集召集/meeting), the topic is a prepositional expression 由主席. The meaning of the sentence is the meeting is convened by the Chairman. The CWE 由 asks: through what? by whom? The CWE 主席 answers: chairman. A new word expert CWE 主席 is formed. The CWE 召集 asks: who convenes what? how to convene? The CWE 主席 answers the who question, and the CWE 会议 answers the what question.

9) **full sentences as topics and comments:** In 他死了我真难受(他/he,死了/dead,我/I, 真/awfully,难受/feel bad), the topic is a full sentence 他死了 (he is dead), the comment is also a full sentence 我真难受(I feel awfully bad). The direct translation is he is dead, I feel awfully bad. The meaning of the sentence is that he is dead is something about which I feel awfully bad. The CWE 他 asks: how is he? The CWE 死了 answers: dead. The CWE 他死了 asks: how? what is the result? The CWE 我 asks: how about myself? The CWE 真难受 answers: awfully bad. The CWE 我难受 answer the question: what is the result? If the sentence is 他死了, 车祸(他/he,死了/dead,车祸/traffic accident), the CWE 车祸 will answer the question of the CWE 他死了: how come?

We conclude that structures of full Chinese sentences violate many important grammar rules of Western languages, and that understanding full Chinese sentences can be achieved by communications among Chinese word experts following some communication principles. The meaning of a full Chinese sentence can be represented by a dialog process among the word experts.

C. **Minor Sentences**

In conversations, it is normal that one speaker introduces a topic and the other makes a comment. This introduces the term of minor sentence [3, p.60]. In contrast to full sentence, a minor sentence does not have both topics and comments. The above conclusion is supported by the structure of Chinese minor sentences in that a speaker in a conversation may only say a few words to answer the questions raised by word experts of the other speaker.

D. **Compound and Complex Sentences**

By parallelizing two or more sentences, we can construct compound Chinese sentences. For example, 你不认得我,我不认得你(you do not know me and I do not know you) is a compound sentence by parallelizing two 'A does not know B' (A does not know B) sentences. By nestig one full sentence either in topic or in comment, we can construct complex sentences. For example, 我死了喪事从简(我/I,死了/dead,喪事/funeral,从简/simple) is a complex sentence, meaning when I die, the funeral should be simple, constructed by using a full sentence 我死了(I die) as the topic. Both of the two structures can be easily explained in the word expert framework with the second communication principle (Chinese WE Communication 2) and the third communication principle as follows.

**Chinese WE Principle 3:** A newly formed word expert has priority over old ones in communication.

With this principle, although both CWE 死了 and CWE 我死了 answer the CWE 聲事 from简’s conditional question, CWE 我死了 is newly formed and has the priority.

E. **Pivotal Constructions**

A Chinese sentence with a pivotal construction has normally two verbs and a nominal expression. This nominal expression
serves as the object of the first verb and as the subject of the second verb [3, p.124-125]. For example, in 我们派他做代表(we, 派/order, 他他, 做/serve, 代表/representative), there are two verbs 派/send and 做/serve, a pronoun 他 he is the object of 派/send and the subject of 做/serve (in Chinese 他 he has the same form as nominal case and as dative case). This direct translation of the sentence is that ‘we order him to be representative’. The meaning is that we delegate him to be representative. Within the word expert perspective, we can explain this special construction without introducing any new terminologies (as done in the rule-based grammar theories). CWE派 asks: whom is sent? CWE他 answers to both: 他 he.

IV. GERMAN-CHINESE WORD EXPERT TRANSLATORS

Given a sentence in German, the WOCADI parser can be used to generate a corresponding semantic representation in the MultiNet formalism. We need to design word expert translators that communicate with each other, linearize themselves to form a (nested) topic-comment structure, and transform the MultiNet representation into Chinese sentences.

We start with a simple example to introduce the main idea. Suppose the German sentence is Er ist ein Deutscher (He is a German). The WOCADI parser delivers the MultiNet semantic representation as illustrated in Figure 1: er.1.1 is the word sense\(^2\) of the lexeme erlhe; c275 represents the word expert for a concrete individual\(^1\) subordinate (SUB) to er.1.1; similarly, c287 represents the word expert whose concept is subordinate to deutsche.1.1/German. The word expert c278 has two arguments: one is the topic, c275, pointed by ARG1; the second is the comment, c287, pointed by ARG2; the temporal status (TEMP) of c278 is present (present.0).

The word expert c275 posts a message: if I am the topic, who can be my comment? The word expert c278 answers: as far as I know, the word expert c287 is your comment. If word expert c275 knows that his Chinese lexeme is 他他, and word expert c287 knows that his Chinese lexeme is 德国人/German, they will know that in the linearization of the Chinese sentence c275 is before c287. The simplest case is: 他德国人 (He German), which is indeed a valid Chinese sentence with the same meaning as Er ist ein Deutscher. If word expert c278 knows that his Chinese lexeme is 是/is, and knows that I shall stay between the topic and the comment in the Chinese sentence, the Chinese sentence will be 他是德国人 (he is German). If c278 knows that 现在/now is the Chinese lexeme meaning present and decides that his temporal knowledge shall also be encoded in the Chinese sentence, the Chinese sentence could be 现在他是德国人, 他现在是德国人, 他是现在德国人, 他是德国人现在. If he knows that his temporal label shall be in front of him, the two linearizations will be 现在他是德国人 and 他现在是德国人, both are valid Chinese sentences. These word experts are now also experts for translating. Activities of each word

---

Fig. 1. MultiNet representation of the sentence Er ist ein Deutscher (he is a German)

---

A word expert in the analysis of a German sentence may have a temporal property representing the tense. In Chinese tense is achieved by particles: 了, 过, 着, such as 他 吃过饭了 (er hat gegessen/he has eaten). The word expert essen.1.1/esh has a temporal property past.0, which shall be translated into the Chinese particle 过 and 了. The corresponding Chinese lexemes of word expert essen.1.1 are 吃, 过, 了, whose linear ordering in Chinese sentence is stated as follows.

Chinese WE Principle 4: Let L be a word expert which may have 过 or 了 as particle. (1) if 过 is the only particle, it must occur directly after L; (2) if 了 is the only particle, it

---

\(^2\)Our lexicon uses a double indexing scheme to distinguish word senses

\(^1\)Entities mentioned in the text are represented by constants c1, c2 etc.
shall be after L; (3) if both 过 and 了 are particles, 过 shall be before 了 besides obeying rules (1) and (2); (4) if 了 is used twice, besides obeying rule (2), they must be separated by lexemes of another word expert, and one must directly follow L.

With the above principle, the following orderings are all understandable translations: 过吃饭–(1), 吃饭了–(2), 吃了饭–(2), 吃过饭了–(1)(2)(3), 吃过了饭–(1)(2)(3), 吃了饭了–(2)(4).

C. Determining to Appear or Not

Not all the word experts of a German sentence shall appear in the translated Chinese sentence. For example, the German sentence Das Kind hat Angst und fängt an zu weinen (The Child is scared and begins to cry) shall be translated into Chinese 孩子吓哭了 (孩子/Kind/Child, 吓/Angst/scare, 哭/weinen/cry, 了/particle), as illustrated in Figure 2. The following word experts appear in the translated Chinese sentence: kind.1.1/child (c97), weinen.1.1/cry (c138), angst.1.1/scare (c101), and haben.1.1/have (c98). The carrier (SCAR) of haben.1.1/have is kind.1.1/child, which is the actor (AGT) of both weinen.1.1/cry and anfangen.1.2/begin. The affected object (AFF) of anfangen.1.2/begin is weinen.1.1/cry, which is the second argument (ARG2) of anfangen.1.1.4

Considering the topic-comment relations among the word experts, we find that the comment of angst.1.1/scare is weinen.1.1/cry, and that the two word experts anfangen.1.2/begin and anfangen.1.1/begin simply duplicate this topic-comment relation. Therefore, they shall not appear in the translated Chinese sentence – the redundancy is only an artifact of our deep semantic analysis. A principle is stated as follows.

Chinese WE Principle 5: A word expert shall not appear in the translated Chinese sentence, if it duplicates an existing topic-comment relation.

4This analysis reflects that if someone starts something (anfangen.1.1), then this starting actions causes something to start (anfangen.1.2).

D. Ordering of Word Expert Translators

For those word experts that will appear in the translated Chinese sentence, a nested topic-comment ordering shall be constructed. As we have semantic representations from WOCADI and lexemes tagged with semantic roles, topic-comment relations among word experts are not difficult to obtain – we only need to examine the description of the lexeme and the possible MultiNet constructions, to see which elements can be the comment of which other elements in the meaning representation. In Figure 2, angst.1.1/scare is the topic for weinen.1.1/cry, so we have a list (WE-angst.1.1/scare WE-weinen.1.1/cry), kind.1.1/child is the topic for angst.1.1/scare, so we have (WE-kind.1.1 (WE-angst.1.1 WE-weinen.1.1)). By flattening this nested structure, we have a linear ordering of the word experts: (WE-kind.1.1 WE-angst.1.1 WE-weinen.1.1). Chinese sentences can be obtained by replacing each word expert with their Chinese lexeme(s). For example, 孩子吓哭了, 孩子吓哭了, and 孩子吓哭了 are all understandable translations, where 了 is the particle of 吓, whose ordering follows Chinese WE Principle 4.

E. Choosing Chinese Lexemes

A word expert may have more than one corresponding Chinese lexeme even in one Chinese dialect. Communications among word experts are required to select the most suitable one, or to delete incompatible ones. For example, the word expert ein.1.1/a in the German phrase ein Baum (a tree) can be mapped to 一只、一头、一张、一顿…. By communicating with the word expert Baum.1.1/tree, word expert ein.1.1/a knows that it can only be mapped to 一棵. This requires word experts of countable objects to have measurement information.

F. A Slow Intelligence (SIS) Workflow

The word expert translation system can be organized in the slow intelligence architecture [2]. Each word expert that occurs in the German parse is a unit slow intelligence system. It enumerates possible Chinese lexemes, determines possible linear orderings among themselves, and the topic-comment relation of its arguments. Word experts communicate among themselves and form a larger slow intelligence system: nested topic-comment structures are firstly enumerated, then duplicated topic-comment relation will be removed, incorrect lexemes will be pruned, ordering of particles will be linearized with lexemes of other word experts. At last possible Chinese sentences will be produced.

For the German sentence Ich fällte einen Baum mit einer Axt (I cut down a tree with an ax), the MultiNet analysis results in four word experts: WE-ich.1.1/I (abbreviated WE-I in the following), WE-baum.1.1/tree (WE-tree), WE-axt.1.1/ax (WE-ax), and WE-fällen.1.1/cut-down (WE-cut-down). The system first creates one CWE for each word expert WE. All the CWEs are unit SIS, searching for possible Chinese lexemes and enumerating linear order based on CWE principles. In our current German-Chinese dictionary CWE-I has one Chinese lexeme: 伐; CWE-cut-down has five Chinese lexemes: 伐、做出、砍、砍伐、采伐 and two particles 过 and 了;
CWE-tree has one Chinese lexeme: 一棵树; CWE-ax has one Chinese lexeme: 斧。Only CWE-cut-down need to carry out an enumeration-elimination process to linearize orders of each Chinese lexeme and particles. The orders among the five CWEs will be enumerated based on the topic-comment relations as follows: (1) CWE-I is the actor of CWE-cut-down, therefore, CWE-I is the topic, CWE-cut-down is the comment; (2) CWE-tree is the affected object of CWE-cut-down, therefore, CWE-cut-down is the topic and CWE-tree is the comment; (3) CWE-ax is analysed as the association of CWE-tree, whose features delivered from WOCADI parser are different: CWE-ax is an instrument, while CWE-tree is a non-instrument. Therefore, CWE-ax is the instrument commented both on the action and on the actor. This introduces the particle 用/using before the lexeme of CWE-ax: 用斧(=using an ax). Two nested topic-comment structures are (CWE-I (CWE-cut-down CWE-tree) CWE-ax) and (CWE-I (CWE-ax (CWE-cut-down CWE-tree))). In the adaptation phase CWEs will communicate with each other to prune lexemes. 做出 and 采伐 of CWE-cut-down are removed, as they incompatible with the instrument CWE-ax. A demo translation system has been developed. Its translation results are illustrated in Figure 3.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The work reported in this paper is mainly based on a classic research work on Chinese grammar [3]. We argue that the Chinese language structure is more suitable to be understood from the word expert perspective than from the traditional rule-based perspective. The machine translation from German into Chinese is outlined from the word expert perspective. A slow intelligence workflow for machine translation is illustrated with an example.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe the performances of a new proprietary lossy video compression technique with respect to those of main competitors. Since our codec is covered by industrial secret, we only sketch the basic principles of the compression algorithms underlying it, while discussing the key advantages with respect to macroblocks based techniques, on which most current codecs rely.

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a remarkable growth of digital image processing applications. This is mainly due to several factors, including the development of Internet, digital TV, the increasing prevalence of mobile devices with high multimedia capabilities, and so forth. Although seemingly different, these application domains have a common denominator: the need to transmit still and/or moving images through different types of network infrastructures, wired or wireless that, given the average size of objects to be transmitted, has yielded an exponential growth of bandwidth needs.

The problem can be faced by first acting on the increase in bandwidth and on the other hand on the compression of multimedia objects to be transmitted. In the first case, however, we often clash with budget constraints, long realization time (reduced in part by the adoption of wireless network infrastructures), as well as maintenance problems, which have often led to delays in development or simply in the worldwide diffusion of certain applications. Thus, although the development of network links is a key aspect for the success of these multimedia applications, the pursuit of satisfactory targets with adequate times and costs is undoubtedly linked to the development of efficient compression techniques.

In the last decade, many video codecs have been created. Among these, MPEG-4 and H.264 have received particular attention \cite{10}, and many applications have exploited them. More recently, particular interest is devoted to VP8, a video compression format owned by Google and originally created by On2 Technologies.

Codecs have played a central role in competitions among big commercial brands (think about recent contests between Google and Apple, as well as Microsoft commercial strategies to include Windows Media Player within its operating systems), all focusing on the promotion of proprietary codecs as a means to build customer loyalty and to gain market shares. This yields a trend of these brands to highlight slight technological differences with respect to their competitors, claiming the exclusivity of their products to customers, and focusing on innovation features that should be properly advertised.

All these codecs rely on the concept of macroblock, a square portion of a video frame whose size depends on the codec and is usually a multiple of 4, and in modern codecs is about 16x16 pixels. Usually, codecs analyze a macroblock trying to guess the macroblock in the next frame that best approximates it \cite{10}. This might have different coordinates due to the dynamics within the scene. If such an approximate search succeeds, the codec might avoid to fully encode the macroblock twice for the two frames. Rather it might store it once for the first video frame, together with a motion vector to reconstruct the position that the macroblock has on the next frame, plus the pixels that have changed. For instance, MPEG-4 might fully encode a macroblock, or just store the information enabling its reconstruction from a macroblock in a previous video frame, or in combination from a previous and a following video frame. This mechanism is particularly sophisticated. For some video contents it might be difficult encoding macroblocks in terms of motion vectors and differences with respect to other...
macroblocks, which might entail fully encoding of video frames, yielding a tremendous increase in the required bit rate.

In this paper we describe the basic principles and performances of a new proprietary codec. The codec has been produced within a research project at Eco Controllo s.p.a., and it is based on a completely new idea. In particular, it does not rely on macroblocks, rather it exploits the grayscale component of images to partition them and to guide the prediction of basic objects in a scene and their motion. In the past, it has already been experimentally shown that this prediction method yields more efficient video coding, allowing to reach a better tradeoff between bit rate and quality of the compressed images [1]. Due to industrial secret, in this paper we only provide some hints on the ideas underlying our compression algorithms. However, we provide further experimental evidence of their potential advantages. In particular, we describe results of recent tests we entrusted to external research institutions, in which the latest version of our codec has been compared to VP8 [3]. The choice of VP8 has been motivated by the increased interest on this codec after Google purchasing its commercial rights from On2 Technologies. In such tests our codec outperformed VP8 both in terms of objective video quality metrics applied to compressed videos and in terms of compression time.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a sketch description of the ideas underlying our compression algorithms. In Section 3 we provide test results. Finally, Discussion is reported in Section 5.

### 2. Principles of the Eco Controllo’s codec

Although Eco Controllo’s codec is covered by industrial secret [2], in this section we try to give an idea of its strength points.

Eco Controllo’s compression algorithms gain main advantages by using alternative techniques with respect to macroblocks. This is because macroblocks tend to partition images in a way that is independent of their contents, yielding an artificial partitioning method that might be more or less suitable depending on video contents, possibly making motion prediction a hard process. Conversely, Eco Controllo’s video compression technique exploits the grayscale component of images to partition them and to guide the prediction of basic objects and their motion. The idea stems from the experimental observation that the colors in a picture tend to be distributed in a layered fashion, starting from the basic grayscale component up to fine color tones.

Also MPEG somehow takes into consideration the layered nature of the colors in an image, although it exploits this characteristic to derive a better sampling of the image, processing images represented in YUV rather than in the RGB color model [10].

Like MPEG, also Eco Controllo’s video codec relies on YUV color model. In particular, it exploits the separation of the luminance component (Y) from the two chrominance components (UV). The former alone is capable of producing grayscale images, whereas the second one measures the color values to be added to the gray pixels in order to derive a colored image. Thus, while it will always be possible to express a picture by only employing the Y component, achieving a grayscale picture, the converse will not be true. In other words, the U and V values only make sense if they are associated to some luminance value expressed by the Y component. This means that the 8 most significant bits of the YUV representation are the ones providing the skeleton of the picture (Figure 1(a)), whereas the other two less significant bytes, corresponding to the U and V components, respectively, add color details (Figure 1(b)).

![Grayscale skeleton of an image.](image1)

![True color representation of image (a).](image2)

**Figure 1.** Grayscale and true color pictures in the YUV model.
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3. Experimental Comparison

Codecs are continuously compared to test their capabilities to preserve proper quality of video sequences while reaching high compression ratios. Most modern codecs have been experimentally compared at the CS MSU GRAPHICS & MEDIA LAB VIDEO GROUP [12].

In this section we describe the results of comparative tests that Eco Controllo has committed to external research organizations, in order to compare their codec with respect to VP8, the codec used on YouTube.

Codecs might be tested by means of both subjective or objective metrics [17]. The latter try to simulate the visual quality as it is perceived by humans [4][5][6][10][11][13][14][15][16], whereas in the former the evaluation is accomplished by a group of individuals, according to a given methodology [9].

The results we describe in this paper have been measured by comparing Eco Controllo’s codec and VP8 through the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) objective metrics [17]. In particular, Eco Controllo requested external research organizations to estimate the perceived “fidelity” of the compressed video (by means of the different codecs being compared) with respect to the original video, given a fixed value of bit rate. Moreover, it has been requested to repeat such tests for different frame rates (25 and 50 Hertz), and different values of bit rate, with respect to which compress each selected video, by using each of the codecs being compared.

Test video sequences were selected by choosing typical high-definition sequences, many of which had been previously used in the context of similar experiments described in literature, including heterogeneous video sequences commonly used in television programs, hence realized with professional quality. In particular, test cases were selected among the following video test sets:


In order to execute tests, a sample of 20 video sequences (in what follows named 3, 4,....17, parkjoy, ducks, shields, parkrun, and mobcal) in the two different formats (720P@25Hz, 720P@50Hz) were selected.

Finally, Tests were accomplished by using Linux OS (Ubuntu) on a Siemens Celsius V830 Workstation, RAM 8 GB, CPU 2 AMD Opteron 240, HD 2 HD SataII 400GB, VID NVIDIA Quadro FX 3400 - 256 MB. The computation of PSNR and SSIM was performed by using a workbench running on Windows 7.

Video sequences named 3, 4,....17, were available in 720P@25Hz, and 720P@50Hz formats, respectively, whereas those named parkjoy, ducks, shields, parkrun, and mobcal were only available in 720P@50Hz format. Each available video sequence was compressed at 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000Kbps, using both compared codecs, yielding a total of 280 different compressed files. Among these, only those having size ± 5% than \( F \) have been considered,

\[
F = \frac{br \times s}{8}
\]

where

- \( br \): bit rate per second in Kbps (1000 bit/sec)
- \( s \): video duration in seconds
- \( F \): file size in KBytes

The 280 different compressed video files were successively evaluated through the PSNR and SSIM metrics, by using the MSU Video Quality Measurement Tool rel. 1.4, produced by the Graphics & Media Lab Video Group of Moscow State University [12].

Table 1 and Figure 2 show the SSIM averaged over the above mentioned video resolutions and bitrates. Table 2 and Figure 3 show average PSNR. It can be noticed that Eco Controllo’s codec reaches better objective quality values. In particular, Figure 2 shows how the gap between the two codes is broader on the last five test video sequences. This is due to the fact that such video sequences have characteristics that stress video codecs, creating the conditions in which Eco Controllo’s codec performs better. We noticed similar trends when using low bitrates, where Eco Controllo’s codec degraded performances less than VP8.

Such results are not achieved by devoting more time for compression, since Eco Controllo’s codec has turned out to execute much faster than VP8 on the selected test video sequences. This is also shown in Table 3 and Figure 4, reporting average time in seconds to compress the 20 video sequences with the two compared codecs.
Table 1. Average SSIM comparison between EcoControllo (ECO10) and VP8(IVF).

Table 2. Average PSNR comparison between EcoControllo and VP8(IVF).
Table 3. Average times (seconds) to compress 50Hz video sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Sequence</th>
<th>VP8(IVF)</th>
<th>Eco-2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>921,3333333</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>414,6666667</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>568,3333333</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>346,3333333</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>574,3333333</td>
<td>87,6666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>81,33333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>438,6666667</td>
<td>91,6666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>237,3333333</td>
<td>66,33333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>487,3333333</td>
<td>80,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>322,6666667</td>
<td>85,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>93,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>277,6666667</td>
<td>66,33333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>87,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>235,6666667</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>99,33333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parkjoy</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>96,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ducks</td>
<td>816,6666667</td>
<td>114,3333333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shields</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>88,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parkrun</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>79,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobcal</td>
<td>694,3333333</td>
<td>89,66666667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comprehensive Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>528,5166667</strong></td>
<td><strong>88,16666667</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Average times (seconds) to compress 50 Hz video sequences.

4. Discussion

We have discussed the principles of a new codec for lossy video compression, and have provided some experimental evidence of its promising performances. In 2008 we had already provided a performance comparison of a former version of it with respect to main commercial implementations of H.264 and MPEG4 [1], also including results of subjective evaluations. Here we have compared the latest version of our codec with respect to VP8. Test results described in Section 3 reveal that Eco Controllo’s video codec has been competitive with respect to VP8. In particular, although the performance advantage with respect to VP8 does not seem to appear relevant averaging over bitrates, it reaches higher gaps in critical situations, such as those in which video contents are particularly difficult to compress, or when particularly low bit rates are used. This is not a negligible issue, especially in those application contexts, such as HDTV, where critical situations can be frequent and it is not acceptable that codecs react by extremely reducing quality of videos or by loosing precious information.

In addition to technological and innovation aspects, Eco Controllo’s research project has significant strategic potentials. We have already remarked that big commercial software brands consider proprietary codecs strategic to increase their market shares. In this scenario, Eco Controllo’s codec can yield better quality/compression ratio, potentially opening new perspectives and drawing particular attention on this new compression technology.
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Abstract—Despite to the presence of many systems for developing and managing structured taxonomies and/or SKOS models for a given domain, the production and maintenance of these domain knowledge bases is still a very expensive and time consuming process. This paper proposes a solution for assisting expert users in the collaborative development and management of knowledge SKOS. The proposed solution accelerates the SKOS production by crawling and exploiting different kinds of sources (in multiple languages and with several insiciencies among them). The proposed WEB based tool supports the experts in defining relationships among the most recurrent concepts reducing the time to SKOS production and allowing collaborative production. The solution has been developed for the Open Mind Innovative Space project, with the aim of creating a portal to allow industries at posing semantic queries about potential competences in a large institution such as the University of Florence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Semantic Web era, representing knowledge in the form of ontologies, thesaurus, taxonomies and other type of semantic data has became increasingly mandatory. The semantic markup is widely available, both to enable sophisticated interoperability among agents and to support human web users in locating and making sense of information.

Among the models for content semantic classification and enrichment the simplified knowledge organization system, SKOS is probably the most diffused [1]. It is a data model for sharing and representing knowledge organization systems (KOS) such as thesauri, classification schemes, term lists, controlled vocabulary and taxonomies within the framework of the Semantic Web. The SKOS model is typically defined using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [2] and it allows information to be machine-understandable and processable by automatic software agents. Thus, for content classification, the adoption of a SKOS is one of the first step to enter in the semantic world.

The adoption of a knowledge representation structures for content involves many advantages:

- the semantic information is available in machine readable format and can benefit from the emergent technologies of the semantic web;

- the increasing spread of the semantic search engines like Swoogle [3], Watson [4] and SIndice [5] helps to find information with a high degree of precision;

- the users are helped in tagging their content using a predefined set of terms (also called vocabulary or terms, which can be multilingual and supported by a thesauri) belonging to the SKOS that should be validated and accepted by the community. The terms may be also provided in different languages and their translations validated as well.

The SKOS can be also a model at which one may tend after the collection of free tags from the users, the so called folksonomy. The free tags could be statistically analyzed to build a taxonomy and finally a SKOS adding related relationships. Tools for SKOS editing are quite diffuse, such as thManager [7] (a simple SKOS editor), SKOSEd [8], a Protégé plug in for editing SKOS.

However, despite the presence of emerging systems for developing and managing structured taxonomies and/or SKOS models for a given domain, the automated production and maintenance of these domain knowledge bases is still a process often very expensive and time consuming. In the literature, there exist few tools that support the process to pass from text to ontologies and/or SKOS, among them: PoolParty [9], TextToOnto [10], other methods [13] for semi-automatic conversion from well-defined thesaurus like MESH [14] or NCI [15] thesaurus in SKOS format.

In point of fact, software products on the market still require an important phase of manual collection of information from the domain and do not provide satisfactory mechanisms for the coordination of a collaborative production process performed by several groups. Thus, the modeling of domain-based SKOS often turns out to be a manual process and, in most case, it is time consuming and hard. It may involve a large number of personnel that are not easy to be coordinated to collaborate to a unique SKOS.

These problems become very critical when a large knowledge modeling is needed. For example, when one has to SKOSify the activities/documents of a local govern, or of a large University, or of a commercial/industrial district, or of a large editor/press such as IEEE, ACM, Springer, etc. The already in place standard classifications for companies (e.g., European and national codes, for example the ATECO or ISTAT); or for institutions or researchers (e.g., in Italy SSD, and CUN areas) are not suitable to match documents and
content with the definitions of their “terms” and “key phrases”. Most of those classifications have been frequently produced years ago and with the purpose of manual fitting of activities into them, and not with the purpose of using them for automated classification and reasoning with semantic tools. Moreover, in most cases the manual production of SKOS leads to stress some knowledge area/subarea depending on the knowledge of the experts involved, without taking into account the effective distribution of data to be ingested in the knowledge base.

As a matter of fact, the task of creating a SKOS requires a deep knowledge of the specific domain, and implies:

- the precise understanding of the semantic model behind a SKOS to avoid the production of terms which are not related each other by a specialization/generalization and/or relation relationships;
- the adoption of skilled personnel in both modeling knowledge and application domain or sub-domain;
- the domain analysis and thus the collection of terms in an organized form and relationships;
- a mechanism for coordination of activities in the various stages of the production task;
- the adoption of rules to avoid over-classification (over specialization in the SKOS hierarchy) and under-classification in some areas;

The previous description put in evidence why the knowledge base production process is a time and resource consuming task and not free of errors, even if the target is only the production of a SKOS.

A solution could be to start from the data/content to be classified, and directly extract from these sources the SKOS with an automated or semi-automated process and tool.

This paper proposes a novel solution for assisting expert users in the collaborative development and management of a knowledge modeled as a SKOS. The main idea is to realize a solution and tools to strongly accelerate the process of SKOS production exploiting the real documents/content and web pages to be indexed, and involving the experts in creating relationships among the most recurrent concepts. The solution proposed has been developed in a wider project called Open Mind Innovative Space, which has been founded by ECRF. Open Mind Innovative Space project has as main objective the realization of a portal on which the industries can pose questions with the aim of identifying the competences in terms of researchers and groups in the large knowledge of the University of Florence. In the literature, there is a number of researchers and groups in the large knowledge of the specific domain, and implies:

- the precise understanding of the semantic model behind a SKOS to avoid the production of terms which are not related each other by a specialization/generalization and/or relation relationships;
- the adoption of skilled personnel in both modeling knowledge and application domain or sub-domain;
- the domain analysis and thus the collection of terms in an organized form and relationships;
- a mechanism for coordination of activities in the various stages of the production task;
- the adoption of rules to avoid over-classification (over specialization in the SKOS hierarchy) and under-classification in some areas;
- the precise understanding of the semantic model behind a SKOS to avoid the production of terms which are not related each other by a specialization/generalization and/or relation relationships;
- the adoption of skilled personnel in both modeling knowledge and application domain or sub-domain;
- the domain analysis and thus the collection of terms in an organized form and relationships;
- a mechanism for coordination of activities in the various stages of the production task;
- the adoption of rules to avoid over-classification (over specialization in the SKOS hierarchy) and under-classification in some areas;

The rest of paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, an overview of the Open Mind Innovative Space is provided. Section 3 reports the requirements of the identified tool for collaborative and assisted generation and management of SKOS. Section 4 shows the software architecture that implemented the solution in the global project framework, putting particular emphasis on multi language RDF-SKOS editor. Finally, in Section 5, the achieved experimental results are reported. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.

II. OPEN MIND INNOVATIVE SPACE OVERVIEW

As previously stated, the main goal of the Open Mind Innovative Space project is to realize a service to industries on which they can pose questions with the aim of identifying researchers and groups with the needed competences, knowledge among those of the University of Florence. The University of Florence includes more than 50 different departments belonging to all the scientific sectors areas, and hosting about 2000 researchers and more than 400 labs with their web pages. Each researcher may also teach at 2-3 courses; thus about 6000 course programs that may be considered competence descriptors as well. Moreover, the several research departments and researchers participate to research projects, for a total of about other 20.000 descriptors, etc. In such context it is very hard to identify a manageable number of people that could be reasonably entitled in terms of skill to create a shared common SKOS. This is due to the fact that the whole knowledge model has to be extracted from a huge amount of information, ranging from health care to geometry and math, from engineering to agriculture, from mechanics to statistic and pharmaceutics, etc. And, the sources of this knowledge may change quite dynamically, every year the courses are updated, the CV of people change, other publications and projects arrive, etc.

On the basis of the above description, the available information can be ingested from a large amount of different sources. This highly dynamic collection of sources may be automatically gathered through the use of software agents and crawling tasks. The information gained can be used by a semantic search engine to answer user queries with a high degree of precision. For example, by using an assisted semantic query interface with natural language query engine such as Aqualog [11]. This scenario is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Ingestion and querying semantic knowledge base

This general model, is similar to those used in other mentioned state of the art solutions, and poses its bases on the availability of a good ontology, may be including a SKOS of the domain knowledge. The general ontology can be
composed of dynamic blocks or subsections that describe the various features of the domain. They include both concepts that describe the physical structure of the domain and concepts that describe relations about personnel.

As a first step we had taken into account the fact that, the huge amount of data to be processed belong to governmental institutions such as the university and thus also on people. More specifically, the domain knowledge is composed by three self-supporting ontologies which are related by semantic relationships. Therefore, the basic elements of the knowledge base are those regarding:

- **Friend of a Friend (FOAF) ontology** [18] used to model many properties about Person and Organization class (professor, phd students, students, researchers, contractors, their relationships, research classification as SSD, CUN, etc.): the name, the surname, the e-mail properties and the knows relationship (applicable to individual belonging to the Person class).

- **Academic life ontology** is an ontology, we developed specifically for the Italian University case structure and terminology, that defines elements for describing universities and the activities that occur at them (labs, departments, faculties, research centers, groups, projects, courses, curricula, matter, projects, integrated labs, etc.). The main OWL entities and classes described by ontology are:
  - **Organization** class describes physical structures of university like research center, departments and laboratories;
  - **People and role** describe instances like full-professors, researchers and PhD students, related and derived from FOAF concepts;
  - **Activity entities** that cover concepts like past projects, ongoing projects and academic publications; To each person the specific publications are added as well, establishing in this way also relationships among the different authors.

- **Competences SKOS**: it is the SKOS ontology that describes the hierarchy of the technical skills of structures and people belonging to the given application context. This part of the knowledge is the most dynamic.

The components related to the **Academic life ontology** and to the **FOAF** are initialized and directly populated by gathering information from the central database of the University and of other institutions. Among them the central CINECA servers [19]. This operation is performed with a set of crawling tasks realized by using SOAP Client implemented in JAVA making use of JAX-WS [20].

On the basis of the described project, the most critical aspect is the modeling and population of the above mentioned **Competence SKOS** for the whole university area. Typically, in these cases the solution proposed is to manually produce a coarse classification. On the other hand, what it is really needed is to arrive at a SKOS strongly related to the real sources of descriptors to allow the automated classification and reasoning.

For these reasons we started with the idea of producing a solution for assisting expert users in the collaborative development and management of a **Competence SKOS**, the **Collaborative SKOS Accelerator and Manager, CoSKOSAM**. With the aim of accelerating the process of SKOS production and population. In the next section the identified requirements are presented.

### III. REQUIREMENTS OF CoSKOSAM

The CoSKOSAM is not only an editor, its requirements put in evidence that the aim was to create a collaborative environment in which several experts can contribute to the production and management of the same SKOS. And the systems may help them in identifying the keywords and concepts which are located in the real documents and sources. The main functional requirements for the CoSKOSAM have been to provide the capability of:

- ingesting and analyzing content from a large amount of different sources (web pages, cv, documents, etc.) to extract keywords and concepts and keep them linked with the original context/source;
- updating the crawling and ingestion of the content and thus the update of the semantic structures related to the identified keywords and concepts;
- helping the area editors with suitable tools that allow them to identify the most relevant keywords and concepts;
- managing content coming from different languages so that to map the concepts into a multilingual knowledge base, also providing/exploiting translation services and utilities;
- creating and editing a multi language SKOS about the identified concepts/competences/skills of personnel and research centers of the academic structure;
- supporting collaborative crawling, management and editing of the SKOS structures;
- allowing the incremental and distributed production of knowledge;
- supporting the integration of produced SKOS in terms of related terms and synonymous.

![Architecture of Knowledge Base Management System](image-url)
The benefits of creating a **Competence SKOS** via a WEB-based collaborative environment and management are many. Using CoSKOSAM skilled staff, such as directors of departments, or sector referent people, are enabled to build and manage the knowledge base incrementally and collaboratively confronting with their colleagues toward the common goal of realizing a high quality product.

**IV. CoSKOSAM Architecture**

The CoSKOSAM architecture is shown in Figure 2. It has been implemented in JAVA as a web application, using a client server architecture.

The architecture consists of some primary building blocks:

- **SKOS Manager** provides services for creating and maintaining a SKOS of keywords and concepts formalized according to a SKOS vocabulary.

- **Access Manager** offers services for the security login and grant check. It helps to synchronize and coordinate the access to the various sub-sections of the SKOS among different users. The privileges pyramid provisioned by system can be grouped in the following three main categories:
  - **Administrators users**: users who have the highest privileges on semantic store.
  - **Writer users**: users who can edit, read and write the working knowledge base but cannot execute backup and crawling activities;
  - **Reader users**: guest users. They can only read the knowledge base but cannot change it in any way;

- **Crawler and Ingestion Manager** offer the ability for crawling and ingesting sources to feed the knowledge base. The crawling task performs a breadth-first search on graph of the web structure of University and ingests some kind of domain-information like personnel, courses, staff curriculum, advertising, research centers, etc. Specifically, it makes use of the GATE NLP Platform [16] to implement the crawler architecture;

- **Multilanguage Engine** provides services for the management of multilingual SKOS taxonomy. The information ingested by crawling task is automatically translated by Multilanguage Engine in the languages handled by module. The sources are frequently produced in only one language while the keywords and concepts have to be declined in multiple language (e.g., in Italian and English at least).

- **Knowledge Base manager** provides the software API interface for manipulating the domain ontology. The knowledge base has been built by using the API provided by the Sesame framework [17].

**A. SKOS Manager**

The SKOS Manager provides services for creating, managing, and maintaining a multilingual SKOS model as comprised of concepts compounded from keywords extracted from several kinds of sources by the Ingestion Manager. The approach allows the organization of concepts into concept schemes where it is possible to indicate semantic relationships between terms. The SKOS Manager enables the complete development of a SKOS by providing a range of services, for the incremental, collaborative and multilingual development of the common knowledge via WEB.

Each information about Competence SKOS that is ingested by previous crawling processes is stored in the knowledge base as an instance of the skos class: **Concept**. A user of the SKOS Manager, which is expert in a given sub-domain such as a single department, has the chance to change the knowledge base by adding new concepts and inserting semantic relationships among already existing concepts.

The relations between concept over the SKOS vocabulary allow to add semantic information to the knowledge base. The allowed relations are:

- skos:conceptSchema relation provides the ability to express the origin of a concept in a concept scheme;
- skos:hasTopConcept relation provides the ability to express the mayor topics that are wrapped up into a concept scheme;
- skos:broader relation must be used to express the fact that a concept is in some way less general than another.
- skos:narrower is the inverse relation of skos:broader;
- skos:related relation provides the ability to create associative links between concepts. The property carries weak semantics and it expresses the fact that two concepts are in some way related, and that the relationship should not be used to create a hierarchy but for create links between branches of a hierarchy of concepts;
- skos:prefLabel is the preferred label associate to concept in a given language. A label is any word, phrase or symbol that can be used to refer to the concept by people. When a user adds a label to SKOS the system provides to automatically translate the text-label in the right language by exploiting an external service (in any case the translation may be corrected by the user).

A graphic explanation of generated SKOS vocabulary is shown in Figure 3.

Multilingual and multicultural issues are dealt to assure a wider and more effective exploitation of data beside the background of the operator and their location. Furthermore a
multilingual approach helps to improve precision and recall of popular search engine, which are very good at retrieving the accurate information.

Other features provided by the system are:

- searching by label in the working taxonomy and discovery branches that contain the target label;
- view the semantic information about personnel or structures related to each skos:Concept; that is the link to the original sources;
- view the frequency with which the concepts occur in source web documents;
- filtering the concepts by frequencies. In this way the user has the opportunity to discard some labels that may be considered statistically less remarkable or highly specializing;
- ability to edit concepts in multilingual mode taking advantage of automatic translations. An user can also manually re-translate a label for achieving an higher quality result;
- visual system log for provide additional information about working knowledge base;
- more than a graphical view for displaying the SKOS concepts:
  - only label: displays the label in the current language
  - label with frequencies: displays next the label, the frequencies of the current concept;
  - label with language: displays next to the label, dual language to the current one.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the achieved results and some user experiences are presented. The proposed tool has been used to develop an experimental knowledge base related to DSI Department, one of the most active departments of the University of Florence [21]. It is under application by 3 different departments, while the development of the Competence SKOS for each department is autonomously developed as separate SKOS branches. They are lately merged together in an unique SKOS by joining concepts and adding skos:related relationships.

The aim of this experimentations has been: (i) the ingestion of the whole sources related to DSI department; and (ii) the building of a multilingual Competence SKOS about department and its personnel. The department included about 62 researchers (28 full professors, 13 associate professors, 21 researchers), and about 160 courses and programs, related publications and web pages, for more than 2000 publications. All staff accessible via web.

The department includes 5 different sectors/research-areas such as math, operating research, computer science, computer engineering, automated control. The people and activities of those areas have different competences and skills and are difficult to be represented by a unique person.

The CoSKOSAM started crawling and ingesting all data and producing the list of basic concepts as presented in Figure 4 in which the SKOS Manager is shown.

The extracted basic concepts/keywords has been browsed by the reference domain expert to identify those that have been erroneously classified to the wrong language. The list of them can be filtered to present only those that have a frequency greater than a given value. This allows the expert to focus its time on the most relevant one. At the end of this process, the selected keywords are put in the gazetteer of the semantic Ingestion Manager based on GATE [16]. In the case of DSI, the process extracted about 1600 terms aligned by the system in both languages, revised by the expert in about 1 hour of work.

After this phase, the basic concepts and keywords can be used to create the Competence SKOS passing to a different interface of the SKOS Manager, as shown in Figure 5. On the left side, the list of basic concepts with their frequency...
(alphabetically ordered), while on the right side; the produced Competence SKOS are reported. By using the mouse, the user of the SKOS Manager may look up at the original sources referred by both basic concepts or SKOS concepts and reported in the log box below.

The SKOS on the right side can be manually created by adding new concepts or by using the drag and drop paradigm by exploiting and arranging the basic concepts on the left side.

The produced Competence SKOS for the DSI consists of different classes and has required 1 day of work for its completion.

At the end of the Competence SKOS production for DSI, the remaining basic concepts not allocated were 1937 and the produced SKOS was based on 786 (for each language) concepts organized in 27 levels. The domain OWL ontology for the DSI only has 3270 individuals and 45 OWL classes. The Competence SKOS produced has been validated by experts of the sectors by using the look up facility and in short by observing the sources identified and connected a large sample of broader concepts. Another form of validation has been the production of simple SPARQL queries with and without the usage of the inferential engine. The inferential engine, in this case, exploited both the hierarchy of concepts and the related relationships the SKOS.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed CoSKOSAM, a web based solution for accelerating the production and management of SKOS derived from sources that can be located on Web. The solution and proposed tool has been used for the automated ingestion and analysis about the university life, including afferent organization and technical skills. The hierarchical structure of the competences and the semantic relation among them have been formalized using the SKOS vocabulary, providing a developing method collaborative, computer-aided and coordinated activity.

The methodology greatly reduces the time spent in the development process aiding the users in all stages of the production process. Furthermore, the ontology is produced according to the OWL/RDF/SKOS rules and can benefit from emerging technologies and innovations offered by the semantic web. The generated ontology can be used as information domain by a demand and supply system about academic skills. It is currently in connection with a semantic database for allowing performing SPARQL queries allowing:

- semantic search engine to retrieve ranked information. For computing ranking it is possible making use of term frequency as a factor weighting within the ranking algorithm;
- semantic indexing for search engine optimization and fuzzy queries;
- exploiting inferential engine to increase the system intelligence,
- improving the engine for providing results to the users and permitting them to navigate in the mesh of relationships among FOAF entities and results;

In addition of this, some guide lines for short-term future work have been already planned, in particular regarding usability and user support.
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Abstract

Ontology is a key factor for enabling interoperability across heterogeneous systems, services and users. One of the most challenging tasks in its use is ontology construction. However, experts usually represent the same knowledge domain by the use of different ontologies that can differ in structure, concepts, relations and attributes. Therefore, ontology could lose its main feature: allowing the semantic interoperability among actors working on the same knowledge domain. An effective solution to this problem is the introduction of methods for finding mapping among the various components of ontologies. In this paper, a novel approach to the ontology mapping is proposed. The proposed approach, named MAMA, investigates the possibility of finding overlaps among different ontologies that describe the same knowledge domain through the combined use of syntactic, semantic and topological similarity indexes. The indexes are combined to define the degree of similarity between the various components of ontologies by introducing a combining rule. This rule is adaptive and automatically emphasizes the contributions of those indexes that provide better results in certain operative conditions. The proposed approach has been tested on standard datasets and the obtained results are very promising. Moreover, we are currently exploring the application of the ontology mapping approach to software component reuse.

1. Introduction

Distributed systems are by their nature heterogeneous and so the various players in the system need tools that allow them to share services and resources in it. In this complex scenario, an effective solution is the adoption of the ontology formalism. The term ‘ontology’ was first used in the computer science field by Gruber referring to an explicit specification of a conceptualization [13]. So an ontology is defined as a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [11] and plays an important role in the domains of software engineering, artificial intelligence, knowledge management, information integration and semantic web [2]. Ontology is playing a significant role in information systems, semantic web and knowledge-based systems, where ‘ontology’ refers to “the representation of meaning of terms in vocabularies and the relationships between those terms” [1]. The role of ontology, then, is to represent the main components of a knowledge domain according to the view that a generic user has about it. However, for the same knowledge domain each user may create a different ontology, which differs in structure, concepts, attributes and relationships from the other ones. In other words, an ontology, while describing the same domain of knowledge, may be different from another because both contain the point of view of a particular user, and how it was built. Therefore, ontology could lose its main feature: allowing the semantic interoperability among actors working on the same knowledge domain [12].

An effective solution to this problem is the introduction of methods for finding mapping among the various components of ontologies. The main approaches to the ontology mapping can be grouped into three categories according to the pursued approach, namely: the lexical category, the semantic category and the structural category. In the literature, many approaches in these three categories have been developed, but none is appropriate for ontology mapping. Each of the proposed approach, in fact, shows good performance in certain situations, while exhibiting weaknesses in others. An approach in the structural category, for example, works well when ontologies shows similar structure, but is unable to recognize semantic similarities related the name of the concepts.

In this paper, a novel methodology for ontology mapping is proposed. The starting point of the proposed methodology is the assumption that the previous approaches can be complementary and so they can reach better results when working together. The contributions of various approaches are combined by an adaptively weighted rule in order to emphasize those that work better in the various scenarios. In Section 2 the proposed ontology mapping approach, named MAMA, will be described. In Section 3 the initial experimental results obtained by the use of the proposed approach on standard datasets will be discussed. In Section 4 we explore the application of ontology mapping to software component reuse, which is an important issue in software engineering. Some initial experimental results in software component reuse by ontology mapping will be presented.
2. The Proposed Ontology Mapping Approach

What is an ontology? This question could seem trivial but it is still difficult to give a unique definition. An ontology's formal definition could be the following [14]: \[ O = \{ C, H_C, H_R, A, I \} \]

- \( C \) is the set of concepts in a domain
- \( H_C \) is the set of generic relations among concepts
- \( H_R \) is the set of the hierarchical relations among concepts
- \( A \) is the set of axioms
- \( I \) is the set of concepts' instances

Keeping in mind the above definition, ontology mapping is an operation that can be described as follows: given two ontologies A and B, mapping one ontology to another means that for each concept (node) in ontology A, a corresponding concept (node) in ontology B is found, which has the same or similar semantics in ontology B and vice versa [15].

According to this definition, an ontology mapping function can be defined as follows: MAP: \[ MAP : O_1 \rightarrow O_2 : MAP(e_1) \in e_2 \text{ if sim}(e_1, e_2) > s \]

where \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are the entities (concept, instance, attribute etc.) in two ontologies. This process can be iterated for any number of ontologies to obtain the mapping functions among them.

In this paper, a novel methodology for ontology mapping is proposed: this approach, named MAMA (Mapping And Merging Approach) is based on the combination of various indexes working at lexical, semantic and structural level to find equivalence among the various components of the ontologies. The proposed mapping approach could be so described:

```
// create mapping groups
for (c ∈ O_1, ..., O_n) do
  if (type(c) = "class") then
    add c to groups_cls
  else if (type(c) = "property") then
    add c to groups_props
  end if
end for

classify(groups_cls)
classify(groups_props)
```

The generic classification phase \( classify(groups_\circlearrowright) \) can be so described:

```
//classify(group_\circlearrowright)
if (size(group_\circlearrowright)>1) then
  remove concept c from group_\circlearrowright
  for (c ∈ group_\circlearrowright) do
    if (c ∈ O_1 and c ∈ O_j with i ≠ j) then
      if (type(c) = "class" and type(c) = "class") then
        index = calculateIndexSimilarityClasses(c, c)
      else
        if (type(c) = "property" and type(c) = "property") then
          index = calculateIndexSimilarityProperties(c, c)
        end if
      end if
    end if
  end for
end if
classify(group_\circlearrowright)
```

Therefore the mapping process could be seen as a classification task. In particular, the proposed algorithm classifies the similarities among the classes, the properties and the relationships and then creates a new ontology that will be the common layer capable of bridging the various ontologies.

As previously said, various indexes are introduced in order to calculate the similar components among the ontologies. Some of them are adopted without change from the literature, while others have been improved and modified [3]-[10]. The introduced indexes are:

- **Editing Distance (ED):** This index is so defined:
  \[
  sim_{ed}(x, y) = \max \left\{ 0, \min(1,|y|) - \frac{\text{ed}(x, y)}{\min(|x|,|y|)} \right\} \in [0,1]
  \]
  It aims to calculate the likelihood between two words that label concepts in the ontology.

- **Trigram Function (TF):** This function aims to measure the number of similar trigrams that are in the words that label the concepts in the ontologies.
  \[
  TF(x, y) = \frac{1}{1 + |\text{tri}(x)| + |\text{tri}(y)| - 2 \cdot |\text{tri}(x) \cap \text{tri}(y)|} \in [0,1]
  \]
  The function \( \text{tri}(x) \) gives the set of trigrams that are in the word \( x \).

- **Semantic similarity index (SS):** This index is so defined
  \[
  SS(w_1, w_2) = \frac{1}{\text{sim}_{jc}(w_1, w_2)} \in [0,1]
  \]
  where
  \[
  \text{sim}_{jc}(w_1, w_2) = 2 \cdot \log P(\text{\text{LSuper}}(c_1, c_2)) - \log P(c_1) + \log P(c_2)
  \]
  This index aims to compare from a semantic point of view two words according to the taxonomy defined in Wordnet [16]. In particular this index measures the distance of the words in the taxonomy defined in Wordnet.

- **Granularity (GR):** This index aims to measure the mutual position of the words representing the concepts of the ontology in the WordNet. This index is so defined:
  \[
  GR(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\min(\text{Dens}(c_1) \cdot \text{path}(c_1, p), \text{Dens}(c_2) \cdot \text{path}(c_2, p))}{\max(\text{Dens}(c_1) \cdot \text{path}(c_1, p), \text{Dens}(c_2) \cdot \text{path}(c_2, p))} \in [0,1]
  \]
where \( \text{dens}(c) \) is the function representing the density of the concept \( c \). This function is defined as \( E(c)/E \) where \( E \) is the ratio between the number’s arc of the concept and the numbers of its parents while \( E(c) \) is the number of the sibling of the concept \( c \). The function \( \text{path}(c_1, p) \) is the shortest path from \( c_1 \) to \( p \) that is the first parent common to \( c_2 \).

**Attribute Index:** This index aims to measure the numbers of similar attributes between the two nodes. In particular it is so defined:

\[
sm_{att} = \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X \cap Y| + \alpha(x,y) \cdot |X/Y| + (1 - \alpha(x,y)) \cdot |Y/X|} \quad 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1
\]

**Synonym Index (SI):** This index aims to verify if in Wordnet there are synonyms of the word related to the concept in an ontology that label a concept in another ontology. This index can assume value 0 or 1.

**Derived Index (DE):** This index aims to find in WordNet an adjective, representing a node of an ontology, derived from the label of a concept that is in the other ontology. This index can assume value 0 or 1.

**Property Similarity Index (ISP):** This index has the aim to verify the equality between the nodes evaluating their properties. In particular the following indexes are introduced:

- Equality Indexes among superclasses (ISC): this index verifies if the superclasses of the comparing classes are similar. This index can assume value 0 or 1.
- Equality indexes among equivalent classes (IEC): this index compares all the classes that are equivalent to the comparing classes. This index assumes value 1 if all the classes are equivalent and 0 otherwise.
- Equivalent Indexes of inherited classes (IIC): this index assumes value 1 if all the inherited classes of the comparing nodes are similar. Also in this case this index assumes value 1 if all the inherited classes are equivalent and 0 otherwise.
- Equivalent Indexes of disjoint classes (IDC): this index evaluates the similarity among the disjoint classes of the comparing nodes. This index assumes values 1 if all the disjoint nodes are similar, and 0 otherwise.

The full similarity index (ISP) is obtained by the following formula:

\[
\text{ISP} = \text{ISC} \times \text{IEC} \times \text{IIC} \times \text{IDC}
\]

This index can assume value 0 or 1.

**Similarity Index for entities (ISI):** This index evaluates if the entities derived from the comparing nodes are equal. The comparison is made by evaluating both the number of entities and their typology. This index can assume value 0 or 1.

**Acronym (AC):** This index aims to verify if in the two comparing nodes one word is the acronym of the other. If it is true this index is 1, otherwise it is 0.

**Fingerprint Index (IM):** This index verifies if the word that describes a comparing node is in the other word that describes the other nodes. If the word is contained in the other one this index is 1, otherwise it is 0.

**Abbreviation (AB):** This index measures if a word that describes a node is an abbreviation of the other that describes the other comparing node. If the word is an abbreviation of the other one this index is 1, otherwise it is 0.

**Label (LA):** This index measures if the two labels of the comparing nodes are equal. Also, in this case the index assumes value 1 if the nodes have the same label, and 0 otherwise.

The introduced indexes can be grouped in three sets:

**Syntactic indexes:** These indexes aim to detect the syntactical similarities among the various components of the ontology. The following indexes are syntactic indexes:

- Editing Distance (ED)
- Trigram Function (TF)
- Acronym (AC)
- Fingerprint (IM)
- Abbreviation (AB)
- Label (LA)
- Attributes (ATT)

**Semantic indexes:** These indexes aim to compare the ontologies from a semantic point of view. As previously said these indexes can use structured knowledge as in the WordNet. The set of semantic indexes includes:

- Semantic Similarity (SS)
- Granularity (GR)
- Synonym Index (SI)
- Derived (DE)
- Label (LA)

**Structural indexes:** The indexes belonging to this set aim to compare the ontologies from a structural point of view. The indexes of this set are:
The three sets are so combined in order to map the various nodes that are in the ontologies:

$$\text{Mapping}(X,Y) = \theta \ast \text{IndSim}(X,Y) + \sigma \ast \text{IndSem}(X,Y) + \omega \ast \text{IndStr}(X,Y)$$

where:

$$\theta + \sigma + \omega = 1$$

In particular:

$$\theta = \frac{\text{IndSim}(X,Y)}{\text{IndSim}(X,Y) + \text{IndSem}(X,Y) + \text{IndStr}(X,Y)}$$

$$\sigma = \frac{\text{IndSem}(X,Y)}{\text{IndSim}(X,Y) + \text{IndSem}(X,Y) + \text{IndStr}(X,Y)}$$

$$\omega = \frac{\text{IndStr}(X,Y)}{\text{IndSim}(X,Y) + \text{IndSem}(X,Y) + \text{IndStr}(X,Y)}$$

and

$$\text{IndSim}(X,Y) = 0.5 \ast (a \ast \text{ED} + \beta \ast \text{TF}) + 0.5 \ast (\max(AC, IM, AB))$$

$$\alpha = \text{ED} / (\text{ED} + \text{TF}) \ast \beta = \text{TF} / (\text{ED} + \text{TF})$$

$$\text{IndSem}(X,Y) = 0.5 \ast (\gamma \ast SS + \delta \ast GR) + 0.5 \ast (\max(SI, DE, LA))$$

$$\gamma = SS / (SS + GR) \ast \delta = GR / (SS + GR)$$

$$\text{IndStr}(X,Y) = 0.5 \ast \text{ATT} + 0.5 \ast (\max(ISI, ISP))$$

After this first step, the mapping among the various nodes that are in the N ontologies is obtained. The second step is the mapping among the relations. So the following index is introduced:

$$\text{IndRel}(x,y) = \min(\text{Mapping}(A,C), \text{Mapping}(B,D), \text{RO}(x,y))$$

where x and y are the comparing relations while A and B are their domains and C and D are their co-domains. In particular,

$$\text{RO}(R_1, R_2) = \sqrt{\text{CM}(d(R_1), d(R_2)) \ast \text{CM}(r(R_1), r(R_2))}$$

and

$$\text{CM}(C_1, C_2) = \frac{|\text{UC}(C_1, H_1) \cap \text{UC}(C_2, H_2)|}{|\text{UC}(C_1, H_1) \cup \text{UC}(C_2, H_2)|}$$

In this case $H_1$ is the taxonomy related to the concept $C_1$ while $H_2$ is the taxonomy related to the concept $C_2$. The function UC (Upward Cotopy) is so defined:

$$\text{UC}(C_i, H) = \{C_j \in H | C_j \subseteq C_i\}$$

The last step is the mapping among the attributes. This task is accomplished by the introduction of this index:

$$\text{IndAttr}(x,y) = \max \{\text{IndSim}(x,y), \min(\text{Mapping}(A,C), \text{equal}(\text{type}_a, \text{type}_b, \text{type}_c))\}$$

After this phase the mapping process among the ontologies is obtained.

### 3. Experiment Setup and Results

In order to test the performance of the MAMA approach an experimental setup on standard datasets has been developed. In particular the experimental approach adopted was the same one developed in the SEALS project. The SEALS Project has developed a reference infrastructure known as the SEALS Platform to facilitate the formal evaluation of semantic technologies. This allows both large-scale evaluations to be run as well as ad-hoc evaluations by individuals or organizations. The SEALS evaluation setup aims at evaluating the competence of matching systems with respect to different evaluation criteria. The evaluation will focus on demonstrating the feasibility and benefits of automating matching evaluation. In this evaluation a limited set of criteria has been considered:

- Conformance: standard precision and recall, restricted semantic precision and recall, coherence

The evaluation setup contains three different scenarios, where the tools are evaluated according to common datasets and criteria:

- Scenario 1: Test data: Benchmark. Criteria: conformance with expected results
- Scenario 2: Test data: Anatomy. Criteria: conformance with expected results
- Scenario 3: Test data: Conference. Criteria: conformance with expected results and alignment coherence

The datasets were selected based on the existence of reliable reference alignments and experiences with using the datasets in evaluations:

- Systematic benchmark: the goal of this benchmark series is to identify the areas in which
each matching algorithm is strong or weak. The test is based on one particular ontology dedicated to a very narrow domain of bibliography and a number of alternative ontologies on the same domain for which alignments are provided.

- Conference: collection of conference organization ontologies. This effort was expected to materialize in alignments as well as in interesting individual correspondences ('nuggets'), aggregated statistical observations and/or implicit design patterns.
- Anatomy: the anatomy real world case is about matching the Adult Mouse Anatomy (2744 classes) and the NCI Thesaurus (3304 classes) describing the human anatomy.

So in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach the following indexes, suggested by the SEALS project, have been adopted:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\#\text{Correct Mappings}}{\#\text{Correct Mappings} + \#\text{Wrong Mappings}}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\#\text{Correct Mappings}}{\#\text{Correct Mappings} + \#\text{Missed Mappings}}
\]

\[
\text{F-Measure} = \frac{(b^2+1) \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{b^2 \times \text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

In the F-Measure evaluation index the parameter b has been set to 1 in order give the same importance to the precision and recall parameters as suggested. The results obtained by the use of the MAMA approach has been compared with the same ones obtained by other methodologies developed in the literature. The experimental results are shown in Figure 1.

---

**Benchmark Dataset**

**Conference Dataset**

**Anatomy Dataset**

![Figure 1. Experimental results of the MAMA approach.](image-url)
In order to measure the overall performance of the system the average value of $F_{\text{Measure}}$ parameter was evaluated (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. The average F-measure.](image)

The MAMA approach shows good results for each dataset, although it does not always achieve the best result. On the other hand, it is interesting to underline that the MAMA approach shows the best value of average $F_{\text{Measure}}$. In fact, some approaches work well only for some datasets under certain conditions, while the MAMA approach is general purpose. As depicted in Figure 4 only six approaches, along with the MAMA approach, can be applied for each dataset and condition. The MAMA approach, as previously said, handles the ontology mapping problem in a very general way and therefore is able to adapt itself to the various cases.

4. Component Reuse based upon Ontology Mapping

Ontology mapping, which is an important part of ontology integration, can promote sharing and communication among different ontologies. The incorporation of ontology into software engineering can improve the reuse of software assets effectively [18]. In recent years, it has become less likely to develop complete new software systems from scratch. It becomes very important to develop software by adapting or combining existing reusable components [17]. We observe that requirement specification can provide a data source for ontology model and also the vital link for the combination of software engineering and ontology [19]. With this insight, a software component reuse approach based on ontology mapping is formulated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Software component reuse approach based on ontology mapping.](image)

**CROM Algorithm:** Through the above analysis, we find that the mapping between ontology nodes and reusable components is the key to realize the CROM (Component Reuse through Ontology Mapping) algorithm. We can construct the mapping by using requirement engineering. With requirement engineering, we will decompose requirement specification into several fragments and every fragment of requirement contains several functional points. Each functional point contains the input and output which are designed to match the requirement. The requirement and the corresponding input/output are the basis for the design and implementation of software components. Each node of ontology model is related to each fragment of requirement specification, and each fragment is related to several functional points so that each node of ontology model is also related to several functional points. This unique approach to construct the mapping between ontology node and reusable components by the functional point is the heart of the CROM algorithm. In general, the mapping operation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Ontology nodes and reusable components have N:N relationship. Every ontology node may correspond to several reusable components, and every reusable component may correspond to several ontology nodes.
Even though function description of customer requirement is the same, the attributes are often different, so it is difficult for each software component to completely meet different requirements of different ontology node. We need to calculate the matching degree between software component and ontology node. We consider the matching degree between a concept of the ontology node C and a reusable software component S to be a number P(C, S) between 0 and 1, with 0 representing unmatched and 1 representing completely matched. The formula is: P(C, S) = f(S) / f(C), with f(S) representing the matched functional points number of the current reusable software component, and f(C) representing the total functional points number of the current ontology node.

Experimental Design: The experiment is divided into two parts. The first part is to construct the application domain ontology model and the mapping between the application domain ontology nodes and the reusable software components. The data source is the application domain requirement specification and several sets of reusable software components. Firstly, we need to construct the application domain ontology model. We adopt the ontological concept to divide the application domain requirement specification into different application fragments. For example, the general equipment application may contain four fragments: equipment, purchase, storage and organization. Every fragment of the requirement contains the whole functional points and input/output and then we will construct the ontology on the application domain by processing different fragments describing the application domain and by mining them into common vocabularies as domain-specific concepts. So every application domain ontology node has several corresponding functional points and input/output. For example, equipment maintenance node may contain new, updating and delete three functional points.

Secondly, we construct the mapping between application domain ontology nodes and reusable software components based on the functional points. We will match the functional points and input/output between every node and the reusable components by traversing the application domain ontology and then calculating P(C, S). If the number P(C, S) is greater than 0, the reusable component satisfies matching conditions. Because the reusable components are limited, we cannot guarantee all of the application domain ontology nodes have corresponding components that can be matched. Those nodes will be matched later during the software development and then we can put those components into the reusable components libraries.

The second part is to realize the reuse of the software components based on the ontology mapping technology and the result of the first part. The data source is the sub-application domain requirement specification. For example engine equipment is a sub-application domain of general equipment.

Firstly, we need to construct the sub-application domain ontology model. We can accomplish this step according to the first step of the first part.

Secondly, we need to realize the mapping between sub-application domain ontology and application domain ontology. We can calculate the mapping index according to the MAMA approach. The final result shows that 45 nodes are equal, 9 nodes are similar and 3 nodes are not similar. According to the software components reuse approach based on the ontology mapping, it is highly likely that the reusable components that match the 45 application domain ontology nodes also match the 45 sub-application domain ontology nodes one by one.

Finally, we will check the mapping result between the sub-application domain ontology nodes and the reusable software components by the functional points. We can calculate the number P(C, S) between sub-application domain ontology nodes and the reusable components according to the second step of the first part, and then calculate r1, defined as the ratio of reused components over total number of components, to measure the rate of component reuse for the sub-application domain. For those components that are not directly reusable because of different attributes, but with high P(C, S) value, we can adjust the P(C, S) value according to results of the previous step, which was calculated by using MAMA to map the attribute concepts. Then we can calculate r2, the revised rate of component reuse for the sub-application domain. To compare r1 and r2, the results are shown in Figure 5.
Through this experiment, we conclude that we can increase the percentage of the components reuse by matching attribute names through ontology mapping. In other words, we can systematically change the name of variables in a program so that it can be reused in another sub-application domain.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a novel approach for ontology mapping. It uses many existing and/or improved indexes and a novel way to combine them. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach approach. Future research topics include the continuous improvement of the various indexes and the definition of a merging approach.

As a practical application of this methodology, the software component reuse approach based on ontology mapping emphasizes the application of the ontology mapping technology and the reuse of software components. In software engineering, ontology and ontology mapping technology can be very useful to promote the sharing and reuse of the domain knowledge. Through the mapping between the ontology nodes and reusable software components, we can achieve the reuse of the software assets from the ontology model to the software components. Further research topics include the refinement of mapping techniques between the ontology nodes and software components.
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Abstract—It has been demonstrated that a way to increase the number of relevant documents returned by an informational query performed on a Web repository is to expand the original query with additional knowledge, for instance coded through other topic-related terms.

In this paper we propose a new technique to build automatically, through the probabilistic topic model and given a small set of documents on a topic, the expansion of a query based on a mixed Graph of Terms ($\mathbf{GT}$) representation composed of two levels: the conceptual level, a set of interconnected terms representing concepts (undirected edges), and the word level composed of the cloud of interconnected words specifying a concept (directed edges). A $\mathbf{GT}$ can be automatically learnt from a small set of documents through two learning stages and thanks to the probabilistic topic model. We have evaluated the performance through a comparison between our searching methodology and a classic one which considers the query expansion formed of only the list of concepts and words composing the graph and so where relations have not been considered. The results obtained show that our system, independently of the topic, is able to retrieve more relevant web pages.

Index Terms—Text retrieval, query formulation, term extraction, probabilistic topic model, relevance feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of taking advantage of additional knowledge, represented through a query expansion technique, to retrieve relevant web pages in information querying, has been largely treated in the literature, where manual, interactive and automatic techniques have been proposed [1][2]. All existing techniques have been demonstrated to be more or less effective, with the interactive and hybrid ones being the best, and in turn to provide better results in terms of relevance.

The idea behind these techniques is that it may be sufficient to represent “the meaning” of what the user has in mind when performing a web search, or in other terms “the main concept” (or a set of concepts) of the preferred topic in which the user is interested, and so extending the original query with such a-priori knowledge. Following this way it is likely that web pages containing valuable, detailed information on that topic, will be ranked higher. Now a question arises: how can I learn “the main concept” of a preferred topic?

In the case of interactive environment, several methods answer this question. Some solutions rely on the interaction between the user and a “Collection Dependent Knowledge Structures”, that is mostly represented by structured information stored in a database (mainly used in the case of e-commerce platform). Here “the main concept” can be better specified by choosing the appropriate metadata. Another set of solutions rely on the interaction with a “Collection Independent Knowledge Structures”, that is mostly represented by domain vocabulary or glossary (mostly used in controlled domain-dependent environments). The last set of solutions rely on the interaction with the “Search Results” returned by the system after the initial query. In this case the system presents to the user “the main concept” coded through a list of terms based on their occurrences in an identified set of documents. Then the user feeds back his or her choice of terms. The document set on which this analysis is based may either be simply a set retrieved in the usual fashion (and chosen or accepted by the user as a suitable set for this purpose), or it may consist of documents individually selected as relevant by the user. Due to the fact that they best meet user requirements, such documents carry implicitly the “meaning” and so “the main concept”.

We argue that, independently of how the list of terms has been extracted, the performance of the last methods can be improved if we use, as vector of features, a more complex representation instead of a simple list of words. Technically speaking, when you input an informational query, containing such additional knowledge, and search in a web repository, you are performing a sort of binary supervised text categorization task where the vector of features can be considered an explicit profile (or prototypical document) of the category [3].

In this proposal we argue that the vector of features, that we call next mixed Graph of Terms, can be automatically extracted from a set of documents following a kind of term clustering technique weighted by the probabilistic topic model. The graph learning procedure is composed of two stages and leads us to a two level representation. Firstly, we group terms with a high degree of pairwise semantic relatedness so obtaining several groups, each of them represented by a cloud of words and their respective centroids that we call concepts. In this way we obtain the lowest level, namely the words level. Later, we compute the second level, namely the conceptual level, by inferring semantic relatedness between centroids, and so concepts.

Such a structure, even if the size of the repository from which it is learnt is small, has demonstrated document clustering properties. In fact, this technique when employed...
for the classification of the ModApte split of the Reuters-21578 dataset where 1% of the training set for each category has been used, has demonstrated quite a good accuracy, evaluated through the $F_1$ measure\(^1\). The fact that the size of the repository, needed to build a suitable mixed Graph of Terms for filtering relevant information, can be small suggests that our approach can be employed to a real interactive query expansion process. In fact, it has been found that only 100 documents can be hand-labeled in 90 minutes and in this case the accuracy of classifiers (amongst which we find Support Vector Machine based methods), learnt from this reduced training set, could be around 30%. Consequently, most users of a practical system do not want to do labeling tasks for a long time only to obtain a better level of accuracy, they obviously prefer algorithms that have high accuracy, but do not require a large amount of manual labeling tasks [4][5].

The evaluation of the method has been conducted on a web repository collected at University of X by crawling a huge number of web pages from the website thomasonet.com. The results obtained, independently of the context, show that our system is able to retrieve more relevant web pages.

II. GRAPH DEFINITION

A mixed Graph of Terms (m\(\mathcal{G}\)T) is a hierarchical structure composed of two levels of information (see Fig. 2). One is the conceptual level that is represented by a set of interconnected terms representing concepts, namely a Graph of Concepts (see Fig. 1(a)), while the lowest level is composed by the cloud of words which makes a term be a concept (see Fig. 1(b)). More formally, let us define a Graph of Concepts as a triple \(\mathcal{G}_C = (N, E, C)\) where \(N\) is a finite set of nodes, \(E\) is a set of edges weighted by \(\psi_{ij}\) on \(N\), such that \((N, E)\) is an a-directed graph (see Fig. 1(a)), and \(C\) is a finite set of concepts, such that for any node \(n_i \in N\) there is one and only one concept \(c_i \in C\). The weight \(\psi_{ij}\) can be considered as the degree of semantic correlation between two concepts \(c_i\) is-related\(_{c_i} to c_j\) and it can be considered as a probability: \(\psi_{ij} = P(c_i, c_j)\). The probability of the concept \(c_i\) given a parameter \(\mu\), which we call \(\mu_i\), is defined as the factorisation of \(\rho_{is}\)

\[
P(c_i | \{v_1, \ldots, v_{\mu_i}\}) = \frac{1}{Z\mu} \prod_{s \in S_{\mu}} \rho_{is}, \tag{2}
\]

where \(Z\mu = \sum_{c_i} \prod_{s \in S_{\mu}} \rho_{is}\) is a normalisation constant, \(V\mu\) is the number of words defining the concept, such a number depending on the parameter \(\mu\).

A. Graph learning procedure

A \(m\mathcal{G}\)T is defined by the probability \(P(\mathcal{G}_C | \tau)\), which defines a graph of connected \(H\) concepts and the number of edges depends on \(\tau\), and by \(H\) probabilities of the concepts, \(P(c_i | \{v_1, \ldots, v_{\mu_i}\})\), where the number of edges depends on \(\mu_i\). Once each \(\psi_{ij}\) and \(\rho_{is}\) is known (Relations Learning), to determine the final graph we need to compute the appropriate set of parameters \(A = (H, \tau, \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_H)\) (Parameters Learning). Note that a concept is lexically identified by a word of a vocabulary, and it can be represented by a set of connected words (see Fig. 1(b)). Formally, a word is an item of a vocabulary indexed by \(\{1, \ldots, V\}\), each word using unit-basis vectors that have a single component equal to one and all other components equal to zero. Thus, the \(v\)th word in the vocabulary is represented by a \(V\)-vector \(w\) such that \(w^p = 1\) and \(w^q = 0\) for \(p \neq q\). A document is a sequence of \(L\) words denoted by \(w = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_L)\), where \(w_n\) is the \(n\)th word in the sequence. A corpus is a collection of \(M\) documents denoted by \(D = \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_M\}\).

\(^1\)The authors have already demonstrated such accuracy by performing a comparison between the proposed method and the SVM. Due to the blind review such a work can not be cited.
1) Relations Learning: Due to the fact that each concept is lexically represented by a word, then we have that \( \rho_{ix} = P(c_i|v_x) = P(v_i|v_x) \), where the concept \( c_i \) is lexically identified by \( v_i \), and \( \psi_{ij} = P(c_i,c_j) = P(v_i,v_j) \) where the concept \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) are lexically identified by \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) respectively. As a result, all the relations of the \( mGT \) can be represented by \( P(v_i,v_j) \forall i,j \in V \) which can be considered as a word association problem and so it can be solved through a smoothed version of the generative model introduced in [6] called latent Dirichlet allocation, which makes use of Gibbs sampling [7].

2) Parameters Learning: Once each \( \psi_{ij} \) and \( \rho_{ix} \) is known, we have to find a value for the parameter \( H \), which establishes the number of concepts, a value for \( \tau \) and finally values for \( \mu_i \forall i \in [1,\cdots,H] \). As a consequence, we have \( H+2 \) parameters which modulate the shape of the graph. If we let the parameters assuming different values, we can observe different graph \( mGT \) for each set of parameters, \( \Lambda_t = (H,\tau,\mu_1,\cdots,\mu_H) \) extracted from the same set of documents, where \( t \) is representative of different parameter values. In this case we need a criterion to choose which graph is the best for our scope, e.g., we could be interested in those \( mGT \)s which better represent each document of the feeding repository. A way of saying that a \( mGT \), given the parameters, is the best possible for that set of documents is to demonstrate that it produces the maximum score attainable for each of the documents when the same graph is used as a knowledge base for querying in a set containing just those documents which have fed the \( mGT \) builder. For this purpose let us suppose of indexing the corpus \( D \) following the term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) model, and let \( mGT \) be the \( t \)-th possible graph built from that repository with the set of parameters \( \Lambda_t \). Let us suppose of using a text-based search engine, in this case Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org), which has the ability to assign a rank or an order to documents \( w \) that match a query \( q \) following the cosine similarity model \( S(q,w) \).

Lucene embeds very efficient searching and scoring algorithms based on both the tf-idf model and the Boolean model. In order to perform the \( mGT \)-based search, we have customised Lucene’s querying mechanism. Since our graphs are represented as pairs of related words, see Table I, where the relationship strength is described by a real value (namely \( \psi_{ij} \) and \( \rho_{ix} \), the Relation factors), including such a graph in the searching process would basically result in performing a query like ((tank AND roof) \( 4.0 \)) OR ((tank AND larg) \( 2.0 \))..., that means searching the pair of words tank AND roof with a boost factor of 4.0 OR the pair of words tank AND larg with a boost factor of 2.0 and so on. Table I shows an example of a graphical representation for the topic Storage Tank, where \( \psi_{ij} \) and \( \rho_{ix} \) are named Relation factors and later it will be clear why such values do not belong to \([0,1]\). The default boost value inserted by the Lucene Boolean model is 1, and it is presumably assigned to the words that compose the original query. A way to make the contribution from the terms of the graph be more important is to set a boost higher than 1. Moreover, due to the fact that we consider relations between concepts more important than relations between concepts and words (this is a consequence of the hierarchical structure of the graph), therefore we have shifted the original set of \( \psi_{ij} \) and \( \rho_{ix} \) from \([0,1]\) to the sets \([3,4]\) and \([1,2]\) respectively.

The score function, based on vector cosine similarity, used to perform the query is the following \( S(q,w) = C(q) \cdot N_q(q) \cdot \sum_{q \in q} (tf_{q,w} \cdot idf_{q,w} \cdot B_q \cdot N(q,q)) \) where \( tf_{q,w} \) correlates to the term’s frequency, defined as the number of times term \( q \) appears in the currently scored document \( w \). Documents that have more occurrences of a given term receive a higher score. The default computation for \( idf_q \) is, \( idf_q = 1 + \log \left( \frac{M}{df_q} \right) \) with \( M \) being the total number of documents and \( df_q \) the total number of documents in which the term \( q \) appears. This means that rarer terms give a higher contribution to the total score. \( C(q) \) is a score factor based on how many of the query’s terms are found in the specified document. Typically, a document that contains more of the query’s terms will receive a higher score than another document with fewer query terms. \( N_q(q,q) \) and \( N_q(q) \) are normalising factors used to make scores between queries comparable, therefore we will not explain them. \( B_q \) is a search boost factor of term \( q \) in the query \( q \) as specified in the query text (see query syntax above). Due to the boost factor we can assign a greater weight to a term of the query that are more relevant for that topic. As a consequence, each \( mGT \) can be represented by the Lucene boolean syntax, which alternatively corresponds to two vectors, one representing all the pairs \( q_t = \{q_1,\cdots,q_l\} \), and one representing each relation factor, that is the Lucene boost, \( B_{q_t} = \{B_{q_1},\cdots,B_{q_l}\} \). By performing a Lucene search query that uses the current graph \( mGT \) on the same repository \( D \), we obtain a score for each document \( w_i \) and then we have \( S_i = \{S(q,w_1),\cdots,S(q,w_M)\} \), where each of them depends on the set \( \Lambda_t \). To compute the best value of \( \Lambda \) we can maximise the score value for each documents, which means that we are looking for the graph which best describes each document of the
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repository from which it has been learnt. It should be noted that such an optimisation maximises at same time all \( M \) elements of \( S_i \). Alternatively, in order to reduce the number of the objectives to be optimised, we can contemporarily maximise the mean value of the scores and minimise their standard deviation, which turns a multi-objectives problem into a two-objectives one. Additionally, we can reformulate the latter problem by means of a linear combination of its objectives, thus obtaining a single objective function, i.e., \( \text{Fitness} \ (F) \), which depends on \( \Lambda \), \( F(\Lambda) = E_m [S(q_l, w_m)] - \sigma_m [S(q_l, w_m)] \), where \( E_m \) is the mean value of all element of \( S_i \) and \( \sigma_m \) being the standard deviation. By summing up, the parameters learning procedure is represented as follows, \( \Lambda^* = \arg\max \{ F(\Lambda_i) \} \). The fitness function depends on \( H + 2 \) parameters, hence the space of possible solutions could grow exponentially. Due to the fact that we would not have small or too big graph (medium size of a graph is more handle during the querying process), we suppose that the number \( H \) of concepts can vary from a minimum of \( 5 \) to a maximum of \( 20 \), and considering that it is an integer number we conclude that the number of possible values for \( H \) is \( 15 \). Considering that \( \psi_{ij} \) and \( \rho_{is} \) are probabilities, and so real value such as \( \tau \in [0, 1] \) and each \( \mu_i \in [0, 1] \). It means that if we use a step of \( 1\% \) to explore the entire set \([0, 1]\), then we have 100 possible values for \( \tau \) and 100 for each \( \mu_i \), which makes \( 100 \times 100 \times H \times 15 \) possible values of \( \Lambda \), that is \( 750,000 \) for \( H = 5 \) and \( 3,000,000 \) for \( H = 20 \). To limit such a space we can reduce the numbers of parameters, for instance we can consider \( \mu_i = \mu \), \( \forall i \in [1, \ldots, H] \) and so obtaining \( 150,000 \), independently from \( H \), possible values of \( \Lambda \). Furthermore we have reduced the remaining space of solution by applying a clustering methods, that is the \( K\text{-means} \) algorithm, to all \( \psi_{ij} \) and \( \rho_{is} \) values. Following this approach and choosing for instance 10 classes of values for \( \tau \) and \( \mu \), we obtain that the space of possible \( \Lambda \) is \( 10 \times 10 \times 15 \), that is \( 1,500 \). As a consequence, the optimum solution can be exactly obtained after the exploration of the entire space of solutions. Furthermore, it is quite important to make clear that the mixed \text{Graph of Terms} \ is not considered as a co-occurrence matrix, that have already demonstrated limitations in query expansion technique [8][1][2]. In fact, the core of the graph is the probability \( P(v_i, v_j) \), which compute through the probabilistic topic model and particularly thanks to the word association problem. In the topic model, the word association can be considered as a problem of prediction: given that a cue is presented, which new words might occur next in that context? It means that the model does not take into account the fact that two words occur in the same document, but that they occur in the same document when a specific topic is assigned to the document itself [7], in fact \( P(v_i|v_j) \) is the result of a sum over all the topics.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The evaluation of the method has been conducted on a web repository collected at University of X by crawling 154,243 web pages for a total of 3.0 GB by using the website ThomasNet (http://www.thomasnet.com) as index of URLs, the reference language being English\(^3\). ThomasNet, known as the “big green books” and “Thomas Registry”, is a multi-volume directory of industrial product information covering 650,000 distributors, manufacturers and service companies within 67,000-plus industrial categories. We have downloaded webpages from the company websites related to 50 categories of products, randomly chosen from the ThomasNet directory. Note that even if the presence or absence of categories in the repository depends on the random choices made during the crawling stage, it could happen that webpages from some business companies cover categories that are different from those randomly chosen. This means that the repository is not to be considered as representative of a low number of categories but as a reasonable collection of hundreds of categories. Once the repository has been collected, a human has explored it performing key words based queries and so roughly assessing the distribution of the categories in the repository following this criterion: a topic is considered to be well represented if the repository contains about 300 webpages dealing with that topic. At the end of this process we have obtained 9 categories: 1. Lubricant, 2. Pump, 3. Adhesive, 4. Generator, 5. Transformers, 6. Inverter, 7. Valve, 8. LAN Cables, 9. Storage Tanks. For the performance evaluations of the proposed technique we have used an open source text-based web search engine, Lucene from Apache project, and so we have indexed the repository by using the term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) model. This engine assigns a rank or an order to documents \( w \) that match a query \( q \) following the cosine similarity model \( S(q, w) \), as reported above.

Note that the \( mgT \) is different from a simple list of key words because of the presence of two features: the relations between terms and the hierarchical differentiation between simple words and concepts. To demonstrate the discriminative property of such features we have to prove that the results obtained performing the proposed approach are significantly better than the results obtained by performing the same queries composed of the simple list of words extracted from the \( mgT \). Summarizing we have compared two different query expansion searching methodologies:

1) based on the mixed \text{Graph of Terms} (we refer to the

\(^3\)The repository will be public on our website to allow further investigations from other researchers.
results obtained with this technology as \(mGT\);  
2) based on only the words from the \(mGT\) without relations (named Word List WL).

For each scenario, each person has identified a set of documents from which we extracted the \(mGT\) for each topic, obtaining 9 small repositories each composed of 3 documents, which corresponds to about 1% of the relevant set of documents for each topic (those are considered as training sets). The structure of each \(mGT\) obtained for each topic, that is the number of terms and the number of pairs, is reported in table II. The average size of the list of terms and the list of pairs is 57 and 73 respectively. These structures have been obtained thanks to the learning procedure and best value of concepts has been chosen between all possible \(H\in [5,15]\). We have calculated the average number of concepts for each structure and we have obtained \(H = 13\). It means that each concept has been specified by \(57/13 \approx 4\) words belonging to the word level.

For each context, we have asked different humans (and so 9 in total) to assign graded judgments of relevance to the first 100 pages obtained by querying both search engines for each topic. Due to the fact that the number of evaluations for each topic, and so the number of topics itself, is small, humans have evaluated, in contrast to the Minimum Test Collection method [9], all the results obtained. The assessment is based on three levels of relevance: high relevant, relevant and not relevant. To get a measure in some way “objective” of the results proposed by the two search engines, we have prepared an xml based schema, to code the user intentions, and to avoid cases of ambiguity. For each topic we have defined a schema as in the following example:

This approach allows us to involve a small number of evaluators, as suggested by TREC 4, that defines the structure of the xml schema employed in these experiments. Measures of Precision and Recall, by using standard indicators provided by [10][11][12][13], have been calculated,

\[
eAP = \frac{1}{ER} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{x_i}{i} + \sum_{j>i}^{k} \frac{x_i x_j}{j} \quad (3)
\]

\[
ePrec@k = eP@k = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i \quad (4)
\]

\[
ERprec = \frac{1}{ER} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i, \quad ER = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \quad (5)
\]

\(eAP\) indicates the average precision on a topic, \(x_i\) and \(x_j\) are Boolean indicators of relevance, \(k\) is the cardinality of the considered result set (\(k=100\)). \(ER\) is a subset of relevant documents 5. The factor \(ERprec\) is the precision at the level \(ER\), that is when the \(Precision \approx Recall\) (or in other terms at the break-even point). The measure \(eMAP\) is the average of all \(eAP\) over topics. The measure \(eP@k\) is the precision at level \(k\) (for instance \(eP@5\) is the precision calculated by taking the top 5 results). In Tables III we find these measures for each topic while in table IV these measures across topics are shown. The overall behavior of

\[\text{Table IV}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>run</th>
<th>eMAP</th>
<th>eR prec</th>
<th>eP5</th>
<th>eP10</th>
<th>eP25</th>
<th>eP50</th>
<th>eP100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{Table V}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic/Algorithm</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Cef</th>
<th>Bef</th>
<th>DTM</th>
<th>NDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>24.36</td>
<td>28.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>24.30</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>18.40</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>24.21</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>16.33</td>
<td>21.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>16.33</td>
<td>21.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>13.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>13.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mGT</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>24.34</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>24.34</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{4 The Text Retrieval Conference (TREC).}
\]  
\[\text{5 The value of } ER \text{ depends on the intersection of the result of both search engines.}
\]
the $mGT$ method is better than the $WL$, especially for the topic 2, 3 and 7. In fact in these cases the proposed method have listed 62, 67 and 76 relevant or high relevant documents in the top 100, that is about 68% (see also the column $Rel$ of the table V). However, in the case of topics 4, 6 and 8 the number of relevant documents is comparable between systems, with the percentage of relevant documents retrieved being about 30%, that is less than half of the worst value obtained for the topic 2. This suggests that the systems are comparable only if the total number of relevant documents returned by both systems less than 50%. This probably happens due to the fact that the documents feeding the graph builder have not covered, in terms of topics, all the examples present in the repository. Notwithstanding this, the most important fact is that, when the graph is added to the initial query, the web search engine shows better performances than the case of the simple word list. It should be also noticed that also the word list has been provided by our method.

In Table V further standard measures of performance are shown which take into account the quality of the results related to the position in which they are presented. We have mainly considered the Cumulative Gain ($CG$) and the Discounted Cumulative Gain ($DCG$) and, to make comparable the results obtained by both the systems, we have also computed the normalized Discontinued Cumulative Gain ($nDCG$). This last measure is obtained thanks to the Ideal $DCG$, which is computed by placing relevant results on the top, that is $nDCG_{x} = \frac{DCG_{x}}{\text{DCG_{x}}_{\text{Top}}}$, where $\text{DCG_{x}}_{\text{Top}}$ is the maximum achievable $DCG$. We have

$$CG_{x} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} rel_{i}, \quad DCG_{x} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{2^{|rel_{i}|} - 1}{\log_{2}(1+i)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In these measures we have considered that $rel = 2$ when the document is High Relevant, $rel = 1$ when the document is Relevant and $rel = 0$ when the document is Not Relevant. As we can see, the results on the topic 4, 6 and 8 are the worst cases, while topics 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 are the best, as confirmed by previous discussions on table III. In the case of topic 1, even if the result is good, we obtained a value of $nDCG$ for the $WL$ method that is higher.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have demonstrated that a mixed Graph of Terms based on a hierarchical representation is capable of retrieving more relevant web pages in informational querying, even if the size of the feeding corpus is small. The fact that the size of the repository, needed to build a suitable $mGT$ for filtering relevant information, can be small, suggests that our approach can be employed in a kind of interactive query expansion process, where the user can initially perform a query composed of key terms, that he knows about the topic, and later can select relevant documents from the result set and so feed the $mGT$ builder. At this point, the system can add the knowledge extracted from those documents suggested by the user, and the query can be performed again.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the multiplicity problem of video events by dividing an event context to its intra-path context and inter-path context. Then, the novel event analysis method is applied for analyzing various interaction events (e.g. smoking, eating, and phoning) happening between hands and faces. This problem is very challenging since there is no prior knowledge (like shape, color, size, and texture) about the hand-hold objects. To address this problem, a novel ratio histogram is first proposed for finding important color bins for locating desired objects through a re-projection technique. Then, a code book method is then used for object tracking and feature extraction. Then, each action is defined as a temporally ordered set of repetitive symbols. In real cases, an event will have various representations under different lighting and weather conditions. To reflect the multiplicity of an event, we divide an event to two parts, i.e., the intra-path context and inter-path context. The first one models the dynamic properties of an event within a path and the second one is to measure the multiplicity of an event between paths. The intra-path context uses Markov chains to capture the repetitions of action primitives. The multiplicity of an event is modeled into the inter-path context using a weighted edit distance. A Bayesian inference scheme is then used to find the best set of event parameters directly from videos and classify events to different clusters. Experimental results show this scheme is effective to detect and analyze different daily events (e.g. smoking, eating, and phoning) even though variant colors and sizes on objects and dressing appearances are handled.

1. Introduction

Human action analysis [1]-[7] is an important task in various application domains like video surveillance, video retrieval, human-computer interaction systems, and so on. Characterization of human action is equivalent to dealing with a sequence of video frames that contain both spatial and temporal information. The challenge in human action analysis is how to properly characterize spatial-temporal information and then facilitate subsequent comparison/recognition tasks. To build the action primitives for event analysis, the event representation scheme can be divided to two categories, i.e., the model-based and feature-based ones. For the model-based scheme, some syntactic primitives are extracted for event representation. For example, Fengjun and Nevatia [1] used a posture-based scheme for converting frames to different action nets. Then, these action nets are classified using the Viterbi algorithm. For the feature-based scheme, some points of interest are detected and tracked for event classification. For example, Fathi and Mori [2] tracked corner features for obtaining their motion vectors and then classified these vectors to different event types. In [6], Laptev et al. detected space-time interest points (STIP) and obtained their motion flows to extract several key frames for event representation. Compared with the model-based method, the feature-based method usually does not require the background being still and thus can be applied to videos with larger changes in background. However, the success of this method strongly depends on a large set of well tracking points for building the connections between frames.

In addition to event features, another key problem in event analysis is how to model the temporal and spatial dynamics of events. For example, in [4], Laxton et al. used dynamic Bayesian network to model the interactions between objects. Then, the Viterbi-like algorithm is adopted for seeking the best path for event interpretation. In[3], Jojic et al. embedded a template matching technique in a transformed hidden Markov model (THMM) for event analysis. A serious problem related to HMMs involves how to specify and learn the HMM model structure. It is more challenging to analyze the events happening between two objects since the object interactions are too complicated for modeling. Filipovych and Ribeiro [5] used a probabilistic graphical model to recognize the primitive actor-object interactions like “grasping” or “touching” a fork (or a spoon).

This paper addresses the problem to analyze the events (e.g. smoking, eating, and phoning) caused by objects hold by hands and interacting between hands and faces. The detection task is challenging since there is no prior knowledge about the object’s shape, texture and color. In addition, its visual features will change under different lighting and weather conditions. The major contribution of
this paper is to present a novel histogram-based framework for detecting each hand-hold object from videos no matter what shape and color it has. In addition, a novel event system is proposed for analyzing various interaction events (like smoking, phoning, and drinking) happening between hands and faces directly from videos. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of this system. First of all, the Adaboost scheme [9] is adopted for detecting various faces from videos. Then, a novel ratio histogram is proposed for comparing the color differences of faces during the interaction process. After that, significant color bins for the objects of interest can be extracted from the histogram. Then, each desired hand-hold object can be detected and located using a re-projection technique. After that, three visual features including the object size, the distance between the object and the mouth, and the smog density are extracted for event representation. Then, each event can be represented as a temporally ordered set of repetitive symbols (or a path). In real cases, the same event can be represented by different paths with different beginning states, repetitions, and ending states. To deal with the multiplicity of an event, a Bayesian framework is then proposed for analyzing a path not only from its inter-path context but also its intra-path context. The intra-path context uses Markov chains to capture the repetitions of action primitives and the transition probabilities between two action primitives. The multiplicity of an event is modeled into the inter-path context using a weighted edit distance. When the multiplicity is considered, different events can be more accurately analyzed even though there are different time scaling changes, initial and ending states, and conversion errors between them. Experimental results have proved the superiority of the proposed method in event analysis.

2. Hand-hold Object Detection

In what follows, a novel approach is first proposed for detecting various hand-hold objects for event analysis.

2.1. Detection of Objects on Face

To analyze the events caused by the interactions between faces and hands, the face region is an important cue for event analysis. The Adaboot scheme [9] is first used to detect all possible faces from videos. After that, the hand-hold object should be first detected. However, its visual features like size, shape, color, orientation, and texture are unknown. Thus, in what follows, a novel ratio histogram is proposed for detecting various hand-hold objects from a face. Let $F_i$ denote the $i$th frame of a face $F$ with the color histogram $H_i(i)$. Then, the $r$th order of the forward ratio histogram is defined as

$$RatioH^r(i) = \frac{H(i)}{1 + H_{r-1}(i)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Fig. 2(c) shows the ratio histogram between (a) and (b). The missed colors between (a) and (b) can be identified by finding the bins whose responses are larger in $RatioH^r(i)$. Let $T_{Ratio}^H$ be the average value of all bins in the ratio histogram. For a color bin $k$, if $RatioH^r(k) > 1.5 T_{Ratio}$, the $k$th color will be an important color for highlighting the object region. Then, with a re-projection scheme, the hand-hold object can be identified. (d) is the detection result of hand-hold objects found from Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2: Object identification using color re-projection.

2.2. Object Tracking by Code Book

Once the hand-hold object is detected, its positions should be tracked. To track it, the codebook scheme is modified for recording its visual properties including size, color, and position. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 3. When an object appears or disappear in the face, it will be checked whether it has been recorded in the codebook list. If yes, its current visual property will be recorded into the codebook list. If not, a new record will be created in the codebook. Like Fig. 4, the object size and the object distance to the mouth will be used to code each video frame to different symbols. In addition, two bounding boxes beside the face upon the shoulder are automatically set to calculate the smog density as the third feature for event representation. The smog density can be extracted using a subtraction technique [8].
3. Interaction Events between Hands and Face

To analyze the interactive behaviors between faces and hands, three features including object size, object distance to the mouth, and smog density are used to convert each frame to different action primitives. Details of the frame coding and event representation are discussed as here.

3.1. Frame Coding

Since three features are used, this paper uses three bins to convert each frame to a symbol \( m_i \). Since the importance of each feature is different in event analysis, different weights are added to each bin. Let \( w_{b_k} \) denote the weight for the \( k \)th bit and \( \oplus \) be the \( X\)-OR operator. Then, the distance between \( m_i \) and \( m_j \) can be measured as follows:

\[
\beta(m_i, m_j) = \sum_{k=0}^{K} w_{b_k} (b^m_{ik} \oplus b^m_{jk}), \tag{2}
\]

where \( b^m_{ik} \) is the \( k \)th bit of the symbol \( m_i \). Fig. 5 shows different weights for symbols comparison. The values of \( w_{b_1}, w_{b_2}, \) and \( w_{b_3} \) are to set to 3, 2, 1, respectively. The bit weight \( w_{b_k} \) of the object size is highest, since it is more robust to identify cigarettes than other features. The bit weight \( w_{b_k} \) of smog density is lowest since it is easily disturbed by noise.

![Fig. 5: Different weights for symbol comparisons.](image)

3.2. Event Representation

Let \( M \) denote the set of action primitives used for converting an event to a string. Given an event observation \( O \), we can use \( M \) to convert \( O \) into a series of symbols, i.e., \( O = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_n\} \), where \( a_i \in M \). In real cases, an event will include many repeated actions. Thus, there are many repeated symbols \( a_i \) in \( O \). To represent \( O \) more compactly, a new symbol \( s_i \) is used to denote the repeated condition where the \( i \)th action in \( O \) is \( a_i \) and repeated \( r_i \) times; that is, \( s_i = (a_i, r_i) \) and \( a_i \in M \). Thus, \( O \) can be more compactly represented as:

\[
O = \{(a_1, r_1), (a_2, r_2), ..., (a_n, r_n)\} = (a, r), \tag{3}
\]

where \( a = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_n) \) and \( r = (r_1, r_2, ..., r_n) \).

4. Event Analysis Using Markov Chains

To recognize \( O \), its best event \( E_{\text{opt}} \) is modeled as a Bayesian MAP(maximum a posterior) optimization:

\[
E_{\text{opt}} = \arg\max_{E \in \mathcal{E}} P(E | O), \tag{4}
\]

where \( \mathcal{E} = \{E_1, E_2, ..., E_{\mathcal{E}_k}\} \) denotes an event configuration. Using Bayesian rules, the right term can be decomposed to

\[
P(E_i | O) \propto P(E_i)P(O | E_i), \tag{5}
\]

where \( P(O | E_i) \) is a joint likelihood and \( P(E_i) \) is a prior. Due to noise and lighting conditions, each event type \( E_i \) will own different string representations with different scaling, coding errors, and beginning symbols. To reflect its multiplicity, this paper divide its context to two parts, i.e., the intra-path context \( O_{\text{intra}} \) and inter-path context \( O_{\text{inter}} \). The first one models the dynamic properties of an event within a path and the second one is to measure the multiplicity of an event between its different path representations. Thus, the term \( P(O | E_i) \) is decomposed to two components:

\[
P(O | E_i) = P(O_{\text{intra}} | E_i)P(O_{\text{inter}} | E_i). \tag{6}
\]

4.1. Intra-path Likelihood

This paper uses a state automata to capture the intra-path context of an event. Fig. 6 shows this state automata for event representation. Each state \( S \) includes an action primitive \( a \) and the repetition length \( r \). \( C \) is a node which places spatial constraints on the primitive \( a \). Then, the intra-path likelihood of \( E_i \) under \( O \) can be decomposed into the form:

\[
P(O_{\text{intra}} | E_i) = P(r | a, E_i)P(a | E_i), \tag{7}
\]

where \( P(r | a, E_i) \) is the repetition likelihood model of \( r \) when \( E_i \) and \( a \) are given. \( P(a | E_i) \) is the likelihood model between \( a \) and \( E_i \). \( P(O_{\text{intra}} | E_i) \) follows a Markovian model given by

\[
P(O_{\text{intra}} | E_i) = \prod_{r=1}^{g} p_{\text{op}}(r_i | a_i, E_i) \times p(a_i, E_i) \prod_{r=2}^{g} p_{\text{un}}(a_i | a_{i-1}, E_i), \tag{8}
\]

where \( p_{\text{op}}(r_i | a_i, E_i) \) denotes the probability of the action primitive \( a_i \) which repeats \( r_i \) times under \( E_i \), \( p_{\text{un}}(a_i | a_{i-1}, E_i) \) is the probability of \( a_{i-1} \) transiting to \( a_i \) for \( E_i \), and \( p(a_i, E_i) \) is the prior probability of \( a_i \) for \( E_i \). Actually, Eq.(8) considers only the dynamic properties of
action primitives \( a \) within \( E \). In real cases, different paths with different lengths from different initial states and ending conditions can lead to the same event \( E \). If only one path is used to model \( E \), \( P(O_{\text{new}} \mid E) \) will be lower and lead to the failure of event classification if \( O \) is another resembling path for representing \( E \). When considering the multiplicity of \( E \), not only the intra-path context but also the inter-path context should be considered for analyzing \( E \) more accurately.

![Fig. 6: State automata for event representation.](image)

**4.2. Inter-path Likelihood**

![Fig. 7: A compact representation for a smoking event, i.e., \{((m_1,5),(m_2,1),(m_2,11),(m_2,2),(m_2,1),(m_2,2),(m_2,8),(m_2,17))\}.](image)

To reflect the multiplicity of an event, this paper first uses the edit distance to measure the distance between two strings \( S_p \) and \( S_q \). The edit distance between \( S_p \) and \( S_q \) is defined as

\[
\text{Ed}_\text{Dist}(S_p, S_q) = \xi_{S_p, S_q}(\mid S_p \mid \mid S_q \mid).
\]

where \( \xi_{S_p, S_q} \) can be recursively calculated as follows:

\[
\xi_{S_p, S_q}[m, n] = \begin{cases} 
\xi_{S_n, S_q}[m-1, n] & \text{if } \xi_{S_n, S_q}[m, n-1] + \beta[m-1, n-1] \\
\min(\xi_{S_p, S_q}[m-1, n], \xi_{S_n, S_q}[m, n-1]) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \beta[m, n] \) is defined in Eq.(2). Then, for an event \( E \), its multiplicity is modeled in its inter-path context through a layer structure. To construct this layer structure, a set \( V_E \) of training event videos is first collected. \( V_E \) forms an event space to capture different syntactic meanings of \( E \). For the \( j \)th video \( v_{i,j} \) in \( V_E \), we will use Eq.(3) to convert it to a path representation \( \phi_{i,j} \). Like Fig. 7, we can represent a smoking event as a path like \{((m_1,5),(m_2,1),(m_2,11),(m_2,2),(m_2,1),(m_2,2),(m_2,8),(m_2,17))\}.

Let \( \Phi_{E} \) denote the collection of all paths \( \phi_{i,j} \), i.e., \( \phi_{E} = \bigcup \phi_{i,j} \). From \( \phi_{E} \), different path hypotheses will be generated and form a layer structure from which the inter-path context of \( E \) can be extracted. In what follows, the layer structure is discussed.

![Image](image)

For each event path \( \phi_{i,j} \) in \( \Phi_{E} \), its state \( s_i \) will associate with an action primitive \( a_i \) and the repetition length \( r_i \). Let \( \gamma_{i,j} \) denote the union of all repetition lengths \( r_i \), i.e., \( \gamma_{i,j} = \bigcup r_i \). After sorting, all elements in \( \gamma_{i,j} \) are arranged in ascendant order. Like the example shown in Fig. 7, \( \gamma_{i,j} = \{1, 2, 5, 8, 11, 17\} \). In real cases, the action primitive associated with a shorter repetition length often plays an less important role in event representation. Thus, with the repetition length \( r_i \) as a parameter, different path hypotheses with different layers can be generated for representing \( E \) more accurately. Let \( \gamma_{i,j}^l \) denote the \( l \)th element in \( \gamma_{i,j} \). Based on \( \gamma_{i,j}^l \), the \( k \)th layer representation of \( \phi_{i,j} \) is formed:

\[
\phi_{i,j}^k = \{(a_i, r_i) \mid r_i \geq \gamma_{i,j}^l, (a_i, r_i) \in \phi_{i,j}\}.
\]

The layer is higher, more important syntactic meanings of \( \phi_{i,j} \) will be extracted and more noisy symbols in \( \phi_{i,j} \) will be filtered out. Let \( \Phi_{E} \) denote the hypothesis set collecting all of the generated path hypotheses \( \phi_{i,j}^k \) from each \( \phi_{i,j} \) in \( \Phi_{E} \), i.e., \( \Phi_{E} = \{\phi_{i,j}^k \mid \phi_{i,j}^k \in \phi_{i,j} \text{ and } \phi_{i,j} \in \Phi_{E}\} \). When constructing \( \Phi_{E} \) from \( V_E \), the frequency \( \alpha_{E,j} \) of each hypothesis \( h_{E,j} \) appearing in \( \Phi_{E} \) is also recorded. After normalization, \( \alpha_{E,j} \) will become a weight to record the importance of \( h_{E,j} \) to represent \( E \). Given an observation \( O \), a layer structure \( \Phi_{O} \) of path hypotheses \( h_{o,k} \) can be also generated using Eq.(11). The distance between \( h_{o,k} \) and \( E \) can be calculated by

\[
dis(h_{o,k}, E) = \min_{h_{E,j} \in \Phi_{E}} \text{EditDist}(h_{o,k}, h_{E,j}),
\]

where \( \text{EditDist}(h_{o,k}, h_{E,j}) \) is the edit distance between \( h_{o,k} \) and \( h_{E,j} \). Based on Eq.(12), the distance between \( O \) and \( E \) using the inter-path context is defined as

\[
dis(O, E) = \sum_{h_{o,k} \in \Phi_{O}} \alpha_{E,j} \text{dis}(h_{o,k}, \Phi_{E,j}),
\]

where \( \alpha_{E,j} \) is the weight of the \( j \)-th hypothesis \( h_{E,j} \) in \( \Phi_{E} \) satisfying

\[
h_{E,j} = \arg \min_{h_{E,j} \in \Phi_{E}} \text{EditDist}(h_{o,k}, h_{E,j}).
\]

Then, based on Eq.(13), the inter-path likelihood between \( O \) and \( E \) is defined as follows:

\[
P(O_{\text{new}} \mid E) = \exp(-\frac{\text{dis}(O, E)}{\sigma^2_E}),
\]

where \( \sigma_E \) is the variance of \( \text{dis}(O, E) \).
4.3. Transition Probability between Primitives

To get the transition probability \( p_{\text{trans}}(m_j \mid m_j, E_i) \), a set \( V_{E_i} \) of training videos is first collected. For each video \( v_j \) in \( V_{E_i} \), it will be decomposed to a series of symbols \( m_{j,t} \). Then, \( p_{\text{trans}}(m_k \mid m_j, E_i) \) can be converted as

\[
p_{\text{trans}}(m_k \mid m_j, E_i) = \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{j=1}^{N_f} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} \delta_{i,j,k},
\]

where \( N_f = \sum_{t=1}^{T} v_j \), \( \delta_{i,j,k} \) is a transition flag which is 1 if \( m_{j,t} = m_j \) and \( m_{j+1,t} = m_k \); otherwise, 0. After training, the transition probability table \( p_{\text{trans}}(m_k \mid m_j, E_i) \) for \( E_i \) can be well obtained.

4.4. Repetition Probability Learning

![Figure 8: Different repetitions of an action primitives observed from different persons when a smoking event was performed.](image)

In addition to transition probability, the repetition of an action primitive is also important for event analysis. In real cases, different persons will perform the same action at different speeds. Like Fig. 8, when a smoking event was analyzed, different persons performed the same action primitive with different repetitions. This paper uses the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to build the repetition probability model of action primitives for event analysis.

![Figure 9: A GMM-based scheme used to model the repetition probability of each action primitive.](image)

Let \( p_{\text{rep}}(r \mid m_j, E_i) \) denote the probability of the action primitive \( m_j \) which repeats \( r \) times for the event \( E_i \). Like Fig. 9, the repetition property of each action primitive \( E_i \) is modeled with a set of Gaussian models. The GMMs-based method using \( K \) Gaussian distributions to model \( p_{\text{rep}}(r \mid m_j, E_i) \) of \( E_i \) has the form

\[
p_{\text{rep}}(r \mid m_j, E_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{j,k} \exp\left(-\frac{r - \mu_{j,k}}{\sigma_{j,k}^2}\right),
\]

where \( \beta_{j,k} \) is the weight of the \( k \)th model satisfying \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{j,k} = 1 \). Then, a vector \( \theta_j^i \) containing \( 3K \) elements for \( E_i \) can be formed, i.e.,

\[
\theta_j^i = (\beta_{j,k}^E, \mu_{j,k}^E, \sigma_{j,k}^E, \ldots, \beta_{j,K}^E, \mu_{j,K}^E, \sigma_{j,K}^E).
\]

4.5. Event Classification

This paper proposes a two-stage scheme to analyze various events happening between a face and hands. At the waiting stage, the system determines whether there is an object on the detected face. If yes, a series of action primitives will be collected. If the times of action primitive transitions is larger than \( n \), an event observation \( O \) is then driven. At the analyzing stage, we use its intra-path and inter-path contexts to calculate \( P(O_{\text{intra}} \mid E_i) \) and \( P(O_{\text{inter}} \mid E_i) \) (see Eq.(6)). Then, its corresponding event \( E_{\text{optimal}} \) can be determined from Eq.(4).

5. Experimental Results

To analyze the performance of our proposed approach, three event types were collected in this paper, i.e., smoking, and phoning. Each type was performed by twenty actors five times under different lighting conditions; thus there were 100 sequences collected for each event. We should emphasize our proposed scheme can be easily extended to analyze other kinds of events directly from videos. The frame rate of our system is 15 fps.

![Figure 10: Cigarette detection from four movies. (a) and (b): Front views. (c) and (d): Sided view.](image)
observed from different views. Fig. 11 shows the results of can and phone detection. Table 1 lists the accuracy analyses of hand-hold object detection. The average accuracy of cigarette detection is 90.7%. Since the can size is larger than the cigarette size, its accuracy is better than cigarette detection. In real cases, the phones sometimes will be occluded by hands. The occlusion condition often leads to the failure of phoning detection. Thus, its accuracy is lower, i.e., 86.97%.

![Fig. 11: Results of can and phone detection.](image)

Table 1: Accuracy analyses of hand-hold object detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>True Pos.</th>
<th>False Neg.</th>
<th>False Pos.</th>
<th>Miss rate</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cigarette</td>
<td>3012</td>
<td>2732</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.25%</td>
<td>1.06%</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink</td>
<td>8128</td>
<td>6241</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>2811</td>
<td>2445</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>8.36%</td>
<td>4.66%</td>
<td>85.97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 12: Results of smoking event detection for videos.](image)

Table 2: Accuracy analysis of event detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Smoking</th>
<th>Drinking</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Miss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoning</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 13: Results of drinking event detection when different face orientations were observed.](image)

Fig. 12 shows the cases of smoking event analysis. Fig. 13 shows the cases of drinking event analysis under different view orientations. Table 2 shows the accuracy analyses among the three events. For the phoning event, since the phone is easily occluded by hands, its accuracy is the lowest. All the above experiments have proved that the proposed method is a robust, accurate, and powerful tool for analyzing interaction events between hands and faces.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel approach for analyzing the events between faces and hand-hold objects. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(a) A novel histogram-based scheme was proposed for detecting hand-hold objects. Thus, different abnormal events happening between faces and hands can be further analyzed.

(b) A coding technique was proposed for converting each frame to a series of symbols. Then, a path-based method can be proposed for representing different events happening on faces.

(c) A novel event representation method was proposed for capturing the multiplicity of events. Thus, even though an event owns different visual variations, it still can be well represented.

(d) A HHM method was proposed for capturing the dynamics of an event. Thus, even though an event has different time-scaling problem, it still can be well analyzed.

The average accuracy of our proposed system is 89%.
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Abstract—A soft contact-lens amperometric glucose sensor as novel wearable device of body sensor network was fabricated and tested. Also, the sensor was utilized to tear glucose monitoring. The sensor was constructed by immobilizing GOD onto a flexible oxygen electrode, which was fabricated using “Soft-MEMS” techniques onto a functional polymer membrane. In purpose of bioinstrumentation, adhesive agents were not used for constructing the flexible biosensor. Linear relationship between glucose concentration and output current was obtained in a range of 0.039 – 0.537 mmol/l. Current dependences on pH and temperature were also evaluated. The current was largest at pH 7.0 and the current increased when temperature increased. This indicates that the output current depends on enzyme activity. Based on the basic characteristics investigation, the glucose sensor was applied to measurement of glucose in tear fluids on an eye site of a Japan white rabbit. The change of tear glucose level induced by oral-administration of glucose was monitored as a current change of the sensor attached on the eye site. In this investigation, the tear glucose level varied from 0.2 mmol/l to 0.5 mmol/l. Although there was a delay of several tens of minutes towards blood sugar level, it is considered to be possible that non-invasive continuous glucose monitoring can be realized using the flexible biosensor.

Keywords—wearable sensor; body sensor network; tear sugar; diabetes control

I. INTRODUCTION

A continuous and non-invasive bio/chemical monitoring with a body network system is required for daily human health care, especially chronic and/or lifestyle diseases (Fig. 1). Rapid increasing of diabetes mellitus is now global problem and development of a safe and convenient blood sugar level monitoring technology is strongly required. While “finger pricking” is a relatively painless and commonly used method for blood glucose monitoring today, there are several points to be improved. One of the most serious issues is that this method forces diabetic patients to frequent check with invasive self-care kits [1]. Although many measurement methods of have been investigated [2-4], the inconvenience of blood sugar monitoring is still not fundamentally improved. For this reason, development non-invasive and continuous method of blood sugar monitoring, which is available in daily life within a reasonable cost, is strongly requested. Generally, continuous glucose level monitoring do not measure blood glucose directly, but rely instead on measurement of the glucose levels in other biological fluids. Particularly, correlation with glucose level in interstitial fluid of subcutaneous tissue to blood glucose level is often used [5]. Relationships between other biochemical substances of body fluids (tears, airway mucus, sweat and saliva) and personal physical conditions are also reported [6,7] and expected to be used for continuous bioinstrumentations. We paid attention to the relationship between the tear glucose level and the blood sugar level which is previously reported using discrete monitoring method such as capillary electrophoresis [8].

In this study, we have developed a flexible amperometric biosensor towards potential use within eyes for continuous tear glucose monitoring. The biosensor was fabricated using “Soft-MEMS” techniques [9]. The sensor has an 84 μm thick laminar structure, which contains gas-permeable membrane, non-permeable membrane, electrolytes, electrodes and glucose immobilized membrane. The electrodes were formed using microfabrication process. Also, the biosensor was utilized to continuous glucose monitoring in tear fluids on rabbit’s eye site. The advantage of the flexible sensor is that the sensor has thinner and flexible structure suitable for biomedical instrumentation because they do not cause discomfort. The sensor consists of reed-shaped functional polymers and film electrodes.
In this paper, details of the design, fabrication and evaluation of the flexible biosensor are presented. Also, the result of continuous and non-invasive tear glucose monitoring using the flexible biosensor is reported.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Design and fabrication of a flexible biosensor

A schematic structure of the flexible biosensor is illustrated in Fig. 2. The glucose sensor has a 3mm x 50mm x 84μm laminar structure, which consists of an enzyme immobilized membrane and film-like oxygen electrode (Pt working electrode and Ag/AgCl reference/counter electrode). Owing to continuous tear glucose measurement in mind, whole structural members were constructed with flexible polymers. Adhesive agents were not used for constructing the wearable glucose sensor. The sensor was constructed by immobilizing the enzyme membrane onto the sensitive area of the oxygen electrode.

The film-type oxygen electrodes has four layers; (i) a flexible gas-permeable membrane (polypropylene, thickness: 25μm), (ii) a 200 nm thick Pt electrode and a 300 nm thick Ag/AgCl electrode, (iii) a membrane filter with dimensions of 1 mm x 1.5 mm (IsoporeTM TKTP04700, Millipore Corp., USA) containing electrolytic solution (0.1 mol/l KCl 198-03545, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd., Japan) and (iv) a non-permeable membrane (Ionomer, film thickness: 50μm).

The electrode reaction is given as following equations:

Cathode (Pt) : \( \text{O}_2+2\text{H}_2\text{O}+4\text{e}^- \rightarrow 4\text{OH}^- \)

Anode (Ag/AgCl) : \( 4\text{Ag}+4\text{Cl}^- \rightarrow 4\text{AgCl}+4\text{e}^- \)

The oxygen electrode was fabricated using MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) techniques. At first, the gas-permeable membrane was fixed on a dummy silicon wafer using polyimide tape. Positive photoresist (Shipley S1818, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials Co., USA) was then spin-coated. In order to prevent the gas-permeable membrane from thermal damage, the positive resist was cured at 60 °C. The photoresist was patterned into the shape of electrodes using UV exposure system (MA-10, Mikasa CO., LTD., Japan). Then, a 200 nm thick Pt was sputtered (CFS-4ES-231, SHIBAURA ENGINEERING WORKS CO., LTD., Japan) onto the patterned surface with a background pressure of 3.0 x 10-3 Pa and the sputtering pressure of 3.0 x 10-1 Pa. The pattern of the Pt working electrode was covered by positive photoresist (RP-2, San-hayato Co., Japan). And a 300nm Ag was deposited directly on Pt. The gas-permeable membrane was then released from the dummy Si wafer and the Pt and Ag electrodes were formed using lift-off process. The Ag/AgCl electrode was formed by controlled-potential electrolysis. A constant voltage of 110 mV was applied to the Ag film in a 0.1 mmol/l HCl solution.

Then, the flexible oxygen electrode was constructed in a sandwich configuration with a membrane filter (IsoporeTM) containing electrolyte solution between the gas-permeable membrane with Pt and Ag/AgCl electrode and the non-permeable sheet. All the edges of the layer-built cell with 0.1 mmol/l KCl were fastened by heat-seal system (SURE Sealer, NL-201P, Ishizaki Electricity Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Japan). The temperature was 150 °C. Thus, the flexible Clark-type oxygen electrode with a bag-like electrolyte cell was obtained.

The wearable glucose sensor was fabricated by immobilizing glucose oxidase (GOD: EC1.1.3.4, G-7141, Sigma Chemical Co., USA) onto the sensing region of the flexible oxygen electrode. GOD was immobilized using water-soluble photosensitive resin (AWP: Azide-unit pendant Watersoluble Photopolymer, Toyo Gosei Kogyo Co., Ltd., Japan) as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. In order to improve the contact between the gas-permeable membrane and the enzyme immobilized membrane, an aminopropylsilane monolayer was prepared on the surface of the gas-permeable membrane. The sensing region of the oxygen electrode was coated with 1-3 aminopropylsilane monolayer. Then, it was rinsed and dried for 30 min at room temperature. 15 mg of GOD was mixed into 500 μl phosphate buffer solution (PBS: pH 7.0, 20 mmol/l). The 40μl GOD and PBS mixture was mixed with a 40μl AWP. The GOD/PBS and AWP mixture was applied to the monolayer formed on the oxygen sensor as an enzyme membrane. AWP was cured under 5 °C. After that, the enzyme membrane was cured using UV light, thus obtained the flexible biosensor for tear glucose measurement as shown in Fig 3.
B. Evaluation of the flexible biosensor

The sensor was calibrated using a batch measurement system using a 50 ml measuring cell filled with PBS (pH 7.4, 20 mmol/l, containing glucose solution). Oxygen consumption induced by enzyme reaction of the enzyme immobilized membrane was measured by two-electrode electrochemical method. The sensor was connected to the measurement system and the reduction potential of -550 mV versus Ag/AgCl reference/counter electrode was applied to the Pt working electrode using PC-controlled potentiostat (HAB-151, HOKUTO DENKO Co., Japan). The output currents were recorded by PC, which was connected to the potentiostat via A/D converter (ADC-16, pico Technology Ltd., UK), within the glucose concentration ranging from 0.025 – 1.475 mmol/l.

The current dependences on various pH and temperatures at defined glucose concentration (1mmol/l) were also investigated. The constant potential of -550 mV versus Ag/AgCl electrode was applied to the Pt electrode in solutions of various pH (6.0 – 12.0) and various temperature (15 – 60 °C). The current change induced by varying operating condition was recorded using PC. In the experiment, mixtures of disodium hydrogen phosphate (196-02835, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, LTD., Japan) and potassium dihydrogenphosphate (169-04245, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, LTD., Japan), which pH was controlled using pH meter (D-25, Horiba Korea LTD., Korea) to measure pH dependence.

C. Tear glucose measurement using the flexible biosensor

Using the flexible glucose sensor, tear glucose monitoring on eye site of a rabbit (Japan white rabbit, sex: female, age: 18 month, weight: 2kg) was carried out. The rabbit was placed into a cylindrical fixation device. In order to reduce physical load, the animal experiment was carried out without use of an anesthetic. The experimental method of glucose monitoring on eye site is shown in Fig. 4. The sensing region of the sensor (glucose immobilized membrane) was attached on the pupil and the other end of the sensor was fixed using fixing tape. The sensor was operated using the PC-controlled potentiostat and the output current was continuously monitored using PC, which was also used for evaluation of basic characteristics.

Figure 4. Measurement method of glucose concentrations in tear fluids using the flexible glucose sensor.

The monitoring test on eye site was carried out within two steps. At first, the sensor output during steady state was monitored and the stability of the output current was investigated. After that, the change of tear glucose level induced by oral glucose load was measured using the glucose sensor. The sensor was attached on the rabbit’s eye site as well as the preceding test. Glucose solution was then orally-administrated to the rabbit. Quantity of the glucose solution was determined to 2g (1g of glucose per 1kg of weight). Blood glucose level was also measured using a commercially produced monitoring kit (MEDISAFE, TERUMO Co., Japan) as a controlled study. Blood sample was taken from the rabbit’s ear.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characteristics of the flexible biosensor

The calibration plot of the flexible biosensor is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the linear relationship between glucose concentration and output current was confirmed in a range of 0.039 – 0.537 mmol/l, deduced by regression analysis, as shown by following equation;

\[
\text{output current (}\mu\text{A}) = -0.06 + 1.822 \times \text{[glucose (mmol/l)]}
\]

The calibration range of the glucose sensor covers the glucose concentration of normal tear fluid (0.14 mmol/l) [10] and the result indicates that the flexible biosensor has an appropriate measurement range for tear glucose measurements in diabetic patients. The typical response curve of the sensor is also shown in the inset figure of Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Calibration curve of the wearable glucose sensor.

The current change induced by various pH showed a peak at pH 7.0, which is the optimal pH of the enzyme activity. In the pH ranging from pH 5.0 to 7.0, the current increases as pH increases. The current rapidly decreased during pH 7.0 – 7.5. In case of pH > 7.5, the output current showed a slow decrease. This is because the activity of immobilized enzyme degrades significantly in alkaline pH. The current increases as the temperature increase less than 45 °C. This indicates that the reaction rate is the dominant factor in this temperature range. On the other hand, the current decreases over 45 °C. In this temperature range, thermal deactivation of immobilized enzyme determines the output current rather than reaction rate.
B. Tear glucose monitoring using the flexible biosensor

Prior to continuous tear glucose measurement, the sensor was attached on the rabbit eye as mentioned before and tear glucose level of the rabbit eye was monitored repeatedly. The average value of tear glucose level was 0.124 mmol/l. Those glucose concentrations in tear fluids were estimated from the calibration plots. Those values were fixed by pH and temperature dependence.

The estimated tear glucose level and blood sugar level during the oral administration of glucose to the Japan white rabbit were compared. We confirmed the stability of the sensor output for 10 minutes and then oral glucose tolerant test was carried out. The initial estimated glucose level in tear fluids was 0.2 mmol/l and increased up to 0.5 mmol/l by the experimentation. As the figure indicates, the glucose level in tear fluids increases by 3-fold while blood glucose increases by 2-fold. This might be considered that the output current includes an effect of interferences. Blood glucose level increased immediately when glucose load was applied to the rabbit. On the other hand, tear glucose level increased within a delay of 10 - 20 minutes in compare with blood glucose level. The initial current change started 10 minutes after glucose administration. The tear glucose level significantly increased from 40 to 60 minutes after oral administration. Although the effect of interferences and a delay of tens of minutes, the output current, which has relationship with the tear glucose level, tracked the blood glucose level with a considerable correlation during this investigation. Significant variation of the output current was not observed except when the sensor displacement was occurred by blinking during 5 minutes. During the investigation, the sensor output was not degraded or drifted. Thus, continuous tear glucose monitoring was successfully demonstrated. We have to improve a novel wearable sensor like a contact lens for long term analysis of tear glucose level because the strip-style flexible sensor is easy to come off from the rabbit eye.

The flexible biosensor is not only useful for continuous measurement at the ophthalmic site and the skin surface, but also useful for the chemical analysis in the biological fluids secreted from the internal organs, tissues, etc.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A flexible and wearable amperometric glucose sensor was developed and utilized to tear glucose monitoring. The sensor was constructed by immobilizing GOD onto a flexible oxygen electrode, which was fabricated using MEMS techniques onto a functional polymer membrane. Linear relationship between glucose concentration and output current was obtained in a range of 0.039 – 0.537 mmol/l.

Owing to unique features of flexibility, biocompatibility and thinner structure, continuous tear glucose monitoring was carried out. The sensor was sufficiently stable and sensitive when it is attached on rabbit eye. Thus, change of tear glucose level induced by oral administration of glucose was measured using the biosensor. Blood sugar level was also measured by a commercially produced monitoring kit as a controlled study. As a result, the tear glucose level was increased from 0.2 to 0.5 mmol/l. Although the change of tear glucose level delayed in tens of minutes from that of blood sugar level, it is considered to be possible that non-invasive continuous glucose monitoring can be realized using the glucose sensor.
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Abstract— The strong movement of Open Access journal is convincing many institutions to adopt an infrastructure for collecting and distributing open access journals. For this purpose, there exists popular open source software for electronic journal publishing and editorial management. Most of them are WEB based multi-language platforms capable of hosting several journals in a single press or editorial board environment. With the recent wave of Open Access and the aim of reaching critical mass, many institutions are thinking to adopt common solutions to aggregate the open access journals of multiple institutions/presses on the same infrastructure. This paper presents requirements and analysis for the development of multi-press platform, and its related implementation and validation performed expanding OJS (Open Journal System) as a multi-press and multi-journal platform. It involved a deep reengineering of the originally distributed OJS architecture. The proposed solution refers to Palamede project and that has produced the experimental portal (http://palamede.fupress.com), and which it has been validated by a test experimentation of three Italian University Presses: the Firenze University Press (FUP), the University of Parma and the Forum Editrice Press of the University of Udine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The strong movement of Open Access journal is convincing many institutions to adopt an infrastructure for collecting and distributing open access journals. For this purpose, there exists popular open source software for electronic journal publishing and editorial management.

There are many online-developed tools and frameworks designed for building open access digital repositories, working as digital assets and content management systems, and offering services for online content publishing. Among them:

- OPEN Journal System (OJS) developed as part of the research program of the Public Knowledge Project (PKP), started in the end of the 1990s at the University of British Columbia [1].
- DSpace project [3], developed by joint efforts of MIT and HP Labs in Cambridge University, is worthy to be mentioned for digital preservation activity.
- EScholarship of University of California [8] focused on academic dissemination and scholarly publishing services.
- Daedalus of the University of Glasgow [9] mainly focused on academic dissemination and scholarly publishing services.

Among the above presented solutions, OJS is an Open Source software (available under the GNU public license [2]), developed with the purpose of creating a WEB based solution, for multi-users and multi-language platform, which is able to support the whole editorial process, from authors’ submissions to online publishing, indexing and archiving, including the peer-review editorial process. OJS has become one of the most widespread electronic journal publishing system within the web community, counting on over 8300 installations in the world, as reported on web site [1]. Further and more detailed information about the last updated OJS system version can be retrieved in [10]. Technical documentation is available at [11] and [12].

The aim of this paper is to present the work performed in Palamede project that is focused on realizing a multipress open journal management systems to host multiple presses and put in common a set of services. This approach should improve the flexibility and the quality of electronic journals publishing system, as well as to expand access to research.

The Palamede project involved FRD - Fondazione Rinascimento Digitale foundation [13] as financial partner, the DISIT Lab of the Department of Systems and Informatics of University of Florence [14] as technical partner, and editorial groups belonging to three Italian Universities: Firenze University Press [15] (University of Florence), Università di Parma (University of Parma [16]) and Forum Editrice Universitaria Udinese [17] (University of Udine). The starting activity of the project was focused into gathering and collecting requirements, suggestions from the University Presses. The main demanding aspect was found to be a commonly aimed goal of a unique aggregator of collected resources, which could be able,
II. REQUIREMENTS

In this section, the novel contribution to the presently distributed OJS implementation to allow it coping with multiple presses is presented. The presented solution aims at improving OJS in order to have more flexibility in the direction of providing support for managing multiple press and multi-journal front-end.

The achievement of such a goal is believed to provide many advantages for both editors and users. Among them:

- resources are collected under a unique aggregator, which can grant uniformity of behavior in document indexing and metadata harvesting (following the OAI-PMH standard [18], or other OAI compliant services, e.g. OAIster); Thus reducing the costs for content management for the institutions and provides advantages to the users that may access to multiple press journals on the same web portal;
- such a system offers facilities in committing thematic-based researches upon single journals, specific sets of journals or presses, or upon the whole set of published journals; by this way, the opportunity of cross-thematic approaches research is given;
- users are requested to register only once in the portal; then they have the possibility to subscribe all the presses and journals they are interested in. Otherwise, users should register to all the different presses or journal sites they are interested to. This is also an evident advantage for the institutions managing the single presses since they may have a cross advertising among the users that are registered on the other presses.

OJS, currently released at version 2.3.4, presents the following main features [9]. The OJS:

- is a multi-language and multi-user platform, installed and controlled locally;
- offers an automated peer-review editorial process for submitted articles, with e-mail notification and commenting ability;
- manages submitted content, for each published journal, can be comprehensively managed and indexed by the editorial staff.

Moreover, OJS offers several other tools, plugins and utilities: a text string search engine; reading tools for published content; a payment module to accept journal fees and a complete online help support.

In OJS, a hierarchy of user roles is used to define editorial roles within the hosted journals. The administrator can perform basic activities as: manage the site graphical style and layout (which is fully configurable through the use of CSS style sheets), create new journals and enroll one or more journal managers.

On the other hand, the journal manager acts in a way similar to the web site manager for his own journal: he owns the permissions to handle the journal graphical layout; furthermore, he can create editorial groups and enroll users as one (or more) of the following roles: editor, section editor, layout editor, copyeditor, author, subscription manager, proofreader and reader. All of these member types have specific tasks in the editorial process; a detailed description of these functionalities is referred to [9].

Finally, the journal manager is in charge of defining the guidelines for the peer-review process, the journal archiving methods, the editorial policies and the methods of subscriptions and access.

A comprehensive overview of the workflow chart of the extended multi-press editorial workflow is depicted in Figure 1, in which are also presented our additions.

**Proposed OJS Workflow Chart**

![Proposed OJS Workflow Chart](image)

**Figure 1. Functional architecture of extended OJS editorial workflow.**

The PHP object-oriented architecture of OJS contains different type of classes which model, amongst other objects, both the editorial entities (journals, articles, issues etc...) and the roles of registered users (journal manager, editor, author, reader etc...). The operation of creating a
multi-press OJS involved a deep and structural reengineering of the original OJS architecture. All the characteristics and features, concerning the single journal management, have been maintained.

The main efforts of our work has been spent in performing a deeper analysis on the present mono-press version of the OJS to identify the minimum changes to satisfy the new requirements without degenerating the present OJS structured and concepts. The aim has been oriented to implement the new classes which are needed to create the new press entity (the most important ones are the Press class and the Press Manager class) and the appropriate modifications to the source code, where needed, in order to be correctly interfaced with the new objects. A more detailed overview of the novel architecture of the multi-press OJS system is presented in next section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Classes included in multi-press OJS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modules</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressAbout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressEmailHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressFileHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressGroupHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressManager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressPeopleHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressPluginManagementHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressManagerFunctionsHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressSetupHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressStatisticsHandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressSearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressUser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin_Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressSettingsDAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressGroupForm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressLanguagesSettingsForm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressSettingsForm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressUserManagementForm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressManager_Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressSetupStep1Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PressSetupStep2Form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 TABLE I. COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF NEW ADDED CLASSES IN THE EXTENDED MULTI-PRESS OJS SYSTEM. NEW CREATED MODULE NAMES ARE DISPLAYED, IN THE LEFT COLUMNS, IN ITALIC STYLE.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND ANALYSIS

The native architecture of OJS is designed in a way such that the user interface, the data storage and management and the control structure are kept separated. This configuration recalls the Model-View-Controller (MVC) structure. Let us to illustrate the main details of the three sub-structures:

- **User interface** is set up through the use of Smarty Templates, which assemble HTML pages to be displayed to the users.
- **Control structure** is organized into three types of classes:
  - **Page Classes**, which receive users requests by the web browser, recall the suitable classes for requests processing, and finally call up the appropriate Smarty template to generate the response;
  - **Action Classes**, which are in charge of performing the processing of user requests;
  - **Model Classes**, which implement the objects representing the system various entities, e.g., journals, articles, issues, users and roles.
- **Data storage and management** is carried out by **Data Access Objects** (DAOs), which fulfill all interaction queries with the SQL database (MySQL and PostgreSQL databases are currently supported).

A inner back-end type of classes, the **Support Class**, provides core and other miscellaneous functionalities and utilities.

A. Design of the multipress OJS version

The design model of native OJS architecture has been maintained in the new multi-press OJS. The previous brief architectural description is useful to better identify and understand the new implementations and contributions described in this section.

Let us to analyze the modifications supplied, according to the formerly recalled MVC structure:

- **Control Structure** – The new created classes mainly belong to Page and Mode Class types. Actually, the most common sorts of tasks performed by Action Classes are related to specific user roles, e.g., sending e-mails and notifications, handling uploaded files etc.. A complete list of new built-up Page and Model Classes is presented in Table 1.
- **Data Storage and Management** – The database design have been modified to store information and data for the press as a new editorial entity. Consequently, two tables were added: presses and pressSettings, as well as the corresponding DAOs: PressDAO and PressSettingsDAO classes. In other tables, describing press related objects, a press identifier field has been added as a row. The relational structure of the new multi-press database is depicted in Figure 2.
- **User Interface** – The implementation of new classes in the Control Structure required the creation of new Smarty templates, in order to be correctly integrated with the user interface. A list of the templates added in the extended OJS system is shown in Table 2.

In addition to the implementation of new classes and templates, it is relevant to stress that most of the other source files composing the native OJS framework have been modified, in order to be appropriately interfaced within the novel multi-press architecture.
In the following, a summary of the main additions, improvements and revisions which have been applied to the original OJS architecture in the reengineering procedure, is listed:

- Creation of new Classes, Smarty templates and Database objects concerning the Press editorial entity.
- Creation of Press manager Role, and definitions of its main functionalities:
  - Creation / Enrollment of Journal managers;
  - Creation Editing / Deletion of new journals;
  - Graphical layout management of the press (which may be replaced by different style elements at journal level);
  - Creation of user groups related to Press functionalities.
- Modification of Site Administrator role:
  - Creation / Editing / Deletion of new presses;
  - Creation / Enrollment of Press managers.
- Implementation of statistics at press level, monitoring number of registered users, number of published issues and articles.
- Adaptation of OJS journal plugins for press functionalities.
- Addition of localization xml files for new created user interface entries.
- Modification of the OJS source code in order to correctly interface the original OJS features within the new multi-press architecture.

The Press Manager role has been designed assembling specific functionalities of both the Site Administrator and the Journal Manager: from the former he inherited the skill of customizing the general graphical layout of his own press, as well as creating, modifying and deleting new journals; from the latter the management of press registered users, user groups and statistic plugins, as well as the control of file browsing functionality within the press.

IV. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

The extended multi-press OJS framework has been used to realize an experimental web portal, which represents the main technical activity of the Palamede research project.
The outcome of this experimental stage of the project is available online [19]. Some illustrations of the new features of the web platform are presented in Figure 3. The application of multi-press OJS in the Palamede portal has been validated through an experimental activity carried out by the three University Presses taking part to the project (see Section II.A). The aims of this experimentation have been the creation of three public presses and four journals, as summarized in Table 3. Press managers have edited their own press layout and, for each Journal, at least one issue has been published.

The whole peer-review editorial review has been tested by new registered journal managers, editors, section editors, authors, reviewers and proofreaders. All users playing those roles have been qualified users already using the OJS and other open journal systems. Here follows a final numerical balance of fulfilled editorial actions in the experimental activity of Palamede portal:

- **4 Presses** have been created: three published by the involved University Presses and one created by the DISIT Lab for testing purposes, which has not been published;
- **5 Journals** have been created: four published by the University Presses (see Table 3) and one by DISIT for tests;
- A total of **4 issues**, among all the published journals, have been produced.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The goal of reengineering the original OJS framework and creating a new multi-press platform has been successfully accomplished. This result has been positively received within the University Presses and the partners taking part to the Palamede Project experimentation, and moreover within the PKP community: actually the presented work has been announced in the PKP development forum [20], and it received positive comments, with the perspective of evaluating (and possibly redistributing) the source code of a final, full functional version. Regarding this topic, some guide lines for short-term future work have been already planned. They mostly concern search methods improvement, since the aggregation of several presses, dealing with different research areas and topics, requires a more efficient search engine.

Future implementations can be grouped into the following main activities:

- semantic indexing for search engine optimization and fuzzy queries;
- production of statistics for queries;
- techniques for monitoring number of accesses, downloads etc.;
- alternative payment methods for subscription and journal fees (actually, OJS natively supports PayPal only).

| New Smarty Templates included in multi-press OJS (Browsed by OJS installation folder) |
|---------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| **<OJS Install Folder>\Templates** |                              |
| **About**                       | indexPress.tpl                 |
|                                 | press.tpl                      |
|                                 | pressContact.tpl               |
|                                 | pressGroups.tpl                |
|                                 | pressHistory.tpl               |
|                                 | pressStatistics.tpl            |
| **Admin**                       | presses.tpl                    |
|                                 | pressJournals.tpl              |
| **Index**                       | press.tpl                      |
| **PressManager**                | pressEmails.tpl                |
| **PressEmails**                 | pressEmails.tpl                |
| **PressFiles**                  | index.tpl                      |
| **PressGroups**                 | pressGroupForm.tpl             |
|                                 | pressGroups.tpl                |
|                                 | pressMemeships.tpl             |
|                                 | selectPressUser.tpl            |
| **PressPeople**                 | pressEnrollment.tpl            |
|                                 | pressEnrollSync.tpl            |
|                                 | pressUserProfile.tpl           |
|                                 | pressUserProfileForm.tpl       |
|                                 | searchPressUsers.tpl           |
|                                 | selectMergePressUser.tpl       |
| **PressPlugins**                | managePressPlugins.tpl         |
|                                 | pressPlugins.tpl               |
| **PressSetup**                  | index.tpl                      |
|                                 | pressSettingsSaved.tpl         |
|                                 | pressSetupHeader.tpl           |
|                                 | step1.tpl                      |
|                                 | step2.tpl                      |
|                                 | step3.tpl                      |
| **PressStatistics**             | index.tpl                      |
|                                 | pressReportGenerator.tpl       |
|                                 | pressStatistics.tpl            |
| **PressUser**                   | index.tpl                      |
Furthermore, the following longer-term future developments have been considered:

- acquisition of instruments in order to integrate the actual OJS framework with models for automatic management of different content types (including media) and metadata. A useful tool to achieve this purpose is represented by the AXMEDIS Content Processing Solutions (AXCP) [21]. AXMEDIS [22] is a large project developed by the DISIT Lab in its recent past activity, in collaboration with several important international partners;
- multi-platform distribution: PCs, mobile devices, PDAs, iPhone, iPad, Android etc.;
- solutions for social networking and distance learning.

Table III. Summary of published presses and journals in the experimental activity of the Palamede portal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presses</th>
<th>Journals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Università di Parma</td>
<td>Papyrotheke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORUM Editrice</td>
<td>Popolazione e Storia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universitaria Udinese</td>
<td>Plurilinguismo. Contatti di Lingue e Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firenze University Press</td>
<td>Annali del Dipartimento di Filosofia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract: The security systems domain is complex and involves a number of aspects of concern. For instance, it is often unclear what initial aspects and prerequisites that are needed to be explored in the development of security systems. To overcome this, systematic and methodological approaches to document a common view of the context are needed, to enhance the development of security systems, i.e. to make them more fit for use. The objective of this paper is a reference context model that supports context analysis, with the aim to determine the borders that divide the context from the system to be developed and to describe vital prospects and restrictions of the context. The reference context model consists of a series of views that include information needed to determine the preconditions required for the following steps in the systems development that is to explore stakeholders’ needs, determine the requirements, and development of the systems architecture. The development of the reference context model requires determination of contextual objects and their relations. Required is also participation from stakeholders as their knowledge and experience from the domain are essential to ensure the quality of the model. The different views, which are extendable, forms the context model and are further discussed in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of technology intensive security systems has been subject to increasing attention during the last decade. Even thought there are a number of success stories, several development efforts have failed. Many of the failures in systems developments have their origin in the early phases of the development [1]; in many cases due to purely technology driven development. Development of security systems is complex and there is a need for approaches that takes its starting point in the stakeholders’ needs and in additional prerequisites of the context of use. Hence, there are needs for development of approaches that supports the exploration of the context, in which the developed systems should operate, into account. This includes identification and establishment of a shared understanding of preconditions required for development of security systems.

In this work, security systems refer to systems applied to the protection of, stationary as well as mobile, objects that need protection from various threats and antagonistic attacks. Such security systems require capabilities for surveillance and incident management [2]. Generally, security systems have to support (1) surveillance of external events, (2) decision-making, (3) task execution, and (4) communication of tasks and information [3]. Security systems also need to be able to operate effectively and not disturbing normal activates.

Thus, to support the accomplishment of improved understanding of security systems a reference context model (RCM) is proposed. RCM constitutes a structure supporting context analysis as a basis for the development of security systems. The outcome of the context analysis is a context model aimed at being used to guide the subsequent needs assessment process [4]. The context analysis and its relations to RCM and the systems development process is illustrated in Figure 1. Modeling is an important mechanism to be able to understand complex phenomena [5]. Hence, in systems development it is a useful technique to explore the context in focus, determine requirements, and communicating with the stakeholders [6] [7] [8]. The RCM prescribes a number of views, i.e., interest of concerns of the model [9]. The characteristic of the RCM is that it guides the context analysis in obtaining project specific context models. Hence, the purpose of the context analysis is to extend the reference model so that it becomes project specific, which is a necessity for adaptation to the application in focus.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the objective of the work. In section 3 the seven different views of the reference context model are described and discussed. In section 4 related
works is discussed and finally in section 5 the conclusions of the work are presented.

2. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this paper is to present a support to context analysis, in form of a reference context model (RCM) that includes stakeholders, governing documents, co-existing systems, environments and relationships between them. Further, an initially important task in the context analysis is to clearly establish an understanding and documentation of the borders that divide the context from the system to be developed. Thus the RCM becomes an important input for subsequent needs assessments.

The main motivation for the reference context model is that it supports the development of project specific context models. A context model is important since it promotes consensus between developers and customers concerning the limits of the work in focus and it enhance the needs assessments. Thus an important factor in the context analysis phase is to involve the customers in a dialogue to eventually reach consensus in what concerns the content of the context model.

3. THE REFERENCE CONTEXT MODEL

In this section the views that constitute the RCM are described. This includes seven different views types including some additional considerations. These views are concerned with:

- Objects of concern to the problem domain including their hierarchical structure and definitions.
- The stakeholders, categorized with respect to whether they have a direct or an indirect impact on the design of the security system.
- The stakeholders’ impact areas (SIA) and the definitions of those areas.
- The prioritized relations between the stakeholders and the impact areas.
- The design basis threat (DBT).
- Governing documents.
- Identified interviewees.

3.1 Model structure

The model structure includes the objects of relevance to the domain of security systems. Thus, a primary work has been to first identify these objects and second to prioritize them with respect to the application in focus. On top level, the hierarchical object structure includes seven object classes (Figure 2). The hierarchical structure is similar to an ontology and will in many applications contain up to a couple of hundred different objects.

In Figure 2, the gray shaded objects concern objects that have been given a high priority while the white rectangles are unprioritised. Further down in the structure the members of the, so far, unprioritised branches are given relevant priorities. The former concerns DBT that is further discussed in section 3.5 and governing documents in section 3.5. Information will not be discussed further as it to a high degree is application dependent and generally concerns information that will be communicated between engaged parts. Examples of information are priory data and data gathered from various sources such as sensors. Thus information is basically something that must be determined during the needs assessment and capability determination processes.

The Human branch concerns stakeholders that are discussed subsequently. Technology contains systems and functions currently existing, which may or may not be subject to replacement by newer systems. In Figure 3 some selected objects from this branch of the structure are presented.

The Technology branch contains Physical protection which, including its subsequent parts, all have been given high priority whereas Operation system has been given a low priority since it has a very low interest when considering security aspects. Intelligence has been given a medium priority here, although this may vary from application to application.
The Organization branch may involve a large number of organizations of which some may be of supportive character that may be engaged in various incidents. Examples of such organizations are the police department, the fire department and medical care providers. In many other applications will organizations like counties, communities and other more specialized governmental organizations also have an impact on the final security system.

Figure 3. The Technology branch of the object structure.

The Physical object branch of the object structure where all objects have been given a medium high priority.

Figure 4. The Physical object branch of the object structure where all objects have been given a medium high priority.

Furthermore, there is also the Physical object branch, which may grow to a more substantial size depending on the application in question. This branch may include various antagonistic types such as terrorist, activist and insider. A further sub branch may contain object types like vehicle and aircraft, which may be controlled either by antagonists or cooperative agents or other organizations. Parts of this rather large branch can be seen in Figure 4.

3.2 Stakeholders

An important activity in the context modeling is to identify those stakeholders that may or can have an impact on the final security system. Stakeholders can be identified from documents supplied by the customers or through various dialogues with the customers. In some cases, external documents concerned with the actual application area can and must be sorted out. It is, at any rate, important to identify a broad spectrum of stakeholders to get a comprehensive picture of the stakeholders and their situation to make sure that none of them or groups of them is neglected; this is of great importance for the determination of the stakeholder/SIA relations matrix; described in section 3.4.

Identified stakeholders are eventually grouped into three different levels. Level one includes basically end-users of the system subject to development while level two includes stakeholders that will have a direct influence on the systems design. Level three, finally, includes stakeholders that just will have an indirect influence on the final system. The grading of the different stakeholders is carried out in a dialogue between the customers and the system designers.

Examples of stakeholders on the three different levels are (Level 1) end-users, e.g. operators, (Level 2) Security managers, IT-managers, representatives from crisis management organizations and (Level 3) Counties, Police etc. This is not a complete list but can nevertheless be seen as a small group of potential stakeholders.

3.3 Stakeholders’ impact areas (SIA)

When all stakeholders are identified the next activity is to elicit the stakeholders with respect to those parts of the security system which may be of particular concern to each one of them. Thus, the elicitation aims to select a variety of stakeholders that (1) can have an impact on the security system, (2) will represent the three different levels of the stakeholders and (3) will cover all aspect of the security system of concern to the actual application. Elicitation of stakeholders from the different levels is important since the stakeholders on different levels have different needs [1]. To ensure that relevant stakeholders are elicited, because of the correct, reasons the security
systems’ domain need to be subdivided into different areas, so-called stakeholder’s impact areas. In this work a number of some general and different stakeholder’s impact areas are identified, for example:

- Protection against intruders,
- Surveillance system,
- The security system’s functionality during incidents,
- Levels of preparedness,
- Routines for in and out passage (access management),
- Intelligence.

When identifying the different SIAs aspects concerning physical protection as described by, e.g. Garcia [10] must be considered. Of importance is also to gain a joint understanding between system designers and customers. Hence, subdividing the security systems domain into relevant impact areas and the description of each impact area are of importance. This part of the context modeling is done in dialogue between the system developer and the customers. Stakeholders’ relations to the different impact areas are described further in the next section.

3.4 Stakeholder impact area relation matrix

Different stakeholders have interest and knowledge in different impact areas. Some stakeholders have interest and knowledge in just a single impact area while other stakeholders can have interest in most or sometimes all impact areas. Although these relationships are relatively simple, the identification of each stakeholder’s relation to an impact area can be difficult to determine. Even the amount of relations will add complexity and lead to difficulties. An approach to deal with these difficulties is to create a relationship matrix. The matrix may connect any single stakeholder to any of the corresponding impact areas.

A first step to identify each stakeholder’s relations to the impact areas is to request the customers to give a simple yes or no to the question whether a certain stakeholder has a relationship to be specified within the SIA. The answers can be used to determine whether a stakeholder posses a relational position and have knowledge to affect the corresponding impact area. Thus, the first step is to identify each stakeholder’s impact area, the next step will be to prioritize each identified relation. Each relation, given the answer yes in the first step, will in step 2 be given a priority, 1-3, where 1 is the least significant and 3 is a relation with the highest significance. The outcome of step 2 is a complete matrix with priorities. The advantage of the matrix is that each stakeholder can now be summarized and compared against each other. Stakeholders with a high number will indicate their essential knowledge to the system. However, stakeholders with a low number will not directly be neglected. Stakeholders with a low number can have special knowledge in some impact areas and therefore still be of interest. The result of the matrix will give a good hint of the main stakeholders but will still demand some more analysis. A help in this analysis is to give each impact area its own priority, to indicate if there are some areas that are of higher or lower interest.

Table 1 illustrates a suitable example of the stakeholder impact area relation matrix. As mentioned, the stakeholders are grouped according to their group membership level. The stakeholders in red are considered to be of no interest to the application in focus. The remaining stakeholders are considered relevant for the future work although not everyone for every impact area. Thus, the gray impact cells in the matrix are of no or very little interest while the white cells have been given different priorities. For instance, the operator has been given a medium high priority (2) for the Surveillance system impact area.

At the top of the matrix the priority of each impact area can be found. Here, the priority of the Surveillance system impact area is 3. Furthermore, in this example only the security manager has been given high priority with respect to all the impact areas. A conclusion is that the matrix is clearly extendable both with respect to stakeholders and to impact areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Impact Area</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1: Users</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup operator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2: Direct Impact</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security manager</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT manager</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations management</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3: Indirect Impact</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police department</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Design basis threat

The objective of security systems is often linked to existing threat descriptions, which often are scenario-based. These descriptions are important in the design and they should be seen as dynamic, which means that they may and will change over time. The threats descriptions will continually be updated as a result of changes in the social climate and/or technological development, and the needs of the security system, including the operating organizations, should be updated to meet the new threats as well. This leads to the introduction of the design basis threat (DBT),
which normally is used as an estimation of a possible scenario.

The design basis threat is, according to IAEA [11], defined as “A fundamental principle of physical protection is that it should be based on the State’s current evaluation of the threat”. Thus DBT corresponds to a threat that should be used to determine the capabilities and capacities of the final security system. An illustration to this could be that if one expects intruders not to manage to climb over fences higher than 5 m then the designers of the system should build fences that are higher than 5 m to get a sufficient physical protection of the object. Another example is that if intruders are expected only at daytime the sensors could be equipped with just ordinary video cameras, which exclude the use of IR-sensors.

The DBT plays a central role in designing security systems. Especially when it comes to the determination of the degree to which the system should be able to respond to when facing a threat of any kind.

3.6 Governing documents
An important aspect of contextual analysis is to identify which documents that should be considered when designing security systems. Such documents can be divided into two classes, i.e. laws and statutes, documents describing existing procedures.

3.6.1 Laws and regulations
Examples of laws and statutes that must be followed are national laws, government regulations and international agreements. The national laws describe the requirements imposed on the operators that are responsible for the protection of the facilities and their personnel. Health and safety laws controlling the conditions under which staff can work within the security system. National regulations defined by the authorities clarify the laws and give recommendations on how laws should be followed. International agreements are defined both in unions like the EU and bilaterally between individual countries. These agreements are often clarified in the regulations defined by national authorities. Both national authorities and international organizations may inspect security installations with regard to existing laws, regulations and agreements.

When designing security systems experts in each area should be used to guarantee that laws and regulations are followed. It is therefore important to identify which laws and regulations that are affecting the system at an early state of the development process, which consequently can be done as part of the context modeling process.

3.6.2 Existing procedures
To get an understanding of how current and resembling security systems operate existing procedures in such systems can be studied. These procedures often describe how security systems should be operated in order to maintain reliable protection of the facilities. These procedures will most often give an understanding of the interactions that may take place between actors and organizations that manage and depend on the security systems. The existing procedures need to be studied when e.g. planning interviews of stakeholders so that the interviews can identify strengths and weaknesses of existing security systems, organizations and security cultures.

3.7 Interviewees
The next following view to be determined in the reference context modeling process is to lay the ground for the data collection, which basically is concerned with interviews of stakeholders to determine their needs [4]. Identification of interviewees can basically be resolved by means of the stakeholder impact area relation matrix.

To determine which stakeholders to interview and on which topics they should be interviewed is a serious question that need to be determined accordingly. However, as an outcome of the context analysis this can be determined in a fairly simple way by considering the content of the stakeholder/SIA matrix. From this matrix, the stakeholders with the highest priorities are selected to be interviewed about those impact areas for which they have been given the highest priority. This is a simple and relatively forward going activity, which also implies possible changes that can be subject to further discussions. For instance, if one decides to drop an impact area then this could mean that a certain stakeholder also may be dropped if she is just subject to be interviewed about that particular impact area.

Determination of interviewees can be made in two ways either by the designers alone or in a dialogue between the designers and the customers.

4. RELATED WORKS
Works related to the approach take here, i.e. to support the identification of the context for a given application area in the process of systems development, are spars. However, what have been found in the literature and which relates the work described here concerns basically the focus of the stakeholders during early stages of the systems development.

To focus on the viewpoints from the stakeholders at an early point is an elemental trend in system modeling and design. It is a strategy that has been commonly used in software systems design and information systems research. Researchers have been developing taxonomies and methods for modeling the different stakeholders view and demand on a system. A useful and classic model is the Onion model that can be used to indicate the hierarchical sphere of influence and boundaries [12]. It is important in the
early phases of system analysis and system requirements to identify the stakeholders that should participate in the analyze process and what roles and involvement they should have in the participatory design process [13].

According to Yu et al. [14], models can be used to describe, understand and analyze a complex world and that the complexity of the social world presents formidable challenges for social modelling, which in some senses relates to the approach taken here; especially as it is concerned with the early approaches to systems development and requirement engineering. Furthermore [ibid], it is also argued that “to begin, we need to adopt a different starting point for understanding the world in which software and information systems are situated”. A further work that also relates to the development of security systems is discussed by Elzinga et al. [15].

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, aspects initially of importance to the development of security systems have been in focus. Among these aspects a particular concern is how to clearly establish an understanding and documentation of the borders that divided the context of the problem domain from the system to be developed. With this in mind, a reference context model has been developed and presented as a framework identifying the considerations that must subject to consideration during the systems development process. The application in focus here is security system, which is a comprehensive field, where stakeholders, governing documents, related systems, environments and relationship between them play fundamental roles for the final outcome of the systems development process. The reference context model described in this work addresses these aspects. The approach is also flexible and may thus be adapted to other application areas as well, e.g. military command and control systems. Especially such areas where a complex context is influencing the development process the need for a reliable context model is obvious.

A final observation of this work is also that customer participation in development of the RCM is of importance as otherwise the risk for development of a context model that includes information of no use and/or lack important information is obvious.
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Abstract
The evolution from classroom to online of a language training website for developing basic communication skills in a foreign language with a very broad user base is briefly described. A description of the structure and teaching principles of the approach is followed by a discussion of the adaptation of the training system to an online application. Particular reference is made to the digital divide, which refers to the gap between those who have access to information technology and those who do not for various reasons, such as gender, income, age, education or physical location. Design measures taken to overcome such limitations in order to reach a wider audience are then described.

Introduction
This paper is a report on the adaptation of a classroom-based accelerated approach to language teaching, called Action-Based Language Empowerment, or ABLE, to an online training format, referred to as c-ABLE for Computerized Action-Based Language Empowerment. The online course is a short, intensive introduction to a target language, or L2, that enables learners to function autonomously in the L2, equipped with a knowledge of forms, communication strategies and a sense of self-efficacy that promote further learning and participation in the language.

Course Structure
In a traditional language training system, lessons are divided into thematic areas with one topic taught per lesson (e.g. Lesson 1: Introductions; Lesson 2: Asking Directions; etc.). This approach is reinforced by traditional formats, which, for convenience or lack of an alternative approach, are normally structured in units based on these themes. Such training materials are “vertical” in nature, self-contained and normally not repeated. For the majority of learners, unfortunately, this study arrangement is relatively ineffective. Unless material is constantly and consciously recycled or reviewed on the learner’s initiative, previously studied language is forgotten as the course progresses

The c-ABLE curriculum is divided into multiple levels with each functional area divided into compartments, or thematically-linked sub-modules. Users complete a set of sub-modules, for a specific function at one level then proceed horizontally to the sub-module set for the next functional area at the same level (Figure 1). Once all thematic modules at one level are completed, the user proceeds to modules at the next level, where material is recycled and expanded in a spiraling format. At the end of the course, all functional areas have been touched on repeatedly and recently. Language has been reiterated and reinforced, and ideally remains in the user’s memory, ready for immediate application. This recycling format, with repetition of vocabulary, formulaic expressions and forms, incrementally enhances usage by users.

Figure 1: c-ABLE “horizontal” lesson arrangement and spiraling format

---

1 During its development, ABLE has been used to teach some 350 learners in 16 target languages. A comprehensive list of courses and related workshops dating from 1979-2000 is given in Maybin (2002).

2 For a description of an ABLE course used for training in Thai, see Maybin and Batten (2008)

3 The forgetting curve indicates the decline of retention in memory over time. Memory of specific information is halved in a matter of days unless consciously reviewed (Ebbinghaus, 1885; Schacter, 2001)
The modular, spiraling format also results in a frequent change of topic. This frequency helps users maintain a high level of concentration throughout a study session. Learning is fast-paced and tightly organized with modules that keep users engaged, an advantage for those with a short attention span or low tolerance for long sessions focused on one theme$^4$.

c-ABLE uses a highly focused syllabus to cover 18 functional areas. The course introduces users to approximately 1,900 semantic units repeated at scheduled intervals in a variety of realistic situations. It consists of a large number of modular units each taking only a few minutes to complete. These modules are arranged in a spiraling format; users return repeatedly to typical situations with useful concepts and vocabulary, thus increasing confidence. Grammar, per se, is not featured; communication is. The emphasis is on native-like pronunciation and use of pragmatic moves that keep a conversation going, including conversation management strategies, such as asking for repetition.

**Teaching Principles of c-ABLE**

Apart from structure, the c-ABLE curriculum differs in many ways from typical pedagogical approaches, including:

1. Users select key functional goals from a menu of optional topic areas. The result is a tailored study experience which gives them a vested interest in successfully completing a course.

2. Although it is common practice in most pedagogical approaches to use the learners’ L1 to soften the impact of the learning experience$^5$, in the case of c-ABLE such assistance is viewed as a crutch, detrimental to developing comfort with the L2. Directions for the user interface are given in the learner’s L1; however, instructional materials are presented entirely in the target language.

3. The c-ABLE pedagogy focuses on the development of listening followed by speaking skills. Users are asked to devote their whole attention to activating aural memories of the sound-meaning (visual) combinations presented and told not to speak until they have reached the third level of their course. An initial silent period is required to allow for processing of target language phonemes, stress, tones, overall sentence intonation and other speech features unique to the spoken form of the L2.$^6$ The end result of c-ABLE is that most users sound more native-like when they do begin to talk.

4. There is no overt explanation of grammar. When key expressions are introduced, particularly those for carrying out specific communication strategies (see item 6 below), the language is presented as formulaic$^7$, introduced either as a complex unit or partially analyzed unit (e.g. “Please give me __.”). Users internalize these formulas through repeated exposure made comprehensible in clear, function-based contexts. *Subconscious proficiency* is the goal.

5. Core vocabulary (words and “chunks”) are arranged in thematic groupings of three to six semantic units$^8$ based on relevance and frequency in the L2. Words are contextualized and presented in useful phrases in the latter stages of each sub-module to develop the user’s ability to recognize and apply them in a *stream* of language.

6. There is an expectation that users will attempt to communicate in the L2. Key language for carrying out communication strategies is primarily derived from the Control model$^9$ and presented as formulaic expressions, including interrupting (“Excuse me.”), asking someone to speak slower (“More slowly, please.”), and clarifying meaning (“What does that mean?”). These expressions for conversation management are introduced through icons which allow users to access the necessary formulaic expression when there is a perceived need (i.e. contextualization), while simultaneously exposing the user repeatedly to a speech model for imitation, a form of “subliminal training” through inundation.

---

$^4$ Johnstone and Percival’s research (1976) indicates student attention patterns during lectures decline steadily based on a range of variables, including lecture theme and length of presentation.

$^5$ As countenanced by Cook (2008, pp. 170-174).


$^7$ Referred to as “formulaic language” in Wray (2002).

$^8$ Miller (1956) suggests human recall is more efficient when information is introduced in groupings of seven plus or minus two items (i.e. 5 to 9 items). In order to fall safely within this range, new information is introduced in groupings of six items in the ABLE curriculum.

$^9$ Maybin and Bergschneider (1992)
The Digital Divide
The goal of c-ABLE is to be as all-inclusive as possible. In order to reach a broader audience, there is a need to address issues arising from the digital divide, defined simply as “…the troubling gap between those who use computers and the Internet, and those who do not”\(^10\). The reasons for limited access may include not only perceived minimal online skills, but also gender, income, race, geographical location, age or education, among others. This paper will focus on each of the above digital divide factors framed around design elements which have been or should be developed for c-ABLE to encourage greater access for those who have been discouraged by the technology.

Gender
It has been suggested that “one-half of the ‘digital divide’… is fundamentally gender related.”\(^11\) With regard to online language training, tailoring is vital. c-ABLE has mechanisms that allow users of either sex to select functional areas relevant to their needs. A fundamental challenge has been to establish a system that allows for differences in male and female speech. The site’s sign-up profile includes gender identification, which lines up the course with the user’s sex. Instruction is given exclusively in the language form which matches the user’s gender for three course levels before the user hears language of the opposite sex.

Income
Income has a major influence on the viability of e-learning. An individual with limited funds is less likely to own a computer or be able to afford payments for regular access to one (e.g. via an Internet café). “Prohibitive” fees can be small in some regions of the world. Three possible solutions to directly address this hurdle include:
- a free course that gives users a sense of the effectiveness of the training approach so they can make an informed decision as to whether to commit limited funds to a pay-for version, as well as develops rudimentary communication skills in a limited number of functional areas
- low fees to reduce the financial burden on those who have tested the free introduction course and wish to continue studying
- a smartphone application for those with limited online access.

Race
This paper interprets “race” in broad terms, using it to identify specific populations which speak “non-mainstream”, possibly endangered languages, thus limiting their access to online study. In order to reach such populations, it is necessary to offer a user interface in the native language or, where funds are limited, to provide an “access language” that a majority of the population is familiar with (e.g. Spanish for Mayan speakers). To provide global access, each language entered in the online system is uploaded as a language to study and to study from, an interactive language “mesh”. This entails the development of a specific platform, which allows for the uploading of multiple courses with the addition of each new language.

Location
Although major efforts are being made to allow global online access to all regions of the world\(^12\), the reality is that even in more developed countries accessing a language training website on the Internet can prove problematic, particularly where Internet connections are unstable. Development of a smartphone application could potentially overcome this hurdle by providing downloadable files for offline study; however, given the interactive language “mesh” platform suggested above, an offline feature has its drawbacks since deletions or additions would require revisions be carried out one-by-one for each course. An alternative is to synchronize content for the courses so that each time a user “renews” his or her download for offline study, the course is automatically updated.

Age
The Internet offers endless opportunities for lifelong learning, yet the majority of sites concerned with language training focus on a youthful demographic overlooking the needs of older learners. Age is negatively associated with users Internet skills\(^13\), while seniors intimidated by online technology are hardly encouraged by the complex user interface of many sites, which consider hidden menus, hovering and scrolling down as basic functions that everyone is familiar with. Common sense dictates that any interface should be user friendly, but where mature users are concerned special attention must be given to making the UI as obvious and intuitive as possible.

---

10 Mehra et al., (2004, p. 782)
11 Bimber (2000)
12 For example, AMD’s (Advanced Micro Devices) “50 X 15” project aims to provide Internet access to 50% of the world’s population by 2015.
13 Hargittai (2002)
Any site hoping to satisfy a broad demographic must develop user empathy. In the case of older users, this can be as simple as including high frequency phrases for the age group (e.g. “I’m retired.”), visuals showing mature individuals as more than “grandparents”, and including older voices in the sound data. To attract mature users, c-ABLE has incorporated all of the above, while beta testing has been carried out with seniors to ensure design assumptions targeted at this demographic are correct.

**Education**

Too often language study connotes academia. Language training can be elitist and, for those with limited formal education, an intimidating prospect restricted to “specialists”. In the case of c-ABLE, a conscious attempt has been made to keep the pedagogy, as well as course content, as all-inclusive as possible. Traditional pedagogical tools, such as overt explanation of grammar or disassociated word lists, are eschewed. The focus is communicative and practical with emphasis placed on completing specific functions. The intention is that c-ABLE is attractive to users from a range of ages and academic backgrounds.

**Website Status**

The transition from classroom to online has not been without difficulties. Given the varied demands of an “all inclusive” website which is equally functional across a broad spectrum of languages and a wide user base, complications have and will continue to arise in the development of c-ABLE, particularly with regard to the multilingual nature of the site.

Sophisticated back-end tools have been developed for the translation and inputting of new languages; however, due to cultural and linguistic differences, each new language has required revisions, some extensive, to the tools and interactive language “mesh” platform itself. User feedback is of great importance in evaluating the site. For example, indications that many users would like access to written text pushed us to create a “language directory” to satisfy this “need to read”; however, the new feature may prove of limited value unless the user is comfortable with script written in Bulgarian, Chinese, Japanese or Thai.

On a positive note, a beta version of the website is now operational and being tested in a growing number of languages. Much of our success is due to the crucial support of an international group of native informants who work behind the scenes on this project. The site design is now reasonably stable, while processes for the preparation and uploading of new languages have become more streamlined. The classroom version has produced impressive results and it is hoped that c-ABLE will be equally as effective – and accessible.
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Abstract—Many hidden dimensions of architecture are perceived by mind but usually ignored during the design process; designers not often consider for instance, sensory and cognitive modalities as resourceful possibilities and solutions to creativity. In a Cinematic Aided Design research framework we can tap into the potentials of these hidden dimensions in the city through various filmic mapping techniques. Recently a different method of mapping and utilizing moving image as material for soft cinematic architecture is generating multidimensional perceptions between viewer and architectural surface appearance. This paper theorizes an innovative form of multimedia synthesis between image and sound, urban public art and architecture as projection mapping using contextual and/or non-narrative filmic contents. Today many cities create large-scale projector-based filmic displays that are ornamenting facades as performative urban screens. What kind of multimedia mapping is this moving image methodology?
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I. INTRODUCTION

Film and light projection on the surface of buildings reveal the materiality of architecture in a dynamic or even as Walter Benjamin noted “explosive” renditions; hence, film can be a medium for writing and translation of concealed dynamics in the built form and understanding the myths, sensations, physicality and actions of architecture [10]. This new spatial perception requires understanding of the organization in different spatial parameters being sensed and perceived. In this theoretical paper projection mapping is paralleled with amodal translation of architectural space with real-time emotive forms. For instance, we can apply Roland Barthes’ Writing Degree Zero as model to conceptualize ‘cinematic architecture’ creating a transparent free-form of (reading and writing) functionless, ephemeral architectural appearances (projections), which are dynamic and real-time. In spatial analysis of projection, amodality works closely with haptic and kinesthetic modes; Brian Massumi also connects amodality to synesthetic suggesting improved sensory perception. A multimedia form of images and sounds can map these sensory/cognitive fusions and enhance our interfacing with the cities and built forms.

II. FILMIC MAPPING: SPATIAL MONTAGE

In recent architectural works a sense of “spatial thickness” in appearance of architecture is provoked through explorations of many elements like transparency, reflection, gradation, and sensation of weightlessness [8]. A building can improve in sensual ways when designers are conscious of different gradations of transparency and juxtapositions, by creating altered thicknesses of spatial refinements and variations that have the sensation of movement and light in them. This kind of positive experience of space as Pallasmaa points out brings place and meaning more accessible and is a promising way of using interpretation of design. As a way of understanding the importance of sensory architecture we can use filmic parameters in a spatial design as temporal maps. In spatial analysis we use film as a methodology in research to divide a space into basic elements then build high-level concepts based on organisation of these elements. “By establishing a logic that controls the changes and the correlation of values” in spatialisation of digital moving image we create what Lev Manovich calls “spatial montage” [3]. Digital film helps us systematise spatial data and visualise them as digital information maps. Pallasmaa complains that architectural discourses are mainly engaged in “mapping the possible marginal territories of the art that responding to human existential questions” [3]. He is blaming many unrelated augmentation of imaginaries as slowly taking the emotional content of images and making them less meaningful, as just another commodity manufactured for another boring experience; calling to attention that architecture has become an endangered art form in this age.

Cartography is the process of converting reality into what we call maps and by way of using abstractions this gives us an image of our space, place and cities. However, projection mapping of multimedia transforms data maps into reality and information into physical space; so it’s a reverse process. New media artist Pablo Valbuena expresses the interior as well as the exterior of architecture by projections that transform architectural parts, urban furniture such as concrete benches, tiles into mapping surfaces and augmented sculptures. The spatial mapping projection on building’s facade and objects becomes an extension of the facade, by ‘wrapping’. Both wrapping and unwrapping concepts can be valuable as cinematic aided design methodologies sharing amodal characteristics that involves sensory and cognitive realms of deciphering space using film as hieroglyphic medium of exploring the city and its architectural appearances. Soft architectural enmeshment is a term I’d like to associate with projections that are ‘trans-morphing’ filmic skin into facades.
The cinematic effect of this mapping is as if building is possessed, or entangled in a dream. The precision of the mapping takes the viewer to an amodal state where it affects our perception. 555 Kubik (2009) projections on Gallery of Contemporary Art for the client Kunsthalle in Hamburg was realised by German company Urban Screen is an example of trans-morphed (‘act of temporal change’) on the materiality of a building in direct relation to filmic space, time, as digital mapping algorithms. The square gridded building is dynamically “wrapped and warped” by geometric data from structural analysis of the building into “newly interpreted freely conceptual and geometric approaches.”

III. PROJECTION MAPPING AS DEGREE ZERO ARCHITECTURE

Film gives us privileges in cognitive and sensory investigations of architecture in the urban environment. Can exploring film as spatial interface help to sensitize our vision towards the space? We propose that film can be a degree zero in writing about spatial, temporal phenomena that connects to sensory modalities and cognitive amodal perceptions; here degree zero means that point where designers can freely cross-synthesize, explore, deconstruct and let their imaginations flow. How does architecture reinvents its appearance in film and reality? Real-time mapping buildings through multimedia projection on facades are a make-belief state of cinemagic (Georges Méliès) and augmented reality from the viewer’s (designer) vantage point.

The existentialistic qualities of film and architecture are in the freedom of expression of one medium to another which is hampered by architectural rules and regulations. Putting all these behind us we purely explore the meaning of architecture in mind as perception. This purity gives us multimodality in multimedia where architecture’s plasticity is in its inherent dimensions. Today the connection between visible and tangible needs to be addressed and explained as separate dimensions, to have antithesis, an anti-architecture solution for testing the stylistic boundaries of design.

In Writing Degree Zero Barthes talks about a mode of neutrality of a zero element in linguistic term, a freedom from bourgeois style. Zero as a “style of absence which is almost an ideal absence of a style” [2]; he describes degree zero as “disengaging” [2], a rebellion. Through this ‘degree zero’ lens a designer wants to communicate a sort of true purist and freeform architecture; at degree zero creativity one will need to established connection with existential nature of architecture when it becomes simplified into pure sensory and cognitive objectives as a method of investigating as well as creatively conceptualizing the built form. As Barthes suggests a “genuine appearance of many-sidedness” [2] and freedom should be associated with this sort of design, temporarily disengaging architecture from its rules and regulations creating an imaginative architecture.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL APPEARANCE AND AFFECTS IN FLUX

Cities have long used the multimedia effects of lights, shadows, sound and movements to extenuate the appearance of its buildings in site-specific installations. Powerful projection of searchlight beams into sky or buildings are still common in city downtowns. Dietrich Neumann explains the early architectural external lighting as an urban phenomenon that augmented building characters at nights. They were first used at the World Trade Fairs of Paris 1889 and Chicago 1893 to illuminate various exhibition buildings [4]. In 1899 searchlights were projected at angles from both sides of the East River, New York to create “what looked like ribs of a vaulted arch,” [4] and possibly it was the first artistic installation to celebrate the return of the American fleet after the success of the Spanish Civil War [4]. Not until now it has been possible to clearly change the appearances of architecture so fluidly and believably using projections. In 1912 The Seaman’s Church Institute, New York produced a Titanic Memorial Lighthouse Tower. This was one of the first times light beams were projected into the sky as memorial similar to the New York’s World Trade Centre’s Tribute in Light (2002). Searchlights and lighting projections are the predecessor of projection mapping.

Today digital multimedia artists and architects can augment an existing structure with mapped projections despite its size. Architectural appearances can be often invoked by different social, cultural and political origins. Temporal changes to appearances of architecture even due to weatherization, decay of time, graffiti and vandalism may affect us; yet through projection mapping city appearances can change the bodies’ experiences in performative and dynamic ways. The soft architectural phenomena as projection transforms the volumetric, texture, and weight characteristics of architecture into non-permanent alterations that we can evaluate and even translate individually or collectively. The spatial qualities of every particular architectural surface can be a new map that presents new appearances. This useful non-permanent alteration is a way of tapping into the hidden dimensions of architecture even after they are built, through filmic mapping. Virilio suggests that filmic techniques become an “open system” where anything is possible and it is no longer a matter of “depth of field or perspective” rather, that it is field of limitless perceptions and structures [10]; hence, film can be a medium for de-codifying architecture understanding its myth as well as its performative actions.

In film through montage we can create worlds that physically aren’t possible, by simultaneously depicting multiple images into a single space superimposed to create “ontological montage,” as Manovich explains similar to Rybczynski’s Tango (1982) [3]. Ontological montage is to radically juxtapose different realities within a single
space/image. Likewise projection mapping uses spatial montage in its programming of surface and space modulations however, the seams and boarders between different compositing layers are mapped and calibrated through the projection device prior to performance. These techniques in manipulation of cinematic features lead us to new diverse architectures in inexpensive and intuitive ways, creating perceptually amazing results. Its non-permanence gives it illusionary quality that is an inherent part of the fleeting moving images on the screen. During a projection performance, it can be reflexively experienced and evaluated through documentation and a range of experimentations using film. As part of cinematic aided design it expands the space for new simulation of architecture, the same way that in early 90s Jeffrey Shaw used filmic and cinematic visualizations. In a multimedia installations titled Place - a user's manual (1995) a way of augmenting the real space blurring the seams between real and virtual are questioned as the “physical arrangement in the virtual space is dynamically determined by the viewer's movements.” Haptic senses of contact with the scale of projections create the perception of semi-immersive spaces. New media artists are currently doing interactive mapping versions creating interfaces and constructing phantasmic and imaginative cityscapes controlled by tracking the public audience. These are usually performed at nights when we have the black canvas of darkness and the light and shadow-play becomes a synesthetic medium for haptic and other modalities to synthesize new spatial appearances.

V. AMODAL MAPPING: FUSION OF SENSES

Amodal Perception and Completion is the spatial organization of objects in mind when partially seen or hidden by obstacles; thus, amodality can be considered in a research as semantic perception of architectural experience, and as representation of architectural regions as filmic surface planes, transversely mapping surface form and its meaning. Artists projecting augmented spaces as a real-time transmorphing act of change which takes place between skin of the film and the skin of a building, revealing amodal maps that otherwise are permanently hidden. For artists and designers amodal can link virtual to the physical; as a proposed cinematic toolkit for design in digital moving image systems amodal research can bridge the perception gap between deep space of filmic and physical spaces.

As Brian Massumi suggests amodal above all is a matter of philosophy which also lies between fusions with psychology of perception, sensory, and thoughts. In mainstream films the narrative is the most powerful mode of sensory control—if sound is stopped and viewed without audio the usual modal senses create interesting amodal perceptions i.e. the off-the-frame actions and mise en scène become more pronounced. “What lies transitionally between modes is amodal,” a symbolic representation of sensory fusions [5]. Site-specific works of Raphael Lozano–Hemmer create amodal fusions between the physical and virtual through connections between remote locations and users mediating his installations by Internet. He called the series “Relational Architecture.” Vectorial Elevation and Amodal Suspension are interactive installations transforming the city sky at night using multiple robotics searchlight beams that respond to text messages sent by people from a website. It was performed for the opening of the Yamaguchi Centre for Arts and Media in Japan in 2003. Massumi writes Amodal Suspension “requires us to reassess our notion of the analog and the digital, of language and code, meaning and force, human and non-human communication” and Lozano–Hemmer does this by aesthetically connecting “communication to its outside” [5]. In spatialising film we objectify it. In research we can combine perceptual with sensual, amodal with modal, and relate “fusion of senses” [6] with blending of senses (e.g. synesthetic, kinesthetic, and haptic).

VI. SOFT CINEMATIC ARCHITECTURE

Projecting film on 3D surfaces verses 2D screens requires a different spatial perception. The audience point of view and the screen in 3D world is a semi-immersive experience that allows our amodal tendencies to complete an imagined perception. A sort of soft data architecture is revealed on the surface of the film and now on the architecture as haptic imagery. Plasticity of architecture is returned to sensory grandeur between the texture of spatial screens where the real and fictional boundaries are blended, reshaped and their plasticity become evident in their visual forms. Pascal Schoning mentions Le Corbusier as having envisioned the spatiality which was “constantly changing in its appearance – a cinematic experience” [9]. He relates this materiality as energy released. Perhaps this is why Le Corbusier liked film as a way of visualizing architecture since it represented more closely his idea of plasticity in form. As Schoning also points out cinematic architecture’s expressive language mediates between perception and projection, in other words mental and physical. It is in our minds that architecture synthesizes its plastic spatiality and in film architecture becomes a representative of its space as energy. “Cinematic architecture confronts the stable with the temporal” [9], it is a form of physical dialogue.

Learning digital multimedia concepts which involve programming complex architectural effects as Jean Nouvel says is of interest to today’s architects; effects such as transparencies are common, it involves layers of light as materials in design. Ephemeral effects are ways of

Figure 2. Amodal Perception & Completion: perceived organisation of objects in space
programming buildings “differentially over time and play with temporary effects” as traditional architecture Nouvel says, plays with the idea of permanence [1]. Today’s designers want to take advantage of temporary and subtle effects that can explore the sensory and sensual aspects of architecture by testing its physics, its continuity in time space, as well as thinking of skin-like dynamics as in transparency, light as ways of complex programming different appearances. Cinematic architecture experiments with ideas like depth of field and other haptic senses of space that are drawn through our body. The multimedia projection embodiment of space is spatialising film by connecting evolutions between time and space, matter and light, sound and image, motion and emotion that continue evolving.

VII. SOFT ORNAMENTATION

Farshid Moussavi of Foreign Office Architects (FOA) says the modernist obsession with transparency was meant to make architecture more sincere, pure and visible whereas ‘ornamentation’ and decor according to Robert Venturi was a better choice of blending cultural expression with the urban sense. Through this expression buildings communicate with wider public, and cultural expressions [7]. Projecting and animating facades create sensual and temporal soft ornamentation that focuses public arts on architecture and art fusions. It is a positive way to involve people in city spaces.

Our relationship with reality is being desensitized in architecture and other contemporary cultures such as the arts [8]. The arts have been conceptualized but there emotional content and the embodied responses through senses are regularly being left out “like gradual emptying of images of their emotional content” [8]. He is suggesting the linking of art and architecture with “culture and a mental reality” [8] as a more desired way of understanding it, therefore what Pallasmaa and others are concerned that architecture is an endangered art form by referring to disappearance of the soft architecture that our minds could envision. It is losing its sensuality and embodied essence of place that gives us sense of place, progressively in a contemporary city we are disembodied and detached from the built form. How can projection mappings using digital multimedia improve this link?

Ornaments create rhythms that connect the surfaces to spaces to bodies and to senses. In 1940s Sir John Summerson’s essay Heavenly Mansions described ornaments as “surface modulations” similar to the surface of film. Today the modernist fear of ornamentation is slowly fading as sensory debates, and topological connections with cultures and societies make designers reconsider and resample a new digital ornamentation in the form of multimedia. Perhaps the most famous ornament related argument is Adolf Loos Ornament and Crime (1908) essay. He set the path for future modernist vision and mentality towards ornamentation as a degenerative, senseless, and superfluous time consuming feature. This began the conceptual and experimental approaches toward new architectural design standards that became the norm. One of the technologies that represent ornamentation is film, where it can represent a non-static surface of ornamental modulation as a performative surface. The contemporary definition or position of ornaments on buildings is of its topological capacity and the surface of built form has become a critical domain to investigate its surface performance and the role of new digital multimedia in architecture.

VIII. CONCLUSION

An architectural sensory translation of projection into expressive multimedia mapping has future dimensions in film, architecture, and the city. Ornamentation was disregarded and not considered appropriate traits of modern architecture due to its references to history and various other visual and sensory limitations; however, there is a comeback of ornamental sensibility for architectural exterior in the form of multimedia projection mapping that is not permanent yet greatly diverse and flexible. This kind of ornamental enmeshment created by projection is indulgence for the eye and equally for the mind, freeing the obligations and spatial restrictions with the architecture and it makes us neutral towards all possible risks. It is a sort of degree zero arrival at any type of architecture this helps us create radical and free-form architectural gestures that are expressive and flexible. One of its improvisational aspects is transparency which traverses through all modalities such as synesthetic and kinesthetic to amodal cognitive perceptions of objects in space and their trans-morphing potentials. An interface to the appearances of architecture is film as maps or topographic surfaces and as interface for perception of “architectonic form” [10].

We hypothesized with amodal perception as mapping ‘degree zero’ architectural affects through digital projection of emotive visuals. This form of cinematic aided design should be recognized as a research tool in environmental design. Amodal is both philosophic and psychological, both cognitive and sensory; it’s a way to deal with the sensory possibilities of architecture through spatialising vision and other modalities. Cities are filled with architecture and spaces that inhabit them, and people animate their cities in real-time spaces. Projection mapping creates soft cinematic architecture that is a new multimedia wave in visualizing the skin of the city and architecture.
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Abstract—Modern mobile devices have become real personal computers, that increase the ability of building/extend existing applications by combining several technologies such as camera, GPS, 3D graphics and the Internet connection. Due to the permanent Internet accessing through mobile devices, advertising is a rapidly growing sector providing brands, agencies and marketers with the opportunity to connect with consumers beyond traditional and digital media and directly on their mobile phones. In particular, customized delivery of advertisements is recognized to be a promising approach to capture users’ interests in certain domains. In this paper we propose to exploit the potential of the augmented reality and geo-marketing to create a complex system for targeted marketing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mobile computing is an essential part of everyone's daily routine. From the checking of business mails while on the go, to visiting social network sites while in the mall or at the airport, and carrying out various kinds of business and transactions, it plays a huge role to draw people together even when physically apart. This capability has transformed modern mobile devices into real personal computers, increasing the ability of building/extend existing applications through the combined use of several technologies such as camera, GPS, 3D graphics and the Internet connection. In particular, the availability of a permanent Internet accessing has created new business opportunities on which agencies and marketers have focused their attention.

Advertising is a rapidly growing sector where the aforementioned potentialities are defining new solutions for the geomarketing policies. In particular, customized delivery of advertisements (ads, for short) on mobile devices is recognized to be a promising approach to overcome limits of traditional and digital media and capture users’ interests in certain domains [11,12]. However, further attention is still required in order to investigate an adequate tradeoff between the requirements elicited from advertising companies and the degree to which a user may accept to be bothered while performing some tasks.

With respect to conventional advertising, online advertising may benefit from a promising advantage, namely the measurability. Whenever an ad is published on the web, several parameters can be measured, such as how many times a page with the ad has been seen, how many users have clicked on a suggested link with respect to those that have visited the page, how long a user has been watching a commercial video on the web. Obviously, there are several forms of online advertising and for each of them a proper measure exists, which can be specified according to the geomarketing policies. Moreover, mobile phones are extremely personal devices and this makes them a precisely targeted communication channel, improving the effectiveness of advertising campaign. Then, when designing a mobile advertising campaign, it is important to remember to provide a non-intrusive consumer experience and to ensure that ads are effectively displayed on the majority of mobile phones, without compatibility problems [4].

In this paper we present an approach for presentation of personalized ads on mobile devices, based on a user model that takes into account user’s interests over time. The purpose is to create a community of people, where they write up a profile indicating their commercial interests. By means of this profile, they receive information on sales promotions targeted to certain shops that have an agreement, directly on their mobile device, also by using advanced techniques of geo-localization and augmented reality.

We describe the personalization component of the advertising management system and we explain how a user model is dynamically created, saved and updated on the basis of the latest interaction history and on the delivered contents. In order to achieve this goal our studies have been especially focused on advanced modalities of geo-targeting that allow to control where ads are displayed based on parameters like geographic point coordinates. In particular, we have decided to combine the potentials of mobile devices with augmented reality features [3] that allow customers to invoke several functionalities, ranging from traditional functions such as obtaining latest news about a product, getting an indication on a map and getting information on other products of interest.

Our proposal combines benefits coming from both approaches and is based on a geo-localization technique which integrates GPS and WiFi Positioning System (WPS). The latter allows to accurately determine the location of wireless access points (APs) to estimate the physical location of a WiFi
enabled device, thus overcoming limits of GPS in terms of coverage and accuracy. As a result, users are provided with services where mobility comes into, such as services that support navigation and location based services (LBS), which may further enhance their activities inside a wide community of people.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give a system overview by illustrating the available visualization modalities. In Section III, the dynamic user model for ads delivery is described. Section IV specifies the system architecture, while Section V describes the client application. Some conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system provides an integrated platform of services to promote commercial business that have an agreement. It is a client/server application where service requesters are consumers with a smartphone. Users logging on a website have to create a personal profile that stores their buy preferences (see Fig. 1). By using a wizard it is possible to select commercial categories of interest by assigning a score to each item. For our purpose, we considered the classification of 35 product categories adopted by the eBay© platform. As an example, the car domain has the item subcategories sportive, limousine, city car, etc.. The score is automatically and continuously updated according to some actions taken by the user. A user may change her/his profile to add, delete a category, and update the score. Once the profile is complete user may use the client application. Through the mobile device s/he receives real-time advertisements of associated stores according to her/his position and preferences. Augmented reality may contribute to the advertisement delivery.

Whenever the user launches the application s/he can choose between two operational modes, namely Map mode and Live mode. The former corresponds to the classic two-dimensional map view, where points of interest are drawn on the map, as shown in Fig. 2, the latter consists of a real visualization enhanced by ad hoc textual information about item within the camera visual field, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 2. The Map Mode visualization modality

While running the application in Map mode, the user can see all shops having an agreement around her/his current position. In this modality s/he can zoom on a selected shop and can obtain additional information, such as discounts on some products. All the data sent to the user are first compared with preferences set in her/his profile thus giving the vendor the possibility to select only information of interest.

Figure 3. The Live Mode visualization modality - Outdoor

While running the application through the Live mode, the user can exploit augmented reality to improve her/his sensory perception about objects of interest around her/him, captured by the video camera, such as a product shown in the window. Fig. 4 illustrates an indoor use of the Live Mode.

Figure 4. The Live Mode visualization modality - Indoor
In such a modality, if the user points the camera on a specific product the system provides her/him with detailed information and where available, additional information from the Internet such as reviews from specialized sites, comparison with similar products offered by the shop, additional special offers. Also an outdoor modality is available, as shown in Fig. 3. By pointing the camera towards the shopping window, the system provides the user with information about offered products selected according to the user profile. Switching between modalities depends on a threshold which combines the available number of satellites and WiFi signal strength.

### III. A DYNAMIC USER MODEL FOR ADS DELIVERY

The ads available for the publication on a mobile device through the system prototype are chosen or discarded by associating them with a rank value which both takes into account long-term as well as short-term user interests, and periodically verifies if the dynamically updated ranks satisfy a specific pleasure threshold.

Based on results described in [4], in this Section we describe the dynamic user model and explain how long-term and short-term interests are computed and then combined to derive a user-oriented rank.

#### III.I LONG TERM USER INTEREST FRAMEWORKS

Long-term user interests are modeled with respect to two reference frameworks. The former is based on a classification of the domains and the latter is based on ad contents mapped onto user’s general interests.

As for the first framework, when building a user profile, the system stores for each domain, the score the user assigns to each of its derived subcategories. Such a score is stored as a matrix, where rows correspond to the subcategories and columns corresponds to users (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>u₁</th>
<th>⋯</th>
<th>uₘ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>val₁₁</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>val₁ₘ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>⋯</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cₙ</td>
<td>valₙ₁</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>valₙₘ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. User specified scores for CAT item subcategories**

As each ad has a pre-assigned sub-category, selection with respect to this reference framework is immediate. Each ad a is assigned the score associated with the corresponding specific category in the corresponding user profile. Thus, the relevance of the ad a for a user profile u, classified as belonging to subcategory Ci, corresponds to the score assigned to Ci by the user u. Namely:

\[
Rel_u(a) = SC_i(u).
\]  

A similarity value \(sim(a, CAT)\) is then computed between the ad a and the general category CAT to which Ci belongs, by exploiting the cosine similarity formula for the vector space model.

Consequently, the relevance between an ad a and all the general categories of a user model u is computed using the next formula:

\[
REL_u(a) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{35} sim(a, CAT_i) S_{CAT}(u)}{\sum_{i=1}^{35} S_{CAT}(u)}
\]  

The second reference framework for long-term interests further specializes user’s profile. It is based on a set of user-specified keywords, which are weighted on the basis of their relevance for the user. For each user, these keywords are stored as a term weight vector \(k_u\), as illustrated in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k₁</th>
<th>k₂</th>
<th>⋯</th>
<th>kₜ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>k₁u</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>kₜu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. User specified scores for keywords**

Again, the relevance between the ad and the keywords of a user model is given by the similarity cosine of the vector space model:

\[
rel_{K,u}(a) = \text{sim}(a, k_u).
\]  

Thus, the long-term interest \(LT(u,a)\) of a user u in a given ad a can be computed by combining formulas (1) and (3) as follows:

\[
LT(u,a) = \frac{w_1 Rel_u(a) + w_2 REL_u(a) + w_3 rel_{K,u}(a)}{w_1 + w_2 + w_3},
\]

where \(w_1, w_2, w_3\) are the weights representing the importance assigned to the three relevance measures, referred to the specific category, to the general category and to user’s keywords, respectively.

In order to dynamically update the long term interests of user profile, each current subcategory is georeferenced and two
functions are calculated, namely 
\( \text{diff}(\text{lat}_2,\text{lon}_2,\text{lat}_1,\text{lon}_1) \) whose output is the difference in meters between two couples of 
latitude and longitude coordinates corresponding to two 
different user's positions, and 
\( \text{diff}(\text{timestamp}_2,\text{timestamp}_1) \) which calculates how long the user stays in the first position. 
In order to associate a meaningful size to the user's position, a 
buffer zone is performed inside which movements are not 
relevant.

A new variable, \( ptw \) (position-time weight) is defined by each 
customer of the system, according to his needs, with the 
following procedure:

\[
\text{Chosen the desired distance } x, \text{ in meters}
\]

\[
\text{if } \text{diff}(\text{lat}_2,\text{lon}_2,\text{lat}_1,\text{lon}_1) \leq x
\]
\[
\text{then}
\]
\[
\text{if } \text{diff}(\text{timestamp}_2,\text{timestamp}_1) \geq 600 \text{ sec}
\]
\[
\text{then}
\]
\[
ptw = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} S_{ci}}
\]
\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
ptw = 0
\]

Based on the subcategory-location association, the \( ptw \) value is 
then summed to the proper subcategory, thus dynamically 
updating its relevance to the user.

Finally, the relevance of a subcategory for a user may be 
decreased of \( \frac{1}{S_{ci}} \) in case either the user or the system did 
not update it in the last three months.

The \( LT(u,a) \) value is successively updated by combining it with 
a short-term rank which is based on the feedback the user 
provides during the navigation.

### III.II SHORT TERM USER INTEREST FRAMEWORK

Short-term interests are represented by means of feedback 
terms. Such terms are obtained from the user-provided feedback 
over the web documents s/he receives while browsing. That is to say, 
the user provides positive or negative feedback \( f \) over the document, and a set of representative 
terms is extracted from them. This information is processed and 
the resulting value is a term weight vector \( f \). By fixing a \( p \) 
value, representing the number of the last web documents 
which should be considered for the short-term value, a 
similarity degree between an advertisement \( a \) and the web 
document \( d \) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{rad} = \text{sim}(a, t_d),
\]

and the current short-term interests of the user \( u \) are specified 
as follows:

\[
r^{\text{ST}}_{au} = \frac{\sum_{f=1}^{p} f^{\text{rad}}_{au}}{p}
\]

Short-terms interests tend to correspond to temporary 
information needs whose interest for the user vanishes after the 
connection session.

By combining long-term and short-term interests, the total 
relevance between an \( ad \) and a user model \( u \) is computed by 
the following formula:

\[
\text{Int}(u,a) = \frac{w_1 \text{rel}_1(a) + w_2 \text{REL}_2(a) + w_3 \text{rel}_3(a) + w_4 \text{ST}(u,a)}{w_1 + w_2 + w_3 + w_4}
\]

where \( w_4 \) is the weight representing the importance given to 
the short-term interest in the given user model.

### IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture is client-server based (see Fig. 5). The 
server receives information from clients, such as user position 
and time of her/his permanency on a given place.

![System Architecture](image)

In particular, based on fixed buffer zones, which can be 
specified by customers in agreement with their needs, the client 
collects information about current user's activity and, when the 
position changes significantly, i.e the user has moved to a 
different buffer zone, a new record is sent to the server. Fig. 5 
illustrates two different user positions captured by the client, 
and Fig. 6 shows how such data are stored on the server database.

![Tracking user position](image)
The user's localization is obtained through two methods. The former corresponds to the classical localization through the GPS standard. The latter calculates the position through the triangulation of the WiFi hotspot signals by sniffing for the surrounding WiFi networks, then measuring signal strength and comparing those results with a threshold. The location accuracy is proportional to the number of hotspots present in the area around the device. The client collects data related to the signal strength and its SSID, and transmits them to the server, which in turn calculates the position of client according to the data contained in the database.

Data stored on server database are used to make estimations to dynamically enrich user's profile and to provide more detailed hints on products of interest. User position is updated according to the information sent by the client, that allows the system to understand if the user is moving rapidly or s/he is near a shop having an agreement. Based on the position and user profile the server sends specific commercial ads.

\[\text{Figure 7. Tracking user position on server database}\]

The client application has been developed on a device that incorporates a software stack for mobile. In this case, Android platform [7] has been used that includes an operating system, middleware and key applications which allow autonomy in the development of application for mobile.

The Android platform is made up of:
- An hardware reference design which describes the physical characteristics that a device must satisfy to support the software stack
- A Linux based kernel (2.6 version) for processes, memory management, network stack and driver management
- A set of Open Source libraries such as SQLite, WebKit, OpenGL, Open Core
- A run time environment used for the execution of the applications.
- A framework which provides the applications with all system services, such as telephony or geo-localization.

From a technological point of view, the system prototype combines an integrated camera for the video-image capture, a GPS device to detect the position, a compass and motion sensors to detect the user point of view. Moreover, WiFi allows to identify user position with a good accuracy inside the area not covered by GPS signal. This is possible using a technique that calculates the position through the triangulation of the WiFi hotspots signal. Obviously, this service can be offered only within WiFi covered areas, where positions of access points are known.

Android framework includes a set of core libraries that provide developers with most of the functionality available in the core libraries of the Java programming language. It provides applications with access to the location services supported by the device through the classes in the android.location package. The central component of the location framework is the LocationManager system service, which provides an API to determine location.

The access of a map is provided by MapView that displays a map with data obtained from the Google Maps service. MapView captures key-presses and touch gestures to pan and zoom the map automatically, including handling network requests for additional maps tiles. It also provides users with all of the UI elements necessary for the map control. The applications can also draw a number of Overlay types on top of the map. In general, the MapView class provides a wrapper around the Google Maps API [8].

Android also supplies 3D libraries, an implementation based on OpenGL ES 1.0 APIs. The libraries use either hardware for 3D acceleration (where available) or the included highly optimized 3D software rasterizer. LocationManager is used for identifying the current position when the GPS signal is accessible, otherwise it exploits the WiFi hotspot triangulation technique when users get into a shopping centre.

The Map mode uses the MapView framework to view data either on a street plan or on a satellite image. The Live Mode displays data in a 3D environment by using the OpenGL ES and superimposes them on video-captured by camera. Typically mobile devices have some computational limits that can slow down the application performances. To overcome such limits some Web Services have been exploited, thanks to the Internet permanent connection of the device. In particular, for outdoor navigation a route is provided by the GPX Driving Direction [10]. As for the indoor mobility, an ad hoc cartography and a service have been realized. Both services receive two couples of coordinates representing source and target points, calculate the path between them and transmit it in GPX format (the GPS Exchange Format)[9]. GPX is a light-weight XML data format for GPS data interchange between applications and Web services on the Internet, such as waypoints, routes and tracks.

VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of the research we are carrying out is meant to realize advanced solutions to support users in their daily marketing activities, ranging from usual services to extraordinary facilities, from mobility to geo-marketing.

In this field, recent literature underlines the role that specific advanced tools play from a technological point of view, such as PDAs and mobile devices, which demonstrate to be the best
common and pervasive technological solutions. This has suggested us to adopt them as the underlying platform on which the development of the proposed applications could be based.

The initial results of our research have strengthened our choice and have formed the basis for the proposal presented in this paper. Here, we have described an integrated solution for geotargeting and location based services, which exploits an advanced visualization technique. In particular, we have combined the potentials of mobile devices with augmented reality features for simplifying the process of planning and implementation of marketing activities. We have created a social network that allows members of a group to invoke several location based functionalities. Moreover, we have associated each user with a profile that indicates her/his preferences on marketing activities. This profile is dynamically updated with information resulting from the various clients that constantly send information about customer behaviour.

In the future, we plan to improve the prototype in order to both automate its behavior in reply to some stimuli and better satisfy users’ requirements on the basis of feedback obtained through a usability study meant to improve the application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the increasing and intensive use of mobile devices can be compared to a technological explosion that obviously represents a determinant factor for the success of this segment. The fast diffusion of mobile communications according to [1] is determined by increasing technology and competition. Organizations use new technologies to offer a highest number of services and functionalities to their customers in the way to obtain competitive advantages. This goal is mostly and quickly achieved considering the wireless or mobile communications. Consequently we assist to the proliferation of software applications for mobile devices. These applications must be developed considering and exploiting the several and different characteristics of mobile devices.

According to this aspect, we can observe that differently from a computer, mobile application must be adaptable to the device operational systems and characteristics. In the last years, different systems have been proposed, wherein each one provides different characteristics and functionalities. The more diffused operational systems are: iPhone OS X, Android, Windows CE Mobile and Symbian (Nokia). Mobile devices characteristics that may influence the functionalities implementation can be:

- Screen: The screen dimensions and resolution for different devices can change. It means that developer must design a user interface adaptable to all devices screens;
- Memory: It is a critical resource, changing dependently from device capability. For this reason application developers strive to reduce the application’s memory footprint by, for example, eliminating memory leaks, making resource files as small as possible, and loading resources lazily;
- Application switching: Different devices can switch applications in different way. For example in iPhone only one application can run at a time, and third-party applications never run in the background. This means that application developer must consider switching device characteristics in the way that users can leave their phone application and returning to it later, easily.
- Internet connection: The research browsers, information broadcasting, advertisement, etc. are managed in different way by mobile devices. All the applications that use internet connection must be adaptable to the different protocols, browser, and so on.
- Geographical Positioning System (GPS): Applications must be adaptable to the device Web map management and GPS system to perform geocoding and/or reverse geocoding operations.
- Webcam: Video, biometric recognizing and identification applications are influenced by device webcam features.

From the user’s point of view, the problem of dependence between mobile device characteristics and application implementation is mitigated by the availability of an high number of device applications. In fact they can choose the application that permits to obtain the required service and is easier to be implemented. For the developers, there is a high difficulty to develop some applications that must be adaptable to the several devices. In particular developers are more focused to application adaptability topic than to the creative aspects.
Moreover, each platform uses a different programming language, such as Objective-C for iPhone or Java for Android, and needs a different development process and a different framework to implement mobile applications. This highlights a high degree of challenge in development of mobile native application, especially for novice programmers. A solution provided in literature [6] [7] is to develop a mobile application as a Web application. The advantages regard the portability. This approach allows exploiting the current Web design and development skills. Basing on the proposed approach developer doesn’t use a specific operating system or a specific programming language and his application will run on any device having a Web browser. The main disadvantages regard the impossibility to access directly to hardware features of the mobile device and the difficulty to achieve sophisticated user-interface effects. Furthermore, programmers are in charged to manage and implement all the aspects of the application, such as the data structure, the data flow, the control flow and the objects behavior, and finally the visualization and the interaction control. During the maintenance activity the application will be changed and enhanced for several reasons [9]. It could affect different aspects of the application, so the programmers have to modify the whole implementation. Moreover, some parts of the code hardly can be reused in different applications with the same context.

In this work, we proposed an unified architecture based on a suitable design pattern which captures the essential aspects and the specific characteristics of mobile devices permitting to adapt in an easy and rapid way different mobile applications to specific device systems. Such a proposal is based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern, which is a well-established and compelling approach to develop software. Moreover, we provide a framework that enables to integrate within an algebraic specification different formalisms such as LTL formula, permitting the description of the structure and the dynamic aspects of the mobile. This framework allows specifying a mobile application independently from a specific device or operating system and supports programmers managing and controlling all the aspects of the mobile application easily. The proposed approach is particularly suitable for implementing interactive Web map applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related works are described in Section 2, whereas Section 3 illustrates the development process and Section 4 presents the algebraic framework; a Web map case study is presented in Section 5 and finally conclusions and future works are discussed in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORKS

The proposed framework consists of an architectural model based on a design pattern and algebraic specification formalism aiming to obtain a rapid mobile applications development process.

This topic is largely explored in the last years according to the increasing diffusion of mobile devices and mobile applications [1]. In [1] a code generator to develop mobile applications is proposed. The approach allows generating the code independently from the required language. Although the code brings several benefits, its design has been limited to creating applications that can perform http connections and database interactions. In [11] a framework to face the problem of device fragmentation of mobile applications is presented. Even if the approach is of interest, it is very new and there are not applications in real context. This framework generates a client application that communicates with a remote server to run the developed application. Respect our approach, the generated application requires a net connection to run correctly.

For this reason own proposal aims to generalize the development process starting from a more high level. In fact the proposed approach supports the development of adaptable applications from the architectural level. The main architectural models adopting an interactor based view are the MVC [13].

MVC software pattern is widely used in web and mobile application [15][8]. It is a three-layer application; each layer corresponds to the following components: Model, View, Control. The Model component includes the core of application data and logic domain functionality. The View obtains data from the Model and displays them to the user. The Controller receives and interprets input into the requirements for the Model or the View. MVC decouples data access code from business logic code, and presentation code, allowing us for greater flexibility and possibility for reuse. Moreover, MVC provides a powerful way to organize systems that support multiple presentations of the same information.

The most common algebraic specification formalisms (temporal/modal logic) are widely described and compared in [2][5] on the base of their expressivity, readability and efficiency capabilities. We used Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), an algebraic model incorporating the concept of transaction. This logic is the basis for formalizing dynamics. It constitutes, together with an algebraic part (which serves as semantics for structural aspects), a firm mathematical framework to give semantics to object specifications including transactions [3]. In own approach, the use of simple version of LTL allows to define events and possible user interactions occurring during the execution of the application.

Finally, in the way to work with Web applications, we need to a Web application framework that implements the MVC design pattern. This topic is largely discussed in literature. An interesting solution is the Struts framework [15]. Apache Struts is a free open-source framework for creating Java Web applications. The Struts framework is designed to help developers to create Web applications that utilize MVC architecture. In particular, Apache Struts exploits different technologies to implement these applications, such as Java Server Pages, XML configuration and Java programming language. We chose to refer to this framework because it allows implementing Web applications by separating the control flow with the main business logic of the application to be developed. Differently from the Apache Struts, our approach defines a mobile application
exploiting an integrated algebraic specification.

In the literature, different approaches have been proposed to integrate Web maps into mobile applications [10], or into Web applications [14] [17].

In [10] a mobile digital maps system based on Google Maps is defined through system topology architecture and key realization technologies. The approach allows deploying and using a digital map on the mobile device by using an ad-hoc network structure.

A rapid software prototyping approach based on new Web tools has been presented in [14]. In particular, the approach uses AJAX to integrate Google Maps into a Web application. Differently from our approach, the application functionalities have to be completely implemented by the developer.

III. THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The main process that we have defined to model and develop a mobile application is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of three phases: Definition of the Application, Platform Configuration, and Integration and Deployment. The rounded rectangles represent process phases whilst the rectangles represent the intermediate artifacts produced at the end of each phase.

The first phase allows defining the object data and behavioral aspects of the application. In this phase the views of the application are defined on the object data. The output is a description of the static and dynamic aspects of the mobile application to be developed. This description enables to integrate algebraic specifications with different formalisms such as linear temporal logic and state diagrams, permitting the description of static and dynamic aspects of the application. The algebraic framework enables the specification of both business logic and user interface of a mobile application.

The second phase takes as input this specification and generates the business logic and the user interface of the application described using scripting languages. In particular, the first scripting language is used to manage the objects and the states of the mobile device whereas the latter allows managing the user interface widgets (i.e., the view). This phase takes as input a specific platform configuration file that specifies the available objects and the visualization constraints for a specific mobile platform. In particular, we consider Android, iPhone and Symbian platforms.

In case of inconsistency issues, the developer can repeat the definition phase in order to eliminate the inconsistency modifying the description of the objects and views. Finally, the latter phase integrates the generated code with the application framework. This framework specifies a generic mobile application customized with the objects, views and behavioral aspects defined through the algebraic specification. The output of the integration phase is a customized mobile application framework.

Moreover, this phase is in charge to select the definitive platform architecture. The customized application framework is linked to the specific components of the selected platform using an abstract layer that maps the application objects and widgets into the specific platform objects and widgets. The platform dependent architecture is as follow in Fig. 2.

The object data and behavioral aspects of the generated application are defined in the first layer through the business and presentation scripts and the Application Framework. These aspects use the user interface widgets, objects and APIs defined in the second layer.

Successively, the abstract layer, represented by the Platform to Objects/Widgets Bridge, maps the objects defined in the above layer into the dependent objects of the specific mobile device (i.e., Android, iPhone, Symbian). The proposed architecture enables developers to produce mobile applications which are independent from the underlying platform.

In this paper we describe the topmost two layers of the architecture. The third and the fourth layers are implemented using the PhoneGap framework [12]. It is a standards-based, open-source development framework for building cross-platform mobile apps with HTML, CSS and JavaScript for iPhone/iPad, Google Android, Palm, Symbian, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile and more.

In the following we provide details about the phases of the development process. In particular, we propose the
algebraic framework to specify the Definition of the application. Moreover, we describe the Platform Configuration phase and finally we introduce the Application Framework component that is based on the MVC design pattern.

IV. THE ALGEBRAIC FRAMEWORK

This section presents the algebraic framework. It integrates different formalisms in order to define the structure of the mobile application together its dynamic aspects. The proposed framework allows specifying in a complete and rigorous manner the mobile application. In fact, the structure of the application is modeled with state diagrams and a behavioral description, whereas events can be expressed by using the temporal logic formalism. Finally, the user interface is automatically obtained from state diagram and arranged using a constraint solver. We used a constraint solver algorithm that is in charge to displace the graphical widgets with respect to the limits of the screen device. The algorithm uses the simple list layout that visualizes the widgets in the order they are defined.

A. The Algebraic Specification

The state of a mobile application is described using the algebraic framework specification. This framework allows the developer to:

- Describe data types, objects and events that the device can manipulate through their communication functions.
- Describe the control flow and the behavioral aspects of the application.
- Describe the user interface.

In a mobile application, an object is the fundamental unit of program. It is made up of three main parts: the structure, the behavior and the events. The first is a collection of named data (attributes) identified by a unique qualified name, the second is a set of methods working on these attributes whereas the events represent the messages that occurs when a particular condition is satisfied. The methods are defined using a functional loosely typed programming approach.

A mobile program is defined using objects and actions. The former is specified when specific functionalities are needed. As an example, we consider the Map object that is used to manage the map visualizations. However, an action internal (private) type. The former type is invisible from the external and is not accessible outside the object that defines it, whereas the latter is accessible for reading and writing from other objects/actions. The public attributes are automatically saved and restored by a common storage. This storage provides a persistence of objects structure over the changing actions. In particular, these attributes are stored when an action is disposed whereas they are restored when the same actions are recreated, or when the attribute is referenced by another action. The consistency of these attributes is obtained taking into account a qualified unique name.

The mobile application is defined arranging the actions by specifying a state diagram. The state diagram allows to describe the dynamic behavior of the application. In particular, it describes all the reachable states that implement the application and how the events affect each state.

The state diagram is implemented by a state machine that executes the states and the state transitions. We can consider a state executing whereas the state machine waits until an event occurs for that state. In particular, an event occurs in the case a specific triggered condition is satisfied or when user interacts with the application. An event is a relation that links a starting with an ending state, which are not necessarily distinct. If more than one event occurs in the same time, they are serialized using a priority scheme in order to execute one event at a time.

The definition of the application also needs a definition of the user interface, which is generated as shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3. The User Interface.](image)

Inside an action the proposed framework allows to define the controls which have to be displayed in the user interface. This is performed using a special keyword as view. Thus, these controls representing graphical widgets are exported by the method View, implicitly provided by the action. Successively, the constraint solver displaces these widgets in the graphical user interface by using a list layout visualization providing an XML description of the layout. This XML description is used to generate the final HTML user interface.

```java
abstract action actionbase
{
  //defines attributes
  data section:
    //initializes the action
    init();
    //prepare data before the execution
    prepare();
    //executes the action business logic
    execute();
    //deinitializes the action
    dispose();
    //restores the object saved in the repository
    loadObjects();
    //saves the objects in the repository
    saveObjects();
    //exports the graphical controls
    view();
    //defines events by exploiting LTL formulae
    event section:
}
```

![Figure 4. The actionbase definition.](image)

Respect the MVC design pattern, the actions represent the Model of our application, whereas the state machine represents the Control, and the XML descriptions are used to implement the View of the model. The communication between the actions becomes through a message passing technique.
Each action is defined by inheriting and implementing a specific abstract definition, shown in Fig. 4. Generally, only the first three methods of the behavior section are overridden. The other methods are automatically implemented by the framework.

A state machine is defined by providing the definition of the actions and a set of messages that link each action with the others. In particular, the state machines are initialized by calling the init method of all the considered actions. When an action is invoked, the loadObjects method is invoked in order to restore all the public attribute values of the current action. Successively, the prepare method is invoked to set up the action and then the view method is called to show the user interface widgets organized by the Constraint Solver component. Then, the action waits for an event. When an event occurs the method execute which implements the business logic of the action is invoked, and finally the saveObjects method saves the public attribute values in a common repository. During the execution of the business logic, a message is set for the current action, thus the state machine can perform the proper transition to another state.

There are two kinds of events: local event and global event. The former is an event that is defined for a specific action. It can occur only when the defined action is active and is running. The latter, can occurs independently from the active executed action.

### B. Managing the events through the LTL formula

The proposed framework uses LTL formulae to define and manage events. In particular, we consider a simple temporal logic for quantitative reasoning about mobile events. This temporal logic is an event-based linear-time logic; a time frame is considered to be an infinite, discrete and linear-ordered set of events, where an event corresponds to the occurrence of an execution action. There are several temporal operators for linear-time logic that can be used for the algebraic specifications. We consider the following temporal operators:

- \( \Box \) always, it is an event that has to occur.
- \( \Diamond \) eventually, it is an event that can occur.
- \( \Diamond \) nexttime, it is a chaining of two actions that are executed consecutively. Generally, this event disables the user interaction.
- \( \bigcirc \) until, it repeats the current action until an event occurs.

The combination of these operators allows defining a complex events management.

### V. CASE STUDY

This section intends to clarify possible usages of the proposed approach by means of an example, trying to cover all the major features of the proposed framework. We propose a simple mobile application that uses the Map, GPS, Geocoding, Calendar and Camera objects. The application shows a Google Map in the main screen of the mobile application and triggers the GPS change events in order to trace a red polyline on the visualized map. In case the user clicks the Photo button, the application allows to take a picture by using the Camera widget. The user can come back to the initial state by clicking the Back button or accept the picture. In this case, other information are computed, the current date is taken from the Calendar widget, and the street name (where the user is located) is computed by using a reverse Geocoding object. These information are successively stored in a database in order to make persistent the computed data. Moreover, the data are used to build a marker and an associated tooltip that the user choose to add on the map. The state diagram of the proposed example is shown in Fig.5.

![State diagram of the Web map application.](image)

The example has been implemented by using the proposed algebraic framework. Fig. 6 shows the formal specification of the main action Map State.

```java
action MapState extends actionbase
{
    data section:
        public Map map as view;
        public Button takePhoto as view;
        public Button exit as view;
        private Geolocation gps;
    behavior section:
        init {
            map = Map.addMap("m_id"); //creates and adds the map to the view
            map.setCenter(gps.getCurrentPosition()); //sets the center of the map
            takePhoto.text = "Photo"; //sets the button labels
            exit.text = "Exit";
        }
        execute {
            map.addPolyline(gps.getCurrentPosition(), "red");
            map.setCenter(gps.getCurrentPosition());
        }
    event section:
        //gps.change \rightarrow MapState
        takePhoto.click \rightarrow CameraState
        exit.click \rightarrow DoneState;
        map.marker.click \rightarrow map.map marker show Tooltip();
        //no message is set, thus no change state is performed
}
```

![Figure 6. The implementation of the Map State action.](image)

The Map and the button objects are defined in the data section as widgets. Moreover, a private Geolocation object is defined in order to take the continuous GPS positions. The init function initializes the action by creating and adding a Google Map in a specific area of the user interface, identified by the id m_id. The map is centered by using the current GPS position whereas the button labels are opportunely set.

When an action is executed the function execute is performed. This function first adds a colored polyline on the
map by exploiting the current position and then centers the map.

The event section defines the behavior when the Geolocation object indicates that the GPS position is changed. In this case, the Map State is executed again without call the init function. The click events defined on the two buttons allow to perform a transition in different states by setting the CameraState or the DoneState messages. For the latter message, the state machine performs a chaining by executing the Done State and terminating the application without user interaction. Finally, the click event defined on a marker shown on the map, visualizes the tooltip associated to the selected marker. In this case, no message is set thus the state machine does not perform any transition.

Once, the formal specification is completely defined, the developer chooses a specific platform (i.e., Android) to implement the Web map application. In case, the objects used in the formal specification are compatible with the selected platform, the framework generates the business and presentation scripts. These scripts are embedded into a single HTML file.

Finally, the deploy phase is performed by using the PhoneGap [12] framework and installing the generated application on an Android device. The screenshots of the generated Web map application are shown in the Fig. 7. With respect to the other methods, our approach does not need the knowledge of a specific programming language and the Google Map API specifications.

![Figure 7. The Web map application screenshots.](image)

### VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Starting from the consideration of the necessity to find new solutions to the problem of dependence between mobile device characteristics and application implementation, this paper presents a framework based on an unified architecture, which captures the essential aspects and the specific characteristics of mobile devices. It permits to adapt in an easy and rapid way different mobile applications to specific device systems.

This architecture is based on the Model-View-Control design pattern to describe interactive applications and provides a framework that generates the code starting from a formal algebraic specification. This specification integrates different formalisms such as LTL formulae and functional programming.

A case study has been presented in order to highlight the main functionalities of the proposed approach. The case study shows the applicability of the framework and its capability to manage and control all the aspects of the proposed mobile application easily. In particular, we implemented a Web map application based on the use of Google API features.

Future work will aim at improve the proposed approach and apply it in several applications and contexts. Moreover we will evaluate the advantage deriving from the adoption of the proposed approach in real contests. For this reason we are available to support other research groups in applying the framework and exchanging research results.
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Abstract – Sustainable Mobility is a key goal to reduce pollution and improve quality of life. Information Technology can highly support Sustainable Mobility in many ways, such as highlighting to commuters the most suited means of transport for a given trip, or optimizing the vehicle’s occupancy rates by dynamically arranging carpools. In this paper, we present a solution for a Cloud computing-based platform, meant to improve Sustainable Mobility. In particular, the proposed system helps users in choosing a transport solution according to its ecological footprint, matching his/her needs, preferences, and actual location. Moreover, it exploits a geosocial network to improve the users’ confidence in the rides arranged with other passengers. From a technological point of view, the platform takes advantage of the Cloud infrastructure, resulting in a Software plus Services solution. In particular, the route calculation algorithm is based on a composition of different services available in the Cloud.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reduction of the global emissions of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) represents a crucial goal of our society [17]. According to the International Energy Agency, CO$_2$ emissions released by the fossil fuel combustion was 30 billion metric tons in 2007, with an increase of 3.2% on 2006 [8]. Among these, 23% of the CO$_2$ emissions refer to the transport sector that is also the main cause of oil dependency worldwide. Sustainable Mobility can represent a valuable approach to address the above goal. The term has been introduced to refer to any means of transport with low impact on the environment. Among the most common means for Sustainable Mobility we can find Bike- and Car-sharing, i.e. rental from a shared fleet of bikes or cars respectively, and carpooling. Carpooling (also known as car-sharing, ride-sharing, lift-sharing and covoiturage) is one of the most simple and effective enhancements that can be done on environmentally friendly transport solutions. It is based on the observation that if some travellers have similar departure and destination points they could share vehicles. Carpooling allows for improving the vehicles occupancy rate, that was only 1.06 persons per car in 2005 [16] with significant benefits in reducing environmental impact, decrease in traffic, reducing moving costs, promoting social relationships, and reducing the stress due to driving.

Despite the above benefits and the many efforts and initiatives to support it, presently carpooling has reached only a partial success. This is due to both technological and social issues. Many web portals are being developed that provide basic features such as the possibility to ask for a ride in a given date/time. Nevertheless, to effectively support carpooling it is necessary to define tools able to coordinate “on-the-fly” ride offerings and requests, taking into account users’ positions and preferences [9]. To this aim, several technological-computational issues need to be addressed, such as:

1. Heuristics should be defined to address computational issues. Indeed the long term scheduling of carpooling has been proven to be an NP-complete problem[19]. Some heuristics have been defined for constrained versions of the problem [3], but in any case if the community of users becomes wider, there are still significant computational issues to be addressed.

2. Location awareness should be adequately employed to improve the service, also exploiting the GPS sensors in the smartphones. To this aim, integration within mobile devices should be considered as a priority to improve the diffusion of the service. Indeed, a platform working only on the internet is very limited [16], being able to serve in real-time only a fraction of potential carpoolers.

Moreover, there are also several not trivial social challenges that need to be adequately addresses. Among these, it is worth mentioning:

1. Lack of security for participants [9]. Sharing the car with unknown participants may discourage people to use these systems.

2. Participants may highly vary in terms of cultural, educational, and financial backgrounds. People with different profiles may feel uncomfortable in a ride arranged based only on their location and trip details.

3. Lack of reliability for pre-arranged rides. Often existing systems require that passengers arrange the ride and do not provide location-based features to check if a ride is on time, or if there are any problems.

In this paper, we describe a solution to effectively support Sustainable Mobility by means of carpooling, able to address part of the above issues. The proposal is based on the idea to coherently integrate, within a Cloud-based architecture, a set of sustainable means of transport with typical social network concepts. The use of a Cloud-based architecture is meant to address the computational issues. In particular, the route calculation algorithm is based on a composition of different services available in the Cloud.
transport aims to increase the number of solutions that can be suggested to users while some social challenges are addressed by social network concepts. Finally, to improve the capillarity of the information distribution and the quality of the provided location-based service the services are accessible thanks to three different types of clients (desktop-based, mobile, and in-car telematics). The back-end of the described platform has been developed upon the Microsoft Azure solution, while the clients exploit the Microsoft Silverlight technology.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of existing proposals. Section 3 illustrates the ideas behind the proposed approach. Then, in Section 4, an overview of the employed technologies is provided, while in Sections 5 and 6 the route calculation algorithm and the multichannel clients are described. Some final remarks and future work conclude the paper.

II. A PLATFORM FOR CARPOOLING

In this section, the platform, we named Lift4U, is described illustrating its services and features, while technical details are provided in the next one.

A. The offered features

As described in the previous section, presently several utilities supporting users to arrange a trip are available on the web. Nevertheless, usually these applications deal with a single modal choice. The result is that, in order to find out, compare, and choose the most viable plan, user has to spend a lot of time, gathering fragmentary information and then “squeeze out” the solution. Thus, in our opinion, there is a critical lack of centralized software applications able to compare various transportation solutions and propose the one that will fit better some given user’s needs and location. To this aim, the platform is proposed to support users in arranging environmentally sustainable trips that best fit their profiles, by identifying and comparing different transportation modalities. Indeed, the innovation in the proposal is due to the use of a platform that embraces many modal choices with a low environmental impact (e.g., carpooling, car sharing, bike sharing, walking, mass transit, and taxi sharing) and is able to compute the ecological and economic impact of each solution.

In particular, once user set departure and destination points, Lift4U gives as output several mobility solutions among those fitting user preferences, characterized by different estimated costs, commuting time, and CO₂ emissions. Moreover, Lift4U is able to arrange carpools, where passengers are chosen taking into account also social networks, in order to mitigate social issues. Moreover, many different channels can be adopted to access the Lift4U platform, such as a web browser, a smartphone, or an in-car telematics system. Each channel has its peculiarities, allowing users to exploit a different range of services. As an example, a web browser will support user in specifying his/her preferences, while a GPS-equipped smartphone will be useful to provide a real-time location-based transportation solution. Thus, the platform interacts with a set of external data sources to get information about non-private transport solutions and many different external social networks are involved to get information about users’ connections. The GIS services are handled by an external map service (in our case the combination of Microsoft Bing Maps and MapPoint). The core of the platform consists of three main modules running on the Cloud, namely a handler able to dispatch requests and to compute the different solutions (i.e., the Sustainable Mobility Module), a GIS Module which limits the interaction towards the external data sources to only those geographically involved in a given trip, and a Carpool Module exploited to arrange the pools of passengers. A remote database is also employed by the platform to store some information about users. Finally, a set of different intended clients is made available to improve the spreading of the platform.

B. Exploiting GeoSocial Network Information

To date the spreading of car sharing and pooling is limited by some social issues. Among them the lack of trust in unknown people that could share a ride is probably the biggest one. A key point of the Lift4U proposal is to take leverage on the concept of “community”. Indeed, we believe that exploiting the social links established among users in a community is crucial to increase confidence in other users, by means of:

1. a friendship mechanism, where friends, or friends of friends, are preferred in the arrangement of a carpool or other mobility solutions that involve the sharing of a vehicle with other people;
2. a feedback mechanism, such as the one included in eBay, checking the behavior of a user in past rides. Indeed, at the end of each trip, passengers can rate each other and add also comments that will be valuable for future carpoolers. This concept holds also for other services, such as public transport, car sharing or bike-sharing, where users can leave ratings and comments on their satisfaction.

Since there are available on the web many global-coverage social networks with a huge number of users, it makes no sense to define from the scratch a new community for our platform. Rather, the Lift4U community is based on other diffused social networks to highly increase the potential catchment area of the platform and disseminate the benefits of sustainable mobility. Indeed, Lift4U can exploit social networks, such as Facebook, MSN Live, or Twitter, to access users’ profile information. As a consequence, a GeoSocial Network is considered to take into account not only the user profile and preferences, but also his/her actual location, to provide more tailored location-based services, as described in the following section.

C. The Location-Based Services

The platform can be exploited through two main different channels: (i) a Rich Internet Application, declined for both a nomadic or a stationary users, or (ii) a web service, planned for any enterprise or public institution willing to provide sustainable mobility solutions within its own web portal. To overcome some computational issues and to scale accordingly to the number of users both these solutions are based on a Cloud infrastructure, thus we can talk of a Rich Cloud Application (or RCA) and of a Software-as-a-Service (or
SaaS). Details on these paradigms are provided in Section 4. Regarding the Rich Internet Application, to date it has been implemented in two different versions, namely a standard desktop application and a lighter mobile solution, able to exploit the positioning sensors of newer mobile phones, to provide Location-based services. The latter offers new interesting scenarios, leading to a conceptual shift from the old travel planning to a newer real-time dynamic arrangement of sustainable solution, optimizing users’ mobility, by knowing his/her current position and preferences. As an example, if the transport solution is the carpool, the platform will automatically find “compatible” people from both spatial and user profile points of view. Once a user proposes him/herself as driver, he/she specifies the departure and destination points, the number of available seats, and a maximum allowed distance of detour to pick-up other passengers. Then, the platform creates an area of interest (or a tunnel) around the original route and checks the list of waiting passengers, looking for all the departure and arrivals points falling within this tunnel. This allows identifying not only the passengers making the same trip but also those who share only a part of the journey. Once all the involved people have agreed on the arranged trip, the mobile clients of the passengers will be notified of the carpool position, alerting their owners for the estimated pick-up time or for delays. These location-based services exploit the Hybrid Positioning Systems (XPS) technology that complements satellite navigation systems, such as the GPS, with Local Positioning Systems (LPS), exploiting other technologies to understand user position. In our case, a lookup mechanism on the IP of the client is used to infer its location. The combination of these technologies helps us in overcoming the limitations of common Assisted-GPS (A-GPS), limiting the “urban canyon effect” between tall buildings and working also indoors with an acceptable precision in the calculation of position. In the future we envision a third version of the client (which is under development), intended as a plug-in to be installed in Automotive Telematics Devices equipped with Microsoft Auto. In this way, a driver interested in creating a carpool could post the availability of seats on the Lift4U platform in a straightforward way, since some information are automatically inferred by the vehicle and in-car navigator status.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND INTERFACE OF LIFT4U

In this section the employed architecture of Lift4U is presented, then we illustrate how the integration with external services was realized. Finally, two main usage scenarios of the proposed system are described.

1) The Lift4U Architecture

The main design criteria underlying the definition of the Lift4U architecture were to get an agile application infrastructure able to:

1. easily integrate newer sustainable solutions, as soon as they become available;
2. scale up as the number of users increments;
3. be reliable and highly available.

To address these non-functional requirements and cope with the heavy computational needs of Lift4U’s adaptive route matching algorithms induced us to realize the back-end on a Cloud Computing infrastructure. Cloud Computing has been defined as “[…] a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable resource (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [12]. Indeed, outsourcing IT commodities to a Cloud Computing provider brings many benefits such as a higher availability of computational power offered by data centers and an excellent scalability due to the pay-per-use concept, where additional computational resources are easily allocated on demand. Also from an ecological point of view, the Cloud solution can bring many benefits, since it allows different enterprises to share computing power as well as data storage, consequently improving energy efficiency. In particular, to realize the Lift4U back-end, the Microsoft Azure technology was exploited; it is a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) [12] which provides a distributed operating system (mainly based on Windows 2008 Server) useful to develop on top custom Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [12]. Other than server computation, the necessity to provide Location Based Services, obtained exploiting the Hybrid Positioning System (XPS), and in general an appealing user experience, requires that some logic runs on the client devices. To this end the Software plus Services (S+S) paradigm was employed [12], since it combines the appealing features of the server-side SaaS model with the advantages of software running on clients. Indeed, S+S is one of the most advanced architectural patterns since the back-end is implemented by a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) running in the Cloud to offer scalable computational power, and front-end is provided by a Rich Internet Application (RIA) [1], able to fully exploit the potentialities of newer client devices, such as positioning sensors, accelerometers, and so on. More specifically, when dealing with the Microsoft technology stack, an S+S system is known as Rich Cloud Application (RCA), where basically the back-end is based on Microsoft Azure and the front-end on Silverlight. Concerning the clients, they are based on the Microsoft Silverlight technology, a development platform proposed by Microsoft which offers interactive user experience. Among the features offered by this technology, one of the most appealing for our purpose is the possibility to run Silverlight interface on several platforms (i.e., Web, desktop, embedded, automotive and mobile applications), with a reduced effort due to the porting between them.

2) Integration with External Services

The integration with the external data sources, providing information on public transport was a challenging part. The main issue is that to date, to the best of our knowledge, there is no widely accepted standard to specify and exchange public transport information, such as timetables, status, and so on. So the definition of a new interchange standard could be of great utility to improve Sustainable Mobility. Our solution to afford this problem was the adoption of the Adapter Design Pattern...
which allowed us to specify our own interface for the specification of public transport information. Then, we had to realize a wrapper -for each available web service we found - which is able to convert its actual signature into our defined interchange interface. For each provider, the system keeps track of the area the service covered. (e.g., the information that a specific bike-sharing service BS1 covers the urban area of Rome, while BS2 the area of Milan). This is crucial information to reduce the number of providers to involve in computing a solution. In a similar way it was also realized the integration with the social networks that offer an API and allow communications over a REST XML interface, such as Facebook, MSN Live, or Twitter. As an example, the integration with Facebook APIs allows users to post on their walls ride offers, as well as to the system to access profile information. It is worth noting that thanks to the integration with other social networks, only application-dependent user information, (e.g., preferences, feedbacks, comments, etc…) are stored in our database (i.e., Microsoft SQL Azure). Thus, leaving the most of user profile onto the main social networks’ infrastructures allowed us to keep track of a very small amount of information per user. The traceability of a profile is handled by means of OpenID [14], a decentralized standard with over one billion enabled user accounts and over 50,000 websites accepting it. In this way a user does not need to create and maintain multiple credentials, accelerating also the SignUp process. This brings also the advantage that a user’s password is not stored in our platform. Finally, the geospatial and route mapping services are orchestrated with the Representational State Transfer (REST) paradigm, described by Web Services Description Language 2.0 (WSDL). In the platform we developed, the BingMaps and the MapPoint Web Services provided by Microsoft were exploited to manage the geographical information, to get data about route directions and route mapping, and to render maps onto the web clients.

3) Main usage scenarios
In the following two main usage scenarios of the proposed system are described, i.e. when the solution is based on public transport and when a carpool is arranged. These two different tasks require involving different modules and 3rd party services. In Figure 1 it is reported a simplified schema showing the modules involved in a trip based only on external mobility solutions. The process is triggered by the user that specifies his/her departure and destination points through a client. This textual information is georeferenced by querying an external map service provider, such as BingMaps. Exploiting this spatial information, the GIS module discards all the external service providers whose coverage area is too far from the requested locations. Then, each potential service is queried to retrieve plausible transport solutions. The retrieved solutions are merged and forwarded to the geospatial mapping service, now responsible to render them onto a map. Then, a ranking mechanism, based on user’s profile, ecological and cost factors is applied to put in the highest positions the solutions that should best fit user preferences. Finally, the core module will transmit the set of solutions to client that requested the service.

When dealing with carpooling, the schema slightly differs. Rather than querying external data sources, the platform searches for all the users waiting for a pick-up, whose path falls within the “tunnel”, computed around the carpool driver’s route. Then, a ranking mechanism promotes passengers that are in the driver’s network of contacts, or those whose profile is most similar to the driver’s one. Once the ride is arranged, information about status, pick-up time and location, and others are broadcasted to all the involved passenger clients.

IV. THE ROUTE CALCULATION ALGORITHM
The route calculation algorithm is one of the key challenges of the proposed solution. Indeed, its optimal solution is an NP problem, requiring to compute all the possible arrangements of rides involving all the friends in the social network. As a consequence, some heuristics are required to make the problem addressable.

The basic idea was to exploit the Cloud to search for different solutions, each of them uses a greedy approach on a different starting item. In particular, the approach explores up to 50 different solutions, differing in the people involved in the computed ride. Each solution is elaborated on a different Worker in the Cloud. Once all of them have computed the total distance to cover, the best solution is picked. More in details, the resulting route calculation algorithm is based on the following five steps:

1. We start by computing the route for the user who set-up the trip, by invoking the Bing Maps Web Service on his/her starting and ending destinations. The service returns the path, intended as a sequence of manoeuvres. In it is represented as the blue line.
2. We define a circle around the starting point of the route, whose radius is defined according to the user preference about the maximum allowance for a detour (the green circle in Figure 2).
3. We look for friends (and then friends of friends) within the social network connections, whose departure point fall within the above defined circle (yellow points in Figure 2). If there is a candidate, we compute the new route to match friend’s destination. If the detour is bigger
than driver's preferences, the friend is discarded, and another solution is searched. If more than one candidate is found, we compute different solutions on different "workers" on the Cloud, beginning from the closer one. We limit our search to the 50 candidates whose starting points are close to the driver's one. Among all the found solutions, we look for the one which minimizes the detour.

4. If the computed detour is shorter than the maximum allowed by the driver, we consider the next potential travel-mate, moving the centre on the friend's starting point and reducing the radius of the research consistently. This is shown in Figure 3, where the green circle has been moved to the closer mate, and its radius has been reduced.

5. We iterate, until (I) the maximum number of passenger is reached, or (II) the maximum detour distance has been reached, or (III) no feasible solution is found. In the latter case, the system asks the user if he/she is interested in involving unknown people in the search.

Further heuristics are included in the algorithm, suited to prefer friends rather than friends of friends in the arrangement of the ride.

Figure 2: The Route Calculation algorithm at step 3

Figure 3: The Route Calculation algorithm at step 4

V. THE DEVELOPED CLIENTS

In this section the user interfaces (web and mobile) developed for the Lift4U platform are illustrated. A scenario-based description is adopted to present the interfaces, showing a real example of use. User Bob lives in Milan and needs to travel to Warsaw for a business trip in a given date. Bob accesses the login page of Lift4U website and inserts his credentials. Once authorized, he can specify his source and destination addresses. As previously described, different sustainable means of transport will be considered by the system. As a first step, the system queries the map service, to get a total distance of the trip. This information is useful to prune some commuting modalities. For instance, since the distance between Milan and Warsaw is about 1,000 miles, of course walking and bike sharing are not considered. In particular, for such a long distance, only carpooling is proposed. Once selected carpooling, Bob specifies he agrees to drive a carpool. In order to match user’s convenience, the system asks the maximum distance in miles Bob is willing to spend for “pick-up” detours, the number of available seats, an estimated starting period, and the type of vehicle fueling, to compute the trip costs and CO₂ emissions. Once all this information has been gathered, Lift4U starts searching available traveling companions in the “tunnel” whose size is given by the defined maximum distance of detour. This is the most computationally expensive part of the process which is realized in the Cloud by querying the Bing Maps route calculation service. Companions are searched initially in the Bob’s network of friends. If no match is found, other potential passengers are identified, ranked by similarity between profiles. At the end of this step, Bob can browse the list of potential passengers on that route (Figure 4), checking their personal details, feedbacks and comments left by previous carpoolers who have already traveled with these users.

Once he feels confident about the reliability of a passenger, Bob can add him/her to the carpool. The system updates the trip preview on the map, with the driving directions and the travel cost per head, to reach Bob’s destination. Then, the final route is previewed, its length with detours and cost effectiveness are displayed and Bob can check the travel savings and the statistics about CO₂ reduction thanks to carpooling. Alan and other selected passengers will receive a notification via the channel specified in their preferences, namely a text message, an e-mail, or an alert when activating the Lift4U mobile client. In the latter case the platform notify Alan through his mobile device that Bob chose him as companion for the Milan-Warsaw trip. Alan is free to confirm or reject the trip plan, also considering Bob’s feedbacks and comments.

VI. RELATED WORK

Many solutions concerning Sustainable Mobility issues have been proposed in the literature and on the market, but at the best of our knowledge, none of them is able to provide the set of services we are proposing. As a matter of fact, the majority of the existing works take into account only one means of transport (e.g., comparing different car rental rates) or a specific category of intended users with a repetitive transport pattern (e.g., employees, students) [9]. Among them, it is worth mentioning the online community of NuRide [13], where users earn rewards from sponsors as they arrange rides...
exploiting the system. Other interesting proposals are eRideShare [5] and the one by the Italian Highway agency [2]. Nevertheless, we believe that two weaknesses arise from an IT solution limited to a single means of transport: (i) user cannot compare various transportation solutions and choose the most suitable for his/her aims; (ii) user is not made aware of the existence of other Sustainable Mobility solutions, other the one suggested by the employed IT solution.

Concerning carpooling, several works tackling the problem from an algorithmic point of view mainly aiming at optimizing the selection of passengers and the route for their pick up. As an example, [18] proposed an optimization algorithm to reduce the idle time for carpoolers, while minimizing the number of vehicles on the road. Unfortunately, these works do not consider the social issues previously described. Integration between carpooling and social networks was proposed in TravelRole [15], but this solution does not provide support for mobile users, neither exploits location-based services.

Other interesting approaches have been presented in the domain of the Intelligent Transportation Systems, such as [20]. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these solutions merge social network benefits with a smart route planning.

Finally, many carmakers are moving toward Sustainable Mobility solutions, such as the Daimler car2gether system [4], but they handle only car sharing/pooling and are often restricted to small geographical areas.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Reducing the ecological footprint due to transportation is one of the key goals to cut the emissions of carbon dioxide. Advanced information technologies can heavily support this task, by suggesting to the users “smarter” mobility solutions among the various means of sustainable transportation.

In this paper, the Lif4U platform has been described. It is meant to overcome the limitations of current sustainable mobility solutions, by coherently integrating a wide range of new technologies. Among them, the Microsoft Azure platform allowed us to develop a Cloud-based back-end, where the computation of route arrangements can be done exploiting the massive elaboration power of the Cloud infrastructure. As for the services, given a user’s departure and destination addresses, together with other preferences, the proposed framework computes the transport solution with the lowest ecological footprint, considering various mobility alternatives, namely carpooling, car sharing, bike sharing, walking, mass transit, and taxi sharing. As for carpooling, the use of a Geosocial network is included, in order to overcome some social issues that can arise when sharing a trip with unknown people. Indeed, the system tries to match users’ profiles and preferences when combining a ride, taking into account locations and social links among users. The current location of the participants, obtained through Hybrid Positioning System, is taken into account to improve the affordability of the proposed arrangement. Many other issues have to be still addressed. First of all, an usability assessment is planned in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed interfaces.

Then, as any community-based solution, there are strong issues about the privacy of the information, especially when dealing with tracking user movements. Moreover, to date the use of the Cloud helped us in overcoming problems in computing the most suited arrangement for carpooling, but other heuristics should be defined, for instance to allow for mixing different means of transport within the same trip, that presently is too much computationally onerous. In particular, it could be very interesting to investigate the use of Search-based approaches, such as Genetic Algorithm or Ant Colony Optimization, for finding preference-based shortest path [6][11].
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ABSTRACT

Automatic video annotation is a critical step for content-based video retrieval and browsing. Detecting the focus of interest such as co-occurring objects in video frames automatically can benefit the tedious manual labeling process. However, detecting the co-occurring objects that is visually salient in video sequences is a challenging task. In this paper, in order to detect co-salient video objects efficiently while maintaining the correctness, we first use the preattentive scheme to locate the co-saliency in a pair of video frames and then measure the similarity based on KL-divergence. Finally we improve the correctness of the matching across all video frames using our proposed filtering scheme. As a result, we are able to describe the significant parts of a video sequence based on the detection of co-occurring video objects. Our experiment results show that the proposed co-salient video objects modeling achieves high precision value about 85% and reveals its robustness and feasibility in video.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Methods for annotating video content as well as related video retrieval techniques have attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. Since video content contains much richer information than other types of media, the annotated content can be used in many fields, such as video surveillance systems and entertainment applications. Among the different types of video annotation approaches, detecting visual salience in a video is considered a good way to understand the video’s content. Moreover, detecting visual saliency successfully can substantially reduce the computational complexity of the video annotation process. According to a study conducted by cognitive psychologists [17], the human visual system picks salient features from a scene. Psychologists believe this process emphasizes the salient parts of a scene and, at the same time, disregards irrelevant information. However, this raises the question: What parts of a scene should be considered “salient”, especially for the scene in videos? To address this question, several visual saliency (or attention) models have been proposed in the last decade [1-5, 16, 18]. In videos, salient parts may depend on the contextual information in successive frames. Therefore, detecting the co-occurring objects across video frames would make the saliency process more specific. Therefore, in this work, co-salient video objects are the target that we aim to locate within each video clips.

In the literature [6-9, 10-11], the co-saliency problem in an image pair might be solved using some unsupervised algorithms to find the common parts among all possible correspondences. Previous approaches in the detection of co-salient objects generally would first extract the features in the regions of interest, e.g., SIFT [12], and then perform feature matching accordingly. However, the computation cost makes the process unpractical to be conducted in videos.

To speed up the process of the co-saliency computing in image pairs, Goldberger et al. [13] proposed two methods that approximats the KL-divergence between mixture densities. The first (match-based) method can be applied to any mixture density while the second (unscented) is tailored for mixtures of Gaussian densities. The efficiency and the performance of these methods were demonstrated on image retrieval tasks on a large database. In all the experiments conducted, the unscented approximation achieves the best results, results that are very close to large sample Monte-Carlo based ground truth. However, the KL-match based approximation is faster but less accurate than the unscented based method.

Therefore, in this paper, in order to detect co-salient video objects efficiently while maintaining the correctness, we first use the preattentive scheme [3, 15-16] to locate the co-saliency in a pair of video frames and then measure the similarity based on KL-divergence, and finally improve the correctness of the matching across all video frames using our proposed filtering scheme. As a result, we are able to describe the significant parts of a video sequence based on the detection of co-occurring video objects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the proposed co-saliency modeling. Section 3 details the experimental results. Then, in Section 4, some concluding remarks are drawn.

2. CO-SALIENT VIDEO OBJECTS DETECTION
2.1. A Set of Preattentive Base Functions Used to Compute Salient Map

For detecting salient regions in video frames effectively, we shall have a representative set of base functions. Therefore, a set of sparse feature patches proposed by Hou and Zhang [15] is selected as the set of preattentive base functions that is of 192 8×8 image patches in RGB color space trained from a dataset of 120,000 images. Some patches are shown in Fig.1(c). The salient map for each video frame can then be obtained by applying the patch set. An example of salient map is demonstrated in Fig.1(b).

2.2. Frame Response Corresponding to the Base Functions

Let \( B \) denote the matrix representation of the set of base functions, where each column of \( B \) corresponds to a patch of the base functions. With the set of base functions, a given image patch \( x \) can be represented by a linear combination of the base functions, such as \( x = B \alpha \). The coefficient set \( \alpha \) of the linear combination can be regarded as the response corresponding to each base function. Accordingly, \( \alpha \) can be obtained by \( \alpha = B^T x \).

To compute the response of a video frame, patches \( X = \{ x_1, x_2, ..., x_n \} \) are obtained by shifting a sliding window of size 8×8 in the video frame and then the normalized response \( p_i \) of each path is computed by

\[
P_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{c} w_c \| F_i^j x \|}{\sum_{j=1}^{c} w_c \| F_i^j x \|_2}
\]

where \( \Sigma p_i = 1 \), and \( w_c \) is the saliency weighting that is set 1 initially. \( F_i^j \) is the \( j^{th} \) row vector of \( B^T \). The detail of weight updating scheme is described in the following section. \( \delta \) is a predefined threshold in the range [0..1] that is used to filter out patches that are of relatively small response. The absolute value of the product \( F_i^j x \) is adopted since the magnitude of the response is the major concern. An example of the response using the set of base functions is demonstrated in Fig.1(b). It is clear that the highlighted area would generally be the focus of interest and is thus reasonably regarded as salient regions.

2.3. Response Similarity Estimation Using KL-Divergence

For a pair of frames \( X_S \) and \( X_T \), we then have a response probability distribution for each frame, say \( p \) and \( q \) and then compute the dissimilarity between \( X_S \) and \( X_T \) by KL-divergence defined as

\[
KL(p \parallel q) = \sum_i p_i \log \frac{p_i}{q_i}
\]

Notice that we have to compute \( KL(p \parallel q) \) and \( KL(q \parallel p) \) respectively since these two values may not be the same and both \( KL(p \parallel q) \) and \( KL(q \parallel p) \) are all equal or greater than zero. In order to indicate which patches in base functions are more important to the minimization of the KL-divergence, the partial derivative of KL-divergence for \( X_S \) and \( X_T \) is computed respectively, i.e., for example, \( p_i \) for \( X_S \) is obtained by

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial p_i} KL(p \parallel q) = \frac{\partial}{\partial p_i} \sum_i (p_i \log p_i - p_i \log q_i)
\]

\[
= p_i + \log p_i - p_i \log q_i - q_i \log q_i - KL(p \parallel q)
\]

(3)

Considering the characteristic of KL-divergence, the smaller value \( KL(p \parallel q) \) or \( KL(q \parallel p) \) represents the higher similarity between \( X_S \) and \( X_T \), i.e., more co-occurring patches present in the frame pair. Therefore, those patches leading to a decrease of the KL-divergence is the features of interest and the patch selection process is based on the refined KL-divergence and is defined as:

\[
KL'_{ps}(p \parallel q) = \min \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial p_i} KL(p \parallel q), 0 \right).
\]

Eq.(4) means that patches with increase of the KL-divergence would be ignored. For updating the patch weight, \( w_n \) is updated based on the \( KL' \) and is defined by

\[
w_n = \frac{\sum_i KL'_{ps}(p \parallel q)(F_i^T x_j)}{\sum_i KL'_{ps}(p \parallel q)}
\]

The updating process is terminated until the weight value is converged.

Fig. 1. (a) an original video frame (b) The salient map of (a) obtained by finding the incremental coding length using the set of preattentive base function [15] (c) a part of the base functions.

Fig. 2. Demonstration of the detection process of co-salient video objects. (a)(d) original video frame pair (b)(e) co-salient maps (c)(f) detected co-saliency objects.

An example of co-saliency in a frame pair is illustrated in Figs.2(b)(e), where co-salient regions denote that the extent...
is covered by some patches with small value of $KL'$. In Fig.2(b), co-occurring video objects can be addressed in co-salient map using the proposed approach. However, to find major co-salient objects across consecutive frames, a measure that can indicate the degree of similarity between co-salient objects is needed. The detail of this measure is described as follows.

### 2.4. Similarity Measure between Co-salient Objects

For co-saliency object detection, $KL'(p \parallel q)$ is used to select the patches that are co-salient in a frame pair. Considering a frame pair that is of certain co-saliency, $KL'(p \parallel q)$ would generally be similar to each other. Therefore, based on the difference of $KL'$ for each updating and the convergence rate, the similarity between co-salient objects can be estimated.

To compute the difference between co-salient objects, we select $\beta$ patches that are of the smaller $KL'(p \parallel q)$ and the saliency reflected by the $\beta$ patches is defined by

$$S_{KL} = \sum_{p_i \text{ of the } \beta \text{ smallest values of } KL'} \left(1 + \frac{1}{e^{KL'_{p}(t)}}\right).$$

(6)

Accordingly the distance between two co-salient objects is defined as

$$D_{KL}(p, q) = |S_{KL}(p) - S_{KL}(q)|.$$  

(7)

To model the difference of convergence rate between co-salient objects, the difference of $KL'$ in iteration $t$ and $t-1$ is modeled by

$$S_{d} = \sum_{t=1}^{\tau} \sum_{p} (KL'_{p}(t) - KL'_{p}(t-1)).$$

(8)

where $\tau$ is the number iterations. Notice that co-salient objects in a frame pair would have small value of $S_{d}$ if they are similar in appearance. An example of computing similarity between co-salient objects is illustrated in Fig.2(c) and Fig.2(f). As the case of Fig.2(c), it is clear that real co-salient objects can be addressed using our measure and the distinct ones shown in Fig.2(f) can be eliminated.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed visual saliency model, we conducted experiments on different kinds of videos of size 320×240 downloaded from Youtube. Some sample frames of the dataset are shown in Fig.3. In order to illustrate the qualitative evaluation of our proposed scheme, some detected co-salient objects are demonstrated. In Figs.3(b)(c), six most similar co-salient objects corresponding to source image are shown, i.e., from rank 1 to rank 6. The co-salient map for each frame pair is also shown next to its original frame to indicate where the co-salient objects are located. We can see that frames with similar co-salient objects corresponding to the source frame are detected. Particularly in Fig.3(c), co-salient objects, the roof of the hotel, of distinct size across different video frames can be correctly detected.
In this paper, in order to detect co-salient video objects efficiently while maintaining the correctness, we first use the preattentive scheme to locate the co-saliency in a pair of video frames and then measure the similarity based on KL-divergence. Finally we improve the correctness of the matching across all video frames based on our proposed filtering scheme. As a result, we can describe the significant parts of a video sequence based on the detection of co-occurring video objects. Our experiment results have shown that the proposed co-salient video objects model has achieved high precision value about 85% and reveals its robustness and feasibility in video.
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Abstract—Interactivity is an integral part of engaging children with what they are learning. We address this engagement by creating an interactive entertainment and learning tool for children to use in the classroom or at home using a painting scenario. We do this by coalescing music, multimedia and electronics together through the real-time mapping of painting gestures into musical output and feedback. The system analyses and objectifies aspects of the painting process, measuring painting gestures with multiple sensors and using the data to create a meaningful musical feedback that is controlled by the actions of the painter on the interactive “canvas”.

The system integrates various software modules, sensor inputs and hardware systems. The paper describes several different mapping strategies, from simple one to one relationships, to complex webs of interaction between gestural data and sonic processing and controls. Input features include brush stroke analysis such as speed and position, shape and angles of drawn items. They can be configured and mapped to offer different mapping strategies, focusing on varied characteristics of the painting gesture, depending on the application context.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The bridge between artistic expression and mathematically mapped music is perhaps a difficult one to build as they are different forms of expression – visual and sonic. This project aims to explore the relationship between the two expressive domains by systematically analysing several different aspects of painting gestures and “translating” the painting movements into a musical output whilst providing an entertaining and interactive tool for children. The idea being that the user paints onto a canvas, whilst the system measures appropriate physical motion created by the action of painting (e.g. shape of the painter’s strokes, speed of strokes, paint colour, etc.). Gestural data is then captured and transformed into multimedia feedback. The mapping strategy follows a set of rules to recreate similar sounds when similar painting actions are performed that can convey some insights into the strokes that are not easy to determine by eye, such as, the consistency and variations of stroke speed.

The system offers two different ways of interaction for the user. With this system, children are able to listen to their painting in addition to just looking. They can either paint as usual and listen to the music produced, or paint strategically to try and create a certain style of music.

Significant control over the system is given to the user. For example, a teacher would be able to configure appropriate mapping (or select one from a preset library) for the student in accordance to the exercise, and the user/student has the ability to choose colours and mix them in a realistic paint-based fashion.

The paper discusses related background, presents the design and development of the system and focuses on the mapping of various geometric features of paint strokes that are used to affect the musical output.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

Significant developments within trans-domain mapping and sonification of movement have been made in the last decade with a lot of research and industrial applications [1]. The sonification of painting gestures for technology-enhanced learning has not been fully explored. We have adopted and modified methods and existing research for our system from the following related systems.

Knoerig et al. [2] examined the conducting gesture, paying particular attention to the relationship between gestural expression within painting and the playing of a musical instrument. By using a physical brush on a canvas that was linked to a conductor program, they were able to show the importance of physical movement in relation to music. The focus was on a metaphorical visual representation of sound and the opportunity to learn a musical instrument without the need to comprehend the complexities of an actual instrument. This idea became the focus of the early stages of this system.

Rozin [3] proposes a method of capturing the painting process into a digital format. He used rear-projection with an easel that gradually revealed a video stream as the user painted onto the canvas, with movement of the “paint brush” being
captured with the use of video cameras. Rozin’s setup is adapted for our project.

Motoglyph [4] used similar methods of input, however, unlike Rozin’s project, it provided the user with a musical output. Pseudo-spray cans were implemented to graffiti three glass panels, each of which had its own unique sample library. The graffiti created on the panels were measured and mapped in order to generate ringtones. Motoglyph used ultrasound as a tracking method.

The initial idea for our system was to bridge painting and music for children in an edutainment application context. [5] described a study on infants’ perception of consonance and dissonance shows the importance of the musical output. It examined the “universal” perceptions of music and the reactions of infants to two different versions of a melody, one consonant and one dissonant. The article concluded that infants looked significantly longer at a source of sound that played a consonant passage, compared to a dissonant passage, where they tended to turn away and fret. The overall results suggested that infants are biologically inclined to treat consonance as perceptually more pleasing than dissonance. Whilst this project is aimed at slightly older children, who will be more susceptible to a consonant output, thus suggesting that it would be best to avoid using dissonant or unpleasant tones as the main output of our system [5]. However, the usefulness of dissonant outputs cannot be ignored, therefore, they will be implemented within the system, e.g. as a way of “rewarding” the user for consistency.

When considering the musical output, ‘In B Flat’ [6] gives an interesting example of how numerous sound sources can be combined to sound pleasing and avoid dissonance. ‘In B Flat’ uses a large number of pre-recorded videos with music played in B flat on a wide variety of instruments. The instruments can be played in any order, at any time, and sound coherent and musical. This is one of the mapping strategies that we adapt for this project, i.e. by using a set of samples in the same key which will ensure a pleasant output when played simultaneously.

III. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Requirements

User requirements were sought from a group of expert users consisting of 5 artists and 5 musicians. A formal survey was carried out and a summary of key points is provided. The artists believed that receiving any feedback from the process of painting would be more engaging, as it could provide a real-time feedback feature to painting that is not normally associated with the process. They were also interested in the final piece of music being composed by an artist; this was seen as a potential bridge between those art forms. The musicians were more prone to believe that a musical output could be a distraction whilst in the process of painting. However, there was interest in the detailed aspects of composing a piece of music using painting techniques and the idea of using the process of painting as a musical instrument. Overall, both groups were positive in regards to the interaction between the two art forms and would be personally interested in using or testing out the final device. We used this information and setup our program in a strategic way so that a musical piece could be easily composed using artistic gestures. This was achieved by creating a mathematical grid across the canvas. The frequency of the sample changes dependant upon the area in which the user paints with the idea that this visual representation of the notes within a scale would be interactive and logical.

The musicians were also asked about their perceptions of colour in accordance to the musical output, with a general consensus of warm shades (reds, yellows, etc.) corresponding to major, happier and more energetic sounds and instruments, and cool shades (blues, greens, etc.) to minor and mellow sounds. We used this information to setup our samples in accordance to these results. Warmer shades of colours used in the system trigger happier and more energetic sounds where as the cooler shades trigger mellow samples and ambience.

Another survey was carried out to provide some understanding of the techniques used by children when painting. 60 preschoolers were asked to paint on a piece of A3 paper whilst monitored by a teacher. Different parameters were then noted. It was found that in regards to the initial placement of the drawing (i.e. where the child starting drawing) a larger percentage of children began at the bottom of the page. Using this information, we positioned the first note of the scale at the bottom of the canvas with the following notes increasing higher up the canvas.

In terms of initial colour selection, yellow, blue and green were the most popular colours. A tally was also made for the number of times the children dipped their paint brushes into specific colour, with the results showing that yellow was the colour used most frequently and for the longest periods of time. This information was used in such a way that the more popular colours trigger the more common instruments/samples. It also triggers the more simple samples so that the piece is less likely to sound too complex.

The averaged time spent painting (continuous) was 5 minutes. Comments on techniques used were also provided by the teachers, showing that singular long lines and dabbing were used most frequently. The audio effects controller and mapping was designed to ensure that these more common artistic gestures would create common and easily noticeable effects; delay and filtering. This meant that the child may be more aware that their gestures are producing the relative effects.

B. System Overview

The end product of the design will closely replicate an artist’s actual utensils and environment (see Figure 1). This is done to ensure that the end user has a familiar experience when compared with using real paint.
The design uses a wooden easel, measured to be comfortable for the average height of a 7 year old (122cm [7]) which is also usable for a seated adult. A projector is mounted onto the back of this easel, pointing at a perpendicular angle toward a sheet of smoked Perspex which is used as the screen. Using rear projection the user is presented, on screen, with the interactive “canvas” to draw on (see Figure 2). The draw tool is a modified paint brush containing sensors that enable it to interact with the canvas and software. Using a Nintendo Wiimote and an infra red LED embedded on a paint brush, the canvas is turned into a “touch screen” [8]. Colours are selected via the graphical user interface and then placed into “pots” which act as real paint pots, in that, the user dips the paintbrush in to cover it with the colour selected. The main software is developed using Max/MSP (Max hereafter) [9], which controls all the mappings, processing, analysis and feedback (visual and audio feedback), see Figure 3. The program can end at any time by selecting the ‘Finish’ option. Colours can be selected and if necessary mixed dependant on the number of colours chosen. If clear is selected/activated the colour choices are deactivated. If it has not been chosen the colour or colours selected will remain stored. If there is a load on the bend sensor the relevant colour image will appear on the screen and the relevant musical output is produced dependant of the point based and geometric based mapping. This is done through an audio effects patch that is manipulated relative to the output values from the mapping. These audio parameters are also effected from the shape-based, similarity-based and feature-based mapping. The visual data is sent through a projector that projects the image onto the screen. The audio data is sent to an audio output. The sensors communicate with Max using an Arduino board [10] (see Figure 4).

C. Inputs

Physical movement of the paint brush provide the key inputs to the system. A bend sensor is embedded inside the brush to measure the “pen-down” and “pen-up” action which triggers the paint and the amount of the paint, as in, controlling the thickness of the stroke depending on applied pressure.

The position of the paint brush is measure by a Wiimote tracking an infra red LED embedded on the paint brush. The Wiimote is clamped to the back of the easel and pointed toward the Perspex. After calibration, it is used to provide the coordinates of the infra red LED to a computer via Bluetooth.

When the bend sensor is triggered, the infra red LED activates. This acts as the activity trigger, which starts the position tracking and enables drawing onto the canvas. This input gives a variable value of pressure on the brush to use within mapping.

In the faux paint pots there are photocell resistors, with LEDs, that send the software a signal through Arduino when the light beam is broken. This signals that the colour picked has been added to the paint brush. The option is also present to mix the two coloured pots together to create different shades.

The position tracking of the painting gestures are derived from measuring x and y co-ordinates, when the activity trigger is on. All of these values are stored in a stream of data which we interpret with the mapping strategies and eventual output. With the 2D co-ordinates of the paint brush, its speed and acceleration are computed to objectify the speed of the paint stroke. Stroke/line length is also tracked and used as one of the key input elements to the mapping module.
D. Data analysis and mapping strategy

The mapping of the data is managed through a master patch in Max, which is further divided into several sub-patches. It has been designed in such a way so that the input data streams are setup independent of the output (audio) parameters that are to be manipulated. This provides more flexibility and allows us to manipulate various audio parameters by any visual ones. In doing so, it is easy to produce various system setups and mapping strategies to create a mixture of mapping possibilities. The mapping techniques that apply in the system fall under four categories.

The first category is a point-based mapping strategy, where the output is dependent on the acting point of the brush, i.e. wherever the brush is touching at any given time. This includes the coordinates and, in turn, a mathematical grid that can be determined as another input variable.

The second category is stroke-based mapping which includes variables including speed, acceleration and direction. These values are worked out within Max by using the 2D positional coordinates of the LED on the paint brush as they move over time.

The third category is feature-based mapping. This area focuses on textural analysis. The painting techniques that the user produces are measured in a variety of ways, i.e. the number of angles and their size within a single brush stroke are quantified. In doing so, it is determined whether circular motions or sharp ‘saw tooth’-like motions are being produced. The line distance is also measured to determine whether a longer or shorter line is produced, this will also pick up on any techniques such as “splodges” onto a page. Other textural techniques are noted, e.g. compact blocks of one colour being created or the size of a particular part of the painting. This mapping strategy is particularly important for pedagogical applications working on specific techniques.

The final category is class-based mapping, this focuses on analysing the shapes and sizes created on the canvas. Various regular shape forms such as squares or rectangles can be discerned from more obscure irregular shapes which can give musical feedback relevant to the types of shapes created. All of these variables can work both independently and also with other variables to produce data outputs that are then fed
accordingly into a separate system that contains all of the audio parameters. This link between the two systems is easily manageable and interchangeable allowing more control over the desired output.

E. An example multimedia mapping setup

The overall system can be configured to support different mapping using different input, analysis and features depending on the application context and personalised for the individual student/user. For example, the overall length of a line (or the area of a drawn object) creates reverb, sustain and release effects. The average value of the angles within a stroke affects high and low pass filtering (with a large overall angle creating a low pass filter and a smaller angle creating a high pass filter), the idea being that a larger angle creates a larger “arc” which would let through lower and “stronger” frequency range. The number of curves in a line creates either delay or vibrato effects, i.e. if a user paints a large number of sharp angles, the visual lines are representative of the consistent frequency fluctuations within vibrato effects. The angle of the line relative to x and y axis, in relation to the length of a line, creates real time reverb and echo effects. Similarly to the high and low pass filtering effects, the visual aspects of a large angle create a larger space, therefore, the idea that the sound needs to be enlarged or elongated is appropriate. The circularity of a line alters vibrato effects and dotting on the canvas creates pizzicato effects.

IV. Prototype

A. Interactive canvas

Two main components make up the interactive canvas interface. The first component is in the form of a large white box. This is the drawing environment (the canvas) that the user draws onto to create a painting. The second component is a menu bar located underneath the drawing environment. This contains a number of options for the user to choose. There are two virtual paint palettes each containing all eight of the main colours accessible to the user. Choosing a colour will store that colour into the desired paint pot. There are also two colour indicators located on the screen above each paint pot to show the user which colour is currently stored in each pot. Also, on the menu bar is a master volume controller and a restart option. Once a colour has been assigned to each paint pot, the user can select an individual colour by dipping the paintbrush into a single pot. To mix the colours together, the user must dip the brush into both of the paint pots. The third pot is a clear function that will remove the current colour stored on the brush.

B. Output

For accessibility and to avoid musical dissonance mapping (for start up initial stage), the system applies a non-genre specific output by default, although the user can of course configure it to other behaviour as required.

The main intention of the system is not to “compose” a musical score, but to keep a child engaged for the duration of their painting and to offer meaningful feedback.

Outputs involve musical instruments that have been recorded and re-sampled to comply with requirements. The output will also contain synthesised instruments that are controlled and processed based on the mapping strategies and configuration of the system.

V. Evaluation

Qualitative evaluation of the system was conducted, internally and externally. A questionnaire was designed to capture participants’ expectations for, and their experience with, the system.

A pre-usage questionnaire asked participants to rate their interest in the idea of the system, their predicted enjoyment of it and their predictions for the way they would use the system. The results showed that people were generally interested in the idea and thought they would find it enjoyable. They did not choose to attempt to predict how consonant or pleasant the output would be or whether it would accurately represent inputted painting gestures, which shows that, whilst there is understanding about what the system does, its actual output would be unclear to a first-time user until they used the system. The subjects said that they were very likely to mix colours and use a larger number of them (5-6 colours on average).

A post-usage questionnaire asked the subjects to rate their experience with the system, say how they thought they used the system and provide further comments. Questions were asked regarding how easy each tool was to use, how realistic they were and how they enhanced the experience, also, questions related to the operation of the system.

The results showed that, in terms of realism, the easel was unanimously rated as the most realistic. The paint pots, canvas and brush were rated neutrally, but, considering the additional comments, it is clear that the paint pots were a particularly distinctive feature. Whilst some noted the need to both choose a colour in the GUI and dip the brush into a paint pot, it was also noted as an interesting feature of the system. The physical tools were also, on average, rated both comfortable and easy to use, as was the overall system.

In terms of the comparison of the two surveys, participants found the system more interesting and more enjoyable than they had anticipated. They also found the output to be both more pleasant and more consonant than expected and to represent their visual inputs more accurately. It can also be noted that the time they thought they would spend using the system, was, on average, significantly shorter than the actual time they spent using it and, furthermore, their understanding of the time spent using the system and the actual timed result
differed, which would suggest that the system is engaging and interesting. In terms of usage of colour, there was a clear trend for using more colours than the subjects had predicted in the pre-usage survey.

It is clear that whilst the sample group used in this questionnaire is not of a significant size, there are already some clear results emerging and this system, in its present state, has shown its potential to be interesting, engaging and realistic. It would be exceedingly beneficial to not only enlarge the sample group, but to test this system with its target user, i.e. children, and compare the results.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

In this paper we present an interactive multimedia painting interface with musical feedback for technology-enhanced edutainment. It discusses the application context, requirements, a brief overview of the system design and development, and mapping strategies.

In addition to optimisation, future developments include additional sensors, such as accelerometer and pressure sensors on the pain brush to offer more detailed understanding of the painting gesture and the development of a wireless paint brush for better accessibility.
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Abstract— As the popularity and capabilities of mobile devices increases, there are many more opportunities arising for innovative applications on the mobile platform. Over recent years a trend has emerged with the majority of handsets utilizing direct user interfaces such as touch screens. However, more current mobile platform developments have also resulted in the incorporation of a number of on-board sensor systems, such as accelerometers. This project looks to augment these existing on-board sensor technologies to facilitate user-centric motion detection, and from this develop a comprehensive gesture-based motion control system for the mobile platform. This paper discusses position detection techniques for the mobile platform utilizing additional sensor augmentation, and presenting a comparative study with a computer vision-based motion tracking technology to analyze the motion data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of existing technologies that have been augmented to facilitate motion control. Many of these, such as Sony’s PlayStation Move [1] and Microsoft’s Kinect [2], have been developed for commercial gaming platforms. This level of commercial investment demonstrates that there is currently a significant interest in motion-control interaction.

Motion-control interfaces, such as the game controllers mentioned above, and professional motion capture systems like Vicon [3] require static hardware units to measure the subject’s movements. By definition, static reference points are not an option for mobile applications. Hence mobile devices typically use accelerometers to sense changes in movement, but not to acquire positional data.

Through this project, an add-on has been developed that utilizes ultrasonic sensors to enable a mobile device to measure user-relative positional information. This has been used as the foundation for a portable motion control interface.

There are a number of critical requirements that needed to be met in order for a successful solution to be developed. These were broken down into three primary groups:

- Portability: the resulting system would have to be portable, and not inhibit the mobile nature of the augmented device.
- Responsiveness: the system would have to function at low latency, in order to provide an optimal user experience.
- Accuracy: the system would have to accurately and consistently interpret user gestures.

II. EXISTING MOTION CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES

To date there have been few developments involving mobile device augmentation. However, there has been an interest in this area for a number of years – with systems such as Tanaka’s augmented PDA [4] being developed in 2004, before mobile devices began to increase in popularity. Outside of the mobile platform, motion control technologies are widely utilized within console gaming, such as with the Nintendo Wii, PlayStation Move and Microsoft Kinect. The approaches used by each of these systems were surveyed during the development of the mobile motion control interface.

A. Nintendo Wii

The Nintendo Wii [5] is an excellent example of a multi sensory motion control system, utilizing both accelerometers and infrared to detect user gestures. The controller is able to determine its position through the use of tracking sensor technology developed by PixArt. This technology uses an infra-red camera to detect the location of two infrared beams projected by the Wii’s sensor bar (serving as the static reference). The Wii console then calculates the Wii remote’s position through triangulation. The infrared tracking system can then be coupled with the controller’s accelerometer, which provides data on the forces acting on the Wii remote, resulting in a multimodal gesture control mechanism.

B. PlayStation Move

Unlike the Wii, Sony’s PlayStation Move relies on visual light, rather than infrared, for its tracking mechanism. The system tracks an orb of colored light attached to the ‘wand controller’, which is held by the player. As the orb is of a known size, its position can be tracked, simply by analyzing the size of the received orb image. The system is also capable of dynamically changing the orb’s color to allow consistent
tracking against a variety of backdrops, and in a range of different lighting conditions. The Move also incorporates a 3D accelerometer, rate sensor and magnetometer. These are used, as with the Wii, to monitor forces acting on the device and provide gesture data. The magnetometer enables the device to correct for cumulative error through calibrating its orientation against the earth’s magnetic field.

C. Microsoft Kinect

The Kinect system uses imaging sensors, enabling the user’s movement to be tracked without the need for a handheld device. The system relies on time-of-flight; transmitting infrared light and bouncing it off of the player and surrounding surfaces. The system provides a depth-map together with a color video stream for gesture analysis. User body models are used to follow and interpret the movement of the users.

D. Other Technologies

Other technologies for position tracking systems were also investigated, such as near magnetic field tracking [6] and ultrasonic transducers [7]. Despite the high accuracy, the near magnetic field approach proved unsuitable for mobile device augmentation due to its limited range. In contrast to this, ultrasonic transducers proved to be ideal, due to their low cost, light weight and low power requirements.

E. Discussion

Although many of the technologies above have proven to be highly successful in console gaming, they all suffer from one common drawback: their susceptibility to noise. Though reliable indoors, and thus suitable for console gaming applications, the data becomes less consistent in intense or constantly changing lighting environments. This makes them impractical for mobile device augmentation, as the system is required to work reliably both indoors and outside.

Accelerometer sensors on mobile devices, such as the Wii remote and Move, are both economical and widely available. This project utilizes these sensors as one of the main input sources, as their performance is not affected by lighting conditions. They also have a proven record in gesture-based interface development, having been used in a range of projects, such as Young’s Hyperbow [8], the i-Maestro project [9] and the Augmented Violin [10].

III. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The system design utilizes a multi sensor approach using the device’s onboard accelerometer, and augmenting it with ultrasonic sensors to allow user-relative positional data. This data is acquired through comparing ultrasonic and radio signals. The Mobile Motion prototype is shown in Figure 1.

The system architecture (Figure 2) is largely modular in design with each subsystem passing information to subsequent layers resulting in output data that can be used within motion control applications. The lowest level subsystems consist of the hardware augmentation components (ultrasonic and radio units) and the device’s onboard accelerometer. The data from these is then processed through hardware and software systems before it is transmitted to a laptop, where the data can be interpreted and used within prototype applications.

A. Ultrasonic Sensor Implementation

The theory behind the system relies on a time-of-flight principal. The mobile device is fitted with an ultrasonic transmitter and radio unit. These transmit pulses at a frequency of 50Hz to a receiver unit. This unit consists of two ultrasonic receivers and one radio receiver. The two ultrasonic receivers are worn by the user and placed 25cm apart, as illustrated in Figure 3. Upon receiving the radio and ultrasonic signals, a microcontroller determines the time delay between the received signals. This results in the time taken for the ultrasonic signal to travel to receivers one and two. These two values can then be compared to determine the position of the device.
B. Mobile Device Sensors

The device’s onboard accelerometer was used to provide data from the forces acting on the phone. This provides three-dimensional information in the form of x, y and z force data from the accelerometers three axes. To use this information within the system, a custom Android application was developed (Figure 4). The application, Sensor Control, accesses the phone’s sensors and transmits the data via wifi, allowing it to be used for system testing and prototyping.

![Figure 3. Ultrasonic sensor setup.](image)

![Figure 4. Sensor Control Android application.](image)

1) Hit Detection

One of the first test-cases of multimedia feedback to using the motion-based interface is to use the mobile device to virtually play a percussion instrument such as a drum or a xylophone. For the system to trigger audio samples in response to the user’s movement, a hit detection technique was developed. This allowed samples to be triggered dynamically in response to user gestures.

As Figure 5 demonstrates, percussive gestures have very distinct patterns. The maximum force of the gesture produces a distinct feature when compared to the resting force on the axis. Due to this, it can be measured and exploited to allow for more dynamic feedback. This is done by comparing the maximum force to a number of threshold values. Different audio samples are then triggered according to the range of values the accelerometer falls within; resulting in more realistic, dynamic feedback.

As well as velocity-sensitive playback, the hit detection process also utilizes the ultrasonic positioning information. Using this, the system is able to select the correct sample set according to the device’s position – moving up in pitch towards the right, and down towards the left, just as with a real xylophone.

The multi sensory approach opens a wide range of multimedia mapping strategies; enabling simple one-to-one mapping to many-to-many mapping using different types of measurements and analysis to control different output parameters [11].

IV. UNDERSTANDING GESTURES

A custom application was developed to validate the accelerometer sensor as a form of capturing gesture data. This program uses Microsoft’s Kinect to compare the computer vision data with the accelerometer output. Through correlating this information, it is possible to compare the performance of the accelerometer with a widely used commercial motion control system.

The application is programmed to track the user’s hand position in 3D. This allows the data to be compared with the device’s accelerometer output.
Figure 6 illustrates one of the dimensions as measured by both sensors, in this case using the vertical axis. It shows a logical correlation between the accelerometer and computer vision data sets. The acceleration increases with the downward movement (decreasing vertical position), and vice versa. The acceleration can also be seen to decrease as the user approaches the apogee or perigee of the gesture before the change of direction.

The correlation between the data shows that the device’s onboard accelerometer is capable of providing detailed gestural information. To fully utilize this, cluster analysis algorithms have been developed to provide more detailed gesture recognition. As well as increasing system accuracy within the xylophone application, the enhanced pattern recognition algorithms have also broadened the potential applications of the system giving it the functionality required for use within a wider range of gesture-based applications.

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DIRECTION

This paper proposes a motion control interface for the mobile platform by augmenting an existing mobile device with additional sensors. It describes the needs of a user-relative positioning system, discusses related works and presents the design and development of the system. The paper also proposes a system that integrates ultrasonic sensors to provide time-of-flight-based positional data within a mobile setup.

The system is currently undergoing validation, and recent results prove promising. Comparing the system’s performance directly with a commercial motion control unit has shown that this approach is capable of capturing complex gesture data.

Besides optimization, current works in progress include longer range ultrasonic sensing. This capability does not have significant impact on the device’s main functionality; though improving the coverage area will broaden potential application domains.

Mobile Motion demonstrates that a portable solution to motion control can be developed and refined for use in a range of applications. These could include game development, alternative forms of device control, musical interfaces and gestural research applications. The system could also be further expanded to utilize other technologies, such as GPS, to enable the development of combined user-relative positioning and global positioning systems.
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Abstract— This paper presents a system that makes use of machine listening techniques to analyse an incoming musical audio signal and determine various musical properties such as dynamics, tempo, and style. With this knowledge, the system generates an expressive drumbeat to accompany the input audio signal in real time. These drumbeats are created with a set of genetic algorithms which are designed to model basic human creativity in a musical sense. The system is intended as a practice tool as well as a means to observe the musical interaction that may occur between humans and computers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation

The interaction between human and computerized musicians is an interesting concept to consider. The marimba-playing Shimon and percussion-playing Haile [7] provide an interesting look at how human and robotic musicians can create music in a cooperative manner. Drum machines are a very prevalent tool available to musicians but they do not typically create beats based on what is being played nor do they respond to subtle changes in the performance.

This project will provide a computer simulation of a musical performance with a human drummer in an improvisational style. Not all musicians have immediate access to band members with whom they can practice and compose music with. This system would allow for individuals to see how their musical compositions will sound with a drummer who is able to follow along and adapt to changing musical conditions. Newer musicians can also benefit from the experience of taking the leading role in an ensemble rather than playing along with favourite song or to a metronome. This project will initially focus on guitarists and pianists though additional instruments may be tested at a later stage.

The overall goal of this project is to develop a system which receives a musical audio signal as it is generated, determines the tempo and beat pattern of the signal, then proceeds to output a percussion accompaniment to the signal in real-time.

First, a beat detection feature needs to be implemented. This feature must derive the beat structure from an incoming audio waveform by detecting onset events within the wave. These onsets are defined by sudden energy increases within the waveform and typically coincide with a note or chord being played on the instrument that produces the waveform.

Once the beat structure has been determined, a fitting drum part will be generated in a predictive fashion so that it will be playing along with the human musician in real time. This drum part will be modelled on the components of a basic rock/jazz drum set.

B. Key Concepts

The concept of beat tracking refers to how a computer determines the tempo of a piece of music, much in the same way a human may tap their foot to the beat of a song. A computer accomplishes this through a waveform analysis in which sudden increases in energy are observed. These increases are known as onsets and the waveform can be translated into a format which displays the relative strength of these onsets [4]. Because these onsets typically coincide with initial hit of a note or chord, a tempo can easily be derived from a pattern of equidistant onsets as shown in Figure 1.

Artificial creativity is a rather abstract concept in which a model of human creativity can be represented algorithmically. Collins [2] employs a method of finding empty spaces within a musician’s rhythm and creates counter-melodies within the spaces. This provides an interestingly layered and complex melodic structure that is meant to inspire the human musician into exploring new musical ideas. This results in a constant trade of ideas between human and computer rather than having the computer restricted to a supporting role. Another approach makes use of evolutionary computation and genetic algorithms to generate artificial creativity [6]. This method creates a number of randomly generated musical segments, picks from the most suitable segments and uses them to seed new segments. This process is repeated until an acceptable segment is found.

C. Key Requirements

This project will require the development of a robust and accurate beat tracking algorithm capable of tracking songs with non-constant tempos. It requires a suitable onset detection method from which the beat tracking algorithm can derive a tempo. The beat tracking process must work in real time with a streaming input so it must be able to accurately predict approaching beat locations.
A suitable drumbeat template must also be created with a strong reliance on the derived tempo. This template will allow for the creation of basic and relatively complex beats while remaining flexible to changes in tempo. This will prevent the generated drumbeat from playing out of time.

In order to avoid repetitive and emotionless drumbeats, an algorithmic approach to mimic human expression will be implemented. This will also allow the drumbeat to respond to a musician’s playing style accordingly.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

A. Onset Detection

Onset detection is a key aspect of the overall beat tracking algorithm. Bello et al. [5] discuss various approaches involving differences in energy and phase within the waveform. Each method has a potential application that is largely based on the type of input that will be received. One effective method is to observe a waveform's spectral features by performing a Fourier transform. The features derived from this method are useful in detecting onsets amidst relatively noisy and layered inputs.

Temporal features, which relate to a wave's amplitude, may also be observed. A valid onset typically occurs during a sudden increase in the waveform's amplitude. It is described in [5] how rectifying and smoothing the signal can help to accentuate these onset features. It is also argued that the wave should be filtered so that high amplitudes which are not part of a sudden rise will be lowered. This makes it easier to identify where the onsets actually occur. It is stated that analysis of the temporal features is a fast and efficient method of onset detection and is particularly useful when the audio signal is being produced by single, accented instrument such as a guitar or piano.

Ellis [4] discusses using an onset strength envelope which is essentially a filtered representation of the original waveform. The onset strength envelope used in [4] locates sudden energy increases within the waveform and represents them as individual spikes in the processed waveform. Higher spikes tend to represent valid onsets. The filtering process involves performing a short-time Fourier transform similar to the spectral feature analysis approach described in [5]. The signal is also passed through a high pass filter and is then convolved with a Gaussian envelope [4]. This seems to be an effective approach though it would need to be modified for real time applications.

Goto and Muraoka [1] attempt to recognize chord changes in a piece of music in order to determine the beat. By focusing on the lower end of the frequency spectrum, the onset events are likely to occur on chord changes rather potentially complex melodies which are typically of a higher frequency. While this method is relevant due to its execution in real time, it may not be robust enough to accommodate pieces of music which do not feature clear and discernable chord changes.

B. Beat Tracking

Ellis [4] describes a method to derive the basic beat based on the onset strength envelope. By finding a pattern of reoccurring and equidistant peaks in the onset envelope, a general tempo can be easily derived. The tempo calculation is weighted to prevent extremely distant and near peaks from forming improbable tempos. The derived tempo is biased towards 120 beats per minute that acts as probable middle ground for human created music. Extremely fast and slow tempos, while still possibly in time, would not represent the common human interpretation of the beat. This system has been implemented in Matlab and produces clicks to indicate beat locations in relation to the input waveform.

Collins [2] proposes a multi-agent beat tracking algorithm which follows a human musician in real time. This method uses a number of agents which are instances of predicted beat locations. Each agent has a score and weight to determine its accuracy, with these values increasing for each correct prediction. Poorly performing agents are eliminated and new ones are generated based on the onset time. Scoring is weighted depending on the amount of time since the last onset to prevent subdivisions of a beat influencing the tempo. Collins’ onset detection method is dependent on MIDI onsets rather than a waveform so it does not use the onset methods described in [5].

C. Computer Music Composition

Collins [3] also touches on the creation of a computer generated music. Collins describes how a series of tables with probability values which can represent different beats. Table I displays a template for a single measure of 4 beats, each divided into a set of 16th notes. With a probability value of 1.0, the note will be played on every iteration while a 0.0 indicates no chance of activation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>beat</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kick</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snare</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hihat</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Collins [3]

This method allows for a non repetitive and more expressive drumbeat. Additional values can be attached to each location which affect volume and pitch if desired. The template will be set to synchronise with the beat pattern and will
continuously update the time interval between notes as tempo changes in the musician's playing occur.

Ramirez et al. [6] provide an approach rooted in the concept of genetic algorithms. The authors use recordings of a professional jazz saxophonist as a training set which the computer generated composition will in the creation of basic rules. Because these rules are rooted in a particular style, the program will create a melody that is similar to that style while still being relevant to song it was created for. This method may be useful for the creation of drumbeats that are intended for a particular style of music.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

The general outline for the system is shown Figure 2. It receives an incoming audio signal from a musician then processes the signal to determine the beat. From there, the basic drumbeat template can be created, populated, and then output back to the musician. This process is continuous so that changes in tempo can be properly accounted for.

There are four primary sections which determine the structure of the application: input signal analysis, the beat tracker, the drumbeat generator, and an artificial expression simulator.

The input signal analysis stage processes the incoming musical waveform into a form the rest of the program can interpret. This step is vital to the beat tracking aspect. The beat tracker will determine the tempo of song based on a consistent pattern of onset moments occurring in the input signal.

A sampling of guitar and piano performances will be used to evaluate the beat tracker. Input is captured with an inexpensive computer microphone to ensure lower quality signals are acceptable. The performances will feature sample songs with different speeds, volume, and levels of complexity. Additional samples will contain non-consistent levels of these features in order to gauge the program's adaptability. This will accommodate musicians who are not able to play perfectly in time as well as pieces of music which require a varying tempo.

The drumbeat generator makes use of a probability template to generate a simple but varying drumbeat. This provides the groundwork for the artificial expression simulator to create interesting and relevant beats. This aspect makes further use of the input signal analysis to determine dynamics and the overall style of the piece.

The distance between the two hi hat cymbals is represented by the position value. A value of 0 indicates tightly closed high hats while completely open high hats correspond to a 1. Values through a short-time Fourier transform, followed by a high pass filter, then convolving the signal with a Gaussian envelope, a suitable onset strength envelope can be created [4]. These methods accentuate possible onsets so that beat tracking is just a matter of peak selection and pattern detection. The input signal analysis must be executed in real time as there is no guarantee that a musician will be playing in a consistent style and tempo.

The waveform is monitored for gradual changes in amplitude, as these will determine the overall volume of the drumbeat. The rate of decay in amplitude between peaks will also be noted as it may contain information on the current style the musician is playing in. This information is contained in an average intensity value which is used by the artificial expression simulator. High rates of decay will increase the intensity value while lower rates will decrease it.

B. Beat Tracker

The methods described in [4], deriving a tempo from repetition of local peak patterns in the onset strength envelope, work well but would need to be further optimized to reduce latency. This is accomplished by having the beat tracker predict the beat for the next few seconds based on a short segment of the incoming signal. The tracker can then observe future segments as they are received and adjust its timing accordingly.

C. Drum Beat Generator

The drumbeat generator creates a drumbeat template similar to the probability template described in [3], but with additional features. Each beat in the template is determined by the beat tracker to ensure that any generated drum part remains in time with the human musician. In Table II, each beat contains four evenly spaced subdivisions which model a string of potential 16th notes. The template has been expanded to include a tom and cymbal track, volume adjustments for each track, and tone parameters for relevant tracks. The volume parameter allows for accents and ghosts notes while the tone parameter can create the effect of multiple toms and cymbals within one instrument track.

![Figure 2. General flow of application.](image)

**TABLE II. EXPANDED DRUMBEAT TEMPLATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Track</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snare</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-hat</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cymbal</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distance between the two hi hat cymbals is represented by the position value. A value of 0 indicates tightly closed high hats while completely open high hats correspond to a 1. Values...
between 0 and 1 cover the remaining distance and allow for interesting crescendo effects and accents to set the overall style.

The template is initially populated by a genetic algorithm with a series of 1’s and 0’s, representing hits and non-hits. The simplest fitness function for this algorithm takes the number of kick and snare drum hits occurring on their expected beats (1 and 3 for kick and 2 and 4 for snare) over the number of offbeat hits, rewarding correct hit placement while punishing overuse. The time keeping track is scored for consistency. This fitness function works well for simple drumbeats, however, more intricate fitness functions are currently being evaluated, balancing complexity with how easy the drumbeat is to follow.

D. Artificial Expression Simulator

The values contained in the drumbeat template are assigned by the artificial expression simulator. These values are assigned in three separate stages in order to avoid unnecessary values being assigned to unused cells. Probability values are assigned first, followed by the volume, tone, and position values.

a) Assigning Probability Values

The probability values in the drumbeat template dictate how likely a hit in a given position will occur. These values, falling between 0.0 and 1.0, are determined by a genetic algorithm with a different scoring system for each individual drum or cymbal. Hits that are determined to be vital to the beat are more likely to occur on each iteration of the beat, thus having a higher probability value. The track designated as the time keeper (consistent hits) will also have higher probability values unless a particular hit falls outside the time keeping pattern. Any non essential hits will normally have lower probability values so they are not overused.

The number of onsets directly corresponding to beats can also influence a template’s probability values. If most onsets are occurring directly on the beat, it can be assumed that the musician is playing a relatively simple rhythm. In this case, excessive offbeat hits will be less likely to occur. The opposite is true in cases where many offbeat onsets are occurring, indicating a slightly more complex rhythm. A complexity value is assigned to this parameter to determine whether a simple or intricate drum beat is called for.

New templates will be compared with previous ones to prevent both drastic changes and excessive repetition within the various drumbeats. The probability values ensure a template can be used multiple times in sequence without too much repetition.

b) Assigning Volume Value

The next stage is to set the volume levels for each hit. A base volume level will be set based on the relative amplitude of the input waveform. This base value will adjust to whatever the current dynamic level of the input signal may be, much in the same way a human drummer will respond to another musician playing louder or softer. Another genetic algorithm will then proceed to adjust the volume levels in order to create accents and soft pickup hits. Scoring is slightly different for each component and fitness functions are still being verified. Volume levels will generally remain consistent unless changes are called for.

c) Assigning Tone and Position Values

The tom and cymbal tone levels will be set to a low value if the track is being used as the primary time keeper. This is to remain consistent with human drummers who typically will use lower-toned toms and cymbals as time keepers isolated tom and cymbal hits can have completely random tone levels otherwise.

The position value of the hi hat track largely relies on the input (specifically, the intensity rating). A waveform with a low decay rate following onsets is most likely corresponding to an instrument that is being played with smooth, sustained chords. If the high hat is being used as the time keeper in this section, the position value will be somewhere near the middle. If the waveform features a high rate of decay after an onset, then this section of music will be more suited to a closed high hat (lower position value). The higher position values are used for accents, which may also be indicated by a higher volume level for the hi-hat at that moment in time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the design and development of a virtual drum accompanist for musical composition and practice purposes. The ultimate goal is to have the virtual drummer seamlessly provide accurate and appropriate accommodations to pieces of music as they are played. The system modelled on a human drummer who has no prior knowledge of a song but can still create a suitable and dynamic drumbeat to suit the piece. Through detailed waveform analysis and accurate beat tracking, the program can quickly compose and execute drumbeats while modelling some forms of expression exhibited by human musicians.

This is an ongoing project with a prototype system currently being validated. The artificial expression simulator is also undergoing constant analysis and tweaking due to its influence on drumbeats candidates.
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Abstract—SMIL, Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language, is a W3C markup language for the definition of complex multimedia presentations. SMIL documents need a specific player for its playback and cannot be rendered by modern browsers. In this paper we present SmilingWeb, a first tentative to implement a cross-platform player for SMIL presentations contained in web pages. We implement a JavaScript library, based on the web standards, which allows to solve the synchronization of media items contained in multimedia presentations through the use of any available browser. The proposed solution is cross-platform and cross-browser, therefore it can be potentially used by any user. The player has been tested with the SMIL Testsuite, provided by W3C and with a set of very complex multimedia presentations in order to check its support to the standard and its scalability. All the tests reported positive results.

I. INTRODUCTION

SMIL [1], Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language, is a W3C standard that allows to create hypermedia presentations. SMIL describes both the temporal behavior of media items contained in a multimedia presentation and their spatial layout. Moreover, the playback of the media objects may be completely changed by the user, who can follow a link, click on an image, or even simply move the mouse over or out of an item.

Even if SMIL was not intended as a substitute for Adobe Flash®, it can be a valid alternative for simple animations or other synchronization of multimedia objects contained into web pages. However, more than ten years have passed after the first definition of this language in 1998, SMIL is used, as examples, to describe interaction in Brazilian digital TV, as language to describe the MMS, Multimedia Message System, and in the Daisy digital talking books, i.e., book accessible to visually impaired users [2], but its diffusion in the web pages is still lower than expected. One of the key problems of this low diffusion is due to the complexity of the authoring activity [3], but also to the lack of a fully-featured SMIL player is a strong obstacle to its adoption. In fact, a SMIL document cannot be rendered by web browsers but needs a suitable player. At the moment, the only available player for the third version of the standard is Ambulant Player [4]. Unfortunately, Ambulant player is a stand-alone-application, therefore it cannot be used to render SMIL presentation inside a web page. There exists a plug-in, but it is available only for a limited subset of browsers. Therefore at the moment, the multimedia presentations created with the standard SMIL cannot be rendered on web pages, but only as stand-alone applications. Moreover, the available players are often platform-dependent, therefore it does not exist a solution which works on all operating systems. Since web users are very heterogeneous in terms of used device, operating system and browser, this is a big problem.

In this paper we present SmilingWeb, a first tentative to implement a cross-platform player for SMIL presentations contained in web pages. We implement a JavaScript engine, based on the web standards, to allow the playback of multimedia presentations through the use of any available browser. The proposed solution is cross-platform and cross-browser, therefore it can be potentially used by any user.

The possibility to use SMIL in web pages is very important since, differently from Adobe Flash®, this standard can be used to improve accessibility of web pages. As an example, SMIL is suggested to create accessible subtitles for audio or video files. Moreover, SMIL allows to consider different alternative inside a presentation in order to better match users profile.

Our player does not fully support the third version of the standard, since a limited subset of features are not currently implemented, but the state of the implementation allows to render complex, interactive, multimedia presentations. The player has been tested using the SMIL 3.0 Testsuite with positive results.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses background and related work. The implementation of the player is described in Section III and Section IV describes the tests made on the player. Finally, we concluded in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. The SMIL language

A SMIL file is divided in two sections: the layout section defines the regions, i.e., rectangular areas on the user screen in which media items are visualized, and the body section contains the definitions of media items involved in the presentation, and the temporal relationships among them. The language SMIL also allows to define transitions, i.e., visual effects between two objects, and animations, i.e., modifications to the value of some attributes (e.g., the color, the size, the position, etc.) of a media item.

SMIL does not define a reference model for the data structure, but only tags for describing media objects behavior. Synchronization is achieved essentially through two tags: seq to render two or more objects sequentially, one after the other, and par to play them in parallel.
Using attributes `begin`, `end`, and `dur` it is possible to fix the start and the end time of a media item. Consider a media item inside a `par` block. If its attributes `begin`, `end` or `dur` are undefined, the media item starts at the beginning of the `par` block and ends with its natural termination. Otherwise it begins (ends) a certain amount of time after the beginning of the `par` block, given by the corresponding attribute value. In script 1, the attribute `begin` = `'intro.activateEvent'` makes audio `artwork` start when the user clicks on video item `intro`. Therefore, the beginning and the end of a media item can be defined with reference to the tag in which it is contained, or according to a particular event, even completely changing the semantics of tags `par` and `seq`, as in the case of script 1. The attribute `dur` defines the duration of an object.

```xml
⟨par id="par1" dur="60s" ⟩
  ⟨video id="intro" end="20s" /⟩
  ⟨audio id="artwork" begin="intro.activateEvent" dur="30s" /⟩
  ⟨img id="picture" begin="artwork.begin+5" /⟩
⟨/par⟩
```

The tag `excl` is used to model some user interactions. It provides a list of children elements, and only one of them may play at any given time. We refer to [1], [2] for more details about this standard.

### B. Related work

Since SMIL’s first appearance, many authoring tools have been implemented [2] offering their users different facilities like visual editors or preview windows and some players. The first available player was RealNetworks RealPlayer® [5]. RealPlayer, and its successor RealOne, implements the SMIL standard up to version 2.1. It was a commercial product, available both freeware and as a paid version (RealPlayer Plus). It is a stand alone application available both for Microsoft and Apple operating systems, even if in the second case, the users reported a longer list of bugs. Unfortunately, RealPlayer does not support the third version of the standard.

The only player that support SMIL 3.0 is Ambulant [4]. This player is available freeware for all operating systems as a stand alone application, or as a plug-in for the Mozilla Firefox and Apple Safari. Tests made has shown that, despite the large support of the numerous features of the language, the application often does not work as soon as the complexity of the synchronization of media items involved in the presentations increased, therefore, the player is often unusable.

Valente et al [6] consider the problem of finding out temporal conflicts into SMIL documents and implement a player, based on a formal description of SMIL elements through automata, which enables the generation of a valid scheduling for rendering, considering QoS problem. The authors compare different players’ behaviors in case of temporal inconsistencies and denote that they are implementation-dependent. This approach is not extensible: the automaton which describes the obtained behavior needs to be re-built after any changes.

Microsoft Internet Explorer® supported a selection of SMIL Boston2 components till version 6.

Unfortunately, the implementation of SMIL was abandoned in Internet Explorer 7 in favor of SAMI, Synchronized Accessible Media Interchange [7], a technology to provide closed captioning to a wide range of multimedia products, which works with Microsoft software only.

Some tentative approaches to create a cross-browsers SMIL player are documented in [8], but the proposed solutions, Soja and S2M2, are limited to the first version of the standard, therefore of no practical use.

Therefore at the moment, SMIL multimedia presentation can be played as a stand alone application with Ambulant player in any operating system, but it cannot be incorporated into web page, even if, both XHTML and SMIL are XML languages and therefore can be used inside the same document. This limitation is due to the state of software, i.e., browsers, implementation and not to the SMIL specification, therefore we think that future implementations of the standard will overcome this limitation.

We must note here that supporting SMIL is a very complex task, since this language provides a good expressivity, i.e. it allows to define rich and interactive multimedia documents, thus mastering its timing relations is not easy. To the best of our knowledge, no browsers support SMIL natively (only versions 5.5 and 6 of Microsoft Internet Explorer partially did in the past), but some of them declare to plan to support this standard in the future. Moreover, there exist JavaScript implementations of few SMIL modules (e. g. JavaScript implementation of smilText is available in the web page of the Ambulant Player) which make documents, using that modules, accessible with any browser.

### III. SmilingWeb

**SmilingWeb** is a web player for multimedia presentations designed with the SMIL standard implemented as a JavaScript library. We aim at developing a solution suitable for all available browsers, therefore we paid particular attention to their differences in terms of support to HTML5 and other solutions like CSS3 and AJAX. The first problem that we have to consider was the possibility to play a video or an audio file without the need for a plug-in. HTML5 [9] offers the ability to easily embed media into HTML documents, using `<audio>` and `<video>` elements, but it is still a W3C working draft, and its support is still limited. Moreover, modern browsers provide support for these tags, but for a very limited subset of audio and video codec. For this reason, our player uses Modernizr [10], a small and simple JavaScript library that helps to take advantage of the emerging web

---

1 A plug-in for Internet Explorer is currently available in the Ambulant web pages, but at the time of writing it cannot be installed on all available versions of Internet Explorer.

2 SMIL Boston was a preliminary version of SMIL 2.0, supported by Microsoft, which aims at introducing transition effects and animations that are not included in the first version of this standard.
technologies (CSS3, HTML5) while still maintaining a fine level of control over older browsers that may not yet support these new technologies. Modernizr allows SmilingWeb to play a video or an audio file natively, thanks to HTML5 features, or to require a plug-in only if the browser does not support it. Modernizr also allows to avoid code forking and to design an application compatible with future development of browsers, since it does not test the browser name and version, but it tests its capability. This means that, when all browsers will support HTML5 features, SmilingWeb will not need any redesign.

A similar consideration can be done with the support for CSS3, which should be very useful to implement some transition effects. Differently from HTML5, new browsers begin to support CSS3 properties, but not using the standard notation, but adding a particular prefix related to the specific rendering engine. Moreover, the set of transition effects supported deeply varies from browser to browser. This means that, the use of CSS3 implies that the transition effects applied to media objects can be present or not according to the browser. For this reason we decide to use another solution, the well-known JavaScript library jQuery [11], since the browsers support to CSS3 is still inadequate. Future versions of SmilingWeb will probably adopt the CSS3 standard as soon as browsers support will be sufficient. Moreover, jQuery simplifies HTML document traversing, event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions, therefore it also used to implement SMIL animations.

The SmilingWeb player has been designed to support SMIL 3.0. It does not implement all the tags of the language, but the subset of unsupported tags is limited. In particular, it supports:

- all tags and attributes of the Layout Module, with the only exception of the tag regPoint and the attribute soundLevel;
- all tags and attributes of the Linking Module, with the only exception of attributes used to control the volume;
- tags img, video, audio, brush, text and ref for definition of media items;
- all tags of the Timing Module, with the only exception of priorityClass;
- all tags of the Animation Module and
- the tag transition for the transition effects.

The complete set of supported tags and attributes is detailed in Table I.

Moreover, the player supports events handling and the temporal synchronization of text through smiText. We must note here that the player does not support all video and audio codecs, but this limitation is due to the set of codecs supported by the browsers and the plug-in. In fact, if the browser does not support HTML5, the flowplayer plug-in [12] is used, an Open Source (GPL 3) video player for the web.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>text, img, video, audio, animation, brush, ref a, area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LkM</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>par, seq, excl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>TrM</td>
<td>animate, animateMotion, animateColor, set transition*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td></td>
<td>smiText, tex, br, clear, div, p, span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>height, width, background-color, top, left, bottom, right, z-index, backgroundOpacity*, backgroundImage, backgroundRepeat, fit, showBackground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LkM</td>
<td>TM</td>
<td>shape, coords*, sourcePlaystate, href, alt, tabindex, accesskey, show*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>targetElement, attributeName, from .to, values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrM</td>
<td></td>
<td>transition*, duration, dir, subtype, type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td></td>
<td>next, textAlign, textBackgroundColor, textColor, textFontFamily, textFontStyle, textFontWeight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>LkM</td>
<td>fill: transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td></td>
<td>coords: a list of positive integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LkM</td>
<td></td>
<td>begin: a positive time value t, an event ev, ev+t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>end: a positive time value t, an event ev, ev+t, indefinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td></td>
<td>dur: a positive time value t, indefinite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A. The scheduler

The most important module of SmilingWeb is the scheduler, i.e., the engine that solves the synchronization constraints of the presentation to find out the correct begin and end time of each element to be scheduled. By element we mean all SMIL objects which can be synchronized, i.e., media items, smiText tags, animations or transition effects. A task is therefore the set of operations needed to start an element.

The scheduler must be correct and efficient to avoid the user lies in wait for long time. Moreover, efficiency is particularly important in case of synchronization due to user interactions: it may happen that the scheduler had to re-calculate the entire scheduling after an event like the user clicking on an image. In this case, the playback could be paused or be subject to delays if the computation does not end in time. While the user is used to wait the beginning of playback of multimedia presentations, long response times after interactions are poorly tolerated.

The scheduler engine loads the SMIL file only once and saves all the information about media, transitions and animations into a tree structure. For each element, the collected information are the id, a pointer to the tag in which it is contained, if available, and the start and end time. If the element begin and end attributes contain a time value, they are simply saved in the tree structure, otherwise, they will be calculated according to their definitions.

SMIL language allows to synchronize elements according
to two kinds of events, *internal events*, i.e., the begin or end time of another element, and *external events*, i.e., user’s interactions, e.g., the user clicking on an image or keying a key on the keyboard. The first kind requires the scheduler to search the tree for the id of the referred object and simply retrieve the time value of its start (or end). The second kind is very different since, if the definition of a SMIL tag is bound to a user event for its start or end time, they must be solved on-the-fly during playback, therefore the scheduler does not return a point in time but the event contained in the definition.

Before the calculation of the start and end time of each element, the player pre-loads the images and other media files contained in the presentation, so to avoid pause during presentation rendering to wait for distributed media items.

Synchronization constraints are solved by the function \( \text{findRendering}(el) \) which recursively considers all the tags of the presentation. Initially, it receives as input the entire SMIL file, and creates the tree structure. Then it calculates the start/end times of elements, starting by the first synchronization tag contained in \textit{body} and current time instant equal to 0. More precisely, if the element \( el \) does not contain any references to external events, \( \text{findRendering}(el, \text{currentTime}) \):

1) calculates \( el \) start time,

2) calculates \( el \) end time,

3) recursively applies \( \text{findRendering}(c_i, \text{currentTime}) \) to all the element’s children \( c_i \), with current time instant

   a) equal to the one received as input in two cases, if \( el \) is a \textit{par} or an \textit{excl} tag, i.e., \( \forall i \, \text{time}_i = \text{currentTime} \), or the current child is the first child of a \textit{seq}, i.e., \( c_1 = \text{currentTime} \);

   b) equal to the time instant in which the previous child ends otherwise.

4) adjusts, if necessary, the end time of \( el \).

Calculating the start and the end time of a SMIL tag is a complex task, since both values may depend on offset, internal and external events. A detailed description of different possible combinations of attributes’ values are reported in [13]. We report here only a brief, and not complete, description of the algorithm chosen to solve the synchronization constraints introduced by SMIL tags.

The start time of the element is obtained by adding the offset contained in the attribute \textit{begin} to the current time instant received as input. If the attribute \textit{begin} refers to an internal event, the schedule retrieves the time instant in which that event occurs and calculate the start time of the element. The end time of an element is calculated as follows:

1) it is equal to the current time instant plus the value of the attribute \textit{end},

2) it is equal to the start time plus the value of the attribute \textit{dur},

3) it is obtained resolving the time instant in which the referred event occurs and adding the offset (if present).

4) if both the attributes \textit{end} and \textit{dur} are undefined, the element ends together with its father, or if not possible, when all its children have terminated their rendering, if the element is a time container, i.e., a \textit{tag par, seq or excl}.

The scheduler engine creates a hash table, named the \textit{scheduledTasks}, to insert all the start and end times that are calculated. The \textit{scheduledTasks} is chronologically sorted and contains, for each time instant returned from the scheduler, the list of tasks, i.e., the elements to start in that point in time. Once the computation of the \textit{scheduledTasks} is finished, for each time instant, the player:

1) performs the tasks which must be executed at that particular time instant;

2) if an external event has occurred, checks if it affects the synchronization of other elements and, if so, it runs the scheduler engine again to calculate the new \textit{scheduledTasks};

3) searches for the next point in time in which a synchronization takes place and sets up a timer to notify the scheduler once that point has been reached;

4) suspends waiting.

Every time the scheduler starts an element, if its end time is available, it also creates a timer to stop it. Therefore many timer can apply to the same media once started, e.g., a timer to stop the media itself and a timer to start the transition effect at the end of the media playback.

The timer used to end elements does not affect the main scheduler, but are managed by the element itself, which acts like a sub-scheduler, in order to improve efficiency. This is particularly useful in case of the tag \textit{smilText}, which can handle the timed text defined inside it, through its inner schedule, thus simplifying the solution of their synchronization constraints even in case of events. We follow the rule “\textit{divide et impera}”: the tag \textit{smilText} is considered like any other element by the main scheduler, and the inner schedule applies a set of simplified rules to its children to find out their start and end times.

Even events bound to user interaction are managed through the use of a secondary scheduler. Each time an event occurs, the player calculates the start and end times of the set of elements affected by that interaction, and creates a secondary scheduler which managed the tasks related to those elements. This choice has been made since a second interaction of the same kind (e.g., a user who clicks twice on the same image) causes a second start of the same set of elements. The use of a separated scheduler allows to easily stop the first instance of the scheduler, and analogously the \( n \)th instance, and to create a new one with the new value of the time instant in which the event has occurred. All these operations are performed without affecting the main scheduler which can continue working, without delays.

For efficiency purpose, when the \textit{scheduledTask} must be re-
calculate due to a user interaction, the scheduler does not re-
calculate the entire hash table, but only from the current time
instant, i.e., the time instant in which the user interacts with
the presentation. In this way, elements which are rendered in
the past, no longer useful, are not considered again, preserving
CPU resources.

**IV. SYSTEM TESTS**

*SmilingWeb* has been tested in two different ways. First
of all, it was tested using the SMIL 3.0 Testsuite [14] with
positive results. We test all the scripts of the testsuite with
RealPlayer, Ambulant (both in the stand-alone application and
in the plug-in version) and *SmilingWeb*. For each test, we
rate the result with 0, 1 or 2 points depending on whether
each player does not support tags or attributes contained in
the script, experiments some problems, i.e., it provides only
a partial support, or passes the test without errors. The result
is shown in Figure 1, where the vertical axis represents the
percentage of passed tests, and the horizontal axis divides tests
according to the SMIL modules.

Figure 1 shows that, although RealPlayer’s support to SMIL
2.0 features is very high, e.g. it passes 100% of tests on
Layout 2.0, and 83% of tests on Linking module, its support to
new features of the third version of the standard is very low
or absent (e.g., it does not support SmilText). On the hand,
*SmilingWeb* provides a good support to SmilText and Layout
3.0 Module (respectively 63% and 50% of passed tests). Also
the support to the Timing, Linking and Animation Modules
is rather good. We must note here, that, the score obtained
by *SmilingWeb* is deeply influenced from how the scripts
are designed. In particular, many tests regarding the Media
Module used the attributes clipBegin and clipEnd which
are not supported by our player. This means that *SmilingWeb*
does not passed the tests, even if the particular element which
the script wants to test is supported. Therefore the testsuite
does not completely shows the level of support to SMIL of
*SmilingWeb*.

Another consideration must be done: RealPlayer and Am-
bulant player are stand-alone applications, while *SmilingWeb*
can be used to insert multimedia presentation into web pages.
Although the authors of Ambulant player claim that a plug-in
version of the player is provided, at the time of writing, it
works only for Mozilla FireFox, therefore it is of no practical
use on the web, where it is not possible to foresee the user
browser.

Summing up, *SmilingWeb* passed about 40% of tests made.
Despite this percentage is lower than other player, our player
has been tested with Microsoft Internet Explorer (version 8
and 9), Mozilla Firefox (version 3.6 and 4), Google Chrome
(version 10), and Opera (version 11), and works well with all
browsers. All the performed tests are reported in [15].

A second series of tests consists in the execution of more
complex multimedia presentations. In fact, the SMIL Testsuite
allows to test what features of the standard are implemented,
but each test is very simple and usually consists on few rows
of code, without any nesting of tags. Our experience, made in
more than 5 years of teaching and use of the standard SMIL,
shows that, even if Ambulant Player obtained the higher score
evaluating it with the testsuite, it is often unusable for complex
multimedia presentations.

We test the player with five multimedia presentations, with
different degrees of complexity. The presentations used as
tests can be viewed at [15]. On average, the SMIL documents
used contain about 200 lines of code (with a maximum of
443 lines) and the maximum level of nesting is 4. As an
example, “Focus on Elisa” is a multimedia presentation about
an italian singer. It begins with 36 colored blocks which move
on the screen to compose the writing “Focus on Elisa” (see
Figure 2), while the audio of a song of the singer plays in
background. This intro was created with about 150 animations,
50 in parallel at the same time. Moreover, the documents also
contain some menus or buttons with which the user can modify
the normal behavior of the presentation. Other documents
contain a karaoke with text animations synchronized with
audio and images with transition effects. Another example
describes the trip of the Fellowship of the Ring in the ‘Lord
of the Rings’ motion picture, through the use of text, images
and animation of the path in a map.

Fig. 2. Screenshot from the multimedia presentation “Focus on Elisa”
Even this second group of tests gives good results since the player is able to schedule and synchronize all the elements without any delay during rendering, even in case of user interactions. The user experiences a little delay before the presentation starts, but it is comparable to the loading time of common web pages. We test the presentations also with other available player, and we note that, when the presentation complexity increases, the Ambulant player begins to introduce delays or even errors in the synchronization of elements. As an example, the playback of “Focus on Elisa” described above, often experiences pauses and delays.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented SmilingWeb, a JavaScript player which allows to reproduce SMIL scripts contained in web pages. The player has been tested with the SMIL Testsuite, provided by W3C and with a set of very complex multimedia presentations in order to check its support to the standard and its scalability.

All the tests reported positive results. However, we must note here that, even if SmilingWeb meets all the requirements in terms of scheduling of elements, in case of low network bandwidth, it is not always able to effectively calculate the correct interval of time needed to pre-load the elements. This is particularly true for continuous media like audio and video files. Therefore, in this case, it may happen that the user experiences some pauses during playback. This situation never happens for local document, or with an adequate network bandwidth. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm is correct, but we need to improve the analysis of the state of the network in order to calculate the correct time to start the presentation to have a good chance that all media items involved will be received on time. We plan to better analyze this issue in future works.

Another consideration must be done: although the other available players may have a more complete support to SMIL features, SmilingWeb is the first tentative to create a player for SMIL documents which can be used with all available browsers. Moreover, the technology used to implement the player have been chosen to ensure its compatibility also with future versions of the player, since we used web standards promoted by W3C.

The possibility to insert SMIL tags into web pages is particularly important, since it allows to apply synchronization to HTML tags, e.g., it allows to create a text moving around the screen, or to apply animations and transition effects without knowing JavaScript or Flash. Moreover, SmilingWeb allows to create accessible animations, or text description for audio and video files.

Concluding, we think that the possibility to use together XHTML and SMIL language allows the author to overcome some limitations typical of the two languages: in fact, SMIL allows the introduction of synchronization between media, but impose a fixed layout. XHTML and CSS on the other hand, define richer mechanism for layout definition, e.g., the definition of fluid layouts, i.e. web pages which adapt themselves to the size and resolution of the window on the user’s screen.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As computer science researchers working in collaboration with a Landscape Architecture university, our goal is to provide landscape architects (l.a.) with computer-aided solutions to help them in their work by fulfilling their specific requirements. This paper presents a proposed system to help l.a. during the analysis stage of a Landscape Architecture project. The Landscape Architecture University has been an ideal place for an experimental research process: we implemented a solution and tested it with our l.a. students, which provided us with useful feedback. We then used this feedback to improve our system. This article also presents feedback and improvements.

In the next sections, we will consider the specific requirements of l.a., then present a useful background and analyze a suitable solution for l.a.. We will then present our proposal, the use of our prototype by the students and our improvements.

II. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS REQUIREMENTS

This section presents two major requirements for l.a.

L.a. visit sites during the analysis and diagnostic stages of a project. Sites are often located far away from their office and the time spent on the premises is usually short, e.g., two or three days for a four-month project. During this short period, they need to collect as much information as they can. Equipment is light: a camera, a laptop and lately, often a smartphone too. They take many pictures, record videos, draw sketches, obtain documents from local governments, interview the inhabitants, write texts and draw lists. Back at their office, l.a. need to memorize this large amount of collected files and quickly access specific ones.

L.a. need a way to capture the atmosphere of a place and the sensitive aspect of objects. Besides the use of 3D modeling or CAD applications, they also need to take pictures and to sketch landscapes generating geometrically distorted maps and views due to feelings and atmosphere. For this reason, l.a. often need to draw their own maps.

In a few words, l.a. need a way to order, visualize and retrieve a large amount of documents of different multimedia types and certain maps must be drawn by l.a. themselves.

III. BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS

Existing systems present notable features for our field of interest [1]. This section briefly describes them. 3D landscape visualization systems [2] offer the advantage of exploring existing sites and scenarios. Many GIS 3D extensions exist [3] as well as non-GIS-based systems.

We can classify landscape visualization systems into two kinds: those visualizing the landscape from the sky (orthographic or axonometric projections) and those visualizing it from the ground. We can also divide them into two other categories: those using 3D modeling and those capturing the real landscape thanks to pictures and videos. Some 3D modeling systems are textured with real landscape pictures and Augmented Reality fills the gap between both categories. Picture/Video-based systems better meet l.a. requirements as they better capture the atmosphere of places. 3D’s perfect shapes usually provide l.a. with unreal atmosphere and feelings. L.a. appreciate axonometric projection like Bing Maps® and views from the ground.

Many 3D modeling systems exist. As an example, [4] presents a system to create ground, relief, vegetation and buildings, and [3] presents a survey of many GIS-based 3D landscape modeling products. Some systems use technologies like GeoVRML® and CityGML®. 3D modeling often requires a time-consuming process to create 3D landscapes that discourages l.a. from using it. Some systems automatically generate textured 3D models but they often require heavy equipment such as laser-range scanning systems [5] or cars mounted with cameras and video recorders [6].

Other kinds of systems based on the 1980's MovieMap system [7] and technologies like QuickTimeVR® visualize landscapes from the ground with pictures. Pictures are taken...
with cameras or frames extracted from video recordings. In general, cameras and video recorders are mounted on vehicles to capture streets (often called “Google cars”). Some systems capture only the street sides and distort the captured pictures for a better geometry of selected points of view [8]. Most of them capture panoramas at different and close locations thanks to 360-degree capture devices. Most of them capture the streets of cities. The most well-known system is Google StreetView but a growing number of rival systems already exist such as Streetside and iTowns or will soon come out, made by companies like TomTom and Nokia. Some of them capture the landscape away from the streets like MapJack and FlyAbout [9]. Some of them tag places with useful information (hotels, restaurants, etc), commercial offers or social networks messages ([10], UrbanDive). Such tagging systems also exist for real-time process, e.g., Layar and WikiTude: useful indications around our own location augment the reality captured by a smartphone (embedding GPS and Web-cam). StreetView-like systems are very useful for la. but they often fail to cover all the studied sites. Furthermore, as the picture is not taken by the la., it may not exactly correspond to some of the desired points of view, it can fail to show the precisely desired moment in the day (e.g., during the market in the morning), it can be a very old, out of date picture (e.g., there was no market on this square five years ago), or it can be insufficient to express the atmosphere of the captured place. The need for heavy equipment makes it difficult for la. to capture the studied site themselves with this method.

Another interesting solution requires nothing more than a camera. Some applications can overlap several pictures to create wider scenes and panoramas. For example, with PhotoSynth, the la. can visualize the whole landscape generated by the overlap of all the taken pictures. Another interesting feature of this system compared to StreetView-like ones is the navigation in this computer-generated landscape from one picture taken by the la. (with no distortion) to another. This solution requires no heavy equipment, but on the other hand, the number of pictures must be quite high and pictures must overlap.

With this background information and our analysis in mind, the challenge is to find a solution for la. to quickly and user-friendly capture a visited landscape themselves, visualize it, customize maps, and classify various multimedia documents.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

We propose a solution related to StreetView-like systems and the Photosync system but requiring only light equipment and no overlap of taken pictures. Pictures can be concentrated on one spot or spread over an area.

We propose to add graphical tags to the collected image files (Fig. 1). Tags can be placed on any background image that can be any map: drawn by la., obtain from local governments, downloaded from the Internet, exported from GIS, etc. It can be an orthographic or axonometric map. It can represent a place in the present or in the past. It can be touched up to visualize scenarios in the future. The background image does not have to be a map. It can also be a terrain section or just a collected picture with a chosen view from the ground. It can be a sketch or an interface designed like a Web page. Besides, tags are links between collected image files and other collected documents. La. can navigate from one background image to another, e.g., from one official map to a drawn one, then to a section, then to a picture, then to the textual description of an object in the picture. Linked documents may be images but also videos, sounds, simple texts, word processor documents, spreadsheets, and slide shows.

Graphical tags can be icons, areas, paths, or sections. A path can represent the video of a walking person. An arrow can be added to icons and paths to indicate the view direction of a picture or a video.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1. (a) A map section. As the mouse cursor touches it, its linked image is shown above; (b) An interactive area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video and its trajectory</th>
<th>Oriented picture</th>
<th>Oriented sketch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2. A virtual walker (the thick black arrow at the top) sees the picture in front of him and hears several surrounding sounds.

![Figure 3](image3.png)

Figure 3. A 360-degree panorama in the virtual walker 3D mode.
A visualization of the linked documents is done on demand when the mouse over a tag: images are viewed, videos are played, first pages of texts are shown, and sounds are played. We also introduce a virtual walker (v.w.) metaphor (Fig. 2) that simulates a person's walking on an image document map. When switching to v.w. mode, the mouse becomes the v.w.. A thick black arrow (see Fig. 2) indicates the direction of v.w. movement. The v.w. reacts to tagged documents: images are viewed and videos are played when approaching them on the map. The longer the distance is, the smaller the size of pictures and videos. Moreover, as the v.w. mode's goal is to simulate real movement, only oriented pictures and videos are displayed and only if their orientations approximately match the v.w. direction. In order to simulate the soundscape (sound landscape), the v.w. also hears every surrounding sound when approaching related sound icons. The closer the sound icon, the louder the sound is. Several surrounding sounds are mixed. This feature adds a real sound dimension to maps that usually only have a visual one.

The system also offers a v.w. 3D mode (Fig. 3). In 3D mode, the map becomes a floor and the v.w. can walk on it. In this 3D visualization, images are mapped on vertical planes like posters in an exhibition. They are oriented and only visible in the v.w. direction. The 3D model is automatically generated thanks to tags and no 3D modeling time is required for the user to create it. In v.w. 3D mode, one can create 360-degree panoramas (Fig. 3) by placing pictures in a circle configuration around any chosen spot on the map. Realism can be lower than with other technologies, but the solution is quite fast and easy to use. The v.w. can explore the photographed area from one panorama to another like [9] and also on other spread spots showing only one or few pictures.

V. REAL USE AND FEEDBACK

In order to communicate our solution to the students and to get their feedback, we have implemented a prototype. It has been used by the third-year students of a Landscape Architecture university for several real urban-planning contracts with several towns in France (Lille, Cluny, Montoire sur le Loir, Etel, Blois, Roubaix; about 190 students in all). For four of them, the University issued a DVD-ROM presenting different landscape analysis topics (hydrology, topography, vegetal species, networks, history, etc.). Throughout these projects (one university semester for each), we followed the students’ progress. They provided us with precious feedback. As they were free to use the prototype features, we could see which feature was useful for them or not and the way they actually used them. Different use cases emerged from this use. This section synthesizes them in the following illustrations. All of these cases are screenshots of real works done by the students with the prototype. We describe each use case in the captions.

As we mentioned above, we expected the students to use our system in order to structure their collected documents. We could actually observe that they rather used it to communicate their analysis to local authorities. We think this trend would change if pictures and videos could be tagged on site with a mobile version and located thanks to GPS and electronic compass.
L.a. asked for missing features that would improve the system. The icons represent the type of documents: images, videos, texts, etc. For each type, l.a. also need to represent different categories with different icons, e.g., a fixed video, a moving one, an interview, a slide show, etc. Besides, l.a. are very sensitive to icon design. L.a. found the v.w. solution interesting and asked for the possibility to record their virtual walks. They found the v.w. 3D mode interesting as well and expressed an interest for the addition of relief. L.a. appreciated being able to draw their own maps and to use any image such as pictures and sections as background. For certain situations, they also need a default map or a default empty background when they do not want to draw their own maps and backgrounds. L.a. often work in teams and have to communicate with many different participants (customers, local authorities, citizens, economic actors, contractors, etc). The participants have different interests and different rights of access to information. The system could be improved to help this communication and collaborative work.

VI. IMPROVEMENTS

Thanks to these real applications and the students' feedback we could improve our system with all their requirements.

A. Prototype Improvements

L.a. can use default icons and also customize their own icons. Digital Elevation Model and Triangulated Irregular Network (generated from topographic points) can be mapped with any image file generating relief in v.w. 3D mode. We also added a water level system in order to simulate different sea levels, river water levels and floods. Virtual walks and navigation through images can be recorded. We added the possibility to view several tagged documents at the same time, to customize the size of these visualizations and to fix them permanently onto the background. This visualization feature can also be recorded. We also had to compute a new image format in order deal with a high number of very large pictures.

We implemented these improvements and tested the prototype again with the students in the same conditions as before. We obtained a new interesting feedback from them. The following illustrations show different use cases we were able to observe. They are briefly described in the captions.
Figure 16. A visual portal. We can access to information about a church, trees, buildings and traffic when clicking on the related colored objects.

Figure 17. Relief of an estuary to give an idea of the field of view from a boat (relief does not need to be perfectly realistic).

Figure 18. Coarse buildings to understand the field of view from a square.

Figure 19. A path in v.w. 3D mode.

Figure 20. Simulation of the flood of the Loire river (France) showing part of the Town of Blois becoming an island. Different water levels on different areas can be moved up and down.

Figure 21. Water level is used as a spirit level to better understand the different heights of a landscape.

L.a. also used the prototype to realize multimedia presentations recording virtual walks, navigation through maps, visualizations of documents and oral comments.

As relief data are usually too expensive or, when they are free, offer a resolution too coarse to be useable, the students created them themselves thanks to the contour lines of maps. When little time is devoted to doing so, the result is imprecise but it is sufficient in many cases just to understand the geometry, the limits and the fields of view of the landscape. However, in certain cases, l.a. need a more precise relief and well textured 3D objects. In such cases, 3D modelers like SketchUp® are more appropriate.

B. Online, Mobile and Collaborative Version

We implemented a new version of our prototype that works online and on mobiles (Fig. 22). Thanks to a smart-phone, l.a. can capture and tag pictures and videos on site. They can also tag simple texts, word processor documents, spreadsheets, slide shows and Internet addresses. The prototype is based on five Internet Services: picture (Picasa), video (YouTube), office automation (Google Docs), database (Google Data) and map (Google Map) services. Captured pictures and videos must be uploaded to their related services to place them on the map (Fig. 23). The map service provides l.a. with a default map. The embedded GPS can geographically localize documents.

A project may be shared by several participants and each participant may handle different tag layers. Different l.a. teams can collaboratively work on the same project at the same time.

As a long time is required to implement it, this mobile version does not currently include previously proposed features such as different customizable backgrounds, icon customization, different graphical tags, v.w., 3D. It has been written in javascript language, tested and optimized for Android Chrome Lite, FireFox and Internet Explorer but should work as well on any other browser, platform and device. All data are stored on the related services' servers (users need a Google account). Both prototypes (mobile and non-mobile) are available at http://franck.favetta.free.fr/landscape.

Illustrations are real prototype screenshots but the project example illustrated in this section was not made by the students. It is a demo made with a real project previously done by the students with the non-mobile prototype when they studied a square of Montoire sur le Loir town in France.
Figure 22. The online and mobile version of our prototype. In this example, two teams (market and circulation) tag multimedia documents at the same time on the same map of a square.

Figure 23. Selection of a picture and selection of a video.

Figure 24. L.a. can view the images and play the videos.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a system to help l.a. to quickly and conveniently order, visualize and retrieve the documents collected during the analysis stage of a Landscape Architecture project in a way suited to their specific requirements. Our system takes advantage of existing solutions but requires no more equipment than a camera, a laptop or a smart-phone. The collected pictures do not need to overlap and no 3D modeling time is required. The outcome of this experimental work was reached thanks to the feedback we got from the use of our prototype by the students during real projects. We can now test our last online, mobile and collaborative system. We intend to transform our system into a service that could be embedded in a Web page. Our solution for l.a. collaboration could be improved to integrate communication with the numerous other participants in a Landscape Architecture project, in a global groupware solution.
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Abstract

Many peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have been proposed for the provision of scalable live video streaming services over the Internet. While the literature contains surveys of the architectures of these systems, there is a lack of work on methodologies for their evaluation. We identify the main issues in the evaluation of P2P live streaming systems and use the Community Network Game (CNG) project as an example to illustrate them. The evaluation of the P2P system consists of two phases: a laboratory one using the ns-2 network simulator and an online field test with Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) players.

1. Introduction

Traditional client-server video streaming systems have critical issues of high cost and poor scalability. P2P networking exploits the upload bandwidth, computing power and storage space of the end users to reduce the burden on the servers and has been shown to be cost effective and easy to deploy. We identify the main issues in the evaluation of P2P live video streaming systems and use the CNG project as an example to illustrate them. The CNG project (http://www.cng-project.eu/) is an EU-funded research project that is focused on applying new network technologies to support community activities over highly interactive centrally managed MMOGs. CNG enhances collaborative activities between online gamers and developers new tools for the generation, distribution and insertion of User Generated Content (UGC) into existing MMOGs. It allows the addition of new engaging community services without changing the game code and without adding new processing or network loads to the MMOG servers. In particular, CNG proposes a P2P live video system to stream screen-captured video of MMOGs.

This paper presents the procedure that will be followed to evaluate the P2P live streaming system. Two phases are planned: a laboratory “offline” one using simulation software and an online one based on a real deployment. The online evaluation will be done by real gamers who will provide feedback through questionnaires. The performance of the system will be monitored by software, which will collect and provide useful information for further analysis.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the CNG P2P live streaming system. The plans for CNG laboratory experiments and online evaluation are presented in Section 3 and 4 respectively.

2. CNG P2P Live System

Allowing MMOG players to share their live game play with other players can have many useful applications. For example, skilled players can showcase their game to a large audience. Currently, the only platform that offers this service is Xfire (http://www.xfire.com/). Xfire captures the video of the game from the screen and sends it to a central server which broadcasts it live. However, this solution, which relies on central servers is expensive due to bandwidth and maintenance costs. To address these limitations, the CNG project proposes to use a P2P system. While many P2P live video systems have been developed, none of
them is suitable for the specific requirements of MMOGs:

- MMOG friendliness. The game experience should not be harmed by the P2P streaming. Thus, data communication with the MMOG game server must be given higher priority.

- Efficient management of multiple P2P overlays. Many MMOG players may simultaneously emit live streams, so the P2P overlay consists of many concurrent P2P overlays. A peer cannot participate in all P2P overlays because some of its resources will be used in every overlay it belongs to. The challenge for a user is to adequately allocate its physical resources, including upload and download bandwidth. These resources are limited, so they have to be shared carefully.

- Live video should be delivered at about the same time for all peers at the same “level”. Moreover, peers in a higher level should in general be able to watch the video before those in a lower level. A level can be a priority class in a multi-tiered premium service. Alternatively, a level can be defined as the set of MMOG players that are in the same region of the virtual world.

In the following, we describe the CNG P2P system. The video of the game is captured in real time from the computer screen of the source and compressed. The resulting bitstream is partitioned into a sequence of source blocks, each of which corresponds to one Group of Pictures (GOP).

A mesh topology is used for the P2P network. This mesh is a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) where \( V \) is the set of peers, and \((x, y)\) is in \( E \) if \( x \) may directly send packets to \( y \). Peers are organized in levels. Level 0 contains the source. Level 1 consists of all peers that are direct successors of the source. In general, level \( k \) consists of all peers that are direct successors of level \( k - 1 \) peers but are not in level \( k - 1 \).

The UDP protocol is used as the transport protocol. The source applies rateless coding on each source block and sends the resulting encoded symbols in successive packets to level-1 peers until it receives an acknowledgment or a timeout occurs.

Packets are sent according to a scheduling strategy. The strategy specifies the maximum number of encoded packets \( n \) that can be sent by the source, the time at which a packet is sent, and a hierarchical forwarding scheme.

An example of a scheduling strategy for the P2P network of Fig. 1 is as follows. Packet 1 should be sent at time \( t_1 \) to \( A \), which should forward it to \( B \) and \( D \). Packet 2 should be sent at time \( t_2 \) to \( B \), which should forward it to \( C \). Packet 3 should be sent at time \( t_3 \) to \( C \), which should forward it to \( B \) and \( D \). Peer \( D \) should forward it further to \( A \). Packet 4 should be sent at time \( t_4 \) to \( D \), which should forward it to \( A \) and \( C \). Peer \( C \) should forward it further to \( B \).

Level-1 peers forward packets that are directly received from the source to their adjacent level-2 peers.

When a level-1 peer completes the decoding of a source block, it sends an acknowledgment to the source. Then it applies rateless coding on the decoded source block and starts acting as a source for level-2 peers that are its direct successors. The same procedure applies to peers at the next levels.

3. Laboratory Experiments

In the laboratory experiments, the CNG network solution with be evaluated with simulation software.

3.1. Metrics

To evaluate the performance of P2P video streaming systems, the following metrics were used in the literature: (1) Start-up delay: delay between the time a user joins a P2P system and the time it starts playing back the video [1] (2) Playback lag: time difference between the playback position of the source and that of the receiving peer [2] (3) Failure rate: probability that a user is rejected when it tries to join the system [1] (4) Continuity index: ratio of the number of video blocks that are available at their due playback time to the number of blocks that should have been played back by that time [1] (5) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [3]. The PSNR is a standard video quality metric computed as: \( \text{PSNR}(dB) = 10 \log_{10} \frac{255^2}{\text{MSE}} \) where \( \text{MSE} \) is the mean squared error between the original frame and the reconstructed frame (6) Percentage Degraded Video Duration (PDVD) [4]. The PDVD is the percentage of received frames whose PSNR is more than 2 dB worse than the PSNR of the corresponding encoded frames.

Both the PSNR and PDVD can easily be computed in the lab experiments as all required videos (original, encoded, received) are available.

In addition to measuring mean values of these metrics, we plan to divide CNG users into classes according to band-
width, and measure minimum, maximum and variance values of the metrics for each class.

3.2. Examined Aspects

Scalability: Scalable systems are characterized by the property that the usage of resources is independent of the size of the system. Simulations for P2P live video streaming systems rarely consider more than several thousand simultaneous peers. Indeed, it is assumed that if the system scales at this stage, it is highly likely that it will scale to more peers. For the simulation of the CNG P2P video system, we plan to consider at least 2,000 peers.

Heterogeneity: Measurements show that P2P systems are characterized by a very high diversity of participating peers [5]. The variability of the upload capacity is considered as the major challenge in terms of heterogeneity, because it requires specific strategies in order to leverage the high capacity on some peers, and serve the peers with low capacity [1]. In [6], the average upload capacity of peers using BitTorrent has been found to be 180 kbps, while [7] shows an average upload capacity of 150 kbps. Two empirical distributions of peer upload capacities, one of broadband hosts (http://www.dslreports.com/archive) and one of BitTorrent hosts [8] are similar and are well modelled by a log-normal distribution [9]. Taking into account the above studies, the upload capacity in our experiments will follow a log-normal distribution with parameters $\mu$ in $\{150, 500, 1000\}$ and $\sigma$ in $\{0.2, 0.9, 1.4\}$.

Churn: Based on the results from [10] and [7], we propose to use an exponential distribution of Time to Live (TTL) to model the churn rate. The parameter of this exponential distribution should result in approximately one tenth of the peer population refreshed at every simulation unit (which can be fixed at 1 hour). This setting, which is higher than what has been measured in [10], represents a system with a high churn. We will also evaluate our system under lower churn rates.

3.3. Simulation Tools

We considered several simulators including: ns-2, ns-3, P2PSim, Overlay Weaver, PeerSim, PlanetSim, Neurogrid, Query-Cycle, and Nares. We have assessed the available simulators based on several criteria, like simulator architecture, usability, scalability, statistics, underlying network simulation, and system limitations. We also considered the use of a testbed, like Planetlab. However, testbeds do not permit complete control of the system (e.g., for churn purposes) and, additionally, the scale of the experiments is severely limited. Taking into account the above, we decided to use the ns-2 simulator for CNG laboratory experiments.

3.4. Simulation Environment & Settings

A network game model for Counter-Strike is proposed in [11]. It is reported that 3–4% of all packets in a backbone could be associated with only 6 popular games [12]. One major concern is the upstream bandwidth. The peak percentage of traffic contributed by clients playing Counter-Strike to the total UDP traffic in the upstream direction can go up to 12% [13]. The work in [11] provides a simple traffic model for fast action multiplayer games. The game traffic model consists of only two independent modules, the client traffic model and the server traffic model with a burst size equal to the number of clients participating. In [14], the Extreme Value distribution has been identified to fit best for newer MMOGs and bandwidth requirements that surpass those of older games [15].

It is important to identify user behavior with respect to network gaming. The study in [13] shows the percentages of subscribers playing Counter-Strike in various markets and identifies the trends in user behavior versus the day of the week. The common trend for all the markets is that this proportion increases as the weekend approaches, peaking on Friday, Saturday or Sunday. Also, there is a period of time in a day when there are very few to no users playing games. The exact hours vary depending on the market, indicating varying user behavior. The authors of [16] have filtered and analyzed MMOG traffic of the three-day long passive measurement, which contained about 200 World of Warcraft (WoW) flows and 100 other MMOG flows. Finally, [17] analyses a 1,356-million-packet trace from a sizable MMOG called ShenZhou Online.

3.5. Comparison to Similar Systems

Comparing the CNG system to state of the art commercial systems such as PPlive (http://www.pptv.com/) would present a major challenge as an implementation of these systems in ns-2 is not available. Moreover, the existing systems have not been designed for the CNG envisioned application. As an alternative, we propose to compare the CNG system to two related systems [18, 19] which although not designed for an MMOG environment can be implemented in reasonable time by making appropriate changes in the CNG system implementation.

4. Online Evaluation

In the online evaluation, MMOG players will be asked to answer an online questionnaire to describe their experience. In addition, the performance of the P2P network will be monitored using online tools.

Evaluation tools will be used for monitoring the activities and the traffic generated by the CNG system. Packet
analyzers like Wireshark (http://www.wireshark.org/) are commonly used for traffic monitoring. In [20], Wireshark is used for analyzing and modeling the traffic generated by WoW. In [15], Wireshark was running on a computer along with Second Life, capturing game packets while filtering out irrelevant packets. On the other hand, built-in packet sniffers are useful for capturing the traffic and investigating protocols or applications in a non-intrusive way. When the source code of the application is available, traffic analysis can be done by adding proper logging and profiling functions to the source code [21].

In the online evaluation of the CNG network solution, Wireshark will be used to monitor the MMOG and other background traffic. On the other hand, the P2P network will be monitored through modules that will be developed in order to track user activities as well as the generated traffic. For the online evaluation, a sample of 100-200 players will be recruited through forum posts and direct invitations to MMOG communities. An online user guide will be made available to help the players install and use the CNG tool. A number of evaluation measures will be used before, during and after the evaluation trial. The evaluations will be conducted online, allowing the project to obtain fast feedback. Participants will then be requested to continue their MMOG play and to augment it where they wish to with the CNG tools available to them. The usage period will be in the region of 4 weeks. Online players will be able to provide their feedback through a questionnaire where they will describe their experience with the CNG system, indicate any technical problem they encountered and suggest any further enhancement for the system.

5. Conclusion & Future Work

We have presented the planning for the evaluation of the CNG P2P live streaming system. The process consists of two phases: laboratory experiments and online evaluation of the integrated system. The paper also includes a survey on the state of art for the evaluation of similar systems.

The next step of this work is the execution of the above plans. Our goal is that the execution of CNG evaluation will not only lead to significant results on the CNG system performance, but it can also introduce innovative ways of working for the evaluation of similar systems.
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Abstract—We propose the CAPTAIN: A Context-Aware system based on Personal TrAckINg. The motivating concept is to map the trajectory of a mobile user, adding contextual information related to each user position. The CAPTAIN is divided in three parts, the mobile application, the desktop application and the server. The mobile application performs the yacht tracking, associating contextual information with each position. The second part is a desktop application, which process data in order to export both trajectory and user’s annotations to a website. In this paper, we relate this experiment and we analyze it according to user and programmer point of view. The results presented can be a valuable instrument for software designers in planning context-aware system based on personal tracking deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The context of a specific application might take into account information about the user location, identity of nearby objects and people, date, season and temperature, physical and conceptual statuses of interest to the user, or any information relevant to a user interaction with an application [1]. However, it is important to observe that a large number of location-based services are offered in distinct applications. Therefore, there is still a lack related to adaptation and association among the information and data obtained by these applications. Besides that, several proposals have been presented to overcome the obstacle of automatically organizing a personal geo-referenced data collection, in order to achieve an efficient browsing for photos, videos and audios jointly with annotations.

Based on the need to collect, treat and publish contextual information about the user position, weather, velocity and other data stemmed from sensors, we developed the CAPTAIN:A Context-Aware system based on Personal TrAckINg. This system is composed by three applications: a mobile application to collect and register the contextual information related to every geographical position; a desktop application to get each data collected by mobile device in order to add and infer about a new information; and a web application, in which receives the data sent by the desktop application and publish it on the web. For the purpose of validating our proposal, we tested the CAPTAIN as an electronic logbook in the ZeroCO2 project. The main objective of the ZeroCO2 project is to sail around the Mediterranean using a yacht powered by a clean carbon-free auxiliary motor to replace petrol motors, which are commonly used in yachts [2].

The results presented in this paper touches several research aspects according to the programmer point of view. Foremost, the spatial and temporal metadata-based access to content is been exploited by the CAPTAIN system. For instance, our system supports spatio-temporal exploration of data and contextual information by means of interactive maps and displayed relevant content. In a similar fashion, it allows an alternative technique to explore previous spatio-temporal data in order to obtain new information, using a HTML parser. Besides that, we use our system to perform the essential content annotation by way of the desktop application, i.e., relating metadata to content in terms of user’s requirements. Therefore, we offer a collection of procedures that could be reused for storing contextual information and data, annotating text, and inferring about new information. In relation to a general text mining mechanism, we can use our approach for geocoding content, recognizing specific key words and relating them to coordinates.

In additional, the results show that our system collaborates with the user to collect, treat and publish all yacht trajectory, adding contextual information, such as position, date, temperature, speed, course, annotations and photos. Consequently, the user demonstrated that he is comfortable using the CAPTAIN system and found it useful as an excellent tool to publish the contextual information based on the geographical position. Besides that, we conclude that our proposal can be used in several types of scenarios, for example: to track an excursion in forests and mountains; to study the behavior pattern of a vehicle based on its speed, course, position and contextual information; and to map the course of runners and other athletes.

II. RELATED WORK

The information available from a data can be usually organized into two groups: content-based and context-based. Content-based information about a photo is composed of low-level properties, such as texture, color, shape, etc. and high-level properties that are derived from the pixel intensity. Context-based metadata makes reference to the information about the photo. Location and time mainly provide spatio-temporal information [3]. Albeit they provide indications about the scene (for example, the location can indicate indoor or outdoor and the time can indicate day or night) the association...
among these properties is still limited. In general, an event is defined as a group of data and information collected in a relative time interval. In [4], the authors use attributes such as visual appearance, GPS locations, user-assigned tags, and dates to filter and group photos as a solution to support the users in serendipitously finding multiple relevant photos. On the other hand, Google Picasa [5] organizes the photos only by the date information. According to the proposals [6] and [7], it is important to study personal and social factors to use and organize personal data, such as photos, videos, and audios. Bentley et al. present a solution based on how people search and browse data through collections of personal photographs and music collections [6]. Frequently leading to photo sharing, Kirk et al. observe the user activities around photos after being taken, in preparation to end-use [7]. Based on the idea of offering a solution for annotating personal photos, the PhotoMap was presented in [8]. The main objective of this work is related to offer a solution for personal photo annotations using OWL-DL ontology. It is presented an ontology called ContextPhoto and a contextual photo annotation approach as a way to improve the development of personal image management tools.

III. CAPTAIN

In spite of the large number of location-based services, we observe that the information of the navigators, tracking mechanisms and recommendation systems are available through specific application and there is a strong necessity to gather all this information in a single application. Based on the necessity to offer a system able to adapt, infer and publish the information registered by these applications we propose the CAPTAIN: A Context-Aware system based on Personal TrAckINg. Figure 1 presents the infrastructure of our system.

As indicated by Figure 1, the CAPTAIN uses the Mobile Application to capture the user position jointly with date, course and velocity, using a tracking mechanism provided by the smart device. Besides that, it can include other types of data, such as photos, audios and videos according to user’s requirements. These information and captured data are sent to the Desktop Application, which is capable to infer new information, such as temperature, humidity, wind speed and others. Such information is used to help the user to annotate his own documents like a photo or a video captured using his smart phone. Finally, the annotations are sent to a website in order to be published on the web.

We created a mobile tracking application by registering the user trajectory. We designed a mechanism to capture photos, audios and videos and register contextual information in order to associate them with the current position. In the first stage of this work, we limit the scope of CAPTAIN to digital photo but it could naturally apply to other media such as audio and video.

The mobile application stores all information and data related to the trajectory in a predefined folder. When the mobile device is connected to the desktop computer, it is possible to run a synchronization process to make an update. Then, the desktop application proposes an interface to treat and to add information in accordance with data collected by the mobile phone. Annotations and data are stored in the desktop during the time interval without Internet connection. Since the connection is up, the user can obtain contextual information and export all annotation to the server. The Desktop Application was developed in the Objective C programming language under Mac OS X version 10.6.4.

The Server Application is responsible for registering the annotations and data sent by the Desktop Application. This information is used to put on public view the trajectories, annotations and photos of the mobile user on the web page. All information are stored in a MySQL database and requested by the Java and PHP scripts.

In addition, we offer a map interface for navigation through small clouds to present the annotations, photos and contextual information related to the geographical position. We created the CAPTAIN web page making use of map-based interfaces taking into account the usability studies presented in the literature [11] and [12]. These works show that map interfaces
demonstrate more interactivity advantages than browsing information with hierarchical links. Moreover, with a map-based interface, we could easily illustrate the trajectories generated by the mobile users jointly with the contextual information.

Besides that, the CAPTAIN server application performs also an indexation process to improve the browsing and interaction procedures. The amount of collection containing data and contextual information increments quickly in our system. Then, in order to avoid future performance difficulties related to the large number of access, spatial and temporal indexes are associated with each annotation in the MySQL database.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

For the purpose of evaluating our system, we evaluated the CAPTAIN in the ZeroCO2 project environment. The evaluation was performed during a travel from Marseille to Ajaccio (Corsica Island). Figure 2 shows the performance evaluation of the CAPTAIN in the mobile phone during the interval from 26 to 29 minutes. The evaluation was performed during the first tests, using the XCode Instruments [13] version 2.7. We observed that the Total Load (i.e. System and User) and the Physical Memory Free followed the same behavior while the mobile application functions were in operation. According to the results, the tracking mechanism requires approximately 10% of the memory and 25% of the processing to capture and register the positions. Likewise, while the iPhone digital camera is working, the memory used is approximately equal to 80% and the total load did not change. After taking the photo, the function Save Photo can be selected. When the Save Photo function is activated, the maximum load is used in order to associate and register all data and contextual information in the hard disk. Finally, the memory is cleaned when all data and information are associated and saved and the total load returns to follow the tracking mechanism. These results were important to guarantee that the user can utilize the application for long time without stopping it due to memory or processing overhead problems.

Two important contributions are related to the desktop application. The first one is the Weather function, in which the user is able to obtain previous weather information that are published on the webpage Daily History of the Weather Underground database. This is an important contribution since the commercial weather services provide only real-time or future weather information via Internet [14]. The second contribution is associated to the photo management tool in order to provide photo organization functionalities, which has been an active subject over the last years [15] [16].

Figure 3(a) presents the blog in the tab Le Bateau en images with the annotations and photos registered and exported by a yacht crew member. As we can observe, there is an area with the annotations and photos in the left side and another area containing a map in the bottom right side. This map shows a summary of the yacht trajectory, using the trajectory registered by the mobile phone. The photo is associated with the annotation in the blog and with the map presented in Figure 3(b). It means that each photo jointly with its contextual information will be associated and presented in a placemark on the map. The CAPTAIN blog can be accessed on the website: http://zeroco2sailing.com/blog/.

Figure 3(b) presents the map-based interface, which can be accessed in the tab Carte. This map is generated using the contextual information captured in the moment that the photo was taken and the user annotations. As described before, the photo and its contextual information are associated with the content that is exhibited by placemarks on the map. Each placemark represents the photo’s position obtained. In addition, the user can add other personal information about this moment, such as the passage of animals or other yachts.

Other important results are related to the mobile phone battery consumption during the trajectory registration. In the rst test, when the distance filter had been configured to register each movement of the user, the iPhone battery level was down to 10% after 2 hours. After configuration of the distance filter with fifty meters, the iPhone battery level was down to 10% after 3 hours. Another factor that can affect this result is related to the frequency that photos are captured. However, the yacht was equipped with batteries to maintain the iPhone charged during all trajectory registration, as well the laptop to manipulate the desktop application.

Currently, the blog and the map are being utilized to publish the details about the travels. Hence, the on-line users could follow the ZeroCO2 project using the blog and publish the annotations and photos in their social networks profiles, such as facebook and twitter.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented the results of a practical experiment of the CAPTAIN. The main motivating concept was to map the trajectory of a yacht in the Mediterranean Sea, adding contextual information related to each user position. The tests were performed in collaboration with ZeroCO2 project, which has the objective to use a yacht powered by hydrogen and renewable energies to demonstrate the efficiency of the combined energy types and analyze the pollution level with data obtained from the air in the sea. The evaluation
results demonstrated that the users were comfortable using the CAPTAIN and found it useful and an excellent tool to accurately publish contextual information according to the geographical position.

As future work, we will focus on researching other types of navigation, such as FOAF-based navigation. Besides that, we plan to study the content combination of different users in order to create reference among their trajectories, personal data and contextual information. Finally, we have the intention to offer our system for personal utilization, for example: to track an excursion in forests and mountains; to study the behavior pattern of a vehicle based on its speed, course, position and contextual information; and to map the course of runners and other athletes.
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Abstract

Video surveillance is a key tool for enabling security personnel to monitor complex and dangerous environments, and the access to the semantic content of surveillance video has become a challenging research area. In this paper we present a query-processing system for investigating human activities in surveillance videos. The interaction between the user and the system happens through a gesture-based dialogue, which implements a novel question-answering model to support users during the information-seeking process. We also present a visual interface devised to facilitate the query-specification process.

1. Introduction

With the increasing need of security in today’s society surveillance systems have become of fundamental importance. Video cameras and monitors pervade buildings, factories, streets, and offices. Thus, video surveillance is a key tool for enabling security personnel to safely monitor complex and dangerous environments. However, even in simple environments, a video surveillance operator may face an enormous information overload. It is nearly impossible to monitor individual objects scattered across multiple views of the environment. It thus becomes vital to develop interfaces making the investigation process on the overwhelming quantity of videos more intuitive and effective.

In the recent years intelligent user interfaces (IUIs) have been investigated for multimedia applications, aiming to improve efficiency, effectiveness, and naturalness of human-machine interaction by representing, reasoning, and acting on models of the user, domain, task, discourse, and media [12]. IUIs have to make the dialogue between the user and the system possible. Real interaction occurs when there is a need to ask for information during a computation. This need actually arises during the computation and cannot be shifted to the starting point of the computation process. This kind of interaction affects the computation and only the interfaces able to realize it can be considered intelligent and able to manage the interaction between system and user.

A problem arising in the application of this view is the need of a powerful language, like it happens among people using natural language for dialoguing. Natural language interfaces are difficult to realize as they yield difficult problems related to natural language processing. The Question-Answering (Q/A) paradigm [17] is a suitable mean to interact with video surveillance systems. Indeed, Q/A implements the investigative dialogue and supports the guided investigation by foreseeing the user actions. On the other hand, it is essential for interfaces to have human-like perception and interaction capabilities that can be utilized for effective human–computer interaction (HCI).

In this paper we present a query-processing system for investigating human activities in surveillance videos. The interface exploits the information computed by the recognition system to support users (security operators) in the investigation process. The interaction dialogue provides a query language based on gesture that enables users to easily specify various kinds of questions about both actions and states, and the nature of responses one wishes. In particular, the user makes use of hand-drawn symbols for describing the situations s/he needs to investigate, whereas the system uses visual symbols to represent the questions to the user. The contribution of this research is twofold: (i) proposing an intuitive interaction mechanism for surveillance video investigation, and (ii) proposing a question-answering model to support users during the information-seeking process.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 presents the components of the video understanding system. Section 4 introduces the main notions about the question-answering system, while the proposed user interface for investigating human activities is described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and outlines future research directions.

2. Related Work

In the domain of video surveillance much attention has been devoted to the problem of using visualization techniques for clustering and anomaly detection [3][15]. Little work has been devoted to the development of
interfaces and interaction paradigms to support users in the investigation process.

The set of interface components presented in [7] aims to improve the ability of security personnel to locate and follow important activities within security videos. The components include the recognition and visualization of localized activities in a video feed and provide activity-highlighting video summaries in the form of enhanced keyframes, timelines, and storyboards to give users quick access to interesting events in recorded videos.

In the recent years many video retrieval frameworks for visual surveillance have been proposed [9]. They support various query mechanisms, because queries by keywords have a limited expressive power. In particular, query-by-sketch mechanisms have been adopted to express queries such as “a vehicle moved in this way”. A drawing interface allows users to draw motion trajectories which approximately represent the activities that users expect to query.

An approach similar to the one presented in this paper has been developed by Katz et al. [10]. They integrate video and speech analysis to support question-answering about moving objects appearing within surveillance videos. Their prototype system, called Spot, analyzes objects and trajectories from surveillance footage and is able to interpret natural language queries such as "Show me all cars leaving the garage". Spot replies to such a query with a video clip showing only cars exiting the garage.

In the recent years several video retrieval systems have been developed to assist the user in searching and finding video scenes. In particular, interactive video retrieval systems are becoming popular. They try to reduce the effect of the semantic gap, i.e., the difference between the low-level data representation of videos and the higher-level concepts a user associates with videos. An important strategy to improve retrieval results is the query reformulation, whereas strategies to identify relevant results are based on relevance feedback and interaction with the system. The system proposed in [1] combines relevance feedbacks and storyboard interfaces for shot-based video retrieval.

The interaction dialogue proposed in our approach is a generalization of relevance feedback. Indeed, the relevance questions are asked to catch the user's information need, whereas the question-answering process we propose implement a real dialogue between the user and the system making the investigation process more effective.

3. A Video Understanding System Based on Conceptual Dependency

Video understanding aims to automatically recognize activities occurring in a complex environment observed through video cameras [6]. The goals of the proposed activity recognition system are to detect predefined violations observed in the input video streams and to answer specific queries about events that have already occurred in the archived video [4].

We exploit Artificial Intelligence techniques to enable the system “understand” events captured by cameras. In particular, our approach is based on the Schank's theory [14], a “non-logical” approach that has been widely used in natural language processing. Two main reasons led us to use this theory in video surveillance systems. First, the presence of well-studied primitives to represent details about the actions; second, the possibility to use highly structured representations like scripts, which are a natural way to manage prototypical knowledge. Thus, we are able to associate different levels of meanings to a situation: conceptualization, scene, and script level, which allow us to deeply understand the current situations and to detect anomalies at different levels. Moreover, the structured information makes the design and reasoning process easier.

In order to detect anomalies and to raise alert messages, the system tries to interpret a scene based on its knowledge about “normal” situations, using the conceptual dependencies to describe single events and scripts for complex situations. Therefore, the proposed video-surveillance system is an intelligent system associating semantical representations to images.

![Figure 1. Overview of our system.](image-url)
We are concerned with tracking three kinds of objects - human, vehicles and packages.

The reasoning module has twofold functions: understanding the situations that happen and managing the dialogue with the interface. The first task is accomplished by the scene understanding module, whose aim is of associating a semantic representation to the content of the scenes. This module recognizes events and actions using the knowledge about the standard events and situations stored in its knowledge base. In particular, the information on the tracked objects, i.e., trajectories and features (such as color, size, etc.), are synthesized by constructing conceptualizations, which are given in output to the next module. As an example, the following conceptualization expresses the fact that a given car moves from the garage entry to a car place.

\[
\text{car} \leftrightarrow \text{TRANS} \xrightarrow{\text{car}} E \xrightarrow{\text{car}} \text{CarPlace}
\]

The scene understanding module also activates pertinent scripts and appropriate scenes from the script produced by the tracking module in order to identify possible anomalies. In particular, when a script is activated, the conceptualizations belonging to the scenes that might occur are sent to the tracking module to work in a predictive mode. To correctly understand the scene structure, we label various areas of the background, such as doors, elevators, ATM, and so on. The conceptualizations are generated based on object properties and their interactions with these labeled background regions. The output of the understanding module is the scripts describing the occurred situations.

The reasoning tasks of the scene understanding module are:
1. to understand events: The task of representing current events using the stored knowledge is accomplished both reducing events to simple ones and instantiating the objects in the conceptualization with actual data;
2. to reason about events: Once an event has been interpreted using the existing knowledge it is possible to make inferences and to supply the lack of information in occurred events.

The object detection & tracking module and the scene understanding module exchange information themselves since the first one passes information to be conceptualized to the second one, and, in turn, the latter passes expectations to the first one. Expectations are events or actions which typically follow the last recognized event, making easier the low level recognizing of events.

The task of managing the dialogue with the interface is realized by the dialogue reasoning module, whose main task is to answer questions about occurred events. In order to do so, the module tries to start a real dialogue, constituted by a follow up of questions and answers, with the interface. The function of this module will be treated in deepen in the next section.

The sketch-based user interface allows users to interact with the videos through a language which is natural and intuitive for the user and complete to support a dialogue between the user and the system.

### 4. Dialogues for Investigation

The classical investigation process in multimedia retrieval is accomplished through the interactive search process shown in Fig. 2. The user repetitively submits a query to the system based on the topic under investigation, the previous queries, and the results obtained so far. The introduction of relevance feedback has allowed to improvement this process. Relevance feedback is the method of reformulation and improvement of the original search request, based on information from the user about the relevance of the retrieved data [13]. However, this method suffers from several limitations such as the constraint to browse the results to give feedback to the system.

![Figure 2. Interactive search: human (re)formulates query, based on topic, query, and/or results.](image)

If we think of both the user and the system as interrogative reasoners, the interface can be interpreted as an oracle for both user and system. In fact, the system does not know who the user is, but it is sure that s/he tells the truth; analogously the user trusts the system, thinking that it tells the truth. Therefore, the interface represents the system for the user and it represents, in turn, the user for the system.

#### 4.1 Metaquestioning

Question-answering systems (henceforth Q/A) have the goal of finding and presenting answers to questions that the user makes. In these systems, the interface has the role of managing a common language between user and system in order to enable the former to make questions and the latter to provide answers. However, Q/A systems do not realize a real dialogue, because the user can only ask questions and the system can only answer. As observed by Driver in [5], it is possible and often desirable that a question be followed by another one, as in the following examples:

\[ q_1 \] What happened yesterday?
\[ q_2 \] Would you like a short or a long response?

Question \( q_2 \) in the previous examples are called metaquestions. They occur between an inquirer (questioner) asking a first order question and a responder (answerer/metaquestioner) answering through a metaquestion.
The importance of metaquestions in the context of Q/A systems is due to the fact that they can be used to overcome obstacles to answering the first order questions and, hence, they have an active role in the Q/A process itself. In a sense, metaquestions can be seen as a generalization of feedbacks.

4.2 MetaReasoning

Metaquestioning involves many features deriving from the fact that it is related to different research areas, like dialogue theory, problem solving, and metareasoning. From the point of view of dialogue theory [16], metaquestioning can be seen as the general process underlying the information-seeking type of dialogue, whose goal is to exchange information and where the goals of user and system are to acquire information and to give information, respectively. According to this view, it turns out that metaquestioning is a version of the analytic method involving two reasoners: the user and the system. This observation tells us that metaquestioning is a heuristic process and that, as a consequence, it is characterized by certain but incomplete rules, like, for instance, the problem specialization or generalization.

In our model, we suppose that there are the user \( U \) (questioner) and the answerer/metaquestioner \( A/M \) such that \( U \) asks a question \( q_1 \) to \( A/M \) and \( A/M \) responds with \( q_2 \). Questions are represented according to the logic programming style. As an example, the question "Who entered from the main entrance between 10 and 11 p.m.?" is represented by the clause

\[
\text{act}(X, \text{enter}, \text{MainEntry}, [10-11 \text{ p.m.}])
\]

whereas the question "What are the paths of John between 10 and 11 p.m.?" is represented by the clause

\[
\text{act}(\text{John}, \text{path}, X, [10-11 \text{ p.m.}]).
\]

Thus, a question has an unknown (indicated with an \( X \)) and a body (represented by the action \text{enter} in the previous examples).

5. Sketch-based Dialogues for Human Activity Investigation

A problem arising in the development of dialogue interfaces is the need of a powerful language, like the natural languages people use for dialoguing. Natural language interfaces are very difficult to realize, since Natural Language Processing has already proven to raise many problems.

We propose the use of hand-drawn gestures as a dialogue language for investigating human activities in surveillance videos. The language is not as versatile as natural languages, but it allows users to query the system in a natural way.

5.1 The Sketch Language for Activity Investigation

A sketch language is formed by a set of sketch sentences over a set of shapes from a domain-specific alphabet. To support the question-answering process the sketch language should allow users specify:

1. the kind of object to be retrieved (the unknown) and the constraints on it, (e.g., a person in an angle of the room);
2. actions and states involving the scene objects, (e.g., a person opening a door, a person waiting the lift);
3. temporal information on the events to be investigated, (e.g., the time interval of a theft);
4. elements of the metaknowledge, (e.g., some properties of the response).

In the following, we describe the symbols composing the dialogues between users and the system.

**Language Symbols.** The user can associate a sketched symbol to each kind of object identified by the Object Detection algorithm, and will use it to refer to the objects in the context of questions. As an example, if the detection algorithm is able to categorize the mobile objects in people and packages, then during the specification of the questions the user can refer to them by using the sketched symbols in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3. Sketched symbols of the objects detected in the video scene.](image)

In case the objects involved in the question are part of the scene, the user can select them by hooping them with a hand-drawn circle. As an example, Fig. 4 shows a question where a person is already in the scene and it is included in the question by the red ellipse stroke.

![Figure 4. A question involving a detected object and a path as the unknown.](image)

**Actions and States.** Useful information during the investigation process is in the actions involving the detected objects, and the states in which they could be. As for relationships, they depend on the actions that the algorithm used to generate the facts that is able to infer. As an example, the action “a person picks up a package” is described by the sketch in Fig. 5(a), while the sketch in Fig. 5(b) describes the action of leaving a package.
Temporal Information. Questions information regarding time intervals is specified by drawing a circle on the timeline at the bottom of window.

Metaquestions. Sketches are also used by the system to represent questions for the user. We have defined the sketch symbols for a set of metaquestions, such as “how long should the response be?”, “which is the path followed by the person?”. The example in the next section shows some metaquestion symbols.

Unknown. The unknown of the question is indicated with a question mark on top of the sketched symbol. As an example, the unknown of the question in Fig. 4 is the walk path of the person enclosed with a circle.

5.2 The Sketch-based Interface

We have built a prototype video surveillance system with a sketch-based interface answering interesting questions about video surveillance footage taken in university offices, corridors, and halls. The scenes contain both persons and packages. A typical segment of the video footage shows persons leaving and entering offices, persons discussing in the hall, and persons putting down and picking up packages in the offices and corridors.

Fig. 6 shows the system interface. The main window contains the (background) image of the selected camera, on which the user can draw the sketch representing a question, and the system can reply with another question. As said above, timeline at the bottom of the image is used to specify the temporal information of the question as we show in the following example. The frame at the bottom of the interface (Fig. 6(b)) contains the images obtained from the user question. A storyboard containing the previous investigations is on the right of the interface (see Fig. 6(c)).

The sketches drawn by the user are recognized by using the approach proposed in [2]. The recognition algorithm employs visual language parsing techniques and exploits contextual information to solve ambiguities in the sketches. On average the algorithm gets a recognition rate of 96% since the symbols of the language are not complex and the number of overlapping symbols is very low.

The interface also includes a Question Visualizer module, which receives the metaquestions from the Dialogue Reasoning module, and adapts their layout to the user input. In particular, it adapts the shape of the metaquestion symbols to the sketch question drawn by the user.

Fig. 7 shows an example of dialogue between a user and the proposed system. Notice that user sketches are orange, whereas the metaquestions of the system are red. In Fig. 7(a) the user submit the question “who exited from the corridor between 9 and 11?”. Since the result to the question contains a lot of responses, the system question to the user “do you want a long or short response?”. This question is represented by the red sketch in Fig. 7(b). The user replies by drawing a circle on the sketched rectangle representing the list of responses (see Fig. 7(c)). To reduce the number of responses the system asks to the user “which path the person followed?” through the red sketch in Fig. 7(d). Notice that the unknown is the path and not the person. The user draws a sketched path indicating that he is interested in the person that entered the room in front of the camera, and the system visualizes two results.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a novel interface for investigating human activities in surveillance videos. The interaction with the surveillance system consists of sketch dialogues allowing users to easily specify various kinds of questions about occurred events. The presented proposal contains two innovative solutions: the use of sketching for representing the dialogue between the user and the system, and the use of question-answering to support users in the investigation process.

We have also presented a system prototype that implements several dialogues in a scenario of multi-camera university activity surveillance. In the future we plan to extend the sketch language both for questions and metaquestions. This will allow the system to support dialogues that are more complete and concrete for the user.

We also plan to perform thorough usability experiments. Initial experimental uses of the system have
already shown a potential enhancement in the user support during the investigation process. However, in some cases the system fails to understand the sketch question due to presence of ambiguities in the positioning of the sketched objects. In particular, this happens because in the same position of the image there are different places where the objects can appear. As an example, when a sketch symbol representing a person is drawn on a space that cover more than one street.

Finally, we intend to extend the interface for supporting the specification of questions involving more than one camera.

7. References


Abstract — Today surveillance systems are everywhere. Human observers watching live videos of specific areas are not efficient due to the likely loss of attention. On the other side, unattended surveillance systems require that people analyze hours of recordings when they have to search for some specific events, e.g. identify people responsible of violence, theft or other offences. In many cases a specific search in the video has to be accomplished in the shortest amount of time. This paper presents MotionFinder, a tool that performs video analysis by computing an interactive summarization of the movements in a scene. Once the summarization process is complete, the tool responds in real time to inquires. For example, human investigators may search for specific areas in the video that show high levels of activity or where they know that something occurred (e.g.: property damaged or stolen). The tool responds by showing only the scenes in which some activity occurred for that specific area of the video.
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1 Introduction

One morning, John enters into his work building and he notices that the director, the responsible of security, the guardian and a technical employee are looking at the guardian’s monitor in the guardian’s room. After a couple of hours, John passes by the guardian’s room again and the four people are still there, so John asks what is going on. It took about four hours of the four people to get to the exact moment in the video in which a thief stole a laptop from an office. The four people moved back and forth in the video and also used the fast-forward feature without noticing any change in the office scene, since only a few frames within a video recording of about 24 hours referred to the very quick action of the thief getting the laptop from the office.

The previous scenario describe a typical situation in the video surveillance context. Today video surveillance stationary cameras have built-in software able to recognize movements in the scene, i.e. to capture scenes in which something moves. Motion detection doesn’t always helps, in particular for heavy traffic areas, where almost always something moves.

Having a human guardian watching surveilled areas could be not optimal, particularly when there are many cameras. Human attention span can drop below acceptable levels after only 20 minutes, even in trained observers [4]. If we add that humans can handle a number of items of seven, plus or minus two, the use of observers is very ineffective when more than a tenth of video surveillance cameras are installed. Nevertheless, a surveilled area is a deterrent for people and reduces the number of causalities or damages. Entire cities have networks of surveillance cameras in order to cover specific locations for detecting and identifying potential threats or suspicious events. These systems often adopt real-time algorithms for detecting anomalies, identify objects and track them.

This paper describes a novel technique we have developed for video analysis and a software tool, called MotionFinder, which implements this technique. A first proposal of the technique was presented in [2]. MotionFinder allows a human investigator to speed up its search for anomalies by quickly selecting excerpts of the video in which an event occurred. The tool is intended for post-processing activities, not for providing real-time alerts. Nevertheless, it is possible to work in real-time, since the adopted summarization technique is very fast.

Next section provides an overview of related work. In Section 3, the summarization technique is presented. MotionFinder is illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 describes an interaction session in order to show how the tool works. Finally, conclusions and possible future research directions are reported.
2 Approaches in video surveillance

This section reports the most relevant work about the current video analysis systems. Most of the developed systems try to solve the problem of video analysis by creating fully automated applications. In video surveillance, events and requirements are often unpredictable, making useless the software used for the analysis. In effective video analysis it is important to combine the perception, flexibility, creativity and general knowledge of the human mind with the enormous storage capacity and computational power of computers [8]. Because analysing video is time-consuming, researchers try to support the analysts by allowing them to focus their efforts on relevant parts of the video, avoiding wasting precious time on irrelevant segments.

A significant research has been done in building fully automated systems, which should leverage human investigators in analyzing the videos. A survey on the state of the art about automated visual surveillance technologies is [13]. The survey focuses on intelligent surveillance systems, which use techniques and methods for recognizing objects and humans with the aim to describe their actions and their interactions. Techniques and tools are presented focusing on aspects like object recognition, behavioural analysis, and surveillance systems architectures. Instead of focusing on automated techniques, our goal is to provide human investigator with tools that empower their abilities.

In [5], beside a discussion about the state of the art for object recognition, particular attention is given to the architecture and the user interface, which should allow users to easily operate with the system. The authors build a “surveillance index browser”, which is part of a larger architecture that includes a face-recognizer module. In the user interface, a timeline represents the overview of all the events detected by the system in a particular time-frame. A second timeline provides a zoomed version of any video segment chosen by the user. A window displays the output of the tracker camera, while a second window displays a zoomed-in video about the moving object. Moving objects can be shown as color coded traces; according to time, older events are drawn in white, which gradually turn in red as time passes. In order to limit screen cluttering, the user can also apply filters. Also our tool uses a timeline, a window for viewing the video, and the color coded traces.

Performing queries in video databases is another requirement of video analysis. The system of Huston et al allows the human investigator to perform queries on unstructured data in a large number of distributed camera located in a city area [6]. The goal is to take advantage of the computer resources for searching video data, allowing the user to focus the investigator attention on interpreting the results in the hope of gaining insights that might help to accomplish the task the user is undertaking. A query is triggered by selecting a portion of an image; the system starts the search using a brute-force algorithm, which is the only viable solution, because the user is free to select any region of any frame of the video, and generally it is not expected to know what to search for, making indexing useless. Moreover, the authors point out that the rate at which new data is generated far exceeds the rate at which it can be analysed, and most of it will never be searched before being erased; as a consequence, pre-processing can be seen as a waste of resources. The human investigator can select different search parameters, like color, shape, texture and object detection. In order to avoid long waiting, the system shows results as soon as they are found and allows users to perform concurrent searches. In the tool proposed in this paper, the analysis performed by the user is not known in advance, but indexing is performed because: 1) the produced image can be used as a visual search for videos, since it is considered as a preview of the video; 2) indexing process is faster than the production of the video itself; 3) index files are very small.

Some thoughts about video occupancy space are provided by Romero et al. [10]. They address a system that tracks over 7500 hours per month, which occupy about 7500 GB space (240 GB per day). This means that it is unfeasible to use a typical laptop for the analysis. In order to be able to keep in a laptop one month of recorded videos, they exclude all frames in which no activity is detected; in this way, the needed space for one month video recordings drops to 120 GB. As will be presented in Section 3, the technique proposed in this paper allows to show to the user a set of previews. A single preview is an image representative of a whole video, so the compression is very high.

Real settings today are composed by many cameras. An interesting work that allows to monitor 20+ areas is DOTS [3], where the experience of a one-year installation of an indoor multi-camera surveillance system for use in an office setting is described. The user interface displays thumbnails of the cameras set in a building. The system tracks people movements and shows people positions in a 2D or a 3D model of the building. People are recognised through face-detection software. When the investigator is interested to one camera or one person, a preview area shows images coming from the selected camera. The system works by providing 2D and 3D models of camera settings, in this way the system can track people across multiple cameras. In the proposed version, MotionFinder addresses only one video at a time. DOTS could be inspiration for the next version of the tool.

A frequent requirement is to count people entering and exiting from a place. This problem has been faceted for various scenarios, like people going in and out a building, or a bus or a train [1]. Sidla et al. adopt a vision-based pedestrian detection and tracking system, able to count people in very crowded situations, like escalator entrances in under-
ground stations [11]. Our tool provides a simple counter that counts the different time intervals in which the movements have been occurred.

Current technologies allow people to track human gestures, and eye gaze, to help in human-computer interaction. Vural et al. uses eye-gaze analysis to capture overlooked actions in order to prepare a summarized video for a subsequent analysis [14]. This is particularly useful if there are many operators; the supervisor can quickly check what the operators observed.

Video summarization is an approach adopted in several systems. According to [9], each object moves in a “tube”. By removing the constraint of the time in which an event occurred, it is possible to visualize several tubes in the same moment. The user perceives that many objects are doing something in the scene, this approach saves the human investigator time because, instead of watching moving things sequentially, the analyst can watch them in parallel. This approach is useful for videos of almost desert locations, but does not scale for crowded scenes.

A simple and effective technique is proposed by Tang et al. where the user draws small segments on the screen, the system shows the pixels beneath the segments in a timeline [12]. The idea behind this technique comes from how the scanner works. Only the parts of the video that “pass” through one or more segments drawn by the user are “scanned”. For example, if such a line is drawn across a road, the resulting timeline will show the shapes of the car passing along it. These shapes will be more or less elongated depending on the speed. If nothing is happening, the line will keep writing the same pixels. So any object that passes over that line will be easily identifiable because background pixels, will be uniform and foreground objects will stand out. Our approach uses a similar idea but, instead of drawing a line, the user selects an area, and the tool shows videos, instead of still images.

3 The summarization technique

The approach presented in this paper relies on the creation of an image that summarizes the activity recorded by a stationary camera. The goal is to display traces of movements across the scene. The tool is very useful when it is known what happened, but the precise details about how and when are unknown (i.e. a laptop is stolen but it is not known when and by who). Traces of movements that took place in a given scene are shown using a color scale which ranges from yellow to red: yellow being used for previous activities, red used for more recent activities.

The video analysis process starts with the creation of an N x M matrix, called sequences matrix. N and M are the rows and columns of the original video frames respectively, so the matrix has the dimensions of the video resolution, expressed in pixels. Each cell of the matrix represents a corresponding pixel position in the video and contains a counter and a list of integers representing the frame number in which a movement was recorded in the corresponding pixel; this list is called sequence. The counter is an integer indicating the number of frames in the sequence, see Figure 1; it represents the amount of activity for the associated pixel. The information about the amount of activity in a given pixel can be used to highlight “most active” pixels or filter out areas with a low activity or vice versa. Another use of the counter is that to quickly jump to the last recorded frame in order to get “the age” of the last movement in that pixel.

The proposed technique creates a summarization image whose goal is to show the activities occurred in the pixels of a video scene. The image is generated from the matrix by assigning to each pixel a color using the yellow-red scale: a pixel showing a yellow color means that the last activity in that pixel occurred further back in time, while a pixel with a red color means that the last activity occurred recently. The resulting image shows all the movements that occurred in that certain scene together with a rough indication of how recent are the movements. If no movement is detected in the whole video in a specific pixel, the corresponding sequence will be empty and the pixel color in the visualized heat map will be transparent.

In order to better explain how the heat map is generated from the sequence matrix, Figure 1 shows a very simple example. In this example, the video has a resolution of 6 x 6 pixels, so the matrix will have 6 x 6 cells. Only in seven of the 36 cells something has moved, and the corresponding
sequences are displayed. In this example, movements have been detected starting from the frame 25 until the frame 95. The cell (2,2) shows that the event occurred very early (in frame 25), while in cells (4,5) and (5,5) last activity occurred late in the video (in frames 93 and 95).

The video is analysed using the frame difference algorithm, which detects the movement of objects across two (single difference) or three frames (double difference [7]). Since the video sequences can be very long, a logarithmic scale can be applied in order to make visible movement that take place in short intervals of time.

4 MotionFinder

This section describes MotionFinder, a tool which performs video analysis by implementing the summarization technique we have illustrated in the previous section. MotionFinder is implemented in C#, and includes the OpenCV library for the image processing and object tracking. Since OpenCV is created in C/C++, the wrapping with C# is performed using the EmuCV platform.

The user interface of MotionFinder is shown in Figure 2. The image on the left is called Movement and shows the heat map produced from the sequence matrix as described in the previous section. The heat map represents, in a scale from yellow to red, traces of movements that took place in the scene; it is displayed overlayed on a frame in which no movement occurred. Yellow and red have been chosen for the heat map because, in outdoor environments, yellow and red are the least likely colors to be found; moreover, most camera equipments record video in grey scale. The heat map in Figure 2 that uses these two colors is well visible. Furthermore the yellow-red gradient carries some implicit meanings, like in thermography imaging, in which yellow is used for colder temperatures while red is used for hot temperatures. We consider an analogy to a heating process, in which hot temperature are reached during time; similarly, the map representing scene movements shows in yellow the previous movements and in red the most recent ones. The user may change the standard colors if desired or may desaturate the background color. In order to make visible the portion of the image occluded by the heat map, the user can make the map semi-transparent, as shown in Figure 3, or hide it temporarily.

The Movement area is interactive and the user can click in any part of it. By clicking on areas that do not contains any movement, nothing happens. If the user clicks on pixels with some movement, in the right area, called “Thumbs”, all the video excerpts corresponding to selected pixels appear. The Sequence matrix returns an ordered list of all frames related to the selection; MotionFinder splits this list into different frame sequences in order to build a number of excerpts representing different events.

In Figure 2, the information that seven parts of the video have been detected is provided in several ways: seven thumbnails appear in the “Thumb” area, at the right of the window; it is explicitly written in the status bar, at the bottom of the window; seven markers are displayed in the timeline, at the middle of the window.
Over each thumbnail is indicated the starting time of that specific video segment. It is possible to configure MotionFinder to read metadata about the video and show real date and time in which events occurred, but often this information is not explicitly provided; it is often coded in the video file name, and the creation date and time is not always reliable. In the case of Figure 2 metadata were not provided.

Below the “Movement” and “Video” areas, there is a timeline, which displays all detected excerpts as markers. If the user clicks on the “arrow” button positioned on the left of the timeline, all videos are played sequentially in the “Video” area. The user can otherwise start a single excerpt by clicking on the desired thumbnail in the “Thumbs” area; in that case only the clicked video is played.

The user may click on several points of the “Movement” area; points can be added or removed according to the user’s needs. The sequence matrix, that holds information about where and when something happened allows the tool to respond in real-time. There are some hints that can be followed in the interaction with the heat map, in order to further speed up the analysis. One of the cases in which MotionFinder can be profitably used is when, before and after the event, the scene does not change, for example in the case of a door, or a window, that is opened and closed again; this action usually last for a few seconds, so other techniques, like jumping back and forth or fast-forwarding, are not effective. By clicking on the traces of the door that opens, like the click shown in Figure 2, the frames retrieved are those that belongs to the action, plus a number of frames before and after the movement. By default MotionFinder adds one second before and one second after, but this parameter can be changed.

5 An interaction example

In the context of video surveillance, someone may have stolen a valuable object or vandalized a store, etc. The human investigator who has to analyze the video has no clue about the specific time and how the event happened. One or more stationary cameras recorded the event. In order to speed up the search, motion detection sensors can be installed into the cameras, and may provide some help, this is very effective in mostly desert areas, but the case of a streets, corridors, with several side access or in frequently accessed areas, motion detection sensors are not really useful. The human investigator should review hours of video recordings in the hope of identifying the exact moment the event occurred.

We now describe how the tool shown in Figure 2 is used in order to support the human investigator to analyze the video and identify the frames related to that specific event. The video reported in the example of Figure 2 is recorded from a surveillance camera observing a street in which a photographer has his photography studio. The video have been recorded while the photographer was working in the studio.

During the day, he leaves the studio and close the door without locking it. When the photographer returns, he readily notices that an expensive video camera has been stolen. He does not know who, how and when exactly the theft took place but he assumes that something must have happened while he was away. He retrieves the video recording from the surveillance system and gives it as input to MotionFinder. The system produces the summarization shown in Figure 2.

Since the street is fairly trafficked, there is a lot of activity shown in the output. The photographer supposes that the thief must have entered the studio by the door. Thus, he clicks on traces of the upper corner of the door. The system identifies several moments in which the door was opened or closed. The timeline in the bottom part of Figure 2 shows seven markers placed at the corresponding times (also indicated in the status bar at the bottom of the window). In the right part of the screen a thumbnail appears for each detected excerpt. The photographer proceeds looking to the thumbnails and watching the video associated to those who seems suspicious.

He quickly identifies the moment in which he left the store, according to the thumbnails, at the time 2.28 the theft enters in the photography studio and exits at the time 2.45. The first thumbnail shows a person entering the studio and the next one after shows the previous person leaving while holding a bag with the stolen camera. Having watched the video excerpts and confirmed his suspicions, he exports the video excerpts in which the thief is shown entering and then
leaving so that he may deliver them to the authorities. Hopefully the police will be able to identify the thief.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, MotionFinder, a tool for analysing video recorded by stationary surveillance cameras is presented. The tool supports the human investigator in the search for a particular event of which it is not known exactly when and how it occurred. MotionFinder summarizes the video into an interactive single image, composed by a background and a heat map showing traces produced by the movement of objects and people in the surveilled area. By interacting with this image the human investigator can see a set of excerpts related to the selection s/he made and, in seconds, get to the desired results.

One limitation of the adopted technique is about crowded scenes. The approach adopted by Pritch et al. [9] could be used to reduce the problem, but the heat map cluttering problem remains. One of the future directions could be to consider activities during time as different layers, like in the proposal of Romero et al. [10]. By providing the user with an interface for choosing the layers of interest, instead of querying the whole video the analysis may be speeded up.

During some informal evaluation sessions, some users suggested that it might be useful to incorporate the predominant direction of the movements.
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Abstract- This article elaborates on the architecture of a web based tool for large scale Unified Communications Deployment. Unified Communications Deployment Tool (UCDT) is geared towards reducing implementation cost and time by automating and standardizing the process. The tool allows enforcing design and deployment best practices by standardizing and automating the process that prevents the human errors. UCDT provides one platform to provision all the components of Unified Communications (UC) such as call agent/soft switch, phones, voice mail, presence, and other collaboration platforms in the network, and hence eliminates the need for adopting multiple tools for the UC deployment. UCDT is accessible over the network that allows performing the deployment activities from remote locations and save travel costs.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unified Communications (UC) is gaining more popularity by small and large businesses, and more enterprises are adopting UC as their main mean of collaboration. While adopting UC has enormous advantages [4][5][6], deploying UC involves some challenges, namely, implementation cost and time. Unified Communication networks are becoming complex as they include soft switches, gateways, intelligent switches to facilitate media transport with QoS settings, network voicemail, integration with multiple vendor products, and other advanced features such as presence, web sharing. It is not simply enabling a dial tone to a desk phone. In a large enterprise there will be different line of business, each with its own set of requirements. This increases the complexity of planning and designing. This also leads to ensuring that a complex architecture with multiple devices and complex feature set gets deployed accurately. Unified Communications Deployment Tool (UCDT) is geared towards addressing these issues and reducing cost and time by automating and standardizing the deployment process.

UCDT is a web based application that allows users to access it remotely over IP network with proper credentials. Web applications are widely being adopted throughout the workplace due to their flexible nature [1][2][3]. The accessibility of UCDT to the target devices eliminates the need for users to be at the location where the deployment is taking place.

UCDT provides a single platform for provisioning multiple UC products. Network administrators are often concerned with the total cost of ownership of communication network and a unified tool to manage a wide range of devices and applications is highly desirable.

UCDT allows writing re-usable templates for provisioning requests, which can enforce implementation best practices. Once the templates are created and verified for one site, they can be used to provision different sites and no further verification is required. This eliminates verification time for every site, and minimizes the deployment time by utilizing re-useable templates. Furthermore, since the templates embed the intelligence, once they are finalized and put under version control, the deployment tasks can be performed by junior staff with limited technical knowledge.

Some of main advantages of the UCDT can be listed as:
1) Increases productivity by utilizing intelligent, re-useable templates.
2) Reduces implementation costs and time by means of automating the process
3) Avoids configuration mistakes by means of automating the process
4) Reduces configuration verification time, by utilizing re-useable templates
5) Brings consistency to the survey and provisioning process, by embedding intelligence in the re-useable templates
6) Reduces admin knowledge requirement by embedding intelligence in the templates.
7) Provides a centralized database for surveyed data
8) Enforces best practices rules via standardized intelligent templates
9) Provides a single platform to provision different UC products
10) Provides a standardized deployment. A standardized deployment may address all the entitlement concerns in a large enterprise or for a service provider managing multiple clients.
11) Is a web based application and therefore eliminates the requirement of being at the location where deployment is taking place

In this article we introduce the architecture of the Unified Communications Audit Tool (UCDT), designed to facilitate the deployment of enterprise’s Unified Communication applications including Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Cisco Unity Connection, Unity, Cisco Presence Server, Voice gateways, and the
underlying infrastructure. We elaborate on the internals and operations, and study this architecture in practice.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are two main challenges for deploying UC in large enterprises:

1) Configuration should be done for every site according to the network design
2) Multiple device types (such as gateways, network voicemails, presence etc), possibly from from different vendors, should be configured

Automation is very desirable to facilitate the first point. Consider a financial enterprise with thousands of branches around the world. All the devices (gateways, switches, servers) should be configured based on the same design, and only few variables vary from site to site (such as usernames, IP Phone MAC IDs, directory numbers, etc). Therefore automating this task would save productivity. Customized tools can always be provided to automate the provisioning of a single device, but that means to satisfy the second point mentioned above users have to deploy multiple tools, just to perform the task of deploying UC. Therefore, the problem is how to have a single platform that can provision any device. UCDT provides a unique, one of the kind architecture that allows automation of the provisioning task for multiple device types, even from different vendors. It is a single platform that can configure any device. This reduces the cost of ownership significantly. The flexible architecture of this tool is introduced in this paper to demonstrate how it overcomes the challenge of automating deployment of multiple device types by a single tool.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The main components of the system are defined as: Administrator agent, Template Builder agent, Site Survey agent, Provisioning agent, Data Import agent, Remediation agent. Fig. 1 illustrates this architecture.

The Administration agent controls the access of the users to the tool based on their roles and permissions. It also allows defining parameters that can be used enterprise wide (only for a specific customer) or system wide (for all customers). System maintenance such as back up, applying software upgrades and finally uploading license is also done by this agent.

The “Template Builder” agent, allows users create templates, which are the framework of the provisioning requests. Templates are in fact provisioning request that have variables instead of the site specific data. Once user feeds the site specific data to the tool, these variables would be replaced by the data and a provisioning request would be formed. In other words, templates plus site data would provide provisioning requests. UCDF uses “Velocity” engine for the template writing language. Users can utilize all the features available by “Velocity” such as string manipulation or any kind or mathematical functions to write their templates. This would allow writing complex templates and embedding all the intelligence inside the template. This
would save users from the need to massage the data prior to uploading it to the tool. The templates are usually written by senior engineers and contain the fundamentals of the UC network design.

Once templates are created, tool would look into the templates and would find the variables used inside the templates and would generate datasheets which contain columns as variable names that need to be provided to the system. These variables are typically the name and details of the enterprise users, or MAC ID of the phones, or any other information that is required to be fed to the UC components for provisioning. The datasheets are filled out by the user and fed to the system through the “Import” agent. Since all the intelligent has gone to the templates, the task of populating datasheets (which is ongoing tasks for all sites) can be left to junior engineers or people with limited knowledge about the design of the network.

The “Survey” agent allows reviewing the uploaded site data. It provides a centralized database that can store all the site data. This is a good mean for storing the site data, for all UC products in a centralized database prior to doing provisioning.

Once the site data is provided to the tool it is used to replace the variables in the templates and form provisioning requests. Provisioning agent allows user review completed requests before sending them off to the UC server for provisioning. Users can then launch a provisioning task immediately or schedule a time in the future to send the provisioning requests to the UC components. Once the provisioning task is completed, the results (success or failure) and details (reason for failure) are reported back to the user.

UCDT currently supports provisioning of Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Cisco Presence Server, Unity, Cisco Unity Connection, Voice Gateways and Switches. However the tool provides ability to write plugins to provision any third party device as well.

The flexible template builder agent design, which I based on Velocity and allows generating datasheets according to the templates, plus the ability to provide plugins to provision new devices are two essential elements of UCDT that have made possible to do deployment of any device from a single platform.

IV. SYSTEM OPERATIONS

As Fig. 2 illustrates, there are two main phases for using UCDT, namely: the initial phase, when the templates are created, and the ongoing provisioning phase.

During the initial phase (Phase 1), users go through the UC network Low Level Design (LLD) and create the templates. The templates contain the skeleton of the provisioning requests. Any value that is consistent among sites/branches should be hardcoded and any value that might differ from site to site should be defined as a variable. The values for the variables would be provided
to the system during site provisioning, when the datasheets are populated. Populating datasheets is a task prone to error and time consuming, so as the best practice, users are encouraged to hardcode as much information as possible inside the template. Also users are recommended to enforce best practices and avoid providing too much flexibility in the design. For example, it is recommended to assign product type based on job roles, to for example provide Cisco IP Phone 7961 to all regular employees and Cisco IP Phone 7975 to all site managers. This way we can define a rule in the template to specify the phone model based on job title, as opposed to have any kind of phone for any employee. This not only would simplify the provisioning and deployment process but also would greatly simplify the maintenance of the network.

Since templates are based on the LLD, if anything in the LLD should change, it would require template update, to reflect the same change. Therefore, it is recommended creating templates once the LLD is locked done. Experience has shown that changes in LLD are inevitable, but with this policy at least changes to the templates can be minimized.

Once the templates are created, they should be tested on a lab cluster. So datasheets are generated and then populated for the lab cluster. The provisioning task is then scheduled and launched, and the results are verified. Templates are revisited to fix any potential error or to optimize. Once templates are perfected, we can go to the next phase which is the ongoing provisioning phase.

In the beginning of the second phase (Phase 2), training is conducted to educate the people who would be responsible for populating datasheets and scheduling provisioning tasks on how to use the tool and the templates.

Upon the completion of the training, staff would be able to independently utilize the tool. They should gather the site survey data and populate the datasheets, then import to the tool and schedule and launch provisioning task.

Populating the datasheets is one of the most time consuming tasks in the whole provisioning process, as it is manual and needs human interference to make sure correct data is provided to the tool for provisioning. This is one of the factors that add delay to the provisioning process. In addition, there is a throttle speed that would be adjusted on the UCDT side, to control the speed of sending provisioning requests. This is to prevent the UC components from becoming slow under high volume of requests per second.

In order to increase the speed of the process with regard to these limitations it is suggested to populate datasheets for next sites/branches, while running provisioning tasks on previous sites/branches. Experience has shown that provisioning up to 50 sites/branches per week is practical.

System should be monitored during phase 2, but since the templates have already been verified, thorough verification is not required in this phase.

V. UNIFIED COMMUNICATION DEPLOYMENT TOOL INTERNALS

In this section we would visit three topics: security of the tool, currently supported platforms and the provisioning mechanism for each of them, and finally the template builder engine.
A. UCDT Security

UCDT is a web-based application and hence eliminates the need to be locally present at the site to conduct the provisioning. To ensure the security of the tool, it utilizes https protocol and therefore all the communication between browser and the tool is encrypted. UCDT also allows defining granular access rights to each agent of the tool for different users. The administrator of the system can grant access or deny each user from accessing specific modules. Typically all users have access to “Import” and “Provisioning” modules, whereas only a few users have access to “Template Builder” module. The reason is, templates are usually written by the senior engineers who have designed the network and other users are usually not supposed to modify or delete templates once they have been verified.

Furthermore, users can be denied from accessing/launching specific templates. The reason is some templates such as delete templates would have catastrophic impact if run unintentionally. So the access to this type of templates would be typically only granted to administrators or senior users.

All passwords and critical information are also encrypted inside the tool. Therefore users do not have to worry about providing the credentials of their UC servers to the tool.

A. Provisioning Mechanism

UCDT currently can provision Cisco Communications Manager (CUCM), Unity, Cisco Unity Connection, Cisco Unified Presence Server (CUPS), Gateway and switches. Each of these devices provides a different interface for the provisioning. In some cases, even for one device, different provisioning methods should be used since one method is not capable of doing the job or is simply too complicated. For instance although writing SQL queries into the database will allows provisioning many items, due to the complexity of the relations in the database tables and the fact that a few tables should be modified to add an item for some components this will only be considered as an alternative method. Table 1 lists all the provisioning mechanisms we use for different components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UC Platform</th>
<th>Provisioning Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Communications Manager (CUCM)</td>
<td>Thick AXL/SOAP and SQL query through thin AXL/SOAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unity</td>
<td>SQL through ODBC access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Unity Connection</td>
<td>CUPI, SQL through ODBC access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Unified Presence Server (CUPS)</td>
<td>SQL query through ODBC access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Unified Provisioning Manager (CUPM)</td>
<td>NBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Infrastructure (Gateways and Switches)</td>
<td>Telnet, TFTP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UCDT also provides the ability to write plug-ins so that support for any new or even third party devices. Once the plug-in is provided and provisioning mechanism is defined, same infrastructure for template creation, import, and survey can be used for the new device. This has a great advantage for customers since they can deploy only one tool in their network and provision multiple devices.

B. UCDT Template Builder

Template Builder is one of the major modules of UCDT. It provides a template editor and allows users write flexible templates and utilize programming language to conduct complex operations such as string manipulation or complex mathematical calculation. This would greatly simplify the provisioning process as the raw data can be fed to the tool as-is and no data manipulation has to be done over the data prior to feeding to the tool.

UCDT utilizes “Apache Velocity” engine in the template builder module. Therefore users can utilize all the commands available by Velocity to write templates. Once the templates are parsed and variables are replaced with data provided by datasheets, the provisioning requests are formed. Provisioning agent has a feature that allows users view completed provisioning requests, before sending them off to the UC server. This allows detecting parsing errors and other misses in the templates and greatly helps with the troubleshooting.

C. UCDT Datasheets

As it was mentioned, one of the most time consuming tasks for the whole provisioning process is populating datasheets, since it is a manual process and prone to errors. To facilitate the datasheet population UCDT provides concept of tags pick-lists. Tool allows users to define enterprise-wide, system-wide or even branch-wide pick-lists. Once the values are defined for a pick-list it appears as a drop down menu in the datasheet. This allows users to select a value from the menu instead of typing the value. UCDT tags are in fact variables that can be populated only once and be used for all the
templates. This would also simplify populating the datasheets.

The concepts of tags and picklists have greatly helped with facilitating the datasheet population task and have saved users from making mistakes and typos as well as saving time for typing the values.

VI. CASE STUDY

Figure 5 shows the effort hours needed to provision sites without using UCDT. Every site takes about 4 hours to be configured. So the total duration of deployment is 4 hours multiplied by number of sites.

Figure 4 shows the effort hours when utilizing UCDT. Initially around 3 weeks time is needed to create and fine tune the templates. Once templates are created, then provisioning sites would take approximately 15 minutes. So the total duration is number of sites multiplied by 15 minutes plus 3 weeks.

It can be concluded the initial time for writing templates is the most time consuming part. Once templates are created, the provisioning takes very little time. This fact makes UCDT a good candidate for deploying in large enterprises with so many sites/branches. If there are only a few branches for provisioning, UCDT might not have a great impact with respect to the time/cost saving.

Figure 3 shows the impact of utilizing UCDT on a deployment with large number of sites/branches. This is an actual case study from one of the customers.

VI. SUMMARY

This article explains the architecture, internals and process for using Unified Communications Deployment tool. The advantages of the tool are explained and the cost saving figures are presented.
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ABSTRACT
Most of the solutions for accessing semantically annotated media provide clients for interpreting simplified information and not to directly executing the semantic annotations. Thus, the interactivity in the navigation among the semantic concepts is closed on the server side, leaving at the client/player tool a passive role. In this paper, a uniform solution (called MyStoryPlayer) that allows modeling and playing non-linear stories by following their semantic including temporal and logical relationships, is proposed. In MyStoryPlayer, any media segment can be an annotation for another media element, plus any semantic description. The user may navigate in the audiovisual annotations and media creating its own non-linear experience/path. The resulting solution includes a uniform semantic model, a corresponding semantic database for the knowledge, a distribution server for semantic knowledge and media, and the MyStoryPlayer to be used in web applications.

Index Terms— audio visual annotation, semantic model, semantic player.

1. INTRODUCTION
The content models for entertainment and edutainment are suffering a range of transformations in the recent years. Multistream TV programs such as granprix, bigbrother, etc., are proposing synchronized multiples views/streams of the same event, on which the user may decide to switch. Despite of this effort, the TV is still less attractive than Internet since the possibilities and interactivity are limited (even adopting innovative streaming solution MPEG-21 DIS, digital item streaming [Burnet et al., 2005], or by the many projects on multimedia and multicontext streaming such as LIVE [http://www.ist-live.org]). The most famous TV serials such as Lost, Flashforward, and also the more dated Odissey 5, Doctor Who, etc., may find a more attractive modality of fruition on more interactive channels for fruition. Internet fruition is mainly non-linear. To this end, new models have been proposed in the context of IPTV and/or WebTV. They may take advantage of the possibility of providing content and stream on demand and by the possible direct connection with portals of content distributors, via the so-called hypervideo and/or multimedia links from videos.

The internet capability of rapid context change and the virtually unlimited number of combinations/paths are probably the most relevant motivations for the fast penetration of Web solutions for entertainment, despite the present limitations in network bandwidth. In Internet, on web browsers or via dedicated applications, a large range of entertainment and edutainment solutions are growing in which the user may see at the same time: video and slides, video and chat, etc. Moreover, the adoption of semantic web technologies on Internet are transforming the information search and access. Some of the most accessed web portals are starting using semantic web technologies; by indexing content on the basis of their semantic description, and allowing users to provide annotations and classifying content and contributions. See for example users’ annotations on images of Flick, and the annotations on videos of YouTube. In the latter case, an annotation may allow to select the successive scene, passing to different videos, modeling the paradigm of Hypervideo (see MIT Hypersoap [Dakss et al., 1998], etc.). Simple paths may be created starting a video from an overlapped link placed on another. Thus, these solutions give at the user the possibility of creating a unique personal experience in the content fruition. In most cases, queries are still traditionally based on keywords, and in some cases full text indexing via some fuzzy support. Thus, the insertion of hyperlinks on videos as annotations does not correspond to enabling semantic queries. That means for example, that it is not possible to perform semantic queries such as requesting “all videos where two men are talking each other in a car”. To this end, semantic descriptors of the scene have to be indexed to enable semantics queries, for example in SPARQL. Moreover, for huge collections the computational complexities for semantic extraction and about the inferential processing on semantic indexing related to queries may be huge. Complexity may also depend on the semantic model and functionalities offered to the final users. Therefore, a large effort for content service improvement has been focused to the extraction and association of semantic descriptors with content. Semantic descriptors are typically modeled as media or multimedia annotations formalized in MPEG-7 and/or RDF [MPEG-7], annotations can be also in MPEG-21 [Bellini 2011]. Vannotea solution has been proposed for collaborative annotation of videos [Kosovic et al. 2004].
Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the conceptual semantic model of MyStory is presented. Section 3 reports the general architecture, giving details about the server and clients. In Section 4, the internal details of the MyStoryPlayer client tools are presented. An example, which can be accessed via web, is presented on Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.
of events. The single resources may not be simply connected as temporally aligned videos such as the views of the different cameras in grandprix, multiview football match, big brother multiview, etc. This means that the switch from one essence to another may change the context and thus some of the other essences in execution jumping to a different execution time and annotation domain.

The proposed MyStoryPlayer model and tool exploits a semantic model which allows a full RDF navigation among temporal models and audiovisual descriptors and reduces the gap between annotated media essences and the annotations, since in MyStoryPlayer: both of them belong to the same pool of audiovisual.

The main elements of the ontological model of MyStoryPlayer knowledge are reported in Figure 1. The figure does not include the relationships with basic elements such as: URLs, strings, date, time, integer, floats, etc. According to Figure 1, the MyStoryPlayer model is mainly focused on the concept of Annotation. Each Annotation includes a set of descriptions and a media references.

**Figure 1.** Simplified MyStoryPlayer semantic model.

The scene Annotation descriptor may include multiple details about Characters, Objects in the scene. These kinds of descriptions are useful to perform semantic queries of the scenes. Moreover, Places and Event are singular features. The scene representation model can be augmented with additional ontologies; thanks to the RDF flexibility other features can be added to the model in order be more accurate, complete, suitable for any specific domain and contexts. Any media essence may have multiple annotations; each of them with its own description and reference to other media elements. Among the description also a textual annotation, a starting and ending date/time instant.

The MyStoryPlayer annotations have a starting time, and an ending time. Annotations can be SideAnnotation or MainAnnotation. The two kinds of semantic annotations may be composed to create more complex cases. And the same media segment may be used as SideAnnotation and/or MainAnnotation in different contexts.

The **SideAnnotations** are associated with the main audiovisual by means of a starting time instant, and from that time instant they are played synchronously with the annotated audiovisual (but aside). They start at a given time instant and have a time duration, for that duration the two audiovisual are synchronously played: the main audiovisual in the main area and the annotation aside (the annotation may have to show some associated descriptions as text or additional information). The SideAnnotations are typically adopted for showing audiovisual and/or document/text synchronously such as slides aside the teacher video, different views of the same theatrical scene or sport event.

The **MainAnnotations** are associated with the main audiovisual at a given starting time. From that time instant the annotation is “explosive”. This means that, the audiovisual annotation go forward putting in pause the main audiovisual for the duration of the annotation itself. After that, the context returns on the annotated main audiovisual. The return back is automatic if the MainAnnotation is executed up to its conclusion, while the user may decide to change the context during the execution of the MainAnnotation as well. MainAnnotations may be adopted to provide explanations, to attract the interest of the user on different scene, etc.

From the temporal point of view, the time instants of the annotation (starting and ending) are distinct concepts with respect to the Event concept associated with the Annotation. An important feature of scene description is the property *isAtTime* that links the Annotation class with Event, which gives (when possible) at the scene described a temporal collocation, and enables a semantic separation between the real temporal line. Indeed, there are many cases in which the moviemaker decides an order to represent the movie, which does not necessarily follow the occurrence in the real world. Therefore, with this feature, we can separate two parallel temporal lines, the one referred to video, and the other referring to the event ordering into the narrative, to allow the user make temporal queries in which he can ask: “all the scenes before/after event X”. The Event concept is related to the narrative semantics of the scene, and represents a symbolic or a time event in the story (a symbolic event is represent by a nickname, for example the “the second goal”; a time event is something which may be defined as DD:MM:YYYY, HH:MM:SS). This means that a clear distinction from time into the story and the time relationships among the digital essences and annotations has been made. For example, it is possible to have set of media and annotations representing a possible experience related to a football game; some videos may include a linear view of the game while others may represent parallel point of view, comments of experts, jump back or forward to other events, detailed facts occurred during the advertising, etc.

So that, a combination of Side and Main Annotation is needed to model all kinds of annotations. And, they can be mounted on a fewer number of video files, even in a single file.

Moreover, MyStoryPlayer annotations may be nested, and may be used to organize/create non-linearly and recursive
complex paths. An additional flexibility to the model is offered by the fact that each single media file may be referred by any number of annotations, overlapped each other or not.

**Figure 2.** An example described in the next steps:

1. user started with the context of AudioVisual R (for example Video R.flv) on Annotation M (a video segment with association a set of scene descriptors and a text). During the execution of AudioVisual R also Annotation A1, A2 and B0 are executed synchronously according to the time schedule.

2. at the first yellow star (time instant marked with a star), the user decided to change the context by following the content played by Annotation B0. Thus, AudioVisual X was loaded together with its annotations: B1, B2 and Annotation N on AudioVisual R.

3. user completed Annotation B0 and continued on AudioVisual X for a while. Then, the user decided to change context passing at Annotation B2, with the corresponding change to AudioVisual S. AudioVisual S has MainAnnotation C4 (an explosive annotation) aligned at the second star. Thus, the execution passes on Exploding Annotation C4, changing the context on AudioVisual T, to returning back to AudioVisual S. The context of AudioVisual T has annotations D1 and F2. Please note that also Annotation F2 of AudioVisual T may lead again to move the context on AudioVisual X.

4. user, in the middle of executing Annotation C4, decided to pass at Annotation D1 changing again the content to go on AudioVisual W.

The example in Figure 2 represents a case in which the user starts in a certain context and changes the context (audiovisual execution) by following a number of annotations. Thus, these annotations have to be loaded from the knowledge repository by sending a Semantic Navigation Query. The advantages of MyStoryPlayer reside into the semantic model and player tools which include: the management of multiple annotations, the execution of multiple synchronous annotations with time relationships, the possibility of returning back on the stack of context changes including annotations and execution time, in the recording of the experience performed, and in the possibility of having and cumulating a portion of the knowledge on the client side to perform internal navigation without reloading in the RDF model. The possibility of receiving the RDF model of the annotations allows at the MyStoryPlayer to implement strategies on the loading and play of the successive audiovisual/media streams. In fact, it is possible to load in advance the next possible RDF descriptors without waiting for the change of context. This may accelerate the change of context and to perform a partial semantic reasoning on the client side.

### 3. THE GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

According to the above-presented scenarios, the user starts accessing to the MyStory knowledge by performing a semantic query on a web page. As a result, he/she receives back a list of possible annotations representing scene descriptors from which the navigation may start. Once an annotation/scene is selected, the user experience starts; for example, from video Lost-Season-3-Episode-12 at the time instant 23:34:12. The chosen annotation is put in execution with its corresponding digital media essence, thus the MyStoryPlayer automatically shows a set of synchronized annotations and thus related essences along the execution time line. Annotations are executed aside the main essence according to the time line, and the user may decide to start navigating among them. Thus creating his experience among the possible paths which are modeled by the annotations. The set of annotations are stored into the ontological knowledge database, managed by SESAME, see Figure 3. The MyStory WebPortal front-end is only a web server providing a set of web pages for collecting information, collecting queries, providing support for the client MyStoryPlayer into the internet Browser. The MyStoryPlayer is a player specifically designed and developed for executing the semantic model above presented. It has been developed in Adobe ActionScript of flash, so that it is automatically provided and loaded during the web page loading as flash player tool.
- **Addition of annotations** to the knowledge database. The annotations are added providing a set of information such as: ID of the digital resources already in or provided file, starting point, ending point, model of play (sync or explosive), classification metadata, text description, etc.

- **SPARQL queries** on the knowledge database to get a list of possible entry point scenarios.

- **Semantic Navigation Queries** in SPARQL on the knowledge database, to acquire updated information every time the context is changed. For example, when the user click on a video/image/audio on the right side, the MyStoryPlayer poses a query to the server to get all the triples connected to the next context, to explode it in terms of related audio/visual, and thus to start the progressive download and player of the related resources.

- **Saving users’ experiences on the server.** When a users takes a decision on recording the experience in navigating. This implies that for action the player has to communicate to the server the time instant at which the action has been performed on the timeline of the current media resources. This allows keeping trace of the whole user experience, and may be used to share this experience with other users. The sharing of experience is of interest for educational and entertainment purposes.

Potentially the user may navigate in any direction among the annotations contained into the knowledge database, following the links and audio/video/images which are presented along the experience and navigation. The recorded users’ experiences may be re-proposed in a second moment to the same user or to other users that may be interested to make the same experience.

### 4. Inside MyStoryPlayer

One of the most interesting tools of the proposed solutions is the MyStory client tool, namely the MyStoryPlayer. In order to satisfy the above-described main features, the MyStoryPlayer has been designed to perform:

- interpretation of RDF information and query results coming from the MyStory Server,
- understanding and recognizing the different kinds of annotations,
- interpreting media references and thus relationships among elements,
- supporting Main and Side Annotation semantics,
- execution/interpretation of multiple annotations and thus of multiple audiovisual streams related to main media essences and Annotations,
- change of context when the user click on an Annotation (video, audio, image), implies to dynamically perform the access to the media of the next Annotation on WebPortal of MyStory.

- visualization of information and text associated with the current main audiovisual and of the Annotations; Textual descriptors to the single annotation and resources can be used to make in evidence specific aspects and to start discussions.

The MyStoryPlayer client tool has been designed by using object-oriented technology, see Figure 4. It has been designed to be loaded into a large range of Internet Browsers and thus in a range of web based solutions and applications. According to the design, the player is capable to receive annotations in RDF, where they are internally interpreted according to their semantic: audio, video, image, etc.

![Figure 4. The main classes of MyStoryPlayer client tool and their relationships](image)

### 5. Using MyStoryPlayer

According to the semantic model adopted, the user may perform semantic queries in SPARQL. For example, we have coded and annotated a subset of Lost TV serial to show the mechanism, and the user may perform the following SPARQL queries to get all scenes (the authors are requesting the rights to publishing the example proposed by using Lost serial, while other examples can be used as well): in which John and Jack are in a Forest; in which is present a Knife and are on the Beach. More complex semantic models could be adopted supporting also queries as: in which Kate has a Gun after the Second Airplane Disaster (as Event); on the Beach or in the Forrest, etc. For example, an example of semantic query in SPARQL to get “All the scenes where is present Jack and there is a gun”, is reported in the sequel:

```sparql
SELECT DISTINCT ?Video ?Annotation WHERE {
  ?character rdfs:label "Jack".
  ?Annotation msp:thereIs ?object. ?object rdfs:label "Gun".
}
```

After some seconds of the main video execution, other 4 video annotations start and are executed at the same time on the right side of the MyStoryPlayer in web page. The videos
on the right side may contain explanations, simple flashback, contemporaneous events, as well as related issue. Each of them presented a different starting point and duration. In this context, the user may decide to interact with the presented media objects and controls.

Figure 5. MyStoryPlayer at work

Figure 5 shows a case in which an annotation started with a video (the experience can be performed on http://www.mystoryplayer.org by looking for all scenes with Jack and a gun).

For example: to follow the play of the multiple streams by keeping active the audio on one or more of them, or may decide to change the context; to see the textual annotations associated with one to the video by selecting corresponding “info” button. By clicking one of the videos (audio or images as well) on the right provokes the change of context, bringing the clicked media in the first place (on left). From the point of view of the ontological model, the change of context means to contact the MyStory Server with a query to get the annotations of the selected media and to recreate the knowledge into the MyStoryPlayer. The knowledge may grow around the present network of annotations and the past annotations may be discharged after some jumps. It is evident that new annotations have been loaded while the backlog of the past annotation is still accessible. In order to guarantee a number of back jumps to rewind the experience, the stack of the activities performed have to be maintained, storing also time instants in which the changes of context have been performed.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented MyStoryPlayer model and tool to execute non-linear stories by following their internal temporal and logical relationships formalized via semantic annotations. In MyStoryPlayer, any media segment can be an annotation for another media element. The user may navigate in the audiovisual annotations creating its own experience. The resulting solution includes a uniform semantic model, a semantic database, a distribution server for semantic knowledge and media, and the MyStoryPlayer to be used in web applications. The solution has been tested on a number of scenarios related to the modeling of non-linear story telling. An example is also accessible via web for the reviewers of the paper. In the short future, the solution would be adopted for modeling educational material such as those that can be created for medical and theatrical environments and in particular for ECLAP PsP project of the European Commission. In both cases, the scenes are typically recorded from more than one point of view, additional explanation video have also to be added showing the historical aspects (on different time and spaces) or about the basic technologies/interpretations or comparison.
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Abstract—Software product line engineering refers to the concept of sharing commonalities and variabilities of a set of software products in a target domain of interest. Feature models are one of the prominent representation formalisms for software product lines. Given the fact that feature models cover all possible applications and products of a target domain, it is possible that the artifacts are not necessarily and always consistent. Therefore, identifying and resolving inconsistencies in feature models is a significant task; especially, due to the fact that a large number of possible products and complex interactions between the software product line features need to be checked. To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose a framework with an automated tool to find and fix the inconsistencies of feature models based on Description Logic (DL) reasoning. The basic idea of our approach is to first transform and represent a feature model using Description Logics. The second step is to identify the possible inconsistencies of the feature model using DL reasoning and then recommend appropriate solutions to a domain analyst for resolving existing inconsistencies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Product Line (SPL) engineering is a paradigm that models families of software products with similar characteristics [12]. These characteristics, known as features, can characterize the specifications of a given domain. In fact, SPLs employ features to model all of the possible configurations and applications of a domain. The use of these features that allow for the sharing of commonalities among features of a domain strengthens the capability of SPLs to be used in re-use-based software development [15]. SPLs are usually represented using Feature Models (FM) that can indicate variability and commonality of product lines in a graphical representation. FMs have a tree structure where each feature is a node of the tree and its edges are the possible variabilities of the features.

Within the software development lifecycle of SPL, the process of developing a feature model for a given domain is referred to as the Domain Engineering phase, whereas the process of selecting the desirable features from the designed feature model for developing a new applications is called the Application Engineering phase. In both steps, inconsistent definitions and designs can be encountered that need to be automatically detected and semi-automatically resolved which requires the development and customization of AI techniques specifically for this purpose.

The task of inconsistency identification and resolution within a feature model is the main concern of this paper. Several approaches have been proposed to verify the validity of a feature model and its products; but only very few techniques exist that address the issue of inconsistency resolution within feature models. Furthermore, there is no automated tool available that is able to perform all of the tasks of inconsistency checking, debugging and resolution within feature models; so this fact shows the necessity for the development of a comprehensive automated AI-centric tool for this purpose. To this end, we propose a framework that describes the whole process of FM design and product generation based on Description Logics. It can check the validity of a given model, and all of its products; also it gives resolutions for invalid products or inconsistent models.

In real world applications such as MS Office, millions of features exist in the feature model. To generate new applications from this huge number of features, a comprehensive and reliable method is needed because feature model validation in this case would need too much time to be properly performed by a human analyst. So if a domain analyst is responsible for validating a large product line, he would need an automated tool that would help him/her by suggesting the best configuration and resolution strategies in an efficient amount of time. For this purpose, the strength of DL reasoning can be useful to guide domain analyst within the process of domain verification.

In this work, we propose a formal framework for performing inconsistency checking, validation and resolution based on DL reasoning for SPL. Using DL reasoning techniques which are implemented within Pellet [16] and also based on Reiter’s algorithm [13], we can find the solutions for resolving inconsistencies within a feature model. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

- We show the importance of using Description Logic variants especially OWL-DL in the area of software product lines;
- We propose a comprehensive framework for inconsistency checking by employing the Pellet reasoning engine. Also, we utilize Reiter’s algorithm to propose solutions for resolving the identified inconsistencies.
Based on our framework, we develop a tool called AUFS which supports the design of FMs in both domain and product levels. Hence, it identifies and resolves inconsistencies in the FM and its related products. Indeed, developing such a tool in the area of software product line can be helpful for domain analysts who are dealing with feature model validation and verification.

We ground the problem of inconsistency detection and resolution on sound Description Logic representation and reasoning mechanisms that would allow us to ensure that the proposed revision solutions are at least syntactically acceptable.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: The next section reviews some preliminaries. Then, our approach for inconsistency resolution in feature models is described in Section III. In Section IV, we support our approach by analyzing a sample feature model. Subsequently, we evaluate the proposed approach with a case study in Section V. After that, in Section VI we discuss related work in this area. Finally, Section VII is devoted to conclusions and some future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Feature Models

Features are important distinguishing aspects, qualities, or characteristics of a family of systems [11]. They are widely used for depicting the shared structure and behavior of a set of similar systems. To form a product family, all the features of a set of similar/related systems are composed into a feature model. A feature model represents the possible configuration space of all the products of a system product family in terms of its features. Feature models can be represented both formally and graphically; however, the graphical notation depicted through a tree-like structure is more favored due to its visual appeal and easier understanding.

In a FM, features are hierarchically organized by Structural Constraints which can be typically classified as: 1) Mandatory: a feature must be included in the description of its parent feature; 2) Optional: a feature may or may not be included in its parent description given the situation; 3) Alternative feature group: one and only one of features from the feature group can be included in the parent description; 4) Or feature group: one or more features from a feature group can be included in the description of the parent feature. In some case, the tree structure of feature models falls short at fully representing the complex set of mutual interdependencies of features; thus, additional constraints are often added to feature models and are referred to as Integrity Constraints. The two most widely used integrity constraints are: Includes - the presence of a given feature (set of features) requires the inclusion of another feature (set of features); and Excludes - the presence of a given (set of) feature(s) requires the elimination of another (set of) feature. In the following sections, the term ‘constraint’ refers to both integrity and structural constraints unless it is specifically mentioned.

Inconsistent Feature Model (IFM): An IFM is a FM that is vulnerable to generate invalid products with regard to structural and integrity constraints [18], [19]. In other words, an IFM violates some constraint (both integrity and structural) simultaneously. As discussed in [18], inconsistency in the FM can happen in two levels including domain and product configuration level when some defined constraints are violated.

B. Description Logics (DL)

Description Logic as a subset of First Order Logic is a knowledge representation formalism that can help to effectively perform reasoning over a knowledge base. A knowledge base modeled using Description Logics could be defined as \( \Psi = (T, A) \), where \( T \) denotes TBox and comprises of a set of general inclusion axioms and \( A \) stands for ABox and comprises of a set of instance assertions. This kind of knowledge representation contains a set of all concept names (\( C_N \)), role name (\( R_N \)) and individuals (\( I_N \)). The semantic of DL-knowledge base is defined by an interpretation \( I = (\Delta^I, R^I) \) where \( \Delta^I \) is a non-empty set of individuals and \( R^I \) is a function which maps each \( C \in C_N \) to \( C^I \subseteq \Delta^I \), each \( R \in R_N \) to \( R^I \subseteq \Delta^I \times \Delta^I \) and each \( a \in I_N \) to an \( a^I \in \Delta^I \). An interpretation \( I \) satisfies a TBox axiom \( C \sqsubseteq D \) iff \( C^I \subseteq D^I \). An interpretation \( I \) is a model of a TBox \( T \) iff it satisfies all of its axioms. Furthermore, an interpretation \( I \) is a model of knowledge base \( \Psi \) if it satisfies every TBox axiom and ABox assertion of \( \Psi \). A concept \( C \) is unsatisfiable with regards to TBox \( T \) iff \( C^I = \emptyset \) for all models \( I \) of \( T \). In addition, a TBox \( T \) is called incoherent iff there is an unsatisfiable concept in \( T \). For detailed introduction to description logic, interested readers can refer to [1].

C. DL-knowledge base Diagnosis and Debugging

In the area of knowledge representation and specially the semantic Web, knowledge base quality assurance is a prominent task. In the literature, various model-based diagnosis methods have been proposed for the purpose of developing a consistent model of a DL knowledge base. Schlobach et al [14] have utilized Reiter’s algorithm for identifying the underlying reasons of inconsistencies in a DL knowledge base, which is based on generating the conflict sets and the related minimal hitting sets. A set is called conflict set when it includes such elements that causes incoherencies. A hitting set is further defined based on the concept of a conflict set such that it contains at least one element from the collection of the conflict sets. A hitting set is minimal iff it does not have any subset which is a hitting set. In order to implement Reiter’s algorithm, the concept of Minimal Unsatisfiability-Preserving Sub-TBoxes (MUPS) is used, which refers to minimal conflict sets in the TBox. MUPS for a TBox for unsatisfiable concept \( A \) are the subsets of the TBox where \( A \) is satisfiable. MUPS can be used to compute the Minimal Incoherence-Preserving Sub-TBox (MIPS), which explains the incoherence of a TBox [3]. Consider the TBox \( T \) in Table I [14].

The unsatisfiable concepts are \( A_1, A_3, A_6, A_7 \), e.g., MUPS for \( A_3 \) is \( \{ax_3, ax_4, ax_5\} \). Also MIPS for TBox \( T \) is
In our approach, we focus on the representation of software product line feature models as Description Logic knowledge bases, and consequently use formal reasoning approaches on such a knowledge base to identify and possibly resolve any inconsistencies. In order to support our theoretical framework, we have developed an automated tool from which domain analysts can benefit for the purpose of domain and product consistency validation. First, the domain analysts can begin by designing a feature model using the AUFM FM Editor. Next, for the purpose of consistency validation, the feature model which is in SXFM format (SXFM is XML standard for representing a FM) can be sent to the AUFM Feature Model Debugger. Then, by applying three sequential processes: 1) Transformation; 2) Inconsistency Identification; and 3) Inconsistency Resolution, the domain analysts receive verification feedback. The feedback message contains, what the inconsistent features/constraints are, why those features are/cause inconsistency, and how the existing inconsistencies can be resolved. This information can be used by the domain analysts to correct the inconsistent FM and make it consistent. Note that, feature model verification is an iterative process and it will continue until the domain analysts are satisfied with their design and product configuration. An overview of this process is shown in Fig.2.

According to the framework, AUFM feature model debugger consists of three main components. In the following subsections, we will explain each of them in detail.

A. The FM to OWL- DL Transformation Component

In order to resolve inconsistencies in a feature model through Description Logic reasoning, the first step is to convert the feature model representation into some variant of Description Logics. We have chosen OWL-DL for this purpose. We utilize some theoretical concepts discussed in [20] to represent a FM in OWL-DL to benefit from the reasoning and expressiveness provided by it. The conversion is implemented in both the domain and the configuration levels.

The domain conversion phase includes several tasks that need to be performed in order to transform a FM into OWL-DL. The first step of conversion is to assign an OWL class named Feature Class for each feature in the domain; and all Feature Classes are considered mutually disjointed. The second step is defining a Rule Class for each Feature Class. Such Rule Class is related to its corresponding Feature Class with necessary and sufficient condition which is restricted by existential restriction. For example, assume that $F$ is a Feature Class. So, corresponding $F$ Rule class is defined as $F$ Rule $\equiv \exists \text{has} F$. All relations that an individual Feature Class might have with other Feature Classes are embedded in its corresponding Rule Class. The aforementioned possible relations can be defined as structural or integrity constraints. In other words, each Rule Class represents all relations that the Rule Class has with its children in the necessary condition definition; this is the main reason that a Rule Class is defined. Consequently, for a root feature $F_1$ and its children $F_1,F_2,...,F_n$, the associated DL-knowledge base has the general structure represented in Table II.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An Incoherent TBox $T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ax_1: A_1 \subseteq \neg A_1 \cap A_2 \cup A_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_2: A_2 \subseteq A_1 \cap A_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_3: A_3 \subseteq A_3 \cap A_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_4: A_4 \subseteq \forall A, B \subseteq C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_5: A_5 \subseteq \exists A \neg B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_6: A_6 \subseteq A_1 \cup \exists r, (A_3 \subseteq \neg C \land A_4)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_7: A_7 \subseteq \forall A, B \subseteq C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Reiter’s hitting set tree for MIPS in TBox $T$.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DL-knowledge Base Structure Derived from a Feature Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature relation or integrity constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G \subseteq T$ and $GRule \subseteq T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_i \subseteq T$ and $F_i \text{Rule} \subseteq T \land F_i \subseteq \forall \exists A, B \subseteq C$, and $F_i \text{Rule} \subseteq T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An Incoherent TBox $T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ax_1: A_1 \subseteq \neg A_1 \cap A_2 \cup A_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_2: A_2 \subseteq A_1 \cap A_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_3: A_3 \subseteq A_3 \cap A_5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_4: A_4 \subseteq \forall A, B \subseteq C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_5: A_5 \subseteq \exists A \neg B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_6: A_6 \subseteq A_1 \cup \exists r, (A_3 \subseteq \neg C \land A_4)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax_7: A_7 \subseteq \forall A, B \subseteq C$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. A semi-automated inconsistency management framework.
It is worth noting that, Optional relations do not impose any extra constraints to the feature model and DL-knowledge base, so we are not concerned with Optional relationships in the DL-knowledge base model.

The meaning of parent feature and its children is similar in an Include/Excludes constraint which means that if feature $G$ is selected for one product, it is necessary that features $F_1, F_2, ..., F_n$ are included/excluded in that product.

The products conversion phase is a straightforward task in light of the domain conversion step. In order to model a product of a FM using DL, we can add a class called ProductClass and consider which features exist in that product and which do not. Mathematically speaking, for a FM with root feature $G$ and set of features $F_1, F_2, ..., F_n$, a product that includes features $F_1, F_2, ..., F_1$ and does not contain features $F_{(i+1)}, F_{(i+2)}, ..., F_n$ is defined as follows:

$$\text{Product} \sqsubseteq \text{GRule}$$

$$\text{Product} \equiv (\forall (\exists \text{has} F_j, F_j \text{for} 1 \leq j \leq i \leq n) \cap (\neg \exists \text{has} F_{k}, F_{k} \text{for} i < k \leq n))$$

B. The Inconsistency Identification Component

Basically, this component is responsible for finding the inconsistencies in the FM and its related products. For a given feature model, the source of inconsistencies can be two-fold: structural constraint violation and integrity constraint violation. After transforming feature model to OWL-DL, we can perform DL reasoning with any standard DL reasoner to pinpoint the inconsistent parts of the feature model. Several DL reasoners are already available such as FaCT++ [17], RACER [9], and Pellet [16] that implement Tableau based reasoning [1]. Pellet has been seamlessly plugged into our designed tool and we can take advantage of its facilities to implement Reiter’s algorithm for inconsistency resolution, which will be discussed in the next subsection. Thus, we have employed Pellet as an integrated reasoning engine in AUFM and are using it for the purpose of inconsistency checking.

C. Inconsistency Resolution Component

The inconsistency resolution component is an important part of the AUFM feature model debugger. The aim of this component is to find the minimum corrections needed to make an inconsistent FM into a consistent one. In other words, we are looking for a minimal subset of axioms in TBox (here TBox refers to the converted FM into DL) that need to be repaired or removed to render a correct FM and thus make it consistent again. Note that here the TBox contains all Feature Classes, Rule Classes, and their correlated properties which are discussed in Tables II and III. Also, at the product configuration time, the TBox will be extended by adding Product Classes. For any incoherent TBox (inconsistent FM), the reasoning engine returns the list of unsatisfiable axioms (features and constraints). At this point, AUFM automatically performs debugging and exposes the main reasons of inconsistency and provides reasonable solutions for resolving them. All these tasks are carried out via a user friendly interface.

We adopt the theory of debugging and diagnosis from [14] within our work. Based on this, for a given inconsistent FM, AUFM finds the minimal conflict set for corresponding TBox. Note that, here conflict set can be defined as a MIPS set. Afterwards, Reiter’s hitting set algorithm is used to find the minimal hitting set. Indeed, MIPS set expresses why the feature model is inconsistent according to errors that are found by the reasoning engine. In addition, the hitting set represents how these errors can be resolved. AUFM supports both services inherently and domain analyst can benefit from them automatically.

IV. A SAMPLE PROCESS DEPICTION

To demonstrate the process of our framework, in this section we illustrate the resolution of a sample inconsistent feature model. According to our proposed approach, domain analysts should go through the following steps to validate any target feature model and its related products.

1. Design a feature model using the AUFM editor:

   We have provided the AUFM feature model editor which can
Thus, reasoning engine does not find any unsatisfiable concepts. As illustrated, the AUFM model at the feature domain level. As illustrated, the AUFM represents the consistency checking result for the feature model. In AUFM to perform tableau based reasoning to check inconsistencies. In both levels, Pellet has been used as plug-in product we will show how AUFM can identify probable feature domain level. Furthermore, by configuring a sample generated OWL file for phone knowledge base that represents the input feature model. The transformation file will be used and fed as an input to the its DL representation. For this matter, the produced SXFM stage, we need to transform the phone feature model into feature model in the TBox which is generated from the input feature model, axioms from the knowledge base. With regards to the meaning of the feature model, structural and integrity constraints of the phone feature model, product P cannot have both of the Symbian and WinCE features at the same time. Also, MP3 and MP4 are related with Exclude constraint. Thus, these two features cannot be included in product P simultaneously. In addition, UtilityFunction is defined as a Mandatory feature and it must be included in product P, while it is not.

AUFM performs consistency validation which is an iterative process. In each iteration, the system detects any possible inconsistencies and provides its corresponding solution and then sends a report back to the domain analysts. Then domain analysts are able to look at and resolve inconsistency (based on the recommendations from AUFM) and send the edited FM to feature model debugger for further inconsistency identification. This process will continue until there no more inconsistency could be found in the designed FM.

Product P has three inconsistencies. Thus, the consistent product can be gained after three steps of product debugging. In the first step, AUFM finds that the domain analysts have violated the Exclude constraint, which connects MP3 and MP4 features. Afterwards, the solution (which is MP3Rule ⊑ ∀hasMP3.MP3) for resolving this error would be recommended by AUFM. This problematic axiom is found based on Reiter’s algorithm. As discussed in Section III, to implement the Reiter’s algorithm, hitting set trees should be drawn and traversing in the edge weighted tree can determine the valid solutions for resolving inconsistencies. The drawn hitting set tree for resolving the first inconsistency which is Exclude violation is available at http://falcon.unb.ca/~ j41z9/files.html. In order to resolve this inconsistency, domain analysts need to remove this axiom from the knowledge base. With regards to the meaning of the feature model, MP3 should be removed from the product P. In other words, domain analysts interpret the meaning of the proposed solutions based on the semantics of the feature model. In product P, MP3 and MP4 are related with an Exclude constraint; in order to resolve this inconsistency, domain analyst needs to omit one of them from the configured product P. After domain analysts resolve the first error, they may ask whether there is more inconsistency or not. This process will continue until the second and third inconsistencies which are Alternative and Exclude violation are resolved. At the end of this interactive debugging process, product P is turned into a inconsistent product, P, which violates one Mandatory, Alternative, and Exclude constraints. Consider P as follows:

\[ P = \{ \text{Phone, Setting, Calls, Messaging, OS, Symbian, WinCE, Media, MP3, MP4, Camera} \} \]

The OWL file for product P can be accessed from http://falcon.unb.ca/~ j41z9/files.html. According to the structural and integrity constraints of the phone feature model, product P cannot have both of the Symbian and WinCE features at the same time. Also, MP3 and MP4 are related with Exclude constraint. Thus, these two features cannot be included in product P simultaneously. In addition, UtilityFunction is defined as a Mandatory feature and it must be included in product P, while it is not.

2. Transformation from SXFM to OWL-DL: In this stage, we need to transform the phone feature model into its DL representation. For this matter, the produced SXFM file will be used and fed as an input to the transformation phase. The result of transformation component is an OWL-DL knowledge base that represents the input feature model. The generated OWL file for phone feature model is available at http://falcon.unb.ca/~ j41z9/files.html.

3. Consistency checking and inconsistency resolution: Consistency checking can be performed in two levels, feature domain and configuration levels. Here first, we perform consistency evaluation for Phone feature model in the feature domain level. Furthermore, by configuying a sample product we will show how AUFM can identify probable inconsistencies. In both levels, Pellet has been used as plug-in in AUFM to perform tableau based reasoning to check consistency in the TBox which is generated from the phone feature model.

1) Consistency checking in feature domain level: Fig.4 represents the consistency checking result for the Phone feature model at the feature domain level. As illustrated, the AUFM reasoning engine does not find any unsatisfiable concepts. Thus, Phone feature model is consistent in terms of feature model structural and integrity constraints.

2) Consistency checking and inconsistency resolution in configuration level: Before starting consistency checking in this level, we need to configure a product. We configured an inconsistent product, P, which violates one Mandatory, Alternative, and Exclude constraints. Consider P as follows:

\[ P = \{ \text{Phone, Setting, Calls, Messaging, OS, Symbian, WinCE, Media, MP3, MP4, Camera} \} \]

TABLE IV
RESULTS FROM INTERACTIVE DEBUGGING PROCESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Inconsistencies</th>
<th>Recommended solutions</th>
<th>More Inconsistency?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Exclude violation</td>
<td>MP3Rule ⊑ ∀hasMP3.MP3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alternative violation</td>
<td>OSRule ⊑ ∀hasOS.OS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mandatory violation</td>
<td>PhoneRule ⊑ ∀hasUtilityFunction.UtilityFunction</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Consistency checking result for Phone feature domain.
consistent model. Table IV represents the inconsistencies and corresponding recommended solutions which are provided by AUFM.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we report on a case study to investigate the suitability of the proposed approach in terms of its usability. Here the proposed framework is evaluated to find out whether our approach can be practically helpful for domain analysts in the case of feature model consistency checking and debugging. In the following, we first describe the initialization process for usability evaluation and then we present the results and provide discussion in this regards.

Initialization process: In this case study four participants were invited to comprehensively model a Smart Phone domain and design corresponding feature models using our tool, AUFM. Two of these participants were undergraduate students which had little background about domain modeling. The other two participants were graduate students which their research areas were software product line engineering.

We recorded each participant’s activities based on some metric criteria such as number of features, integrity constraints, structural constraints, and inconsistencies in the Smart Phone domain. Also, we recorded the elapsed time of the iterative debugging process which mainly includes inconsistency identification and inconsistency resolution process.

Result and discussion: The case study observations are summarized in Table V.

As seen in Table V, students subjectively design Smart Phone feature models with average 31 features and 17 constraints. Also, the number of inconsistencies that has been discovered by AUFM varies between 3 to 7. In fact, the source of this variation for inconsistency is twofold. First, each individual participant has various levels of knowledge about domain modeling and second, the number of features and constraints that have been used by the students could affect the number of inconsistencies. That is, the more features and constraints, the more the designed model is susceptible to error.

The last column of Table V represents the elapsed time for the debugging process. The debugging process begins once the students send their initial inconsistent feature models to AUFM feature model debugger. The process continues until all the inconsistencies are resolved. In this case study, we have observed that the debugging process is varying almost between 2 to 5 minutes. In fact, we noticed that for the experienced users, the elapsed times are fairly acceptable for the feature model with average 31 features. Although, by considering the fact that st2 is the least experienced in comparison with the others; 5 minute of debugging could be considered acceptable.

After evaluating the results and discussing with students, we conclude that the AUFM tool is a user-friendly tool such that students with different levels of knowledge could easily design whatever they have in their minds. AUFM provides the means for students to interactively identify the inconsistencies of their designs and resolve them based on the recommended solutions. However, some of the students pointed that the recommended solution is at times ambiguous and it takes time to understand them in some cases. The main reason for this problem is that the recommended solutions are based on the DL language. They suggest that, it would be more efficient, in terms of time, if the users have this solution according to the feature modeling language rather than DL. Thus, they would be able to just concentrate on their design and directly correct their designed domain.

VI. RELATED WORK

Since the advent of feature models in the early nineties [10], a lot of work has been done in this area. Researchers have devoted their efforts to various stages of software product line engineering including works such as SAT-based feature configuration [21], AHP-based model ranking and preference elicitation [2] and machine learning-based external attributes quality prediction [4]. Some attempts have also recently been made to to find inconsistencies in feature models. Some of them have concentrated on the conversion of feature models to logical representations to benefit from the reasoning capabilities that exist in these domains [19], [5], [6], [8]. In [5], [6], feature models have been transformed into propositional logic and non-functional domain attributes have been modeled with fuzzy variables; and an semi-automated method uses propositional logic feature selection approach to check the satisfaction of domain’s constraints. The characteristics of First Order Logics (FOL) and constraint programming have been applied to the analysis of feature models in [7]. In [8], Description Logics has been used to build an ontology for features and some external services. Later on, using ontology matching algorithms, the proper services can be bound to corresponding features. Then using a DL-based reasoning engine the consistency validation is applied on feature models. Most work that deal with inconsistent feature models have focused on validity checking or finding inconsistencies in feature models. There is the lack of approaches to propose solutions to resolve inconsistencies in feature models. The most important approach that suggests solutions for inconsistency resolution in feature models is [19]. Wang et al in [19] have extended an incremental algorithm,
called SkyBlue. They propose a dynamic approach to prioritize constraints in a feedback control system that adjusts itself based on the opinions of the domain analysts. In contrast to [19], we have transformed feature models into Description Logic (OWL-DL) to utilize the strength of DL reasoning approaches for solving inconsistency in feature models. Furthermore, by employing Reiter’s algorithm the proper solution is provided to the domain analysts.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we strive to design and implement a framework to identify and resolve inconsistencies in feature models based on DL reasoning. In our approach, feature models can be automatically converted into OWL-DL in order to perform reasoning and check the consistency of the models. We have seamlessly integrated Pellet as a plug-in into our AUFR tool to discover inconsistencies in the feature model. Based on the proposed solutions, domain analysts can simply remove or keep the inconsistent features. Our preliminary evaluations demonstrate that our framework can help a domain analyst model and correct the desired domain dynamically.

One of the main contributions of our work is that we provide a correspondence between feature model representations and Description Logic knowledge bases and benefit from formal DL reasoning for identifying and resolving inconsistencies in feature models. Given the clear semantics of DL revisions, we have been able to guarantee meaningful revisions in feature models through DL based semi-automatic inconsistency resolution algorithms. For future work, we believe that our tool support, AUFR, needs more evaluations in terms of scalability testing. It is required to examine what would be the performance of AUFR and basically DL based reasoning methods for handling a feature model with large number of features. In addition, based on the feedback we obtained from the case study participants, we find that the resolution process would be more efficient if AUFR provides recommended solutions in FM language rather than in pure DL. So, we also need to think about this matter and improve the usability of AUFR at this point.
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Abstract

This paper presents a framework for building user interfaces for context-aware service management. It enables us to easily deploy context-aware services at computers through user-friendly manipulations to edit documents and monitor changes and services in the real world. It is constructed as a compound document framework whose the structural composition of visual components can be adapted to changes in the real world. Since components in the framework are programmable entities, they can directly monitor and control their target devices. This paper presents the design for the framework and describes its implementation and several practical applications with it in the real world.

1 Introduction

Ambient intelligence provides highly proactive or interactive environments that use embedded computation to observe and participate in activities that have never previously involved computation. Computers in such environments remain invisible to users and system services are obtained by means of context-awareness. Therefore, rooms, offices, classroom and homes should be provided with their own entities and improve the quality of life of their inhabitants, helping them in their daily tasks. Moreover, services must be adapted to tasks, the environment, its ocupants, and available resources.

Many researchers have explored context-aware services as one of the most typical applications of ubiquitous/pervasive computing. However, They have paid scant attention to the management tasks of context-aware services. For example, a context-aware system consists of many heterogeneous computers and sensing devices connected through wired or wireless networks in a house or office. The requirements of applications in such environments tend to depend on their targets, e.g., users, houses, or offices. To support context-aware services, their management systems need to know the context and process this in the real world, e.g., in terms of people, locations, and time. Furthermore, some existing context-aware services contain multimedia content, such as text, images, and video. However, existing context-aware services systems lack professional administrators unlike other network systems. Therefore, end-users themselves are required to customize their own context-aware services environments to their individual requirements and applications.

We propose a component framework to rapidly and easily build graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for management systems in context-aware services. Our framework not only provides GUIs that enable (non-professional) administrators to manage context-aware services and sensing or computing devices in ubiquitous/pervasive computing systems but also provides GUIs for enabling end-users to use the services. The framework itself is constructed as a distributed multimedia system. For example, some context-aware services support video cameras for computer vision or security purposes.

2 Example Scenario

Suppose a context-aware visitor-guide system is installed in a museum. Most visitors to museums lack sufficient knowledge about the exhibits there and they need annotations on these. However, as their knowledge and experiences are varied, they may become puzzled (or bored) if the annotations provided to them are beyond (or beneath) their knowledge or interest. User-aware multimedia annotation services, including text, images, and video, about exhibits are required. For example, when a user stands in front of an exhibit, a multimedia annotation service about the exhibit is provided in his/her personalized form on a stationary terminal close to the exhibit. Museum curators, who have no professional knowledge about context-aware services, deploy and customize context-aware multimedia annotation services and test the services. As exhibitions are often changed in museums, even curators should be able to easily and naturally configure the systems, e.g., the topology of sensor network.
and filter the data measured by these sensors.

3 Design Principles

There have been a few attempts to enable end-users to easily manage their networks. Nevertheless, networks for context-aware services environments in houses and offices are usually administered by end-users, who may have no knowledge or experience with networks. User-friendly interfaces are therefore needed so that end-users can easily manage networks in their context-aware services environments. Several commercial or academic systems for network management have provided visual interfaces for professional administrators rather than end-users. Furthermore, they have explicitly or implicitly assumed that they were being used without any other network management systems. That is, their visual interfaces have not been able to coexist with those of other systems. We need to be able to seamlessly unify visual interfaces for different network management systems.

Although commercial or academic Web-based tools for network management have recently been used, they cannot always monitor and control their target network systems in a real-time manner. This is because they periodically query the target systems and update their visual interfaces displayed within Web browsers executed on client-side computing devices through http-based protocols. Ajax technology may be able to reduce latency between the target systems and the visual interfaces, but most network devices or sub-systems do not support the technology, because they only support simple or particular protocols. Administrators or users must support heterogeneous network devices, sub-systems, or services that are different. Our framework needs to be independent of any network management systems and open to various network management protocols. Networks in context-aware service environments are evolving in the sense that network devices and services are dynamically being added to and removed from them. Therefore, a user-friendly management system supports the dynamic evolution of network systems or context-aware systems.

4 Compound Document Framework

This section presents a component framework for building and operating the visual interfaces for network management systems by using compound document technology.

4.1 Basic approach

The framework is constructed based on a compound-document framework, called MobiDoc, developed by the author [7]. It enables one document to be composed of various visible parts, such as text, images, and video created by different applications, like other compound-document frameworks, e.g., COM/OLE [1] and Bonobo [4]. Compound-document technology is useful for constructing visual interfaces for network management, because it enables end-users to easily and dynamically assemble visual components into a seamless interface.

Like other compound document frameworks, the framework presented in this paper enables components to maintain their own content within them and to be dynamically assembled into one document or component. It also supports GUI-based manipulations enabling it to edit individual components and to layout components on GUI windows or control panels so that end-users can create GUIs for their networks. Unlike other existing frameworks, e.g., COM/OLE, OpenDoc, CommonPoint, and Bonobo, it provides each component with its own program code enabling it to view and edit its content within the component. Therefore, such a component itself can implement network management protocols to communicate with its target network device, sub-system, and service. For example, when a user wants to manage a new network device in his/her networks, he/she drags and drops the visual component that can define the network protocol to monitor and control the device as well as the visual interfaces on his/her control panel.

Although the framework inherits many features of our previous compound document framework, MobiDoc, it has been extended to support network management. It consists of two parts: a visual component and a component runtime system. The former is defined as a collection of Java objects and the latter is executed on the Java virtual machine (VM). Since the Java VM and libraries abstract away differences between underlying systems, e.g., operating systems and hardware, components and runtime systems can be executed on different computers, whose underlying systems may be different.

4.2 Component runtime system

Each runtime system governs all the components within it and provides them with APIs for the components in addition to Java’s classes. It assigns one or more threads to each component and interrupts them before the component terminates, or is saved. Each component can request its current runtime system to terminate and save itself and its inner components in secondary storage. This framework provides each component with a wrapper, called a component tree node. Each node contains its target component, its attributes, and its containment relationship and provides interfaces between its component and the runtime system (Fig. 1). When a component is created in a runtime system, it creates a component tree node for the newly created com-
ponent. When a component migrates to another location or duplicates itself, the runtime system migrates its node with the component and makes a replica of the whole node.

A hierarchy is maintained in the form of a tree structure of component tree nodes of the components (Fig. 2). Each node is defined as a subclass of MDContainer or MDComponent, where the first supports components, which can contain more than one component inside them and the second supports components, which cannot contain any components. For example, when a component has two other components inside it, the nodes that contains these two inner components are attached to the node that wraps the container component. Component migration in a tree only occurs as a transformation of the subtree structure of the hierarchy. When a component is moved over a network, on the other hand, the runtime system marshals the node of the component, including the nodes of its children, into a bit-stream and transmits the component and its children and the marshalled component to the destination.

Most Java Swing and AWT GUI Widgets can be used as our components in the framework without having to make any modifications, because they have been derived from the two classes.

The runtime system can invoke specified callback methods defined in components when they are created, relocated, and terminated and it can assign more than one active thread to the components. We can define program codes to communicate with network systems or devices within these callback methods. In fact, we constructed several components for network management through basic protocols. For example, an HTTP server (or client) component plays the role of an HTTP server (or client) to monitor and control network devices as HTTP clients (or servers) and a Telnet component can connect to its target device through a telnet protocol. Since these components are defined as abstract classes, we can define visual interfaces for network management by using Java Swing or AWT Widgets. We also developed various components, e.g., a text viewer/editor component and a JPEG, GIF, and MPEG viewer component and an audio-player component. Note that visual components allow their content to be in arbitrary as well as standard formats, because they have codes for viewing and modifying content. Components can support further application-specific protocols. For example, the Video Stream Player component in Fig. 2 supported a Real-Time Protocol (RTP) to receive a video stream and displayed the stream on its visual rectangle with a GUI control panel to stop, play, forward, back and pause the stream.

4.4 Component manipulation

Each component can display its content within the rectangular estate maintained by its container component. The node of the component, which is defined as a subclass of the MDContainer or MDComponent class, specifies attributes, e.g., its minimum size and preferable size, and the maximum size of the visible estate of its component in the estate is controlled by the node of its container component. These classes can define their new layout manager as subclasses of the java.awt.LayoutManager class.

This framework provides an editing environment for manipulating the components for networking, as well as for visual components. It also provides in-place editing services similar to those provided by OpenDoc and OLE. It offers several value-added mechanisms for effectively sharing the visual estate of a container among embedded components and for coordinating their use of shared resources, such as keyboards, mice, and windows. Each component tree node can dispatch certain events to its components to notify them when certain actions happen within their surroundings. MDContainer and MDComponent classes support built-in GUIs for manipulating components. For ex-

Figure 1. Component hierarchy and structure of components.

4.3 Visual component

As we can see from Fig. 1, each component is a collection of Java objects wrapped in a component and has its own unique identifier and image data displayed as its icon. All the objects that each component consists of need to implement the java.io.Serializable interface, because they must be marshaled using Java's serialization mechanism. Each visual component needs to be defined as a subclass of either the java.awt.Component or java.awt.Container from which most of Java's visual or GUI objects are derived. To enable existing software to be reused, we implemented an adapter to use typical Java components, e.g., Java Applets and JavaBeans, which are defined as subclasses of the java.awt.Component or java.awt.Container class within our components.

1This is not compatible with all kinds of Applets and JavaBeans, because some of these existing applications manage their threads and input and output devices depreciatively.
ample, when we want to place a component on another component, including a document, we move the former component to the latter through GUI manipulations, e.g., drag-and-drop or cut-and-paste.

4.5 Component persistence

By using mobile agent technology, the runtime system can save or duplicate a component, its children, and information about their containment relationships and visual layouts into a bit-stream and can then later unmarshal the components and information from the bit-stream. When a component is saved or duplicated, its code and state, e.g., instance variables, can be marshalled by using the Java object serialization package. The package does not support the capturing of stack frames of threads. Consequently, our system cannot marshal the execution states of any thread objects. Instead, the runtime system (and the Java VM) propagates certain events to components before and after marshalling and unmarshalling them. The current implementation of our system uses the standard JAR file format for passing components that can support digital signatures, allowing for authentication.

5 Early Experience

We developed various components for monitoring and controlling computing devices, appliances, and sensors, in addition to basic visual components, e.g., text viewer/editor components, JPEG or GIF viewer components, and stream-video player components. Most Java Swing and AWT GUI Widgets can be used as our components in the framework without modifications.

5.1 Remote controller for home appliances

The first example is a remote controller for the power outlets of lights through a commercial protocol called X10. The lights are controlled by switching their power sources on or off according to the X10-protocol. We provided all lights with their visual components to switch them on or off. Each component communicates with an X10-base server, which controls an X10-module connected to the power outlet to switch the outlet on or off, and each displays its own visual interface to turn the outlet on or off as shown in Fig. 4. As we can see from Fig. 3, the component corresponding to the house contains the components corresponding to the rooms in the containment relationship between these physical spaces and entities. This system is connected to a smart meter, called TED 5000C, and we provide a component for display the power consumption measured by the meter. Since it treats the amount of power consumption as
context, it can control appliances according to the amount of power they consume.

![Diagram of X10-based power-outlet controlling system]

**Figure 4. X10-based power-outlet controlling system**

### 5.2 Management system for context-aware services

The framework has already been used in a management system for context-aware user-assistant services in public museums, e.g., at the National Science Museum in Tokyo and the Museum of Nature and Human Activities in Hyogo, Japan. The system was constructed as a sensor network where RFID tag readers were connected through a wireless network. These readers were located at specified spots in several exhibition spaces at these museums. Visitors were provided with active RFID-tags to track their locations. When they came sufficiently close to various exhibits, e.g., zoological specimens and fossils, located at the spots, they could listen to multimedia content that provided annotation about the exhibits.

The RFID-tag readers identified all the visitors within their range of coverage, i.e., a 2-meter diameter and sent the identifiers of their detecting RFID tags to a service-provider computer through TCP sessions. All service-provider computers had databases for storing multimedia content and they selected and played content according to their visitor’s knowledge and interests when they received the identifiers of the tags from the readers. Fig. 5 shows a screenshot of the visual interface for the management system. The interface enables users to deploy services at areas by using drag-and-drop manipulations. For example, the exhibition had more than 200 visitors daily and the system continued to monitor and manage RFID-tag readers and location-aware services for a week without experiencing any problems.

![Screenshot of monitor system window for user/location-aware visitor assistance system with sensor network]

**Figure 5. Screenshot of monitor system window for user/location-aware visitor assistance system with sensor network**

The interface consisted of four visual components that monitored four RFID-tag readers located at spots throughout the exhibition consisting of four spots. As we can see from Fig. 5, the window was implemented as a window component that contains six components corresponding to the frame boxes in it. Four of the box-frame components represented the spots and had programs that communicated with their readers through TCP sessions to monitor the presence of tags within their coverage areas, where RFID readers could work as TCP servers to send the identifiers of such tags. Fig. 6 shows the visual interface for user/location-aware systems used at the National Science Museum. An image view component drew a map of the exhibition room and it contained six management components for RFID readers connected through a network.

When a visitor with an RFID-tag entered a spot, the component corresponding to him or her was deployed at the component corresponding to the spot. We could dynamically add/remove location-aware services to/from spots. We deployed software to define the service at the component corresponding to a spot by dragging-and-dropping the visual component of the software on the visual components corresponding to the places in which the services should be provided.\(^2\) Curators, who may have no knowledge about context-aware systems, can therefore easily and intuitively deploy services at areas.

\(^2\)When more than one user enters a spot, the system selects and plays content according to the combination of people in the spot. The mechanism is presented in another paper [9].
change context-aware multimedia services at exhibitions.

Figure 6. Monitoring computer for six spots at National Science Museum.

6 Related Work

Several projects have proposed scripting or markup languages for building and configuring GUIs [10]. However, they were intended to define static GUIs, whereas our framework supports dynamic GUIs in the sense that the structural composition of visual components is modified according to changes in the real world.

Several researchers have explored toolkits for context-aware services [3, 2], but most of them have aimed at building user interfaces on mobile devices, including smart phones. Other projects have focused on building context-aware systems but not on building user interfaces. There have been several mechanisms for automatically generating GUIs for controlling devices [6, 5]. Most existing approaches can provide GUIs individual devices and can support them, being dynamically generated for devices that may be added. They assume the target devices, which they should provide visual interfaces for, can support their own control protocols for visual interfaces. However, most network devices do not support such protocols. Instead, they can be controlled and monitored through their own favorite protocols, e.g., SMNP, HTTP, and Telnet, in addition to management-specific protocols. Therefore, the framework presented in this paper is required to support various protocols. Network devices and ubiquitous computing devices only have limited resources, such as restricted amounts of CPU power and memory. However, client-side devices, i.e., PCs and PDA, have sufficient resources with their input/output devices, e.g., displays, keyboards, and mice. Therefore, visual interfaces should be managed and executed as much as possible in external systems, including client-side devices, rather than in network devices.

7 Conclusion

We presented a component framework for rapidly building and operating visual interfaces for network management. The framework can dynamically assemble visual components into a visual interface. It enables components to communicate with their target network sub-systems through the sub-systems’ favorite protocols, since these components contain their own program code in addition to the content inside them. Since it provides GUI-based manipulations for editing visual components, end-users can easily add and remove the visual interfaces for network management on their control panels. We designed and implemented a prototype-system based on the framework and demonstrated its effectiveness in a network management system for sensor networks in public museums.
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Abstract — The definition of an approach supporting an End-User in the development of mobile applications is a hard task because of the characteristics and the limitations of mobile device interfaces. In this paper, we present a visual approach to enable End-Users to compose visually their own applications directly on their mobile phone. To this aim, we propose a touchable interface and an ad-hoc visual language, enabling the user to compose simple focused applications, named MicroApps. The user has not in charge the creation of the user interface that is automatically generated. Moreover, we present the results of a preliminary usability study that revealed a good satisfaction degree of all the involved subjects, whereas an empirical analysis highlighted that the MicroApp visual approach is effective and efficacious.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile phone applications are becoming more and more popular, and Gartner research expects a market volume that can reach $30 billion in 2013 [6]. Indeed, new services and innovative interaction modalities, including gesture detection, device movement and context-based control are continuously proposed [9]. These innovations are mainly due to the novel and cheap equipments offered by the last mobile phone generation, such as on-board camera, accelerometers, compass, GPS, etc., their increased processing power and fast internet connectivity.

However, the more smartphones become smarter, the more the design of complex applications covering the various user needs becomes a not easy task. Indeed, few of today’s available applications take into account that mobile users have different preferences and employ the applications in various situations. In many cases, it is impossible to foresee all the context of use and the actual requirements are often difficult to describe.

One possible solution is to provide to the End-User the means to easily compose and customize mobile applications, starting from a set of available simpler features. Some existing generation tools create the application on the Personal Computer (PC) and successively download it on the mobile device [4]. In addition, as in [1], the proposed composition approaches often requires the user to compose the application user interface.

The main idea is to avoid writing the source code. In particular, a mobile application requires the knowledge of different technologies, such as a particular programming language (i.e., Java or Objective-C), different software development kits related to different mobile devices (i.e., Android, iPhone and so on). This involves a high learning curve with a subsequent high effort for End-Users or novice programmers. Moreover, several mobile applications can be modeled as a composition of pre-existing applications/services available on the different mobile devices. In fact, an appropriate handling of these services allows the user to define by himself more complex applications meeting different needs. To this aim, the composition of these applications can be visually modeled through graphical symbols, associated to a particular application behavior and to a specific user interface. By opportune connecting these graphical symbols, the user can describe complex behaviors.

This paper aims at supporting an End-User in the creation of focused mobile applications, called MicroApps [3]. A naive End-User generates and uses a MicroApp directly on the mobile phone. A MicroApp is designed by graphically composing the functionalities offered by the various phone applications, such as taking an image from the Camera object and saving it (i.e., the Camera.Take and Image.Save actions), retrieving the contacts list from the Contacts object (i.e., Contacts.List action), and sending an email using the Mail object (i.e., Mail.Send action), etc. Each action exposes a description of its user interface that enables to generate automatically the MicroApp user interface. Moreover, the proposed tool assists the user in the composition of the functionalities provided by the mobile device. The result is a specific application based on the user needs that customizes the usage of the mobile device. Finally, a workflow engine enacts the composed process when the application is invoked. In particular, this engine, named MicroApp Engine, is a suitable mobile application that manages and executes modeled MicroApp specifications.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work, Section 3 presents the proposed approach for the generation of mobile applications, while Section 4 provides the results of a preliminary usability study to assess the proposed approach. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with future works.

II. RELATED WORKS

Mobile End-User development is at the beginning phase and presents new issues mainly due to the characteristics and the limitations of mobile device interfaces. The research interest towards this topic is mainly due to the growing preference revealed by the user towards the services offered by these devices and the need of customizing their applications [4].
In [7] and [9] an approach has been proposed supporting the user in the definition of context-action rules aiming at activating mobile phone functions when the rule conditions are satisfied. Differently from them, we adopt a visual interface to compose a MicroApp that can be more complex than the pattern event-action.

Jigsaw programming has been largely investigated in literature. In this kind of approach, program constructs are represented using icons that look like jigsaw pieces, and only icons that fit together can be composed to form legal programs, see as an example [2], [5] and [12]. More recently, Google has proposed AppInventor [1], that adopts a block editor to create simple programs on the PC that should be downloaded on the mobile device. This editor enables the user to program by using the OpenBlocks programming language [13]. Blocks enable the user to program repeating actions, conditions, information storing, etc. The approach we propose is very similar. It does not require the user to compose the interface and the PC usage, because MicroApps are directly created on the mobile device, and provides a form of assistance in the composition considering the compatibility of the input/output of the various actions.

Authoring tools have also been proposed to compose user-generated mobile services. In [4] Microservices composed by the user can be shared and downloaded. Microservices are created considering two user expertise levels: beginners, enabling a template-based development of a Microservice, and advanced, based on a XML-based language. We propose an approach that assists the user in the application composition, as better detailed in Section III.

An emerging End-User service composition technique is based on the Spreadsheet metaphor [8]: the process is modeled putting the service invocation in the cells. The HUSKY tool [14] enables the users to compose logic spatially arranging of component services within spreadsheet cells. Time progresses from left to right and from top to bottom in cell blocks. Thus, a set of adjacent cells makes a sequence of events. In this case, the information concerning the compatibility among input-output services is not graphically depicted.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this paper, we focus on the creation of customized mobile applications, named MicroApp, that the user is able to compose directly on the mobile device [3]. The framework works into two main configurations: model and enactment. In the first configuration, the user composes the application using a Visual Editor. During the enactment configuration phase, a micro application is executed on the mobile device touching its icon or when a specific event occurs.

The proposed approach helps the users to manage the complexity of their activities performed with the mobile device by composing simple applications. The users do not concentrate in managing the dataflow and in the designing of the user interface, but only on the sequence of the actions needed to model the required MicroApp.

Composition approaches have been classified in three groups [15]: Control Flow-based, Data Flow-based and Assisted. The approach we propose is hybrid: on one side, the tool assists the composition by enabling the user to select an individual action from a wide range of actions available on the phone and, on the other side, it allows the user to compose the actions using an ad-hoc developed visual language. A Visual Editor and a Visual Language, adopting a jigsaw-based programming approach, support the composition of a MicroApp.

In the rest of this section, we describe in detail the development process, the visual composition and the user interface generation of a MicroApp.

A. The Development Process

The overall process to develop and execute a new MicroApp mobile application is composed of three subsequent phases: MicroApp Definition, MicroApp Modeling and MicroApp Deployment, as shown in Figure 1, where the rounded rectangles represent process phases, whilst the rectangles represent the intermediate artifacts produced at the end of each phase.

![Figure 1. The MicroApp development process.](image)

The first phase, MicroApp Definition, allows the user to describe the scaffolding of the MicroApp to be developed. First of all, this phase enables the user to choose how the MicroApp is represented on the device. In particular, the icon representing the application and the visualized name are provided. To complete this phase, a user has to choose an activation modality from the Service Activator list provided as input to the process. In particular, examples of activators are: application menu, user gestures, location, etc. The output of the first phase is an empty mobile MicroApp expressed using an XML notation. An example of MicroApp definition user interface is shown in Figure 2(a). In particular, the camera icon of the developing MicroApp has been selected to represent the application which has been entitled “Take and Send”. The selected activation event is a circular finger gesture. When the device detects this gesture, the application is loaded and then executed.

The MicroApp Modeling phase defines the behavior of the mobile application. In this phase, the MicroApp components are taken from a repository and are composed
connecting them, respecting the input/output parameter constraints. The output of this phase is a description of the static and dynamic aspects of the mobile application to be generated. The MicroApp Deployment phase stores the MicroApp description in the MicroApp Repository of the mobile device and registers it in the action list that are launched when the selected activation event happens.

B. MicroApp Visual Editor and Language

An ad-hoc developed mobile Visual Editor, designed considering the limited size of the device screen, supports the user in the modeling of the behavior of a MicroApp by composing its application logic.

The main idea is to eliminate all the textual components of a programming language, providing a suitable visual language easy to use and not restricted to simple functionalities. Users can select from a wide range of actions and do not have to define dataflow among them as these aspects are automatically managed. Indeed, to enable the user to appropriately compose a MicroApp, the selection of the actions is supported by an underlying computational algorithms that manage the compatibility of already selected actions.

Figure 2. The MicroApp definition and the Visual Editor layout.

In Figure 2(b) a screenshot of the Visual Editor is shown. The main area of the screen is the Composition Area, where the MicroApp is composed by dragging and dropping the action icon of the selected application. This area is divided in columns to allow the user the sequential and parallel composition of actions. This editor supports only these types of composition rules avoiding more complicated structures as cycles, because one of the usability objective of the proposed approach is that the language has to be easy to use and do not have to define dataflow among them as these aspects are automatically managed. The compatibility concept is related to the type and number of inputs provided (outputs received) by the application actions.

Graphically, an application action available on the mobile device is represented by a rounded square containing the application icon, such as Camera and Mail, and the name of the action, such as Preview and Send, respectively. The input/output parameters are represented by colored bullets. In particular, as shown in Figure 3, the input parameters are depicted in the higher part of the square, whereas the output parameters are shown on the bottom.

The parameters are differently colored, depending on the type of the corresponding object. As an example, the pink colored parameter represents an Image object, while the cyan colored parameter represents a Contact object, containing the contact data (e.g., name, surname, address, email, cellular phone and so on). Similarly, the red bullet represents a text string and, finally, the yellow bullet represents an email object.

Figure 3(d) shows the Take action, that has no input parameter. The Image object provided as output is obtained

\[ \text{Camera.Take}, \ \text{Camera.Preview}, \ etc. \]

The proposed approach allows the users to manipulate and connect the actions to build their mobile applications. Thus, the compatibility concept is related to the type and number of inputs provided (outputs received) by the application actions.

Figure 3 shows some examples of application actions. In particular, in Figure 3(a) the Preview action takes as input an Image object, displays it and returns the same object as output. The generated user interface is described in the next section. In Figure 3(b) the red bullet parameter, corresponding to a text string, is used to fill the subject field of an email. Moreover, the circled bullet denotes a variable number of parameters of any type. The objects associated to these parameters will be used to compose the email body, and could be indifferently Image and/or Text objects. Once the mail is sent, it will be provided as output.

Let us note that in Figure 3(c) the Contacts action exposes a triangle parameter in the left hand side. This kind of parameter has to be assigned during the application composition, and the associated value will be fixed for each execution of this MicroApp. This means that at design time the user has to select a contact present in the contact list.

Figure 3(d) shows the Take action, that has no input parameter. The Image object provided as output is obtained
by pressing the Take button at execution time. In addition, each input parameter type has associated a default action that is able to generate its value. The default action is automatically invoked in case the user at design time leaves it unassigned. It is worth noting that it can be hard for a novice user to remember the meaning of each color parameter. Thus, the editor assists the user providing a description of all the parameters when the user performs a long press on the action icon.

Figure 4 shows some composition rules available to create a MicroApp. In particular, Figure 4(a) depicts an example of a successful sequential action flow. In fact, the output parameter of the topmost action is compatible with input parameter of the lower action. Figure 4(b) shows an example of a parallel action flow, whereas Figure 4(c) depicts an example of joint action flow. In particular, a new action is added to collect the outputs of the actions in the first and second columns. The user initially drags and drops the action on a particular column (i.e., the first column), and successively clicks on the other columns for associating the input parameters to the action, respecting the number and the type of the inputs. Note that if, as in the case of the second column, there is an empty space, the action Contacts is automatically lengthened. If the user provides no action in the third column, the text input will be provided by the default action associated to the text parameter (i.e., the Text.Input action), otherwise only an action with a textual output parameter should be successively added.

Note that, the association between the action parameters is automatically resolved taking into account their compatibility.

In case an action does not need to use a specific parameter, the editor allows to connect the input parameters of an action with the output parameters of actions that are not in consecutive columns. This case is shown in Figure 4(d), where the Image object provided as output by the Map.Maps action is not provided to the Mail action. This Image object could be used by other subsequent actions. Let us note that the Visual Editor implements the undo operation to remove the last action or input/output parameter association.

It is important to point out that the composition can be performed selecting the blocks in different orders. Indeed, the user could first add the block Mail.Send and then position the other blocks. In particular, if there exists a block in the first row of the Composition Area that has at least an input parameter the Visual Editor automatically adds a new empty row by shifting vertically all the blocks by one position, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Example of assisted editing.

Once the user terminates the MicroApp modeling phase, he selects the Deploy command. The Visual Editor verifies the inconsistency issues, such as triangle parameters not specified and if all the circled bullet inputs have associated an output parameter. In case of an inconsistency problem, the editor provides the appropriate warning messages; otherwise, if the verification phase terminates successfully, an XML description of the composition process is stored in the MicroApp Repository, ready to be enacted by the MicroApp Engine.

The translation of the MicroApp composition process into the XML description is performed by analyzing the actions in the Composition Area from top to bottom and from left to right directions. This allows to linearize the execution of the modeled MicroApp by sequencing the execution of all the actions. During this step, the forward and backward communication messages between the actions are checked and implemented. When the MicroApp Engine loads the XML description, it translates the description into an execution sequence by instantiating the action objects, and then running the process over them. The control flow is driven by a mechanism that synchronizes the execution of the actions.

Finally, after the end of the deployment phase, the application icon appears in the main application menu of the mobile device. In case a different Service Activator has been selected in the definition phase, the application is also executed when the selected activation event occurs.

C. The MicroApp User Interface

The composition of the user interface is not an easy task for a non programming user. Indeed, there is the need of model the user interaction in terms of GUI elements, such as windows, pull-down menus, buttons, scroll bars, iconic images, wizards, etc.

In this paper we partially follow the approach proposed
in [10] for service composition. In particular, each application action is annotated by a user interface. The MicroApp user interface is automatically generated by combining the annotated actions presentation frontends. When generating a MicroApp, the interface is created following the Microsoft PowerPoint presentation approach: each action is presented as a slide.

As an example, Figure 6(a) shows the interface generated for the Camera.Take action. In particular, the user is able to get an image, touching the Take button, or he can go Back in the control flow or eventually Exit the MicroApp by pressing the appropriate buttons. In practice, the Back button corresponds to an undo operation. Similarly, Figure 6(b) shows the user interface for the Mail.Send action. In particular, a preview of the mail is provided to the user that sends the mail by touching the Send button. The Back and Exit buttons have the same behavior as those of Camera.Take. In particular, in case the user touches the Back button the process is moved a step back to the execution of Text.Input action.

In case an error occurs during the execution of an action (e.g., no Internet connection is available), an error message alerts the user providing the cause that generated the problem, and successively the MicroApp Engine asks the user to perform an undo operation in order to repeat the action again or to exit the application.

The user interface associated to each action is specified using an XML description, that is automatically managed by the MicroApp Engine. As an example, Figure 7 shows the XML description used by the Camera.Take action to manage the layout of its user interface. In particular, each user interface component is specified by an XML tag that represents the graphical widget identified by a unique id. In fact, the TextView tag is used to inject the title of the performed action (i.e., “Camera Take”), the FrameLayout tag is used to visualize interactively the camera preview, and finally the Button tags are properly customized to implement the Take, Back and Exit behaviors.

However, the XML description in Figure 7 is also used by other MicroApp actions, such as Camera.Preview. Moreover, it is worth noting that some actions do not require a user interface. As an example, the Image.Save action that is executed in background, directly stores the Image object taken as input in the image gallery of the mobile device, and provides the same Image object as output parameter.

IV. A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

The proposed approach has been implemented in a prototype supporting users in the composition of MicroApps. In particular, the application is running on an Android based HTC device, by using the SDK version 2.2.

We conducted a preliminary usability study to assess the effectiveness and efficacy of the MicroApp development tool for End-Users during the composition of mobile applications. The satisfaction of the users has been also investigated here. To this aim, the presented study adopts the combination of two techniques: a questionnaire-based survey and an empirical analysis. The context of the user study was constituted of Bachelor students in Communication Science at the University of Salerno. In particular, data for the study have been gathered considering a group of ten volunteers. All the involved subjects had not procedural or object-oriented programming experience, but they are practical with touch mobile phones.

The study has been divided in three steps and performed in one-to-one session (i.e., a supervisor for each subject) using the think aloud technique. In the first step, a lesson of 15 minutes introduced to all the subjects the principles of editing MicroApps and the main features of the prototype. In the second step, we asked to the subjects to perform a task.

The task concerned the creation of a MicroApp that exploited the Image, GPS, Calendar and Camera objects posting to a preselected Facebook profile information that states where the user is currently located, together with a photo and the current date. The application uses the camera actions that allow the user to take and save a photo, and successively enables the user to post the information to own Facebook personal area. In particular, the application posts the photo on the user wall, together with the GPS and Calendar data. In the third step, the subjects have to fill in a post experiment questionnaire to collect information on their satisfaction.

During the experiment the supervisor did not provided any help to the subjects to avoid biasing the experiment. He only wrote the comments and problems of the subjects, when they spoke aloud. For each subject the needed time to accomplish the experiment was annotated as well.

The questionnaire we used in this study contained 14 questions, shown in Table I, arranged in three categories: subject experience, MicroApp editing satisfaction, performed task. All the questions expected closed answers according to a five point Likert scale [11]. In particular, the values range from 1 (positive) to 5 (negative).

Figure 7. An XML description used by the Camera.Take action.
For the empirical analysis we have considered two variables: (i) the number of minutes required to perform the task, (ii) the number of undo operations performed by the user during the editing of the MicroApp.

In order to represent graphically the distribution of the size measures of the considered usability study, we have adopted the boxplots. This kind of diagrams is widely employed in exploratory data analysis since they provide a visual representation to summarize the data using: the median, upper and lower quartiles, minimum and maximum values, and outliers. In particular the answers are visually summarized in Figure 8, whereas Figure 9(a) shows the time performance results and Figure 9(b) the number of performed undo operations.

![Boxplots of the questionnaire answers.](image)

![Boxplots of the empirical analysis.](image)

All the involved subjects finished the task, but two subjects generated a wrong MicroApp. The survey shows a good satisfaction degree of all the involved subjects (i.e., question from q3 to q8), even if they consider the task not simple to perform (i.e., the question q9), but hard to complete without using the prototype (i.e., question q14). Moreover, the empirical analysis reveals that the MicroApp visual approach effectiveness and efficacy is appropriate. In fact, 4 minutes is the mean time to accomplish the task performing in average less than 10 undo operations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a mobile application and a development process that support the user in the visual composition of customized applications for mobile devices. The proposed Visual Editor was designed for naive users and does not require the user involvement in the specification of the user interface. Moreover, the results of a preliminary usability study revealed a good satisfaction degree and the effectiveness and efficacy of the MicroApp visual approach.

In the future, we plan to improve the usability evaluation of the proposed approach, also comparing it with other existing similar ones, like AppInventor [1]. We are also investigating how the proposed methodology can be extended to other mobile platforms and support Service Oriented Architecture.
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Abstract:

Recently 3D technology has been applied to various fields, including higher education. Many universities have created 3D virtual environments to provide effective interactive teaching materials and allow students to interact virtually in real time. At the same time, mobile devices have rapidly improved, giving users convenient yet powerful media for communication. This paper describes a method for creating Noh-masks, which are used for traditional Japanese performances, as 3-D virtual objects viewable either on a standard web browser or mobile devices such as iPad or Android terminals. These virtual Noh-masks have significant cultural values. The techniques described below are useful for creating 3D virtual replicas of similar valuable assets that can be placed in virtual museums.

Keywords: 3D virtual reality object, Objective-C, OpenGL ES for mobile devices.

I. Introduction:

Hosei University has long been actively researching and collecting materials related to Noh Theater, and established the Noh Theater Research Institute in 1952. The collection holds over 40,000 items found mostly in Japan, including rare and extremely valuable manuscripts dating from the Muromachi and the Edo eras. The Institute’s continuing research carries a meaningful mission to introduce Japanese culture to people around the world.

By 2015, 80% of people accessing the Internet will be doing so from mobile devices [1]. As the use of mobile technology increases, it gives educators around the world a new way to deliver lectures remotely. The potential of mobile computing is already being demonstrated in many projects at institutes of higher education [1]. An anytime, anywhere, and anyone system called mobile learning is being created. It is an updated version of e-learning in which there is no requirement for physical study locations. With touch screen user interface, ten-hour batteries, and desktop computer features, tablet PCs or smartphones are indispensible devices for the future of education.

At the same time, research in 3D multimedia is advancing at a rapid pace [4]. 3D media content technology simulates every aspect of reality [3]; this is known as virtual reality. In the virtual environment, users easily recognize and interact with each other to study, or collaborate. In order to create the virtual world, many virtual objects must be made. Virtual objects fall into two categories: one, pure virtual objects, which are created by people’s imaginations, or two, digital replicas of real objects. The second is what we will discuss in this paper. The 3D Noh-mask for mobile devices is a project that captures real Noh-masks in many different angles, and uses 3D software to create a 3D object model. The user can then control the app with the fingertips, or mobile accelerometer to see the object at any angle.

II. Technique Procedure:

There are many ways to capture a real object and generate its 3D model; however, this paper introduces the use of Strata Foto 3D CX and Blender. The Strata Foto 3D CX is commercial software, which exports its 3D data so that Blender, open-source software, can recognize it. Then Blender exports the 3D data object to iPhone, and iPad. It’s important to have accurate data in every photograph so that the software will work properly.

1. Capture a real object

1.1 Studio set-up

1.1.1 Mat, turntable, and stand

1.1.1.1 Mat:

The Strata Foto 3D CX uses a flat sheet of paper printed with dots to determine the sequence in which each photo was taken. The mat can be printed from the software’s help file. A fifteen dot-pattern is on the mat, and the first dot-pattern is marked by a line.
1.1.2 Turntable:

The turntable is a plate that is the same size as the mat, and can easily spin 360 degrees.

1.1.3 Stand

The stand is a cube of the same color as the mat, used to raise the object away from the marking on the mat and reduce shadows.

The mat, turntable, stand, and object should stick together as a single unit when they are rotated.

Figure 1: Object, stand, mat, turntable, backdrop setup

1.1.2 Solid color backdrop

Depending on the object’s color, the color of the backdrop must be an opposite color. For example, in this project, we use a plain green background because the mask appears in a dark brown or black. The backdrop is always placed behind the object in every photo that is taken, making it easy for the software to detect the object and the background.

1.1.3 Lighting

There must be no shadow on the backdrop when the object is placed on the stand. In order to have a good quality photo shoot, light in the studio should be distributed evenly on the object and its surrounding area. This is best achieved when all lights used are of the same type.

1.1.4 Camera

Photographs may be taken using a standard digital camera. In order to have the same angle for the photo shoot, the camera must be mounted on a tripod. Here are some recommended pre-settings for the camera:

- Disable the camera’s flash
- Use diffused light to make sure that there are no hot spots on the object

1.2 Photograph the object

1.2.1 Test before taking the picture

From the camera’s angle, turn the turntable in many different directions to make sure that the backdrop covers the object’s background. In any shot, the view of the entire object must be captured; the mat dot-pattern must be shown in the photo so that the software can recognize the object. There are three views: side-view, high-angle-view, and top-view.

1.2.2 15 photos from the side-view

15 photographs from the side-view provide the most important data for the software to build the object’s 3D model. In the picture below, the angle between the camera’s center line and the object’s horizontal line is zero degrees. This is the angle of the side-view. After all configurations are checked, take the first shot. Then turn the object clockwise to the next dot-pattern, and take a second shot. Repeat the steps until all fifteen photos are taken.

Figure 2: Camera position for side-view photographs

1.2.3 3 photos from 60-degrees

In order to maintain the distance between the object and the camera after taking the side-view photos, keep the tripod with the camera in the same (x,y) position. Next raise the camera up and tilt it until the camera’s center line and the object’s horizontal line are about sixty degrees. At the same time, make sure the first dot-pattern is facing the front, and then take the first shot. Next move the turntable 120 degrees, or to the fifth dot-pattern, and take the second picture. Finally move the turntable 120 degrees, or to the tenth dot-pattern, and take the third shot.

1.2.4 1 top-down photo

In order to maintain the distance between the object and the camera after taking the side-view photos, keep the tripod with the camera in the same (x,y) position. Next raise the camera up and tilt it until the camera’s center line and the object’s horizontal line are about sixty degrees. At the same time, make sure the first dot-pattern is facing the front, and then take the first shot. Next move the turntable 120 degrees, or to the fifth dot-pattern, and take the second picture. Finally move the turntable 120 degrees, or to the tenth dot-pattern, and take the third shot.
There is only one photo to show the top view of the object; therefore, it is important to do it carefully. In this case, the camera’s line and the object’s horizontal line make a ninety-degree angle. The camera’s top and bottom line should be little outside the edge of the turntable so that the dot-pattern is shown in the photograph. After everything is aligned, shoot the photo.

1.2.5 1 bottom photo

As with the top-down photo, the bottom photo has to be taken carefully in order to show the detail on the base of the object. Turn the object upside down, and repeat the process for taking the top-down photo.

1.3 Creation of the 3D object model

Import all images from the digital camera into one folder and then open the Strata Foto CX and a new project. Next, import all images into the project. Use the software’s wizard to mask all images so the software automatically detects the photos that have been imported. The software makes those photos’ background transparent. If the software could not completely change the background, especially around the edge of the object, go to those photos and manually clean the remaining pixels. This process will improve the quality of the photos so that the software can build a better 3D object from them.

From the software menu, generate a 3D wire frame model. This is required for the completion of a 3D object. Finally, apply texture over the entire wire frame model.

1.4 Export the object

Export the object’s data as .3ds from Strata Foto CX. Next, open a new project in Blender, open-source software, and then import the .3ds object into the Blender. Then, from Blender, export the data object as .obj. Finally, convert the .obj file into an Objective-C header by using a Perl script.

2 Coding

2.1 Development environment

2.1.1 Xcode, and Simulator

Usually in iPhone or iPad development, a lot of time is devoted to building a user interface by using UI Builder, a user interface software which is included in Xcode. A developer may code the app by using Object-C, a language of Xcode, to integrate. However, in this project, we used Xcode as the main workplace, and all interfaces are built in Xcode.

Simulator is used for iPhone or iPad testing. However, Simulator cannot handle all iPhone, or iPad features such as the accelerometer. Use of a real iPhone, or iPad is recommended for a live test. In order to use real devices for testing, a developer must register for an Apple developer account. Then, he or she can download code samples, create project members, or generate provisioning to integrate with real devices.

2.2 Coding procedure

2.2.1 Create a new OpenGL ES project

OpenGL ES is a cross-platform standard 3D API for handheld and embedded devices. OpenGL ES is a C-based API, and, in Mac OS, it integrates seamlessly with Objective-C based Cocoa Touch applications. When a developer develops an OpenGL ES application, his or her OpenGL ES content is rendered to a special Core Animation layer, known as a CAEAGLLayer object. In the project, we have used OpenGL ES 1.1, which provides a standard fixed-function 3D application.

There are a couple of ways to create a new OpenGL ES 1 from Xcode wizard or from Apple OpenGL ES 2.0 example code. In the project, we used the example code. Then, we imported all masks’ Objective-C header files and JPEG textures into the project’s Resource folder.

From the software menu, generate a 3D wire frame model. This is required for the completion of a 3D object. Finally, apply texture over the entire wire frame model.
allocate OpenGL ES 2.0. If it fails, then it allocates an OpenGL ES 1.1.

In these two classes, “ES1Renderer.h” file must be imported so that EAGLView can use the OPENGL ES 1.1 context.

In EALView.h, “id <ESRenderer> renderer;” should be replaced by “ES1Renderer*renderer;”

• “ProjectName”AppDelegate.h and “ProjectName”AppDelegate.m
  When creating a new project, “ProjectName” is the name a developer gives to his or her project. Then, Xcode will concatenate the “ProjectName” and AppDelegate to make the “ProjectName”AppDelegate header file, and its implement file. They are the main classes to tie everything together for running. There is no modification in these classes.

2.3 UI design

In this project, we tested two different ways to interact with users. The first way is to use an accelerometer. When a user moves the iPhone or iPad device, the mask will display according to the angle of movement. When he or she wants to view the back side of the object, a shake of the device is needed to turn the object 180 degrees. However, some users may find it difficult to control the object in a wanted angle. Therefore, we also implement a swipe-out and automatic 360 degree rotation. In this way, the mask object will display its front view as the default setting, then it will be rotated slowly. At any time, the user can stop the rotation for observation by touching the screen.

Figure 2: A screen shoot for a Noh-mask running on an iPad

III. Evaluation:

1. Disadvantage

There are some objects which may not work well with Strata Foto CX such as colorless glass, extremely complicated items like hairbrushes, mirrors or other highly reflective items, and objects with deep recesses like coffee cups. It takes a long time to build a 3D object from taking photographs to creating the data for OpenGL ES. There are many tasks that have to be done manually.

2. Advantage

Although some objects such as Japanese Noh-masks are difficult to replicate virtually, once they are replicated in 3D they can be used in further development as components in mobile games or any 3D documentary content.

IV. Conclusion:

On January 8th, 2011, we had a demonstration of the iPad application for audiences in the Traditional Arts at a State of the Art Technology seminar held in Burlingame, California. After a real Noh performance, we let users try our iPad app in which nine different Japanese Noh masks had been built. The audience was impressed to see those masks from many different angles. It was a great experience.

For future development, we are working to cut down the time it takes to create 3D reality-objects. We want to build a studio that can take all photos, and import them into a computer automatically. In addition, we plan to write scripts to create Objective-C header files from .3ds data files. We are also researching to create educational games, and other 3D content from virtual-reality objects.

Reference:
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Abstract—Two Business case studies in University Laboratories on learning and mobility present the opportunity to experiment new multimedia data management, data analysis, distributed collaboration. Software engineering practices based on cloud technology techniques acquire from the Web what is needed for rapid prototyping, capability of satisfying the needs of customers, market validation of pricing policies, marketing strategies.

As an alternative to standard software engineering programming, this approach allows to specify the projects’ concepts by reaching stakeholders of needed ICT components to implement a prototype relying on SW components available elsewhere. Two sample cases clarify this cloud-engineering approach to the development innovation: 1) Program for Recovery Insufficient Grades in High-School (PRISC); 2) Social Mobility (SM) to reduce dependence on owned cars to satisfy mobility needs.

The PRISC strategy is to focus on the learner and on how proficiency is assessed through grades. The action steps: 1) understanding is focused on the students’ study on schoolbooks; 2) assessment is delegated to exercises and tests managed in interactive Web environment on screens of mobile telephones or PCs; 3) students with excellent grades act as tutors by exploiting the social networks.

The SM strategy focuses on exploiting the empty seats available in most cars in metropolitan cities with air pollution problems. Key features: 1) direct negotiation via mobile devices between car drivers and ride seekers; 2) short range contacts insuring prompt satisfaction; 3) GPS ride surveillance.

Keywords: mobile applications – web services – distributed collaboration – distance learning – user profiling, reasoning and recommendations

1. INTRODUCTION: CLOUD ENGINEERING

From the standpoint of a University environment, the attention that Cloud computing receives on scientific publications and on daily press as well, indicates a major potential for business innovation and job opportunities for the young graduates. This goal is achieved once a win-win situation is established which could leverage on cloud technology techniques to acquire on the Web what is needed for rapid prototyping of business models concepts, while reducing time-to-market to satisfy the needs of customers.


Basically, Cloud Computing seems a replication of the client-server innovation in the past decades in computing resource allocation, while the focus now moves to acquiring what is needed over Internet. With the additional present capability of the users’ interaction on demand over mobile devices without any time and location constraints. Companies are discovering that traditional in house applications can be handled with significant reduction in Hardware and Software costs, without turning to teams of expert employees for installation, testing, execution, protection and updating. This approach increases capacity or add capabilities without investing in new infrastructure, training new personnel, or licensing new software. Cloud computing encompasses any subscription-based or pay-per-use service that, in real time over Internet, extends IT’s existing capabilities.[2]

Cloud based services require to open a browser, address a provider, open an application, and start using it [3]. Benefit is particularly significant for small, medium enterprises which benefit of IT services never previously available, enabling them to compete in innovation with much bigger companies because of lower budgets needed.

Vendors bet on Cloud technology: CA Technologies, Salesforce, Microsoft [4], 7thFLOOR, Cloud Zone, Google, Seeweb, IBM, Siemens Enterprise Communications, Capgemini Worldwide are only a few players in a wider list.

The problem is that - as with Web 2.0 - everyone seems to have a different definition. As a metaphor for Internet, "the cloud" is a familiar cliché, but when combined with "computing," the meaning enlarges and gets fuzzier.

Cloud computing is at an early stage, with a variety of services, from full-blown applications to storage services: SaaS, Utility computing, Platform as a service, Service commerce platforms, etc. Cloud computing is also assumed to be a form of green computing. There are ongoing studies to substantiate how outsourcing the servers affects the environmental effects. Companies are served by a variety of data centres whose resources are very under-used, where the server utilization level is less than 20% by many estimates [5].

Two sample cases illustrate how this cloud approach has engineered two applications related to:

- education where users are high-school student with bad grades,
- mobility where users are those leaving their house with a car that requires fuel and parking space.

These two applications present several topics of interest in DMS 2011 conference, such as media coding, digital rights
management, privacy and security issues, mobile intelligent applications, human-computer interaction, semantic computing, web services, multimedia databases and information systems, cross media authoring, distance learning, e-commerce, user’s profiling.

II. PROGRAM FOR RECOVERY INSUFFICIENT GRADERS IN HIGH-SCHOOL (PRISC)

High School Education is a major concern for Governments since economy globalization and technological innovation in industrial processes require staff and managers able to anticipate unpredictable market changes. (On the other end,) While lower government budgets and economy recession force to prototype new educational formats where ICT and social networking make education more effective.

To deliver a better overall education in High-Schools requires a co-ordinated action on the stakeholders: teachers, students, textbook publishers, school administration board, parents, laboratories and their equipment. [6]

PRISC strategy focuses on the learner and on how proficiency is assessed through grades, limiting its action to the last 4 years before either looking for a job or entering the University. Learners interested in PRISC action are both those with bad grades and those with excellent grades. The problem addressed is how a student with bad grades in specific subjects succeeds in recovering them in order to proceed to the next higher level class. In this initial phase, PRISC focuses on a few subjects: Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science.

At present bad grade recovery happens either with additional classroom-based teaching organized by the School free of charge to students (in Italy these teachers are paid order of 50 euro/hour) or by private action where parents look for teachers or University students) for private tutoring usually paid cash with no receipts. In Italy this process brings to one of the worldwide most expensive School systems ranking Italy as 37th Country out of the first 40 main Industrial States in the world in performances proposed by OCSE and PISA.

Target groups are teenagers still studying in High Schools and their parents who pay for private teachers when needed in case of bad grades. Final beneficiaries could include the University Systems as well since a better basic understanding of scientific subjects and humanities could be a good starting point for an excellent student’s University curriculum.[7] The overall objectives of PRISC project, while taking care of the students’ recovery of bad grades when in High School, are:

1) enhancing topic understanding focused on the students’ study of the topic where a bad grade was received using the textbook adopted for the school year;

2) assessment of how well a topic has been understood is delegated to exercises and tests managed in an interactive WEB environment on screens of mobile phones or PC;

3) create a student social network, where students with excellent grades act as teachers (same age) in this extracurricular additional school-like activity;

4) school textbook enhancement: all exercises and explanations are indexed and stored in a central database. Over time, similar bad grades could be recovered by automatic access to it with the potential of adopting artificial intelligence techniques to monitor over time learning improvement and to leave to an “expert system agent” the task to cope with big numbers of students in need of insufficient grades recovery;

5) assessment of better students’ study performance happens in the same school environment where a bad grade was received at the beginning;

6) this “social learning community” is an obvious target for the exploitation of recent digital social networks like: LinkedIn, Facebook, Plaxo, etc [8]

7) the same happens with telecommunication technologies, such as video-telephone group calls among group of students and teachers.

All the procedures are managed on the cloud by definition of their characteristic data (see Table 1). The resulting system is inherently distributed (users do not know where data and procedures are stored), where the central management interacts with a set of web-services provided by the cloud interface. He doesn’t know directly the actual students (both with insufficient or with excellent grades). He only interacts with standard tools reckoning the student activities and with a standard platform for teaching material exchanging and repository. Thus, there is not any venture capital previous investment, but only a pay-per-use fee that is tightly commensurated to the real PRISC activity. In particular: a) Study of specific topics not well understood on text-books b) Modern ICT digital video-interactive communications, over screens of mobile phones or PCs, involves Mobile Telecommunications Carriers c) Web-based support to a learning community, where students with good grades help other students to recover from bad-grades, involves Social Networks platforms d) Implementation involves partnership with Education stakeholders at national, local government, and private sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE</th>
<th>PROVIDER</th>
<th>PROJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud platform</td>
<td>Heroku, Amazon EC2</td>
<td>PRISC - Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Cloud Database, MongoDB, Cloudant</td>
<td>PRISC - Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video encoding</td>
<td>Panda Stream, Zencoder</td>
<td>PRISC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDN service</td>
<td>Amazon AS3, Amazon CloudFront</td>
<td>PRISC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue system</td>
<td>Amazon SQS</td>
<td>PRISC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Notification</td>
<td>Pusher, PubNub</td>
<td>Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payments</td>
<td>Paypal, Google Checkout, Amazon Payments</td>
<td>Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail and SMS notification</td>
<td>Sendgrid, Cloudmarklin, Moonshado</td>
<td>Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine</td>
<td>Weso, Elasticsearch</td>
<td>Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social authentication</td>
<td>Facebook, Twitter</td>
<td>Sustainable Mobility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. THE SM (SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY)

SM strategy focuses on exploiting the empty seats available in most cars in metropolitan areas with air pollution problems [9]. Its implementation assembles system components acquired on the Web leveraging on a cloud technology approach for

- short range contacts for prompt satisfaction,
- GPS ride surveillance.

It is widely documented how car traffic creates pollution, higher expenses because of the raising cost of fuel and the daily stress to drivers. Many actions have been taken at Government, Region, and City levels to implement mobility strategies which reduce the systematic use of private cars. Sustainable Mobility is a paradigm for these strategies reducing environmental impact of vehicular traffic.

Although programs for promoting Sustainable Mobility in urban areas have been heavily financed, no solutions for traffic problems are currently available, resulting in continuous exceeding of the pollution indices defined by the European Community and lower individual productivity due to the waste of time in house-to-work commuting.

Since 2003 the lack of public transport on the desired routes has caused a progressive change in the strategies of the local public transport companies to provide mobility services. This implies managing the whole mobility within a circumscribed area satisfying many fragmented, different and hard-to-forecast mobility needs, via the so-called Advanced Transport Telematics (ATT) area identification [10]. The technologies needed range from telecommunications and informatics to sensoristics, from localization systems to correlate automation process technologies (defined also as ITS, Intelligent Transport Systems), which allow a centralized management of public transport services (knowing in real time the localization of vehicles and finding alternative solutions in case of failures or accidents), real-time information to users, payment via smartcards and the offer of personalized on-demand transport services. In spite of the potential of these applications, ATT systems are not yet widespread.

The distinguishing strategy through which SM plans to overcome this drawback is the raising up of a Social Mobility community capturing the consensus of the customers thanks to common ICT instruments, such as Internet and GPS, on the one hand, and socio/economic motivations on the other [11].

The approach is intrinsically distributed, having cloud computing as an ideal middleware. Indeed, the community autonomously emerges from the grouping of persons without any previous direct contact. They simply interact through an id which attests them simultaneously moving in the same geographic range and information tools in the clouds which handle transactions like the following:

1. the member ID_0 needs to go from place A to place B and therefore launches a call through a mobile terminal to all who want to supply him/her with a ride (paid or not) in the next 10 minutes.

2. The ID_1… , ID_n members are in the same area of ID_0 and declare their availability for a partial or the total cover of the ride.

3. The cloud devices assign the issue to one of the ID_i (or to a sequence of them), according to its/their credibility and to the options of the caller (payment, exchange of services, urgency, etc).

4. Analogous devices follow the correct behavior of the transaction via GPS and on this basis update the credibility and the credits of the involved actors.

The described transactions are usual, nowadays, for airway or railway long trips. Today the wide availability of connectivity and traceability on many personal devices allows keeping this approach for mobility services on micro-distances. The registration to the community requires little effort: i.e. filling of a profile form, acceptance of behavior norms, and acknowledgment of a minimum handling charge to the cloud team which handles the community. Moreover, in force of the strong advantages deriving from belonging to a community it is possible to require the respect of "ad hoc" norms and requirements. First of all the limited pollution rate of the carriers, then the usability of some data about traffic to define antipollution and antitraffic plans for specific critical zones, etc.

The model is intrinsically distributed, where the managers of the transactions are exactly the actors who access remote resources through a portal installed through APIs on their mobile terminals (see Table 1). This will allow the achievement of the following basic goals: A) extemporaneity of the transaction. We assume the user to be waiting for approximately 10 minutes between when he plans to move and when he identifies the way to do it. Otherwise he decides to move with his own means. B) Efficiency of the transaction. It is a matter of operational and technological efficiency to guarantee the above wait, but also the energetic and ecological efficiency as a keen quality parameter of the proposed solutions. C) Reliability of the transaction. We consider aspects of both reliability and security of the service. The latter will be favored by the tracking off the rides and the triggering of emergency procedures in case of anomalies.

The GPS availability allows to divide the community in users grouped by location (and consequently by time), so that we could combine demand and offer in an optimal way both in terms of quality of the services (QoS) and of energetic consumption.

From the methodological point of view the realization of the project requires to reach the following synergic objectives:

1) study of the micro-mobility phenomenon given by the transport request [10]. On the one hand this requires the characterization of the needs related to the personal micro-transport and of the inertial behavior that induces the use of one's own car. On the other hand we must study the statistical models for the mobility with the aim to synthesize a spatial-temporal model that is asymptotically stationary even if resulting by the composition of not stationary processes engaged by the single users [12].
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2) the realization of an 'ad hoc' information system. The focus of this implementation will be the complete commitment of the transaction success to a simple API exploitation within a self-correcting procedure supported by remote, totally automatic information tools. We need to realize: a) a distributed information support for the formulation of the ride requests and offers. The peripheral hardware will be constituted by new generation mobile terminals endowed with Android operative system. An important part of this support will be the message cyphering and antintrusion systems and the transaction sampling and log compacting systems. b) a cloud database for the collection of the requests, their interface with the availabilities and finally the dispatching of the service orders to the transport suppliers. The DB might also contain the anagraphical data of the community members with their preferences profile and credibility, updatable on line. The DB will store the traces of the transactions, including GPS traces, for a time sufficient for security control needs, but not exceeding the limits of the privacy of the members.

3) the design and implementation of the security system guaranteeing the passenger and driver in a non invasive but sufficiently robust way. Main points are:

3a) the transaction enrolment from the driver-passenger assignment to the end-of-transport message by both the actors. The transaction will be followed both through the service messages and the GPS traces of the driver and of the passenger compared with the optimal routes

3b) a library of rules for the agent system. With this library we will face both unpredictable event caused by traffic, and anomalous behavior of either the passenger or the driver. We will use fuzzy rules to be calibrated both in batch mode and online with neurofuzzy learning mechanisms [13].

4) the assessment of algorithms for the optimal resource allocation. The problem is complex and multitask and depends on variables that are highly correlated to one another [14].

5) the design of a business and governance model that guarantees the advantage deriving from the system to all the community members including transport suppliers and cloud team. It will be a system with characteristics very similar to electronic commerce but with a core business represented by the assignment of acquisitions on the basis of competitions in which the offers are partially automatic (based on the passenger and driver profiles), and partially defined in an extemporary way (with an acceptance declaration and with the objective spatial location of the two actors). The technological aspects of the transaction will contribute to the definition of the model re the following aspects: a) the composition and structure with reference to the stakeholders; b) the perimeter of the offered services and the revenue model; c) the activities directly ensured and certified; d) the economic and financial sustainability.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In a recent inquiry made by IBM over 2000 IT professional in more than 87 countries, the 91% of returns forecast that cloud computing will play the role of principal IT achievement within 2015. Analysts of this sector expect a significant growth of cloud computing services as well.

The new IBM Laboratory recently opened in Hursley, UK, to help business partners to take advantage of cloud computing is a further support to an estimated increase of this market from the current 68 billions of dollars to 150 billions in the next 4 years.

Similarly, a Cloud Business Services study featuring data from over 1000 respondents and conducted in cooperation with the Outsourcing Unit at the London School of Economics shows how Cloud Business Services will change the way business and IT will work together. It forecasts that future centers on low cost 3rd party “utility style” become safe as outsourcing governance matures and new roles, skills and capabilities inside and outside enterprises make the cloud based operating model work.
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Abstract— Vygotskij’s educational concept of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) calls for an adaptation of learning activities to the present state of learner’s knowledge and abilities. At the same time, Vygotskij’s educational model includes a strong bent towards social and collaborative learning. In practice, a tight integration between personalized and collaborative learning is called for. Along this line, we exploit two previously implemented prototypes of systems for web-based e-learning, to investigate the integration of adaptive e-learning with social learning activities, both at individual and group level. LECOMPS is a web-based e-learning environment for the automated construction of adaptive learning paths. SOCIALX is a web-based system for shared e-learning activities, which implements a reputation system to provide feedback to its participants. We propose a two-way tunneling strategy to integrate the above prototypes: the LECOMPS student model is used to select the set of social activities (met in SOCIALX) according to the present individual learner state of knowledge; on the other hand, the solution of exercises, and the associated reputation gained in SOCIALX, are used to update the LECOMPS student model. Under the social perspective induced by the integration, we present a mapping between the student model and the definition of Vygotskij’s Autonomous Problem Solving and Proximal Development regions, with the aim to provide the learner with better guidance, especially in the selection of available social learning activities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the design strategy presented in this paper is to merge personalized learning paths and acquired learning reputation under the auspices of Vygotskij’s theory of proximal development [1][2], while further strengthening the sense of community in a class. In order to achieve these goals, we rely on the integration and exchange of data, about students’ performances and achievements, between two formerly developed web applications: LECOMPS, an environment for personalized e-learning, and SOCIALX, supporting collaborative and social learning activities.

Personalized learning paths allow to better respond to learners’ needs and preferences, while reputation based techniques tend to increase the student’s motivation. In our model, the learner’s activity in the socio-collaborative reputation system (in SOCIALX), and the reputation itself, are used to refine the individual student model (in LECOMPS). In the other direction, the learner’s overall profile (of LECOMPS) is used to enrich a course with social-learning activities. This strategy fully agrees with principles and guidelines of Learner Centered Design [3][4].

II. MOTIVATIONS AND BACKGROUND

A great deal of interest and research is presently dedicated to supporting automated construction, maintenance and delivery of adaptive e-learning courses. On the other hand, collaborative learning is considered a winning methodology to allow the development of meta-cognitive abilities, such as critical thinking in learners, and to foster the acquisition of new knowledge. Moreover, it appears to support better retention and deepening of knowledge over time [5]. In a collaborative environment the learners are prepared for team-based working activity, both by sharing their common experience and combining their skills [6]. Thus it becomes an aspect of interest the social dimension of e-learning, viewed as a community in which social activities take place and social interaction skills are developed by the participants. Along this line, in connectivism perspective [7] as well as in situated learning model [8], knowledge is a system which is accessed through people participating in (ecologically significant) activities. An example of e-learning environment implementing Organizational Learning is the environment E-MEMORa2.0 [9]. Its aim is to prepare the students to work in team, and above all to share and exchange knowledge. Such skills are important both in formal and informal learning, and the same holds in the perspective of lifelong learning [10]. Moreover, while any organization, including a class of students, cannot learn without its members being continuously learning [11], it seems crucial for the organization to act as a Community of Practice (CoP), in order to better enable its members to share experiences, knowledge and skills, in a true peer-to-peer learning. So, development of CoPs is surging ahead. A CoP is “a group of people who share an interest in a domain of human endeavor and engage in a process of collective learning that creates bonds between them: a tribe, a garage band, a group of engineers working on similar problems.” [12]. CoPs develop along a number of dimensions. Wenger [13] lists eight dimensions, classifying technological products which may support CoPs to a different extent: ongoing integration of work and knowledge, (collaborative) work, social structures, conversation, fleeting interactions, instruction, knowledge exchange, documents. As we can...
notice, these are the same core components of the collaborative side of an advanced e-learning system. The main difference is that, while CoPs rise and grow in a completely spontaneous and quite unsupervised way, e-learning systems still need the role of the teacher as main inspirer, supervisor and guiding figure. The integration of SOCIALX for collaborative aspects and LECOMPS for supervised ones is a first attempt towards the long term goal of fully developing an e-learning system including all required CoP-like features, in other words, a Learning Community of Practice (LCoP). A reputation system is a natural component for building a LCoP, suitable in particular to motivating and transforming a class (or some classes) of learners into a real community. The reputation captures the contribution of each learner, and makes it apparent to the community (the group, the class and the course). The reputation is both a motivational tool and a way to evaluate and understand learner's psychological characteristics (learning and communication style) as well as preferences, relations with others, and ability to analyze/judge others’ work (meta-cognitive achievements).

III. VYGOTSKIJ’S COOPERATIVE MODEL

One of the main achievements of Vygotskij’s research [1][2] is a model aiming to demonstrate that cooperation provides the basis for the individual development. Even during childhood, targeted as well as casual interactions activate and spur the cognitive processes. The presence of people in the same environment, and the cooperation with peers, induces a reflection and an auto-regulation of one’s own behavior. Once such processes are interiorized, they become part of the child’s autonomous evolution. Social learning therefore precedes individual competencies and determines and prepares cognitive development. As a matter of fact, according to Vygotskij, the typical direction of learning is from outside to inside: the knowledge interiorization process mainly happens through the social “co-construction” (social learning), and then proceeds through a progressive transfer of the exterior social activity to the interior control. Once knowledge and processes are interiorized, the learner will be able to proceed in an autonomous and independent way. It follows that concrete growth can occur only in the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which is characterized as [14] “the distance between the actual development level, as it is determined by the autonomous problem-solving, and the level of potential development, as determined by the problem-solving under an adult’s guidance or in collaboration with one's own more capable peers". In practice, when the learner has consolidated a region of Autonomous and independent Problem Solving (APS), it is useless to further suggest exercises related to the same level of difficulty. On the other hand, it is even more useless to suggest exercises which are completely out of reach for the learner (Unreachable Problem Solving – UPS). The right zone of complexity, is the one including exercises that the learner can solve, according to her own competence and/or with a moderate support and/or in collaboration with companions (Zone of Proximal Development – ZPD) (See Fig. 1).
concept(s). (Keywords and level are grounded on the taxonomy of Bloom [17]).

In detail, a learning component, lc, includes:
- learning content (an XHTML-formatted resource, that can be given in different, LS-wise, versions;
- two sets of LOs: lc:RK (required knowledge), and lc:AK (acquired knowledge, see earlier);
- questions, related to the LOs in AK, used in questionnaires to assess knowledge acquisition;
- effort, informal measure of the LC content.

Among LOs, inference rules hold, such that the possession of certain LOs (such as a set \( \{ l_i \}_{i=1} \) ) can imply that some other LOs are possessed too: \( \{ l_i \}_{i=1} \Rightarrow \{ l_j \}_{j=3} \). For instance, a skill possessed at a certain cognitive level implies the possession of the same skill at lower level:

\[
LO(3, \text{apply, cpt, cxt}) \Rightarrow LO(2, \text{describe, cpt, cxt})
\]

The set of all LOs associated to LCs in the LD is the Knowledge Domain (KD) for the subject matter.

The student model SM denotes the state of knowledge (CS – cognitive state) of the learner and her Learning Style (LS) preferences, as couple \(<CS,LS>\) where

- CS is a set of pairs \(<\text{lo}_i, \text{cert(lo}_i)\>\): LOs presently “owned” by the learner are listed and labelled by their estimated certainty (see later).
- LS is a 4-tuple \( <d_1,v_1; d_2,v_2; d_3,v_3; d_4,v_4> \), where \( v_i \) are in the range [0,11], and \( d_i \) are values in the dimensions of Felder-Silverman’s model [18] (active/reflexive, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal, sequential/global).

The SM possibly changes during the study, allowing for an adaptive retuning of the course.

The acquisition and continuing possession of a LO in CS, and its certainty, are determined basing on learner’s answers to end-test/quizzes (where a lesson is a segment in the sequence \( C \)). The system manages a set of parameters (configurable by the teacher on each subject matter) to drive CS updates during the course taking. In particular, when a lo is added to CS after a test, it is assigned certainty \( c_{\text{lo}} \); then, after each further test, \( \text{cert(lo)} \) is decreased/increased, by \( c_{\text{lo}}/c_{\text{lo}} \), depending on answers; should \( \text{cert(lo)} \) eventually be under/over thresholds \( c_{\text{prom}}/c_{\text{dem}} \), then \( \text{c}\text{lo} \) would be respectively extracted from CS or permanently included in it (with no further tests).

B. SOCIALX

SOCIALX [19] (Fig. 3) is a web-based system designed for collaborative and social aspects of learning. It supports the practical/experience/experiences of a course, through the management of socio-collaborative learning activities, in the framework of a reputation system [5] [6][20][21].

In particular, in SOCIALX the learners can contribute by:
- providing solutions to available exercises;
- using others’ solutions to develop their own;
- evaluating others’ and one’s own work;
- discussing exercises in contextual micro-forums, in which direct reward (tokens) is earned for the perceived usefulness of one’s contributions (questions & answers);
- participating to group-based projects, with a “social” bent.

Several projects are available, structured in common stages; at each stage a group is expected to produce a deliverable, also by exploiting deliverables from previous stages of the same project; after stage completion, the group moves to the following stage of another project.

The reputation in SOCIALX is a representation of the following learner’s characteristics and qualities demonstrated during the interactions with the system:
- involvement, i.e. the active participation in the system (through the abovementioned contributions);
- usefulness: how a learner’s work is beneficial for others (e.g. her/his solutions are taken for extension and reuse, her/his groups deliverables are not harmful for the further advancements of other groups in the project);
- competence: measured on the basis of grades and judgments coming from other learners and, especially, from the teacher;
- judgment and self-judgment, i.e. the consistence with others’ (and especially teacher’s) judgments;
- critical appraisal: the ability to select others’ contributions to be extended or corrected;
- group_reputation, which measures aspects of the learner’s activity performed during group work (number of products delivered by the group, number of marks given by the members of the group to products received from other groups, average teacher’s marks on the group’s products).

![Figure 3 SOCIALX functionalities.](image)

V. MODEL OF INTEGRATION

It is worth pointing out that, though Vygotski’s model is frequently cited in literature about e-learning, at the best of our knowledge a concrete attempt to formalize and put into practice its features in a working software framework seems to be still to come. A first step in the integration of the web-based systems, mentioned in Sec. IV, along the lines of Vygotski’s research, is the extension of the definition of SOCIALX exercises according to the structure of an LC, by RK/AK/effort. Quite straightforwardly, this allows admitting the SOCIALX learning assets (LCs that are actually mirrors of the exercises) into the LECOMPS pools and courses. They have no questions embedded, though, so we have to allow for a dedicated method of assessment of their AK; in brief, it is the reputation gained by the learner in SOCIALX, as related to the given exercise, which allows to state that its LOs are to
be included, with according certainty, in the CS component of the student model.

Assuming that a course \( C \) can now contain both LCs and exercise-LCs, we thought it essential to let the learner have a more personal support to the navigation of the LCs in the course, besides the default sequencing provided by LECOMPS: that is important due to the presence of exercise-LCs, where prolonged, interactive and collaborative activities are supposed to be met during the course span.

In order to provide such a support, a classification of the course LCs (or, rather, of their Learning Objectives) under the “zones” discussed in Sec. III is helpful.

In the following we assume that \( C=\{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \subseteq \text{LD} \) is the course personalized for a given student, in the learning domain, according to stated learning goals \( \text{TK} \). CS will be the personal Cognitive State of the student. Denoting the knowledge acquired through a LC \( c_i \) as \( c_i.AK \), the overall knowledge provided by \( C \) is \( C.AK=\bigcup_{c_i\in C}c_i.AK \). Accordingly, we’ll call projection of the knowledge domain over the course the set of all LOs relevant to the course: \( \prod^{C.D.C} \) (notice that \( C.RK \) and \( C.AK \) are not necessarily disjoint).

First we define the Autonomous Problem Solving region as the set of all the LOs that are in CS with maximal certainty

\[
\text{APS} = \{lo \in \text{CS} / \text{cert}(lo) = c_{\text{Promote}} \}
\]

As of the zone of proximal knowledge, we have to define which LOs of the KD (projected over \( C \)) are not “too distant” from the SM, i.e. from the knowledge in the CS. Those LOs are the ZPD, that can be shown the learner, to help her in selecting next LCs to take in \( C \).

In this we have to rely on two further definitions:
- a distance metrics: \( d(CS,lo) \) measures how far is a given LO, \( lo \), from the learner’s grasp (that is from the CS set);
- a “daring threshold” \( p() \) on whose respect declaring that a given LO is “not too distant” from CS (and so be in ZPD).

In order to acquire a given \( lo \in \prod^{C.D.C} \), the learner is supposed to study along a path of LCs in \( C \). Each LC, \( c \), demands an effort, \( c.effort \), and the distance between the CS and \( lo \) is computed as the (minimal) sum of such efforts. So, let \( G(CS,lo) \) be the minimal (wrt effort) subset of LCs in \( C \), to be studied in order to have CS be extended so to comprise \( lo \):

\[
G(CS,lo) = \{c_{h1}, \ldots, c_{hk}\} \subseteq C
\]

with \( lo \in c_{hk}.AK \)

and \( \bigcup_{c_i \in G(CS,lo)}c_i.RK \subseteq CS \cup \bigcup_{c_i \in G(CS,lo)}c_i.AK \)

then it is

\[
d(CS,lo) = \sum_{c_i \in G(CS,lo)}c_i.effort
\]

(In Fig. 4, \( G(CS,lo) = \{(\text{red})-circled LCs}\) and \( d(CS,lo)=9 \).

The daring threshold should express a measure of how far from the APS the learner is to be reasonably allowed to reach, while undertaking the acquisition of new knowledge. Since such definition appears to be quite restrictive, we extend it, by possibly considering all the LOs in \( CS \). In that, we weight such LOs by their certainty. Then the daring threshold for a given \( lo \) has a dependence on the overall (average) certainty of the LOs in \( CS \) that are used to reach it (i.e. those in \( G(CS,lo) \)).

So let us call support set in CS for \( lo \), the minimal subset of CS made of LOs involved in \( G(CS,lo) \) definition, \( \text{Supp}(CS,lo)\), the minimal subset of those LOs in the course (excluding the APS) that are within the maximum distance \( p \) from \( CS \), as determined by the average certainty of the support set:

\[
\text{ZPD} = \{lo \in \prod^{C.D.C} \text{APS} / d(CS,lo) \leq p(\text{avgCert}(\text{Supp}(CS,lo))) \}
\]

(VI. SOME IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS)

The Pool of LCs and LOs defines an acyclic directed layered vertex-weighted AND-OR graph, with the LOs that correspond to OR nodes (as they can be acquired by more than one LC) and the LCs that correspond to AND nodes (as they demand their RK LOs). To compute the distance of an LO, \( lo \), from the CS we compute the minimum subgraph for which \( lo \) is root and all leaves are in CS.

In Fig. 4, the distance of the rightmost darker (red) LO

![Figure 4 Computation of the distance d of an LO from the CS. (boxes represent LOs with their distance, circles represent LCs with their effort, arrows show the "acquired" relation, the highlighted set of LOs in CS is the support set of the red subgraph)](image-url)
An alternative to such a direct construction of the group’s CS is in following a reverse strategy and just defining implicitly the group ZPD, by establishing criteria of admissibility of activities for the group of learners. In this case two conditions are defined, by working on the group APSs (considered as “firm knowledge”), the group ZPDs, and the cognitive states of the group members.

For the first condition, we want to express requirements both on the group composition and on the selected activities. First, the group’s member’s (firm) starting points (APSs) must have some common intersection, and, second, at the same time such common starting point must allow the group to fulfil the activities prerequisites. So, given a group of students \( ST = \{ s_1, ..., s_{\text{stud}} \} \) and a set of activities \( AC = \{ l_{c_1}, ..., l_{c_{\text{act}}} \} \), 1) the group’s members must share a common APS, and 2) the activities’ prerequisites are well known by at least one of the members: (APS\( _i \) is the APS of the \( i \)-th learner in ST)

\[
(\bigcap_{s \in ST} APS \neq \emptyset) \land \\
(\bigcup_{l_{c_j} \in AC} l_{c_j}.RK \subseteq \bigcup_{s \in ST} APS \_i)
\]

The second condition states that 3) students in a group ST must have some common proximal development, and 4) an activity \( l_{c_j} \) in the group AC is admissible for ST iff, although it might be outside of the ZPDs of some members, it is not too distant from them, and it is comprised in the ZPD of at least one member (that could help the others reaching it): (ZPD\( _i \) is the ZPD of the \( i \)-th learner in ST; \( \tau \) is a threshold to establish admissibility, for a learner, of an activity outside the learner’s ZPD)

\[
(\bigcap_{s \in ST} ZPD \neq \emptyset) \land \\
(\forall l_{c_j} \in AC, \forall s_i \in ST : d(lc_{j}, ZPD_{i}) < \tau) \land \\
(\forall l_{c_j} \in AC, \exists s_i \in ST : l_{c_j}.AK \subseteq ZPD_{i})
\]

Notice that if we used APS in place of ZPD, in the definition of the second condition, we would have some of the brighter members of the group left without anything new to learn in each one of the admissible activities, which could diminish their motivation.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Our long-term goal is the design of a Learning Community of Practice (LCoP) where the teacher plays the role of organizer and supervisor. Along this way, this work supports an adaptive design of the path of exercises that the learner follows during an adaptive course, and the management of an extended student model, gaining the feedbacks coming from the socio-collaborative activities supported by a reputation system. We addressed the problem of defining both an individual Zone of Proximal Development and a group one, in terms of the Learning Objectives stored in each individual student model. The determination of ZPD is done adaptively, according to the
evolving student model; for that we have defined a cognitive distance between the state of knowledge of the learner and the learning objectives to acquire, and a (“daring”) threshold function, dynamically stating the maximum distance, from the learner’s CS, of the learning objectives in the ZPD, according to the certainty factors of the LO already in the student model. Cognitive distance and threshold function may deserve some further work, e.g. to consider metacognitive traits. Additional efforts will be directed at evaluating the correctness of the underlying assumptions, and longitudinal behaviour of the overall resulting framework.
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Abstract— From its origins in 2003 as a grant funded project, Sakai has become a successful open source community, with over three hundred adoptions worldwide, and a growing ecosystem of community and commercial support. Over the same period, economic, policy and technology landscape changes, have dramatically modified the context against which an open source community rooted in Higher Education operates.

The Sakai community is dealing with these challenges of this changed context on multiple levels:

The development of an innovative software environment, the Sakai Open Academic Environment, embodying an application of the experience of social networking to the online support of academic practice, and applying lessons of web-scale software development to that environment. Driven by community requirements, the project is providing a bridging layer from the established Sakai Collaboration and Learning Environment to the Open Academic Environment, thus allowing institutions to plan environmental transitions, or extend institutional capacity in support of online learning into social space.

The transformation of the Sakai Foundation, which is the organisational locus of Sakai community organisation, to sustainably support multiple software projects. This is taking place both internally, and by building new relationships with other open source communities.

I. INTRODUCTION

From its origins in 2003 as a grant funded project, Sakai has become a successful open source project, with over three hundred adoptions worldwide, and a growing ecosystem of community and commercial support. Over the same period, the landscape of online learning and academic collaboration has changed. Online learning has grown considerably in scale. According to Sloan-C, one in four college students in the US took at least one online course in 2008, a 17% increase on the previous year. Over the same period, there has been a dramatic transformation of the nature of the web, with an increased focus on social interaction, and the popularization of those technologies that have been labeled "Web 2.0".

Higher Education itself has seen dramatic changes, with reductions in funding in many national systems, and increased complexity from a range of key policy and economic drivers. These include the growth of remote and multi-campus institutions, moves to more flexible and internationally interoperable course and accreditation provision, the development of approaches to lifelong learning, and a significant and growing emphasis on interdisciplinary research.

These factors raise a number of challenges for an open source community rooted in sustaining innovation in the service of Higher Education. The Sakai Community is approaching these challenges in the following ways:

- The development of a new environment to support online academic collaboration, applying the lessons of social networking to this domain, and drawing on technology approaches which are designed to operate at web scale.
- Placing the Sakai community of educators at the heart of the design and development process.
- Transforming the locus of Sakai community organisation, the Sakai Foundation, to better support multiple, rather than single, software “products”, and growing the Foundation by joining with other communities working in this space.

II. OPEN ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT – BACKGROUND AND DESIGN CRITERIA

The Sakai community formed around the recognition that an environment to support academic practice and collaboration should not place artificial barriers between the component parts of that practice; learning, teaching and research. Thus, the existing Sakai online environment is termed a ‘Collaboration and Learning Environment’ (CLE), rather than a Learning Management System (LMS), Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), or Virtual Research Environment (VRE). Whilst the current Sakai environment is widely deployed as an LMS, and contains a toolset appropriate to that deployment, the environment has other features, such as support for project activity and JSR168 Portlets, which are more commonly found in Virtual Research Environments and portal frameworks. The current widespread use of Sakai for the support of learning should not obscure this broader use. Institutions using Sakai for purposes of research collaboration include a cluster of Australian universities; Melbourne, Monash, and the Australian
National University, together with a number of universities in the United Kingdom, including Cambridge, Lancaster, Bath and Newcastle.

In the eight years since the initial design of the Sakai CLE much has changed. Policy and economic imperatives have driven changing patterns of student recruitment in many countries, significantly increasing the scale of online or blended learning, the range of types of students participating in online courses, and their geographical distribution. The same period has seen much early experimentation with online and distributed research collaboration in Virtual Research Environments, although little consensus has emerged on their general characteristics beyond that elaborated by one of the coiners of the term \(^1\). Above all, the nature of the web has also been transformed by the considerable growth of social networking software, and what some have termed “Web 2.0” during the same period.

III. THE SAKAI OPEN ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT DESIGN GOALS

The key design goals of the new Sakai environment, The Open Academic Environment (OAE), reflect these environmental changes, and the experience of the community itself. Several broad considerations inform the design goals for the new environment. These include:

A fundamental premise of the OAE design process is that education and research are inherently collaborative endeavors that should lend themselves naturally to the social web. Education and research are not, however, a perfect fit for today’s consumer web social tools. Educational institutions have obligations to protect privacy; simply suggesting the use of Facebook or similar tools, is, as a consequence, potentially fraught with legal and ethical issues. Similarly, scholars are not so much concerned with discovering “friends”, as establishing and building relationships with collaborators in the same or related disciplines, or parallel areas of interdisciplinary interest. The project to build the Sakai OAE has therefore set out to establish the use of social networking-like capabilities for academic purposes, and in an academic context.

The current conventional Learning Management System tends to be constructed around the centrality of the course site or virtual classroom. In contrast to the constraints of these “virtual classroom walls”, Sakai OAE sets out to build around the centrality of individuals collaborating in a group, rather than the centrality of a site or course.

The typical Learning Management Systems builds on the extension of the course or classroom into virtual space by replicating a typical lecture and tutorial model. This tends towards a very hierarchical perspective of content within such an environment. Sakai OAE inverts this approach by assuming by default that every participant is an author, collaborating to create content, rather than viewing the educator as the principle or only content creator.

The rejection of a “walled garden” approach in an online environment speaks to a requirement that the environment more easily allows content to flow between that environment and the open web. Sakai OAE therefore seeks to be selectively and securely permeable, allowing content and activities from the outside world in, as well as from inside the system out to the rest of the web.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sakai OAE Design Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sakai OAE is a scholarly space for research, teaching and learning. Designed by educators for educators, the Sakai OAE’s design goals are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A user-friendly experience informed by the needs of learners, teachers and researchers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerful capabilities for content authoring, sharing, and reuse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group collaboration and social networking within an academic context and around learning, teaching and research interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner, group and activity focused. Not site centric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to create and deliver cohesive learning experiences and portfolio processes, and promote student engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly configurable and scalable at both small and enterprise levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of software development and flexibility for integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile Sakai code base built atop other reliable open source projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open source license. Open educational resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability with other systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core functionality of the Sakai OAE have been broadly defined and mapped by the Sakai teaching and learning community in a series of teaching and learning lenses

IV. TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVES

The underlying technology approach of the project is to attempt to re-use components from open source communities outwith education, or which span education and other sectors. This represents an attempt, which has yet to be fully validated, to focus software developers employed by Higher Education institutions squarely on academic requirements, rather than on the unnecessary wheel-re-invention of general features. Such component re-use includes the Apache Felix\(^3\) implementation of OSGi\(^4\), and Apache Shindig\(^5\) implementation of the OpenSocial\(^6\) Specification. Apache JackRabbit\(^7\) was examined
from the perspective of content storage, but proved unsuitable for an environment based on high-demand, secure authoring with multiple authors. In February 2011, the project consequently switched to a sparse approach, providing bindings to Apache Cassandra. Further drivers are available for those wishing to deploy against a more conventional relational database using JDBC, such as MySQL, Derby and Oracle. Apache Solr provides the OAE full-text indexing and search capabilities, introducing interesting parallels to systems providing access to materials in the repository or library world.

V. TRANSITION BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTS

Transition between Learning Management Systems, or even versions of the same system, is time consuming and potentially disruptive to the core activity of an academic institution, affecting, as it does, significant numbers of both academic staff and students. It is not unusual for such transitions to take twelve to twenty-four months or more. As has been noted, the Sakai OAE is, in many respects, a radical departure from the conventional LMS, thus compounding the issues surrounding transition for institution and users.

The Sakai Community has evolved an approach to this problem space that rests on enabling an institution to run both Sakai CLE and Sakai OAE side by side, with a significant measure of user-facing integration. This approach is termed Sakai OAE “Hybrid Mode”. Hybrid Mode uses the IMS Global Basic Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) Specification to surface Sakai CLE worksites and tools in meaningful ways, determined by the institution or user, within the Sakai OAE, which is designed to be more composable, and to facilitate a greater degree of personalization. By these means, an institution may choose to extend its online capability by combining previous course or site-centered approaches with those based around the newer paradigms outlined above. An institution can therefore chart a forward course between environments with a minimum of disruption, and under its own direction at a pace determined by its own strategic imperatives.

VI. COMMUNITY, GOVERNANCE, FOUNDATION

The development of the Open Academic Environment is driving significant change within the Sakai Community. The Sakai OAE Project, established in July 2010, is a collaboration between Cambridge University in the UK, and Charles Sturt University in Australia, together with New York University, the University of Michigan, the University of California at Berkeley, Indiana University, Georgia Tech and the American Academy of Religion. The project conducts its work in the open, publishes software under an OSI-approved open source license, the Educational Community License, under the guidance of the Sakai Licensing Working Group.

The project to create the Open Academic Environment is initially a managed project, with direct financial and human resource contributed from the participating institutions to the project via the Sakai Foundation. Financial resource has been used to hire contributors in a number of scarce areas, including User Experience design. Project structure and practice is modeled on an application of agile techniques to highly distributed international teams. Teams are organised across institutions, a break with the former practice of the Sakai community, which has tended towards institutional “ownership” of specific tools or tool clusters. At each point, from design to realization, a User Reference Group (URG) validates the approach taken. The URG is made up of practicing academics and learning technologists from investing institutions.

Sakai Open Academic Environment Managed Project governance is constituted with a Steering Group comprising representatives of investing institutions, which is jointly chaired by an institutional representative and the Sakai Foundation Executive Director.

The Sakai Community is moving from the support of one software environment to two environments, at very different stages of a product lifecycle. This movement is generating further consideration of the role of the Sakai Foundation itself. There is a tendency to move the Foundation back from direct involvement in specific projects, and refocus it as a community facilitator, providing human and technical infrastructure, licensing and legal expertise, and brokerage in enabling community-driven projects. The latter concern is of particular significance for a community with a resource pool that is growing, but not growing in proportion to the work it seeks to undertake.

The latter consideration has sparked an extended conversation with another organisation supporting a number of Higher Education focused software projects and products, the Jasig. Both organisations have charted a course towards organisational fusion, and have begun to map a common value proposition for a common foundation nurturing software development projects supporting the academic mission. The new organisation that results from the joining of the Sakai Foundation and Jasig has the potential to be a significant factor in both innovation, and software sustainability in the service of education.
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Abstract – In this paper we propose an innovative model called Mod-late, whose main aim is to automate the process of web template creation and customization of the overall structure of the web pages. Mod-late describes how to produce fully customized web templates by standardizing the construction tasks. These templates, both simple and complex, are created in order to be exported in packets which can be interpreted by the CMSs on the web or ready to be stored in a fully modifiable format. Our model was designed in open mode and allows full compatibility with next-generation CMSs and E-Learning platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the latest years the Internet has constantly changed and it does not stop so that there is someone who talks already about the Web 3.0 and who tries to put the base for the web of the future, based on the semantic and the natural language processing [1]. Despite the growing use of CMSs their maturation has not reached a turning point and the cause must be sought in the gap between the skills required for their use and the knowledge of the average users. The area concerned is the Web 2.0 where the user is no longer just reader but a producer of networked information. “You can see the Web 2.0 as a set of principles and practices that tie together a veritable solar system of sites that demonstrate some or all of those principles, at a variable distance from that core” [2]. In this solar system several CMSs present the same problem: the only way to structurally interact with their web template is through the technical changes as well as the E-Learning platforms. As it is known, the Content Management System is a tool designed to publish content to the Web without knowledge of HTML in a controlled environment that ensures a consistent look and feel across all the pages of a web site [3]. A CMS is not really a product or a technology. It is a catch-all term that covers a wide set of processes that will underpin the "Next Generation" large-scale web site [4].

The state of the art about the context of automated web templates creation for CMSs and E-Learning platforms is not so advanced. “Artisteer” is the only Web design automation product that instantly creates fantastic looking Website and Blog templates. It is a powerful software that makes the user a professional Web designer of Websites [5]. Starting from a basic theme, it is possible to create visually appealing templates even if they are not structurally very customizable.

II. AN INNOVATIVE MODEL

The model proposed in this work aims to automate the process of creating and editing web templates. This way the user can save time creating web sites using a CMS as well as creating and editing the E-Learning platforms view. Additionally the implementation of a software system based on our model, and its subsequent use, leads to standardize the processes and results in the creation of web templates, increasing the percentage of compliant templates. The distance between the users and the CMS and E-Learning platforms is very important. These systems are common on the internet and in order to open them new doors the ideal solution would fit an application between the users and the structure of the web application they prefer to use. The purpose of Mod-late is to describe how to allow the users to build web templates and to export them towards the desired platform. Mod-late is fully compatible with such platforms: according to the guidelines dictated by the model is possible to produce web templates for every web application. The model describes a particular generator and operator of HTML, PHP and CSS which is expandable by adding logics in order to import / export web templates for the system that the user wants to look out. For a web programmer the model describes the techniques to quickly produce web portals. For a common user the module describes a powerful tool for creating web templates associated with the publishing tool that he prefers. The model is expandable by simply integrating the modules which describe how to import and export web templates.
III. MODEL DESIGN

The model is structured on a three-level architecture:

- The presentation level, designed to handle the interaction of the model with the outside world;
- The domain level, which includes a set of business rules;
- The data level, which deals with the continuing entity treated.

The term “entity” means a set of objects used by the model to build up web templates.

Three type of entity are described:

- An entity type which can contain any other entity (Container);
- An entity type which can horizontally divide the other entity types (H-Divisor);
- An entity type that divides vertically any entity (V-divisor).

The domain level is divided into independent modules used for particular functions. Each module must have a low level of coupling with other modules and a high internal cohesion while respecting the principle of modularity. Modularity is required to allow the developer to easily implement a system based on the model. It substantially simplifies the design process by substantially simplifying the individual components to be built [6].

At the edge of domain level two managers must be placed to enhance the modularity between the levels of the proposed model. These managers may be called “StructureManager” and “PresentationManager”.

The "StructureManager" puts in communication the data level with the domain level while the "PresentationManager" must have as its purpose the management of the information exchanges between the domain level and the presentation level.

The core modules of the domain level are the Hierarchy module and the Representation module.

The Hierarchy module describes how to create the hierarchy of entities of a web template. This module requires that the root of the hierarchy is a container entity. All entities should be included in the root container. Every incorporated entity must be adapted to its container entity; it can just keep distance from the limit of the container. Entities that are on the same level of the hierarchy cannot overlap.

The Representation module outlines how the entities of the model can be represented. The main aim is to enable the creation of web templates, so the geometric shape that could represent the entities of the model is the rectangle. The location of the figure must be well defined on the Cartesian plane. There are no restrictions on the use of rectangles to represent entities.

The developer who implements the model may decide to adopt any kind of geometric figure to represent the model entities. The only condition required is that the chosen figure must be genuinely representative. Instead the presentation level is not particularly descriptive; it establishes only that a good presentation must include all the necessary elements to display the hierarchy of entities.

This view must respect the hierarchy built in the Hierarchy module and must additionally respect the type of representation chosen in Representation module.

Figura 1 - Model Architecture

IV. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed model was applied in the development of an application of web templates creation. This basic application is developed following the object-oriented paradigm and it works primarily by using the entities described in the data level of the proposed model and with the implementation of the described modules.

This application is able to produce web templates and export them in complete interpretable formats. One of the most used CMS today is Joomla!. It is a CMS developed using PHP and open source published under “GPL v.2” license. It is at the forefront of one of the most dynamic trends in open source software: the growth of open source content management” [7]. Because of its characteristics "Joomla!" was used as an example for the development of the system that implements the model proposed in this paper.

V. SYSTEM DATA LEVEL

The main aim of the data layer is to manage the system entities. These entities result from the model description as follows:

- Container, entity used to hold every other entity;
- Band, which takes care of splitting horizontally the other entities;
- Sidebar, entity that creates vertical subdivisions in the entities.

During the design phase of the model-based system the entities have been further extended. The band has been specialized into FreeBand and ModulesBand: the FreeBand can contain each type of entity while the ModulesBand may contain only a limited number of adjacent containers.
During the export phase inside of these containers the chosen Joomla! modules will be placed.
The Sidebar instead has been specialized in LeftSidebar and RightSidebar to simplify its positioning.
Every entity described by the model, within those entity extensions, was carried out in order to have all the
properties to be represented on the web.
Among the properties it is important to underline: width, height, margin, padding, background image, background
color and borders.

VI. SYSTEM DOMAIN LEVEL

The domain level is the business services environment which allows the presentation layer to communicate
with the data layer.
In the development of the domain level two basic modules have been implemented: the Hierarchy module
and Representation module which are used by the managers to communicate among themselves and with
the presentation layer.
In order to implement the hierarchy in the relative module a tree data structure has been used.
With regard to the Representation module the developers have decided to use rectangular shapes for
the representation of the entities.
During the analysis phase some needs have come up, needs that led to the creation of various modules in the
cloud of the Utilities.
First, the need to translate the system in multiple languages has led to the creation of the Localization
module through a series of parameter files (*.ini) communicates the text data translated to the presentation
layer.
To manage application-level events and to configure the system two additional modules have been implemented:
the Application module and the Configuration module.
The modules implemented inside the utilities cloud communicate with each other as much as they can
communicate with adjacent modules (Hierarchy and Representation) only through the operators.

VII. SYSTEM PRESENTATION LEVEL

The presentation layer deals with the representation of the entities created by the hierarchy module using the
Hierarchy Level Domain and the rules of representation given by the Representation of the same level form of
architecture.
The presentation layer is completely independent from the domain level in order to respect the principle of
modularity on which the model is based. This level is not divided into modules such as the domain level but
has several interfaces that allow the management and system configuration and the creation of web templates.
The essence of the presentation layer is the preview screen that is useful to show the user what is actually
being built.
In order to make the work more easy for the experienced users a property window has been placed. Such a
window shows the properties of the entity the user selects in the preview so that it is possible to interact
regularly with them without navigating menus.
It was finally introduced a view of the hierarchy created. From this hierarchy it is also possible to insert or delete
these entities while respecting the rules of the model.

The division of web templates, as shown in Figure 3, in separate areas is useful for two reasons:
• first, the good structure of the web site or portal that you want to build;
• each area can also be set as an area for placement of the contents of the CMS.
The user can then decide on the exact locations where the content has to appear on its website, menus, forms
and more. He becomes a master of the CMS to which exports as able to interact with the framework of the
CMS itself.

VIII. TEST PHASE

The test phase was carried out concerning the creation of templates for web sites and portals built with Joomla!.
To prepare these tests were collected from web various web templates already constructed and sample images of
the web templates to be created from scratch. It was not adopted any policy for the collection of research
material to make the results independent from the conditions that constrain the choice of web templates.
Several experiments have been performed to modify existing web template and creating new web templates.
From these experiments the following results were obtained.
To edit a web template, it is needed for an advanced user from 10 to 30 hours, which should be added to the other
if the user is willing to radically change the positions in which information is exposed.
The creation of a web template from scratch however, requires knowledge of HTML, CSS, PHP and frameworks of "Joomla"; in this case about 20 hours to achieve the desired result are necessary. The necessary time for the creation of web templates in the experiments does not include the creation of graphics, but only the formatting of text, images and structure.

After collecting the data about the creation and the modification of web templates for Joomla! several experiments were carried out on the application which implements the model proposed in this work. These experiments are aimed at creating web templates and do not include the processing of graphics in order to make true comparisons with results in the creation of web templates from scratch, shown above. The experiments were also carried out on several people including an experienced user and an average user. The results of the experiments performed with the system based on the following model are very interesting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action required</th>
<th>Mean time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building layout with header, left sidebar, and footer area readers.</td>
<td>40 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builder with several specialized areas and colors.</td>
<td>60 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating web templates with margin settings, padding and colors.</td>
<td>200 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION

The model brings a great innovation in the development of web sites and portals. Unlike the main concepts of “Artiseer” application, the center of the state of the concerned application domain, Mod-late makes significantly faster the creation and customization of the layout. The Mod-late innovation leaves behind the state of the art so that it can be implemented by a new class of applications, not existing yet. It is important to underline that the time savings for the production of a basic layout in the experiments performed is interesting. A new structure can be created in few minutes and do not require long learning time as the operations to achieve the desired outcome are few and simple. Allowing the creation of web templates very quickly and so easily it is possible to eliminate much of the barrier between the Web and average users who could be transformed into real protagonists of the design. This approach could mean an advancement of the use of CMSs as well as the use of E-Learning platforms and the reduction of the costs in a market where such systems abound. Taking the study of CMSs and web templates to a more advanced stage it could be possible to make the model more precise giving more details about the description of the hierarchy creation. It could be eventually possible to look for commonalities between several systems in order to describe an additional part of the model dedicated to an abstract import / export policy for web templates. The next step will be the implementation of a complete software system based on Mod-late that will result useful to test the power of the model and to give more precise results.
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Abstract—This document describes an ongoing project for defining a methodology and building artifacts that will help tutors in the evaluation process of students that work intensively on an E-Learning platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last twenty years it has been a change in the educational scenario, such as, the diffusion of the Constructivist Didactical Approach [1][2][3][4][5][6][7]. The non-Constructivist, traditional didactical style is based on a "one way" interaction among teacher and students. The new role of a teacher (called tutor, in Constructivist terminology) is to support students in their experimentations and discussions about real problems, and this is the main way for building new knowledge as claimed in [1][2].

Wenger [16] claims that creation of a Community of Practice (CoP), i.e. a group of people that works together on a shared goal, is a necessary requirement for the creation of new knowledge. The Tutor’s new role will be to foster the creation of a CoP in class. “Fig. 1” represents this shift in the teacher’s role.

The modern E-Learning Platforms (ELP) do not create obstacles to the Constructivist Methodology (CM), rather, but they offer to both students and tutors the opportunities of interacting and sharing concepts and comment them. The tutor has to assess students’ performance referring to: the level of collaborative activities (CA), the level of new knowledge built by students, and their results in tests.

In this paper I will describe a research project to validate a methodology, and then, to build software that could help Tutors evaluating a community of students that works both in classroom and at home using an ELP. The paper shall explain in Section II the Goal and Metrics that it will be used as theoretical bases for the evaluation methodology. Then in Section III I will briefly describe a Constructivist Approach to a real problem of Solid Euclidean Geometry. In Section IV I will describe the evaluation methodology, in Section V I summarize the contents of the paper and I briefly describe the future developments.

II. GOALS AND METRICS

My research project is focused on building tools and methods for evaluating students working in class as well as on an ELP. I plan to assess my research by means of an experience that shall last for a relatively long time. Students’ activity shall be monitored for one entire class of 30 students, aged fifteen to sixteen, over three terms, starting from the second term of 2nd year of Liceo Scientifico (Italian high school with specific reference to Mathematics and Physics) till the end of their 3rd year of study. The subject area involved shall be Mathematics. In details, students will work on Euclidean Geometry for the first part of the activity, and on Analytical Geometry for the second part of the activity. Results achieved by students will be part of the final evaluation. Outside the school, students shall be given homework, as it is customary in Italian schools. In such home-based activity, students shall work on an online open source platform named DIEL [8] with a 3D graphical interface. I decided to use DIEL because its graphical interface is usually well accepted by today’s students, who are digital natives [28], and because its features help the tutor to monitor students’ activities. Metrics for assessing students will be integrating both in itinere and final evaluation data from three sources:

- The Social Network Analysis (SNA) [10][11][12][13][14] of students’ collaboration patterns, as they are emerging from students exchanges of information.
- Results achieved by students on short tests, passed to them without a previous advice. These tests are common practice for preserving students’ attention, and as intermediate evaluation. They are known as Pop Quizzes (PQ) [25].
Results achieved by students at the term examination (final test), done in the regular class time.

PQ and final test are a quite standard assessment mechanism for students not needing further description. On the other hand, the adoption of SNA in high schools is not widespread, so a few considerations should be added. SNA is a methodology used for monitoring the behavior and the relationships established inside a community of people. One of the most common structures, described by SNA, is the "clique", that is, a group of people that has strong relationships with one another. The rationale behind the use of the SNA in assessing students’ CA is to check for the presence of cliques inside their working groups. The strong relationship between CoP and clique and the idea of the creation of new knowledge inside a clique is supported by several authors like [16][17][18][19][20][24], quoting [20] “…Cohesion is a primary network structure that contributes to the creation of Knowledge: shared beliefs and behaviors. Cohesion is manifested by the existence of cliques of participants who are connected internally more than externally. Members of a clique tend to create knowledge by virtue of their strong intra-responsiveness relations …”.

Another important value is the Degree of Centrality. SNA is directly related to the number of ties between someone and other people in the Network. A high number of connections mean a high Centrality degree, as claimed in [11][15].

III. A CASE STUDY OF COLLABORATIVE WORKING ACTIVITIES

A Socio-Constructivist approach requires that students face real problems and work collaboratively to overcome them for improving their skills. This team-working could be achieved more effectively using a “road map” to support students. Polya [21] lists four main steps of his Problem Solving Strategy (the road map):

1. Understanding the problem
2. Devising a solution plan
3. Carrying out the solution plan
4. Looking back to the results achieved

To this respect, any particular choice of problems that are proposed to students would do, provided that they work in such a sequence of steps, and that the tutor facilitates them to proceed along this road map. A typical problem to be proposed to students for their CA is the following.

Example: Problem of Architecture and plane Euclidean Geometry

“Fig. 2” shows a Cubba (or Cuba), a typical Byzantine architectural element very common in Sicilian Churches. Sometimes the upper part of the Church is a perfect half-sphere or a spherical sector.

Question: How could we find the center of the sphere in both cases, i.e. the half-sphere and the spherical sector?

Realistically, the problem to be discussed in class will be more complex. The process that students will put in practice is described in “Fig. 3”.

Fig. 2 Example of Collaborative Work using Euclidean Geometry: The Cubba on the Church of Holy Trinity of Delia in Castelvetrano (Sicily, Italy)

Fig. 3 Diagram of Collaborative Knowledge Construction process made by Students using the “roadmap”.

The Solution

Students will apply the suggestions coming from each step of Polya’s road map.

Concerning Geometry, students should discuss about how to find the center of the sphere having only the information on its spherical sector. This means inferring geometric properties from the Hypotheses. Reaching consensus about what has to be proved should involve the whole team of students. The complete description of each single step and action is outside the focus of this paper. Let us focus just on some aspects inside this scenario:

- Groups of students are working together.
- All activities start in the classroom, students must keep on working as homework using the on-line platform DIEL.
Students shall be pushed to follow the road map by suggestions coming from the tutor, whenever they are diverging, in order to get an effective collaborative work.

Interactions with tutor are available both in class and on the on-line platform.

At the end of the solution process, all students will be rethinking their solution, in order to understand if the result might have been achieved in a different (possibly better) way.

To complete the case study, let us consider a sample Pop Quiz related to the above topic:

“Describe the properties of chord, what about the perpendicular drawn from the center of the circumference to the chord itself? Is it useful for a sphere?”

Distributing PQ to students could be achieved either during class time, or while they are on-line, by a random selection performed by DIEL.

IV. THE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

During the three terms of the experience, our Evaluation Methodology will be used not just for proposing a final grade, but – more interestingly – as a set of guidelines that help the teacher to understand the progress of the individuals and of the entire class. Such guidelines foresee the evaluation of the following quantities (measures):

- Did each student work proficiently inside his/her team? This will be named Level Of Collaborative Work (LOCW).
- Did each student work proficiently on the proposed topic? Data gathered from POP-Quizzes and from the Final test will be used in the evaluation. This will be named Level Of Results (LOR).
- Did each team create a CoP? This result will be measured as CCOP (Creation of Community of Practice)
- Did the whole classroom create a CoP? This result will be measured as GCCOP (Global Creation of Community of Practice).

While each teacher has very clear how to collect and assess data in (b), results from SNA will be used for answering to questions (a), (c) and (d), mixing data about the creation of cliques, the degree of students’ centrality etc. Authors like [31][32][33] and others, have suggested a content analysis on written material present in the ELP, but I prefer to avoid using it because there is not a universally agreed upon method for assessing results, as stated in [27].

The Evaluation Tool is an artifact that will suggest to the Tutor a graphical representation of ‘how well’ the entire class is progressing. The representation is sketched in “Fig. 4”, where the tool helps the Tutor to have a glance at understanding the students’ performance. The Diagram in “Fig. 4” is interpreted in this way: The tool plots a point in the graph showing the positioning of each student with respect to his evaluation metrics, and the goal of the teacher should be ideally to have the entire class falling into boxes labeled 5-6-8 and 9.

Boxes (1) (and (9)) represent clearly identified, extreme situations. Students listed in such boxes are very poor (resp. excellent) both in their cooperative activities (CA) and personal understanding of topics. Boxes (3) and (7) are showing students in intermediate situations: excellent in CA, but really poor in understanding of the topics, and the opposite. Similar considerations will hold for the analysis of the behavior of students falling in the remaining boxes.

How to fill in automatically (by means of the tool which we shall develop) the above table is still under discussion. Intuitively, CCOP and GCOP will be used to “move up and to the right” the position of each student, with respect to the position he-she gained with PQ and final test, but only if his/her team of students and the whole class created a CoP. In the beginning data about SNA, PQ results and Final Test will be inserted manually in the Evaluation tool, and when the whole environment will be consolidated, data will be loaded automatically from the ELP. Given the fact that three term evaluations shall take place during my experience, I shall perform assessment of activities mostly manually for the first term, trying to progressively consolidate the methodology and to automate them in an increasing way.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article I described a research project aimed at building a methodology for evaluating students working on an ELP. The emphasis of my project is to support an intuitive graphical representation of class progress in a given topic, which is visualized by a 3x3 matrix. Dimensions of this matrix are based both on the outcome of individual study and on the degree of participation to CA, in line with constructivist approaches. In parallel with development and assessment of the methodology, I will build software for automating the creation of such an artifact, so that the tutor
is constantly aware of students’ on-line activities, and may take corrective actions to support an entire class and individual students. The metrics employed to build such an artifact are based on data gathered by SNA, Pop-Quizzes and Final Tests. In this paper I have described the rationale beyond the use of SNA for understanding the level of CA made by students. Today most high school students are spending several hours in school, plus do some homework at home, so they can be considered working in a blended learning environment. The use of an ELP seems not to be best suited for such a situation. Yet we believe that the effectiveness of the approach we propose can be profitably used to gradually shift the focus of study activities from strict tutor control (in class) regulated learning pattern (on the ELP), a skill that will be a must in tomorrow’s society. Only students who learned to work collaboratively will face successfully tomorrow’s life long learning perspective. Even today, as noted by [30], students that live far from the school or that suffers for a long illness are mostly working alone, and they usually feel a sense of isolation from the community of students and tutors. The use of the ELP in a similar scenario could improve their achievements and help to reduce scholastic renunciation.
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Abstract

Virtual Worlds are largely adopted for creating educational games. In this paper, we describe the development process of a Virtual World-based game supporting a learning-by-playing approach to educate children on sustainable waste management principles. Because of the high uncertainty level of the project, a Scrum-based development process was adopted.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a strong need of enforcing environmental education, by planning strategies and designing tools for environmental communication that effectively lead to changes in the citizen behavior. These activities, to be successful, have to involve the youngest citizens. The best way to capture the attention of this kind of learners is to adopt an edutainment approach. In particular, a serious game can be suitable, because it proposes an enjoyable experience, while training and educating users [23]. In particular, gaming environments can provide the means for a constructivist approach to learning. Constructivist approaches suggest that children should acquire knowledge through experience [13].

The development of a game suffers of the same problems of traditional software development due to the sequential approach and, in particular, to the performing of requirements analysis and detailed design before implementation. As in traditional software, also in the case of the development of games it is possible to follow agile software development processes, such as Scrum, FDD, Extreme Programming [10].

This paper describes the agile development of a serious game proposed in an ongoing project founded by the Regione Campania (Italy), named TIE project, aiming at presenting to primary school students the main concepts related to waste collection and garbage recycle. Learning is inducted through the exploration of an ad-hoc developed 3D virtual environment. During the exploration, specific educative games are proposed. The environment also supports collaboration and competition to better involve the students to use it in the time. Because of the high level of uncertainty, the game was developed following a Scrum-based development process.

2. Related Work

City games are largely diffused. As an example, the Sims and SimCity games allow the users to play by creating and managing simulated communities and worlds, using an isometric representation. In particular, SimCity does not utilize individual game avatars as representations of the player and the environment is uninhabited. An example of simulation-based learning game is Math-City, supporting the students in the learning of mathematical concepts [14]. The progresses in mathematics are adopted by the students to grow their city. Recycle City [15] proposes a point-and-click web-based interface to teach environmental education. In our approach, we use a 3D world that can be explored by the user avatar and social mechanisms of collaboration and competition, adopting a learning by doing approach aiming at training students on correct environmental behaviors.

The adoption of agile methodologies to support game development has been investigated in literature, see, for example, [8][9][10][11]. In this paper, we applied the Scrum methodology to the development of a learning game based on a 3D Virtual World. The main characteristic of our project was the adoption of several opensource tools to create and manage the game and the high level of incertitude, due to the difficulty of their integration.

3. The TIE Project

The project TIE was founded by Regione Campania (Italy) and aimed at creating on-line learning activities related to environmental education for primary school children. This project is designed to assist school teachers in the education on sustainable waste management principles. In this way, even if the children are not yet involved in waste collection, they can contribute to influence their families and the broader community. In addition, behaviors and skills acquired in this period may
have a long-lasting impact in later life. Thus, early childhood education has a relevant impact on the efforts to bring about sustainable development [21].

The educational program is based on the Waste Hierarchy [22]:
- **Avoidance**, including actions to reduce the amount of the generated waste;
- **Resource Recovery**, including reuse, reprocessing, recycling and energy recovery;
- **Disposal**, managing all options in the most environmentally responsible manner.

In particular, the project consisted in the development of:
1. multimedia lectures on all the three topics and the related auto assessment tests;
2. an on-line Virtual Reality serious game enforcing the acquisition of these concepts by involving the students in learning-by-doing activities.

The authors of the paper were responsible of the second activity, described in this work, while the first was in charge of the 3Dart partner, a communication and 3D consulting organization. Currently, the project is, at its final stages.

### 4. The development process

The project, as most game projects, has several uncertainty levels [9]:
- find the fun is not easy. Several iterations and experimentation may be needed;
- the results of the new technology adoption are often uncertain. In this project we plan to experiment a novel 3D game engine and several open source technologies;
- team talent is highly variable.

For this reason, we decided to adopt agile methodologies that were created for use in cycles of product development characterized by a high level of uncertainty.

The selected agile development methodology was Scrum, used for project management of software development since the early 1990s. According to Schwaber and Beedle [17], Scrum adopts the ideas of industrial process control theory in the software development. It is a flexible, adaptable, empirical and productive method, appropriate for small size projects with less than ten engineers and supports an iterative, rapid development style. Scrum concentrates on how the team members should work in order to flexibly develop the system in a constantly changing environment.

The Scrum methodology is composed of three phases: Pre-Game, Development and Post-Game.

#### 4.1 Pre-Game Development

This phase consists in two sub-phases: Planning and Architecture/High level design.

##### 4.1.1 Planning

Our project, as the majority of game projects, is characterized by a cross-functional team, composed of highly skilled individuals. In particular, the project team consisted of: a Scrum Master, three software developers, an ecologist and a primary school teacher, as domain expert, two primary school students (as final users), a graphic and a multimedia expert. In a greenfield engineering project, as ours, Scrum methodology suggests to work several days to build an initial Product Backlog, consisting of business functionalities and technology requirements.

The graphic and multimedia experts belonging to the 3Dart team had in charge the development of the cycle of multimedia lessons on the selected topic and participated to the Product Backlog activities to join the work of the two teams. Indeed, the scene and the learning experience of the traditional and the game approaches had to be related.

In particular, our Product Backlog was composed as follows:
- **Definition of the game objective**
  The project presented to the Regione Campania did not deeply detail the game objective. During this phase, we better specified the aim and the scope of the game.

  The game belongs to the Serious Game category. It is a simplified version of a Real Time Strategy (RTS) game. In this kind of games, players progress in a virtual environment, where resources are scattered on a map. A RTS game generally consists of three main phases: harvesting resources, building structures and competing with opponents.

  The game, named **Pappi World**, is a 3D Virtual World game addressed to the 8-10 primary school kids to promote the practice of waste collection and garbage recycle. The activities are proposed to spread the didactic message and to reward participants who more closely adhere to the principles taught by the play actions and the simulations. Participant involvement is stimulated by adopting rankings mechanisms, game level progression and competition. Pappi World consists in the simulation of an imaginary virtual planet, where each school is represented by an archipelago, composed of islands associated to each class. Each student controls a village in his island (class). The game aims at stimulating the students to advance their village, their island and their archipelago by contributing to the improvement of the planet quality of life. The behavior of the students, according to the principles taught, determines to succeed in the game.

- **Definition of the Educational Content**
  The game and the lessons are concentrated on waste collection and recycling. After a first iteration, a concept map representing the interaction among the contents to propose was prepared, involving all the team members and in particular the teacher and the ecologist.

- **Definition of the learning approach**
  The game adopts a collaborative approach, when resource are exchanged with the other users, a competitive
approach, when a user can collect the garbage of the others, visiting their village. Learning-by-doing is also stimulated by the individual games, where, as an example, users learn to properly separate the garbage and put it in the appropriate bin. The usage of own garbage enables the city to grow and increases the progress speed.

The main idea is to provide the concept that garbage is a resource and to effectively understand how correctly performing the garbage collection.

- **Definition of the Virtual Reality Environment Requirements**

  These requirements deeply influence the selection of the technology and of the open source software to be adopted. In particular, the Virtual World should satisfy the following requirements [2][4]:
  - **Synthetic.** It has to be generated in real time;
  - **Tri-dimensional.** A 3D representation should be adopted to enforce the perception of realism, immersion and presence. The user should move in the environment, perceiving its depth.
  - **Multi-sensory.** Moving in the environment should solicit several user senses, as vision, sound, space sense, depth.
  - **Immersive.** The interface has to provide the perception to be really in the environment. This means that the user has to forget to look at the computer monitor.
  - **Interactive.** The user inputs have to be detected in real-time and the virtual world should be accordly modified.
  - **Realistic.** The elements of the worlds (trees, buildings, roads, etc.) should have a precision (number of triangles) that enables an efficient rendering and real time interaction for a user with a high band connection. This requirement is very uncertain. Only with the experimentation of the selected technology can be defined the trade-off between the performance and the resolution of the objects.
  - **With presence.** It is the sensation to be part of the virtual environment, feeling of “being there” [3]. This expression denotes the perception of being in the place specified by the virtual environment, rather than just watching images depicting that place. The more this sensation is strong, the more the experience is meaningful. Thus, presence and learning are strongly related: increasing presence also increases learning and performance.
  - **multi-users.** A student owning a village should visit the other student villages and they can meet.
  - **metaphors.** The archipelago metaphor has to be adopted to represent a school, but the students can move only in a world represented by a village. The recyclable garbage is associated to a resource that enables the game level up, while the black bin is considered a danger.

- **Definition the game functionalities**

  The Pappi World is structured in five levels:
  - Level 0: the Pappi World,
  - Level 1: the Archipelago (the school),
  - Level 2: the Island (the Class),
  - Level 3: the Village (the student land),
  - Level 4: the Mini Games.

  Each learner can act on Levels 3 and 4. When he registers, he has at his disposal a village that has a minimum set of street furniture, some houses and a playground, with the same appearance of the ones represented in the 3Dart video lessons.

  **Waste collection.** By collecting and recycling the garbage the user will get some credits and special rewards that he can use for growing the village, by modernizing it and building new houses, community buildings like post offices and schools, add plants and decorations.

  **Neighbor Villages.** A player can visit neighbors' villages and collect their garbage, obtaining precious resources for growing his village.

- **Definition of the interaction modalities**

  The individuated interaction approach is the traditional point and click for navigating in world. A traditional 2D GUI should be adopted for enabling resource exchanges.

- **Definition of the collaboration modalities**

  To create a new building or to upgrade an existing one, the player has to accumulate material to be recycled of several types (i.e., ten sacs of plastic, three of organic and four of paper to create a building of two floors). If he does not have the required material, but he has, for example, ten more sacs of plastic, he can try to exchange the material with his neighbors. In this way, the user learns that recycled garbage can be a source of income. It is also possible to visit the village of the other players and collect their garbage. This provides competition and incentives the users to clean their village to avoid losing precious material. In addition, this mechanism provides incentive to be often on-line and to collect not only own garbage, but also that of the others. To this aim, an appropriate mechanism has to be defined to propose the material needed for growing the village, using, as an example AI approaches.

  It should be possible to write notes for the visitors and communicate with the other players using a chat or asynchronous communication.

- **4.1.2 Architecture/High level design**

  During this phase, we specified all the technologies we were going to adopt to implement the game and provided the design of the preliminary system architecture.

  In particular, in this phase the following open source components of the architecture were individuated.

- **Game Server**

  The game server initially selected was Darkstar, that was discontinued upon the close of the Oracle-Sun acquisition. In the next iteration, the selected server was the official community fork for Project Darkstar, RedDwarf [16]. It is a completely multi-threaded, event-
driven transactional system that provides automatic data persistence. It is largely adopted for online games, virtual worlds, and social networking applications.

- Game Engine
  Due to the team member experience on Java programming, the selected game engine was the jMonkey Engine. Thanks to JavaVM, this engine satisfies the true cross-platform requirement, including a rendering engine for 3D graphics, a physics engine or collision detection (and collision response), sound, scripting and animation. The team had no experience in using this tool, thus its adoption could be reconsidered in the following.

- Development environment
  The selected development environment was NetBeans [12], because the Darkstar Project was originally proposed by Sun and both, JME engine and it, are well integrated in this development environment.

- The graphic elaboration pipeline
  Several graphic tools have been individuated, such as Google sketch-up, Blender, 3D Studio Max and Maya. We were conditioned in the adoption of tools managing the same format produced by 3DArt.

- The configuration management tool
  The selected tool was the Apache Subversion (often abbreviated as SVN) project, an open source version control system, founded in 2000 [1].

- Software architecture
  After the first iteration, the software architecture was constituted by the following nine components:
  - the RedDwarf server component;
  - the Persistence Server, that wraps the MySQL database and complements the pure gaming persistence support provided by RedDwarf server;
  - the World Editor component, for the maps assembly and generation;
  - a web portal adopted as front-end for the administration and for accessing the application accessible via Java Web Start Technology [6].
  - a generic component, named Common, containing all the functionalities that are shared by the other components and constituting the communication core of the system;
  - the Client component;
  - a simulator component, useful to stress testing the maximum charge supported by the server;
  - a distribution server for building and deploying, on the supporting web portal, the Java Web Start application with all the required libraries and resources.

  Once prepared a first description of the software architecture, a first draft of the database schema was created to have a preliminary idea of the involved entities and of their relationships.

  At the end of the Pre-Game Development phase, the team participated to a design review meeting, on which are based the proposals for the implementation and decisions. Preliminary plans describing the release content were also defined.

4.2 Development

During this phase, the environmental and technical Scrum variables, such as time frame, quality, requirements, resources, implementation technologies and tools, and even development methods, are constantly monitored in order to be able to flexibly adapt to changes.

In the Scrum methodology the development phase is structured in Sprints, iterative cycles which last from one week to one month. A Sprint includes the traditional development phases (requirements, analysis, design, evolution and delivery phases). During each sprint, the system design and the architecture evolve.

The project team participated at the beginning of the Sprint to a planning meeting, where the functionality to be developed in the Sprint were established. In a second phase, only the Scrum team members met and discussed on how the product increment should be implemented.

The team member worked in the same laboratory and met every day in a 15 minute meeting.

In several occasions pair programming has been naturally adopted, not because the Scrum Master explicitly required the application of this practice, but because of a decision of the team members for reducing the error rate and for exploiting the skills of the pair.

4.2.1 First Iteration

There were some troubles at the beginning, because the team members were not practice with the Scrum approach and there was a lot of incertitude on the selection of the technology. As planned, during the first iteration, that lasted two weeks, the selected tools were installed and experimented and, by using the world editor, a first prototype of the virtual world was provided, together with some simple objects rendered in it. Figure 1 shows a screeendump of the first village prototype after the first iteration.

Figure 1. The first village prototype

The main objective of the First Iteration was the validation of the technologies individuated in the previous phase. Indeed, considering the graphical objects, we needed to import in the world game the objects produced by 3DArt using the proprietary Collada format of 3D Studio Max. To this aim, we opened and compressed the objects using MAYA, reducing the number of triangles. When necessary, the objects where further compressed using Blender. A great effort was devoted to understand
how importing the objects, due to the poor documentation of opensource projects and the differences existing among formats and their versions. As an example, the mapping among the object faces and their textures, or the light reflection direction could be erroneous. In addition, a Darkstar project has been individuated as reference point, the Snowman project [19]. This project is a demo, thus several aspects are only sketched. During this sprint the development team experimented how to manage multiple game instances, communication between users, the game persistency and so on.

4.2.2 Second Iteration

During the Second Iteration, the Virtual World was further improved, importing several objects and characters produced by 3Dart. The solution adopted caused several problems when importing animated objects. The rendering of the animated objects supports MD5 mesh model, in a specific version with specific settings. If these specific settings are not identified, the world items were visualized as amorphous objects. No character with sense appeared for two weeks in our world. Thus, the iteration was delayed and lasted four weeks. At the end, when we were at the point of abandoning the technology solution, without being confident in other alternative options, after a long serious of trials and errors, a member of the team specialized in graphics solved the problem, identifying a plug-in for Blender enabling to correctly import the objects in the world. After this choice, the development proceeded fast, and all the developers were happy with the selected technologies. Figure 2 shows how the village appears with the imported building and street furniture, rendered with the appropriate resolution.

4.2.3 Third Iteration

The mechanisms for growing the village and resource exchanging were defined and developed. In Figure 3 an island representing a class is shown. Let us note that the different buildings represent the different levels reached by each student. Clicking on a building the student can access to the selected village.

4.2.4 Fourth Iteration

While the game details were being further implemented, the appearance of the village was improved with other objects created by 3Dart in the last weeks. The male character appearance was perfected and female one was designed. The school archipelago was also designed. An archipelago is shown in Figure 4, where each island represents a class of the school.

4.2.5 Fifth Iteration

During this phase, the Mini Games were better defined and developed. In particular, well known games such as Packman or Puzzle-Bobble have been adapted to learn how correctly performing the garbage disposal. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the PackRecycle game, embedding the recycle metaphors and correct behaviors.

4.2.6 Sixth Iteration

The development of the administration features supporting the management of the game, such as creating Archipelagos (schools), Islands (classes), and villages (student accounts) has been delayed because the adoption of the prototyping approach. In addition, these features were not critical because they are realized with consolidated traditional web technology.
In addition, five models of islands were defined, differently assigned to the various classes of a school.

4.3 Post-Game development

After the integration of all the components and the testing of the system, this phase is concluded with the release of the game and it is, at the moment, still in progress.

Figure 5. The PackRecycle game and waste disposal icons

5. Conclusion

In this paper we described how a Scrum based development process was applied to the creation of a serious game to support environmental learning. Some problems that can be encountered during the development of a game based on Virtual World technologies have been reported, such as the application complexity and its non functional requirements. The advantages of the adoption of short iterative phases that always monitor uncertainness are evident and enable the adaptation of the requirements and of the selected technologies to the encountered difficulties. Also the integration of open-source components is well supported by this evolutionary approach.

In the future, we plan to evolve the game to present to students the main concepts related to the energy saving. In this occasion we will collect the fun of the final user while the game is evolving.
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Abstract—Virtual Worlds are largely adopted as places where students can perform normal class activities, including lectures. In this paper we describe a didactical experience conducted in Second Life during an Italian-Spanish collaboration which occurred in spring 2010. We proposed to a group of university students that they make use of a virtual world for carrying out the presentations of the projects of one the courses they were enrolled on. The collected results revealed that Virtual Worlds can effectively support distance lectures, both from the perspective of the audience and from the one of the lecturer, although it is advisable to equip the environment with features for carrying out the lectures in a more natural way.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years Virtual Worlds have been largely adopted as a platform for education, see for example [1][4][9], and to support collaboration and meeting in general [3][12]. In [3] Gandhi affirmed that this kind of environment has been very much appreciated by IBM for conducting virtual meetings and discussions. The main reason is that Virtual Worlds are particularly suitable for communicating because they enhance the users’ perception of presence, awareness, communication and their sense of belonging to a community [1]. These peculiarities of Virtual Worlds make them very appealing and, according to [12], in the future we might see a convergence of Web and Virtual World technologies into a 3D Web.

In this paper we describe the practical usage of Second Life (SL) to support several seminars having “Learning Technologies” as their subject. This 3D environment constituted an international place [6][8] where students and staff from Spain and Italy met. During the seminars students performed both the roles of lecturer and audience. The main purpose of the experience was to investigate if virtual worlds could effectively support this type of lecturing exercise. We were also interested in analyzing the experience of the students who played the role of lecturers, and we tried to identify if the use of virtual worlds reported any benefits in terms of relaxation and reduction of fear to speak in public, as a side effect.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, while Section 3 summarizes the main characteristics of Second Life and details the virtual environment used for supporting the experience. In Section 4 we describe the didactical experience, and analyze the results and opinions gathered from its participants. Finally, in Section 5 we present some conclusions and lessons learned.

II. RELATED WORKS

Although it seems likely that virtual worlds will have a large impact on the future Web [12], and, in particular, in teaching and learning, there is still a limited comprehension of the effect of their usage for didactical purposes. Virtual Worlds have been largely adopted as a learning environment in the last decade, see for example [1][2][7][9]. However, there are still some unresolved issues such as difficulties in navigation or in using 3D interfaces [13].

In [1] De Lucia et al. evaluated the effectiveness of performing synchronous distance lectures in Second Life. In addition to the usability of the environment, the evaluation focused on investigating four different factors: the users perception of belonging to a learning community, awareness, presence and communication. The feedback obtained on these terms from the participants experience was mainly positive, even from those of them who did not have specific technological skills.

In [7] Monahan et al. examined the design and usability of a virtual world named CLEV-R for supporting various learning tasks. Also in this case, the subjects were in favor of adopting CLEV-R for online education. However, it was also reported that users with no experience in 3D computer games expressed difficulty in navigating in the virtual environment.

Jarmon et al. [5] proposed a study aimed at evaluating the instructional effectiveness of Second Life as an experiential learning environment. Several information sources were considered: journal content analysis, surveys, focus group, and virtual world snapshots and video. Results revealed that a project-based approach favors experiential development of interdisciplinary communication awareness and strategies.

III. SECOND LIFE

The technology we selected to support the proposed learning experience is Second Life (SL) [11], one of the most popular 3D online Virtual Worlds. SL is based on the archipelago metaphor, where space is organized in terms of islands, which are inter-connected via teleportation links, bridges, and roads. The main characteristic of this environment is the persistency. This enables the user to consider the learning environment as a “place” where they can meet, not only for didactical purposes, but also for communicating and socializing [8]. Users access the online system with a client browser and
interact with content and other “residents”, represented by avatars, a user representation in the virtual world.

In this environment it is possible to create 3D objects, using a scripting language provided by LindenLab. The main interaction pattern between avatars and objects is the touch action, which is raised when pointing and left clicking on the object. By adopting the SL scripting language, it is possible to programmatically associate an active behavior to objects, and, in particular, to interactive content. The main difference that exists between a learning experience in Second Life and a two dimensional distance learning system is that SL enables students to attend lectures in a simulated classroom with the other fellows [14]. According to the results provided in [1], this kind of environment enhances the user perception of belonging to a learning community, as well as to the perception of awareness, presence and communication. Non-verbal communication is also supported by inter-avatar communication features, such as animations and gestures. These features are a way of increasing face to face communication. Context awareness is also well supported: the user is clearly able to locate himself, the other users (situational awareness, “who is there”) and to understand what each one is doing (action awareness). SL 3D world is a stigmergic environment, which means that users can modify it and the modifications will remain visible from one user to another.

In addition, SL allows for using web, video, audio streaming, slide presentations projected as images, and VOIP. People can chat on an open channel both privately as well as publicly.

A. The SecondDMI island

The authors from Salerno designed and developed the SecondDMI island on Second Life, a fantasy version of the Department of Mathematics and Information Technology (DMI) building of the University of Salerno [1], shown in Figure 1.

Some of the DMI classrooms were reproduced with a high level of detail. Avatars could open the doors of the classrooms and sit on the chairs, as they would do in the real campus. Users were also provided with a gesture bar to facilitate the control of the avatar. In particular, we designed the participant gesture bar, which animates the avatar with applause, yes, no, and hand raising gestures. However, different experiences carried out suggested that for didactical purposes open environments were more suitable than virtual classrooms. On the one hand, non-expert users could experience frustration having to open and close doors and moving their avatars through a narrow environment. On the other hand, they allow expert users to exploit the fly movement of their avatars.

For this reason, we simplified the didactic setting, providing a more simple setting which included only a few objects. Among them the slide board, depicted in the rightmost part of Figure 2, supported the showing of the presentation slides. Users could change the current slide both by using the touch action on the board surface or using a button interface exposing the same functionalities of the presentation software.

The setting was also equipped with a booking list board, depicted in the lower rightmost part of Figure 3, whose aim was to help managing the interventions during the lectures. In particular, when a participant touches the Question Block, s/he is scheduled for an intervention and added to the booking list. The list of the interventions can be recorded on the supporting server.

Finally, security issues were also considered when setting up the environment. Accordingly, it was possible to restrict the access to the seminar zone and the control of the seminar boards only to selected participants.

IV. The didactical experience

The Computer Supported Education course is one of the elective subjects in which students from the Computer Science degree of the University of Carlos III de Madrid can enroll. During the course, students work in groups on different projects and, at the end of each project, each of the teams has to designate a spokesperson who presents the project results to the rest of the class following a lecture modality scheme. The aim of this exercise is to help managing the interventions during the lectures. In particular, when a participant touches the Question Block, s/he is scheduled for an intervention and added to the booking list. The list of the interventions can be recorded on the supporting server.

In this scenario, we proposed to the students that they carry out their lectures in a virtual world. On the one hand, the use of virtual worlds in education was one of the course topics, and
therefore this experience could be a good hands-on exercise for the students. On the other hand it would allow us to explore two interesting research questions:

1. Could the lecturing exercise be successfully implemented using virtual worlds in a future distance modality version of the course?
2. Do students feel less intimidated carrying out a lecture in a virtual environment than in a real classroom?

With the aim of exploring these research questions two research groups from the University of Salerno and from the University Carlos III of Madrid, respectively, started to collaborate in the spring of 2010. Next, we describe the set up of the experience and the results obtained.

A. Experience description

The learning environment chosen to carry out the experience was located on the SecondDMI Island of Second Life. The staff supporting the virtual learning activities was Italian, while the teacher responsible for the seminar organization and the tutors who supervised the experience in the laboratories were Spanish. 20 students enrolled on the course and worked together in 8 different project teams. The presentation of the project was scheduled for the last week of the semester. This aimed to ensure that students would have gained the required experience in using virtual worlds, as by that time they would have got to complete other projects of the course related to the subject. However, a practical session in the SecondDMI Island was also arranged the week before the presentation.

The experiment was performed in two separate laboratories: one for the students and one for the lecturers. In order to simulate the remoteness of the experience the lecturers moved to a separate room to make their presentations. Each student who performed the role of audience had a computer at his disposal and was able to interact with the others and with the teacher only using the SL textual chat. Meanwhile, in the case of the lecturer, he could use the vocal chat for lecturing and answering. This kind of communication was chosen to better control the student interventions: participants booked a question by touching the Question Block, and wrote a question on the text chat when their intervention was selected by the teacher acting on the Booking List. The lecturer, then, answered using the voice chat. In the laboratories, two Spanish tutors provided assistance to the participants in the experience and ensured that the students communicated only with the textual chat. In Figure 3, the virtual classroom, the avatars of the students and the lecturer are shown.

B. Survey description

At the end of the experience, each student was handed with a different survey according to the role s/he had played in the lecture: lecturer or audience. Tables 1 and 2, show the questionnaires used for the evaluation. Both surveys were organized in two different sections. The first one aimed to gather feedback on user satisfaction with the technology, its degree of acceptance and willingness to use it. This way, questions from Q1 to Q3 evaluated the lecture experience itself and, as a consequence, also the support provided by Virtual World technology) in terms of ease of use and communication effectiveness. Questions from Q4 to Q6 aimed at collecting opinions on the environment qualities and design, while Q7 evaluated if the avatar controlling mechanism interfere with users’ actions. In addition, the second section of the questionnaire (questions Q8 to Q15) addressed the user impressions of the experience, and aimed to evaluate the direct effects of the virtual environment on the lecture exposition in terms of relaxedness, user involvement, communication quality and difficulties using the technology. The final question Q15 directly addresses user opinion on the virtual world lecture experience.

Students provided the answers to the survey’s questions using a 5 points Likert scale of level of agreement/disagreement. The questionnaires were also complemented with an open question to allow students to explain their ratings and provide comments, and which teachers encouraged the students to use. As Table 1 and 2 show, both questionnaires were similarly organized and addressed the evaluation of the same features and characteristics using questions slightly adapted from each perspective. The right-hand side column of the tables shows the mean scores obtained from the responses for each of the questions. In the following section we analyze these results and try to answer the two research questions tackled in the experience.

C. Research question 1: Discussion

All the mean scores for questions in Group 1, which were the ones that more directly addressed the research question 1, score above 3. Let us note that this is a lower threshold, corroborating the idea that participants were quite satisfied with the virtual environment provided to carry out the lectures, both from the lecturer as well as from the audience perspective. In particular, as shown in the left hand side of Figure 4, that depicts the scores distribution for questions from Q1 to Q6, most of the students who performed the lecturer role have perceived lecturing in the virtual setting as easy. Furthermore,
all the different lectures were carried out smoothly, according to the schedule time, and without registering any problem related to the technology used. This confirms that the SecondDMI Island on Second Life could provide an effective support for carrying on the lecturing exercise in a distance modality of the course.

It should be noted however that the students’ comments and the answers they provided to the second group of questions suggest that there is still room for improving the experience. For instance, despite the positive general opinion about the communication support provided (Q2 and Q18), not being able to perceive the real gestures of the participants was reported as a major drawback both by lecturers (Q12) and by the audience (Q26). In the case of the audience this could be mainly due to most of the lecturers tending to leave their avatar still when carrying out their presentation. It is expected that the impact of this problem will be reduced as students get used to the new technology and the tools provided for expressing gestures. However, it is necessary that these tools can be used in a natural way, without interfering in the normal flow and pace of the lecture. As one of the students who performed the role of lecturer stated:

“it’s difficult to control your presentation, watch the audience avatar, perform gestures and carry out your speech all at the same time.”

This is interesting as student’s opinions are generally positive when considering individually the means provided for performing the task (Q13 and Q27), and for controlling their avatars (Q14 and Q28).

D. Research question 2: Discussion

With regards to the second research question, results of questions Q8, Q10 and Q13 lead to a moderately positive answer: students perceive the virtual world as a slightly more relaxing environment than a traditional classroom. However, according with the values obtained they are not very enthusiastic in this regard. Two major factors may explain these results. On the one hand, as Figure 5 depicts, the answers to questions Q9 and Q23 show that most of the students perceived the experience as engaging and fun, and therefore less stressful and more relaxing. On the other hand, due to the high level of presence felt by students in this environment, they are conscious of the fact that their identity is known by the other participants. Therefore, they know that their behavior and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Group 1. Describe your experience as a lecturer in a virtual environment</th>
<th>Question Group 2. Would you prefer to present your next exposition in SL o in a traditional classroom?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 It was easy to carry out my lecture.</td>
<td>Q8 Virtual Worlds provide a more relaxing environment than traditional classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 Communication with students was effective.</td>
<td>Q9 Virtual Worlds provide a more engaging and attractive environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 Transferring my lecture to the other participants was easy.</td>
<td>Q10 Perceive the audience through their avatars results less intimidating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 The components, needed to have a lecture, were easy to locate</td>
<td>Q11 Perceive the audience through their avatars results distractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 The object metaphors were intuitive.</td>
<td>Q12 Not being able to perceive audience real gestures makes difficult to carry out my presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 Objects reacted in an consistent way to selection and manipulation.</td>
<td>Q13 The use of additional technology makes more complicated to carry out my presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7 It was easy controlling my avatar.</td>
<td>Q14 Having to control my avatar makes more complicated to carry out my presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question Group 2. Would you prefer to follow the next expositions in SL o in a traditional classroom?</strong></td>
<td><strong>Question Group 1. Describe your experience as a student in a virtual environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16 It was easy to follow the lecture</td>
<td>Q16 It was easy to follow the lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q17 It was easy to present my questions to the lecturer</td>
<td>Q17 It was easy to present my questions to the lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q18 It was easy to communicate with other students</td>
<td>Q18 It was easy communicating my avatar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19 It was easy controlling my avatar.</td>
<td>Q19 The system provided a good support for communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q20 The system provided a good support for the understanding of the concepts covered.</td>
<td>Q20 The system encouraged student participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21 The system encouraged student participation.</td>
<td>Q21 In general, I feel more comfortable carrying out a presentation in a virtual environment rather than in a traditional one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. THE TEACHER VIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

TABLE II. THE STUDENT VIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

| Q22 Virtual Worlds provide a more relaxing environment than traditional classroom | Q22 Virtual Worlds provide a more relaxing environment than traditional classroom |
| Q23 Virtual Worlds provide a more engaging and attractive environment | Q23 Virtual Worlds provide a more engaging and attractive environment |
| Q24 Perceive the lecturer through their avatars results less intimidating and encourages me to participate. | Q24 Perceive the lecturer through their avatars results less intimidating and encourages me to participate |
| Q25 Perceive the lecture participants through their avatars results distractive. | Q25 Perceive the lecture participants through their avatars results distractive. |
| Q26 Not being able to perceive lecturer real gestures makes difficult to follow the exposition | Q26 Not being able to perceive lecturer real gestures makes difficult to follow the exposition |
| Q27 The use of additional technology makes more complicated to follow the presentation | Q27 The use of additional technology makes more complicated to follow the presentation |
| Q28 Having to control my avatar makes more complicated to attend to the presentation. | Q28 Having to control my avatar makes more complicated to attend to the presentation |
| Q29 In general, I feel more comfortable attending a presentation in a virtual environment rather than in a traditional one | Q29 In general, I feel more comfortable attending a presentation in a virtual environment rather than in a traditional one |
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their work will be judged by the staff and by their colleagues the same way as in the real classroom and, analogously, some of them feel intimidated (Q10).

In addition, the answers provided in relation to the impossibility of perceiving the real expressions of the participants are also interesting. As mentioned before, neither the results obtained from the lecturer perspective (Q12 mean value 3.75) nor from the audience perspective (Q6 mean value 3.9) are encouraging. However, not all the students perceived this feature as a drawback, and according to one of the students comments it can also help to reduce anxiety and stress:

“A nice feature is that when a student asked me a difficult question, no one in the virtual world was able to perceive my embarrassment by the expression of my face.”

It is also necessary to note that perceiving the rest of the participants through their avatar may distract some of the students from the lecture (Q25, Figure 5). However, this problem is not considered significantly important for the case of the lecturer (Q11, Figure 5).

Finally, when directly addressing students to compare the experience of performing a lecture in a virtual and a traditional classroom, there doesn’t seem to be significant differences in the responses based on the role performed during the lecture (Figure 8). As stated before, students seem to feel more relaxed in a virtual world than in a traditional classroom, probably due the resemblance of the virtual world to a videogame, but the mean values obtained for each role are close (3.25 and 3.6) and the distributions are similar (Figure 8). In the same way, with regard to their level of comfort they favor the real classroom with respect to the virtual environment. This is reasonable, as this is the way they are used to performing this task. However, once again, the role played during the exercise does not seem to affect their level of preference as there are not great differences in the mean values obtained for each role (2.25 and 2.55), or in the distribution of the answers (Figure 6).

V. CONCLUSION

The results of the experience seem to corroborate that virtual worlds can effectively be used for supporting distance lectures. The lecture exercises could be successfully carried out, and students showed a positive attitude towards the adoption of this technology. However, in order to fully exploit all the possibilities it offers, it is necessary to provide the users with the means to carry out the lectures in a natural way. With regards to the second research question tackled by the experience, we can conclude that the benefits of carrying the lecture in a virtual environment in terms of reducing the stress of the lecturer are limited. Regardless of how graphically
imaginative the representation of the audience is, the participants of the lecture are still aware that they are speaking to the same people as in the real classroom, and therefore and analogously, some of them feel intimidated.
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Abstract—In this study we propose a new model for affective learning, SAMAL Model (Smart Ambience for Affective Learning Model) which illustrates the interplay between the body, mind and emotion in learning. This model is based upon experiential theories and the use of the body moving within the virtual reality space. The SAMAL project investigates the application of immersive interactive media and virtual reality as a tool in education to enhance learners’ motivation to learn, and make a bridge between affect, cognition and learning. The players actively engage with the interactive media experiencing the feelings associated with the challenges and successes of interacting with the virtual learning scenarios. SAMAL learning activities give opportunity for students to feel the many facets of animal survival. Our initial findings revealed that action based trial by error experiential process offered through the SAMAL allowed the students to experience the challenges of survival for birds from an affect sense thus increasing students’ learning motivation. Our data also showed that there was also a higher correlation between affect and greater learning for players than was for the watchers, who actively observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we will present an Affective Learning Model based upon a smart ambience learning environment which we called the Smart Ambience for Affective Learning Model or SAMAL model. The SAMAL environment [13] allows students to step into specially designed virtual reality scenarios, and through a series of interactive and immersive learning activities, to motivate and facilitate the learning of specific topics, and thus provides the learner with a unique learning experience, not found in traditional classroom environments.

Centered around experiential learning theories and the use of the body moving within the virtual reality space, the Smart Ambience for Affective Learning (SAMAL) project investigates the application of immersive interactive media and virtual reality (VR) as a tool in education to enhance learners’ motivation to learn. SAMAL experiential learning activities are designed to provide the learner in tertiary and secondary education with multimodal learning experience and aim to bridge between affect, cognition and learning.

One key element that makes SAMAL a unique learning platform is the emphasis of the use of the whole body movement in interacting with the virtual scenario. Learner’s interaction with immersive and affectively evocative virtual scenarios stimulates a release of energy expelled through the body and is referred to as kinesthetic body release. This release is experienced in the body, taps into the senses and perception such as the sensory-perceptual level of self. While it can tap into the feeling states, it can equally tap into the cognitive states of the learner [1]. SAMAL introduces the learner’s body motion as a new component in learning. Through the kinesthetic physical interaction between the body and the virtual learning scenario, SAMAL provides an effective platform for us to investigate and develop a conceptual model that links the relationship between affect, cognition and learning.

A. The concept of movement and sensation associated with learning

The concept of movement and sensation, associated with learning is one unique attribute that immersive virtual reality offers to education. Active participation, along with being immersed through the senses and psychological states are features of VR that can promote learning [2]. VR allows the user to ‘get into’ the scene and interact with the virtual characters/ environment actively. This kind of inside participation, along with full immersion facilitates an integration of the user in the virtual environment [3].

Winn and Bricken [4] postulated that the users experience of internalizing the virtual world is an authentic, but different hue of reality; this phenomenon enables them to interact
(actively participate) with the virtual world in a unique way, and can be more convincing than passively watching a play or (3D) movie. “The immersion allows the user to experience, interact with and discover digital knowledge first hand while the manipulation of the verity of the virtual world allows the learner to establish visual and/or kinesthetic relationships to help understanding of the real world or concepts related to it ([3], pg. 40”).

In this project, we focus on the learning of the concepts of animal survival. Students may cognitively understand survival needs through traditional learning modes such as teacher prepared written material or watching a wildlife survival documentary. However an immersive VR educational programme offers to the student an opportunity to fully immerse in survival tactics through action gives them a deeper understanding in terms of the associated affects and cognition of the desire and concept of survival. Through such real time interactive activities, the students can directly ‘feel’ the experience in their body, and feel the emotions, such as anxiety, of survival. The student can connect to the animal concerned, e.g. a bird, in the learning scenario, as he/she perceives oneself as that animal (full immersion) in the VR scenario. Results from recent studies carried out about immersion and learning show that there was a higher level of enjoyment and motivation to learn for those learners exposed to immersive conditions as opposed to non-immersive ones [3].

B. Affective Learning

Much has been written about how emotions affect cognition and memory [5], as well as how emotions attached to the success/failure of academic performance impact learning [6]; but little has been researched about the association between immersion in VR and emotions and learning. Emotions within the educational setting most often relate to achievement (success/failure) and the associated feelings such as pride/happiness and sadness/shame based upon the perceived controllability of the activity [6].

Shen, et al. [7] conducted a study that explored how emotion develops during the process of learning and how emotions can be tracked; giving feedback. They postulate that this emotion feedback can improve the learning experience for students. An affective e-Learning model was proposed, based upon concepts from Russell’s circumplex model of affect and Kort’s learning spiral model which merged learners’ emotions with the e-Shanghai e-Learning platform [7].

The focus today on e-Learning is learner-centered, with an emphasis placed upon pervasive and all-encompassing, along with personalized learning technologies. E-Learning should ‘better engage learners in the learning process; engaged learners are behaviorally, intellectually, and emotionally involved in their learning tasks [8]. Research points towards the link between positive moods and effective problem solving. Positive mood generates a more creative approach to problem solving with more thorough decisions made.

Kort, et al. [9] proposed a four quadrant learning spiral model in which emotions change when the learner moves through the quadrants and up the spiral. They also proposed five sets of emotions that may be relevant to learning. However, empirical evidence is needed to validate the learning spiral model and to confirm the effects that these emotions might have on learning.

II. THE SAMAL MODEL FOR AFFECTIVE LEARNING: A MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL

In recent years, with the advent of e-learning technologies, learning models are being developed to help us understand the role of technologies in the learning process and how technology serves to enhance learning effectiveness. Such attempts aim to provide a structure to the learning experience and a context in which learning material can be presented, enabling the learner to move through the learning quadrants. In this paper, we focus on developing a model that provides a rationale that underpins the SAMAL learning environment and scenarios design. Based upon our trials with students trying out the SAMAL learning environment, we propose a model that begins to explain how the immersive element of the SAMAL design links all three parts of the learning domain: the body, the mind and emotions. This model is multi-dimensional and has been inspired by two earlier models: Kolb’s model for experiential learning and Sundstrom’s model [12] of the affective loop.

SAMAL offers a new platform whereby all three parts of the learning domain (the body, the mind and emotions) are stimulated in virtual space; this model integrates two key concepts, otherwise known as components:

- That of experiential learning, an active learning process based upon trial and error through the interaction with the virtual environment and engaging the body in the learning scenario.
- The concept of control and focus in relationship to learning.

Features of the SAMAL design are linked to how the students can actively participate and control their body movements within the virtual environment and experience the challenges of achieving certain goals, in this case animal survival. Success can lead to positive feelings resulting in greater learning about the topic from this unique learning media. In the SAMAL design, the focus is placed upon creating a learning environment where the student can learn through a process of action based trial and error, whereby kinesthetic physical interaction with the virtual characters and environment are simulated.

This kind of experiential learning is linked to Kolb’s theory of the experiential learning cycle shaped by earlier theories of Dewey and Lewin and Piaget, who all stress that learning involves a process in which new concepts are formulated from, and ceaselessly re-modified by, the experience [9,10]). The SAMAL Model for Affective Learning incorporates aspects mentioned in the above.
A. The Experiential Learning Cycle Component

With reference to Figure 1, the first component of the SAMAL Model for Affective Learning denotes a learning process based upon the concept of using a trial and error experiential approach set within the immersive virtual learning environment. This component of the SAMAL Model is shaped by Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle and Basic Learning Styles Model. The theoretical underpinnings of Kolb’s model postulates that learning occurs in four stages: concrete experience, reflection, abstract conceptualization, and then active experimentation, which then leads back to a new, more formulated concrete learning [10].

The experiential learning process signified in this dimension of the SAMAL model also takes place in stages; but extends the learning process past the newly devised concrete learning into a new deeper process of reflection, acquired by the student. This process is shaped by either the success or unsuccessful outcome of the concrete experience of the SAMAL activity.

In practice, SAMAL is conducted in a workshop format. For the animal survival topic, students experience two virtual education activities related to the topic. The objective of one of the activities, the Hummingbird Flying activity, is to experience how a bird needs to control flight navigation to reach his food target in order to survive which involves strategy design and implementation in order to achieve the goal of survival.

1) Concrete Experience: After introducing the learning objectives, the instructor will demonstrate the Hummingbird Flying activity, and explain how to operate the interactive devices, in this case a pressure sensor and a motion sensor. The instructor will encourage the students to try out the scenarios themselves. Players actively participate, handling the devices and directly controlling the virtual characters. Players will navigate and reach the flower for gaining sustenance in a 3D scene through shifting his/her body weight while flapping the arms at the same time (Figure 2).

2) Reflection leading to re-conceptualization: At this time some form of intervention from the instructor is carried out. The student is encouraged to stop and reflect upon what may have gone wrong in the virtual process of flight impeding them to reach their target. After this reflection process, the instructor will work with the student (player) to facilitate him/her to re-formulate the strategy for reaching the target in the 3D space as if he/she was the bird in flight. At this stage modifications to the flight/navigation are made.

3) Active Experimentation Leading to a New Concrete Experience: This active experimentation leads to a new concrete experience; successful or unsuccessful. The student will try it again, putting into action new concepts and modifications of strategy; the right movements and exertion of appropriate power (energy) can enable the student to become
immersed in the virtual scene and achieve the goal successfully. If the student still encounters trouble then the trial and error process repeats again with a period of re-reflection and re-conceptualization/modification.

Through this experiential learning process the students can learn to control the flying direction and speed by carefully controlling the pressure of the legs and flapping the arm to control height and speed. The kinesthetic rapid shaking of the students arms echo the flapping of the wings of the hummingbird. The use of the body heightens the immersive experience of this Hummingbird Flying Activity. The process goal is met if the player succeeds in controlling the hummingbird to reach all the flowers (Figure 3).

B. Reflection of New Concrete Experience: Specifications

Successes can lead to positive feelings resulting in greater learning. As a way to solidify the new concrete experience the SAMAL Model cycle incorporates a post experience reflection process, enabling the student to reflect upon what learning elements lead to success and the learning achieved. It is proposed that this process can take place on two levels: 1. a brief verbal interview where the student reflects upon ‘what went right’ as a result of making modifications and 2. A questionnaire devised to assess the link between affect, motivation to engage in the educational activity, and perceived learning outcomes in this experiential learning activity.

C. The Variability Component of the SAMAL Model

In addition to the experiential learning cycle component which creates a framework for the SAMAL Instructional Plan, the SAMAL Model for Affective Learning incorporates another component, variability, which helps to explain the interface and interplay between focus, control and the resulting feelings in this kind of experiential learning process.

The development of this component looked to Sundstrom [12] who proposed an interesting concept known as an ‘affective loop’, which refers to an affective interaction process or cycle where emotion plays an important role in interaction involvement and evolution. His 2-dimensional planar model looks at how to predict and interpret emotions on two axes: from much-control to little-control on the y-axis; and from high-focus to low-focus on the x-axis.

Taking aspects of Sundstrom’s plane model, the second component of the SAMAL Model looks at the variability of how much control the student has in the learning activity, i.e. controlling his/her body and movement to interact with the virtual scene; and the level of focus the student has whilst engaging in the activity. Both axes follow a continuum ranging from high to low focus on the x-axis and little to much control on the y-axis. If the student is highly focused and has much control navigating in the virtual environment then especially positive feelings will result such as excited, happy, and amazed. On the other hand, if the student has some control and low focus, then boredom will often result. Continuing on with the activity with low focus will affect control in a negative way and, with little control, negative feelings such as irritated and frustrated will emerge. But at the same time these negative feelings will also emerge if the student is highly focused but has little control over the activity and if something does not change then the student will give up and cease the activity.

This is where the concept of re-focus becomes paramount in this model. If the student can find a way to re-focus and make a change in how he/she approaches the activity/ or have a new concept (either gained from the student or though intervention by the facilitator/teacher), then he/she becomes more insightful, and can become curious and interested in engaging again. Applying this change with renewed high focus can result in greater control and with continued high control of the activity then excited and happy feelings related to achieving success will materialize. The movement towards having much more control over the learning activity stems from re-focusing and correlates to the reflection and re-conceptualization/ modification aspect of the experiential learning dimension of this model seen above. Contrary to this would be that the student would re-focus and still not gain greater control, resulting again in diminished control and negative feelings.

When we combine the two components together we get a 3-dimensional model of the SAMAL model for affective learning, shown in Figure 5. Merging the experiential learning cycle component of the SAMAL Model with variability component serves to illustrate the interconnectivity of the body, mind and affects encompassed in the learning process of trial and error experiential learning.
III. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SAMAL

Details of the SAMAL system design and the associated instructional design have been described in [13]. After participating in the SAMAL workshop, students are asked to complete a questionnaire devised to determine the effectiveness of the SAMAL activities and affective outcomes. The questionnaire asks the students to select all the feelings that they felt while engaging in the two experiential learning activities: Hummingbird Flying and Animal Jumping. There were 31 players in all and most players indicated between 2 to 3 feelings in all. The highest responses are shown below in Table I. For the players 61.29% responded that they were curious and also happy, as well as excited and interested (both at 54.84%). On the other hand 29.03% stated that they also felt frustrated while engaging and 6.45% felt irritated. This may point to the fact that for some students, they were not able to initially control flight navigation in the bird flying activity, and not achieving success became frustrated/irritated as a result.

Table II denotes players having positive feelings (happy, curious, excited, interested, awed/amazed, and insightful) and negative feelings (frustrated, irritated, and bored) while experiencing SAMAL. 21 out of 31 players (67.74%) responded that they had positive feelings during the activity. The 1 player who expressed negative feelings and did not want to further engage was due to having an unsuccessful experience. In summary, there was a high correlation between positive feelings and learning for players; as 19 out of the 21 players (90.48%) indicated that they had ‘learned a lot’. 9 out of the 31 respondents (29.03%) stated that they also felt happy, as well as excited and interested (both at 54.84%). On the other hand 29.03% stated that they also felt frustrated while engaging and 6.45% felt irritated. This may point to the fact that for some students, they were not able to initially control flight navigation in the bird flying activity, and not achieving success became frustrated/irritated as a result.

Table II denotes players having positive feelings (happy, curious, excited, interested, awed/amazed, and insightful) and negative feelings (frustrated, irritated, and bored) while experiencing SAMAL. 21 out of 31 players (67.74%) responded that they had positive feelings during the activity, The 1 player who expressed negative feelings and did not want to further engage was due to having an unsuccessful experience. In summary, there was a high correlation between positive feelings and learning for players; as 19 out of the 21 players (90.48%) indicated that they had ‘learned a lot’. 9 out of the 31 players, or 29.03%, experienced both positive and negative feelings but at the same time 7 out of the 9, or 77.78%, specified that they had also learned a lot. Most of the players went through a process of trial and error, where they needed to modify their movements and re-focus, and as a result gained more control leading to success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feeling States for Players</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curious 19 (61.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy 19 (61.29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited 17 (54.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interested 17 (54.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awed/Amazed 11 (35.48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustrated 9 (29.03%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insultified 6 (19.35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritated 2 (6.45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bored 0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. CROSS CORRELATION DATA: FEELINGS ASSOCIATED WITH STIMULATION/MOTIVATION AND LEARNING FOR PLAYERS IMMERSED IN SAMAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Players 31 in total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Pos/Neg Feeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a model for affective learning which we called the SAMAL Model (Smart Ambience for Affective Learning Model) has been proposed. The SAMAL model serves to help understand the interplay between the body, mind and emotion in a novel learning environment where a learner interacts with specially designed virtual scenarios in a VR space. The SAMAL model is based upon experiential theories and is a multi-dimensional model that integrates two components of a learning process: an experiential learning cycle component based upon the concept of using a trial and error experiential approach within the immersive virtual learning environment and a variability component that models the concept of control and focus in relation to learning.

The SAMAL learning environment developed at City University of Hong Kong provides a platform for investigating the effect of immersive interaction through body movement of a learner with the virtual characters and scenarios as a tool in education. Through a set of specially designed interactive scenarios to help students to understand animal survival, the SAMAL environment offers students an opportunity to fully immerse in survival tactics giving them a deeper understanding of the concept of survival and to experience from an affect sense what it is like for animals to survive, thus increasing students’ learning motivation, according to the data collected. The proposed affective learning model (the SAMAL model) helps us to begin to understand the relationships between affect, cognition and learning through an inter-linking process of control, focus (re-focus) and reflection.
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Abstract—It is universally recognized that learning is more effective if the didactic content is tailored to the specific user's needs. Since the advent of Adaptive Hypermedia, research in e-learning has always investigated, from a theoretical point of view, the different dimensions involved, and from a technological point of view, the tools helping to integrate more adaptive contents. The problem is that these are often ad hoc solutions which are not interoperable at all. This paper presents a solution that aims at using the SCORM standard in order to build an adaptive content package. The strength of this work is that it applies the adaptation model using some API functions which affect only the client side of the package, without affecting the standard and the interoperability with the LMS. The paper also presents some additional functionalities for the RELOAD authoring environment intended to support non-expert users in building adaptive content packages.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spread of e-learning has generated a profound modification of learning paradigms, opening out new pathways requiring new procedures and tools. One of the most interesting challenges in e-learning research is to define new models serving to adapt learning contents to the specific learner’s requirements. It is universally recognised, in fact, that personalisation of the content improves the effectiveness of the learning process, because the resources proposed to the student will be in the form best suited to her/his requirements [2]. In particular, the most commonly used approach in adaptive learning research uses the student’s learning styles as a basis on which to adapt the content [3, 4, 9, 10]. Moreover, the use of technologies in educational contexts allows the navigational path to be adapted during the user interaction, thus improving the student’s learning experience and tailoring it more closely to each student’s characteristics. Based on these claims the present research, conducted in collaboration with a research unit in cognitive psychology led by Maria Sinatra, professor at the University of Bari, has allowed us to define an adaptation model for multimodal learning content based on different students’ cognitive styles, already presented in [8]. One of the main problems in defining an adaptation model is its interoperability. The majority of the proposed solutions, in fact, are ad hoc solutions that cannot easily be used in a different context. The main purposes of this research were, on one hand to define an adaptation model which allows the content to be tailored to the user’s cognitive styles, and, on the other, to investigate whether it is possible to build a SCORM compliant adaptive content package. The paper closely examines the technical aspects faced when using the SCORM standard to build adaptive learning contents. The main aim of the research is to apply the previously defined theoretical adaptation model [8] using a standard technology. It is clear that this should not involve an extension of the specifics, that would hamper the interoperability of the standard, but would focus on an attempt to reuse them to achieve the adaptation process, according to the defined model. The research was then developed with the design of some solutions to be integrated in one of the authoring environments most commonly used to create adaptive content packages, RELOAD [12], in order to support non expert users. Thus, the research questions posed were: is it possible to build a SCORM compliant adaptive Content Package? Is it possible to facilitate the building process of adaptive content packages? Are there any authoring tools available that can do this? The paper addresses these questions in the following sections: in section II the adaptation model according to the student’s cognitive styles is described; in section III the adaptive content package is presented and some limitations of SCORM are discussed; section IV describes the technical details of the SCORM standard; section V proposes some functionalities that could be added to one of the most popular authoring tools. Finally, some conclusions and future research directions are outlined.

II. THE ADAPTATION MODEL

It is widely recognized that the learning performance is improved if the learning content is adapted and tailored to the learner’s cognitive style [3, 5, 13, 14, 15]. For this reason, in this work an adaptation model for multimedia didactic resources has been defined, in collaboration with Professor Maria Sinatra’s research group on cognitive psychology. The starting point of the adaptation process, detailed in [8], is defining the different cognitive styles according to a process that aims at discovering which presentation modes the specific student prefers. The questionnaire used is the Italian Cognitive Styles Questionnaire (ICSQ) defined by De Beni, Moè, and Cornoldi [7]. The ICSQ consists of a series of questions that are posed to assess whether the subject prefers the “holist” or the “analytic” style, or else the “verbalizer” or “imager” styles. The basic idea underlying the defined adaptation model is that
each subject may prefer a particular presentation mode but that this preference can change during the interaction with the content. Thus, the result of the questionnaire is an ordered list of the student’s cognitive style preferences that is employed during use of the didactic content to establish which presentation style should be used with the student at that time. During the interaction, in fact, some test points are set and if the student passes the test the same cognitive style will be used for the next content, whereas if the student fails the test reinforcement content will be supplied. This step aims at reducing the probability that failure of the test is due to a difficult content or to lack of attention by the student. After the reinforcement has been given, the student has to pass a second test: if she/he is successful this time the same cognitive style will be used, otherwise the next cognitive style will be read (from the student’s profile) and used for the following didactic units. The model has been implemented using the learning content of the course on the Psychology of Communication and was experimented in two different degree courses: Informatics and Digital Communication, and the Humanities. The pilot study has demonstrated that the customization of learning paths according to students’ different cognitive styles promotes academic success [8]. In addition, the model has been implemented in a mobile application, named MoMAt (Mobile Museum Adaptive tour), which is aimed at guiding a visitor on a virtual tour of a museum [6].

Figure 1. The adaptation model

III. THE ADAPTIVE CONTENT PACKAGE

The paper is focused on the SCORM standard, that was chosen with the intent to build an interoperable LO that could be easily integrated into any e-learning environment. The key concept of the model is to offer a high level of personalization, but in order to obtain this a high level of granularity is needed. Therefore, the didactic objectives need to be divided into different topics (Figure 2). For each topic two kinds of SCOs are built: one containing the learning content and one containing the reinforcement. Both of them contain use presentation modes suited to each cognitive style, and for both of them there will be a SCO which will contain the Comprehension Test (CT) to assess the student’s learning level. The CTs allow the content to be adapted according to the

adaptation model described above. In order to make the model scalable and general, another type of SCO has been added to the theoretical model defined in the previous section. In fact, a cognitive style test SCO has been added, which contains the questionnaire serving to define the user’s cognitive style. In this way, the adaptive content package is sufficiently general to be applied independently of the cognitive style questionnaire used. The SCOs are then organised using a tree aggregation form that represents the domain organisation and the adaptation model described.

Figure 2. The tree organisation of the didactic content

A. Limitations of the SCORM standard

The next part of the research was focused on the SCORM standard, with the aim of defining an easy procedure for building an adaptive content package. At first sight, an easy assumption is that Sequencing and Navigation rules would be sufficient to implement the defined adaptation model. However, a deeper study of the standard pointed out some limitations, so special solutions had to be adopted.

First of all, the preconditions for each content, defined on the basis of the goal assessment, allow an item to be skipped or hidden. In the adaptive model, instead, it was necessary to modify the sequence of the activities and the item to be shown according to the preconditions. Moreover, even though the standard claims that for each item different conditions could be defined (from 1 to n), during the implementation of the model it was found that more than two conditions caused problems in their evaluation. Another limitation is that the SCORM is not able to store information in a global variable that is common to all the items in the whole learning path. The only way to do this is to store it as a note for the learner, but this does not allow the information to be processed in run time. Moreover, in order to allow non expert users to build a SCORM compliant content package, an authoring tool is needed. This paper addresses all these limitations.

IV. REVISION OF THE SCORM STANDARD

The defined adaptation model has been developed using the SCORM 2004 standard 4th edition [1]. A study of the literature in this field revealed some researches aimed at adapting the functionalities offered by the SCORM [4, 11]. These researches aim at proposing extensions of the standard by creating a new version of the SCORM but this is not always compliant with the ADL version. As a consequence of this trend, the increasing number of personalised versions of the
standard causes a loss of interoperability between LOs and LMSs. For the sake of preserving this interoperability our research was focused on the client side of the content package navigation, leaving the standard unaltered. This is the main strength of the present research work, that extends the functionalities of the standard without changing its interoperability.

A. SCORM implementation details

In a SCORM compliant LO it is possible to distinguish two main logical components: the content and the navigational path. The SCORM standard in the CAM (Content Aggregation Model) discusses how the content should be organised and the SN (Sequencing and Navigation) how the user may navigate it. Both information items have to be included in the content package file Manifest in order to allow the content to be launched by the LMS. The navigational path within a LO is defined according to the learner’s activities, which are controlled by the RTE (Run Time Environment) and managed using Javascript API, which allows interaction between the LO and the LMS. To see how this research uses the SCORM standard to build an adaptive content package, while preserving the LO interoperability, the main SCORM elements need to be examined in more detail. Moreover, section II includes a detailed list of the API functions defined in the research in order to implement the adaptation model.

1) CAM Elements

The CAM elements describe the content organisation. The items serving in this research are:

- Organization: this contains the whole structure of the course. This element was important to define the control mode in the learning path;
- Item: this indicates that a node belongs to a specific Organization and identifies a SCO. The attribute identifier allows the resource to be identified. The value is used to define which resource should be associated to the item during the user interaction.

2) Sequencing and Navigation Elements

The SN elements in the file Manifest used to define the navigational path in the content structure are:

- adlnav:hideLMSUI: this allows the common navigational buttons (next and previous) of the LMS user interface to be hidden. The element has been used in order to define the rules that inhibit some navigational functions and to implement navigational actions among the SCOs according to the user’s interaction;
- imsssequencingRules: is a container of sequencing rules. Each rule describes the behavior that each single object should have. The standard establishes that each item can have an unlimited number of rules. However, using the ADL Learning Management System, usually used to test the content packages, it was found that it is not able to manage more than two rules for each item. For these reasons an API function has been implemented. Moreover, the element imsssequencing allows navigational rules among single SCO to be defined. In the case of adaptive content packages, rules have been defined in order to navigate among the nodes of the hierarchy according to the results of the Comprehension Tests;
- imsssequencingRules: is a parent element that contains all the learning goals of a specified activity (imsssequencing). It includes both the primary objective and secondary objectives, if there are any. The primary objective element identifies the objective that contributes to the rollup associated with the current item, starting from the Sequencing rules of other items. The secondary objectives allow other items belonging to the same learning path to be evaluated in order to modify the path according to the pre and post condition verification. For example, let us suppose that after a first test to assess the learner’s knowledge the learning path could go two different ways: SCO A (containing the first lesson of the course) and SCO B (containing the lesson on the requisite prior knowledge for the course). In this case, the item that contains the SCO A will control, through a secondary objective “test”, that for the item with the primary objective “test” a sufficient score has been achieved to allow the SCO A to be supplied, otherwise SCO B will be supplied;
- imsssequencingRuleAction: represents the intended action or behavior that the package should have after the evaluation of a set of specific condition sequencing rules. The attribute action represents the desired
sequencing behavior (skip, disabled, hiddenFromChoice, etc.) if the rule condition is evaluated as true;

- imss:ControlMode: is the container for the sequencing control mode information including descriptions of the types of sequencing behaviors specified for an activity. In other words, it allows the content developer to define how the navigation requests should be applied to an item and how the item activities should be considered while processing sequencing requests. The attributes used are: Choice, that indicates that a choice of navigation request is permitted (True or False) to target the child of the activity; choiceExit indicates whether the user is permitted to terminate the activity (True or False) if a navigation request is processed; Flow indicates that the control flow can go on (True or False) to the child of the activity; forwardOnly indicates that backward targets (in terms of the Activity Tree) are not permitted (True or False) by the child of this activity. Moreover, it is important to notice that in the adaptive content package, the Previous button has been hidden in order to prevent the learner from navigating freely in the learning content;

3) Run-Time Environment elements

The elements that have to be implemented in order to build the adaptive content package through API functions are:

- cmi.score.scaled: this indicates the learner’s performance. The value is used to define the navigational path in the tree activities;
- cmi.completion_status: indicates whether the learner has completed the SCO. Since the SCORM does not limit the ways to complete an activity, in the adaptive content package it will have different values (complete or not complete) according to the type of SCO (that can be CT, content, reinforcement or a cognitive style test);
- cmi.success_status: indicates whether the learner has mastered the SCO. Also in this case, the way to conclude the activity is defined on the basis of the type of SCO;
- adlnav.request: allows the SCO to indicate a navigation request for processing by the LMS when the SCO is terminated. In the adaptive content package this element has been used to allow the Exit button to terminate the activity and contemporarily store the learner’s progress in the content package.

B. Extension of API functions

As pointed out in the previous sections, in order to allow the LMS to interact efficaciously with the adaptive content package, new API functions have been defined. The strengths of this work are that the API functions affect only the client side of the package, leaving the standard and the interoperability with the LMS unaltered. The defined API functions exploit the native functions of the standard to share data with the LMS.

The defined functions are:

- ris gaat(): a function that calculates the result of the first part of the ICSQ questionnaire in the cognitive style SCO. It evaluates the score for the first 9 questions, aimed at defining if the user’s cognitive style is wholist or analytic.
- ris svv: is the twin function of the ris_ga, which aims at calculating the score for the second part of the questionnaire aimed at defining if the user’s cognitive style is verbalizer or imagier. The results of both functions are stored as global variables that are used for the cognitive_style() function in order to update the user profile.
- cognitive_style(): builds the user profile that contains the ordered list of the learner’s preferred cognitive styles. According to the first cognitive style stored in the user profile, the value of cmi.score.scaled in the RTE is set. The cmi.score.scaled value is the measure threshold that allows a SCO to be activated. The values are chosen in these ranges: [0, 0.25] for the analytic style, [0.25, 0.50] for the global, [0.50, 0.75] for the verbalizer and [0.75, 1] the imagier. These ranges represent a way to encode the cognitive styles in the content package. An in-depth study was made in order to assign this value to each user’s cognitive style and thus promote an efficient adaptation of the content package. In other words, the cmi.score.scaled value is updated according to the result of the CT in order to allow the content package to use the same cognitive style (if the CT is passed) or a different one (if the CT is failed). Moreover, it stores the user’s profile in a cookie so as to allow the course to be suspended and restarted at any time.
- TestSco(): calculates the result of the CT and updates the user’s profile accordingly. In other words, using the function Style_reminder() and on the basis of the user profile, if the student pass the CT the next didactic unit is shown using the same cognitive style, otherwise the reinforcement content will be supplied. In order to distinguish if a content SCO or a reinforcement SCO should be supplied, the score.scaled value is used. If it is positive the content will be supplied as discussed in cognitive_style(), otherwise a negative value is assigned according to the above described ranges: [-1, -0.75] analytic style, [-0.75, -0.50] global style, [-0.50, -0.25] verbalizer style and [-0.25, 0] for the imagier.
- Style_reminder(): updates the cookies and the user profile according to the user interactions.
- The Cookie Functions are a set of functions used to write, read and to verify if the browser allows the cookies to be saved.

V. THE AUTHORING ENVIRONMENT

In order to facilitate the building of an adaptive content package our research has also defined some interventions that
could be made in one of the authoring environments used for building SCORM packages: RELOAD.

The RELOAD Project [12] is funded under the JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee) Exchange for Learning Programme (X4L) [16]. The project focuses on the development of tools that are based on emerging learning technology interoperability specifications. The main goals of the project are to facilitate the building, diffusion and reuse of LOs. Thus, the project offers a suite of software all of which is SCORM compliant.

The starting idea in our research was to propose the introduction of some facilitations into the RELOAD authoring environment that could support non expert SCORM users in building an adaptive content package. First of all, in order to modify the Organization of the package an option “Add adaptivity” could be added to its shortcut menu, which will be able to add XML code into the Manifest of the package as the child of organization.

Moreover, the following XML code will also be generated and stored in the Sequencing Collection

**A. Cognitive style test**

If the user wishes to add an item containing the test to define the user’s cognitive style in the tag `<item>` the following XML code will be generated.

**B. Content SCO**

If the user wishes to build a SCO content, it will be necessary to define the presentation mode used to build the content. In figure 4 the user should choose among the different styles Analytic, Wholistic, Verbalizer and Imager according to the results of the ICSQ questionnaire.

The XML code corresponding to the Content SCO will be the following.

After the selection of the cognitive style for the content (in the example analytic) the code inserted in the Manifest will be the following:

**Figure 3. Choosing the type of SCO to be added to the adaptive content package (the labels of the buttons are cognitive style test, content SCO, reinforcement SCO or Comprehension Test)**

**Figure 4. Selection of the cognitive style for the content and reinforcement SCOs (the option button labels are the different cognitive styles: Analytic, Wholist, Verbalizer and Imager)**
C. Reinforcement SCO

The code inserted is similar to that described for the content SCO. The main difference is in the name of primaryObjective and in the values and ranges used for the Pre-conditions rules that are defined according to the description in section IV.

D. Comprehension Test

In this case, the reference number to the didactic unit related to the comprehension test has to be added in the Manifest. This will allow the LMS to create a link between the content or the reinforcement SCO and the CT related to them.

![Figure 5. Introduction of the reference number to the didactic unit related to the CT](image)

The code in the Manifest will be the following:

```xml
<addrefpresentation>
    <addrefhiddenInterface/>
    <addrefhidden2Interface/>
    </addrefpresentation>
</manifest>
```

And this will be the code serving to define the relationship between the content and the test.

```xml
<interaction>  
    <interaction:primaryObjective setid="primaryObjectives" setowner="same" setclass="same" setname="primaryObjective"/>
</interaction>
```

These functionalities have been designed, implemented and integrated in the RELOAD environment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The paper describes a method for building an adaptive content package using the SCORM standard. The learning content will be adapted during the interaction according to the user’s preferred cognitive style. The basic idea underlying the defined adaptive model is that an individual can code, organize, and run content using different cognitive styles. During the learning process, on account of the domain, the motivation, etc., the preferred cognitive style can change. The theoretical model was then applied to learning content using the SCORM standard in order to assure the interoperability of the LOs. The main novelty of this work is that the SCORM specifications were not modified at all, but their primitives were used in order to implement our adaptation model.

Additionally, some API functions were defined to allow the content package and LMS to apply the adaptivity on the client side of both. Moreover, a set of interventions has been built to allow the adaptive content package to be built, even by a non expert user, using one of the most popular authoring tools, RELOAD. The next step of our research will be to set up experimentation of both the adaptation model and the functionalities in the RELOAD environment.
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Abstract—Sequencing of Learning Objects (LOs) has been an important issue in the last decades. From a technical perspective, we can take advantage of Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning techniques that allow us to adapt these sequences to pedagogical and students’ requirements. However, there is neither a standard way to represent and compile such LO knowledge into a planning model, nor an optimal way to deal with changes during the execution of the previously adapted learning sequences. In this paper, we propose a general and effective approach to automatically extract information from the LOs to create planning domains, which are then solved by case-based plan merging techniques that are also used as a recommender system. This way of proceeding allows the teacher to store, and reuse, the best learning routes for each student’s profile and course objectives. When discrepancies on the student’s profile or state are detected during the course execution, the system assists the teacher in readapting, repairing or improving the route to fit the new objectives.

I. INTRODUCTION

E-learning is becoming a high-impact innovative topic as it offers a promising way to facilitate and enhance the learning process by combining LOs to create flexible courses. In particular, AI planning techniques have shown to be very adequate to generate fully tailored routes of LOs according to pedagogical theories [1]. More specifically, the planning objective in an e-learning setting is to provide a student-centered solution (i.e. personalized learning) by offering a flexible learning process where courses and LOs are tailored to the specific needs, learning styles, objectives, background and, in general, the profile of each student [1], [2], [3], [4].

We focus on the application of Case-Based Planning (CBP) techniques [5] for the definition, memorization, retrieval and adaptation of learning routes. However, defining a high quality learning route is difficult; it depends on many variables, involving the LOs, the available resources, the students, and their preferences/learning styles. Thus, our goal is to help teachers choose the most suitable learning route and (semi-)automatically adapt it in accordance with the students’ goals and individual features. Hence, our approach contributes with:

1) A mapping of learning courses into planning domains by using an automated translation of e-learning templates [2] into PDDL durative actions [6].

2) A CBP repository for planning domain+file compilations that contains students’ learning information, which are successively analyzed by our case-based planner [5].

3) A flexible way to make curriculum authoring easier because teachers can easily retrieve, improve and reuse courses previously generated.

4) A simple translation of the resulting sequence of LOs into another standard representation, namely learning design, that provides a usable manifest for on-line learning platforms, thus closing the e-learning cycle.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the role of planning for learning routes personalization, together with some basic background on planning and CBP techniques. Next, we present our general approach, describing its structure and main elements: i) required metadata information, ii) compilation of this metadata into a PDDL description, iii) planning personalized learning routes, iv) integration with Learning Management Systems (LMSs), and v) navigation and monitoring of the routes. Finally, we discuss the lessons learnt and raise the most important issues that are necessary for a full support of planning within an e-learning setting.

II. THE ROLE OF AI PLANNING IN PERSONALIZED E-LEARNING

A. Using planning for personalization

The traditional mode of instruction (one-to-many lecturing, or one-to-one tutoring), which is adopted in conventional education, cannot fully accommodate the different learning and studying styles, strategies and preferences of diverse students. Consequently, offering personalized learning routes to individual students’ needs and profiles is essential to promote better learning initiatives in e-learning.

Educational systems have always aimed at ensuring flexibility within course personalization. Many authors have addressed this flexibility using different techniques, such as adjacency matrices, integer programming models, neural networks, graph-based sequencing procedures and, more recently, intelligent planning techniques [4], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. We use planning (and scheduling) techniques to bridge the gap between the purely e-learning necessities and the accommodation of temporal+resource constraints of the environment, to make the course applicable in a real scenario, which is usually missing in previous approaches. We go beyond the traditional e-learning insights and give support not only to adaptation.
and LO sequencing, but also to scheduling constraints and multi-criteria optimization metrics. This raises a challenge for a successful integration with LMSs that facilitate the dynamic navigation of contents/LOs, monitor the students’ progress when following their proposed learning routes, check whether some discrepancies appear and react to them to adapt the routes to the new necessities. And this monitoring part is also missing in most current approaches. In this monitoring line, [4] uses specific planning capabilities to: i) wait for specific information in critical points, ii) update the students’ profile+state information, and iii) resume planning until the next critical point. Our approach also manages dynamics in e-learning, but when a discrepancy appears we use a case-based planner which, rather than creating a new route from scratch, retrieves the best element that fits the current requirements from a CBP repository and adapts it if necessary.

B. Some background on planning

AI planning is the task of finding a solution within a search space defined by the application of legal actions (grounded operators). Each action has preconditions and effects. Preconditions need to be satisfied before the action is applied, whereas effects describe the results (in terms of what changes) after the action is executed. More formally, a planning problem is defined as the tuple \( \Pi = \langle F, I, G, O, M \rangle \), where:

- \( F \) represents the fluents of the problem, defined as ground atomic propositional formulae or numeric variables;
- \( I \) represents the initial state;
- \( G \) represents the goal conditions to be achieved;
- \( O \) is a finite set of operators, where each operator is defined as a tuple \( \langle Pre, dur, Effs \rangle \). Each precondition in \( Pre \) defines a propositional or numeric precondition that expresses a constraint as a tuple \( \langle f-exp1, binary-comp, f-exp2 \rangle \), where \( f-exp1 \) and \( f-exp2 \) represent functional expressions and \( binary-comp \in \{<,\leq,\geq,=,\neq\} \) is a binary comparator. \( dur \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) is a positive duration. Finally, each effect in \( Effs \) can be either a positive or negative propositional effect or a numeric effect as a tuple \( \langle f-head, assign-op, f-exp \rangle \), where \( f-head \) represents a numeric variable, and \( assign-op \in \{:=,+,=,-,\neq,*,/,=\} \) is an assignment operator which updates the value of \( f-head \) according to the functional expression \( f-exp \).
- \( M \) is a multi-criteria metric to be minimized/maximized, thus addressing optimal planning.

The planning goal is to come up with a proper plan, i.e. a partially ordered sequence of actions, whose execution will transform the initial state \( I \) into a final state in which all goals \( G \) are satisfied, while also optimizing the metric \( M \).

C. Description of CBP techniques

In CBP, previously generated plans are stored as cases in memory and can be reused to solve similar planning problems in the future. CBP can save considerable time over planning from scratch, thus offering a potential (heuristic) mechanism for handling intractable problems. Similarly to other Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) systems, CBP is based on two assumptions on the nature of the world [12]. The first assumption is that the world is regular: similar problems have similar solutions. As a consequence, solutions for similar problems are a useful starting point for new problem-solving. The second assumption is that the types of problems an agent encounters tend to recur; hence future problems are likely to be similar to current problems.

In general, the following steps are executed when a new planning problem must be solved by a CBP system:

1) Plan Retrieval to retrieve cases from memory that are analogous to the current (target) problem.
2) Plan Adaptation to repair any faults found in the new plan.
3) Plan Revision to test the solution new plan \( \pi \) for success and repair it if a failure occurs during execution.
4) Plan Storage to eventually store \( \pi \) as a new case in the case base.

Following the formalization proposed by [13], a planning case is a pair \( \langle \Pi_0, \pi_0 \rangle \), where \( \Pi_0 \) is a planning problem and \( \pi_0 \) is a plan for it, while a plan library is a set of cases \( \{\langle \Pi_i, \pi_i \rangle | 1 \leq i \leq m \} \).

To the end of applying the reuse technique, it is necessary to provide a plan library from which “sufficiently similar” reuse candidates can be chosen. In this case, “sufficiently similar” means that reuse candidates have a large number of initial and goal facts in common with the new instance. However, one may also want to consider the reuse candidates that are similar to the new instance after their objects have been systematically renamed; this corresponds to identifying a mapping between the objects of the reuse candidate and the objects of the new instance such that the number of common goal facts is maximised and the additional planning effort to achieve the initial state of the plan library is minimised. This is extremely important in our context, where teachers could decide to reuse a course, or a part of a course, that has been adopted by their colleagues or by themselves previously. Obviously, the students will not be the same, but if their profile, their goals and the resources available are similar to the corresponding ones in the case base, our system will be able to propose a new high quality learning path to the teacher with a limited number of changes w.r.t. the one stored in the library. Our approach uses an approximate evaluation based on kernel functions [5] in order to compute an appropriate mapping between the students and the objects of the reuse candidate and the corresponding ones of the current instance, which can be computed in polynomial time.

The plan adaptation system consists in reusing and modifying previously generated plans to solve a new problem and overcome the limitations of planning from scratch. Moreover, any kind of planning system that works in dynamic environments has to take into account failures that may arise during plan generation and execution. In this respect, CBP is not an exception; this capability is called plan revision and it is divided into two subtasks: evaluation and repair. The
evaluation step verifies the presence of failures that may occur during plan execution when the plan does not produce the expected result. When a failure is discovered, the system may react by looking for a repair or aborting the plan.

After finding the plan from the library and after repairing it with the plan adaptation techniques, the solution plan can be inserted into the library or be discarded.

In order to improve the efficiency of the system and reuse as much as possible parts of previously executed plans we have adopted plan merging techniques [14], which are based on the well-known divide and conquer strategy. In order to apply this strategy, our system must accomplish two further subtasks: problem decomposition and plan merging. The problem decomposition is performed identifying the set of actions and the initial facts needed for a single goal and storing them in the case base as a new problem instance (if not already present); moreover these new instances remain related to the original solution plan in order to maintain a statistic of their effective usage. The stored (sub)cases are then used in the merging phase in order to identify a single global plan that satisfies all goals. We progressively identify the unsatisfied goals and the corresponding (sub)cases that allow to satisfy them, giving the preference to the (sub)plans that allow us to improve the plan metric and that have been successful in a greater number of times in analogous situations.

III. EXPLANATION OF OUR APPROACH

Figure 1 provides the overall schema of our approach, which involves several technological issues: i) use of common LO repositories and modeling tools, ii) compilation of planning domains, ii) algorithms for students’ information acquisition, iii) application of CBP as solving techniques, iv) visualization of learning designs on LMSs, and v) monitoring students’ progress when following the course to detect discrepancies. We now explain each of these issues in more detail.

A. LO metadata information and its use in modeling courses

Modeling an instructional course involves selecting LOs and defining how they are interrelated (i.e. their causal dependencies), which is done by the course designer. This highly relies on the metadata information defined in the LO itself. Metadata specification for LOs is usually specified in an XML standard format, such as LOM [15]. This specification has many useful entries for pedagogical theories, but only a few of them are really essential to support planning personalization. First, we need the technical platform requirements, seen as the particular resources for the LOs. Second, we need the educational information about the student’s learning style (profile), difficulty of the LO and its typical learning time (i.e. duration). Finally, we need the relations as the content dependencies which comprise hierarchical structures and orderings among LOs. The hierarchical structures use the IsPartOf relationship, which represents an aggregation of LOs. For instance, in Figure 2 “LO4 IsPartOf LO1”, which means that LO4 is compulsory in a learning route that includes the (higher level) LO1. There are also three types of ordering relations to represent causal dependencies: i) Requires, as a conjunctive precondition; ii) IsBasedOn, as a disjunctive precondition; and iii) References, as a (soft) recommended precondition that may involve a kind of incentive or learning reward. In Figure 2, both ”LO2 and LO3” are required by LO1 but only “LO5 or LO6” are required by LO4. On the contrary, the References relation does not denote a hard precondition but a soft one to complete a LO before proceeding with the next one (e.g. LO7 in Figure 2).

B. Planning compilation: from course+students’ information to planning

The planning compilation is a knowledge-engineering task that is automated by using a mapping between e-learning metadata information and planning elements. This means to express LOs as PDDL operators and to model the students’ profile and learning goals as part of a PDDL problem.

The general algorithm to compile a planning domain is to iterate all over the LOs and generate one PDDL planning operator per LO, as detailed in the mapping of Table I. This generation relies on a closed world assumption, and if new
LOs are to be used the domain must be recompiled. Anyway, this compilation is very efficient, as each operator comprises five entries which are automatically extracted from the values of the LO metadata specification:

- A unique name taken from the LO name.
- One parameterized student, which facilitates the application of the same operator to different students.
- The LO duration (typicalLearningTime field) to model a PDDL durative action [6].
- The preconditions to support all the dependency relations, according to the semantics of conjunctive (Requires and IsPartOf), and disjunctive (IsBasedOn) preconditions. A dummy precondition (not (action-name ?s done)) is used to avoid planning the same action more than once. Furthermore, other educational requirements, such as the intended student’s role, his/her learning style, the difficulty of the LO, the required language for the LO or multimedia requirements can be modeled both as strong (Requires or IsBasedOn) or soft (References) preconditions.
- The effects to represent the LO outcome, i.e. having it done. They also include a reward to offer a full support for LO adaptation to the students, that is, how the learning resource type of each LO fits the student’s learning style, based on Honey-Alonso’s, Felder’s or any other classification. Optionally, the compilation can include numeric expressions or resource costs, as are common in planning and scheduling, and even a particular sequencing used to assist hierarchical decomposition.

According to this compilation, the PDDL durative action for LO4 of Figure 2 is:

```
(:durative-action LO4
  :parameters (?s - student)
  :duration (= 7duration 5) ;the typicalLearningTime
  :condition (and
    (or
      (at start (not (LO4 ?s done)))
      (at start (LO5 ?s done))
      (at start (LO6 ?s done)))
    (or
      (at start (LO7 ?s done))
      (at start (true)))
  )
  :effect (and
    (or
      (at end (LO4 ?s done))
      (at end (increase (reward
        (reward-value ?s Equipment)))))
  )
)
```

After the planning domain is generated, the planning problem is compiled by extracting the relevant student’s characteristics from his/her e-portfolio. The planning problem includes the initial state, the goals and, if needed, the metric to optimize. The initial state represents the students’ profile and background, the language of the course, and some other information (e.g. special equipment or resource availability). The goal is to pass the entire course or a part of it. An example of the planning problem for a student1 that wants to attain both LO1 and LO5 outcomes in the shortest time is:

```
?(:init
 ;Profile and learning style
 (learning-style student1 theoretical)
 (performance student1 high)
 ;Academic trajectory (background)
 (language-level es student1 high)
 (language-level en student1 high)
 (availability student1 much))
 (:goal (and
   (LO1 student1 done)
   (LO5 student1 done)))
 (:metric minimize (total-time)); shortest time plan
```

C. Application of plan merging techniques

Case-based plan merging techniques have been used in our approach to store learning routes (plans) previously validated by the teachers in the case base. These solution plans can be manually generated by the teachers or simply generated by a domain independent planner such as LPG, SGPlan or by our case-based planner itself, and then validated by the teachers. Moreover, in order to reuse as much as possible parts of previously executed plans, we decompose the solution plans into subparts that allow us to satisfy every single goal and we store them in the case base, if they are not already present.

When a new e-learning planning problem must be solved, we search in the case base if a plan exists that already solves all goals. If such a plan does not exist we apply, as previously exposed, plan merging techniques that progressively identify (sub)plans in the case base that can satisfy the goals. Intuitively, the adaptation consists in reusing parts of the retrieved plans to complete a new one that is similar to the original one. This allows the teachers to easily validate the proposed learning route since they can simply consider and analyze the parts of the learning route that differ from the elements stored in the case base and that have been introduced in order to satisfy, for example, new users’ goals or prerequisites of LOs that do not fit with students’ requirements, instead of reconsidering the whole learning route. Note that different criteria can guide the definition of a learning route. In our current version we do not only try to find good quality plans that best fit the students’ requirements but also to minimize the number of LOs that have been introduced or removed w.r.t. the case base elements. The relative importance of plan quality w.r.t. plan stability can be chosen by the teacher when the case-based planner is executed.

D. Closing the cycle

The global solution plan is then provided to the LMS that identifies, for each student, the instructional design that must be followed by the students under the IMS-CP or SCORM specifications. Moreover, all of these (sub)plans or instructional designs, in addition to those plans of the same topic that can be recommended by the teachers, are additionally stored in the case base, if not already present.

Note that the LMS is fundamental not only to provide the students a sequence of LOs but also to visualize the learning plan to the teachers and allow them to monitor the students’ progress, to easily detect significative discrepancies between the current situation and the scheduled activities, to select a single LO or sequences of LOs that can be integrated in
the case base, to manually modify the LOs proposed by the planner and, finally, to validate the instructional design the students have to perform. Furthermore, in order to easily define a new course, the LMS allows the teachers to import whole courses from external repositories; their structure with the relations among their LOs and the corresponding pedagogical motivations are directly stored in the case base, while the LOs are added to the domain description allowing the planner to effectively identify their causal structure and reuse them in different parts of the course.

While the students are interacting with the LMS and performing the previously planned LOs, some changes can occur in his/her profile information, either by external or internal conditions. Some examples of external conditions are:

- The student has taken classroom courses on different languages and increased his/her language level.
- Some prerequisites of LOs of his/her instructional design have been satisfied in other courses.
- The student has new temporal constraints (a new job or gets sick), and now (s)he has less time to accomplish the goals of the course, being unable to perform some activities.
- The student has bought a new computer that has more equipment capabilities than the previous one.
- Some equipment is no longer available, for example the student’s computer is broken or a laboratory is busy.

The changes in students’ profiles caused by external conditions must be modified directly by the students themselves, or by the teachers using the LMS interface for this purpose. On the other hand, examples of some internal conditions are:

- During the course execution, some tests or questionnaires are applied to evaluate the students’ comprehension of the objectives. If this comprehension is negatively evaluated by getting a low score, then it is inferred that the students’ performance is decreasing.
- When it is detected that the student uses LOs with a recurrent learning resource type, this behavior indicates that his/her learning style orientation is changing.

These conditions can conventionally and automatically change the students’ profile through a set of pedagogical rules. These rules can also be statically defined into the database as default rules that can be modified by the tutor (by using an intuitive interface).

When changes in the student’s profile are detected, we simulate the execution of the remaining part of the learning plan in order to identify if it contains flaws, i.e. if the preconditions of LOs and the goals are no longer satisfied (this can be computed efficiently in polynomial time w.r.t. the number of actions in the remaining part of the plan). If an inconsistency is detected, it is highlighted to the teacher and (s)he can decide whether to repair it manually or to ask for a new plan to the case-based planner. If no inconsistency is detected, a new schedule of the remaining LOs is provided to the student in order to better satisfy his/her requirements and time availabilities; note that this new schedule can be simply computed in polynomial time w.r.t. the number of LOs and resource involved, and does not require any kind of validation by the teacher. Moreover, the student and the teacher can also ask the planner if a new plan of better quality, according to the new student’s profile and the current resources, can be found. Anyway, when a new plan is computed by our system it must be always validated by the teacher before its execution. And the plan stability w.r.t. previously executed plans is of capital importance to reduce the teacher’s overhead.

When the plan execution finishes and all the students’ goals are satisfied, the corresponding plan is provided to the case-based system in order to be stored in the case base, if not already present, closing in this way the learning cycle.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Considering the huge number of LO repositories and courses, implemented in different XML standards such as SCORM, LOM or IMS, available on the Web, it is a real challenge to offer a general approach to deal with personalized e-learning routes that fit the students’ profiles and styles in a flexible way. But given the strong resemblance between planning and the creation of learning routes, we can apply planning and scheduling techniques to deal with i) course
designs, ii) LOs and learning activities sequencing, and iii) adaptation to students’ profiles together with pedagogical theories. By defining a versatile mapping (such as the one presented in Table I), we can automatically reason on the time a LO requires, its difficulty, the whole duration of the course, the available time each student has, his/her preferences and learning styles, the resources that are available, and even the level of cooperation among tutors and students. This provides many opportunities to support e-learning personalization and routes adaptation.

Previous features face particular aspects of the whole e-learning picture, but there are other aspects related to the LO metadata specification, course modeling, the role of the teacher once a learning route has been created and when this route is eventually executed by the student. All in all, what we have learnt is that the following issues are important in personalized e-learning settings and can fill, in themselves, their own research lines:

- LO metadata focuses on the specification of educational and pedagogical matters, but important entries to promote personalization are still missing; e.g. ontologies on the use of the relations, use of resources, collaboration on the use of a LO, and definition of temporal constraints.
- Planning techniques need a well-defined domain and problem specification, which is not always easy to generate. We have provided here a general, flexible mapping, but some aspects are still a bit complex to extract from the metadata description. For instance, it is not intuitive how to measure the incentive value, i.e. reward, when a recommendation (soft precondition) holds.
- Teachers are not always happy with the learning routes that are automatically generated and feel reluctant to abandon their traditional role of human planners when creating learning routes. Therefore, a mixed-initiative approach that allows teachers to make further changes seems the most adequate way of proceeding.
- LMSs need to be extended to provide capabilities for integration with monitoring and checking the students’ progress when executing the learning route. So, it is not only a matter of plugging in a planner to find a route, but also to provide additional tools to find out discrepancies (differences between the expected and the real student’s state) to adapt the route. And here CBP techniques show very useful to adapt existing routes, at little cost on the average, rather than creating them again from scratch.
- The evaluation of this approach is not simple as it involves many parameters —we refer the interested reader to [16] for further details. But it is important to note that the success of this approach cannot be directly assessed through the students’ grades/scores; we mainly aim at improving the students’ satisfaction when using personalized routes, which enhances personal instruction.

Our current work focuses on the planning aspects and on the integration with Moodle LMS. On the one hand, we are working on modifying the case base repositories by including the new plans that are progressively generated by our case-based planner [5]. Also, the teacher will be able to modify the standard LO repository, which can be now extended to be not only a repository of LOs but also a course (sequence of LOs) repository. On the other hand, we are trying to offer an integrated approach of planning and Moodle by means of Web services. Although our first attempt relies on Moodle and ILIAS, we also expect to create integration modules for other open sources LMSs, such as dotLRN and Claroline.
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Abstract—This paper discusses a knowledge-based model for the design and development of units of learning and teaching aids. The idea behind this model originates from both the analysis of the open issues in instructional authoring systems, and the lack of a well-defined process able to merge pedagogical strategies with systems for the knowledge organization of the domain. In particular, it is presented the Educational Concept Map (ECM): a, pedagogically founded (derived from instructional design theories), abstract annotation system that was developed with the aim of guaranteeing the reusability of both teaching materials and knowledge structures. By means of ECMs, it is possible to design lessons and/or learning paths from an ontological structure characterized by the integration of hierarchical and associative relationships among the educational objectives. The paper also discusses how the ECMs can be implemented by means of the ISO/IEC 13250 Topic Maps standard. Based on the same model, it is also considered the possibility of visualizing, through a graphical model, and navigate, through an ontological browser, the knowledge structure and the relevant resources associated to them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent evolution of Web-based technology has dramatically changed the learning processes and, consequently, e-learning. Nowadays, on the one hand learners can access information and knowledge sources that are practically unlimited, can share their learning experiences, and collaborate within dedicated social networks in order to better achieve their instructional objectives. On the other hand, teachers and instructional designers can access large repositories in order to retrieve and share learning assets, and can use authoring tools for designing Web-based educational paths. As a consequence, new models are required in order to support meaningful learning processes, based on the assimilation of new concepts and propositions into existing cognitive structures. The role of subject matter analysis and knowledge reusability has been long recognized by instructional designers with the aim of supporting meaningful learning processes through a careful knowledge selection, organization, and sequencing [1]. In this scenario, one of the most relevant problems concerns the fact that there are no canonical representations of knowledge structures and that a knowledge domain can be structured in different ways, starting from various points of view. As Ohlsson [2] highlighted, this fact has such relevant implications for authoring systems, that it should be stated as the “Principle of Non-Equifinality of Learning”. According to this, “The state of knowing the subject matter does not correspond to a single well-defined cognitive state. The target knowledge can always be represented in different ways, from different perspectives; hence, the process of acquiring the subject matter have many different, equally valid, end states”. Therefore it is necessary to re-think learning models and environments in order to enable users to better build represent and share their knowledge.

II. THE EDUCATIONAL CONCEPT MAP MODEL

For the formal representation of the subject matter structure in the generic context of learning environments, the Educational Concept Map (ECM) model (see Figure 1) is herein introduced. This model was developed by keeping into account the following pedagogical and technical requirements [3]: i) pedagogical flexibility: the model must be able to describe the structure of instructional contents regardless of a specific learning theory; ii) learner centrality: the instructional content design process must be based on students’ profile and needs; iii) centrality of learning objectives: the instructional content design process must be based on a preliminary definition of the learners’ pedagogical objectives; iv) personalization: the model must be able to design learning contents and resources in a flexible way, consistently with learners’ profile; v) domain-independence: the model must be able to describe instructional content regardless of its disciplinary nature; vi) reusability: the model must allow to define and de-contextualize learning content structures and to reuse these in other contexts; vii) interoperability: the model must be language-independent, so that it can be implemented through different knowledge representation languages and exported in different learning environments; viii) medium neutrality: the instructional contents design process must be medium neutral, so that it can be used in different publication formats; ix) compatibility: the model must fit in with existing standards and specifications on learning resources; x) formalization: the model must describe instructional content...
according to a formalized model, so that automated processing is possible.

The ECM is a logical and abstract annotation model created with the aim of guaranteeing the reusability of both teaching materials, and knowledge structures. It shifts the generalization level from the contents to the definition of the relevant schema. It derives from fundamental theories of instructional design that can only be briefly sketched in the following. According to Merrill [4] and Gagné [5], once the learner profile is known, the instructional design process should start from the definition of a hierarchical organization of learning objectives describing what learners should know or be able to do at the end of the instruction. Such a hierarchy of learning goals provides the general framework for the selection of contents. The preliminary organization of learning objectives and contents into a hierarchical structure (thus making explicit the logical order of learning content) is also considered in Ausubel [6] works. He introduced the notion of “advanced organizer” as a way to provide the cognitive structure or, in other words, the mental scaffolding during meaningful learning processes. According to this theory, new concepts to be taught should be introduced by more general and inclusive concepts.

Referring to such a theoretical framework, the ECM model has been developed by means of an ontological structure characterized by the integration of hierarchical and associative relationships. Firstly, it asks teachers and instructional designers to focus their attention on learners’ objectives and on their profile, described in terms of educational background, as well as of learning and cognitive styles. Taking into account these elements, the model suggests how to identify, within the discipline’s subject matter, the key concepts and their relationships so as to identify effective strategies of contents presentation and to support the activation of meaningful learning processes [7].

According to the ECM model, a profiled learner has a goal identified by a specific objective (single or multiple) that is achieved by a Unit of Learning (UoL), or by a composition of UoLs. The Course Unit (CU) is the indivisible union of an objective with its unit of learning and can be composed by creating the tree structure of the course (learning units, sub-learning units, etc.). The course units may be connected each other by means of the Educational Associations (EA) that may represent a link or a propaedeutic relationship the units have. In particular, four types of EA have been identified: i) is-requirement-of: identifying a transitive and propaedeutic association between two or more topics (e.g., it may be used with the aim of specifying the logical order of contents); ii) is-related-to: identifying a symmetric association among closely related topics (e.g., it may be used with the aim of creating learning paths without precedence constraints); iii) is-not-related-to: identifying a symmetric relation of indifference between two or more topics (e.g., it may be used with the aim of making explicit the absence of association among topics); iv) is-suggested-link-of: identifying not-closely related concepts (e.g., this relationship type may be used in order to suggest in-depth resources, internal or external to the contents repository).

These relation types have been selected with the aim of allowing teachers to create different learning paths (with or without precedence constraints among topics). The same types of relationship can be found between topics. The latter are the smaller granularity of the ECM model. They represent the concepts of the domain: any subjects a teacher may want to talk about. Moreover, the units of learning are connected to the topics through two relationships: (i) has-primary-topic: where a primary topic identifies the “prerequisites”, in other words the concept that a student must know before attending a given unit of learning; (ii) has-secondary-topic: where secondary topic identifies the concepts that will be explained in the present unit of learning (this kind of topics will have specific learning materials associated).

More formally, given $D$ the set of all topics in the ECM and $U$, sub set of $D$ of topics $\{t_1, ..., t_d\}$ of the same UoL, one can obtain the set $P$ of primary topics:

$$ t \in P \iff \exists t_i \in U : t \text{ - requirement - of } (t, t_i) $$

In a similar way, one can identify the set $L$ ($L \subseteq U$) of “learning outcomes”, i.e., the specific intentions of a unit of learning. Given $t_j \in U$:

$$ t_j \in L \iff \forall t_i \in U : t \text{ - requirement - of } (t_j, t_i) $$

with $i = 1, i = 1, i + 1, ... n$ .

So, in the ECM model, a course unit contains an educational objective and a unit of learning. Connected to the UoL there are the topics of the conceptual map describing the domain of the course itself. These topics can be primary or secondary, depending on the context they are included in, within the unit of learning. Finally the secondary topics contain the material aid. Such resources, grouped in a unit of learning, enable to reach the objective connected to the UoL itself. The CUs allow the teachers to create complex and nested structures using the EA.

Furthermore, an ECM can be published on the Web and the relationships suggest the different navigation strategies of the underlying subject matter. More precisely, each Web page related to a topic contains i) one or more links to topics that are considered propaedeutic of this ECM (through the is-requirement-of relationship); ii) link to related topics (through the is-related-to relationship), iii) links to suggested readings or further topics (through the is-suggested-link-of relationship). Such a map can also be used to generate a linearized path, useful to produce a lesson or a document about a given subject matter. In this latter case, a Suggested Path Strategy is
necessary, to be expressed by means of is-requirement-of relationships. Differently from some of the aforementioned EMLs, the ECM model enables authors to define alternative learning content presentation strategies, in order to provide personalized learning paths, depending on specific needs. The definition of this strategy, introduced also in reply to the non-equifinality problem, derives from the Cognitive Flexibility Theory [8], stating that learning processes (especially in ill-structured and complex domains) require a multiple representation of content and the criss-crossing of the conceptual landscape which should be revisited from different directions, with the aim of acquiring an advanced knowledge.

In order to fully exploit the potentiality of such a model, a formalization for the ECM is needed, to effectively represent the model. Among the many possible, the Topic Maps standard [9] has been adopted as the knowledge representation language for the implementation of the above model. Topic Maps (TM) are an ISO multi-part standard designed for encoding knowledge and connecting this encoded knowledge to relevant information resources. The standard defines a data model for representing knowledge structures and a specific XML-based interchange syntax, called XML Topic Maps (XTM) [10]. The main elements in the TM paradigm are: topic, association and occurrence. According to the ISO definition, a Topic is a symbol used within a TM to represent one -and only one- subject, in order to allow statements to be made about the subject. An Association represents a relationship among two or more topics. An Occurrence is a representation of a relationship between a subject and an information resource. In this vein, the TM standard is based on the simple paradigm of TAO: Topic, Association and Occurrence [11; 12]. Therefore, two layers can be identified into the TMs paradigm: (i) the knowledge layer: representing topics and their relationships, allowing to construct the ECM model; (ii) the information layer: describing information resources, to be attached to the ECM topics.

Each topic can be featured by any number of names and variants for each name, by any number of occurrences, and by its association role. All of these features are statements and they all have a scope, representing the context a statement is valid in. Then, using scopes it is possible to avoid ambiguity about topics; to provide different points of view on the same topic (for example, based on users’ profile) and/or to modify each statement depending on users’ language, etc. Therefore, to solve ambiguity issues, each subject, which is represented by a topic, is associated a subject identifier. This unambiguous identification of subjects is also used in TMs to merge topics that, through these identifiers, are known to have the same subject, in order to allow statements to be made about the subject. An Occurrence is a representation of a relationship among two or more topics. An Occurrence is a representation of a relationship between a subject and an information resource. In this vein, the TM standard is based on the simple paradigm of TAO: Topic, Association and Occurrence [11; 12]. Therefore, two layers can be identified into the TMs paradigm: (i) the knowledge layer: representing topics and their relationships, allowing to construct the ECM model; (ii) the information layer: describing information resources, to be attached to the ECM topics.

Each topic can be featured by any number of names and variants for each name, by any number of occurrences, and by its association role. All of these features are statements and they all have a scope, representing the context a statement is valid in. Then, using scopes it is possible to avoid ambiguity about topics; to provide different points of view on the same topic (for example, based on users’ profile) and/or to modify each statement depending on users’ language, etc. Therefore, to solve ambiguity issues, each subject, which is represented by a topic, is associated a subject identifier. This unambiguous identification of subjects is also used in TMs to merge topics that, through these identifiers, are known to have the same subject; in practice, two topics with the same subject are replaced by a new topic that has the union of the characteristics of the two originals.

III. THE ECM VISUALIZATION

As stated in the previous section, Topic Maps are a very powerful means of representation, but they may be difficult to use. Intuitive visual user interface may significantly reduce the cognitive load of teachers. In the recent years, different relevant initiatives have been carried out to formalize the graphical notation of topic maps, such as GTM (Graphical Topic Maps notation) and TMMN (Topic Map Martian Notation). The former, specified in ISO 13250-7 (the part 7 of the Topic Maps ISO Standard), is a graphical notation defining ontologies and representing TM instance data. The latter is an alternative simple graphical notation, currently under development, able to express the Topic Maps Data Model that can be adopted with the aim of representing both ontologies and instance data on whiteboard, a paper, as well as within a diagram-based software.

With reference to the ECM visualization requirements, the main goal is to help teachers to quickly navigate an ECM, to group the topics in a Unit of Learning and to compose the course structure in an easy and intuitive way. Thus, there are two types of requirements for TM visualization: topics representation and navigation. The first helps teachers to identify points of interest, while the latter allows accessing information rapidly.

First of all let us identify the different kinds of views that a teacher may need. These views reflect the different approaches and steps to the activity of course planning and development. During the planning, when the teacher is defining the macro-aspect of a course, he/she must be able to navigate the Course Units structure, create new units, and change the relevant associations. In the design of a unit of learning, a teacher needs to explore the domain of knowledge and to add topics to the UoL.

Therefore, two different layers of Topic Maps can be considered: the layer of Course Units and the layer of Topics. In the first, the Course Units and the associations among them are represented. In the second one, there are all the topics belonging to the domain. The two layers are strictly connected through the relationship has-{primary,secondary}-topic as described before. Two layers offer a better view of the problem and a better way of information retrieval; merging course units and topics in one only topic map increase the complexity and reduce the re-usability of the map in different contexts. Moreover a teacher needs an overall view of the two layers, so to understand them globally. There would be two different overviews (course and topic) that should reflect the main properties of the structure. However, the teacher should be able to focus on any single part of the TM.

In order to support the knowledge structure navigation, the use of XTM makes possible to explore the ECM. Several TM engines provide suited visualization tools. Most of them display lists or indexes, from which it is possible to select a topic and to see related information. This representation is very convenient when users’ needs are clearly identified. The navigation is usually the same as on Web sites, i.e., users click on a link to open a new topic or association. An example of such visualization is the one provided by Omnigator (part of the Ontopia Knowledge Suite), a Web-based Topic Maps browser (with RDF support) allowing both teachers and learners to display in a meaningful way the learning contents. It also allows following different learning paths, according to the specific educational purposes that have been defined. Finally, the same browser can be exploited with the aim of: i) merging different ECMs, on the fly; ii) searching learning content within the knowledge structure; iii) exporting this latter to
various syntaxes; iv) personalizing different views; v) filtering subsets of topics according to different scopes.

As an alternative solution, in order to facilitate the visualization and the understanding of ECMs, it is also possible to integrate specifically designed plug-in, such as the Vizigate, offering an intuitive graphic visualization of the learning content. In Vizigate topics are nodes and their type may be symbolized by different colors, shapes and textures. However, the number of different shapes, colors and icons is limited. Class hierarchies can be used to reduce topic types to a small number of "super-types": Course Unit, Unit of Learning and Topic in the ECM; in this case, we only need a specific shape and/or color for each super-type. In the same way, the is-related-to, the is-requirement-of, and the other Educational Associations could be drawn differently, so that they can be quickly recognized by the teachers. The EAs are binary relationships, so they could be arcs and their type may be symbolized by the style of lines (e.g., full line, dotted line, etc.). Currently, the topic map standard does not suggest a standardized way of specifying type hierarchies. However, this could be done in Vizigator, an application based on the Vizigate, by using a kind of a style-sheet mechanism. This would allow to specify which association types represent the supertype/subtype relationship for any given topic map.

In Vizigator a mouse left-click event can display topics and associations names and types when the cursor is over these elements. Moreover, a right-click on a topic displays several additional information and permits the user to expand, collapse or navigate all the elements of that type. The heart of Ontopia is the Ontopia Topic Maps Engine on which all the other components are based. The basic functionalities of this engine are in representing, storing and making available topic maps to the rest of the product suite. In addition, the engine also provides a rich set of APIs against which TM-based applications can be built. Moreover, Ontopia includes a Query Engine, built upon the Tolog query language. For retrieving information from the topic maps, the query language is far best suited than the API. It makes the task much easier, while at the same time, enables far better performance, since the query engine can take shortcuts not available to applications working through the API. As an example, let us consider the idea of combining the Vizigator API, that is a good tool for Topic Maps navigation, with the Ontopia Core Engine API, which offers several methods for the manipulation of TM and uses the Tolog language for machine reasoning and course sequencing. Then, an effective visualization and enquiry tool can be made available as a mash-up application.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The ECM allows creating learning paths and instructional resources more easily interoperable and reusable, owing to the fact that the concept representation is independent of its implementation. In addition, the same concept network can be used for the design of different courses. Such an approach is suited to deal with the problem of delivering a course whose content needs to be personalized according to different learners needs. Moreover, an ECM drawn with reference to a specific subject matter can be used also to publish directly on the Web the underlying subject matter with links to prerequisites and related or suggested topics, or it can be used to generate linearized paths useful to produce a lesson or a printable document [13].

Graph linearization is another relevant issue to be considered, to take into account technological constraints regarding, for example, the compliance with standards requirements (such as the ADL SCORM), and in order to support the learning process tracking by means of a Learning Management System. Relationships used in the previously discussed model can be automatically processed and linearized, with the aim of extracting different learning paths (thanks to the information topics). These constraints, however, do not restrict the possibilities for teachers and instructional designers to identify the most effective strategies of contents presentation in different educational scenarios, because it is always allowed to modify the topics sequence in all the steps of the learning design process.
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Abstract— For some time now in Italy, new technologies have attracted the interest of young people, they are the primary users of new communication devices such as smart-phones, tablets, iPad and iPod, and socialization environments such as social networks, to an extent that they use them as main tool for studying traditional subjects, rather than textbooks. On the other hand, students’ abilities in Italian High-schools and Universities are seriously decaying in the ranking of OCSE and in other international statistics while national instructional budget ranks at top.

This document describes the development of e-learning 2.0 support for both the university and secondary school, experience in which the students of the Digital Communication Degree of the University of Milan have had an active role. A community effort with the involvement of teachers, allowing the creation and maintenance of websites, forums and WebTV portals, also accessible through mobile phones, resources for teaching new digital technologies while breaking the traditional “time & place” bound of the classroom.

Lessons and homework become available through video uploaded to our server in Research Laboratory. Results achieved will be measured by reduced insufficient marks at the end of this Academic Year.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT MOTIVATION

The first traces of our project date back a few years when we started an innovative portal called Webcen http://wcem07.dsi.unimi.it [1], with the aim to develop a fully functional framework to support the interaction between students and professors, as well as distance learning for students who cannot attend frontal lessons [2-3]. This innovative e-learning project released by us with whom we were able to address specific issues:

- each student has academic support in order to reflect their background knowledge and link this with the requirements of the degree class
- providing learning material for those students who cannot regularly attend lectures in classrooms
- providing as a result, higher ICT skills among students, while helping them to obtain better grades.

Subsequently, we developed the UnimiTube platform (http://video.dsi.unimi.it ) (fig 1) as a result of a research and analysis of the approach of young people to the communication means (new media, mobile supports, advanced use of Internet). This product increased student involvement, using mobile support, generating new teaching and information channels and opportunities, and of course reached a larger target audience.

The UnimiTube portal, described in this paper, is the main example for the project which originated with the previous consideration. It is designed to reach an improved effectiveness through the use of communication equipment such as mobile phones, iPad, notebooks; technologies that young people are usually familiar with, in conjunction with a PC and IPTV, which allows viewing videos on a laptop screen whenever a user desires, through an internet connection.

The project is addressed to students, with mainly two scopes: the first is to involve them in an entertaining e-learning process with topics that are related to their lifestyle and preferences; the second is to get them closer to university environment through cooperation with university students, a similar project is [4].

It should be noted that high school students are already familiar with documenting events through video recordings with the use of a mobile phone, which are subsequently made public by uploading to video hosting portals such as YouTube for reaching a world-wide audience or contributing articles to magazines/journals that are promoted by their school under a professor’s supervision, [5]. This capability, can enforce the e-learning process and the participation of students to current events and to the learning process, bringing closer the relationship between the school and the outside world.

II. VIDEO HOSTING PORTAL FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

The UnimiTube platform is a free access portal that allows audio/video file sharing, similar to YouTube but specifically targeted to University students.

The main features are: registration for users, Flash Player enhanced behavior (timer, percentage of video downloaded, full screen view and adjustable audio volume), enhanced video conversion in high quality, portability on mobile devices (tested on Nokia phones like N95, E66, C7) and an administrative backend where the administrator can manage server configuration, users and media.
On the technical aspect, the project has been developed using the free Media Sharing CMS (Content Management System) PHPmotion representing the kernel of the website. The platform has been released with a Linux (Ubuntu) distribution for server “LAMP” (Linux – Apache – MySQL – PHP) providing apache2 web server, PHP 5 (with CLI support), MySQL database server 5, LAME MP3 encoder, Libogg and Libvorbis, Mencoder and Mplayer, FFmpeg, GD Library, CGI-BIN, w32codecs (Fig 2).

The website is divided into two main areas: the public section and the administrative section. In the public section the registered user can upload video, then the uploaded video is converted into Flash (flv file type) with different extensions (mpg, avi, divx, etc). The user just has to install the Flash Player plug-in in order to play all videos. He/she can edit the title, description and tags of the video, additionally he/she can delete the uploaded video or edit its properties: make it private or public, enable or disable comments and embedding for other websites. Users have also the option to group videos as Favourites, change the information of the user profile and link to other fellow users, thus creating a thematic social network.

As for the UnimiTube’s Administrators, they watch, approve and delete every video, give them the “Featured” status, and control statistics concerning users, groups and comments. The Administrator has the faculty of banning a user that doesn’t follow the guidelines about the ethic and privacy rules of the site.

UnimiTube stands out from YouTube with its custom template, exclusive audio section, own management for users/categories/groups/media and no advertising. The UnimiTube data are stored in a MySql database located on a server based on the CAD laboratory of research in the School of Computer Science of the University of Milano. The whole content is divided in sections and categories, containing audio and video. The interface has been carefully designed by the students in order to be user-friendly on every aspect. Maintenance and backup is provided following the standard MySql tools, and database exports is regularly performed to provide an efficient way to save all the content. The web site is accessible from a PC with every web browser and also from a mobile phone or device (Fig. 3). The user can customize the environment of the platform in order to single out the presentation of the information according to the type of request (multi-client approach), or to divide the interfaces in multiple versions (usually implemented within sub-domains), each of this versions communicate with a single client type (multi-site approach) (Fig.4).

III. INTERACTIVE VIDEOJOURNAL

The Interactive VideoJournal project deals with video-based interaction as a tool designed to:

- improve and enrich the educational process, taking advantage of the wide availability of communication devices such as mobile phones, MP3, iPod and iPad;
- reduce “blackboard” dependency by employing technologies the students are familiar with, such as educational videos accessible with PC, tablets and mobile phones;
- emphasize the active role played by students, as they are capable to produce digital video-recordings. These video recordings can be available to the general public thanks to video hosting portals such as YouTube, or contributing material to magazines/journals promoted by their high schools or universities under a tutor’s supervision.

The analysis of these new approaches were first described at their first stages in paper [6]. Subsequently we decided to explore other means to improve the efficiency of the learning practices and to reach a larger target audience.

We develop a new experiment called “Interactive VideoJournal”, also known as VGG (Video Giornale Giovanile in Italian) described in [7–8], a free access portal that allows audio/video file sharing, a kind of “University students-targeted YouTube”; in fact all video material contained in the VGG is hosted on the UnimiTube website. The VGG exploits all available communication possibilities on the World Wide Web which allow immediate one-to-one and many-to-many interaction.
Alongside the single video-still image selected to appear on the VGG homepage for each video article, there are also two buttons (Fig 5) that give additional possibilities:

- a “mail” icon, at bottom left, allows to send an e-mail to the author of that specific video article, thus allowing a personalized contact to the reader and further feedback
- a “printer” icon allows to print a one-page summary of the topic of the video article.

**Fig.5**

IV. THE EXPERIMENTATION WITH STUDENTS

We discovered certain advantages related to the launch of a collaborative learning process: on one side, the students of the course of HCI have put to practice what they learned in the classroom. On the other hand, the students have recognized a support for their own needs of learning (especially for university students coming from the same secondary institutions), putting to practice the qualities and competencies that belong to the university level [10].

A period of time has been dedicated to collecting information regarding the needs expressed by the teachers of the high schools. Former students of the course of HCI have been committed to such inquiries, they visited around fifteen high schools within the urban area of Milan and collected related data.

In a second phase, the groups of students will have assigned suitable spaces for the production of the VideoJournal, with the aim of supporting the didactic material coming from different schools. Each group will try to detect, based on the collected information related to the needs, the areas in which certain recovery and support courses should be activated for one or more classes. Didactic video material for these areas will be inserted, projected by university tutors in collaboration with school teachers. Further activities include the management of the spaces of interaction with the participation of diverse contributors for the project: the university students will undertake the duties of tutor and moderator, utilizing the instruments of collaborative learning already available.

In the current phase of the project video resources are in production by/for teachers and students of both universities and secondary schools, for the elaboration of contents and learning paths and for the use and sharing of materials as well [9]. The first phase of the experimentation – the cooperation between the University students of the course of “Fondamenti di Comunicazione Digitale” (Fundamentals of Digital Communication) and the very secondary schools they used to attend (through headmasters, teachers and students of the final year) – allowed the design of a map of matters and common contents for experiences and materials. As a result, tutors and students created video on basic mathematics, physics and information technologies, with the active cooperation of a few university teachers.

However, a quite obvious obstacle is the little motivation of students’ and in this case we think that it could be useful to study an attractive system for the elaboration of content in secondary schools, for both the students and teachers/coordinators. There can be many advantages to take note, such as:

- solving the relationship issues between the university-level didactics and those of secondary schools (a better comprehension of their respective needs in terms of arguments, competencies, levels of knowledge, and the style of teaching contents);
- contributing to the improvement of the basic competencies in scientific matters;
- diffusion of technical competencies and knowledge, exploiting the availability of certain tools (UnimiTube – video hosting FIG1.) to produce and manage video by different users (University and Secondary School students and teachers, tutors, etc.);
- better mapping of matters and specific arguments shared at different levels by secondary schools and universities (such as Mathematics, Physics, Information Technologies, etc.);
- improvement of the diffusion of information about the University’s didactic offerings, as a result of a better visibility of the specific contents of the University Degree courses, often not well-presented to the scholastic world by the usual channels, thus offering a better choice of academic studies.

V. SIMILAR PROJECTS AND DEVELOPMENTS ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD

With the support of the CAD Lab, we explored the potentiality of the multimedia platforms extending the experiments also to certain fields away from the University. For example, the potential of Digital Video Interaction in the Tradeshows business is investigated in cooperation with UCIMU, the Italian Association of Mechanical Tool Machinery. The presentation of the International research in LAMBDA session at LAMIERA TradeShow, Bologna Fiere.

The VideoJournal of PIANETA GIOVANI presented at BI-MU, at MilanoFiera, produced in collaboration with the organizer Probest SpA, is available on the website http://www.polomeccanica.net/polo/index.php?option
Another important project is Megaupload, an online Hong Kong-based company established in 2005 which offer to the user the possibility of uploading and downloading files. It includes the Megavideo, MegaLive and MegaPix sites, specifically for video browsing. The basic service is free and allows users to upload files up to 2 GB of size. However, free users cannot download files larger than 1 GB. Free registered users are offered 200 GB of total file storage while Premium users have unlimited file storage. After a successful file uploading, the user is given a unique URL which allows others to download the file. Any file uploaded anonymously will expire if there are no downloads for at least 21 days. For free registered accounts, the file expiration period is 90 days. Premium accounts have no expiration date as long as the user remains a premium member. Non-registered users have to wait 45 seconds in the download queue and a certain amount of time between transfers after a certain number of megabytes had been downloaded. Users have to wait 25 seconds in the download queue. Premium members are able to hotlink [11].

VI. CONCLUSION

In the current phase of the project we are creating a stock of audio and video educational resources for High School students and also teachers. As an alternate step to be applied in the Academic Year 2010/11, we have foreseen an eventual role for Digital Communication students as private teachers in the high schools they used to attend; with the implicit benefit of reusing VideoJournal-like tutorials and lectures as a source of additional pocket money for the students.

The next version of UnimiTube (now in development) will use the new tag audio/video in HTML5 standard. This new feature consist in playing audio and video files directly in HTML language in the source page without any other external plug-in, in other words it will not depend on the browser used. In fact we have multiple codec for audio and video files and as it’s shown in the image below Ogg Theora and Ogg Vorbis are compatible with almost all browsers in their latest versions.

Meanwhile, Adobe is continuously developing new versions of the Flash player platform making it compatible with most of the latest devices (Apple iOS, Symbian and Windows Mobile) avoiding also battery decrease. We decided that we need to maintain backward compatibly: the new site/portal of UnimiTube should automatically understand the technology that is in use so if the client has an old browser, the video will be displayed with Flash Player plug-in instead of the new browser with HTML5 video tag. The same process goes for mobile devices. Other features will be HD video and custom apps/templates for Blackberry, iOS, Symbian and Windows Mobile devices (Fig. 7).
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Abstract—Understanding how technology, coupled with skillful pedagogical solutions, can help to innovate and improve learning at school is the main goal of the “Learning for All” (L4A) research project. The combination of educational games and advanced technology has the potentiality of arousing pupils’ attention, also engaging them in learning activities while having fun. This paper presents two educational games available through a large multitouch displays installed in the hall of a primary school. Such games aim at stimulating pupils to exercise their knowledge about history and geography. Field studies have been planned to study both educational and social aspects on the interaction with such games.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Capturing students’ attention and engaging them in learning activities performed through electronic devices is very challenging. Gameplay is a promising solution [1, 2], especially if proposed through newfangled devices, which have the potentiality of arousing pupils’ curiosity.

The research reported in this paper is part of “Learning for All” (L4A), a research project funded by the Italian Ministry. The main goal of L4A is to understand how technology, coupled with skillful pedagogical solutions, can help to innovate and improve learning at school. The project is carried out by seven partners, representing different institutions covering different fields of expertise: education and technology, mainly (further details can be found in [3]). The role of our research group in L4A is to design educational experiences based on advanced technology. In particular, we have proposed excursion-games on cell phones for supporting pupils visiting archaeological parks [4]. Field studies have demonstrated the learning effectiveness of excursion-games, which have been greatly appreciated by the teachers of the classes participating in the studies; they noticed that this game approach is able to engage pupils’ interest in studying the historical site and that the notions learned seem to remain longer in their memory [2]. More recently, we are designing educational games on multitouch screens, which allow pupils to actively collaborate to solve the proposed challenges, manipulating by hand gestures the objects displayed. Thus, such games foster relational skills. Each pupil can carry out the activities s/he feels most congenial and, by working together on different parts, the whole group can solve the clues offered in the game and overcome difficulties thanks to their joint efforts. Thus, these games also foster the team spirit.

In [5], we have presented an early prototype of History-Puzzle, a game that asks participants to complete puzzles representing 3D models of historical monuments. History-Puzzle has been conceived to integrate the excursion-game experience of pupils visiting archaeological parks. Showing such 3D reconstructions it helps pupils to create a correct mental representation of the original environment, since in the park pupils are faced with ruins of ancient settlements that have lost their original image and whose current appearance no longer reflects their initial purpose. However, during the field studies, we have observed that pupils do not devote so much time to the 3D features, because they are engaged in rushing along the gameplay. Interacting with History-Puzzle represents a reflection phase, distinct from the true excursion-game, which allows pupils to reflect on their game experience.

An improved version of History-Puzzle is shown in this paper, together with EuroFlags, another educational game about the political geography of the European Union. We are going to investigate the impact of these games (another game is described in [5]) once used in the field, by planning some empirical studies in primary schools in Bari, Italy. We will study educational as well as social aspects of the interaction with such systems, by observing pupils’ behavior and by interviewing teachers. The aim is to investigate if and how the presence of the multitouch screen influences their teaching and/or pupils’ learning experience.

The paper has the following organization. Section II motivates the use of educational games. Section III describes two educational games on multitouch screen. Section IV illustrates field studies we are organizing and their goals. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Game is amusing and fun. Enjoyment is important when endeavoring to achieve teaching goals, because what is enjoyably learned is less likely to be forgotten. A second important aspect of gameplay is that it requires different skills to be deployed simultaneously, and each player can practice those skills felt to be most congenial. Another
important point is that gameplay is a relational activity: it encourages group activities, stimulates collaboration, helps with conflict management and is an excellent tool for individuating relational problems [6-9].

The motivating nature of gameplay pushed towards its use for educational purposes, rather than just for pure entertainment. The term computer-based education, i.e. education in the form of entertainment, to let people to reach their learning goals by having fun [10], well expresses this concept. Empirical studies indicate the educational potential of interactive games (see for example [1]), primarily to teach mathematics [11-13], physics [14], logic [15], music [16], science [17], shape writing [18], art [19], and history [2, 20].

To the best of our knowledge, proposals of educational games on large multitouch screens are not reported in literature, while several learning applications have been proposed on tabletop displays. Tangible Interfaces for Collaborative Learning Environments (TICLE) strives to find new ways of helping children to learn math and science concepts [21]. Cmate is a tabletop collaborative concept mapping system, which aims at providing a means for a learner to externalize knowledge of a particular domain; Cmate fosters the development of strategies for organizing knowledge and facilitating communication of understanding [22]. The Augmented Knights Castle (AKC) offers children with autism the possibility to configure programmable elements allowing greater individual control and more socially oriented behavior [23].

III. EDUCATIONAL GAMES ON MULTITOUCHE SCREEN

This section presents two games to be played by young students interacting with a multitouch screen to reinforce knowledge learned during class lessons. The scenario is that the multitouch system is in a hall of the school and students have free access to it during breaks (see Figure 1).

A. History-Puzzle

The name of this game comes from the fact that participants have to complete different types of puzzle. For example, the application proposes the map of an ancient city, referred to a specific age, and players have to complete it by placing the tiles representing the monuments/buildings that were present at that time. Another type of puzzle can be completed by putting together the two parts of a phrase reporting an historical notion related to an ancient site. For example, by referring to the game designed for the archaeological park of Egnathia, in Southern Italy, when a player touches one of the images representing a puzzle, such as the Via Traiana, a screen like the one shown in Figure 2 appears. The figure to be discovered by solving the puzzle is in the center of the screen, covered by nine incomplete messages about the selected place. The player chooses the rest of the sentence from the tiles displayed outside and drags it into one of the nine boxes in the central zone. If the selected association is correct, the box will reveal one ninth of the image of the 3D reconstruction of the original place. Figure 2 shows what it looks like when the player has discovered 5/9 of the image.

In order to increment the difficulty of the game, many tiles are shown; these additional tiles report false answers or answers that do not match any of the nine incomplete sentences currently displayed. When the nine descriptions have been completed and the whole image is displayed, a 3D animated reconstruction of the place will appear. The system also reproduces contextual sounds, e.g. noises of the typical activities carried out in that place when the civilization of Egnathia was alive. In the example in Figure 2, showing the Via Traiana where carts run constantly, the noise of the wheels on the pavement is heard. Finally, the system returns to the map of the park to allow the participants to complete the puzzles of the other places.

For stimulating students to come back to the multitouch screen again, the position of incomplete messages and completing tiles is randomly reassigned every time the puzzles are run. Also the content displayed in such elements changes, thus proposing new challenges to the players.

B. EuroFlags

EuroFlags is primarily targeted at elementary and middle school students, who can engage in the game to test their knowledge on the capital, the geographical position and the
flags of each of the European states. Players can choose among four game modalities:

- **Play with capital cities**: player has to put together the capital city proposed by the application and the corresponding country on the map.
- **Play with flags**: player has to put together the flag proposed by the application and the corresponding country on the map.
- **Play with countries**: player has to put together the country proposed by the application and its corresponding position on the map.
- **Mixed**: the application randomly switches among the previous modalities.

Let us suppose the player has chosen “Play with flags” modality. In the box on the right of Figure 3, EuroFlags is asking “Which country has this flag?”, also showing the Andorra’s flag. To answer the question, the player has to touch the blue point between Spain and France, which represents the Andorra country. S/he scores 3 points at the first attempt, 1 point at the second; after that, s/he fails and a red cross substitutes the blue point representing Andorra, while EuroFlags will not pose the question about Andorra again. Besides the question and the flag, in the box further information about the current match is displayed: the score (38 points), the hints available (3) and the stage (19 answers given vs. 46 questions available). If the player is stuck, s/he can ask for hints by touching on the green button showing a question point. A couple of examples of hints are: “It borders France and Spain”; “It is on the Pyrenees Mountains”. The thumbnail flags on the map indicate correct answers the player has already given (e.g. Norway, Finland, Germany, etc.).

**IV. THE ON-GOING EVALUATIONS**

Preliminary studies on History-Puzzle and EuroFlags with pupils in our laboratory (formative evaluation [24]) have confirmed that they find this novel technology highly engaging. We are now planning more extensive evaluation studies to understand their impact once used in the field. A 47 inches LCD multitouch screen proposing the two games will be placed in the hall of a primary school in Bari, Italy. Through this public display, pupils can interact both with History-Puzzle and EuroFlags during the breaks. The field evaluations we are going to carry out will address both educational and social aspects.

**A. Educational aspects**

Both History-Puzzle and EuroFlags are educational games to be played by young students interacting with a multitouch screen. They are designed to reinforce knowledge learned during traditional class lessons; students could also interact with History-Puzzle after a possible visit to an archaeological park. The aim of the proposed games is to allow students to exercise the historical/geographical knowledge previously acquired, also discovering their gaps.

Understanding the “value” of an educational experience and analyzing how this value was achieved can be difficult, much beyond what it can be expected at first sight. This difficulty is especially relevant when some degree of innovativeness (in technology or pedagogy) is introduced, since unknown paradigms are at stake, and “what determines what” is less obvious [25]. There is a list of questions, apparently easy but very difficult to answer in practice: What did the pupils learn? Did they acquire specific knowledge or skills? Did they change their attitude and motivations? Did something not trivial begin? How was the technology used and when? How were the pupils instructed, how was technology made available?

Because we want to understand in detail what goes on in the class, questionnaires, with predetermined questions and predetermined answers, seemed too rigid and confined. Thus, interviews to teachers seemed the most suited method of research. The L4A educational partners set up a procedure aiming at making up a “dossier” of the educational experience: teachers are interviewed on expectations before the beginning of the experience; then, they carry out the educational experience and report, on a ‘day-by-day’ diary of observations, few notes, taken every day, about what went on and the most relevant facts and anecdotes. After the experience’s completion, teachers are interviewed again for understanding what actually happened, how the experience was conducted and which were the outcomes in terms of learning, inclusion, etc. Relevant features are then "extracted" from each interview, by means of a schema, which helps in synthesizing all the interesting aspects of the educational experience.

**B. Social aspects**

Previous studies (see for example [26]) report that it is hard to entice people to interact with public displays; social embarrassment is the key factor which determines whether people will interact in front of an audience. Brignull and Rogers performed two field studies examining several
variables: the flow of people around public displays; the level and types of interaction around displays; the transitions between types of interaction; factors that cause social awkwardness and embarrassment around public displays. They observed that interaction with public displays is accepted if the displays have strong physical and social affordances, which allow people to rapidly understand the purpose of the social activity to be performed at the display [26]. Our users are represented by pupils and we want to observe if they will be embarrassed as adults usually are, or if they will use the multitouch display as a stage for showing their skillfulness.

Other studies also investigated social aspect of adults interacting with multitouch public displays; for example, Jacucci et al. considered aspects such as the dynamics of approach (how people notice that there is an interactive display) [27]; the interaction at the display with others (parallel use, teamwork, and playful activities); conflict management; transitions between activities and participants (floor and turn-taking); roles and social configurations. It will be interesting to observe how pupil approach, participate, and interact with the multitouch display installed in the hall of the primary school in Bari, and to compare the results of our field studies with those reported in [27].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the work we are carrying out about educational games on large multitouch screens. History-Puzzle and EuroFlags have been described, which are two games about history and political geography, respectively. Formative evaluation has confirmed that pupils find games on multitouch screens highly engaging. In order to further investigate educational and social aspects related to the experience of interacting with the proposed system we are going to install a multitouch screen in a primary school in Bari.
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Abstract

Interactive Whiteboards (IWs) have been massively introduced in schools. While the benefits of these devices in the learning process are well known, dedicated software lack of functionality. In particular, most of the existing tools for IWs are an adaptation of classical software used on Personal Computers, mainly based on buttons and menus. The objective of the research presented in this paper is to completely re-think the interaction paradigm of the software for the IW, in such a way that the input is only composed of pen draws and hand-touches. In order to test this idea in practice, we apply it to the case of the teaching of geometry. Hence, more specifically, in this paper we propose a smart sketch-based tutoring system for IW that combines the recognition of hand-drawn geometrical shapes to the use of multi-touch gestures to support the editing of the drawn shapes.

1 Introduction

Interactive Whiteboards (IWs) are electronic devices having the dimension of a traditional whiteboard, on which it is possible to draw by using virtual pens or the touch screen system. The most advanced of them are enhanced with further capabilities, such as the possibility of supporting both interaction types and distinguishing among the media used for the interaction, making it possible to write with a pen, move objects with a finger and erase with the palm of the hand.

On one hand, a strong increase in the spread of IWs is expected in the future years. In 2006, the Italian Ministry of Education launched a plan for introducing 10'000 IWs in schools. With the present trends, a number of 5'300'000 IWs installed will be reached on a world-wide scale within 2015. In proportion, one IW out of 7 classes [8]. On the other hand, one of the drawbacks of these devices is the lack of software tools which can fully operate on them in order to support teaching. Most of the available software tools, in fact, are still built upon the traditional WIMP (Window, Icon, Menu, Pointing Device) interaction style [4]. Even the most recent of them cannot take advantage from all of the advanced capabilities cited above.

In this paper we present a work in progress aimed at enhancing the interaction with IWs. Our work is focused on the support of teaching geometry in middle school. The teaching of geometry requires a massive use of annotated diagrams. In particular, angles, circles, and closed polygons have to be drawn and they can be annotated with labels representing the identifier or the value of a segment or an angle. Furthermore, the syllabi for middle schools include the explanation on how to calculate areas and perimeters of polygons.

Traditional geometrical software tools, such as CABRI [1], allow to draw geometrical shapes and to edit them. Nevertheless, they use the traditional WIMP paradigm, which, as remarked in [6], requires a significant amount of mode switching and loss of fluidity within the interface. Besides the time loss in the use of the traditional paradigm, it also requires a good acquaintance of the teacher with its menus and tools in order to perform a live lesson. As reported in [5], in many fields, the use of a sketch-based interaction, besides being more intuitive, can significantly improve the efficiency with which the same tools are used.

The prototypical system we propose can effectively take advantage from the capabilities of the more recent IWs, included the use of pen-based and multi-touch interactions. In particular, it is an intelligent sketch-based tutoring system for IW that combines the recognition of hand-drawn geometrical shapes to the use of multi-touch gestures to support the editing of the drawn shapes. It supports the recognition of angles, circles and regular polygons. The recognized shapes can be annotated and the annotated elements can be referred to in simple hand written expressions. These expressions can be used to set the value of the elements and to calculate measures of interest such as the area and the...
perimeter of a drawn shape.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next section contains a brief literature survey on the most recent tools described in the scientific literature for aiding teaching through sketch-based techniques; Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to describe the system’s features design, respectively; in Section 5, a prototypical implementation of the system is described; lastly, some final remarks and a brief discussion on future work conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

Some prototypical software tools based on sketch technology for enhancing the teaching of disciplines in schools have been recently introduced. This is the case of math [6], geometry [4] and physics [3].

One of the first attempt for aiding mathematical problem solving is the MathPad² tool [6]. The tool supports a set of operations, including the recognition and the solution of hand written mathematical expressions, the recognition and the animation of sketched diagrams, as well as the innovative capability of letting the user associate expressions to diagrams. After an association is made, changes in mathematical expressions can be reflected as changes in the diagram and vice versa.

In [4], authors present a system which recognizes hand-drawn figures and hand-written proof scripts. Figures and proofs are written by the teacher in two separate views of the system interface. As for MathPad², one of the most innovative capability is that of accurately establishing the correspondence between geometric components and proof steps: parts of the figures are highlighted as soon as they are used in the proof.

Similar to MathPad², but enhanced with a custom physics engine, is the work described in [3]. The tool provides animation of student-drawn sketches based on the associated mathematics. Such an animation allows students to have a better understanding of physics concepts and can also help students in intuitive verification of their answers to problems.

The surveyed tools have scopes different from the one which has inspired our work. Among those cited, the most related to ours is the work done by Jiang et al. [4]. However, this tool is more oriented to theorem proving and does not fit the needs of middle school programs. Furthermore, it is not specifically designed to support IWs and does not take advantage from multi-touch and multi-modal interaction.

3 System Features

The tool we propose is an intelligent sketch-based tutoring system for IW that combines the recognition of hand-drawn geometrical shapes to the use of multi-touch gestures, in order to support the editing of drawn shapes. The recognition of annotations and short expressions is also supported.

The features of the system have been calibrated upon the middle school syllabus of Italian School. The syllabus published by the Italian Ministry of Education [2] foresees the use of audiovisual equipment to support the teaching of science. In particular, for the teaching of geometry, its use is recommended, together with the recourse to drawings and diagrams. The use of experimental activities is foreseen in geometry as well as in other disciplines. According to the syllabus, the study of geometry must profit from a non-static presentation of the geometric figures, emphasizing their properties by showing their transformation.

More in detail, the syllabus for geometry includes some basic concepts, such as the study of plane and solid figures, the calculation of areas, perimeters, length of segments and magnitude of angles, the Pythagorean theorem. The processes of building figures is also included and foresee the use of tools such as ruler, set square, and compasses. More advanced topics include the Cartesian coordinate system and the Euclidean transformations.

The proposed system supports a set of features including the recognition and manipulation of angles and plane geometrical figures. The support of solid shapes and Cartesian coordinate systems is foreseen for future enhancements.

4 System Design

The system is composed of three different modules, as graphically summarized in Figure 1: (i) a Shape Recognizer which recognizes the sketched geometrical shape and annotations performed on it; (ii) an Expression Recognizer, which recognizes simple expressions referred to elements of the drawn shapes; (iii) a Gesture Recognizer which recognizes gestures performed on the shapes in order to edit them. The input is dispatched to the right recognizer, according to the type of interaction (pen-based or finger-based). Expressions can be distinguished from shapes and annotations, since they are performed on separated views.

4.1 Shape Recognizer

The Shape Recognizer supports the recognition of angles, circles and regular polygons. In our initial prototype, a shape must be completed in a single pen stroke. As soon as a stroke is entered, a cusp detection procedure is run, in order to obtain the count and the positions of cusps in the stroke. The stroke is resampled in a sequence of equally
spaced points. A stroke can be firstly classified as a segment, an angle or a shape on the basis of the number of cusps it contains (0, 1, > 1, respectively). A further check for closure is applied on strokes classified as shapes. This is performed by checking that the distance between the last and first points of the stroke is smaller than a given threshold. If this check fails, the stroke is left unrecognized and it is automatically erased from the screen. A stroke classified as a shape is further analyzed in order to correctly classify it as a circle or a polygon. This step is performed by evaluating a measure of circularity as reported in [3]: the standard deviation of the angle subtended at the stroke’s centroid by each line segment in the stroke is computed and for values smaller than a threshold, the stroke is classified as a circle, otherwise it is classified as a polygon. A polygon is further classified in a triangle (equilateral, isosceles or scalene), a four-sided shape (whose type can be square, rectangle, diamond or rhomboid), or an n-sided regular polygon (pentagon, hexagon and octagon).

As soon as a stroke is classified, it is immediately beautified. In past research on sketch recognition, beautification has not always been regarded as a desirable feature. In particular, Plimmer and Apperley [9] found that in the early stages of a design process, the users appreciated that the look and feel of a rough sketch was maintained. Nevertheless, the above findings were recorded on the recognition of user interface diagrams. These diagrams can contain many elements and the precision with which single elements are drawn is not essential for their understanding. In our case, instead, a single shape is entered and a higher precision is required, so we regarded beautification as desirable. The procedures for recognition and beautification of the entered strokes are based on the algorithms described in [7].

After they have been recognized, the shapes can be annotated. An annotation can be a number, a letter, or a dashed line. The annotation is assigned to the annotated elements by proximity: it must be drawn within a given distance threshold and is assigned to the closest element to which it can be referred. Given the sets of points of both a graphical element and the annotation, the distance is calculated as the minimum of the distances between any two of their respective points. A number can be used to set the length of the side of a polygon, the circumference of a circle, or the magnitude of an angle. A special convention is used for letters: capital letters must be associated to vertexes and lower-case letters to sides. A dashed line can be used to highlight parts of interest of a shape: the bisector of an angle, the height of a triangle, the radius or the diameter of a circle, the apothem of a regular polygon and so on.

4.2 Gesture Recognizer

The entered shapes can be edited through the use of multi-touch gestures. The semantics of the gesture set has been thought to enable the most desirable editing functionalities for each shape. First of all, it is possible to enlarge and shrink the size of a drawn shape. This is performed by pinching inwards or outwards of the shape.

If an angle has been drawn, its magnitude can be changed through a two-finger rotate gesture: a finger must be pointed on the vertex and the other on one of its rays. With the first finger standing on the vertex, the second finger is rotated and the underneath ray is moved jointly with it. Another set of gestures is available for shapes. By keeping the finger pressed on an angle or on a side of a shape and then swiping the finger, it is possible to move the element and change the aspect ratio of the shape: with this gesture it is possible to change the type of the entered shape. For instance, a rectangle can be changed to a square by pressing on one of its short sides and then swiping it to narrow the long sides. A scalene triangle can be changed to isosceles by moving one of its vertexes.

When editing the shape, visual feedbacks are given to the user to point out that the shape is going to change its type. When an editing operation entails a change in the magnitude of an angle, a small circular arc centered at the vertex of the angle is shown. As soon as its magnitude is close to 90 degrees, a small square is shown in place of it. This is useful to let the user easily set right angles. The contour of a shape is also colored in green as soon as a change in shape type is detected. Numeric labels, with which sides and angles are annotated, are also changed when the shapes are modified. More precisely, their values change proportionally to the extent of the modification. The precision with which the new value is reported is the same of the original value. This holds for the number of decimal digits used to report the length of the side of a shape and the fractions of a degree (e.g., minutes and seconds) used to report the magnitude of an angle.

4.3 Expression Recognizer

The Expression Recognizer recognizes simple handwritten scripts. The scripts can be composed of different steps. In each step, geometrical elements of the drawn shapes can be referred with the letters used to annotate them. An assignment statement (with the = operator) can be used to set angle magnitudes and side lengths. Angles can be referred to using both the classical notation (three letters identifying its rays) and the simplified notation using only its vertex. It is worth noting that an assignment can cause a change in the shape proportions or type. In this case, a refresh of the view is triggered.

When the '?' special character is used on right-hand side of the assignment statements, it is automatically substituted by the system, provided that its value can be calculated using the data annotated on the shape or entered in the previous steps. \( P \) and \( A \) (capital) characters are used to refer to the perimeter and the area of the currently drawn shape, respectively. As soon as an expression is evaluated and recognized as valid, it is converted to printed characters.

The Expression Recognizer is a simplification of the one presented in [4]. Firstly, a partition of the hand writing is performed in order to distinguish different symbols in each expression. Then, the symbol are recognized. The set of symbols only includes number, letters and the '=' and '?' special characters. The semantic interpretation is easier than that used in [4], due to the smaller number of avail-
able symbols and operations. In our design, an expression is evaluated as soon as a timer expires from the time of the last input event. If the expression is syntactically correct, the step is executed and a beautified version of the expression is shown in place of the sketched one, otherwise, the system waits for further input.

5 Implementation

A prototype implementing most of the features of the above described system has been developed in Java language. The interface of the application is vertically divided into two parts. On the left side, figures can be drawn and annotated. The right side is for expressions.

Figure 2 shows some screenshots of the system interface as soon as an action is performed: in Figure 2(a), a stroke representing a right-angled triangle has been drawn; the system substitutes the sketched version with a beautified one (the lower-left vertex is recognized as a right angle, as shown in Figure 2(b)); by pressing and then swiping the finger on the upper vertex the shape is changed and a new right-angled triangle is produced (Figure 2(c)); the triangle is then annotated with a number (3.2) to set the length of its base. Furthermore, the height from the upper vertex is traced out and annotated with the $h$ character (Figure 2(d)). In the right view, the expression $h = 2$ is entered. As soon as the expression is recognized, the sketched version is beautified. The user can enter a new expression ($A = ?$, as shown in Figure 2(e)), in order to calculate the area of the triangle. As soon as the last expression is entered, the system substitutes it with a beautified expression reporting the value of the area.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a new software tool for the IW. The underlying idea is the replacement of the classical WIMP paradigm in favor of a more natural interaction, based only on pen draws and hand-touches. We have applied this idea to the case of the teaching of geometry. The proposed system is a smart sketch-based tutoring system prototype for IW that combines the recognition of hand-drawn geometrical shapes to the use of multi-touch gestures to support the editing of the drawn shapes. In a first informal test with pilot users, we have noted several positive aspects. First, we report an appreciation of the new interaction paradigm, particularly in relation to the ease of use of the tool: it is not required to remember menu layouts to use specific functionalities. Second, we report an increased fluidity in teaching: indeed, the new interaction paradigm does not compel the teacher to introduce annoying pauses in the lesson, as with classical menu-based applications. Finally, due to the absence of menu and toolboxes, the whole space of the whiteboard is fully available for the lesson.

More formal experiments are necessary to fully evaluate the effectiveness and the efficiency of the system. In particular, as future work, we are planning to carry out an experiment in which specific tasks are executed. These tasks must simulate the execution of traditional and online short training sessions. As a result, we aim at comparing the efficiency of interacting with the IW with both the classical WIMP and the proposed paradigms. We will also evaluate the satisfaction of tutors and learners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Department of architecture Hosei University plans to receive an assessment for Japan Accreditation Board for Engineering Education (JABEE). JABEE is assurance that a college or university engineering education programs meet the quality standards established by the profession for which it prepares its students. The evaluation team of JABEE reviews evidence such as course materials or outcomes such as student projects. In the accreditation of JABEE, the result of study (outcomes) and education (evidence) are evaluated. All of the outcomes and the evidences need to be archived. They need to be searched responding to the diverse education history of each student. Therefore, we plan to introduce a means of digitalization for all of outcomes and evidences. They are archived and searched according to educational practice of department of architecture. We developed web-based application that we call 'integrated archiving environment'. We consider the IAE a basis for ePortfolio.

ePortfolios are electronic versions of portfolios. Portfolios are normally used to showcase and assess a person’s achievements and learning goals [1][3]. Portfolios have been used in arts and architectural course for years. However, when all outcomes that are created on an architectural course would plan to be digitalized, the digitalization process may encounter many difficulties.

● Means of Digitalization
The students of department of architecture produce a lot of architectural works. Most of them are not originally digitalize. For example, there are architectural model, handwritten and drawn sheets and presentation board. These architectural works are hard to digitalize. The paper size of handwritten and drawn sheet is more than A3. And architectural model is not flat. Therefore, in order to digitalize, some special instruments are required.

● Promptness of Digitalization
Moreover, promptness of digitalization should be considered. For instance the laboratory teaching situation and the works of student are recorded by using camera during the class. Usually, the shot picture save into the media of camera such as memory-card according to specific rule of file naming. The shot picture and its students are specified and then the file name generated by the camera is changed accordingly. If the shot picture and its student were specified immediately, the shot pictures will become available as material of discussion in classrooms additionally if would make academic staff’s lives easier.

● Storage for Large Files
In HOSEI University, Course Management System (CMS) has been used since 2007 by users campus-wide. The CMS has already been available to distribute the handout or to submit the report. Part of outcomes and evidences for department of architecture has been already stored in CMS. However, all outcomes and evidences cannot archive in the CMS because limit of file capacity becomes a problem. Generally, the report file for classroom lecture requires 1 to 2 megabytes. However the report file for laboratory teaching requires anywhere 30 to 100 megabytes per student in department of architecture. Therefore, CMS that are available throughout the Hosei University cannot save the whole outcomes for department of architecture.

Therefore, toward the realization of so-called ePortfolio, we have to focus on the means of digitalization at the first setout. Moreover, current learning activities are never modified. The underpinning initiative of this research is to develop a means of computerization and to manage the computerized outcomes and evidences.

This paper is organized as follows. First we will list the requirements of IAE. In the following section, we describe IAE. Finally, we explain the future work and the conclusion.
II. Requirements for IAE

Many software problems arise from shortcomings in the ways that people gather, agree on and modify the product’s requirements. In fact, errors made during the requirements stage account for 40 to 60 percent of all defects found in a software project [8]. So, we had a great deal of time discussing for requirements of IAE.

The Requirements Engineering (RE) Process has 4 processes. There is requirements elicitation, evaluation, specification (documentation) and quality assurance. This process is iteration on successive increments according to a spiral model [6][7]. We obtained the requirements of IAE through a few requirements process.

IAE should meet the following requirements. These requirements will offer numerous result suggestions to other area such as art courses.

A. Top Goal

We are aiming to enrich the educational environment of the Department of Architecture by enabling both teachers and students to share fully the learning experiences. To this end, all the educational outcomes and evidence of the department must be stored and maintained properly. That material includes the educational guidance provided by the teachers and the work produced by the students such as lecture reports, and handwritten design drawings and architectural models created in laboratory teaching classes. Some of them are inherently digital, and the others need to be converted to digitalized.

Therefore, we have to consider educational practice of individual classes and then we prepare the appropriate data-saving environment accordingly. Moreover, we will provide the means of digitalization for non-electronic material.

B. Data Capacity

IAE data should be maintained at least for four years, these have to be browsed and retrieved at the appropriate rate.

The students' learning history is used for reflection [2] by them. Moreover teachers can refer to the previous works of students for information about level of attainment. We have to calculate precisely what capacity the IAE will need. For instance, in the laboratory teaching classes of our department of architecture, students submit works over three times per semester. If students compress a file of their work, on average, the volume of data of each student's work is 100 MB. Department of architecture has over 150 people per in every grade.

C. Functionality

In laboratory teaching classes, photographs of learning activities and students' work are taken by teaching assistant. The creation process of each student are recorded and can be used for future guidance.

Usually, the shot picture save into the media of camera such as memory-card according to specific rule of file naming. Therefore, after class, teaching assistants have to change the file names of those photographs from automatically assigned ones to student numbers to identify who the photographs belong to. Because that operation depends entirely on the assistants’ memory, it is subject to human error.

Therefore, we need to prepare preventive measures against such mistakes. If real-time photograph identification becomes possible and image files linked to each student can be stored directly onto the IAE server, it will not only prevent errors but also expand the possibilities of taught in a laboratory. For example, teachers will be able to hold discussions or give guidance, retrieving and presenting the image files of a student to other students in the class.

C. Interoperability

It is important to consider that interoperability between information system provided by Hosei University and IAE.

1) The Authentication Check

In the light of password management and user-friendliness, the authentication check of IAE needs to work together with the authentication system constructed by our university.

2) Course Registration to IAE

Class information, such as class names or teachers in charge, is managed by the academic affairs system. Therefore, the data required to set up the IAE has to be imported from academic affairs system.

3) Retrieve data of CMS

In some didactic manner classes, the receiving of report is performed via CMS provided by the university. We have to consider how the data of CMS are imported and subsequently how imported data are saved in IAE server.

III. IAE

Figure 1 shows conceptual image of IAE [5]. IAE provides function to store the outcomes and evidences, to accept the outcomes and evidences, and to digitalize the handwritten materials. We’d like to say, IAE providing the means of digitalization and data management without changing educational practice of department of architecture.
IAE consists of three tools: First is management of outcomes and evidences (store and accept). Next is the means of digitalization using by Quick Response (QR) code and thirdly, there is the sequential uploading system for the management of photograph.

A. Management of outcomes and evidences

Year is basic to manage for outcomes and evidences. Web application of IAE also is realized on a year basis. Figure 2 shows sitemap of IAE. Each site is arranged in a hierarchy basis on year. Moreover, user is able to operate IAE in the same operational feeling as PC such as Finder of Mac or Explorer of Windows.

B. Means of Digitalization using by QR Code

In means of digitalization, barcode is used for identification of student ID and his or her hand drawn report. The type of barcode is found in several types, such as code39, JAN-13/ EAN13 and QR code. In the light of error correcting level for code reading, we decided to employ the QR code. QR code is a specific matrix barcode. The code consists of black modules arranged in a square pattern on a background. The information encoded can be text, URL or other data. QR codes are used in a much broader context, including marketing campaigns, ticketing and email marketing and couponing. Specification of QR code is standardized as ISO/IEC 18004 (JIS X 0510) [4].

Figure 3 shows QR code label of IAE. In IAE, student IDs are encoded as QR code label, and then the QR code label are distributed to student. IAE provides the means of digitalization by QR code label is put on every hard drawn report. Initially, QR code label is created by using provided data from the academic affairs data. Staff downloads the student ID data from IAE server to staff’s computer, and then QR coded students ID are printed by application for generating QR code. Ten QR code labels per student are distributed at department guidance of the beginning of a semester. If student finished up the QR code label, staff can always print out it because QR code label can be easily printed. Next, The report that put the QR code seal is read with a high-speed scanner, and is made a digitalized file that the student number is identified. These digitalized files are uploaded all at once. Finally, these files are automatically saved on the appropriate folder of class name to student ID basis.

B. The sequential uploading system for the management of photograph

We’ve combined various technologies in order to make it possible to promptly upload photograph after shooting works of students. The procedure is described followings. First, photographs accumulated in the camera are automatically transferred to a dedicated PC. Then, the accumulated photographs are uploaded to IAE server by using software which works to identify photographs and student numbers and to upload them to IAE server.

The efforts performed by the camera and PC are as follows. We use the camera that accept Eye-Fi memory card. Eye-Fi memory card is a kind of SD memory card with built-in wireless LAN client function. Therefore, it is possible to transfer recorded photographs to PC or server without ejecting memory cards from digital camera or connecting digital camera to PC. In order to smoothly move photos from camera to PC, we setup the extremely small wireless adopter to PC. So, PC can operate as an access point.

To upload to the IAE server, we developed software. Figure 4 shows conceptual image of sequential uploading system for the management of photograph and figure 5 shows screen shot of this software. This software will
support to specify a photographed picture and student number easily and then execute to upload the picture to IAE server. Moreover, we take a careful note of the maintenance of software. To be more precise, if there is a change for software, the program update is executed without reinstalling the software to individual PCs.

In e-portfolio, it will be desired to coordinate the all processes such as how an active learning is executed in class, what kind of change is generated during the learning process, and what kind of learning outcome is accomplished. Learning results by printing media and electronic media are obviously mixed in college unless originally it is required to create the learning results electronically like a coursework in college or for correspondence courses or Internet college. Like the examples in this article, it will be difficult to computerize or continuously preserve all learning results for the courses that put more importance on creations such as architecture and art course. IAE accomplished a great contribution by providing the support and eventually conquering the difficulty.

E-portfolio started getting attention even in Japan from around the last year. In Japan, e-portfolio has been utilized for two purposes. Firstly it aims for personal progress centered on self-evaluation and secondly it aims for how a learning procedure can be facilitated by the learning process in class. Our approach is to support the latter. For approaching with e-portfolio as how the learning process can facilitate a learning procedure, it will be indispensable to approach for computerizing the learning results while constructing the e-portfolio system at the same time.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, it aimed for sharing the environment of “Learning” between teachers and students and enriching the educational environment of the architectural course, and the integrated preservation environment for outcomes and evidences was constructed. We elicited the requirements for IAE, and then specified and completed it as a system.

IAE started the operation from April 2011. Because it has been only for several weeks since its utilization, the evaluation with questionnaire and system log analysis would become the future issue. However, the evaluation seems to be generally favorable for the several courses that have already started the utilization. We would like to proceed the evaluation while accumulating the usage results from now on.
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Abstract—In this paper we introduce our approach to implementing context-rich sketch-based interfaces. By “context-rich” we mean interfaces for systems that refer to real-world objects. For example, a system that allowed the user to draw on an annotated video feed instead of a blank canvas would yield this kind of context-richness. We describe “Drawing on the World”, the concept that taking what is being drawn on into consideration results in increased ease of development and a better user experience in sketch recognition.

We created a description language, called StepStool, and an engine to interpret StepStool descriptions. StepStool is used to describe the relationship between context (objects on the canvas) and drawn shapes to determine the shapes’ meanings. We used StepStool to implement the context-rich control interface to a robotic forklift (see [2], [11]). We use that interface in this paper to describe StepStool’s use.

In our future work, we propose two extensions to StepStool that could make it more broadly applicable. The first extension allows StepStool to be used with non-robotic systems. The second proposed extension allows StepStool to be used with other modalities—e.g., hand gesture recognition.

Index Terms—Gesture Computing, Human-Machine Interface Design, Sketch and Gesture Based Design, Sketch Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

Sketch is everywhere. From an early age we are taught to communicate ideas to one another using pen and paper and to interpret drawn diagrams. In the Multimodal Understanding Group we are interested in simplifying the way people interact with systems, by giving those systems the ability to understand human modes of communication, i.e., speech, sketch, and hand gesture. The work presented here focuses on sketch.

We present work that simplifies the task of creating sketch-based systems. We do this by separating sketch recognition into its own module. Within this module we separate the lower-level sketch recognition from the higher-level domain specification. We call the low-level task “shape recognition”, because it recognizes a stroke as one of a set of shapes. We call the higher-level task “context recognition”, because it involves comparing the shape to context. The work presented here focuses on context recognition. We introduce a description language, called StepStool1, that facilitates describing shape-to-object relationships.

A. Related Work

Much work has been done on the task of low-level primitive shape recognition. Earlier systems [8], [12] use simple corner-detection-based recognizers to determine when a stroke should be broken into line segments, and classify strokes accordingly. Paulson and Hammond [6] created a system, called “PaleoSketch”, that uses heuristics to classify a stroke as one of eight primitive shapes. We partially reimplemented PaleoSketch, and used it with our StepStool engine. Our work treats the shape recognizer as a black box and works with its output.

Much work has been aimed at developing domain-independent sketch recognizers. Hammond and Davis’ approach to this task [4] involved creating a new language to describe a sketch domain—a lexicon of shapes, shape beautifications, and editing gestures for shapes—and a compiler for that language. Their system could make low-level shape recognitions (e.g., lines, circles, and curves). It involved describing geometric relations between them using a description language, called LADDER, to define higher-level shapes. Our language, StepStool, is inspired greatly by this work in both spirit and name.

Context in sketch recognition has been widely used. Alvarado et al. [1] incorporated context to distinguish various hand-drawn shapes from one another in the domain of free body diagrams. Similarly, Ouyang and Davis [5] present a machine learning approach to achieving domain independence in sketch recognition. They do this by incorporating what they call “local context” in their sketch recognition system. Local context consists of the area around the strokes being classified. A major drawback of Ouyang’s approach (common to all machine learning approaches) is that it requires training data. We decided to use a description-based approach to avoid the need for a training step.

Several systems have been developed that adopt a remote-command-and-control architecture [3], [7], [9], i.e., an architecture in which a human controls a robot with a sketch-enabled mobile device. These systems have the ability to detect objects in the world. We built off the idea that we could annotate camera images with these detected objects and use the context of the camera image to control the robot’s actions in the world. We describe our approach to this command-and-control architecture in [2].

II. TERMINOLOGY

Before describing our work, we begin by defining the sketch terminology we use in this paper.
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Fig. 1. The progression of a stroke through a shape into a gesture. In this example, a stroke is recognized as a circle, and then classified as a “Pickup” gesture because it was drawn on an item of cargo.

A. Strokes, Shapes, and Gestures

Fig. 1 shows the relationship between strokes, shapes, and gestures as we define them in our system. Strokes are a sequence of timestamped \((x, y)\) coordinates, and shapes are geometric primitives. Strokes are interpreted to be one of a fixed set of shapes by a shape recognizer (like Paulson’s PaleoSketch [6]). Gestures are shapes with meaning. They are given that meaning based on what the shape was drawn on and around, i.e., based on context. We call the part of the system that classifies shapes as gestures the “Context Analyzer”. The focus of our work is on implementing this context analyzer.

B. Domain Knowledge vs. World Context

Our system assumes some kind of “world” exists. That is, our system assumes that the user is not only drawing sketches on a blank canvas, but drawing sketches on a world populated with objects. This involves making a conceptual switch. Fig. 2 demonstrates this idea. On the left are several strokes. Looked at alone, their meaning is unclear. When world context is added, as it is on the right, suddenly some meaning can be attributed to the strokes.

Our system distinguishes between “domain knowledge” and “world context”. We define “domain knowledge” as “the lexicon of shapes we need to recognize”. For example, in circuit diagrams, the lexicon includes diodes, wires, and resistors. We define “world context” to mean “what is being drawn on and around”. For example, in circuit diagrams a resistor’s context is “between two wires”. Our system uses both world context and domain knowledge to recognize gestures.

C. The World, the World Model, and the Scene

We distinguish between the “world”, “world model”, and “scene” in our system. The world is the place that you and I live in. In robotic systems, we want the system to interact with the world. The world model is where a system stores select information about the world. In the case of a robot, this could be the position and orientation of a soda can it is trying to pick up. The scene is a StepStool-specific construct that stores a subset of the information in the world model. It is separate from the world model to decrease the complexity of the system. This simplification facilitates writing correct StepStool descriptions.

D. Grounding Gestures to Referents

Lastly, we define the meaning of “grounding gestures to referents” in sketch recognition. Referents are defined by their association to a gesture. Each gesture must reference some object that the gesture is meant to act on. This object must exist in the world. For example, without a reference to the soda can, the system could not understand a “pickup” command. “Grounding” is the process of making that association.

III. StepStool

Inspired by LADDER [4], StepStool is a description language meant to simplify how context-rich sketch-based systems are implemented. StepStool allows the programmer to focus completely on the rules that describe gestures instead of having to implement shape and context recognizers. StepStool’s purpose is to distill domain knowledge and world context, thus facilitating the implementation of context-rich sketch interfaces.

Our main motivation when designing StepStool, was to create a language that is straightforward and human-readable. StepStool is straightforward in the sense that small conceptual changes to the software specification result in small changes to the StepStool description files. As a result of being straightforward, shapes can be “overloaded”, or assigned more than one meaning depending on context. For example, a circle could either be a command to pick something up, or a command to put something down. The difference would be what is being circled—an object, or the ground. StepStool is human-readable relative to a programming language.

We implemented a StepStool engine that interprets StepStool descriptions. The following sections go into how the StepStool engine is intended to be used as a library (§III-A), describe what the syntax of the language looks like and why (§III-B), and present an example of the system in use in a robotic forklift (§III-C & §III-D).

A. Use in a General System

![Control Flow Diagram](image)

Fig. 3. The control flow of a system using the StepStool interpretation engine.

We implemented a StepStool engine that allows an application to use StepStool to implement a sketch-
based interface. Fig. 3 shows a high-level view of how the engine is meant to fit into a sketch-based system.

1) An object is detected in the world and the world model is populated with a representation of that object.
2) The user draws a stroke, which is passed to the shape recognizer.
3) The shape recognizer classifies the stroke as a shape and passes the shape into the StepStool engine.
4) The scene is populated with relevant 2D data from the world model.
5) The StepStool engine’s condition module compares the shape with the objects in the scene.
6) The StepStool engine returns a gesture classification, that the system can handle in a system-specific way.

Note that despite not having access to the real world via sensors as robots do, we anticipate that StepStool could work well with non-robotic systems. StepStool’s only interaction with the world is through the world model. The resultant gesture classification is sent to a system-specific handler. Thus, the system can use StepStool to classify new strokes based on the results of previous strokes’ classifications. We describe this idea further in our future work section.

**B. Syntax & Details**

\[
(\text{S}) ::= (\text{object}) | (\text{shape}) | (\text{gesture})
\]

\[
(\text{object}) ::= \text{“object”} (\text{ident}) \{ \{ \text{attrib-list} \} \} \text{“end”}
\]

\[
(\text{shape}) ::= \text{“shape”} (\text{ident}) \{ \{ \text{attrib-list} \} \} \text{“end”}
\]

\[
(\text{attrib-list}) ::= \text{“has”} (\text{ident}) \{ \text{“;”} (\text{ident}) \}
\]

\[
(\text{gesture}) ::= \text{“gesture”} (\text{ident}) \text{“shapeof”} (\text{ident}) \text{“referent”}
\]

\[
\{ (\text{ident}) | \text{“projected”} \} \{ \{ \text{“given”} (\text{ident}) \} \text{“end”}
\]

\[
(\text{cond}) ::= (\text{“shape”} | \{ \text{full-ident} \}) \{ \text{“not”} | \text{“!”} | \text{“approx”} | \text{“~”} \} \{ \text{cond-kw} \} \{ (\text{full-ident}) \text{“true”} | \text{“false”} \}
\]

\[
(\text{full-ident}) ::= (\text{ident}) \{ \text{“;”} (\text{ident}) \}[\text{“[*]”} | \text{“[%]”}]
\]

Fig. 4. The extended Backus-Naur Form for StepStool descriptions. (\text{ident}) (short for “identifier”) is a placeholder for any string. (\text{num}) denotes a number. (\text{cond-kw}) is a condition keyword from fig. 6. Parenthesis with bars (“|” and “|”) with “[|]” denote one of a set of elements must be inserted. Square brackets (“[|]” and “[|]”) denote optional elements. Curly braces (“{” and “}”) denote optional repetition (i.e., 0 or more).

StepStool defines three kinds of descriptions: shape descriptions, object descriptions, and gesture descriptions. Shape and object descriptions are lists of geometric attributes\(^2\), while a gesture description lists the conditions that classify a shape as a gesture. Fig. 4 presents the syntax of all three StepStool description types in extended Backus-Naur Form.

Fig. 5 shows one example each of an object description, a shape description, and a gesture description. Object and shape descriptions are meant to describe the objects found in the scene and the shapes to be recognized. Object and shape attributes—denoted by the has directive—are compared together by the StepStool engine according to the conditions listed in gesture descriptions. By default, each shape and each object is given position and size attributes. These attributes are used to evaluate the conditions listed in fig. 6.

**Condition Keywords**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>inside on shapeof below leftof larger is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 5. Examples of an object, shape, and gesture description. The “Follow” gesture is a command to follow a circled person. The person and circle descriptions exist to be referenced in the gesture. The person is the gesture’s referent. The circle is the gesture’s shape.

A gesture description lists the conditions that classify a gesture. These conditions are of the form “x [ cond] y”, where [cond] is one of the conditions from fig. 6. For example, the gesture in fig. 5 has two conditions: “shape on person” and “shape sizeof person”. “shape on person” means the shape must be drawn on the person. “shape sizeof person” means the shape must be the same size as the person.

The three elements of a gesture description, that are not in fig. 6 are the shapeof, the referent, and the given keywords. The shapeof condition limits what kinds of shapes can be classified as the gesture. The referent directive assigns a referent to the gesture, i.e., it denotes what the gesture is meant to be grounded to. This referent must appear in a given directive. The given directive allows the description to reference objects. This is useful when the referent is an object in the scene or when the drawn shape needs to have a specific geometric relationship to specific objects in the world.

Some gestures do not act upon an object in the world.

---

\(^2\)Currently these attributes are all stored as integers.
Instead, those gestures have an effect upon the system. For example, in fig. 7 the Path gesture is a command for the forklift to follow a path. This gesture does not directly effect any object. Instead, it effects the system. This interaction between the Path gesture and the system can be modeled with projection. The gesture is projected into the world. The Path gesture’s referent is its projection. Being grounded to “projected” means that a new referent must be created for this gesture.

```
gesture Select
  shapeof Circle
  referent body
  given Body body
  shape on body
  shape approx larger body
end

gesture AddBody
  shapeof Circle
  referent projected
end
```

Fig. 8. The two gestures here demonstrate the need for an evaluation priority. When the conditions of the one on the left are satisfied, the conditions for the one on the right will also be satisfied. To determine which classification to make, StepStool implements a priority queue of gestures. The programmer must assign the Select gesture higher priority so that when a body is circled, it is selected. When no body is circled, the AddBody gesture is classified and the system will project a circular body.

Fig. 8 shows a situation where a shape could be classified as more than one gesture, namely a Select gesture or an AddBody gesture. To break these sorts of ties, the gestures are stored in a prioritized list. Gestures are evaluated sequentially by priority. StepStool classifies a shape as the first gesture found to be valid.

StepStool also has several constants, modifiers, and operators. Constants include all the numbers, true, false, and shape. shape is used as a constant to allow a gesture to compare the drawn shape (the one being classified) to the objects in the scene. The not (or !) and approx (or ~) modifiers negate and loosen conditions, respectively. The statement “shape larger body” evaluates to false if the shape is the same size as body. The statement “shape approx larger body”, however, evaluates to true when the shape is the same size as the body. Thus, we do not need to implement an “outside” condition; we write “not inside” instead.

Lastly, there are situations where each or all of a certain class of object need to be referenced. For example, the path in fig. 7 cannot intersect any Box or Truck objects (“shape not on Box[*]” and “shape not on Truck[*]”). Similarly, when commanding the forklift to pick up some cargo, the drawn shape must be the same size as at least one item of cargo (“shape approx sizeof Cargo[%]”). For this purpose, we included the [*] and [%] modifiers to mean “ensure all of this type of object satisfy this condition” and “ensure at least one of this type of object satisfies this condition”.

C. Implementation: The Forklift Project

We implemented a robotic control interface [2] to an autonomous forklift [11] using our StepStool interpretation engine. In this section, we describe a subset of the descriptions used to implement [2]. With this subset, we demonstrate StepStool’s intended use in a system, and we specify the purpose of each description type.

```
object Forklift
  has vx, vy
end

object Pallet
  has pickup
end

object Truck
  has vx, vy
end
```

Fig. 9. These three object descriptions are lists of attributes describing the objects that appear in the world. In our example there are only forklifts, pallets, and trucks in the world.

Fig. 9 shows example object descriptions. The Forklift description is meant to make the state of the robot visible to the StepStool engine. The Pallet and Truck descriptions are meant to describe common warehouse objects. The vx and vy attributes keep track of velocity, and the loaded, pickup, and pallets attributes keep track of elements of the objects’ states; namely whether the forklift is loaded (i.e., already carrying a pallet), whether a pallet is already scheduled for pickup, and how many pallets are on the truck.

```
shape Dot
end

shape Line
has x1, y1
end

shape Circle
has x, y, r
end
```

Fig. 10. Each of these three shape descriptions is a representation of what the shape recognizer recognizes. Note that the Dot description has no attributes, because position and size attributes are enough to describe it.

Fig. 10 shows example shape descriptions. These descriptions are StepStool’s interface to the shape recognizer. They describe useful shape attributes. The shape recognizer we use in this example recognizes only three shapes: a dot (or “click”), a line (or curve—any open region), and a circle (or polygon—any closed region).

Fig. 11 shows example gesture descriptions. Notice the use of gesture overloading in these examples. There are contexts in which a circle denotes a “pick up that pallet” command and there are contexts in which it denotes “place that pallet down”. The dot has a similar dual nature. The priority given to these gestures is left-to-right then top-to-bottom. Thus, if the forklift is not “loaded” (i.e., not holding any cargo) when an appropriately-sized circle is drawn and no pallet is found in the scene, then the PickUpP gesture will be recognized. If the user draws a circle around a detected pallet, however, the StepStool engine would recognize the PickUpR gesture.

3Pallets are the smallest unit of transported goods handled by a forklift. Pallets provide a way to package cargo so that forklifts can manipulate that cargo—by inserting the forklift’s tines in two slots in the pallet.

4Note that the Dot description has an empty body, because the default position and size attributes suffice to describe dots. The purpose of adding this “empty” description is to distinguish it from other shapes.
that a pickup gesture was recognized. The steps through the interface’s recognition system. At the far right, we see steps through the forklift’s object detection system. The bottom path shows Fig. 12. The process of recognizing a pickup gesture. The top path shows the descriptions from fig. 9, fig. 10, and fig. 11 have been loaded into the system in order.

D. Forklift Project Run-Through

This section follows the process the StepStool engine takes when interpreting a gesture. For this example, we will assume the descriptions from fig. 9, fig. 10, and fig. 11 have been loaded into the system in order.

The process starts with the user drawing a stroke (shown in red in fig. 12) on top of a pallet. The shape recognizer recognizes it as a circle (shown in green along the bottom path in fig. 12) and passes the shape to StepStool. The forklift’s sensors have already detected the pallet and made some representation of it in the world model. When StepStool sees that a stroke has been drawn, it imports all the objects displayed on the canvas into the scene. Note, that one of these objects is a Forklift object. This is a representation of the forklift’s current state.

The StepStool engine operates as follows. First, since the shape is a circle, all gestures that include “shapeof Circle” (the top four in fig. 11) are evaluated in order of priority. First, StepStool evaluates the DropOffR gesture. According to the given statements there must be at least one pallet and one forklift object in the scene. There are—as mentioned above, they were just loaded into the scene—so the process continues. First, “shape on pal” is evaluated. This evaluates to true, so the next condition, “fork.loaded is true” is evaluated. This second statement evaluates to false, because the forklift is not loaded. The StepStool engine discards this gesture and moves on to the next one: PickUpR. The StepStool engine goes through the same steps as with the previous gesture description. This time, the last condition, “fork.loaded is false” evaluates to true. All conditions in the PickUpR gesture have evaluated to true, so the StepStool engine returns it. The engine does not look at either of the remaining 2 descriptions.

E. An Aside about “Correcting” Shape Classifications

Early versions of the forklift project’s shape classifier often returned inaccurate shape classifications. If a user’s stroke was not a perfect circle or overlapped itself to too great a degree, the shape recognizer would classify the stroke as a polyline instead of a circle. We found that the inaccuracy of our primitive shape recognizer was acceptable, because there were distinctive elements of the scene in our domain, that distinguished mis-classified polylines (strokes the user intended to draw as circles) from actual polylines. Thus we think that it is worth noting that adding context (with StepStool or otherwise) has the ability to improve stroke-to-gesture recognition in certain cases.

IV. Future Work

Development of our StepStool system was directed heavily by the forklift project (described in [11]). We expect that the language in its current form will not suffice in implementing many sketch-based systems. However, we see a lot of potential in our approach. The following sections list what we consider promising extensions to StepStool. They have the potential to make StepStool more broadly applicable.

A. Non-Robotic “Real Worlds”

Fig. 13. The architecture used when implementing a system without the ability to sense the real world. The world model stores the state of the canvas. Gestures act directly upon the world model by adding things to the world model, or editing things in the world model.
We propose making an ASSIST [1] clone that uses drawing on the world, to test the efficacy and flexibility of using StepStool on systems with no connection to the real world (i.e., non-robotic systems). Fig. 13 shows the architecture of such a system. The “world” that the user is drawing on is the world of the canvas. When the program starts, the world model is empty. The user draws an outline that is recognized as a circle. The circle is interpreted to be a body and added to the world model. Later, when a circle is drawn around that body, the system classifies it as a selection gesture.

```
gesture StartBody
shapeof Line referent projected
shape not on Body[*]
end

gesture AddBody
shapeof Circle referent projected
shape not on Body[*]
end

gesture AddWheel
shapeof Circle referent projected
given Body body
shape on body
end

gesture ContBody
shapeof Circle referent projected
given BodyPart bp
shape approx on bp
end

gesture EndBody
shapeof Line referent bp
given BodyPart bp
shape approx on bp
end
```

Fig. 14. Possible gesture descriptions in the ASSIST implementation.

Fig. 14 gives examples of how these gesture descriptions could look. The StartBody, AddBody, and AddWheel gestures’ referents are “projected” because their purpose is creating bodies in the world model. In the case of StartBody, a BodyPart is made, because the shape that was drawn did not fully close. Later, when a continuing or completing stroke finishes the body, it can be added to the world model.

B. Other Input Modes

We would like to extend StepStool to include other input modalities. For example, we could write a hand gesture recognizer that compares hand gestures against context to yield context-rich hand gestures. Examples of this would include work from [10], in which machine learning approaches are used to distinguish between a subset of flight deck hand signals. In this system, we would have to switch our vocabulary from “strokes” to “hand movements” and from “shapes” to “hand signals”. “Hand gestures” would then be specific commands. The context of these commands would be the state of the flight deck.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our approach to implementing context-rich sketch-based interfaces. Our approach was based on distilling the details of context into a description language we call StepStool. We implemented and described a StepStool engine, that followed StepStool descriptions to make gesture interpretations. We described how the engine was meant to be used in an arbitrary system. Finally, we gave an example of StepStool’s use in the mobile command interface to a robotic forklift and followed the recognition of a stroke in that system through a shape into a gesture.
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Abstract—This position paper describes some open problems of sketch input of engineering Euclidean solid models. After a brief historical introduction, we discuss traditional design using pencil and paper, and how this paradigm has been adapted (or forgotten) by various current approaches to computer interpretation of sketches. We discuss three particular open problems, those of modalities, annotations, and assemblies. We also analyse current perception-based approaches in order to identify the most important areas in which further work is needed: detection of geometrical, perceptual and manufacturing cues, and a taxonomy of cue interdependencies which would prevent incompleteness and contradictions.

Index Terms—Pen computing, Sketch-based modelling, Sketching interface, Cues.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pen computing refers to those computer user interfaces where users interact with computers by means of pens which guide pointers moving around a screen. In this paper, such interfaces are considered distinct from classic keyboard/display/mouse environments only as far as they are used to simulate the behaviour of actual paper and pencil. We are only interested in "virtual" paper and pencil which allows free sketching and annotating, not in the "pointing mode" of WIMP environments. Similarly, we are interested in handwriting as far as it conveys annotations which complement drawings, but not in handwriting recognition as a standalone problem.

Johnson et al’s [1] recent overview of the evolution and current state of the art of computational support for sketching describes the advantages of sketching as part of design and the open problems which must be solved before computer-based sketching can be integrated into the design process. However, it misses some important developments in the area of Sketch-Based Modelling (SBM), which aims at developing programs capable of producing 3D geometric models from 2D sketches.

SBM aspires to encourage professional designers to discard physical pen and paper in favour of a computer-based interface in the creative phase of the design process. However, it often fails to produce the output 3D geometric model which best matches the design intent embedded in the input sketch, and its current success ratio is not good enough to persuade designers and engineers to abandon actual paper and pencil.

In order to make the problem more tractable, SBM is generally divided into sub-problems.

The first distinction to be made is between freeform surfaces and Euclidean solid geometry (in which the object wireframe can be constructed from straight lines and arcs). Different techniques are required: the input information is different (edges for Euclidean solids vs. contour for freeform surfaces), as is the output (Euclidean solid geometry typically requires much greater geometrical exactness). In this paper, we discuss only Euclidean solid geometry—the sheer quantity of recent work on freeform surfaces (of which we highlight [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]) makes it impractical to discuss that too.

Another important distinction is that between perception-based approaches, using perceptual cues to guide the interpretation process, and geometry-based approaches such as those of [7] and [8], which try to produce 3D models solely from the geometric information contained in the 2D input. In this paper, we argue strongly in favour of perception-based approaches: the problem of determining the embedded design intent is inherently cognitive, not purely geometrical.

The prevailing paradigm for sketch input of engineering Euclidean solid models is representative of the perception-based category of approaches [9]: (i) converting 2D sketches of wireframe drawings into 2D line drawings; (ii) deduce the faces implied by the line drawings; and (iii) use optimisation-based inflation to produce 3D geometric models from 2D line drawings. This approach was first proposed by [10], and later developed by other authors including [11] and [12]. Recent advances in face detection [13] and inflation [14] combine well, leaving vectorisation as the main open problem.

Alternative paradigms which correspond better to design engineering practice but for which the algorithms are not so well-developed include use of natural line drawings [15] or linear 3D scaffolds as guidelines for freeform shapes [16].

In choosing between paradigms, it is important to be aware how the tool conditions the task. In Section II, we discuss traditional design using pencil and paper, and how this paradigm has been adapted (or forgotten) by various current approaches to computer interpretation of sketches.

In Section III, we discuss three particular open problems, those of modalities, annotations, and assemblies.

In Section IV, we analyse the current status of optimisation-based inflation of 3D engineering models from 2D design sketches. We highlight the main limitations of this approach, and argue in favour of some strategies which may be helpful in overcoming these limitations. Improving the detection of design intent is the key to solving both problems, so detection...
of geometrical, perceptual and manufacturing cues embedded in the input is the first step. Then, a full taxonomy of cues and their interdependencies, aimed at preventing incompleteness or contradictions, will help to make explicit this design intent.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The origins of SBM can be traced back to the pioneer work of Perkins [17], [18], who analysed how people perceive drawings as representing objects, which geometrical relationships must be obeyed, and the circumstances in which geometrical relationships can be ignored.

The area now known as SBM comes from developments which were earlier known as Geometric Reconstruction. The former goal of Geometric Reconstruction was extracting information from old engineering blueprints, essentially archaeological recovery of lost know-how. However, the task proved too difficult. The main (and still unsolved) problems were those of vectorisation and annotation.

The problem of vectorisation (converting raw data, patterns of adjacent black and white dots, into coherent information) was too complex. The most popular academic contributions are still based on Sparse Pixel Vectorisation (SPV) algorithm [19], but Bartolo et al.'s recent work [20] is interesting as it describes the particular problem of extracting lines from scribbled drawings.

So was the problem of annotation. Engineering drawings convey both 3D information represented through diverse views (main orthographic views, particular views, sections, etc) and annotations (dimensions, tolerances, etc) [21].

In the short term, the problem was solved by brute force: several CAD companies offered commercial "paper-to-CAD conversion", translation of old engineering blueprints as an additional service.

It is worth noting that architecture community continues to aim for this original goal [22]. However, in the engineering community, the main goal of reconstruction changed in the 1990s. Nowadays, most systems are oriented towards conceptual design via sketch-based modelling [23].

Thus we can note how the goal has changed over time from vectorisation (2D + paper => 2D + computer) via reconstruction (2D + paper => 3D + computer) to full sketch-based modelling (mental model => 3D + computer). For a more detailed exposition of our view of this historical background of computer interpretation of engineering drawings, see [24] and [25].

Currently, as reported in recent surveys such as [9] and [26], SBM contains a variety of sub-problems. As we shall see in the sections below, there is no general approach which solves them all. Different critical features (see [9] for a taxonomy) produce different bottlenecks, and levels of development are different for each critical feature.

Design intent and CAD have been linked for a long time. However, the definition of design intent is ambiguous. In 1989, design intent was associated with design constraints and the methods of manipulating design constraints during product design activities [27]. This definition continues to be used even now. However, the word design in the CAD community is a synonym of model: modelling is representing the design intent in some way, and design intent is a basic concept of design for change. The model being created is flexible through changes, but the intent remains the same. Some work has been done in the SBM sector to cope with this new understanding of design intent as design-for-change (one example would be the idea that sketching a single line and then removing the central segment implicitly conveys the design intent that the remaining two segments are collinear).

However, we prefer to understand design intent as a broader concept, a mix of geometry, as far as it is linked to the shape; psychology, as far as it is not always explicit in the sketches; and engineering, as far as it is linked to the function.

When geometry dominates, design intent is mainly conveyed through geometrical features. These have already been studied as regularities [11], [28], [29].

The psychological component appears because information not explicitly included in the input is nevertheless perceived through perceptual cues. Fundamentals of perceptual cues have been studied in the general perception literature, e.g. Palmer [30] and Hoffmann [31]. More specific to SBM, Perkins [18] was probably the first to realise that looking at pictures is different from looking at objects.

When function dominates, design intent is mainly conveyed through engineering features, where attention is given to the machining process which creates the given geometry. For example, in Figure 1, the cylindrical holes (geometry) are naturally interpreted as drilled holes (machining features), and the blends (geometry) are naturally interpreted as rounding (machining features). Both are modifications to the geometrical skeleton.

![Figure 1. Geometry with features (left) and skeleton (right)](image)

Consequently, we can define design intent as the set of intentions in sketches, conveyed through cues, which, when perceived, reveal regularities or features of the object.

It should be noted that only a few design intent cues have been studied in any detail—examples include face planarity, edge parallelism ([15]) and bilateral symmetry ([32], [33], [34] and [4]). There are clear examples where design intent should be studied further.

III. OPEN PROBLEMS WITH VIRTUAL PAPER AND PENCIL

This section discusses three particular open problems.
A. Pencil and Paper Modalities

How do engineers actually use pencil and paper in practice? Do current sketching tools offer all the modalities which users of pencil-and-paper expect? What is missing?

User studies such as [35] assert that current SBM tools are still less usable than pencil and paper sketches. The “hardware” of pencil and paper sketching is simple, but its operation is sophisticated as pencil and paper sketching is multimodal. Note, for example, the scaffolding lines, highlighting and hatching in Figure 2, the different inking of axes, hidden lines and autocorrection in Figure 3, the different uses of overtracing (for decoration and for “thinking over the line”), and the annotations in Figure 4.

The “overloaded” use of thin lines in Figure 3 is interesting: the human eye can easily distinguish scaffolding lines, hidden lines and axes, even though their graphic representation is the same. It is also worth noting the informal mixing of views in Figure 4: the same sketch contains an orthographic view, a detailed view and a pictorial view.

Thus we can conclude that the set of operating modes available in pencil and paper sketching is complex. Using just the pencil, we have: views of the object (orthographic, detailed, pictorial); scaffolding; highlighting; hidden lines; axes; hatching; overtracing (autocorrection, thinking, decoration); and annotating. What is more, the switching strategy is automatic and non-intrusive.

Some typical computer operations are also possible with pencil and paper sketching, albeit with a change of tool. For example, lines can be erased using correction fluid, a literal cut and paste can be performed using scissors and glue, and regularities can be created by tracing over a displaced copy of the original. However, in these specific cases, the computer already has an advantage.

This list of operating modes is illustrative, but far from exhaustive. We still require a full taxonomy of operating modes, including their mutual relationships and the cues used to discriminate between them.

There are two possible strategies we can take when we aim to reduce the gap between pencil and paper and SBM tools: either we try to replicate pencil and paper as closely as possible, or we try to add extra features to compensate for the loss of some of the power of pencil and paper.

Until recently, SBM tools have aimed to provide as many pencil and paper modes as possible. However, they have been based around the wrong interface paradigms, those of command-driven and menu-driven interfaces—the greatest advantage of the pencil is that it requires no commands or menus to use. But identifying an alternative interface paradigm is a difficult task in itself, and we do not know of one which would suit experienced design engineers.

In terms of adding extra features, there is broad agreement on some of the main advantages which computer-based systems already possess: it is easier to edit work; it is easier to file work; and it is easier to interface work to other applications. This list could easily be extended by adding some current CAD operations which help in reducing editing tasks: extrusions and sweeps.

But more work is needed. To achieve our final goal, making CAD tools as easy to use as pencil and paper, we need both hardware advances and software advances. Two example problems illustrate this. Firstly, current graphics tablets have proved to be less comfortable to use because of the small gaps in both time and location between the pen tip and the cursor [36]. Secondly, use and maintenance of computers still require technical knowledge which several designers have told us (and we can only agree) should not be part of their job.

User studies also assert that current SBM tools do not possess significantly improved functionality [37]. Before we can implement SBM properly, two questions must be posed: how many functions can be provided without buttons and
menus? and how many functions does a design engineer require?

Clearly, if the second answer is larger than the first, a new interface paradigm is required.

It is already clear that full modeless operation is not the goal. If we wish to replicate real pencil and paper scenarios in a virtual environment, we must be aware that real pencil and paper sketching includes a rich variety of modes. Replicating pencil and paper scenarios in virtual environments is still infeasible—although the goals of SBM have supposedly been accomplished, practical implementations have unfriendly interfaces.

So far, three types of input have been considered for SBM: perfect line drawings, line drawings containing minor geometric errors, and freehand sketches. But this too is an oversimplification, and in need of refinement. For more details on this topic, see [38].

B. Annotated Sketches

This section discusses the problem of interpreting annotated sketches. Which strokes are annotation rather than object? What does the annotation mean? How should it be applied?

In general, we can consider three purposes for sketching: thinking, talking, and prescribing [39]. We can combine this with two levels of geometric information: line drawings and sketches; and with two levels of non-geometric information: with annotations, and without annotations. The particular open problem we discuss here is that of interpreting annotated engineering sketches.

Annotations is a generic term. It includes: dimensions; cut views with hatching; icons; symbols; and many other standardised conventions.

The proposed approach for producing 3D models from annotated engineering drawings is: (i) capture and record the data; (ii) separate annotation data from drawing data; (iii) interpret the drawing data (without annotations); (iv) interpret the annotations (separately from the drawing)—see, for example, [38]; (v) apply the interpreted annotations to the interpreted drawing.

The subtask of interpreting engineering symbols is not trivial. Behind even apparently quite simple drawings, there are hundreds of standards defining the exact meaning of many symbols and conventions (ISO, DIN, BSI, ANSI, …). It is obvious that communication of relevant information depends on the meaning of symbols (see, for example, [40] for historical examples where misunderstanding of symbols has caused information loss).

The problem becomes still more challenging when we recognise that new standards (e.g. ASME Y14.41-2003) already allow annotations in 3D models.

Currently, computers are blind to these annotations—the annotations are just labels added to the model. The user can read and modify them, but the geometric engine does not use them either to construct, to edit or to validate the model.

One interesting open problem area is that of interpreting sketched data input for Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) applications. The particular problem here is that data is input through either of two WIMP interfaces: stand-alone CAE preprocessors which define both geometric data and attributes, and combinations of CAD applications (which export the geometry) and downstream CAE preprocessors (which add attributes).

What we want is a tool which takes as its input the sketches which designers typically draw in order to fix their ideas before interacting with CAD preprocessors, and which creates as its output a file which meets the specification of the desired analysis tool. It would be based on two reasonable assumptions: that the input sketches are drawn directly onto a computer screen which acts as virtual paper and pencil; and that the user is still in the process of conceptual design and is not ready to progress to a detailed design stage.

Hence our goals are: to supply the user with a computer interface similar to pencil and paper; to minimise the amount of information required from the user; and to give the user more freedom in inputting and editing this information.

Examples of such tools include Pre/Adef [41] and FEAsy [42]. Although they represent the current state of the art, they remain unsatisfactory. Their advantages are: they produce valid output (whereas all that pencil and paper can do is fix ideas), no training is required, and the user is not forced by the system to add unnecessary information such as dimensions. Their disadvantage is that explicit mode-switching is required (although only when switching to a very different task) and that practice has shown that users do not always feel comfortable with an on-line parser. Such interfaces are similar to, but not yet as good as, real paper and pencil.

C. Assemblies

This section considers the possibility of sketching assemblies of parts.

Currently, we are limited to reconstructing isolated parts. However, engineering parts typically work in combination with one another. Our colleagues in mechanical design engineering sketch not only single parts but also assemblies of several parts. If they are to be persuaded to use SBM systems, SBM systems must support sketching of assemblies, perhaps by defining and implementing a set of symbols which can help an SBM system to assemble 3D models obtained from 2D sketches.

The basic guidelines of such an approach should be that: the symbols must themselves be sketched, as part of a natural design process; the meanings of the symbols must be robust (in the sense that they must be correctly interpreted by the geometric engine in charge of assembling the parts); and the symbols should not be subject to the faults of current sets of CAD operations.

We must therefore analyse what is wrong with current CAD applications. In current applications, components can be positioned within the product assembly using either reminiscent absolute coordinate placement methods, or mating conditions. Mating conditions are definitions of the relative positions of components with respect to one another, for example alignment of axes of two holes, or distance of two faces from one another. The final position of all components based on these relationships is calculated using a geometry constraint engine built into the CAD or visualisation package.
Commercial tools which include mating conditions are familiar, and assist the 3D CAD user to get an intuitive and friendly set of constraints (for example, SolidEdge’s FlashFit option). As users place parts in an assembly, assembly relationships position new parts relative to parts already in the assembly. There are several possible assembly relationships.

However, we find a major drawback. Only complete and consistent parts can be assembled. Current CAD packages can assemble concrete shapes (e.g. Figure 5 left), and even modify them after assembling (e.g. to Figure 5 centre), but cannot assemble blurred or incomplete shapes (e.g. Figure 5 right). We need a complete design before assembling may proceed.

Our vision is creating a sketch-based environment in which design intent can be specified, so that we are able to assemble different parts which are not yet fully defined.

IV. CUES AND DESIGN INTENT

As noted above, when geometry dominates, design intent is mainly conveyed through geometrical features or regularities. Algorithmic solutions such as [43] can process this information (although they could still benefit from improvement).

In other cases, cues are based on perception, and we meet a problem: most researchers in perception only consider looking at physical objects, not looking at pictorial representations. Hence, although perceptual cues have been studied in the literature, applying them to produce explicit geometric constraints which may guide the construction of 3D models has barely been considered. We know of nothing in this area which goes beyond the limited detection of features in [15].

Finally, in engineering features attention is given to the machining process which creates the given geometry. Some cues linked to simple manufacturing features have already been studied. Extrusion is one such [44]. Rounds and chamfers are another simple but very frequent manufacturing feature [45]. Some interactions between features, such as the one shown in Figure 6 (left), interaction between two rounds, have also been studied, but there are many which have not.

When we detect several cues, the geometric criteria derived from these cues may well contain contradictions. Furthermore, as we add more cues, the mutual dependencies arising between them will lead to redundancies amongst the resulting geometric constraints, a problem which some authors (e.g. [28]) aim to detect and circumvent. General strategies to cope with these problems have already been proposed. For example, multiagent-based management of cues was first proposed by Juchmes and Leclerc [46], and [47] has recently reported that it is feasible to simultaneously detect multiple cues.

Nevertheless, a simple example is enough to show that much more work is required here. Consider the regularities which appear in the upper face of the parallelepiped represented in Figure 6 (right): 1) a face planarity constraint on \((a, b, c, d)\); 2) two parallelism constraints \((a/c \text{ and } b/d)\); 3) two perpendicularity constraints \((a \perp b \text{ and } a \perp d)\) detectable by line orthogonality; 4) four skewed symmetries (with axes \(e1, e2, e3\) and \(e4\)); and 5) four orthogonal corners \((ab, bc, cd, da)\) detectable by line orthogonality. Thus just one quadrilateral face can generate thirteen (or more) constraints. Considering the parallelepiped wireframe as a whole, there are similar sets of constraints for the remaining five faces, giving us a total of 78 constraints. Yet, if we use the classical optimisation approach to inflate the model, we have just eight variables: the \(z\)-coordinates of the vertices. With more constraints than variables, but no inconsistencies, it is clear that some constraints must be redundant.

We can note that, back in 1971, the third paper in [18] recommended finding the "geometrically maximal combination of constraints". This hides a problem which, forty years later, has still not really been solved: how geometric constraints interact in 3D.

V. CONCLUSION

WIMP interfaces are not appropriate for conceptual design stages. However, SBM tools are not yet used—they look suitable for the task, but need improvement. We can classify problems into (a) those where a reasonably good solution exists (improvements may still be possible) and (b) open problems.

We have studied three open problems of sketching interfaces which discourage designers from using virtual paper and pencil, those of modalities, annotations, and assemblies.

We have also described the main weaknesses of cue detection and the process of finding the underlying implied design intent. We understand the capture of complex design intent from input sketches as a mix of geometry, psychology and engineering. The detection of cues needs improvement in all three areas, but is most critical in the areas of perceptual cues and engineering features.

Developing a catalogue of cues and their interdependencies should help to reduce current problems of incompleteness and contradictions which cause malfunctions in the strategies (such as optimisation algorithms) used for computer interpretation of sketches.
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Abstract—We have been developing ImproV, a dataflow visual language system for VJing, which is a form of live performance involving simultaneous manipulation of imagery. The dataflow of ImproV represents a processing flow of video data and video effects that are familiar to performers. ImproV is designed to construct a combination of several video effects on the fly, enabling performers to create new video effects while VJing. We previously conducted a user study for the first prototype of this system. The results show that two data types of data flow confuse performers and that connecting nodes is time consuming. Therefore, we unified the data types into a single type called Video to simplify dataflow and developed adjustment knobs to reduce the frequency of node connecting.

The Video type, which is a sequence of images, is used to represent not only processing the target video but also parameters of video effects such as radius of blur and distance of translation. An adjustment knob on the input port is a new dataflow editing user interface for adjusting an effect parameter or opacity of a video flowing through the dataflow. In ImproV, all input ports on all nodes have an adjustment knob. These adjustment knobs allow performers to quickly fade video and adjust parameters.

Keywords—VJ; VJing; live video performance; DJ; DJing; image processing; end-user programming;

I. INTRODUCTION

VJing is a form of live video performance and played mostly in night clubs. Performers of VJing are called VJs. Similar to DJing in a night club, VJing requires a VJ to keep playing videos improvisationally without interruption during the performance. The task includes choosing a video suitable to the mood and music, which dynamically changes during the performance, and seamlessly replacing the current video to the new one. Additionally, some visual effects (e.g., blur, and transformation) might be applied to the video before replacing.

To this end, a VJ uses one (or more in some cases) video mixer with multiple video inputs. When the VJ wants to change a video to another, he/she connects the new video source to an unused video input of the mixer while playing the original video with another video input, and seamlessly replaces the video with the new one by adjusting the knobs on the mixer and effectors. Lew [1] analyzed this task and found that it consisted of three steps:

STEP 1: Media retrieval
STEP 2: Preview and adjustment
STEP 3: Live manipulation

In traditional VJing, STEP 1 involves just choosing a pre-composed video the VJ prepared before the performance, and pre-defined video effects are chosen and applied in STEP 2. Then, the VJ starts showing the new video in STEP 3.

In contrast to such traditional VJing, we wanted to extend STEP 1 to enable a VJ to construct a new video effects structure by combining several video effects on the fly, giving him/her more chances to have the performance be truly improvisational. For this purpose, we developed ImproV, a dataflow visual language system for VJing. With ImproV, the sole requirement for a VJ before a performance is to prepare simple videos. During the performance, the VJ can improvisationally create various effects from the prepared videos using ImproV’s visual language.

We developed the first prototype of ImproV, whose language uses two data types, Video and Value [2]. To evaluate the first prototype, we conducted a user study with five professional VJs. For operational tests, the first author, who is a professional VJ, and an amateur VJ performed at actual musical events. Figure 1 shows one of the VJs using the first prototype at a jazz concert.

![Figure 1. VJing with ImproV](image)

As a result of the user study and operational tests, we found that while the dataflow diagram of ImproV is understandable for VJs, using two data types increases visual complexity of dataflow editing; thus, making the editing interface confusing. Moreover, connecting nodes is time consuming. To simplify dataflow editing, we unified the two data types into a single type called Video. To reduce
the frequency of node connecting, we developed adjustment knobs located on each input port that enable VJs to quickly adjust the input values.

After a brief description of the first prototype of ImproV, we explain the user study of the prototype. We then describe the unification of the two data types into a single type called Video and give examples that characterize this type. Next, we explain the adjustment knobs. Finally, we discuss possibilities of applying the unification of data types and adjustment knobs to dataflow visual language systems for other domains.

II. FIRST PROTOTYPE

ImproV is a video composing system. It provides a dataflow visual language, in which a node represents a video source, a video effect, or an output (or preview) screen. ImproV supports video files (including still images in Jpeg, GIF, and PNG), USB cameras, and audio inputs from sound cards. After data, video and audio, are captured, they are translated into images. All effects to the data are then processed in the graphics processing unit. Figure 2 shows an example of the dataflow composed on the first prototype of ImproV. All nodes have an output port on the top right and some have input port(s) listed on the left side.

In Figure 2, a video is rotated. The video file is imported using the Video File node, which reads its video file and repeatedly outputs the video stream frame-by-frame to its output port. The video is previewed using the Preview Screen node, which shows the content of the video on the dataflow editor, rotated using the Rotation node, and the rotation angle is specified using the Slider node. The Angle input port on the Rotation node accepts the Value type, which is a sequence of scalar values, and the other input port accepts the Video type, which is a sequence of images. Finally, the result of the Rotation node is output using the Output Screen node, which represents the display for the audience.

To create a node, a VJ chooses a node type from the GUI menu. Dragging from an output port to an input port connects the nodes, i.e., the action creates an edge between the nodes. Immediately after they are connected, the data begin to flow from the output port to the input port. In ImproV, output can fork to multiple inputs, and multiple outputs can be merged through mixer nodes corresponding to a blending mode, for example, alpha blending or addition blending.

III. USER STUDY FOR FIRST PROTOTYPE

We have conducted a user study for the first prototype of ImproV. The purpose of the user study was to confirm that the dataflow diagram is understandable for VJs, or those who have knowledge of video authoring, and to evaluate the operability of ImproV.

Five professional VJs (with experience of paid VJing) who all have knowledge of Adobe After Effects (AE) participated. The participants were first interviewed about their experience in VJing and skills with video authoring tools. Then, they participated in Experiment 1. After Experiment 1, they were told about ImproV and freely used ImproV for practice. Then, they participated in Experiment 2. Finally, they filled in a questionnaire.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, the participants were shown a dataflow diagram of ImproV and asked what the dataflow diagram expressed. Since Experiment 1 was conducted to confirm that a dataflow diagram is understandable for VJs, no information about ImproV was provided to the participants. To make the answers accurate, the participants were asked to construct a corresponding video processing structure using AE. Figure 3 is the dataflow diagram from Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, the participants performed the following three tasks in both ImproV and AE:

Task 1 Apply blur effect to the video displayed in the main output.

Task 2 Merge two paths of video streams and switch them.

Task 3 Apply blur effect to a part of the video displayed in the main output.

Task 1 is the simplest task that often used in VJing for applying an effect. Task 2 is the task that most often used in VJing for switching two videos. Task 3 is a complex task for creating a new effect for which Improve was developed.

The participants were able to ask questions about operating ImproV during the tasks. The completion times for the
tasks were measured to compare the operability of ImproV and AE. The participants performing the tasks were recorded for later analysis.

**Results**

In Experiment 1, all participants answered correctly. This result indicates that the dataflow diagram of ImproV is understandable for VJs.

![Figure 4. Result of Experiment 2](image)

Figure 4 shows the completion time of each task using the two systems in Experiment 2. We performed an analysis of variance to examine the difference between ImproV and AE. There was a significant difference between ImproV and AE in Task 2 ($F = 7.169, p < 0.05$), and there were no significant differences in Tasks 1 and 3. The participants completed Task 3 slightly faster with ImproV than with AE. However, it was not significant. These results indicate that ImproV has near equivalent operability to AE in complex tasks, but exhibits problems in simple tasks. Therefore, we analyzed the video we recorded during the tasks and found that connecting nodes, dragging from output port to input port, took too much time.

The comments from the participants on the questionnaire also support the above results. The participants gave many positive comments regarding understandability, e.g., “It is intuitive with basic knowledge of video creation” and “The nodes are easy to understand”. Most of the negative comments mentioned the difficulties in connecting nodes, e.g., “I was having trouble connecting when I inserted an effect” and “I want sliders to be pre-attached to each new node”. The comments regarding complexity of the dataflow editor of ImproV were, e.g., “The dataflow becomes too complex while VJing” and “Managing the two data types is difficult”.

We analyzed these results and decided to unify the data types and to address the connecting problem.

**IV. VIDEO TYPE**

From the results of the user study, we unified the data types into a single type called Video, which is a sequence of images. The Video type provides simple yet flexible ways to specify parameters of effects, still enabling represents a video as the processing subject of the dataflow.

In Figure 5, the video with triangles in the upper left is rotated at the center of the frame by using the Rotation node and its brightness is changed by using the Brightness node. Note that the rotation angle and brightness to be changed are designated by the gray scale video input to the ValueIn of both the Rotation and Brightness nodes. The resulting video from the Rotation and Brightness nodes is more rotated and darkened where the gray scale video is brighter, respectively.

![Figure 5. Setting parameters with Video type](image)

The semantics is as follows. Each effect extracts a value for each pixel of each frame of the Video-type data and uses that value as the luminance value on the pixel position. More concretely, an effect is defined as $f$ in Eq. (1). $Out_{xy}$ is the pixel color of the resulting image at $(x, y)$, $n$ is the number of input ports, and $V_n$ is the frame of $n$th input port.

$$Out_{xy} = f(x, y, V_1, V_2, V_3, \cdots, V_n) \quad (1)$$

For example, $f$ of the Rotation node is defined using Eq. (2).

$$f(x, y, V_1, V_2) = V_{1RxRy} \quad (2)$$

where

$$\begin{pmatrix} Rx \\ Ry \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \cos V_{2xy} & -\sin V_{2xy} \\ \sin V_{2xy} & \cos V_{2xy} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} \quad (3)$$

Giving effect parameters with Video-type values enables different values for different positions on the same frame to be set simultaneously. It also enables animation of parameter values according to the video that is input as the parameter.

![Figure 6. Dataflow of animation example](image)
V. EXAMPLES USING VIDEO TYPE

In this section, we demonstrate three examples using the Video type for parameter animation, audio, and camera.

A. Animating Parameters

Designating a video effect parameter with a video can animate that parameter along with the input video's movement. Figure 7 shows ten frames of the input and output of the Rotation node shown in Figure 6. The top, middle, and bottom strips show the image sequence of VideoIn, ValueIn, and the output, respectively. In Figure 6, the rotation angle is designated by the gray scale video. The resulting image sequence shows that the original video is modulated by the gray scale video. Although VJs still have to prepare some gray scale animated videos, those videos are versatile. Therefore, providing such videos as libraries is practical.

B. Audio Input

An AudioIn node captures audio signals from a sound card using PortAudio [11] and outputs a gray scale audio visualization. A VJ can designate the layout of the audio visualization by inputting Video-type data. An AudioIn node captures audio signals from the sound card then arranges the newer samples to where the pixels of the input video are brighter. Finally, it outputs the gray scale image according to the audio level.

For example, an AudioIn node outputs the waveform as vertical streaks since the horizontal gray scale video is input to the AudioIn node, as illustrated in Figure 8. Translating the horizontal color bars’ y-axes according to the vertical streaks results in visualization of the waveform.

Figure 7. Example of animation

Figure 9 shows a more complex example of audio visualization. By inputting circle gradation, an AudioIn node arranges the samples from center to outside. The output image from the AudioIn node results in ring streaks. The Blur node smoothes the streaks. The Scale node changes the scale of the video input in VideoIn. In Figure 9, the Scale node, by inputting the smoothed streaks to ValueIn, works as a ripple-like effect.

Figure 8. Example of audio visualization

Figure 9. Example of complex audio visualization

C. Camera Input

With the Video type, a VJ can use a Camera node to control parameters. A Camera node captures the video from a USB camera. It was originally designed to be used to record an audience or DJs (or other performers). However, we found that using a captured video as another node’s input parameter enables a VJ to use a USB camera as an instrument for controlling parameters.

The bottom left video of Figure 10 was captured using a USB camera. This video can be used as the parameter of the Scale node, which enlarges the original video where the parameter video is dark and shrinks the original video where the parameter video is bright. In the downer left of Figure 10, A VJ is rubbing the lens of the USB camera with his/her thumb. This produces a video similar to the animation of the gray scale video shown in Figure 6. In this way, the VJ can interactively control the area that he/she wants to enlarge by moving his/her thumb.

VI. ADJUSTMENT KNOBS

A VJ can quickly set a parameter and adjust an input video value with an adjustment knob placed on each input port. Figure 11 shows what the adjustment knobs look like.
The Rotation node has two input ports, each of which is represented as double circles. The green fan between the two circles is the port’s adjustment knob. The central angle of the fan indicates the value of the adjustment knob. A VJ can increase or decrease the value by dragging the mouse from the input port to up or down.

An adjustment knob works differently depending on whether video input is given or not. In both cases, the value of the adjustment knob is used as opacity. If a video input is given to the input port, the port multiplies the value of its adjustment knob and the alpha channel value of the input video in each frame. In Figure 5, the rotation angle is restricted to $90^\circ$ by designating the value of the adjustment knob to 25%.

If no video input is given to the input port, the port is treated as if a video of white frames is input. In this case, all pixels on the frame uniformly have the value of its adjustment knob. Figure 12 shows an example of such input ports. In this example, the Color node corrects the color of the input. The Saturation and Brightness are set around 50%, which means the same saturation and brightness as the original video. The Hue is set around 25%, which means the hue is $90^\circ$.

Adjustment knobs are designed as syntax sugar for the two idioms that an unconnected adjustment knob works as a Slider node which is a constant node in ImproV, and a connected adjustment knob works as a combination of Slider and Transparency nodes. Before the adjustment knob is developed, he/she has to create a Slider node and sometimes a Transparency node, and connect them. Creation and connection occurs many times when using nodes that have several input ports as parameters, such as the Color node. The same combination of Slider and Transparency nodes is also used for fading a video, which is often used in VJing.

To show the effectiveness of adjustment knobs, Figure 13 shows the corresponding dataflow of Figure 12 on an older version of ImproV. The meanings of these two dataflows are identical. The Slider node outputs a gray plane according to the value indicated by the slider on the node.

Figure 14 is a screenshot of the older version of ImproV. The transparency of the gray scale video is adjusted by a combination of Transparency and Slider nodes before the gray scale video is input to the Rotation node. The rotation angle is restricted by the Slider node as Figure 5.

The advantage of adjustment knobs is not only the reduction in the number of node creating and connecting operations, but is also the fluidness of the interaction flow, i.e., a VJ drags the mouse from an output port to an input port and then drags the mouse from the input port up or down.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the possibility of applying features of ImproV to other domains, i.e., audio and music.
It might be able to unify data types of a dataflow visual language for processing audio. An audio processing dataflow requires two data types, audio signal and parameter controlling signal. Both data types are sequences of linear values. Therefore, the abstract concept of data unification on a dataflow visual language can be applied to audio processing. However, note information in processing a musical score is difficult to represent by a sequence of linear values. We can define 0 as note-off and other values as note-on for the pitches of the values. However, such a definition may not suite a musician’s intuition.

From the user interface point of view, adjustment knobs are also efficient for audio processing. Adjustment knobs in a dataflow visual language system for processing audio can be used to set linear values and adjust the value input to the input port. This reduces edge connection frequency and visual complexity. However, it depends on the characteristics of the data type. Adjustment knobs will work for many data types in a dataflow visual language system for any domain.

VIII. RELATED WORK

There have been several dataflow visual language systems for supporting live performances. Editing dataflow during a performance is recognized as an established performance method in music. Bencina developed the audio processing system AudioMulch [3], which is based on a similar concept to that of ImproV in which the performer constructs effects on the fly. We are aiming at a similar abstraction level to AudioMulch with our system, in which professionals can understand and construct the dataflow without programming knowledge. The dataflow of AudioMulch also handles single data type, audio signal. However, parameter controlling is located in the user interface panel outside the dataflow editor. The Video type of our system can control parameters and be processed in the dataflow. It is also clear which knob corresponds to which parameter.

Dataflow visual language systems have been developed for VJing. Müller et al. developed Soundium [5], a dataflow visual language system for VJing and explain the VJing method using Soundium [6]. Soundium has large function libraries and several data types which make dataflow too complicated. Parameter controlling is located outside the dataflow editor, as in AudioMulch.

ReacTable [4] by Jordà et al. uses tangible objects on a touch panel to construct an audio synthesizer’s structure on the fly. VPlay [7] by Taylor et al. is a dataflow visual language system designed for multi-touch panels. Both systems have similar dataflow editing methods that bringing two nodes close together connects the nodes, and turning a node changes a parameter of the node. However, these editing methods sometimes result in an unintended dataflow structure. Moving a node can connect or disconnect edges.

Several systems, such as SPATIAL POEM [8], Rhythmism [9], and video-organ [10] for controlling the visual attributes in VJing have been developed. While our study mainly focused on STEP 1 of Lew’s analysis, these studies addressed STEP 2 and can be used together with our system. Moreover, the Video type of our system enables VJs to use camera input to control parameters on the fly. This makes a camera a useful new instrument, which shows the flexibility of our system.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

ImproV is a dataflow visual language for VJing. We have conducted a user study for the first prototype of ImproV and found that two data types of dataflow confuse VJs and that connecting nodes is time consuming. To address these problems, we unified the data types into a single type called Video and developed adjustment knobs. This unification simplifies dataflow and makes various applications such as parameter animation, audio visualizing, and using cameras as controllers possible. The adjustment knobs enable quick interaction by reducing the frequency of constant node creation and connection. Dataflow is also easy to understand due to the reduction in visual complexity.
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Abstract—We present a sketch-based image editing technique that allows users to modify an image using a set of strokes drawn on the image. The proposed approach uses clothoid curves to beautify the sketched deformation curves. A deformation diffusion algorithm then spatially distributes the user specified deformations through out the image to produce smooth transformations from the original image to the resulting image. We demonstrate the technique on a variety of image types including photo-realistic images, real product images, and sketches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image editing tools are becoming increasingly more ubiquitous with the wide availability of a variety photo editing software [1]. However, such tools remain difficult to master due to the complex nature of their user interaction methods and the parameters that need to be controlled to achieve the desired effects. While many projects no doubt require advanced skills, experience, and appropriate task planning, even relatively simple modifications become difficult to implement with such tools.

This paper presents a new image editing method that enables users to apply desired image modifications through simple sketched strokes. The proposed method allows input images to be smoothly deformed into new ones with the specification of only a few strokes. As such, it advances existing image editing methods that use fixed deformation masks, curve-based deformation handles or area-based deformation lattices. The proposed approach allows complex deformations to be specified through an intuitive interface, while ensuring globally smooth image deformations.

At the heart of our approach is an aesthetic curve construction, followed by a deformation diffusion algorithm. On the input image, users sketch the curves they want to deform, as well as the new shapes of these curves. They can also sketch the curves that are to be precisely preserved. To suppress the undesirable artifacts that may arise due to the free-form nature of our sketch-editing method, the user input is beautified into clothoid curve segments through automatic curvature profile processing. With this input, a spatial deformation vector field is calculated and subsequently applied to the original image that results in the final image.

Figure 1 shows the usage of our system. Shape variations can be intuitively and fluidly explored on different kinds of images including photo-realistic images, real product images, and sketches.

II. RELATED WORK

The main focus in image editing have been in cut-and-paste type operations and image enhancing. Elder et al. [2] presented a contour based image editing technique where modifications are applied directly in the image contour domain. These modifications are then transferred to the final image using edge based image reconstruction [3]. This approach enables robust cut-and-paste type operations. Saund et al. [4] have introduced a perceptually-supported editing tool where they combine a variety of previously studied image editing methods [5], [6] deployed in an interactive environment. In an earlier work [6], the authors studied decomposing simple images into geometric primitive based shapes for enabling simple shape based editing. In 2002, Seitz et al. [7] introduced a set of image editing techniques which enable a sequence of images to be modified through operations applied to one of the images in the sequence. Their method makes use of the plenoptic function through which the modifications are propagated in a physically-consistent way. Perez et al. [8] presented a set of image editing operations based on second order discrete Poisson equations in image domain. Their approach enables seamless region mapping between images and modification of original illumination, color and texture in arbitrary regions of a given image, our method focuses on nonlinear warping of a single image through user defined strokes. Closely related to our method is the work by McCrae and Singh [9], where a sketching interface is described that replaces the input strokes with clothoid curve segments. This approach enables strokes to be beautified into smoothly varying curve segments, but does not aim to edit an underlying image or geometric space.

Our approach differs from the above works in a number of ways. Our target is rapid image editing where users’ strokes can be used to derive a smooth deformation field on the image. Specifically, the curves dictated by the user are interpreted as clothoid curves that allow the regions corresponding to those curves to attain aesthetic curvatures. The remaining regions of the image are then modified based on the diffusion of the deformation vectors computed between the original image and the users’ strokes. This approach provides close control over image editing, while allowing arbitrarily many constraints and target shapes to be specified by the user.

III. OVERVIEW AND USER INTERACTION

Our system takes as input an image and a set of strokes drawn on the image. Figure 1 shows the image editing process.
Users may draw three types of strokes:

**Anchor Strokes:** Orange color. These strokes indicate regions of the image that remain unchanged. Any potential deformation ceases at these strokes.

**Source Strokes:** Blue color. These strokes demarcate curves in the image that will undergo user-specified deformations. Input source strokes are first modified under local image gradients that precisely aligns them with the salient image features.

**Target Strokes:** Green color. For each source stroke, a target stroke indicates the new desired shape. Each target stroke is automatically beautified into a clothoid curve using a functional regression on the stroke’s original curvature profile.

Once processed, each kind of stroke is internally represented as a corresponding curve of the same type. Given the anchor, source, and target curves, a smooth vector deformation field is calculated on the image. The computed deformation field is then applied to the image, resulting in the modified image. The key property of the deformation is that the image attains the precise curve shape dictated by the target curves, while the remainder of the image deforms in visually smooth fashion.

### IV. Preprocessing the Input

For image deformations to be visually meaningful, our approach seeks to satisfy two requirements. First, the source strokes must accurately identify the salient curves in the image. Second, the target strokes must be beautified into aesthetically pleasing curves to eliminate artifacts that may arise from a literal interpretation of the raw strokes.

#### A. Source Curve Construction

We use active contours [10] to align the raw source strokes with the intended image curves. During this process, an edge map is extracted from the image using Canny Edge Detection [11], and the curves are pulled toward these identified edges. The process is initialized by anchoring the end points of the source curve to the nearest stable points on the edge map, and using the regular active contours method on the resulting configuration as given by Kass et al. [10].

#### B. Target Curve Beautification

In this step, the target strokes are beautified into smooth curves through a curvature profile modification. Previous studies have proposed a set of differential properties and related functionals for generating aesthetic geometries [12], [13], [9]. Nearly all arguments regarding aesthetic properties involve an analysis of the curvature of the curves or surfaces. In this work, we use clothoid curves [9] for beautifying the target curves as they readily produce $G^2$ continuous curves with simply varying curvature profiles.

![Curvatures of target curves are rectified into clothoid profiles using linear regression.](image)

Fig. 4. Curvatures of target curves are rectified into clothoid profiles using linear regression. (a) The original target curve, (b) the rectified curve, (c) the linear regression line on the original curvature profile of the target curve.

The beautification process begins with the calculation of the curvature profile of a target stroke. Since clothoids’ curvature profiles are linear with respect to the curve length parameter,
a linear regression to the original curvature profile produces a clothoid that best represents the original stroke. Figure 4(c) illustrates the idea.

Once the modified curvature profile is determined, the beautified curve is computed through double integration of the curvature profile. The first two derivatives of the curve with respect to the chord length define the tangent and the curvature as follows:

\[ \vec{t}(s) = \frac{d\vec{C}(s)}{ds} \]  
\[ \vec{\kappa}(s) = \frac{d^2\vec{C}(s)}{ds^2} = \frac{d\vec{t}(s)}{ds} = \bar{\kappa}(s)\vec{n}(s) \]  

where \( \vec{C}(s) \) is the curve parametrized with the chord length, \( \vec{t}(s) \) is its unit length tangent, \( \vec{\kappa}(s) \) is its curvature, \( \bar{\kappa}(s) \) is the magnitude of the curvature, and \( \vec{n}(s) \) is the unit normal orthogonal to the tangent. Starting from an arbitrary position \( (\vec{C}(0) = (0, 0)) \) and an arbitrary tangent \( (\vec{t}(0) = (0, 1)) \), the tangent and the position is computed iteratively using Euler’s method as:

\[ \Delta \vec{t}(s) = \vec{\kappa}(s)\vec{n}(s) \]  
\[ \Delta \vec{C}(s) = \vec{t}(s)\Delta s \]  

where \( \Delta s \) is the step in chord length. The resulting integration produces a curve with the desired shape and size, with its location undetermined. The curve is then situated between the start and end points of the original stroke through rigid body translations and rotations. In our experiments, this approach produced curves close to the input curves while successfully imposing linear curvature profiles.

Note that for each target stroke, a single clothoid is fit using a linear regression on the curvature profile. However, since the reconstruction through integration is insensitive to the underlying curvature functional, this approach can be trivially extended to a more precise beautification involving multiple piecewise continuous and linear curvature segments similar to the way described in [9], or other aesthetic curvature

**Fig. 2.** (a) A mug image. (b) The set of source and target curves that define the intended modifications. Note that there are no anchor curves in this case, (c) Final result.

**Fig. 3.** (a) A kettle image. (b) The set of curves that define the intended modifications. (c) Resulting modification.
functionals that are of interest.

V. CURVE-BASED IMAGE DEFORMATION

The input to the image deformation step is a set of preprocessed source and target curves, and the set of anchor curves. This step calculates a smooth spatial deformation that transforms each source curve into the corresponding target curve, while preserving the anchor curves. For this purpose, we use an isotropic vector diffusion method to spatially diffuse the deformation vectors between the source and target curve pairs.

Although there are arbitrarily many vector fields that can produce the desired deformation, in this work we use a formulation similar to the gradient vector flow field (GVF) method [14]. This approach suitably diffuses the initial deformation vectors computed between each source-target curve pair, thus producing deformations that vary smoothly through the image space.

The GVF is defined as the continuous 2D vector field 
\[
\vec{V}(x, y) = [u(x, y), v(x, y)]
\]
that minimizes the following energy functional [14]:
\[
\epsilon = \int \int \mu (u_x^2 + u_y^2 + v_x^2 + v_y^2) dxdy + \|\nabla \vec{f}\|^2 \|\vec{V} - \nabla \vec{f}\|^2 dxdy
\]
where \(f(x, y)\) is a 2D scalar field, \(\nabla\) is the gradient operator in Cartesian coordinates, \(u(x, y)\) and \(v(x, y)\) are the \(x\) and \(y\) components of the vector field at point \((x, y)\) while the subscripts denote partial derivatives. \(\mu\) is the coefficient which controls the amount of diffusion. In this energy functional, the first term forces the local smoothness of the calculated vector field while the second term forces \(\vec{V}(x, y)\) to converge to the original deformation vector in regions of high deformation. The vector field \(\vec{V}(x, y)\) minimizing this energy functional can be calculated using calculus of variation by solving the following two decoupled Euler equations:
\[
\begin{align*}
\mu \nabla^2 u - (u - f_x)(f_x^2 + f_y^2) &= 0 \\
\mu \nabla^2 v - (v - f_y)(f_x^2 + f_y^2) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]
where the Laplacian operator is defined as:
\[
\nabla^2 u(x, y) = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2}
\]
The two discretized equations can be solved independently to produce the vector field components in \(x\) and \(y\) directions. In this application, the discretization of the domain naturally comes from the pixelated image. In our implementation, we use an iterative multigrid solver that enables an efficient computation of the solution to the differential equations. We note, however, any conventional differential equation solver could be similarly adopted.

The boundary conditions to the above set of equations arise from the anchor curves (zero deformation), and the deformation vectors from each source curve to the corresponding target curves. These vectors are preserved throughout the computation. The remainder of the vector field is computed using the above two equations.

Prior to initializing the boundary conditions, we resample the target and source curves to have the same number of points along their paths. The sampling density is chosen such that the distance between adjacent sample points is always less than the pixel length. This ensures all pixels along the curves to attain a unique deformation vector. Moreover, a simple direction check is performed to map each end of the source curve to the intended end of the target curve, thereby eliminating sensitivity to drawing directions.

A problem arises if the computed deformation field is applied directly to the original image, as the deformation vectors do not guarantee a complete mapping from the original image to the yet-to-be computed deformed image. To overcome this difficulty, we utilize deformation vectors that originate from the target curves and point toward the source curves. The subsequent diffusion is then applied in this new configuration. This allows, for every pixel in the deformed image to point to a real-valued location in the original image (through the deformation vector) and attain a value as an interpolation from the original image. For smoothness, we use a bicubic spline interpolation for this purpose.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES

The proposed method is implemented in MATLAB. The user sketches the input curves on the original image. We are using a multigrid solver for the deformation field calculation. For a typical image of size \(1024 \times 768\), the computation of the deformation field and its subsequent application to produce the deformed image takes on the order of 10 seconds on dual core 2.5 GHz laptop with 3 GB of memory. However, especially when deformations are large, it might be desirable to apply the deformation in successive smaller steps, which will proportionally increase the processing time.

In Figure 1, intended modifications are sketched in the form of anchor, source and target curves. The resulting deformation is shown in Figure 1(c). Note that the deformations cease at the regions marked by anchor curves. Figure 2 and 3 present similar modifications for a mug and a kettle, respectively. Note that there are discrepancies between the target strokes and their
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Fig. 5. Calculation of a spatial transformation field from source and target curves. (a) The displacement vectors from the source curves (blue) to the target curves (red) are diffused. (b) The calculated spatial deformation field in \(x\) direction. (c) The deformed image.
beautified versions. This arises as a result of using a single clothoid during curvature beautification. Such discrepancies can be trivially alleviated by regressing multiple clothoid pieces along the target curves instead of a single one. Figure 6 shows the editing an image with an interior loop. The loop is drawn in multiple strokes.

A sketched concept car is shown in Figure 7(a). This sketch is first modified through a set of user drawn curves that define the modifications and constraints on the image (Figure 7(b)). The result of these modifications (Figure 7(c)) have gone through a second set of modifications (Figure 7(d)), resulting in the final image (Figure 7(e)).

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a sketch-based space deformation technique for aesthetic image editing. The proposed approach enables a stylus-based, fluid edits to an image, making the approach suitable for exploring variations to an underlying image. Our method uses a target curve beautification method using clothoid curves that ensures the deformation to be smooth and visually pleasing. Our current studies indicate that the approach works well for a variety of different image types. Future work will include extending the curvature-based stroke beautification to multiple piecewise continuous aesthetic segments rather than a single curve.
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Fig. 7. The original car sketch (a), set of curves that define the first set of intended modifications (b), intermediate result (c), set of curves that define the second set of intended modifications (d), final result(e).
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Abstract

Euler diagrams form the basis of many visual languages. Such languages are formed by augmenting Euler diagrams with graphs or shading. However, tool support for creating augmented Euler diagrams is generally limited to generic diagram editing software using mouse and keyboard interaction. A more natural and convenient mode of entry is via a sketching interface which facilitates greater cognitive focus on the task of diagram creation. Previous work has developed sketching interfaces for Euler diagrams. This paper presents the first sketch tool for Euler diagrams augmented with graphs and shading. The tool allows the creation of sketches of these diagrams via pen-based interaction. To effect the recognition process, we define heuristics for classifying strokes as either curve, node, edge, or shading. To evaluate our recognition engine, we asked 10 participants to each sketch six augmented Euler diagrams. Using the results of the study, we fine-tuned the recognizer, achieving a statistically significant improvement.

1. Introduction

The effective use of visual languages often relies on software support. For example, in software engineering, class diagrams can be automatically generated from source code, allowing the programmer to visualize the structure of their implementation. From a different perspective, other software that supports the use of visual languages facilitates the creation of diagrams by users. For instance, standard diagram editors, such as Visio, allow users to draw diagrams using traditional point, click and drag mouse interaction.

Recently, we have seen the development of software that allows users to create diagrams using a stylus, or pen, on a touchscreen device. Sketching diagrams is advantageous in that it allows the user to focus on the actual diagram creation rather than the interface of the editing tools, and it is a useful problem solving and communications technique [4]. Sketch recognition software developed to date has focused on user interface design and graph oriented diagrams [7]. With respect to user interface design tools, the sketched items are largely independent of each other. In graph oriented diagrams, the spatial positioning of nodes and edges is not of semantic significance.

We have devised sketch recognition software for Euler diagrams [2, 15] where the spatial relationships between sketched items is fundamental to their semantics. This lays the foundations for the development of sketch recognition software for visual languages that extend them such as the Euler diagram augmented with a graph in figure 1; this is a variation on a diagram seen in [11] and represents information from a semantic network. Example notations that extend Euler diagrams include the monadic family of diagrammatic logics such as Swoboda and Allwein’s Euler/Venn system [14], Shin’s Venn-II system [13], spider diagrams by Howse et al. [5] and Gil et al. [6] and Minoshima et al.’s extended Euler diagram logic [9]. These diagrams typically augment Euler diagrams with graphs or shading, usually both. Furthermore, diagrammatic logics with greater expressive power add even more syntax, such as arrows, to make semantically rich statements. Examples include Kent’s constraint diagrams [8] and Oliver et al.’s ontology diagrams [10].

We report on the development of sketch recognition software for Euler diagrams augmented with graphs and shading, which provides a basis for more sophisticated sketching software for the diagram types just given. Section 2 overviews our sketching software. The recognition component of our tool is detailed in section 3. Section 4 presents a user study used to evaluate and improve the recogniser. The software can be downloaded from [12].

2. SpiderSketch

The tool, called SpiderSketch, that we have developed allows users to sketch Euler diagrams augmented with graphs and shading and then recognises each pen stroke. Formally, augmented Euler diagrams comprise a finite set of closed curves drawn in the plane, a finite set of nodes, a finite set of edges whose end points are incident with nodes, and a set of minimal regions (formed by the curves) that are shaded. A
sketched diagram is a hand-drawn image that approximates an augmented Euler diagram.

In the sketching interface, users create sketches by drawing as on a piece of paper; figure 2 shows a screenshot. A stylus stroke is immediately rendered on the canvas. On completion of the stroke (stylus up event) it is passed to a recognizer that we describe in section 3. The recognizer result may be one of four classes: curve, node, edge, or shading. Each piece of syntax is immediately coloured to show the result of the recognizer. Curves are dark blue, nodes are red, edges are light blue, and shading is black. Online colouring allows one to readily check the association made by the software and, thus, have an opportunity to change the sketch if necessary. The sketch can also be saved.

3. The Recognizer

We have devised a number of heuristics that classify each stroke as one of the four types of syntax. The recognizer works online, classifying each stroke as it is created by the user. To design the heuristics, we identified features of each syntax type that distinguish it from the other syntax types.

1. Nodes are generally small and round, unlike the other pieces of syntax.

2. Shading is entered into the interface by a ‘scribble’ type action. This can be described as a stroke that is relatively long compared to the size of its bounding box and has many sharp turns. Potentially, this is similar to a node but we assume that shading takes up more space. Edges do not generally have sharp turns. Finally, curves are not particularly long compared to the size of their bounding box.

3. Edges are line segments that do not self-intersect. In addition, the end points are often far apart from one another, given the length of the line segment. By contrast, end points are generally close to each other for nodes or shading, which are ‘densely packed’ in to a space on the screen. In addition, curves should self-intersect since they are closed although users may not enter them that carefully; either way, the end points of a curve should be relatively close together.

The heuristics are described in full below and they are applied in a particular order. First, the recogniser decides whether the entered stroke, $s$, is a node. If $s$ is not a node then the recongiser determines whether it is shading. Again, if $s$ is not shading then it determines whether it is an edge. Finally, if $s$ is not an edge then it is deemed to be a curve. Our heuristics are each reliant on a threshold value particular to it. For instance, we consider a stroke to be very small, and therefore a node, if the longest side of its bounding box is at most $T_{n,vs}$ pixels ($n$ for node, $vs$ for very small). Initially, we chose $T_{n,vs}$ to be 10 pixels. The threshold values can be adjusted to improve the recognition success rate. In full, the heuristics are as follows:
1. Any stroke that either (a) has a very small bounding box, or (b) is approximately square and has small bounding box is a node. By very small, we mean

$$BB_{\text{longestSide}} < T_{n,vs}$$

for some threshold value $T_{n,vs}$, where $BB_{\text{longestSide}}$ is the length of the longest side of the bounding box. By approximately square, we mean

$$\frac{BB_{\text{shortestSide}}}{BB_{\text{longestSide}}} > T_{n,sq}$$

for some threshold value $T_{n,sq}$, where $BB_{\text{shortestSide}}$ is the length of the shortest side of the bounding box. By small we mean

$$BB_{\text{longestSide}} < T_{n,s}$$

So, for a stroke, $s$, to be a node either (1) is true or both (2) and (3) are true.

2. Any stroke whose density is above a certain threshold, $T_{s,d}$, and contains at least $T_{s,t}$ sharp turns, typically called corners, is shading. We measure density by comparing the length of the stroke with the perimeter of its bounding box: the stroke must be significantly longer than the perimeter. In particular, we must have

$$\frac{\text{stroke length}}{\text{bounding box perimeter}} > T_{s,d},$$

A corner is a single point, $p$, in the sketched line, $l$, where the angle, $\theta(p)$, formed by the two line segments on $l$ whose end points are $p$ satisfies

$$\theta(p) > T_{s,a}$$

for some threshold angle $T_{s,a}$. We count the number of corners and compare the number of them to a threshold value, $T_{s,t}$:

$$|\{p \in setP(l) : \theta(p) > T_{s,a}\}| > T_{s,t}$$

where $setP(l)$ is the set of non-end points on $l$. So, for a stroke, $s$, to be shading it must not be a node and both (4) and (6) must be true.

3. Any stroke whose end-points are far apart, given its length, and does not self-intersect is an edge. By far apart, we mean

$$\frac{\text{distance between end points}}{\text{length}} > T_e.$$

So, for a stroke, $s$, to be an edge it must not be a node or shading and (7) must be true.

4. Any other stroke is a curve.

The initial values we picked for these thresholds are in table 1. In section 4 we describe a study used to evaluate our recognition engine using these initial values. The results of the study were used to fine-tune the threshold values and the final values are shown in table 2. The process by which these final values were obtained is also described in section 4. To provide some insight into the recognition process, figures 3, 4, and 5 show a series of strokes, entered using the final threshold values, that show how the classification changes as properties of the strokes are altered.

### Table 1. Initial threshold values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{n,vs}$</td>
<td>10 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{n,sq}$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{n,s}$</td>
<td>15 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{s,d}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{s,a}$</td>
<td>60 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{s,t}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_e$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Final threshold values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{n,vs}$</td>
<td>15 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{n,sq}$</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{n,s}$</td>
<td>18 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{s,d}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{s,a}$</td>
<td>90 degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{s,t}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_e$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Evaluating the Recogniser

We have conducted a study to evaluate the effectiveness of the recogniser component of our sketching tool. At the beginning of the study, each participant was given a short tutorial in how to use SpiderSketch. The researcher gave them a demonstration of the tool after which they were asked to draw some sketches, ensuring they were happy with how to

**Figure 3. Recognising nodes.**
enter each type of syntax. In addition, they were told that it was a single stroke recogniser. In particular, they were informed that they had to remove the pen from the screen before drawing the next item. They were also told that if syntax was miscoloured then this was not their fault and they should not attempt to correct the stroke, because the study was about determining the correctness of the recognition engine. Each participant began the study when they were happy with using the tool.

For the study, each participant was asked to sketch six diagrams. The first five diagrams were given for them to copy and are shown in figure 6; each of these sketches was drawn by one of the 10 participants. For the sixth diagram, they were asked to draw any sketch with 3 curves, 3 nodes, 3 edges between the nodes, and 3 pieces of shading. An example diagram drawn by another participant can be seen in figure 7. Of note is that sometimes participants failed to copy the entire sketch and sometimes drew extra items in their sketches. Overall, there were roughly 200 strokes for each syntax type. Each sketch was saved for analysis purposes and was examined to determine whether it was correctly recognised. In particular, each stroke was assigned its correct syntax type by the researcher as well as the syntax type assigned by the recogniser.

Out of 801 sketched items, 747 were correctly classified, giving a success rate of 93.26% using the initial threshold values. Our task is now to determine whether the threshold values used in the heuristics can be adjusted to improve the recognition rate. Since the recogniser works hierarchically, we first examined the classification of nodes. Table 3 shows the number of strokes classified either as a node or not as a node using the initial values of the recogniser, broken down by whether that classification is correct. We can see that many of the 801 − 747 = 54 original errors occurred in this part of the recognition process, with a total of 41 + 4 = 45 errors. We extracted, from the saved sketches, all strokes incorrectly classified either as not being a node when it was a node (false negatives) or as being a node when it was not a node (false positives); these strokes can be seen in figures 8 and 9 respectively. In figure 8, some of the incorrectly recognised nodes are large and they break the condition that their bounding box is small. In figure 9, the strokes incorrectly recognised as nodes are generally small and it is perhaps unsurprising that errors occurred here. To improve the recogniser, we modified the values of to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a node</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The node heuristics: initial classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a node</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The node heuristics: final classification.
15 and $T_{n,s}$ to 18, which were the best values we found after some exploratory data analysis. Altering the value of $T_{n,sq}$ did not seem to positively impact the recognition accuracy. Table 4 shows the numbers of correctly and incorrectly classified strokes using these new threshold values for the nodes heuristics. There are now more false positives (increasing from 4 to 15) but many fewer false negatives (decreasing from 41 to 11).

Having changed the values of the thresholds associated with the node heuristics, we investigated classification errors associated with shading. At this point, we cannot overcome recognition errors due to the node heuristics. Thus, we now restrict our analysis to the only strokes that are correctly not recognised as nodes; this leaves $801 - 199 - 11 - 15 = 576$ strokes in the data set. At this point, there are no strokes which should have been recognised as shading, but were not recognised as such and only seven strokes that are shading but not recognised as such; see table 5 and figure 10 which shows the seven incorrectly classified strokes. Thus, we only attempt to improve the number of false negatives. Observing figure 10, we can see that some of these strokes do not have at least two sharp turns. Thus, we modified the shading threshold $T_{s,a}$ which is the angle used to determine whether a turn is sharp. The best value we found for this was 90 degrees. Table 5 shows the result of making this change, where no false positives were introduced and only 2 false negatives remain. These two incorrectly classified strokes can be seen in figure 11; since they are close to lines, it would be hard to distinguish them from edges.

Considering now the remaining data, i.e. the 393 strokes that are correctly identified as not being nodes or shading, the recogniser must determine whether each stroke is an edge. In fact, the recogniser has a 100% success rate here, correctly recognising 191 strokes as lines and the remaining 202 strokes are, by default, recognised as curves.

Using the final threshold values (table 2), of the 801 data points, 773 were correctly classified (totalling 11+15+2=28 errors), giving a final success rate of 96.5%. In order to determine whether the improvement is statistically significant, we carried out a McNemar $\chi^2$ test (similar to a $\chi^2$ test, but for paired data) using the data in table 7. Computing

$$\frac{(b - c)^2}{b + c} = \frac{(9 - 35)^2}{9 + 35} = 15.36$$

and comparing with a $\chi^2$ table with one degree of freedom, we get a $p$-value of 0.0000886687. Therefore, the improvement is highly significant.
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Table 7. Data for the McNemar test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>$a = 738$</td>
<td>$b = 9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>$c = 35$</td>
<td>$d = 19$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the first tool, SpiderSketch, that supports users in the creation of augmented Euler diagrams. It uses a set of heuristics that determine whether each sketched item is a node, shading, an edge, or a curve. The recogniser was evaluated and improved using a sample of sketches produced by 10 participants. The improvements have been shown to be highly statistically significant. An accuracy rate of 96.5% is very high for a rules-based recogniser. Previous work [3] devised a recogniser, called CALI, for geometric shapes, possibly drawn using multiple strokes, such as lines, circles, rectangles and triangles. While similar to our work here, it is our understanding that CALI would recognise each shape as some geometric shape, whereas for Euler diagrams it is important that some curves are recognised as just that, and not some particular shape.

Future work includes conducting another study, to re-evaluate the recogniser against new data, with the sketches drawn by different participants. This will provide insight into how accurately the recogniser works after the changes we have made. We acknowledge that there is a danger of over-fitting the recogniser to the data set considered in this paper. In addition, we plan to improve the recognition by taking into account context. We want to explore a blend of online recognition with contextual re-recognition. In our case, even after the improvements we made, there were still misclassifications occurring between nodes and shading in particular. Since each edge should end next to a node, we can use this contextual information to reclassify items as more of the sketch is drawn. In addition, we also plan to extend the recogniser to more complex diagrams that include arrows and mathematical symbols. We expect context to play a bigger role in fixing classification errors in these more complex diagrammatic notations. Further, if we wanted to include text recognition then we would expect to use a more sophisticated recogniser such as RATA [1].

A further avenue of work is to extend the functionality of the tool so that it supports users given it’s understanding of the sketch. In particular, we plan to include a feature that automatically produces a ‘formal’ version of the sketched diagram; by this, we mean a beautified sketch that looks as though it was drawn using an editing tool. Moreover, we want to incorporate syntax matching, so that any semantic differences introduced when converting sketch to formal can be automatically identified and rectified, as we have done for Euler diagrams in [15].
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a visual language based framework to effectively tackle the problem of software based structural analysis in different application domains. In particular, the framework includes grammar based parser generation modules to easily adapt structural analysis software packages to evolving standards of specific application domains. Moreover, it includes visual analytics paradigms to enhance the software based structural analysis processes. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework we have implemented some of its modules and instantiated them in the context of the evaluation of earthquake-resistant masonry buildings.

1. Introduction

Structural analysis comprises the set of physical laws and mathematics required to study and predict the behavior of structures [3]. The subjects of structural analysis are engineering artifacts whose integrity is judged largely based upon their ability to withstand loads; they commonly include buildings, bridges, aircraft, ships and cars.

In the last decades, Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Structural Engineering (CASE) software packages have been developed to provide automatic support for structural analysis [8]. These packages share many common characteristics across different application domains of structural analysis, such as the extensive use of computer graphics and complex mathematical models.

Structural analysis software producers strive to keep their products competitive, since they need to continuously adapt them to emerging computer graphics technologies and to evolving standards of specific application domains. Thus, they need frameworks and software platforms assisting them in the evolution of their software products.

In this paper we propose a visual oriented framework to support the effective generation of structural analysis software modules. We have also implemented two main modules of it, one for verifying compliance of designed structures to domain specific standards, and one to configure visual data mining activities during the design and evaluation of structures. In particular, in the former we have devised a grammar-based approach for modeling norms, which enabled us to exploit automatic parser generation techniques and to effectively embed them within structural analysis software packages. Moreover, the second module aims to enhance structure design through visual data mining, so as to stimulate more a proficient involvement of engineers in the structural analysis process, and to let them better convey their experience.

To demonstrate the feasibility of both the proposed approaches, we have implemented them in the context of the evaluation of earthquake-resistant masonry buildings.

2. The Proposed Framework

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed framework. It is composed of three main modules: a Computer Aided Design module, which includes the components forming a CAD system, a Visual Language Parser Generator (VLPG) that generates structural analysis components from grammars modeling safety standards, and a Visual Data Mining Configuration (VDMC) module that allows engineers to visually select algorithms and metaphors to configure a knowledge discovery process based on a proper visualization of the information computed during structural analysis.
The role of the VLPG is to guarantee the possibility of modeling safety norms through a rigorous formalism. In this way, norms specification is maintained outside of the source code, which allows to keep structural analysis packages compliant with latest versions of norms without changing their source code.

The VDMC module has the goal to facilitate the introduction of knowledge discovery processes within structural analysis. Potentially, structural analysis can have conspicuous benefits from the usage of knowledge discovery processes, allowing designer to share past experiences. However, each different application domain of structural design needs specific data mining algorithms, and visual metaphors tailored to domain. For this reason, we needed a software platform supporting the configuration of the whole knowledge discovery process. In addition, since structural analysis packages can work with different mathematical resolution engines, this module also allows the selection of these components.

In the following we provide details of the VLPG and VDMC modules by using the masonry buildings case study to illustrate concepts and examples.

3. Generation of Structural Analysis Components through Visual Grammars

In this section we describe how an approach proposed for the analysis of visual languages can be adapted to the domain of structural analysis for engineering design. In particular, we show how to use visual language grammar models and parser generators to derive structural analysis software module capable of checking compliance of structures to safety constraints.

As a parse generator we use VLDesk [4], a system that inherits and extends to the visual field concepts and techniques of compiler generation tools like YACC [6]. In fact, VLDesk is based on the formalism of eXtended Positional Grammars (XPGs), which represents a direct extension of context-free string grammars [1], where more general relations other than concatenation are allowed [4]. The idea behind the definition of such formalism has been to overcome the inefficiency of visual languages parsing algorithms by searching suitable extensions of the well-known LR technique.

Our idea is to exploit the XPG formalism to specify structural analysis constraints, and then to use the generated LR-based parser to verify the compliance of designed structures to such constraints. In this way software packages for structural analysis can be easily kept up to date with evolving safety norms, without having to modify source code and to recompile it.

In the following we show how to model anti-seismic construction norms for the selected case study. In particular, we first need to define the symbols of the domain, e.g., openings, walls, and floors, and then need to specify the grammar productions by enclosing constraints between symbols and procedures to verify properties on the whole design model. The XPG formalism conceives the symbols of a visual language as graphical objects, each associated with a set of syntactic attributes [4] used to relate symbols between them. Fig. 2 shows some symbols used for modeling masonry buildings, together with their syntactic attributes, which correspond to their coordinates in the plane. Fig. 3 shows an example of model representing the front of a building.

Fig. 4 shows a portion of grammar productions modeling buildings satisfying anti-seismic construction norms, which we have defined for the evaluation of earthquake-resistant masonry buildings. The productions alternate symbols with relations and have
information computed during the parsing, e.g. the detection of the bearing walls and the verification of the further anti-seismic constraint verifications on the recognized. In the proposed example, the checks regard invoked once the whole engineering model has been semantic checks associated to the first production are each having a lintel above it (productions 7-9). The composed of a set of non-intersecting opening symbols lines representing a floor with an optional riddle The floors structure is composed of a wall with several openings as a set of floors containing several openings. The floors structure is composed of a wall with several lines representing a floor with an optional riddle underneath it (productions 2-6). The openings are composed of a set of non-intersecting opening symbols each having a lintel above it (productions 7-9). The semantic checks associated to the first production are invoked once the whole engineering model has been recognized. In the proposed example, the checks regard further anti-seismic constraint verifications on the model.

Fig. 5 shows the procedures we defined for the detection of the bearing walls and the verification of some properties on them. Such procedures exploit the information computed during the parsing, e.g. the position of the floors in the designed models, in order to determine the position and the size of the bearing walls contained in the model, and verify that they comply with anti-seismic construction norms. As an example, the procedure Check Bearing Wall Constraints verifies the property: a bearing wall has to be 30 percent larger than the floor height.

(1) STRUCTURE --> FLOORS <contains, not_intersect> OPENINGS
   | Bearing-Wall/Compute_Bearing_Wall();
   | Check_Bearing_Wall_Constraints(Bearing-Wall);
   | Visualize_Bearing_Wall(i);

(2) FLOORS --> FLOORS <contains> INTERFLOORS
   | \( \Delta \{\text{Floors}.x1 = \text{wall}.x1; \text{Floors}.y1 = \text{wall}.y1; \text{Floors}.x2 = \text{wall}.x2; \text{Floors}.y2 = \text{wall}.y2;\} \)

(3) INTERFLOORS --> line_floor **(Index, Height)** (0, 0, 4)- RIDDLE
   \( \Delta \{\text{Interfloor}.x1 = \text{line floor}.x1; \text{Interfloors}.x1 = \text{line floor}.x1; \text{Interfloors}.x2 = \text{line floor}.x2; \text{Interfloors}.y2 = \text{line floor}.y2;\} \)

(4) INTERFLOORS --> line_floor **(Index, Height)** (0, 0, 4)- RIDDLE
   \( \Delta \{\text{Interfloor}.x1 = \text{line floor}.x1; \text{Interfloors}.x1 = \text{line floor}.x1; \text{Interfloors}.x2 = \text{line floor}.x2; \text{Interfloors}.y2 = \text{line floor}.y2;\} \)

(5) INTERFLOORS --> line_floor
   \( \Delta \{\text{Interfloor}.x1 = \text{line floor}.x1; \text{Interfloors}.x1 = \text{line floor}.x1; \text{Interfloors}.x2 = \text{line floor}.x2; \text{Interfloors}.y2 = \text{line floor}.y2;\} \)

(6) RIDDLE --> riddle
   \( \Delta \{\text{Riddle}.x1 = \text{riddle}.x1; \text{Riddle}.y1 = \text{riddle}.y1; \text{Riddle}.x2 = \text{riddle}.x2; \text{Riddle}.y2 = \text{riddle}.y2;\} \)

(7) OPENINGS --> OPENINGS <not_intersect> OPENING
   \( \Delta \{\text{Openings}.ap = \text{Openings}.ap \} \)

(8) OPENINGS --> OPENING
   \( \Delta \{\text{Openings}.ap = \text{Opening}.ap \} \)

(9) OPENING --> opening <isAbove, Height> (0, 0.2), inCentered (x_larger) (0, 0.3)- lintel
   \( \Delta \{\text{Opening}.ap = [\text{opening}.x1, \text{opening}.y1, \text{opening}.x2, \text{opening}.y2]\} \)

Fig. 2. Some visual symbols for the building design domain.

Fig. 3. A model representing the front of a building.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol name</th>
<th>Layout and attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wall</td>
<td>(a1, b1) ------ (a2, b2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line_floor</td>
<td>(a1, b1) ------ (a2, b2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riddle</td>
<td>(a1, b1) ------ (a2, b2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opening</td>
<td>(a1, b1) ------ (a2, b2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lintel</td>
<td>(a1, b1) ------ (a2, b2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Associated \( \Delta \) rules, which are used to compute the attributes of the symbol on the left-hand side of the production from the attributes of the symbols on the right-hand side. The grammar defines a building structure as a set of floors containing several openings. The floors structure is composed of a wall with several lines representing a floor with an optional riddle underneath it (productions 2-6). The openings are composed of a set of non-intersecting opening symbols each having a lintel above it (productions 7-9). Fig. 3 shows the procedures we defined for the detection of the bearing walls and the verification of some properties on them. Such procedures exploit the information computed during the parsing, e.g. the
4. Configuration of Visual Data Mining Processes

Visual data mining (VDM) is a combination of traditional data mining techniques and visualization methods [5], and it represents a useful mean to support engineers during the activities of structural analysis. As an example, given a design building, the VDM can be used to retrieve the building structures analyzed by engineers in the past, which highlighted the same structural issues; but VDM can also be used to find out the visual patterns common to several building structures.

Since VDM algorithms embed concepts far from engineer’s background, their definition requires the use of means that properly assist both experienced and naïve users. Inspired by the work presented in [2], here, we present a visual language to provide users with a simple and intuitive mean for the configuration of VDM processes and for the selection of the right visual metaphor for data analysis.

The visual language used to configure VDM algorithms is the flowchart notation, where the boxes represent the processing operations, i.e., the data mining algorithms chosen from a repository, and the arcs represent the execution flow. Fig. 6 shows an example of visual sentence, which defines a visual data mining process for the construction of a decision tree based on the similarities among bearing walls. In particular, the process prescribes (1) the comparison of all the bearing walls previously computed from the building models, after having selected a proper similarity algorithm; (2) the clustering of the comparison results based on the chosen algorithm, (3) the construction of a decision tree based on the clusters having a size greater than 4.

5. Conclusions

The availability of advanced analysis tools based on finite element and matrix structural analysis concepts has enabled engineers and architects to model, analyze and design innovative, complex and unusual building and industrial structures [7]. In this paper, we have presented a framework for supporting the construction of structural analysis software packages. In particular, the framework addresses the construction of those package modules that need frequent updates to reflect changes in the application domain, or changes across different application domains. The framework exploits known paradigms developed in the visual language research community, and it has been used experimentally in the domain of masonry building.
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Abstract

In this paper we present an approach to recognize multi-stroke hand drawn symbols, which is invariant with respect to scaling and supports symbol recognition independently from the number and order of strokes. The approach is an adaptation of the algorithm proposed by Belongie et al. in 2002 to the case of sketched images. This is achieved by introducing a new step in which the original Shape Context point-to-point cost matrix is updated according to stroke related information. The approach has been evaluated on a set of symbols from the Military Course of Action domain and the results show that the new recognizer outperforms the original one.

1 Introduction

The spread of systems equipped with touch screens has recently attracted the interest of researchers on the recognition of sketched diagrams. Several methods for the recognition of hand-drawn symbols have been proposed. The earliest of them [19] were only able to recognize unistroke symbols while a number of multi-stroke recognition approaches are now available.

In this paper, we present an approach to recognize multi-stroke hand drawn symbols. Since the approach is an adaptation of the image-based matching algorithm proposed by Belongie et al. [2], it is invariant with respect to scaling and is independent from the number and order of the drawn strokes. Furthermore, it has a better recognition accuracy than the original one when applied to hand drawn symbols. This is due to the exploitation of information on stroke points, such as temporal sequence and occurrence in a given stroke.

Briefly, the algorithm proposed by Belongie et al. calculates the matching cost between two shapes as the minimum weighted bipartite graph matching between two equally sized sets of sampled points from both shapes. This is done by calculating a matrix of matching costs between each couple of points of the two symbols and selecting the resulting best match. The cost of matching of two points is calculated by evaluating the difference between their shape contexts, which are suitable shape descriptors introduced by the authors.

Our improvement lies in re-calculating the cost matrix and, as a consequence, the total cost of matching between the two symbols. The cost matrix is re-calculated by considering the symbols as sequences of sampled points and detecting the longest subsequences of points in each sketched symbol stroke whose mapping on the template symbol produces still subsequences in any template symbol stroke. Once the subsequences are detected their lengths are used to decrease the matching costs of the involved points proportionally. This provides a further check on the structural similarity of the symbols that the original algorithm does not take into consideration that proves to enhance the accuracy when applying the shape context descriptors to sketch recognition.

The approach has been evaluated on a set of more than 100 symbols extracted from the Military Course of Action Diagrams (COA) domain [6]. In the experiment we have compared the performance of the previous algorithm to that of our enhanced version. We report a top 1 recognition rate of 95.7% on symbols sampled at 128 points. This rate is for an improvement over the previous algorithm of 3.7%. The recognition grows up to 99% when considering the top 3 interpretations. The proposed improvement does not introduce significant delays in the running time of the recognition procedure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section briefly describes the approach presented in [2]; section 3 describes the approach. The evaluation is presented in section 4; section 5 contains a brief summary of the state of the art in hand-drawn symbol recognition; finally, section 6 offers our conclusions and outlines the future work.
2 Background: Symbol Recognition Through Shape Context

In this section we describe the symbol recognition procedure introduced by Belongie et al. [2] as used in our approach.

2.1 Feature descriptor

The shape context descriptor is first proposed by Belongie et al. [2] and is a global feature descriptor that has been successfully used in various application fields [2, 9, 10, 18]. It is a point based descriptor, thus a significant set of points must be sampled from the original figure. The shape context of a point is built by dividing a point’s surrounding area into bins with different angles and increasing distances. The shape context of a point is defined by computing the number of other points that are located in each of its surrounding bins,

\[ h_i(k, l) = \# \{x \neq P_i : (x - P_i) \in \text{bin}(k, l) \} \quad (1) \]

where \( k \) and \( l \) are the spatial coordinates of the bin and \# refers to set cardinality. As an example, in Figure 1, the bin containing the lowest point of the right side of the symbol A contains \( \text{bin}(5, 20) = 4 \) points. In other words, a point’s shape context is a log-polar histogram which defines the relative distribution of other points. Different points in one shape have different shape context and similar points in two similar shapes have similar shape context. Belongie et al. [2] adopts the Chi-square distance to measure the difference between the shape context features of two points \( P_i \) and \( Q_j \).

\[ C_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=1}^{M} \sum_{l=1}^{N} \frac{[h_i(k, l) + h_j(k, l)]^2}{h_i(k, l) + h_j(k, l)} \quad (2) \]

\( h_i \) and \( h_j \) are the shape context histograms of \( P_i \) and \( Q_j \).

2.2 Matching

In order to compare a sketched symbol \( s \) against a template symbol \( t \) equation (2) must be calculated for each pair of sampled points \( P_i \) of \( s \) and \( Q_j \) of \( t \). This will then produce a \( n \times n \) matrix \( C \) where \( n \) is the number of points sampled from each symbol. Based on this cost matrix, the algorithm constructs a permutation \( \pi \) which allows to map each point \( P_i \) of \( s \) to a point \( Q_{\pi(i)} \) of \( t \) such that the total matching cost \( H \) is minimized:

\[ H(\pi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_{i\pi(i)} \quad (3) \]

In the next section, we describe our approach and will make use of a function \( \Pi \) to map a sequence of points \( \text{seq} = < P_1, \ldots, P_m > \) to the sequence of points \( \Pi(\text{seq}) = < Q_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, Q_{\pi(m)} >, \) with \( m \geq 1 \).

3 The Approach

Sketched and template symbols consist of strokes starting with a pen-down and ending with a pen-up events. All the symbols are pre-processed to produce a set of a fixed number \( n \) of sampled points. These points are distributed among the strokes proportionally to their length. The \( k-th \) stroke of a symbol is then represented as a sequence of sampled points \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_{m_k} \) with \( \sum_{k} m_k = n \).

Given a sketched symbol \( s \) and a set of template symbols \( \{ t_1, \ldots, t_l \} \), in order to find a template symbol that best matches \( s \) we first compute the matrix \( C \) and the mapping \( \pi \) as shown in section 2 on each pair \( (s, t_j) \). Then, based on \( C \) we compute an updated version \( C'_{i\pi(i)} \) for \( i = 1 \ldots n \) to calculate the new matching cost \( H' \) associated to \( t_j \) and \( s \).

Finally, the template symbol with the minimum cost will be presented as the best match.

Our contribution is the method to calculate the new \( C'_{i\pi(i)} \). Basically, given a sketched symbol \( s \) and a template \( t \) we consider, for each stroke in \( s \), the longest subsequences that are mapped by \( \Pi \) to sequences (also inverted) in any stroke of \( t \). This provides a further check on the structural similarity of the two symbols that the shape context descriptor does not take into consideration. To reflect this property in the final cost computation, we proportionally decrease the matching cost of points participating in longer subsequences. More formally,

\[ C'_{i\pi(i)} = C_{i\pi(i)} \ast (1 - 2 \times \log_{2n} |\text{sub}(i)|) \quad (4) \]

where \( |\text{sub}(i)| \) denotes the size of the longest subsequence in a sketched symbol stroke containing the point \( P_i \) such
that $\Pi(\text{lsub}(i)))$ or $\text{inverse}(\Pi(\text{lsub}(i)))$ is still a sequence in any template symbol stroke (containing the point $Q_{\pi(i)}$).

3.1 An example

Figure 2 shows a template symbol (a) and four hand drawn sketched symbols (b, c, d, e) sampled at 16 points. On the sketched symbols, consecutive points belonging to the same subsequence are shown with the same color (white or black). Each table in Figure 3 shows the mapping $\pi$ between one of the four sketched symbols and the template symbol. Each column shows the mapping between sketched and template symbol points, the subsequence to which the sketched point belongs and the cost of the mapping for both $C$ and $C'$ with the exception of the last column that shows the total cost of the mapping.

It can be noted that the $C$ total cost for D.1 (92.05) is worse than the corresponding one for D.4 (78.08) despite the fact that D.1 is obviously the most similar sketched symbol for the template. On the other hand the $C'$ total cost for D.1 (-18.41) is by far the lowest one.

4 Evaluation

The approach has been tested on a set of 113 symbols extracted from the Military Course of Action Diagrams domain [6]. COA diagrams are used to depict battle scenarios. Our set is an extract chosen by picking only a single variant of a symbol from the whole set. The domain, in fact, includes thousands of unique symbols. Nevertheless, many symbols are variants of a basic symbol, differing from it in a few details. The whole set of symbols is shown in figure 4. The above described symbol set was chosen in order to test the approach with a large (more than 100) set of symbols. A single template has been defined for each symbol. The number of strokes of the template symbols ranges from

Figure 2. A template and four hand drawn sketched symbols

Figure 3. The mapping costs for the symbols in Figure 2
Table 1. Result with 64 sampled points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>top1</th>
<th>top2</th>
<th>top3</th>
<th>top4</th>
<th>top5</th>
<th>top6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>97.0%</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>97.1%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>98.4%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff.</td>
<td>+1.2%</td>
<td>+3.1%</td>
<td>+2.5%</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
<td>+1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Result with 128 sampled points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>top1</th>
<th>top2</th>
<th>top3</th>
<th>top4</th>
<th>top5</th>
<th>top6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>97.0%</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
<td>98.2%</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff.</td>
<td>+3.7%</td>
<td>+2.9%</td>
<td>+2.7%</td>
<td>+2.1%</td>
<td>+1.6%</td>
<td>+1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 for the simplest ones to 19 of the most complex one, with an average value of 5.9 (s.d. = 2.9) strokes.

In literature several systems for facilitating the input of COA diagrams have been described [4, 8, 13]. In [13] an accuracy of about 90% when considering the top 3 interpretations on a set of 485 symbols has been obtained.

In the experiment, we performed the recognition process on a set of symbols hand drawn by 5 different users. Each user drew all of the 113 symbols 4 times each. Thus, we collected a set of $5 \times 4 \times 113 = 2260$ sketched symbols. The following apparatus was used: the host system was a Dell Precision T5400 workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU at 2.50 GHz running Microsoft Windows XP operating system and the Java Run-Time Environment 6. The interactive device was a Symposium ID250 Interactive Pen Display, attached through both USB and RGB cables to the workstation.

In the experiment we compared the performance of the previous algorithm to that of our enhanced version. The recognition procedure was executed at two different point sampling rates (64 and 128) for both the sketched and template symbols. Shape contexts with 5 concentric circles and 12 sectors were used. For each symbol drawn by a user, the matching cost with each of the 113 template symbols was computed. Then we ordered the list of the templates increasing by the similarity to the unknown symbol and we considered the position of the correctly matching template.

For $n = 1, \ldots, 6$, we report the ratio of matching templates falling in the top $n$ positions. Tables 1 and 2 report the results of the above described trials for 64 and 128 sampling rates, respectively. In both tables, the first and the second row report the performance of the original and the improved algorithms, respectively; the third row reports the improvement obtained with the latter over the former.

As we can see, the improved algorithm has better performances in all cases. The improvement is more marked with a sampling rate of 128 points. In this case, a top 1 recognition rate of 95.7% is obtained. This rate improves that of the previous algorithm of 3.7%. The top 3 recognition rate is 99.0%.

5 Related Work

The approaches based on graph matching usually represent symbols through Attributed Relational Graphs (ARG), be regarded as the first step (also called low-level recognition) of the process of recognizing more complex diagrams which use a predefined set of symbols (high-level recognition) [25].

Even though in most cases methods proposed for image recognition can be used [2, 24], several specialized methods for the recognition of sketchy images have been proposed. The earliest recognizers were only able to recognize unistroke symbols. In a pioneering work [19], a feature-based recognition approach is proposed. In this approach a stroke is characterized by 13 features including its length, size of the bounding box, average speed of the stylus, etc. A statistical pattern matching is used to compare the unknown stroke to those gathered in a training phase. Many unistroke symbol recognizers (e.g. text entry applications [15]) use elastic matching [20], a common pattern recognition-based approach to calculate a distance between two strokes. It basically works by evaluating the distances between corresponding points extracted from the two strokes. A recently proposed approach [22] has results comparable to those obtained through elastic matching, but enables accurate recognition with a few number of templates and can be easily implemented on any platform without requiring the inclusion of external libraries.

As for multi-stroke symbol recognition, many approaches have been tried, including image-based techniques, visual language parsing and graph matching.

In image-based techniques, the symbol is treated as a rasterized image. The advantage of such an approach is its independence on stroke order and number. E.g., in [14] the initial image is framed and down sampled into a 48 x 48 square grid. The recognizer exploits common classifiers in image-based matching, such as Hausdorff distance (and an ad-hoc defined variant of it), Tanimoto and Yule coefficients. The distances obtained by different classifiers are then combined together in order to obtain a unified measure.

As for grammar-based techniques, they rely on a grammar which defines the rules to determine if a given input belongs to the language generated by the grammar. In adjacency grammars, as those used in [17], primitive types are the terminal symbols and productions describe the topology of the symbols. Furthermore, a set of adjacency constraints (e.g. incident, adjacent, intersects, parallel, perpendicular) define the relation between two primitives.

The approaches based on graph matching usually represent symbols through Attributed Relational Graphs (ARG),
drawn symbol recognition in [16]. The authors solve the efficiency issues related to graph matching by exploiting approximate techniques.

Casella et al. [3], use an agent-based system for interpreting sketched symbols. The method exploits the knowledge about the domain context for disambiguating the symbols recognized at a lower level. The approach presented in [1] is an extension to the recognition of multi-stroke symbols of the $S$ approach proposed in [22]. It preserves the minimalism of its predecessor and relies on its single stroke recognition functionality. In [5] a stroke sequence of a symbol is firstly transformed to a string and then the Levenshtein distance is used to compare two strings. The characters of the string are obtained by coding the directions of successive sampled points. This approach is clearly dependent on stroke order.

A statistical approach is used in [11]. Nine features are extracted from the unknown symbol and compared to those of the models. The best match is chosen through a statistical classifier. The approach also solves the problems related to the partitioning of the sketched elements (symbols, connectors, etc.) but requires the availability of at least five training examples per class.

General-purpose frameworks offering a whole set of functionalities for defining sketch-recognition environments, have also been proposed [12]. LADDER [12], in which a symbol is defined through a set of rules, which describe its shape principally on the basis of the characteristics of the primitives (length, slope, etc.) and relations among them (angle, presence of intersections, etc.). CALI [7] exploits a naive Bayesian classifier to recognize multi-stroke geometric shapes. A statistical analysis of various geometrical features of the shapes is performed, such as the convex hull, the largest triangle and largest quadrilateral that can be inscribed within the hull, the smallest area enclosing rectangle that can be fitted around the shape.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an adaptation to the case of sketched symbol of the algorithm for shape matching proposed by Belongie et al. in 2002. The effectiveness of the algorithm has been proven by testing it on a set of more than 100 symbol classes. We have found that the proposed enhancement improves the recognition rate of the original algorithm, obtaining an accuracy of 99% when considering the top 3 interpretations on symbols sampled at 128 points.

Future work include the test of the algorithm on larger sets of symbols, such as hand written oriental characters. It is worth noting that we have not tested the performance of the approach on rotated symbols. Point matching through shape context has been lately extended to rotated shapes [23], but their management in our approach is left to future

Figure 4. The 113 template symbols
work.
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Abstract

Sketch-based interfaces are increasingly used for interaction with desktops or mobile devices, favouring natural interaction through the expression of commands and concepts with graphical symbols. However, developing this kind of human-oriented interfaces is still challenging, due to: the limited number and type of graphical symbols definable and recognizable in a device-independent way, the computational cost incurred for recognizing complex symbols, and the different users’ styles in tracing symbols. FcBD’s agent-based architecture supports the definition and real-time recognition of sets of 2D graphical symbols, independently of the input style. FcBD’s layered organisation favours abstraction from the concretely employed device, and proposes an approach to symbol recognition based on associating with each recognition agent disjoint sets of primary and secondary features.

1 Introduction

Multimodal interfaces exploit one or more human-oriented modalities (e.g. gesture, speech) to allow users natural interaction with desktop or mobile devices. Users increasingly access heterogeneous applications and services via different modalities according to environmental (e.g. indoor, outdoor) or device-dependent (e.g. screen size, computational capacity) characteristics. In this context, sketch-based interfaces provide a simple interaction tool that allows users to graphically express concepts and commands.

The development of a sketch-based interface meets three major problems: multi-domain definition, real-time recognition and tracing style interpretation.

The first problem concerns the construction of engines able to define and recognize a wide range of domains (i.e. sets of graphical symbols, called libraries). In fact, building a domain-specific sketch-based interface is a time-consuming operation that often requires the re-engineering and/or re-designing of the whole interface. Moreover, as libraries are extended with new symbols, recognition conflicts grow more relevant.

As for the second problem, the computational complexity of the recognition algorithms usually depends on both the number of symbol constituents (e.g. a circle inside a square is composed of two elements) and the number of strokes composing each basic element (e.g. a square can be drawn using four strokes/lines). Hence, a generic software architecture should support recognition processes on symbols of arbitrary complexity and its implementation should be as independent as possible of specific devices, applications, or services.

The last problem concerns the style adopted by users when sketching a symbol: 1) users may draw any given symbol with different numbers of strokes; 2) strokes can be drawn in different directions (e.g. leftwards or rightwards); 3) over-tracing and/or cross-tracing phenomena lead to drawing each stroke in solid, bold, or dashed styles. A style-independent recognition protocol is therefore desirable.

This paper describes the Feature calculation Bid Decision (FcBD) agent-based architecture for sketch recognition. FcBD is equipped with two types of agents: feature evaluators and symbol recognizers, which are defined with respect to a specific library of symbols. Every time a user draws a symbol, the active evaluators work concurrently, each computing a specific feature on the drawn sketch. Recognizers read from the pool of features thus obtained only those needed to discriminate the symbol for which they are responsible, and make a bid for classifying the symbol under scrutiny. In case of conflict, a mediator agent progressively applies three solution strategies based on an adaptive choice or relaxation of features.

As feature calculation is largely independent of the
set of symbols to be recognised, FcBD provides a rich set of evaluators, with a simple protocol for including new ones, and defines a procedure to associate features with symbols. Similarly, the definition of a new library of symbols, or the addition of a symbol to an existing library, requires a training period to establish the best combination of feature-symbol assignments. The recognition process is performed in real-time, independently of the user’s input style.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on sketch-based interfaces. Section 3 presents FcBD’s architecture and a set of novel features. Section 4 shows some experimental results on a case study and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Due to the vastity of the literature on sketch recognition, we focus only on works which are more directly related to our approach. The existing approaches can be generically classified as feature-based or language-based, identifying processes driven by mathematical and/or geometrical features, or by description language specifications, respectively. Our approach tends to take advantage of both classes.

Surveys on works in the first class are [8, 9], which also provide background on the identification of relevant features. In these works the authors propose a robust and extensible approach through which to identify a wide range of freehand drawn 2D shapes. They exploit geometrical properties and different sets of mathematical operators, as well as fuzzy logic mechanisms to identify the most common geometrical 2D entities.

Another meaningful work in the same class, showing different mathematical feature extraction methods, is [14]. The authors introduce five approaches through which to characterize and identify a sketched shape. The recognition processes are treated like image-processing problems (i.e. raster) and not as sketch-understanding issues (i.e. stroke processing). A further set of useful feature-based works is described in [7, 15]. In the first work the authors propose a new technique for gesture recognition which adopts a manifold learning approach combining temporal and spatial information, while handling multiple strokes with weighted distances. The second paper details the comparison of three machine learning methods for adaptive sketch recognition, where geometrical and dynamical features are examined to provide the more suitable set of readable measurements. Finally, the work in [3] combines image-based and time-based processing methods with the aim of providing a sketch recognition framework, combining knowledge on how objects look (image data) and how they are drawn (temporal data).

For the second class of works, we consider papers which have influenced some basic architectural choices of our work. In [1, 2], the authors present SketchREAD, a multi-domain sketch recognition engine capable of recognizing freely hand-drawn diagrammatic sketches. The description of the graphical symbols is performed by a hierarchical shape description language taking into account the different geometrical and spatial constraints among the various components of a same symbol. Actually, LADDER provides the basic description language on which different authors have shaped their sketch definition approach (see [11, 12]) and still represents the reference point for advanced multi-domain and multi-purpose sketch recognition frameworks. LADDER’s robustness and reliability are further highlighted in [13], where results of a on user tracings have been used to refine the shape description engine. Based on a variant of LADDER, the work in [4] introduces the description language SketchML and develops a number of features which have been reused in this work.

A multi-domain agent-based approach is adopted in the AgentSketch environment (see [6]) where different features, as well as domain-dependent information, are used in the recognition process, and domain contextual information is employed to solve ambiguities in symbol discrimination. While some aspects of the agent model are common to FcBD and AgentSketch, we are interested in symbol recognition centered on the agent’s domain-independent knowledge of a specific symbol. Moreover, our disambiguation approach is only based on the agent’s knowledge related to its own symbol without using contextual information.

3 The Framework Architecture

This section describes FcBD architecture, as depicted in Figure 1, which supports a MultiAgent System adaptable to sketch recognition in different domains. Each agent is able to autonomously recognise its own symbol independently of input style, device, or contextual information. Moreover, we adopted a modular and open architecture, so as to easily incorporate machine learning mechanisms to enable agents to refine their own recognition criteria. However, such refinement mechanisms have not been yet put in place in the current implementation.

FcBD is structured into five layers which process the set of strokes drawn by the user up to producing a univocal assignment of such a set to a symbol type from a library (or an error message).

The first layer (Data Structure Builder) produces a
data structure including spatial and temporal information for each stroke drawn by the user. A Data Manager performs a set of normalization operations (e.g. interpolation, noise filtering) in order to obtain a data structure independent of the physical input acquisition device. In this way, FcBD can in principle be used to recognize symbols which were physically drawn using different devices, e.g. on a tablet PC, or by performing gestures in front of a digital camera.

In the second layer, a Measurement Factory computes mathematical and geometrical measurements on each stroke, based on the data structures produced by the previous layer. Measures are defined according to a set of special polygons, well known from discrete geometry [5, 10], and to the mathematical properties of a stroke (e.g. length, degree of curvature). The main task of the Measurement Manager is to coordinate the process on each analyzed stroke.

The Feature Factory layer represents the core of the system, through which all the feature evaluator agents are activated. These agents evaluate derived features (e.g. ratios, correlations) from the measurements obtained from the previous layer. FcBD provides two different sets of features. The first set, based on [8, 9], comprises some style-independent features for identifying the main properties of a shape. The second set contains novel features conceived to complement the features in the first set. The two sets together provide a rich description of 2D graphical symbols. The main task of the Feature Manager is to produce and index the features to make them available to the next layer.

The Agent Factory in the fourth layer provides the execution environment for recognizer agents. For every symbol belonging to the library, a specific agent is endowed with knowledge about the set of features (the feature vector) which are collectively most suitable to univocally identify instances of that symbol, and the typical intervals in which the feature measures fall for such instances. All the recognizer agents have the same simple behavior: first, they perform the matching process between the measures extracted from the user sketch and the intervals associated with the features relevant to the agent; second, they return a numerical value indicating their confidence in the matching. Actually, every agent is responsible for evaluating if a sketch belongs to its family of symbols, composed of the different orientations for a specific symbol (e.g. north or south arrow-head). When two or more recognizer agents identify the user sketch as belonging to their symbol family, i.e., they bid for the sketch with high confidence, then the mediator agent acts to solve the ensuing conflict. In particular, it compares confidence degrees and asks agents with high comparable degrees to take into account features not previously considered.

The Agent Editor layer allows off-line addition of new symbols and related agents: for every new library symbol, a skilled user can define a new recognizer agent by supervising the selection of the specific set of features (and their typical intervals) associated with the agent. As all agents only differ for the associated sets of features, no programming is involved in this phase, unless new features need to be added to the library, for which specific algorithms have to be defined. Moreover adding new recognizers does not require any modification of the mediator, since the ambiguity resolution mechanism is independent of any specific symbol.

The architecture of FcBD is designed with a view to computational efficiency. Once the set of strokes from the device is obtained, both spatial and temporal information and geometrical and mathematical measurements are computed in two consecutive steps, with all the computational processes occurring simultaneously for each step. Note that the evaluation of second-level measures can be considered computationally irrelevant since it only applies simple operations (typically ratios) to the measurements obtained in the previous step. Moreover, recogniser agents work in parallel and in an asynchronous way. Experimental tests (as the
one discussed in Section 4), also on different complex ad-hoc test symbols, have achieved real-time recognition performance on PCs and on mobile simulators.

A final point should be spent on FcBD description language. This is currently described through a mathematical abstraction provided by the set of features that identify a particular shape. Although it currently represents an effective practice for shape description, we plan to integrate some formal language like the one in [12], in order to fully enable easy library expansion and interaction with different modalities.

### 3.1 Feature Sets

As discussed before, features in FcBD fall into two sets. The first, Set,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I Set Description</th>
<th>Main Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>height enclosing rectangle</td>
<td>shape thinness; shape orientation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width enclosing rectangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area convex hull</td>
<td>rectangle similarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area enclosing rectangle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second set, Set II, contains a set of features (e.g. density, angle), derived from strokes’s properties (e.g. length, distance), which are original to FcBD.

Table I presents two features from Set (for the complete set see [9]) and the whole of Set II. Features in Set I provide a set of basic measurements, while those in Set II are adopted to increase accuracy and to identify the direction in which a symbol in a family (e.g. line, closed arc) is drawn. In case of conflicts, or if no agent places a bid, agents are asked to use features in Set II to try increase their confidence degree.

### 3.2 Conflict Solution

FcBD deals with conflicts by employing three strategies, which are consecutively applied until one succeeds (or even the last one fails). The conflict solving task is given to the mediator agent which will interact with each involved agent.

In particular, if only one agent produces a \( d_k \) above the threshold (no conflict), the mediator must just identify the related symbol. When several agents exceed the threshold with the same highest confidence value (conflict), the mediator enters the resolution mode and starts applying the solution strategies. In the first strategy each agent considers those features in Set II that are relevant to its family of symbols, possibly incrementing the confidence value. If the conflict is not resolved yet, the second strategy considers the features in Set I that were not previously used by the
conflicting agents, but which have been identified as relevant to the specific conflict. The identification of conflict-specific discriminant features is based on experimental training. Again, the new $d_k$ values for each conflicting agent $k$ are compared.

The final strategy allows agents to relax (by 20%) the numerical intervals for the features in $Set_I$ that are most discriminant for the family associated with the agent. If all of the strategies fail, FcBD communicates that no symbol has been recognized.

Technically, each recogniser agent is implemented as an autonomous thread that processes the available set of strokes and transmits (before becoming idle) the results to the mediator. In case of conflict, the mediator will notify and wake up the involved recogniser agents to apply the required strategy.

4 Experimental Results

This section discusses some experimental results on a domain of symbols specifically designed to be easily realizable via simple gestures, as well as through traditional sketchpads or tablets (see Table 2). Symbols occur in families of rotations, thus testing the capabilities of FcBD to resolve both symbols and their orientation. Figure 2 presents a snapshot of the FcBD interface while recognising an infinity symbol in vertical orientation. Table 2 shows, for each symbol family $F_{shape_k}$ (e.g. closed arc) and feature $f_i$ (e.g. $A_{lgAr}$), the interval (e.g. 0.55-0.78) and the assigned weight (e.g. 25%) in the recognition of a related symbol. A cross indicates that $f_i$ is not used in the first phase of the recognition process, but can be used for conflict solution, depending on which families are in conflict.

![Figure 2. The FcBD environment in action.](image)

In the first row $A$, $H$, $W$ and $P$ indicate $Area$, $Height$, $Weight$ and $Perimeter$, respectively, while $lq$, $er$, $lt$, $ch$ and $bb$ denote geometrical shapes: largest quadrilateral, enclosing rectangle, largest triangle, convex hull and bounding box.

The interval ranges related to the features belonging to the first set are more relaxed compared to the original ones in [9]. Indeed, rather than considering these features as discriminant for specific families of symbols, we have used them to set a drawn sketch in a general class of shapes, distinguishing for example between angular or rounded shapes.

In Figure 3 we present the recognition rate for the symbols in Table 2, summarizing results on 200 attempts for each symbol. One can observe that symbols are directly recognized in the first phase for most of the time (76% to 95%). When conflicts occur (e.g. on circle or ellipse) the system is often able to find the solution (70% to 90%), while in a small number of cases the system fails. In particular, there are cases in which the framework correctly classifies the sketch in a family of symbols but does not resolve the orientation correctly (e.g. closed arc with north orientation recognized as oriented southwards), or incorrectly assigns a sketch to a different family of similar shape. In Figure 3 these cases are indicated as Confusion Family and Confusion, respectively. Finally, in about 5% of the cases the conflicts are not solved and the system does not recognize any symbol.

![Figure 3. Success Rate on Test Domain.](image)

During the experimental session, we have also measured FcBD’s time performance on the different symbols. Results indicate the possibility of usage for online recognition, as times range from a minimum of 150 ms (line) to a maximum of about 200 ms (circle), including the conflict-solving process.

5 Conclusion

Sketch-based interfaces provide an intuitive and natural way to graphically express concepts and/or commands to interact with desktop or mobile devices.
We have presented FeBD, an agent-based architecture supporting the definition of libraries of 2D symbols and the derivation of specialised sketch-recognition systems tuned to the different libraries. FeBD supports an original strategy for conflict resolution, based on revision of features not directly considered for classification and adaptable to the specific symbols in conflict. FeBD is completely domain-independent. We have proved it on a set of symbols devised to be easily traceable with different devices (e.g. tablets, gestures in front of a camera, or movements with a smartphone), but the individual features it adopts have been already tested on different domains (e.g. ERD, DFD, UML [4]).

Current work is in four directions. First, we want to perform an extensive testing of the new architecture with respect to the above mentioned domains. Second, we need to provide a formal definition of the agent description language to favor end-user development of domain-specific symbols. Third, an image processing layer is being developed for the integrated capture and recognition of user gestures. Finally, we want to facilitate the use of the editor for occasional users.
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Abstract—The Spatial Relation Query (SRQ) tool is a graphical software system, supported by a SQL-like query language, that enables users to perform information extraction driven by the visual appearance and the spatial arrangement of the information. The tool has been initially designed to support visual information extraction from web pages. Indeed, its former underlying spatial relation formalism relied on the bounding boxes of the graphical objects, which is a suitable choice for the web domain. In this paper we present a theoretical extension of the SRQ spatial composition framework that has been enhanced to work directly on the contours of the graphical objects. This allows us to apply the tool to more general contexts, such as GIS applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of knowledge acquisition from generic information domains has its central phase in the Information Extraction (IE), which aims to extract from the located documents relevant information that appear in certain semantic or syntactic relationships. In particular, IE tries to process the relevant information found on the documents in order to make it available to structured queries. Most often, information extraction systems are customized for specific application domains, and require manual or semi-automatic training sessions.

In [1] we have proposed a general IE approach based on the visual appearance of the information, conceived as its user-perceived rendering. This allows one to shift the IE problem from the low level of code (e.g., raster graphics, vector drawing, wordprocessor formatted text, web page, etc.) to the higher level of visual features, providing a paradigm of the kind "what you see drives your search" that supports a natural query formulation. The approach is based on the box spatial relation theory [2], such that graphical objects are syntactically described and manipulated through their bounding boxes whatever the shape of the object is, and on a SQL-like language, which allows users to write queries based on the visual arrangement of the information in an intuitive way. These formalisms have been implemented in a full-featured graphical software system, the SRQ (Spatial Relation Query) tool, which has been profitably used on a wide variety of applications within the IE web page domain. An early attempt to apply the tool to geospatial data has been proposed in [3]. However, in that work the underlying box spatial relation theory could deal with only very simple applications.

Other approaches in the recent literature that make visual information extraction include, for example, techniques that focus on specific application areas like, e.g., the work in [4] where the authors propose a machine learning methodology which allows one to automatically extract specific field of PDF documents, or the approaches based on visual web page analysis [5]–[8] which exploit the visual web page representation. However, the latter works focus on information extraction specifically targeted on tasks like record boundary detection [5], web page segmentation [7], visual web table extraction [6], or visual similarities detection (e.g., the recognition of repetitive patterns) [8]. Moreover, the major shortcoming of all the approaches above exploiting the visual appearance of information is the lack of an automatic counterpart supporting the visual information extraction.

In the last years, several studies have focused on the adoption of visual languages and visual techniques in many critical activities related to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [9], ranging from design of geographic databases, to interoperability support, to decision-making support (see, e.g. [10]–[13]). Motivated by the increasing attention of researches aiming at bridging the gap between advanced geographic management techniques and practical problem-solving, in this paper we present the extension of the SRQ framework proposed in [1], [3] to the GIS context. To this aim, the spatial relation theory has been reformulated in order to work on polygonal contours. Indeed, the previous bounding box syntactical model has some intrinsic limitations that make it difficult to apply in frameworks where graphical objects are represented by complex figures, such as in GIS applications. The new theory has been embedded in the SRQ tool, which now is able to be experimented also on complex and meaningful applications in the geospatial data domain.

II. THE SPATIAL COMPOSITION FRAMEWORK

Before describing the new spatial relation formalism, let us briefly recall the basic notions of the box syntactical model as defined in [2]. In general, a syntactical model describes a family of visual languages based upon the nature of their graphical objects and composition rules, and it is formally defined by the quadruple (graphical image, syntactical image, syntactical attributes, spatial relations), where the first three components characterize the graphical objects by means of
their graphical (namely the graphical image) and logical (namely the syntactical image and attributes) parts. In particular, the syntactical image is a suitable approximation of the graphical image that makes easier its syntactical manipulation, whereas the syntactical attributes are specific points on the syntactical image used by the spatial relations to compose graphical objects and form visual sentences.

Formally, in the box syntactical model, graphical objects have general geometric figures as their graphical images, and their bounding boxes as the corresponding syntactical images. The syntactical attributes of a graphical object are the upper left and lower right points of the bounding box, and the spatial relations are specified as follows.

**Definition 1:** Given a graphical object \( a \) with syntactical attributes \((x, y)\) and \((x_1, y_1)\), a generic spatial relation \( REL \) with respect to \( a \), defines two functions \( ULREL(x, y, x_1, y_1) \) and \( LRREL(x, y, x_1, y_1) \) that map the coordinates of the upper-left \((x, y)\) and lower-right \((x_1, y_1)\) points of the bounding box of \( a \) onto sets of points.

Then, given a graphical object \( b \) with syntactical attributes \((h, k)\) and \((h_1, k_1)\), we have that \( a REL b \) holds if and only if \((h, k) \in ULREL(x, y, x_1, y_1)\) and \((h_1, k_1) \in LRREL(x, y, x_1, y_1)\).

![Fig. 1. A generic spatial relation REL in the box syntactical model](image)

In other words, \( a REL b \) holds if and only if the upper left and the lower right points of the bounding box of \( b \) are contained respectively within two areas calculated on upper left and lower right points of the bounding box of \( a \) through the functions \( ULREL \) and \( LRREL \) (see Figure 1).

Definition 1 yields three types of possible spatial arrangements: inclusion, intersection and spatial concatenation, where the term “concatenation” refers to any spatial arrangement of graphical objects not intersecting their areas. As an example, the relations \( INTERSECT, INCLUDE, UP, DOWN, LEFT \) and \( RIGHT \), taken from [2], are defined in Table I. These relations model the general types of spatial overlapping and spatial concatenation.

So far, the box syntactical model has been used as the underlying formalism of the SRQ tool to support visual information extraction from web pages in [1] and from simple maps in [3]. However, this model has some intrinsic limitations, since the graphical objects are syntactically described and manipulated through their bounding box, whatever the shape of the object is. As a consequence, it is difficult to apply it in frameworks where graphical objects are represented by complex figures, such as in general GIS applications. Indeed, in the box syntactical model, the syntactical image (i.e., the bounding box) of a graphical object matches its graphical image (i.e., its real shape), only for rectangular figures, whereas the bounding box for any other kind of object typically includes areas that are not actually part of the object itself (see, e.g., the objects in Figure 2). Due to this fact, the application of spatial relations may sometimes lead to results that are actually incorrect. For example, Figure 2 shows the typical image intersection problem, where the spatial relation \( INTERSECT \) would hold between the two (disjoint) shapes, since their bounding boxes actually intersect. To overcome this limitation, it is necessary to conceive the syntactical image of a graphical object as its graphical image. This idea is at the basis of the extension to new contour syntactical model.

### A. The Contour Syntactical Model

The graphical objects of the visual languages characterized by the new model have “simple polygons” as their graphical images. In geometry, a polygon is a region of the plane bounded by a finite collection of line segments forming a closed curve. A simple polygon is a polygon where no pair of edges cross each other.

Figure 3(a) shows a simple polygon, whereas the contour in Figure 3(b) is an example of non simple polygon since it contains self loops.

Moreover, in order to support a more precise manipulation,
the logical part of graphical objects has to be appropriately extended. Thus, the other novelty of the contour syntactical model is in the syntactical image component of the graphical objects, which now coincides exactly with the contour of the graphical image.

Then, a natural choice for defining the graphical object syntactical attributes in the new model is to consider the smallest number of points of the syntactical image that allow one to completely enclose the graphical object (as it was also implicitly done in the box syntactical model with the upper left and lower right points).

Formally speaking, given a graphical object $O = (G, S, A, R)$ with syntactical image $S$, we write $p \in S$ to indicate a generic point of $S$ and $p_x, p_y$ to indicate the $x$ and $y$-coordinate, respectively, of $p$. Moreover, we shall indicate with $UP(S), DP(S), LP(S)$ and $RP(S)$ the upmost, downmost, leftmost and rightmost point, respectively, of $S$. For instance, $UP(S)$ is formally defined as $p \in S/\forall p' \in S, p'_y \leq p_y$.

In particular, in the contour syntactical model, the syntactical attributes $A$ of a graphical object with syntactical image $S$ are the set of four points $UP(S), DP(S), LP(S)$ and $RP(S)$, when used by spatial concatenation relations, or the set of all the points of the contour $S$, in the case of inclusion and intersection relations. The corresponding setting of spatial relations is formally defined in the following subsection.

B. Contour Spatial Relations

The new characterization of the logical part of graphical objects in the contour model leads to the following reformulation of the spatial relations.

**Definition 2:** A generic spatial relation REL between two graphical objects $a$ and $b$, with syntactical attributes $A$ and $A'$, respectively, is defined by means of the function $set_{REL}(A, p) = X \in P(R^2)$ with $p \in A'$ that associates each point in $A'$ to a set of points $X$. Then, a REL $b$ holds iff $\forall p \in A', p \in set_{REL}(A, p)$.

In other words, each syntactical attribute of $b$ must be contained in the corresponding set of points $X$ calculated by the syntactical attributes of $a$, as appropriately defined by the function $set_{REL}$.

Let $a$ and $b$ be two graphical objects with syntactical image $S$ and $S'$ and syntactical attributes $A$ and $A'$, respectively. Then, in order to define the four basic concatenation spatial relations (which model the disjoint spatial arrangement) in the contour model, it is enough to consider $A = \{UP(S), DP(S), LP(S), RP(S)\}$ and $A' = \{UP(S'), DP(S'), LP(S'), RP(S')\}$, as shown in Table II. Note that, to shorten the notation, in the table we assume that $set_{REL}$ returns $R^2$ if not differently specified.

For example, Figure 4 shows a visual arrangement where the LEFT relation holds between the objects $a$ and $b$.

To complete the set of basic contour spatial relations, let us define the inclusion and intersection relations that model the overlapping of graphical objects. Let $a$ and $b$ be two graphical objects with syntactical image $S$ and $S'$ and syntactical attributes $A$ and $A'$, respectively. In order to define the two basic relations INCLUDE and INTERSECT in the contour model, we have to consider $A = S$ and $A' = S'$. Then, we define such relations as shown in Table III.

These two relations use the auxiliary relation $CONTAIN(p)$, defined through the function $set_{CONTAIN}(A, p) = Area(S)$, where $Area(S)$ is the set of internal points of the syntactical image $S$. In other words, $a CONTAIN(p) b$ iff the point $p \in S'$ is inside the area of $S$.

Thus, a graphical object $a$ includes another graphical object $b$ iff all the points of the contour of $b$ are enclosed by the contour of $a$. On the other hand, a graphical object $a$ intersects another graphical object $b$ if at least one of the points of the contour of $b$ is enclosed by the contour of $a$.

III. THE SRQ TOOL

The overall organization of the SRQ software system is shown in Figure 5. The current prototype application has been developed in Java with the support of ANT/TK [14] for the spatial relation compiler and query interpreter. The application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATION</th>
<th>DEFINITION OF BASIC CONCATENATION CONTOUR SPATIAL RELATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEFT</td>
<td>$set_{LEFT}(A, LP(S')) = {(m, n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT</td>
<td>$set_{RIGHT}(A, RP(S')) = {(m, n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP</td>
<td>$set_{UP}(A, UP(S')) = {(m, n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWN</td>
<td>$set_{DOWN}(A, DP(S')) = {(m, n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATION</th>
<th>DEFINITION OF THE OVERLAPPING CONTOUR SPATIAL RELATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCLUDE</td>
<td>$a INCLUDE b \iff \exists p \in S' : a CONTAIN(p) b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERSECT</td>
<td>$a INTERSECT b \iff \exists p \in S' : a CONTAIN(p) b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uses a plugin system to interface with several different sources and build the corresponding visual data model.

In particular, the SRQ tool is composed of two interacting modules: the Spatial Relation Editor and the Spatial Relation Query Executor. These modules share the access to a spatial relation library which contains the basic building blocks of the query language.

The Spatial Relation Editor module allows one to create and manage the spatial relation library, which defines the spatial relations used in the queries. The library itself is written in an appropriate Spatial Relation Definition Language (SRDL) that, for sake of simplicity, will not be described here.

The Spatial Relation Query Executor allows one to compose and execute queries. The composition of queries can be accomplished through the Spatial Relation Query Language (SRQL) language, which exploits the spatial relation theory given in Sections II-A, II-B to create queries based on the visual arrangement of the data and is designed to be as similar as possible to the well known SQL.

Before applying an SRQL query, the tool analyzes the information resource and generates the corresponding user image, i.e., an image which shows how the information actually looks like to the user. Then, it builds an appropriate visual data model, namely the contour model, that implements the notion of graphical object as the 4-tuple formally defined in Section II-A. This model encapsulates all the distinguished objects from the visual appearance, possibly associating a set of attributes, deducible from the source information, to each object. Depending on the particular IE data domain, such attributes characterize specific properties of the objects, which may be also visual (e.g., color, contained text, etc.).

The basic structure of a SRQL query is shown in Figure 6. More details on the syntax of the clauses composing a query can be found in [3].

Once a query has been written, it can be saved for later reuse, and analyzed/executed. Indeed, the system first performs some syntax checks on the query, possibly providing meaningful error messages that allow the user to improve the query definition, and then the query is executed on the contour model. After a successful query, the user image of the data is rendered in the application interface, the graphical objects selected by the query (if any) are highlighted, and the corresponding attributes are appropriately returned. Finally, it is worth noting that the query results can be exported in an XML file to be exploited for further analysis and manipulations.

IV. A CASE STUDY

In this section we describe an application of the SRQ tool on real-world GIS data concerning the malaria diffusion. Malaria is an infectious disease widespread in tropical and subtropical regions, including parts of the Americas, Asia, and Africa. Each year, in these regions, malaria kills millions of people.

It is well known that the distribution of this disease is closely related to climatic and environmental factors like temperature, humidity and rainfall. Indeed, malaria is naturally transmitted by the bite of a female Anopheles mosquito which lives in wet and warm places.

First of all, we use SRQ to highlight such a relation by combining and analyzing climate data to find which nations are potentially at risk of malaria. The results of this analysis are then validated against the map shown in Figure 9(b), which illustrates the actual diffusion of the disease as reported by the World Health Organization [15].

In particular, the data sources for this case study are represented by the three maps taken from FAO [16] which contain, respectively, the average humidity, annual rainfall and temperature in the world. As an example, Figure 7(a) shows the temperature map. We use the MapWindow [17] software to trace such maps and build the corresponding shapefiles. Figure 7(b) shows the temperature shapefile, where we report the most significant map areas, associating each of them with the semantic data given by the corresponding legend.

Finally, these shapefiles have been layered over the world nations shapefile to obtain the composite map to be used as the source for the query to find the nations at risk of malaria,
SELECT *
FROM local:maps
WHERE CONTOUR INTERSECT ANY rainyArea
HAVING layer = 'world'
WITH rainyArea = SELECT CONTOUR
FROM local:maps
WHERE CONTOUR INTERSECT ANY warmArea
HAVING layer = 'rain' AND rain_mm >= 1500
WITH warmArea = SELECT CONTOUR
FROM local:maps
WHERE CONTOUR INTERSECT ANY humidArea
HAVING layer = 'temperature' AND degrees_avg >= 20
WITH humidArea = SELECT CONTOUR
FROM local:maps
HAVING layer = 'humidity' AND rate = 5

Fig. 8. SRQL query to find the world nations at risk of malaria

which is formulated in the SRQL language as illustrated in
Figure 8.

The query uses the \textit{INTERSECT} relation to intersect the
world nations with the areas, taken from the corresponding
layers, that represent rainy (i.e., average annual rain greater
than or equal to 1500mm), warm (average temperature above
20^\circ\text{C}) and humid (humidity index 5) regions. In particular, each
of these classes of regions is extracted by a subquery which
works on the corresponding map layer.

The query results are shown in Figure 9(a), where the
extracted areas are highlighted in yellow. Such results are
very similar to the WHO data in Figure 9(b). The only visible
difference is that the SRQ ones include more regions of the
United States than those marked in the WHO map. However,
we should expect this discrepancy, since the southern regions
of the United States would be actually exposed to malaria, but
the social and economic conditions of such regions (which
were not considered by the query) allowed to eradicate the
disease through an adequate health care and environmental
control.

Encouraged by the positive validation of the SRQ analysis
with respect to the current climatic data, we can try to obtain
a forecast of the future diffusion of malaria. Indeed, the well
known \textit{global warming} is constantly changing the climatic
conditions of many world areas, and this may affect the

Fig. 9. Areas at risk of malaria due to the current climatic conditions

Fig. 10. Expected temperature shapefile
incidence of malaria. This forecast actually represents the valuable contribution of SRQ for this case study.

To show what may happen, we have taken a map published by the UK’s National Weather Service [18], which reports the estimated temperature growth in the future. We combined the data from this map with the ones in the temperatures shapefile (Figure 7(b)), to obtain a new shapefile shown in Figure 10, which reports the expected future average temperatures in the world. Finally, we have run again the query in Figure 8 using this modified data together with the same “rain” and “humidity” layers.

The query results, highlighted in yellow in Figure 11, indicate that the malaria could appear in the future in some areas of the southern Europe as well as in Canada and Australia. Interestingly, there have been actually some cases of malaria reported in the last years in Canada [19, 20] and Australia [21].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an extension of the bounding box spatial relation formalism in order to work directly on polygonal contours. The new theory has been also implemented within the SRQ tool, a graphical software system that provides an automatic support to the visual information extraction from different sources. In particular, the SRQ tool is suitable to be used both by novel or experienced users. The former users may take advantage of the user-friendly interface and the natural query paradigm of the tool to accomplish their searches. The latter ones may fully exploit the integrated power of the tool and of the SRQL language by both appropriately customizing the spatial relations and extensively using visual, textual and structural constraints in the queries.

So far, the SRQ tool has been mainly applied to web case studies. Thanks to the new contour spatial relation formalism, we are experimenting the extended version of the tool on geospatial applications. Other than extensively using the tool in GIS applications, in the future we also plan to apply it to new, challenging domains like, e.g., biomedical applications. Indeed, the contour model is suitable to correctly represent the complex spatial relations existing among the human body organs, and then the SRQ tool may be of help for diagnostic analysis as well as for medicine and surgery didactic activities.

Moreover, we are investigating some extensions of the spatial relation theory in order to capture further aspects of particular visual data sources, e.g., the notion of time. For example, it could be interesting to make queries that address the evolution of GIS datasets, i.e., to reason about spatio-temporal data.
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Abstract Spatial qualitative analysis in 3D provides engineers with the ability to visually evaluate interference between parts, complicated geometric features, required tolerances, mechanism motion, and various aspects of assembly structure. Yet, despite the fact that 3D technology has been well developed for several years, many mechanical engineering designers currently do not use 3D CAD technology, and research in qualitative spatial reasoning continues to focus on 2D perspectives of 3D objects. In part, this is due to human cognitive limitations and the increased computational complexity of 3D modeling. However, given the greater wealth of information that can be obtained when additional dimensions are considered, and the enormous amount of 3D image data that are available, research efforts in this area should continue. Herein we present an extension of our previous work to combine quantitative and qualitative reasoning in 3D. The enhanced model is more expressive in that it now distinguishes several types of obscuration. Further, it differs from other region connection calculi used for qualitative spatial reasoning in that it determines the composite (topological plus obscuration) relation between a pair of objects in 3D, not just 2D.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computational spatial reasoning is useful for many applications, such as geographic information systems, image processing, and robotics. As with any knowledge representation and reasoning system, having additional dimensions of information often facilitates more accurate and informative analyses. Yet research in and implementations of qualitative spatial reasoning mostly have been limited to 2D, even when higher dimensions of data are available. In part, this is due to human cognitive limitations and the increased computational complexity that results when additional information is considered. However, given the enormous amount of 3D image data that continue to become available, as well as the increasing sophistication of mechanical and software systems that require spatial awareness, it is important that efforts to produce 3D spatial reasoning systems continue.

Herein we present an extension of our previous efforts to combine quantitative and qualitative reasoning in 3D [1]. This new model increases the expressive power by considering additional types of obscuration. Further, it differs from other region connection calculi in that it determines the composite (topological plus obscuration) relation between a pair of objects in 3D, not just 2D.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Region Connection Calculi

Much of the foundational research on qualitative spatial reasoning is based on a region connection calculus that describes 2D regions by their possible relations to each other. Most notable are the RCC-5 and RCC-8 models [2, 3]. The RCC-5 relations are: disconnected (DC), partial overlap (PO), equal (EQ), proper part (PP), and proper part inverse (PPi). RCC-8 differs from RCC-5 in that it adds a relation for externally connected (EC), distinguishes PP as two relations, tangential proper part (TPP) and non-tangential proper part (NTPP), and separates the inverse relation PPi into TPPi and NTPPi.

RCC-23 [4] extends RCC-8 to 23 relations in order to accommodate concave regions in 2D. This expanded set of relations is based on primitives for connection and convex hull (i.e., primitives for inside, partially inside, outside, and an inverse for each of those three relations). In addition to the PO, EQ, TPP, TPPi, NTPP, and NTPPi, relations of RCC-8, RCC-23 distinguishes eight relations for DC (based on the aforementioned convexity predicates), and nine relations for EC (also based on the convexity predicates).

RCC-62 [5] is even more expressive than RCC-23; whereas RCC-23 considers a concave region as one whole part, RCC-62 decomposes such a region into an outside, boundary, interior, and inside. The resulting 62 relations are based on a 16-Intersection that compares one object’s outside, boundary, interior, and inside with those of another object. However, like RCC-8 and RCC-23, RCC-62 only describes the relationship between regions considering two dimensions.

In contrast to RCC-8, RCC-23, and RCC-62, the LOS-14 [6] and ROC-20 [7] models qualify the spatial relation between 2D regions in terms of the obscuration that occurs between them. LOS-14 differs from ROC-20
in that it is restricted to objects that do not overlap in 3D. The 14 relations of LOS-14 describe the spatial relationship between two 2D objects in terms of whether or not one completely or partially hides the other using a qualitative depth relation between the objects; one object can be in front of another, but the two cannot be of equal depth. ROC-20 extends LOS-14 by allowing objects to be concave (and hence accommodates mutual occlusion, adding 6 relations to the LOS-14 set). ROC-20 defines all spatial relations in terms of a combination of occlusion (i.e., NonOccludes, PartiallyOccludes, MutuallyOccludes, and TotallyOccludes) and, as applicable, an RCC-8 relation.

B. RCC-3D

In the aforementioned RCC-based models, the complete spatial relationship, not just the degree of obscuration, is only with respect to a particular 2D viewpoint. Over the past two years, the authors have investigated a different approach for spatially reasoning over 3D objects. An extensive discussion of that early model (named RCC-3D) is beyond the scope of this paper; see [1] for those details. Briefly, RCC-3D defines 13 spatial relations based on an 8-Intersection of the 3D interior, exterior, and boundary of the two objects, and a 3-Intersection of the 2D interior and exterior of a particular projection of the two objects in the view reference plane. Employing a naming convention similar to that used for RCC-8, although using c to represent converse rather than i for inverse, the 13 RCC-3D relations are: DC, DCp, DCP, EC, ECP, POC, POP, POp, TPPc, TPPOp, EQ, NTPPc, and NTPPOp; the subscript P in the relation name represents the particular 2D projection plane, and partial obscuration (as opposed to complete obscuration) is indicated by adding a (non-subscripted) p to the end of the relation name.

As has been done for other region connection calculi, a conceptual neighborhood graph (CNG) was defined for RCC-3D to identify those transitions that can occur when the geometry of one object in a pair is changed gradually. For RCC-3D the topological distance between relations is computed as the number of intersections that change from empty to not empty (or vice versa), from one relation to another. This distance is expressed using the format \( x+y \) where x is computed by considering the 8-Intersection in 3D (hence, the inter-relation distance), and y is calculated based on the 3-Intersection in 2D projection plane P (the intra-relation distance).

A Prolog program was written to generate a composition table (CT) for RCC-3D, providing the ability to answer questions such as, “given three objects, A, B, and C, and knowledge of relations R(A, B), and R(B, C), what can be said about the relation between A and C?” A prototype RCC-3D reasoner was then implemented, and tested to compare automated determination of spatial relationships between 3D reconstructions of anatomy (in OBJ file format) against the determination of experts who had examined the original specimens manually. The preliminary results [1] were very promising, and work commenced to create an application that would allow the user to check for consistency in relations between abstract temporal “states” of the objects, and determine possible relations that would have had to occur to transition from one state to another; the integration of that functionality together with a visual user interface was named VRCC-3D [8].

III. VRCC-3D+

Although the early RCC-3D and VRCC-3D models showed potential for studies involving spatial data, the authors realized that ambiguous analyses could occur in certain situations. As shown in Fig. 1, it is not possible to determine intersection or obscuration in 3D from only the 2D projections; that is, we cannot say that, just because the projections intersect, the objects intersect in 3D space. More precisely, in VRCC-3D, if we know \( R_i(A, B) \), \( R_{cp}(B, C) \), Obs_1(A, B, P), and Obs_2(B, C, P) (where \( R_i \) is one of the spatial relations and Obs is one of the obscuration relations), then we can only determine \( R_j(A, C) \) and Obs_3(A, C, P); we cannot tell whether A is in front of C, or C is in front of A. In projections, the information about the distance from the projection plane is lost.

![Figure 1: Shown are two configurations of object A relative to object B. From the intersection of projections \( A_p \) and \( B_p \) (where \( P \) is a 2D projection plane), it is not possible to determine: (1) if A and B intersect in 3D space, and (2) if A is in front of B, or B is in front of A.

To address this problem, the enhanced model described herein, VRCC-3D+, uses a depth parameter to distinguish additional types of obscuration. The result is a more expressive region connection calculus; the number of obscuration relations increases from 2 to 11, and the number of composite relations increases from 13 to 34 from VRCC-3D to VRCC-3D+, respectively.

A. Characterization of Base Relations

As with our earlier models, the eight base relations of VRCC-3D+ (which comprise the entire set of relations for RCC-8) are distinguished based on an 8-Intersection; see Table I. This is similar to the 9-Intersection presented in [9], with two notable exceptions: (1) the intersection between the exterior of one object and the exterior of another object is excluded since it will be non-empty for
any pair of bounded objects (i.e., the intersection of the exteriors of two objects is not informative), and (2) the intersection predicates are computed for the 3D (not 2D) interior, boundary, and exterior of the objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. 8-Intersection Characterization Table (Int = Interior, Bnd = Boundary, Ext = Exterior; ¬∅ = non-empty intersection, ∅ = empty intersection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTBp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTBp1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Characterization of Obscuration

Like ROC-20, VRCC-3D+ distinguishes non-occlusion, partial occlusion, and complete occlusion. However, for the VRCC-3D+ model it is assumed that all objects are opaque, so the ROC-20 notion of mutual occlusion (e.g., A obscures B, and B obscures A from a particular view reference point) is not supported. Instead VRCC-3D+ defines an equal occlusion, whereby the qualitative distance between two objects is represented with a predicate, InFront, that is computed with respect to a particular 3D viewpoint. Hence, the obscuration part of a VRCC-3D+ relation is determined by examining the three intersections between the 2D interior and exterior of each object (as had been done for the earlier model, VRCC-3D). But now an additional fourth parameter is incorporated into those definitions to represent the relative qualitative depths of the objects.

The names of the VRCC-3D+ obscuration types are of the form xObsy, where Obs refers to the intersection between the projections. Possible values for the prefix x are: n (no occlusion), p (partial occlusion), e (equal occlusion), and c (complete occlusion). The suffix y in the relation name refers to the value of InFront. When comparing two objects A and B, the suffix is blank when A is in front of B; a suffix of _e indicates that the two objects are equidistant from the view plane; the suffix _c indicates that B is closer to the view plane than A. There is a total of eleven occlusion relations, which are characterized in Table II. It should be noted that the particular 2D projection plane is not specified for each obscuration type listed in Table II because the results would be the same regardless of the reference plane; this will be the case for all tables that subsequently appear herein.

Not every type of obscuration is applicable to every base relation in VRCC-3D+. For example, it is not possible to have two objects, A and B, where A partially overlaps B in 3D space, but the projection of A does not overlap the projection of B for any viewpoint. All the possible combinations comprise a set of 34 relations for VRCC-3D+, as shown in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. 3-Intersection + Depth Characterization Table (Int = Interior, Ext = Exterior; ¬∅ = non-empty intersection, ∅ = empty intersection; Y = yes, N = no, E = equal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xObs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTBp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Possible Obscuration Types for Each VRCC-3D+ Base Relation

Figure 2 shows three examples, further illustrating some of the possible combinations of the VRCC-3D+ partial overlap relation PO (as computed in 3D), and various types of obscuration (for a particular 2D projection p).

C. The Conceptual Neighborhood Graph

As previously mentioned, a conceptual neighborhood graph (CNG) represents the possible transitions from one relation to another. Expansion of the set of relations for VRCC-3D+ necessitated the construction of a new CNG.

Table IV shows all the inter-relation distances, computed in the same manner as was discussed for the earlier model, VRCC-3D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. Inter-relation Distances for Base Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xObs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTBp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTBp1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, the calculation of intra-relation distance for VRCC-3D+ is different since it now includes the qualitative relative distance between a pair of obscuration types. An example of the computation is as follows. As displayed in Table V, since \( p_{Obs} \) is valid when IntExt is empty or non-empty, the IntExt contribution to the distance between \( p_{Obs} \) and \( c_{Obs} \) is 1 if they are different, or 0 if they are the same. In order to cover uncertainty (not knowing which occurs in actual instance), we use a distance of 0.5, the average of 0 and 1, for matching \( \emptyset \) with \( \neg \emptyset \) or \( \neg \emptyset \) with \( \neg \emptyset \). For InFront, Y represents “closer”, N represents “farther”, and E (“equal”) is midway between; thus, it was decided to use 1 for the difference between Y and N, and 0.5 for the difference between E and Y, or E and N. The conceptual distance for each pair of obscuration types is given in Table VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IntExt</th>
<th>InFront</th>
<th>ExtInt</th>
<th>InFront</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p_{Obs} ) &amp; ( \neg \emptyset ) &amp; ( \emptyset ) &amp; ( Y )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{Obs} ) &amp; ( \neg \emptyset ) &amp; ( \emptyset ) &amp; ( Y )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V. Predicates Used to Compute Intra-Relation Distance

The row and column headings of Table VII correspond to a partial set of the VRCC-3D+ relations; the complete table is too large to display herein. The entries in the table are symmetric. Each relation is within three of the conceptual distance to its nearest neighbors. Six relations are within 0.5, eleven are within 1+0, and fifteen are within 2+0. Eight edges of length 0+1.5 and three edges of length 3+0 also were selected to yield a connected graph of conceptual neighbors for the set of VRCC-3D+ relations.

A graphic depiction of the CNG is shown in Figure 3. The nodes in the CNG are grouped vertically by their base relations, and horizontally by their possible obscuration relations. This arrangement facilitates the visual distinction between the inter-relation distance and the intra-relation distance. All edges in the graph are undirected.

It should be noted that there are different methods for constructing a CNG, and not all such methods will produce the same graph; the number of edges may vary depending upon the construction method utilized. Furthermore, depending upon the semantics of the particular set of relations being modeled, some construction methods will not produce a useful CNG. For example, the Snapshot Model approach [10] could not be utilized (without significant modifications) for VRCC-3D+. Application of that algorithm resulted in a collection of disconnected subgraphs, some of which contained nodes for relations that were more closely related based on inter-relation topological distance, while others contained nodes for relations that were more closely related based on intra-relation topological distance. As future work, other approaches for constructing the CNG will be considered and analyzed to determine any benefits over the All-Pairs-Shortest-Path (graph) approach that the authors did use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PO</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>EQ</th>
<th>TPP</th>
<th>TPP</th>
<th>TPP</th>
<th>TPP</th>
<th>NTPP</th>
<th>NTPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. VRCC-3D+ Conceptual Neighborhood Graph

D. The Composition Table

Given the VRCC-3D+ relation \( R_1 \) between A and B, and the relation \( R_2 \) between B and C, we can determine \( R \), the set of all “possible” composite (spatial and occlusion) relations for A and C. First, a composition table (CT) for only the base relations is computed, as is a CT for only the obscuration relations. These tables are then integrated based on which types of obscurations are
possible for each spatial relation. Due to space limitations, the complete VRCC-3D+ composition table is not displayed here.

A simplified real-world example illustrates the potential usefulness of the CT, as well as the benefits of the more informative spatial knowledge that is considered by VRCC-3D+ (which is not present in other RCC-based models). Suppose that three airplanes, A, B, and C, of equal size are flying in the sky. If the air controller only knows that A and B are in disjoint regions, and that B and C are in disjoint regions, then the RCC-8 CT entry for A and C is universal (i.e., it could be any possible RCC-8 relation); hence, there is no guarantee that A and C cannot crash. As shown in Table VIII, even the corresponding entries in the VRCC-3D CT for this configuration cannot provide that assurance. However, additional depth information relative to the viewer, such as A is farther away from B, and B is farther away from C, is taken into consideration in VRCC-3D+. In this particular situation, the VRCC-3D+ CT entry for A and C is a single relation (i.e., A and C are disconnected, and A completely obscures C from the viewpoint of interest); thus, by consulting the VRCC-3D+ CT, we know that in the given configuration A and C will not crash.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VRCC-3D</th>
<th>DC_COBS(B,C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC_COBS(A,B)</td>
<td>DC_COBS(A,C),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EC_COBS(A,C),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTPC_COBS(A,C),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PO_COBS(A,C),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TPPC_COBS(A,C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VRCC-3D+</th>
<th>DC_cObs(B,C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC_cObs(A,B)</td>
<td>DC_cObs(A,C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII. Comparison of a Composition Table Entry for VRCC-3D and VRCC-3D+

IV. FUTURE WORK

In addition to the aforementioned investigation of additional methods for constructing the CNG, future work will include testing an implementation of the VRCC-3D+ reasoner on a variety of datasets from different domains (e.g., anatomy, mechanical design, etc.) to analyze its usefulness, accuracy, and scalability. We then plan to further enhance the model, considering additional dimensions of information such as time and physical properties (e.g., transparency, translucency, and repulsion). It is anticipated that such enhancements will require the definitions of additional predicates (similar to the InFront predicate discussed herein), and, more challengingly, the identification of valid combinations of all the various attributes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented an extension of our previous work to combine quantitative and qualitative reasoning in 3D. The enhanced model, VRCC-3D+, is more expressive in that it now distinguishes several types of obscuration. Further, it differs from other region connection calculi in that it determines the composite relation between two objects in 3D, not just 2D. Given the greater wealth of information that can be obtained when additional dimensions are considered, and the enormous amount of 3D image data that are available, we are optimistic that this work will contribute to the implementation (and adoption) of software that more closely replicates human cognitive spatial reasoning.
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The paper presents a discussion on the different approaches that we have found in learning settings respect to ICT platforms that support the educational activities. Three are the main approaches: LMSs, where the course is put at the center of the system, social networks (like Facebook™, Twitter™, Flickr™ etc) where the subject with her network of social relationships is put in the center of the system, and virtual communities systems, where the core paradigm of the platform is the (virtual) community that offers specialized services for the purpose of the community to the enrolled members, and where the subject is just a participant that adheres to the rules of the community, with duties, rights, tasks to do and objectives to achieve. We will discuss all these three approaches, the different levels of applicability in learning settings, and specifically the potential of the virtual communities-based approach that we adopted in the experimentations conducted in the last ten years.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we will present our experience as designers, developers and administrators of a virtual communities management system, called “Online Communities” that we are using in learning settings since 2002. Initially, the platform has been substantially used as a replacement of an e-Learning system (LMS) used by the Faculty of Economics of the University of Trento, at the time we have no low-cost, widely applied LMSs like today. We recently managed the evolution of the system towards the provision of what we called a “Personal Learning Space” to the user. This approach is, at first sight, quite similar to the web 2.0 and social networks interaction spaces. In this way, we passed through the three different possibilities that are used today by educational institutions to support educational settings: Learning Management Systems (LMS), Social networks and Virtual communities systems.

LMSs are software platforms where the “course” is put at the center of the system, and the user finds herself “included” in a box (the course) where educational activities are available depending on the decision of the teacher. These well-known software platforms (like Moodle™ or Blackboard™) put the “course” at the center of the system, adding services and tools for expanding the capabilities of the system to support learning and (sometimes) collaboration activities. Accordingly to this, these systems substantially have a “course-centric” approach to service provision, as their original main purpose, where the whole architecture of the system is grounded, is to support educational tasks.

Social networks (like Facebook™, Twitter™, Flickr™ etc) are web sites where the network of social relationships of the users is put in the center of the system (or better, at the center of the interest of the owners of the platform). The incredible success of these social network platforms, has convinced some educational institutions, teachers and tutors to use them for educational purposes. On the research and experimentation side, researchers of learning and teaching techniques based on new technologies have been naturally attracted by the many possibilities offered by the evolution of the ICTs towards social settings. The main reason for this is probably the widespread conviction that the learning process is a social phenomenon. Normally, some shades of this idea exist, from strong positions like “learning is a social process” to lighter positions like “learning is also a social process”. In general, there is an agreement about the social component in the learning processes, and therefore it is almost automatic to assist to the great debate around the so-call e-learning 2.0, as an evolution of the old-style e-learning 1.0 (first generation of e-learning) towards a greater social and participatory sense.

Here we would like to distinguish the power of social networks in the literal sense, as a social phenomenon in e-learning, from the implementation of this sociological concept that Web 2.0 has done. On one side, we have a network of people collaborating to a common objective, managing relationships and exchanging their experiences, and this is a long studied concept in sociology that in recent years has been updated thanks to ICT-mediated networks. Another perspective is the usage of these software platforms (with concepts like “friendship”, “friends”, “groups” as building blocks of the interaction) in educational settings. To us, it seems that some educational institution is using Facebook™ and similar platforms more due to their success among young persons, rather than a precise and well-designed usage for educational purposes. Of course, we are not denying the enormous potential of social interaction in learning settings: the Web 2.0 and e-learning 2.0 are building blocks of many educational activities, but we would like to distinguish the concept of social network, collaboration, and all web 2.0 services (blogs, wiki, user-generated contents etc.) from the implementation that has been done in social network platforms, and from the usage that (due...
to this implementation) the educational institutions are doing with them.

The third approach is the one that we conceptually adopted in 2002, in order to get rid of the rigid metaphor of “classroom” or “course” typically implemented in LMS, and to “anticipate” the social network phenomenon just for the small part of the usage of collaboration dynamics in learning settings. What attracted us was the collaboration metaphor in the idea of “virtual community”, as originally presented by Rheingold in 1993[1]. So we decided to build from scratch a software platform that implemented “by design” (and not “by derivation” or solely due to hype) the concept of a “virtual community”, as a set of people aggregated around a common interest that will use ICT-based tools to interact. Virtual communities systems are therefore those systems where the core paradigm of the platform is the (virtual) community that propose services to the enrolled members, specialized for the purpose of the community, and where the subject is just a participant subject to the rules of the community, with duties, rights, tasks to do and objectives to achieve.

In this paper we will introduce the problems related to the integration of these different logics (learning spaces social networks and virtual communities) into a single software environment, and how to connect these different worlds into one single architecture. We will describe the developed solution, together with some implications of these choices onto the system, named On Line Communities. The system provides the idea of virtual communities as pillars of the interaction mechanisms provided by the platform to the users. This revealed, in our opinion, on one side the limitations of tradional LMS, and on the other side, the inappropriateness of social networks as pure platforms for supporting learning activities. On Line Communities was designed to allow a continuous exchange of experiences among its users; in that sense, a change of the core of the system towards a “social network” approach is, in our opinion, by far easier than doing the same changes in LMSs that adopt different metaphors (the “course” or “classroom” instead of the “community”). By having the metaphor of “community” as the pillar of our system, we are able to:

- easily integrate social network tools (blogs, wikis, etc) as they are based on the concept of “community” and not on a specialization of it, i.e., “classroom”.
- provide additional services that improve the concept of “social network” and “community”.

The Learning management systems (LMSs) are normally used by educational institutions to manage the training activities. These systems use the network to create different learning environments related to the learner needs (distance learning, blended training, back-end activities management related to training processes, etc.). As any other type of management system, these applications are also connected to the management model that is represented in the software. In the case of e-learning applications, the represented model is the way by which the institution conceives its learning / teaching processes. The simplest model is the one used in distance learning, when the system becomes a container of learning objects, designed to be effective in the students self-learning processes, the remote control of the current level of learning, the certification of the results achieved and the management of the organizational / financial relations with the training institution.

Much more complex are the systems oriented towards a blended approach. In this case, the LMS offers a virtual space corresponding to what is carried out in the real didactical institution. In this way, the student learns not only in the traditional courses (in the classroom) but also using the virtual space as a reinforcement to face-to-face lectures. This model is the most widely used by the academic institutions. More complex are the systems that tend to support innovative forms of learning such as learning by project, learning by problem and cooperative learning. In this case, the LMS must provide not just a virtual space associated with a course but also special virtual spaces able to work with other similar environments.

The LMS evolution from simply content containers to real cooperation spaces is now in a new phase of transition. The spread of Web 2.0 applications provides the possibility for these systems to evolve and support all those forms of learning excluded from the classical formal and institutional learning methodologies. It is trivial to note that the interrelationship between formal and informal learning includes new challenges to the educational institutions and also to the change of the LMSs’ architectures. In this paper we present the solution that we have implemented, i.e., a technological integration between the e-learning processes and the current aspects of social networking into a robust, virtual community-centric platform.

The paper is organised as follows: in the first part we will describe the LMS developed for the University of Trento, named On Line Communities, and its evolution from a e-learning system based on the metaphor of course to a more complex virtual environment based on the metaphor of virtual community. In the second part we will introduce the current study of our research group directed to the integration of the social networking aspect into our environment. In particular we want to underline the risk of a direct adoption of a social network logics into an academic environment, and what could be the correct strategy for the integration of the two types of approaches into a “bridge” platform.

II. ON-LINE COMMUNITIES

In the academic year 1999/2000 the Faculty of Economics of the University of Trento decided to have a software system able to enrich its traditional teaching as an extension on the Web. The first aim was to settle the increasing number of teachers’ personal web pages into a single platform. To pursue this result it was necessary to have a Learning Management System (LMS), capable of supplying a virtual environment able to support the educational courses of the Faculty. The resulting system started to function from the second half of 1999 and during this period, the system counted approximately 1,200,000 accesses. Being a quite traditional LMS, in 2002 some observation convinced us to redesign the software. Conceptually, the “pillar” of the platform, i.e., the core component of the system for the idea of enrolling people to a “course”. The original system was therefore based, like many LMS today, on the concept of “e-course”. In this way, modeling teaching / learning (such as learning by problems,
learning by projects, cooperative learning and their combinations) could hardly be connected to the e-Course, especially when the software directly represented the metaphor of traditional courses. Substantially, every course offered by the institution was associated to a virtual space available via web. In this virtual space some services were available to participants, in order to extend in the virtual the typical interaction student-teacher of the real classroom. The experimentation, as said, gave us a lot of indications regarding the limiting factors of this approach.

First of all, limiting the collaboration to two subjects (teacher and students) without involving the rest of the information system of the organization was a serious drawback. The needs for cooperation within the academic environments is extending to all the activities that constitute the context in which didactic takes place, not just to the specific “lecture” or “course”. In an academic context, not everything concerns teaching; for example, the entire faculty is more than a container of degree courses and a degree course is more than a container of lessons. Another item of afterthought derived from a consideration regarding the didactics of an university, that are not built only as a set of studies and tests, but these activities are inevitably intertwined with the university’s organization and its information system. Moreover, the organizational didactic scenario changed with new regulations made by academic institutions, and these changes inevitably reflected on the LMS functionalities. It is important to note that these types of changes are usually the result of a debate process in which both elements of cooperation and negotiation interact.

To answer these (and other) needs, another founding paradigm was needed, with at least four basic new elements:
1. a new definition of collaboration virtual space, generalized with a respect to what traditional LMS were offering for educational settings;
2. a new definition of the users’ role in a community, based on the concept of duties and rights inside this virtual space;
3. the virtual space thus created should be generalized, suitable to support not just strict educational activities (like a “lecture” or a “course”), but more extended and complex processes like cooperation and collaboration;
4. the capability of modeling and preserving organizational structure and roles of the educational institution, for example in hierarchical structures like university-faculty-degree-course hierarchy, or any other organizational, network-based structure (like social communities)

This new way of conceiving the collaboration platform was found in the concept of virtual community. The system that arose, called On Line Communities [2], was born in 2003 and was deployed for all users in February 2005. Nowadays, among the different sites and public institutions where it is used, it counts approximately 20,000 users and a rate of 40,000 unique accesses per month.

The collaborative approach [3][4] is a very strong incentive for us to develop On Line Communities; what led us to rebuild the system to supersede LMSs limitations is to allow the exchange of users’ experiences within a virtual environment, and within well-defined areas known as “communities”. This approach is very different, for example, from the traditional ones available in other LMSs. Our work started before the boom of web 2.0 [5], that has now invaded and changed the way people think and build services on the net. From a technological point of view, trying to re-interpret the structure of our platform under the light of social networks, we could say that “Online Communities” can be seen as a social network specialized in the domain of learning activities. Nevertheless, due to the profound conceptual, design and technological starting points and approaches, some relevant differences exist between our platform and social networks on one side, and between our platform and LMSs on the other side.

The core of the application is composed by some abstract entities, i.e., VCs as aggregation of people to which some communication services are available in order to obtain certain objectives. With this approach, it could be possible to represent all the hierarchical relationships between different types of educational communities (such as Faculties, Didactic Paths, Master Degrees, Courses, etc.), as any other relationship among communities inside organizations.

In a nutshell, the main characteristics of a community could be summed up as follows:
• Each Community offers many services to registered users that have different roles/permissions inside the community
• The services are general applications that enable users to communicate both in synchronous and asynchronous way, to publish contents, to exchange files, to coordinate events, etc.
• Services offered by a community are activated by a manager of the community according to the needs, and the users of a community can use them with different rights and duties.
• Rights/duties in the community are different from rights/duties for the services
• Communities can be aggregated into larger communities with hierarchic mechanisms and infinite nesting levels. Communities can also be aggregated in an arbitrary way into larger communities disregarding the possible position of a hierarchical structure, in a sort of “transversal” link that overcomes the concept of “hierarchy” and follows the idea of “mesh”. Thanks to these features, a complex but powerful mechanism of propagation of services/roles/permissions/rights/duties can be set among communities of the same branch or of different branches.
• All users are recognized by the system and by the community: people external to the system can see public part of the community (services, material, contents etc.) only if managers allow this (ex. a blog of one community could be opened to external contributions)
• Services can take advantage of the “mesh” structure of Online Communities to provide some interesting though non-existing features, like “transversal wikis”, or “merged blogs”. One blog, in fact, can be the “fusion” of all the blogs of children communities, or a wiki can take the definition transversally from all wikis in related communities.
• Last but not least, a VC is the container for collaboration processes not limited to educational activities, but for any collaboration activity needed in an organization. Research teams, recreation groups, friends, meetings, conferences, secretariats, board of directors, colleagues, next social
dinner, anything could be an aggregation of people around a scope that can take advantage of the virtual spaces offered by the Virtual community.

III. SOCIAL NETWORK AND LEARNING SETTINGS

The collaborative approach described above [6][7] represented a very strong incentive for us on the development of new versions of “OnLine Communities”. The philosophy that led us to rebuild the system was to allow the exchange of users’ experiences among a virtual environment, and within well-defined areas known as “communities”. This “community-centric” approach is very different, as said, from the traditional “course-centric” one, typical of other e-learning management systems. The boom of the web 2.0 that changed the way people think and build services on the net. The “social” approach adopted by Facebook™, LinkedIn™, YouTube™ or Twitter™ is very interesting, and according to statistics, it involves an increasing number of web users[8]. Such services facilitate the bi-directional communication and the exchange of experiences between users, but on the other side can hardly be applied “tout court” to e-learning experiences. For example, students or teachers are “forced” to use blogs inside the “classroom” most of the time due to the lack of more appropriated tools. Many teachers used blog platforms because they did not have any other place to create a “diary” of the lectures, with teaching material associated to each lecture. However, in principle, a blog is a personal diary, that contains ordered-by-date comments on personal facts. The “experiential” component is relevant, respect to the usage of it as a repository of PDF files. Also students, that probably know better than us the role and scope for which blogs should be used, most of the time are not so comfortable in “participating” in a blog when used in educational settings, if not for curiosity, dictation of the teacher, trend or simply in order to have access to course information and materials. Of course, we are not denying the usage of blog as a very interesting, participative experiences (we built a blogging tools in our platform). We are simply saying that due to the eclecticism of web 2.0 tools, when the appropriate tools are lacking, people involved in educational tasks use what they find to be accessible, quick and easy to use. Thus, a blog (or a social network personal home page, or group) can be used as the classroom registry where annotating the lecture’s topics. If we finally add to blog’s posts the capability of associating uploaded files, we can have a very simple but efficient LMS with just one service. Quite strange, but we are not surprised to see teachers that use their own private blog or facebook page for coordinating and distributing educational material. So, forcing web 2.0 services to become e-learning services in an e-learning platform is a hazardous operation: the result could be a loss of quality in the learning process (like any usage or inappropriate tools for certain context), confusion, workaround and possibly users’ dissatisfaction. Of course, if you consider e-learning just as distributing PDF files to students, most of these tools are instead perfect, but this is not our perspective.

Following these considerations, another component of the Web 2.0 phenomenon has attracted people operating in educational settings, i.e., using social networks as teaching / learning platforms. Our consideration is more or less identical of the above consideration regarding the usage of blogs, but due to different perspectives. According to some recent statistics [8], the majority of users who use the so called “social networks services” are concentrating on the well known “people surfing”: navigate into the friends’ profiles, see pictures, personal information, etc. Voyeurism and curiosity behind the success of these applications? This study seems to suggest this scenario, but what interests us is that they are building a private community of people around their own interest: exactly the definition of “virtual community”, and not the definition of “classroom”.

We are aware of the clear phenomenon that is emerging from friends’ social network [9]; it is true that the action of adding a person to the friends’ list requires an approval, but it is also true that a user can see at any moment the people connected to his/her friends, and there is no approval mechanism on others’ friends. This opportunity on one hand could be positive, but on the other can be critical within a learning context (within a university, but also within business contexts). Once again, our virtual community approach solves (in our opinion) this problem with this “self reputation” capability of moderated virtual communities. The person that enters a virtual community in our system is authorized by the community administrator, and from that moment the person is in contact automatically with the people inside the community. This is the pillar of the virtual community: I’m in the community because I share the objectives of the community. So I don’t have to declare, accept, or manage my contacts inside that community, and I’ll be never connected to a friend of a friend of a friend. Of course, Online Communities allows the users to manage friends’ lists, but this is different from managing community members. The differences between “friends” and “community members” is very clear, and the platform with its security mechanisms based on roles / permissions / rights / services allows the user to manage these two different concepts.

Given that the increase of the social interactions is not a negative aspect, the risks coming from the direct use of Facebook’s approach into an environment with different aims (something like “I’m a friend of a friend who was the friend of my friend…..”) are complex to be evaluated. A critical consequence is to become implicitly a friend of my contacts’ friends, thus starting a sort of recursion in the friends’ list of friends.

We have therefore considered the best part of social networks (the services) but starting from re-thinking our system with a consolidated view on the virtual communities with some “social” extensions, changing our community system to a sort of “community 2.0” system: we like to define it as a “Private community Environment” (PCE).

As seen above, our approach is not the pure “classroom-based” approach of LMSs like Moodle™, nor the generalist
approach of social networks like Facebook™, halfway between the traditional learning environments and the social network applications. A PCE does not accept the simple subscription; it requires you to enter into a community in order to interact with others. A PCE is not usable just for e-learning related activities, it allows you to create a community (for example):

- to manage your next scientific conference with your research team and any other person involved in that conference;
- to collect opinions around the next meeting of the Board of Director, where the meeting is the virtual community, the virtual space inside which the participants to the meeting will have, with different roles ranging from the secretariat to the President, the various services of the community at their disposal;
- to aggregate in a virtual space those people interested in supporting an organization of volunteers for healthcare assistance, to discuss with doctors the problem of applying pain therapy to patients.

By the way, such a virtual space could respond simultaneously to all of these instances, but also to “simpler” issues related to educational scopes; the didactical needs and the improving of the interaction level necessary for the development of a participative environment. Online communities is therefore an alternative to both systems, better positioned (in our opinion and experience) to solve collaboration problems of people that want to be supported by ICTs.

![Figure 1: On Line Communities and the other systems](image)

The community metaphor helps us to follow this type of approach; in fact, it is very similar to the metaphors used by the most popular social networking services, but it is also different from what is used in the traditional LMSs. Generally, the increase of the social interactions in learning is never a bad thing, so using a tool that makes social interaction so easy is surely a good experimentation. The integration between a learning space and a social space could also be positive because it reinforces the idea that learning doesn’t just happen in privileged spaces, but learning can happen anywhere and without the intervention of an “official teacher”. This allows us to integrate the learning activities in a broader context that students are interested in, because the border between “learning” and “life” isn’t so distant.

IV. LEARNING ANDSOCIAL NETWORKS: TWO STRATEGIES INTO A POSSIBLE ARCHITECTURE

If we look at the whole range of application fields where we are using On Line Communities, the platform clearly evidences its nature of a collaborative environment that wants to stimulate the participation and put to value users’ cooperative work. Today, with the advent of new communication and collaboration paradigms, On line Communities has become an example of a computer support cooperative work system (CSCW) devoted to teaching/learning. In recent years, we extended our system to functionalities and services typical of Web 2.0. However, some relevant differences exist between the approaches used by web 2.0 applications and the ones used in On Line Communities. To overcome these differences, a changing of the rules used in the virtual space is required, and these changes have a direct influence on the entire architecture of the system.

The cooperative virtual space of On Line Communities is actually a closed environment. The users participate to the activities inside the system directly with their real identity. In fact, a person who enters a virtual community of our system is authorized firstly by the platform administrator (for certifying user’s credentials), and after by each community administrator for each community the user wants to enrol with. Once the user is accepted inside the community, from that moment he/she is automatically in contact with all the people inside the community. This is the pillar of the virtual community: as said, I’m in the community because I share its scope, and all the people of the community have more or less the same interests / objectives / tasks. Following this logic, the user is not obliged to declare, accept, or manage his/her contacts inside that community: s/he will never have to face the “domino” effect of friendship typical of most social networks.

The circumstances that we consider favourable in our system (lack of anonymity and control of the external accesses) have origin in two explicit requirements of our Faculty of Economics. The exclusion of anonymity is the result of a belief, that normally indicates that the anonymity into virtual learning environment should be banned, so that the actors cannot shirk from their responsibilities. The second circumstance (access control) stems from the will of a substantial number of teachers to block the publication on the network of their own courses’ Learning Objects. These choices made the system impermeable to the users’ social dynamics, or to the communities existing in the social networks.

To overcome these limits without affecting our constraints requires a radical change of the system architecture, that sees the person as a member of one or many communities. On the other hand, in the web 2.0 applications, the participants exist as individuals who, for example, can create themselves a specific community. The rethinking of the system with these ideas, could change our community system to a sort of “community 2.0” system: we like to define it as a “Private community Environment” (PCE). The difference between the two approaches is that the communities in our systems are created as an extension in the virtual space of real didactics. On the contrary, in web 2.0 social networks, virtual communities emerge from the interaction among users’ own networks.
Following this line, we studied how to modify the architecture of our system, as we wanted to implement the good part (from our perspective) of the incredible revolution introduced by social networks. We wanted to transform our virtual communities platform into a sort of bridge system between the classical methodology followed into the most famous LMSs (like for example Moodle [10]) and the new web 2.0 and social networks applications (like for example Facebook, MySpace and Flickr), without losing the focus on the learning processes.

On one side, this solution give to the user more freedom than into a classic LMS, but on the other side, it is more difficult for didactic institutions to be implemented. In fact, while the institutions are becoming a knowledge centre through the participation of its members, at the same time they are being exposed to the risk of the complexity and the personal relationships of its members.

According to this solution, it is important also to develop a new interface of the Personal Learning Space of each user; the metaphor of community makes possible to implement some interesting features, directly connected to the user and his/her list of contacts. In other words, this gives the possibility to the users to manage their own learning spaces: in some way to enable the users to create a “Personal Learning Space” for their needs. Each user will have the opportunity to access to his/her personal page, which will contain personalized services. As a result, some interesting new services can be provided, for example:

1. access to communities where the user was registered;
2. view the most used services by each user;
3. access to contextual services for each community;
4. access to the personalized services;
5. add some services into the personal learning area.

The user can access to the list of communities where s/he is enrolled in, because this is the primary scope of connecting to this system. But together with this, the user finds a set of services that are typically connected to his/her own person, a sort of personal space within the system. The services are “general”, so in this condition the user will see services that are at “personal” level. This can be repeated and nested when the user enters inside a community: he will find (more or less) the same services, but this time these will be the services of that community, with different permissions, roles, list of contacts etc. A typical example is the Blog service: when I’m inside my PLS, the Blog is my blog, when I’m inside the community “workgroup XWZ”, the service Blog refers to the blog of that community: same service, totally different context and contents, totally different the role of the user could be.

Finally, thanks to the inheritance mechanism among communities provided by the platform, the blog of that community can be merged with the blogs of parent communities, or with the child communities, or with sister communities (children of the same parent community).

V. EASE OF USE

In this paper we presented a summary of our research activity in learning settings, where we faced with three different approaches to provide support to learning and teaching activities. The first possible approach is the one based on a “course-centric” vision of the learning processes, where every activity done by users is located around the “course”. This is what we saw implemented as a main metaphor in Learning management systems. A second possible approach is a derivation of tools and services made available by social network platform, where we read a subject-centric vision of the learning processes. This approach is found inside those
learning experiences where social networks are used as virtual spaces for implementing the interaction between teachers and students. A third approach is the one used in our implementation, called “Online Communities”, i.e., a community-centric approach. The system provides a virtual space where collaboration, communication and learning-specific tools and services are available for the participant to the community. The community is the center, the subject enrolls in the community depending on her interests and needs. The community therefore could be a course in educational settings, but could also be somethings not necessarily or specifically related with educational activities, or can be equipped with services that implement different collaboration mechanisms respect to traditional learning settings (download material, read a forum, do a questionnaire etc.)

We experimented the “long and winding road” of architectural choices, needed for taking full advantages from all these new approaches and suggestions coming from our experience on the field and from what the we 2.0 was introducing. Moreover, by coupling this web 2.0 tools with a virtual communities approach, rather than the traditional “course” metaphor, we obtained many advantages in the possible services provided to end users. In particular, it was evident that social applications are profoundly different from what is provided by traditional e-learning applications. Our system, originally followed a logic of blended learning, was also focused on the metaphor of the course. The evolution to a different metaphor (the community), has opened new perspectives, different from anything that can be seen as formal learning. Our focus on integrating web 2.0 and social network services, increasingly common in the worldwide web, seemed to be quite naturally.
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Abstract

The Juggler is a performance that aims to investigate the relationship between the theatre and the ICT. The aim is to realize a real and at the same time imaginary place where actors can interact with imaginary characters, objects or situation. The plot of the performance is simple: the Juggler will meet two characters: Trick and the Shaman. These two characters will guide the Juggler inside a fantastic world where he will able to connect the terrestrial world and the afterlife searching for the memory, values, essence. Therefore, the Juggler will express the need to act with the imagination to tell a world of memories relived through signs, symbols and atmospheres suspended for walking away from a reality too much unnecessary concrete. The core of this experience is the relationship between video and body actors. They talk, returning one dimension to another. The video, in this experience, it is not intended as a form of sealed and assembled in support of a language (both theatrical and performative), but is conceived and developed as a flexible material at the disposal of actors / performers / dancers in a state of inter-connection. The actions of one determine the reaction of the other. In order to achieve this goal, a multimedia product was developed in Flash. This media allows the actors on stage to interact in unreal situations or create new and non-repeatable. In this way the director can be an active part of the show, changing the course of history in real time. The use of Flash, in fact, allows the director to choose which part of the storyboard to use and the situation going to build. In the same way the public can interact with the actors and scenes. It 'important to note that the media has the duty to act as a backdrop to the show and the costumes have been designed taking into account the need to interact with a virtual performance space. As previously mentioned the core of the show is the multimedia content developed in Flash. The artistic purpose, that we wanted to achieve with this product, was to build a show in which traditional methods and approaches of the theatre have merged with those of ICT. In this way an innovative way of understanding the visual representation has been built. So technology is not a simple tool to support the artistic performance but it is a protagonist of the action and able to modify and interpret the course of history. The multimedia content has been built making use of original texts and music. The show has been featured in various Italian opera houses, creating a performance much appreciated by audiences and critics. A version for the web of the product has been created and can be find at the following link: http://www.maxcoppeta.it/giocoliere/
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Abstract

Voices that no one hears is a short film realized by the use of the Stop Motion techniques. Stop motion is an animation technique to make a physically manipulated object appear to move on its own. The object is moved in small increments between individually photographed frames, creating the illusion of movement when the series of frames is played as a continuous sequence. The issue addressed in this work is the war as a universal struggle of men against men, focusing on women and children as symbols of innocence and victims of violence. In this project, the theme is bloody but lived in a dream, symbolic representation where natural events and animals (the storm, the seagull, the butterfly) become characters in a fantasy world in an ongoing exchange between dream and reality, absurd and paradoxical. This aim has been accomplished by the use of ICT. From a technical point of view the challenge was to realize a professional work by the use of “normal” technology. So with normal desktop, a digital camera, some software as 3D studio max, Adobe Premiere and fantasy a professional movie has been realized. A professional sculptor has constructed the scene and were made costumes and choreography. The actors are some Ikea puppets. By the use of an apple G5 server and a Canon EOS 5 Camera the movie has been realized in a week. The multimedia content has been built making use of original texts and music. The movie has been featured in various Italian opera houses, creating a performance much appreciated by audiences and critics. A version for the web of the product has been created and can be find at the following link:
http://www.premioceleste.it/opera/ido:74921/
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Abstract

Gesture-based interfaces provide an intuitive and natural way to convey 2D graphical command symbols for interacting with applications and services.

Users can prefer performing gestures “in the air” or through suitable tools, e.g. tablets, depending on the context of usage and the available tools. A collection of device-independent algorithms and tools for analysing gestures would facilitate such a plasticity in the interaction process.

This paper describes how a set of 2D graphical symbols, traced by moving a led pen in front of a single-camera, can be recognised in a gesture recognition system, using the same algorithms employed for recognising these symbols when used on a tablet.

1 Introduction

The main goal in the design of multimodal interfaces is to increase the naturality of human-machine communication process, exploiting typical communicational behaviours of human beings. Gesture- and speech-based modalities are considered among the most promising ways for human-machine communication, as they are most common in human-human communication. For the case of visual concepts (e.g. graphical symbols), these are better expressed through gesture modality, when it is possible to achieve an immediate abstract visualization of temporal, geometrical and spatial characteristics.

Users can perform gestures finalized to command a device using a specific tool (e.g. movement sensors, tablet PC) or simply by tracing signs with their hands captured by some optical device. Depending on several factors, e.g. application environments (e.g. kind of application/service, kind of device) or technical contexts (e.g. indoor, outdoor, presence of light), different interaction supports may be preferred. The type of support, as well as the choice to focus on the hand movements, heavily influence the approaches used in the recognition process and the involved algorithms.

A possible classification of gesture recognition algorithms is based on the way by which they extract movement information from low level data. In particular, algorithms can be classified as tracker based or vision based [3]. To the first class algorithms belong which base the recognition process on haptic devices (e.g. data gloves, body suits) by which to capture the whole gesture informative content, while in the second class we find algorithms that obtain information by analyzing a sequential set of images representing a human-computer interaction scene.

This paper describes a simple gesture recognition process in to the second class, where gesture movements, performed by the user through the management of a led pen (or some other simple gadget coloured with a uniform tonality), is detected by a color tracking algorithm that analyzes a sequential set of images captured by a single-camera. Once the spatial and temporal information of the tracked color has been obtained, a sketch recognition engine is adopted to interpret the related graphical symbol.

The basic idea of the system is that the user can define, through a sketch-based interface (i.e. based on the stroke identification), a set of recognizable gestures. In fact, the core system is based on a sketch recognition algorithm built to face the main aspects in this field multi-domain definition, real-time recognition and tracing style interpretation [1]. For this reason, our approach identifies the trajectory (i.e. spatial and temporal information) of the tracked color as a set of sequential points through which to define a stroke representing an abstraction of the user’s gesture.

In the following, Section 2 presents the system architecture and shows some preliminary experimental results and Section 3 concludes the paper.
2 The System Architecture

The main aspects of the system architecture are discussed with reference to Figure 1.

![Figure 1. System Architecture](image)

The architecture relies on the definition of a set of sketched graphical symbols to be recognised. An editor is available, which allows skilled users to define unistroke symbols. With each symbol, an agent is associated able to recognise instances of the symbol based on an analysis of mathematical and geometrical features extracted from the strokes drawn with the gestures.

The system is structured into three modules. Given a set of predefined symbols, previously defined with a sketch editor, and characterised in terms of strokes, the modules process a set of video frames captured by the camera to extract the points of the fixed color trajectory and identify a traced stroke, to be matched with the strokes defining the symbols.

The first module (Color Tracking) adopts a color tracking technique [2] to detect, within an image, all the regions that have a fixed target color. The algorithm follows, frame by frame, the spatial movement of these regions and produces, for each of them, a bounding box surrounding it. The set of bounding boxes defines the trajectory of the gestures performed by moving the led pen in front of the single-camera.

The second module (S&N, Skeleton and Normalization) receives the set of bounding boxes and reduces each of them to a single spatial point by calculating their barycenters. It also interpolates these points to deal with the possible lack of spatial contiguity due to the speed of the gesture in comparison with the fps (frames per second) capacity of the camera. At the end of the process the module will have produced a representation of the user’s gesture as a stroke.

The third module (FcBD, Feature calculation Bid Decision) is an agent-based sketch recognition engine. Given a sketch/gesture library created with the editor, the FcBD module extracts features from the strokes produced by the S&N module and matches them against the features characterising the symbols in the library. Figure 2 shows a test library.

![Figure 2. Basic Test Library](image)

In particular, each agent checks the conformance between the evaluated features and the description of the symbol for which it is responsible, and decides whether the stroke can be recognized as a specific graphical symbol. When a conflict occurs, i.e. two or more agents claim recognition for a same stroke, a mediator agent solves them through some heuristic strategy.

The FcBD engine has been tested, with good results using traditional sketching tools (mouse and tablet). Experiments are now starting with the camera-based gesture-recognition. The first results are promising, but they have been obtained in a controlled indoor environment and with regular, not too fast gestures.

3 Conclusion

We have presented an agent-based sketch recognition engine for definition of 2D graphical symbols and their recognition through gesture color tracking. We need to improve the current color tracking algorithm to obtain independency from both the application environments and technical contexts. Moreover, we are working on a freehand gesture recognition system.
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Abstract—Music performance is closely associated with body movements in many levels for both the instrument player and the listener. Recent studies show the existence of a strong link between bodily movement and conception and perception of music. The MvM (Music via Motion) framework was proposed over 10 years ago now and has been designed for several different scenarios including interactive dance performances and interactive installations. This paper presents a recent revision to the MvM framework and core system with a range of enhancements and optimizations. It discusses related background and details the new design together with a case study on conducting, using the MvM framework to offer visual and audio feedback on the beat position in order to study the perception of conducting gesture communication and different interpretations.

Keywords—motion; multimedia; distributed; framework; mapping; gesture; conducting

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a multitude of developments and growth in motion-based systems for live interactions including gaming and performance. In musical contexts, such systems offer a more expressive interface for the performer, and the possibility to create music without the physical constrains of an analog instrument.

The original MvM (Music via Motion) framework [1] was designed to operate a trans-domain mapping between physical movement and multimedia events in creative domains with visualization and sonification. The current revision aims to optimize and enhance the MvM framework, offering a generic motion analysis and mapping device.

Starting with a brief description of related background, this paper will discuss the design and architecture of the new framework, new features and functionalities, and a case study on a conducting analysis application will show the results yielded by the system.

II. BACKGROUND

Various systems have been developed to use gestural control for many forms of interactive performance [2, 3], as was the original MvM [1]. Many of such systems allow for very flexible output, enabling control over any set of relevant features. Although certain body movements tend to relate to associated shaping of multimedia output, the effect of gestural control is often specific to one user application, hence the need for generic motion analysis and mapping.

Computer Vision software has evolved over the last decade, with more processing power and powerful new techniques. The rise in popularity of motion controlled video gaming systems (e.g. Wii, Playstation Move, Microsoft Kinect) and mobile devices with sensors (typically accelerometers) has also lead to affordable and robust hardware systems for motion tracking, which are relevant tools for augmented multimedia performance [4, 5].

The MvM revision aims to take advantage of these developments, accepting input data from multiple devices. Features are extracted from the data and mapped into generic information, which can then be translated into specific multimedia content. These optimizations require a new framework design, which handles distributed modules, multithreaded processing of multiple inputs, extendable generic analysis and mapping modules.

III. MUSIC VIA MOTION DESIGN

The new MvM framework revolves around a channel-based architecture. A channel is created for each input. Each channel is configured to process the input data through a number of analysis modules. The results of each of these modules are then sent to a set of configured mapping modules, which send output data.

![MvM Channel](image)

Figure 1. MvM channel design.

This design effectively allows for any number of channels, receiving from various input systems, to be
processed by any number of channel-specific analysis and mapping modules, which generate output data relative to the associated channel. Currently integrated input channels include: raw video stream, kinect, mobile devices (via UDP).

IV. NEW FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES

A. Flexible analysis and processing:

Depending on the type of input data, pre-processing may be required. For example, a raw video stream input needs pre-processing, while position or accelerometer data from a mobile sensor can be sent directly to the MvM input channel.

The framework offers a range of pre-processing functionalities including the use of OpenCV, with various forms of motion tracking. Currently, skeleton tracking of Kinect input is obtained with OpenNI [6].

B. Distributed system:

Input pre-processing and multimedia feedback require considerable CPU power. The new MvM design is a distributed system, which allows for the input data pre-processing, analysis and mapping, and multimedia output to be distributed across multiple systems. Communication is ensured via UDP.

C. Multithreaded:

All MvM channels run in parallel threads. Moreover, all analysis and mapping is multithreaded, each input is analyzed and mapped in parallel by a number of module instances, specific to the channel.

D. Extendable pool of analysis and mapping modules:

Gesture analysis and mapping modules are designed to accept several input sources, making them interchangeable and reusable for various applications. The existing base can be extended with very little change to the system. In addition to the generic gesture analysis functions implemented under the MvM framework, OpenCV modules can also be used.

V. CONDUCTING CASE STUDY

Analyzing and understanding conducting gesture proves to be an interesting potential application for augmented performances [4] and in depth analysis for learning tools. Several projects in ICSRiM currently aim to analyze and track beats and time signatures from a conductor.

The present case study is based on the use of the Kinect and OpenNI for body tracking. A beat detection analysis module finds beats, through an algorithm based on hand movement orientation, angle change between successive frames and speed. Detected beats are then mapped to trigger an event of visual or audio nature.

The new MvM design allows for sub-modules to analyze data from an existing analysis module. Implementations of this feature in the case study include tempo calculation, using a sliding window of the last beats, and dynamic time warping (DTW) for time signature recognition, by matching the normalized spatial location of a sequence of beats to a known reference.

VI. RESULTS

The preliminary results obtained for the conducting case study show robust real-time beat tracking, which was mapped into visual output in Fig. 2, with accurate tempo calculation and time signature matching. These results prove the efficiency of the new design. Future directions for conducting analysis could include meaningful visual feedback for augmented performance, and the design of a virtual orchestra, where conducting information is used in Max/MSP to conduct and control a musical piece.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented features and enhancements which have been made to the original MvM system. It describes a case study on conducting, built with the new framework, and demonstrates the possibilities of MvM for gesture controlled multimedia feedback for live performance.

This work is ongoing. Future directions include extensions with the new Kinect for Windows SDK and further case studies that involve shape-based analysis and multiple player interactivity modeling.
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Abstract—The exploitation of content in the area of cultural heritage is a critical issue. There is a strong push on defining and collecting content metadata from cultural institutions (such as museums, university, archives, library, foundations, etc.) to see them accessible on Europeana for a larger audience, the so called European digital library. This action is going to reduce fragmentation and to integrate valuable collections in a unique place. Europeana foundation and portal that do not collect content items files, but only classification information (i.e., metadata), including the original URLs to the content. These URLs refer to the original content owner and/or to the content aggregator. Europeana could have a strong validity for educational purposes. In the demo, the main tools in terms of aggregations are presented. The proposed aggregation model attempts to satisfy the above mentioned requirements with a semantic model and tools providing support for playlists, collections and media synchronization through MyStoryPlayer annotation tool. Finally, the aggregations are also provided as semantic concepts to Europeana. The results have been produced in the ICT PSP project ECLAP founded by the European Commission, www.eclap.eu.

I. CONTENT AGGREGATOR TOOLS IN ECLAP

A. Model

ECLAP e-library for performing art portal and service has been created for ECLAP ICT PsP project (European Collected Library of Artistic Performance) of the European Commission.

ECLAP is a best practice network for collecting and aggregating content for Europeana.

In ECLAP, several different kinds of concepts and data are modeled ranging from content to users and their relationships.

The different kinds of content, and also the users are associated with a thematic taxonomy which describes the content in terms of genre, performing art type, historical period, subjects, management aspects, dissemination aspects, etc. Also the user profile includes such a classification to allow users to express their preferences about content theme.

Content in ECLAP can be: image, document, video, audio, archive, animations, etc., but also playlists, collections, web pages, annotations, comments, etc. This demo is focused on describing aggregator contents like playlists, collections and annotations according to the semantic model in ECLAP.

B. Playlists

According to the model of Figure 1, a playlist can be a set of audiovisual contents. Playlists are a way of playing a series of multimedia contents in a specific order, defined during the authoring phase. The ECLAP play list is not the classical play list of many social network, since in ECLAP the user may chose to put in the play list not an entire video or audio, but a segment of video, audio or a an image for a number of seconds. This can be done through a proper player (fig.2) that will be loaded during the editing phase in which user can select media, add them to playlists box, choose an order and choose a segment for each media. Even images has a time related to their permanence as annotations.

Once the edit phase is complete, user can save the playlist assigning full metadata to relate, in order to save it as an object that will be stored in database, will be available for the playback session, and will be shared with other users. Thanks to the metadata, this object will be indexed properly, to keep easier the search on the portal.

Figure 1. ECLAP semantic model
C. Collections

A collection is a set of contents: audio, video, images, documents, pdf, playlists, zip files, etc., that are grouped together according to the personal purpose of the user. They may be thematic collection as well as used as the first step to collect content for preparing a lesson for e-learning environment, LMS. The teachers use the Collections as sources of contents that can be grouped together following a topic or by choosing a connection amongst them. The ECLAP Collections are directly created on the Portal and may be published or kept private by the user. Unpublished collection will be visible only to the creator in a draft form; Published collection has been uploaded as new ECLAP content and it will be visible to all registered users. In both cases, they are automatically exported, on the LMS side of ECLAP to be used by the teachers to create a lesson.

D. Mystoryplayer annotation tool

MyStoryPlayer is a tool that allows users to be the central part in fruition of multimedia objects annotating them, and offers new solutions for educational and infotainment purposes.

The innovative part of MyStoryPlayer lies in the fact that no difference between media and the user’s annotation exists, because both categories are referred to multimedia objects and they are temporally connected. Annotations are related to one or two media, and each media can be associated to many annotations. Therefore, according to the model, two audiovisual objects can be synchronized each other through an annotation containing temporal elements that define this kind of relation.

An annotation involves one or two media and is composed by a start time, an end time, an identifier of the media annotated, an identifier of the media to relate with the first one, and a textual description of the annotated segment. This information are codified by RDF triples and saved to a Sesame database, external to ECLAP one, interfaced with the Flash MyStoryPlayer that interprets the information and play the contents in synchronized way according to their temporal lines.

As for the other features like playlist and collection, no alteration is done on the original file, when two media are synchronized, because the system provide to generate new code RDF that identify this relation, and save on internal database the information about the annotation in order to allow the user to access to his annotations from his profile.
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Note for the demo: all the necessary equipment to present the demo will be brought by us. We will be present in our workstation at the conference, available for any question and/or explanation.
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